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South Indian Aphididae.

By C. J. Gbobqx, ItA.
(Communicated by Dr. B. Prashad.)

INTRODUCTION.

Among groups of insects of economic importance, Aphids
occupy no mean rank. On account of the enormously large

numbers in which these plant lice make their appearance when-
ever the weather happens to be conducive to their increase,

they are always' to be dreaded as enemies of plant life. For
devising proper methods of dealing with any insect pest, a
correct determination of its exact place in the scheme of nature

and a study of its biology and habits are necessary>prelimin-

ries; for instance, the group of Aphids comprises forms of

iverse and peculiar habits and the same species may attack

-arions kinds of plants, and it is, therefore, necessary for the

conomic entomologist to have a fair knowledge of the

lassification of the group, as a first step towards devising

control measures. Since there is at present a great deal of

onfusion in matters of taxonomy connect^ witn this ^oup.
n intensive study of the species inhabiting particular regions is

a necessity. So far, the late Lala Bashambar Das was the only
worker who had undertaken a serious study of this group in

India, and Lad Providence allowed him a longer lease of life

this group might have received e. thorough and masterly hand-
ling at his hands. The present paper forms the result of a
preliminary investigation conduct^ on the aforesaid lines on
South Indian Aphids with special reference to Coimbatore
species. • ‘ *
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Macrosiphum solidaginis, Fabr.

Das, Mem. Ind. Mus. Vol. VI, No. 4, p. 164 (1918).

Host. Carthamus tinctorius. Collected from the

Ceded Districts.

One of the biggest Aphids in South India. This seiems

to be a serious pest of Safflower in the Ceded Districts in

January.

Macrosiphum sanborni, Gillette.

Das, Mem. Ind. Mus. Vol. VI, No. 4, p. 168 (1918).
Gillette, Can. Ent. Vol. L., p. 66 (1908).

* Gillette, Jour. Eco. Ent. Vol. IV, p. 386 (1911).
Takahashi, A'ph. Formosa. Part. II, p. 77 (1923).
Host. Cultivated Chrysanthemum and Vemonia sp.

Collected at Coimbatore.

A black insect gei\<erally bad on Chrysanthemums from
December to January. A few apterous forms were collected in

October on a species of Vernonia.

Macrosiphum rosaeformis. Das.

Das, Mem. Ind. Mus. Vol. VI, No. 4, (1918).
Host. Rose. Collected from Coimbatore and the

Nilgiris.

‘ All through the year it seems to be a pest of roses, but
seldom becomes serious.

Myzus persicae, Sulz.

[Syn. Rhophalosiphum danthii (Sacchr).]

Gillette, Jour. Eco. Ent. Vol. I, p. 369 (1908).
Buckton, Ind. Mus. Notes. Vol. IV, No. 4, p. 197

(1900). ^
^Host. All the local Cruciferous plants and tob^co.

Collected from Coimbatore and Bangalore.
It is a serious pest of tobacco in the whole of Coimbatore

District. It is distinguished by its reddish pink colour from
other species of Aphids that attack tobacco. It lives on wild
species of Cleome Avhere there are no tobacco plants in the
field.

Pentalonia nigronervosa, Coq.

Coquerel, Ann. Ent, Soe. France. Ser.*3. Vol. 7 n
269 (1869). .

’ % > F-

Host. Musa sapientum—Collected from Coimbatore
and Bangalore.

rpu
Peniabmia is dis^tinguished by the wing venation.

The radial sector extends abruptly downward and meeting
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the upper branch of the media, fuses with it and is diverted
again towards the tip of the wing. A closed cell is thus formed
by the radial sector and the media. The hind wings are very
much reduced there being only one vein.

This occurs throughout the year on all varieties of cultiva-

ted plantains.

Pentalonia galadii* V. D. Goot.

Host. Cultivated Golocasia : Collected at Peermade,
4,000 ft. Travancore.

This species resembles Pentalonia nigronervoaa to a great
extent. It is prevalent in that locality from August to October.
It is found on the inner side of the leaf sheaths.

Rhophalosiphum pseudobrassicae, Davis:

(Syn. Siphocoryne indobfussicae, Das.)

Das, Mem, Ind, Mus, Vol. VI, No. 4, p. 188 (1918).

Davis, Cand. Enl, Vol. 46, p. 2^1, XLVI (1914).

Takahashi, Aph, Formosa, part II, p. 91 (1923).
• Host. All Cruciferous plants : Collected at Coimba-

tore.

In association with Myzus persicae it is generally found
attacking our Cruciferous vegetables. It is a light green insect

with black coniicles.

Rhophalosiphum avenae. Fab.

(Syn. Aphis avenae^ Fab.) {Siphocoryne avenae,

Pergande, Aphis padi, Kalt, Siphonaphis padi, V. D.
Goot).

Host. Ragi roots {Eleusine coracana).

Collected at Coimbatore.

Brevicoryne coriander!. Das.

Das. Mem, Ind, Mus, Vol. VI, No. 4, p. 180 (1918).

Host. Coriander : Collected at Coimbatore.

This insect is found on Coriander from December to

January attacking the umbels at all stages. Being found
in large numbers it causes the inflorescendes to dry up. It is a

small green insect distinguished by the stout body and the short

cornicles swollen in the middle.

Toxoptera graminum, Rond. ' "

Das, Mem, Ind. Mus. Vol. VI, No. 4, p. 196 (1918).

Host. Ragi and Wheat: Collected atjDoimbatore.

This insecl), wjiich has attained some notoriety in the

United States and is known as thd Green Bug or the Spring
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Grain Aphis, is found in some numbers at Coimbatore from

August to October. A light green insect with black tipped

cornicles mostly found attacking the undersurface of the leaves.

Had it not been for the heavy parasitisation to which it is

subject, it would perhaps have been a serious pest in Sopth

India also.

Toxoptera aurantii, Boyer.

(Syn. Ceylonia theaecda, Buck.)

Tii.lra.Tm.Hb i, Aphididae of Formosa, pt. 11. p. 194 (1923)>

Host. Pepper (Y. B. Bao) Jack and Tea ; Collected

t from Coimbatore, Travancore and British Malabar.

This blackish green insect though known as a pest of Citrus

trees is not found here on those plants.

Aphis-gossypii, Glover.

(Syn. Aphis Gitruli, Ashmead) {A. cucumpris, Forbes).

Das, Mem. Ind. Mus. Vol. VI. No. 4. p. 219. (1918).

Lefroy, Ind. Insect Life, p. 747 (1909).

Fletcher, iSowc SouiK Indian Insects, p. 499 (1914).

Takahashi, Aph. Formosa part II, p. 197, (1923).

Host. Cotton, Guava, Lantana, Ocymum canum.
Euphorbia sp., Ttidax sp., Vernonia sp., Solanum
sp,, and Hibiscus sp. Collected from Coimbatore,
Bangalore, British Malabar, Travancore and the
Ceded Districts.

This is a polyphagous insect green to yellow in colour and
always a serious pest of all the local Malvaceous plants. It

does some damage to Cambodia cotton from December to
August at Coimbatore. There is a good lot of variation in size.

Aphis medicaginis, Koch.

Das, Mem, Ind. Mv>s. Vol. VI, No. 4, p. 203 (1918).*
Takahashi, Aph. Formosa, part II, p. 101 (1923).
Gillette, Jour. Eco. Ent. Vol. I, p. 177-178 (1908).
Host. Most of the leguminous plants including

Lab-lab, Red Gram, cluster beans. Lucerne, Indigo,
and Sesbania grandiflora. Collected from Coimba-
tore and Travancore.

This is always a serious pest of Leguminous crops. Adults
are shining black (dark brown) and the nymphs duller in colour.
From Octohei; to January it badly infests Lab-lab shoots and
inflorescence. •

^

.Aphis malvae, Koch.
• (Syn. A. cucurbiti. Buck.)

Das, Mem. Ind. Ifus. Vol. VI, No. 4, p. 213 (J918).
Takahashi, Aph. Formosa, part 1, p. 99 (1921).
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Host. Almost all the local Ciicurbitaoeous plants:

Collected from Coimbatore, Bangalore, Travancore,
British Malabar.

This insect in spite of its very small size is capable of doing
some damage to our edible Cucurbits. It is smaller than A.
goaaipU but has all the colour variations of it.

Aphis taveresi, Delguercio.

Takahashi, Aph, Formoaa, part II, p. 102 (1923).

Host. All Citrus species ; Collected from Coimbatore,
Travancore, Shevaroys and Ceded Districts.

This is a very dark reddish brown insect. The nymphs are
a little lighter in colour. A serious pest of orange and lime trees

all over South India. Specimens collected from wild Citrus
at Peermade are bigger than those from cultivated Citrus
species.

Aphis maidis, Fitch.

(Syn. Aphia aorghi^ Theobald, A. aduaUiy Zehnt.).

Das, Mem. Ind. Mua. Vol. VI, No. 4, p. 208 (1918).

Lefroy, Ind. Ina. Life, page 745 (1909).

Takahashi, Aph. Formoaa, part II, p. 107 (1923).
Host. Sorghum, Maize, and Cynodon dactylon ;

Collected at Coimbatore.

This is almost a serious pest of Andropogon aorghum at

Coimbatore. It attacks the tender rolled up centred shoots

on the inner side. It does not attack sugarcane under natural
conditions but when artificially introduced it thrives. The
colour varies from light green to dark green. It is subject

to heavy parasitisation by a Hymenopteron.

Aphis sacchari, Zehnt.

(Syn. A. miacanthi, Takahashi.)

Das, Mem. Ind. Mua. Vol. VI, No. 4, p. 206 (1918).

Takahashi, Aph. Formoaa. part II, p 108 (1923).

Host. Sorghum and sugarcane
;
Collected at Coimba-

tore.
•

It is not a serious pest of Sorghum or sugarcane, but
occasionally multiplies to large numbers. In April one can
see many solitary winged forms on the under surface of the
Sorghum leaves, evidently migrating from some other plants.

Aphis nerii, Boyer.

.

(Syn. Myzua Tiertt, Boyer ; Aphis cudepiadis, TheobsJd.)

.
BuU. Bnt. JUa. Vol. IV, p., 328 (1913-14).

Das, Mem. Ind. Mua. Vol. VI, No. 4, p. 204 (1918).
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Taka«ba43hi, Aph. Formosa, part. II, p. 38 and 104

(1923).

Host. Asclepiadaceous plants as Calotropis gigantea,

Gryptostegia grandiflora and Daemia sp. Collected

from Coimbatore and Bellary.

A typical bright yellow species generally found throughout

the year on the undersurface of the leaves. It is remarkable

that it does not infest any Apoc3maceous plants here.

Aphis rumicis, L.

Gillette, Jour, Eco, EnL Vol. 3, p. 406 (1910).

Theobald, Bull Ent, Bes. Vol. 4, p. 329 (1913-14).

Davidson, Bull, Ent. Res. Vol. 12, p. 81 (1921-22).

Das, Mem. Ind. Mus. Vol. 4, p. 203 (1918).

Host. Solanum mgrum—Collected at Coimbatore.

A dirty black aphis* always a serious pest of Solanum
nigrum. It infests the undersurface of the leaves and
twLsts them into curious shapes. The tender shoots easily

succumb to the attack. It is Observed usually from September
to December.

Aphis odinae, V. D. Goot.

Host. Odina wodier, Mangifera indica, and Hameiia
< patens. Collected from Cloimbatore and Bangalore.

A light reddish brown insect found on mango trees during
the flowering season, sometimes heavily infesting the inflor-

escence.

Aphis ficus, Theobald ?

Theobald. Bull Ent. Res. Vol. 8, p. 276 (1917-18).
HpST. Ficus hengalensis : Collected at Coimbatore.

A green to dark green insect occasionally found on ^he
updersurface of the leaves and on the tender shoots of Ficus
hengalensis. Winged forms are very rare.

Aphis donacis, Pass.

Host. Arundo donax—Collected at Coimbatore.
ft

Throughout the year it is found attacking the tender leaves
of A. donax.. There is a certain amount of white dust on the
body scattered here and there.

* •

Anuraphis helichfysi, Kalt.

(Syn. BYackycavudia pruni, V.D. Groot.)

Das, Mem. Ind. Mm., Yol. 6, No. 4, p. 222. (1918).
Takahashi, Apih. Formosa, part 1,'p. 59 (1921).
Host. Ageratofn sp. Collected at Coimbatore.
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This species though a serious pest of peaches in North
India is rarely found in South India. It has been collected

from Ageraium sp. the leaves of which it curls into pseudogalls.

The whole shoot becomes malformed and the plant arrested

in growth.
Setaphis bougalnvilliae, Theobald.

Theobald, Bull. Ent. Rea. Vol. XI. p. 70 (1920-21).

Host. PhyUanHhua emblica. (T.V.B.) Collect^ at

Coimbatore.

This was described from Africa on Bougainvillia by Theo-
bald. The alate forms have the hind wings reduced, there

being only a single vein. Throughout the year it occurs in large

numbers on Phyllanthua emblica. It does not thrive here on
Bougainvillia even when artificially introduced.

Greenidea artocarpi, Westwood.

Westwood, Trana. Ent. Soc. London^ 1890, p. 649.

Host. Artocarpua integrifolia :*GoWected from Mala-
bar.

This is distinguished by the peculiarly long and hairy

cornicles. It occurs from November to January.

Dilachnus krishni, Sp. Nov.

Apteroua viviparoua female. Blackish brown. Body denser

ly hairy ail over. Of oval shape. Head small, divided.

Vertex hairy. Eyes small. In specimens treated with potash,
apices of femur and tibia, the margins of cauda and anal plate,

and the tip of cornicles dusky. The hairy cones on which
the cornicles are situated brownish. Antennas slender and
shorter than front tibiae. Hairs on the antennae similar to

the hairs on the limbs, but longer than those on*the body.
Third Joint of the antennae has no sensoria. The fourth bears

on the terminal half 5 or 6 medium-sized circular sensoria.

The fifth and sixth segments bear sub-apically a large sensorium
each. The relative length of joints, as follows :

—

III. 83-86 ; IV. 35-36 ; V. 28 ;
VI. 27.

Rostrum slender and reaches the hjnd coxae. In some
specimens it reaches the middle coxae only. Cornicles situated

on large hairy cones. Cauda rounded and bears many long

bristles. Anal plate broader than cauda, broadly rounded and
bears bristles similar to those on cauda. Tibia^ atouter than

antennae. Hind tarsi much longer than the sixth antennal joint,

second tarsal joint about three times the fir^st.

Length of antennae aljout 1'66 mm.
Length.of bpdy about 5 mm.
Length of hind tibiae about 3 mm.
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Alate viviparous female. Blackish brown. Oblong in

shape. Body hairy as in apterous viviparous female. Head
divided. Vertex hairy. Antennas slenderer than limbs. Hairs
on the antennae similar to those on the limbs. Third
Joint of the antennae studded with a number of circular, medium
sized sensoria arranged almost in rows. Fourth Joint bears 7 to
10 sensoria. The fifth bears 4 sensoria of which the sub-apical
one is larger than the others. The sixth bears the usual
apical one at the base of the terminal process. Relative lengths
of the joints as follows :

—

HI. 75-79
;
IV. 36 ; V. 26-28; VI. 22-25.

r

Wings hyaline. First oblique of the front wing straight.

Second slightly curved. Third obsolete at base, twice formed.
Stigma long and the stigmatic vein somewhat curved. Hind
wings with 2 divergent * obliques. Hooklet one. Cornicles
situated on hairy cones which are narrower than those of the
apterous forms. Gau/la and anal plate almost as in the
apterous form. Tibiae not much stouter than antennae. Front
tibiae longer than antennae. .Hind tarsi almost twice as long
as the sixth antennal Joint. Second tarsal joint about three
times as long as the first.

Length of antennae about 1*5 mm.
Length of body about 4*1 mm.

« Length of hind tibiae about 3*5 mm.

Described from several specimens. This aphid distinctly
differs from Lachnus pyriy Buckton in having more sensoria

,

on the third joint of the antennae of the alate form and in
the absence of the dorsal tubercles. The characters of the
antennae differentiate it from Lacfinus himalayensis V.D.
Goot also.

Locality. Coonoor (Nilgiris), 4,000 ft.

Host. Pears. Collector. P. N. Xrishnan. Named ^ in
honour of the collector.

Eriosoma lanigerum, Hausman.

Host. Apple. Collected from the Nilgiris.

This notorious 'woolly aphis is a serious pest of apples
all over Nilgiris. The pruned ends of branches and the twigs
are almost fully covered with these in the case of a bad attack.

Tetraneura ulmi, De Geer.

(Syn, Tetraneura javensis, V.D. Goot
; T. Yesoensis

Mats.)
^

Host. Almost all the common grasses'. Collected from
Coimbatore,and Bellary.
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It is a pest of Sorghum and Bagi {Eletisine coracana) at

Coimbatore attacking the roots and the damage caused is

rather serious.

Tetraheura cynodonti coimbatorensis, Subsp. Nov.

Host. Sugarcane roots. Collected at Coimbatore.

Apterous viviparous female. Body glistening white in

colour. Spirit specimens dull white. Head thorax limbs,

cauda and cornicles yellowish brown. The tip of the antenna3

and the tarsi darker still. Dorsal surface completely arched.

Body sparsely covered with moderately stout bristles. The
hairs of the antennae and legs more slender. Head small. Eyes
small and insignificant. Antennae thinner than limbs, four

segmented, of which the first and second are subequal and
almost equal to one-third of the thyd. The fourth iheluding

the small fine terminal process is about two-thirds of the second.

The relative lengths of the antennae is as follows :

—

I. 18 ;
II. 19; III. 55 ;

IV. 13.

The third segment bears a small sub-circular sensorium

towards the apex. The fourth segment also bears a similar

but larger sensorium apically. Rostrum stout and reaches the

middle coxae. Wax plates nine in number found marginally

on either side of the dorsal surface. Femore stouter and
longer than tibiae. Cornicles small, situated on elevated cones.^

Cauda round with six moderately long bristles. Anal plate

bilobed and bears marginally a number of bristles.

Length of body 1'9 mm.
Length of antennae 1*37 mm.
Length of longest bristle *175 muL

Alaie viviparous female. Body yellowish brown ^n colour.

Hei^ meso and meta-thorax and legs dark brown. Body oblong.
Hairs on the whole are much finer than those of the apterous
form. Antennae mostly five Jointed but occasionally six

jointed. In six jointed antennae the third splits into a
longer and a shorter piece giving rise to a fourth joint. The
relative lengths of the antennae is aa follows :

—

I. 19 ;
II. 19 ; III. 82 ; IV. 50 V. 15.

Sensoria narrow, annular almost encircling the segment.
The distribution of sensoria :

—

III. 15-18; IV, 6-8; V. 1.

Rostrun reaches the middle coxae. Wings hyaline, Vena-
tion typical. Cornicles mere elevated rings. Cauda round with
a few bristles.

^

Length of body 2*0 mm.
Length of antennae 0*67 mm. .
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This insect is more related to Tetraneura cynodonti,

Theobald, than to T, vlmi De Geer, though it differs from

the former in the posterior wax plates and antennal characters.

Geocia cynodonti. Das.

Das, Mem. Ind. Mua., Vol. 6, No. 4, p. 153 (1918).

Takahashi, Aph. Formosa, part 1, p. 97 (1921).

Part. II, pp. 64 and 152 (1923).

Host. Cynodon dactylon. Collected at Coimbatore.

This species was collected on Cynodon, dMctylon growing on
the bunds of paddy fields. Wax secretion is very abundant and
one could easily locate the insect by the white pulverescence

on the ground. The tender leaves of the grass are malformed
into pseadogalls and the insect lives inside. Winged forms are

rare. The insect is ashy grey in color and is covered with
an abundance of flocculent material.

c

Geoica, Sp.

Host. Andropngon sarghum.
Collected at Coimbatore.

This species is referred to in the paper on “ Root sacking
Aphids ’’ of Coimbatore in Journ. Proc. Asiat. Soc. Bengal, 1926.

*

Forda orientalis, Sp. Nov.

Host. Andropogon sorghum. Collected at Coimba-.
tore.

Apterous viviparous female. Yellowish white. Very much
arched dorsally. Of <»val .shape. Head small. Eyes of three
facets insignificant. Antennas whitish. Legs yellowish brown.
Apices of tibiae tarsi and the tip of the rostrum dusky, ^ody
covered with a sparse coat of short fine hairs. Hairs on the
limbs and antennae longer than those on the body. Antennae
slender. The fourth joint bears a small protruding sensorium
sub-apically. The fifth joint has as usual moderately sized
sensorium at the base of the spur. The relative lengths of
the joints as follows :

—

I. 33 ;
H. 34; III. 87 ; IV. 44 ; V. 60.

Rostrum reaches the middle coxae. Cornicles absent.
Cauda long and round with a few bristles. Legs short, stout.
Tibiae stohthr than antenna^. Front tibiae shorter than
anteiinse. Hind tarsi shorter than the third but longer than
the fifth antennal* joint. Second, tarsal joint three times as
long as the first. Length of antenna about 9 mm. Length
of body about 3*5 mm.

,
«

Alate viviparous female. Head, eyes, antennae, thorax
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and limbs dark brown. Other parts of the body yellowish
brown. In some specimens the prothorax is also light brown.
Wings hyaline. Stigma yellowish brown. Sub-costa almost
dark brown.

Body oblong. Head divided, much wider than long.

Vertex with many fine hairs. Eyes well developed with small
tubercles. Body covered with fine short hairs as in the
apterous form. Hairs on the limb and antennas longer than
those on the body. Antennae five jointed. The third segment
bears 30 to 35 sensoria of different sizes of which a few are

relatively much larger than the others. Fourth segment with
2 sensoria just before the terminal large one. Fifth bears
a large sensoria with three or four smaller ones around it at

the base of the spur. The relative lengths of the joints as

follows : III. 130 ; IV. 48 ; V. 58. Cauda round, with a few
long bristles. Anal plate shorter but broader than cauda
broadly round with many long bristles. • Hind tarsi longer than
the fifth antennal joint. Second tarsal joint three times as long
as the first.

Length of antennae about *1*00 mm.
Length of body about 2*9 mm.
Length of forewing about 3 '3 mm.

This species is near Forda. trivialia Pass, but differs from
it in the fourth joint of the antennae being longer than the

second and in the length of the antennae of the apterous

viviparous female being less than one-fifth of the length of the

body. The antennae of the alate form are also different.

Oregma insularis, V. D. Goot (?).

Host. Bamboo. Collected at Coimbatore.

The pervading color in the apterous form of thi& species

is da^ green though the head and the hinder end of the abdo-
men are yellowish. The body is flattened with white flocculent

material at the sides. Cornicles are mere rings. Winged
forms are darker in colour with little or no flocculent material.

The wings are held horizontally in repose.

Ghermes himalayensis, Stebbing ?.

Host. Pinna longifolia^ Collected from the Nilgiris,

Coonoor.

These were collected in May. There were, clusters of

eggs also covered over by a woolly material. The eggs were
of yellowish brown colour. Just hatched nymphs were light

brown. The young ones could be seen wandering about the
branches before they permanently fix themselves.

Reproduction, So far as the author’s observations go, all
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the species of Aphids at Coimbatore breed parthenogenetically

throughout the year and sexual forms have never been observed

.

The absence of a sexual generation is possibly due to the

absence of a definite winter season here.

Factors controlling Mvltiplication, A cool humid, atmos-

phere insures abnormal multiplication whereas dry weather

not only retards reproduction but causes excessive mortality,

and it is needless to say that an abundance of plant sap
always remains a potent factor in the multiplication of aphids.

Wing production. On the other hand scarcity of sap

caused by severe local attack always tends to produce winged
forms, V30 much so that in a new situation wingless forms
predominate and as food supply diminishes, more and mote
winged ones are produced, provision being thus made for

migration. Since no sexual forms are produced here, scarcity

of food supply is perhaps the sole factor which controls wing
production.

Association with Ants. It has been found by experience

tliat these Aphids do not multiply or even thrive if ants are not
in attendance on them. But two species namely Greenidea
artocarpi and Geoica cynodonti are not being visited by ants.

The black ant Camponotus compressus and the tree ant
Cremastogaster sp. and the red ground ant Solenopsis geminata
are the common species associated with aphids. An account of

r the relationship'between the Root-sucking aphids of Coimbatore
and ants is given in a paper on Root-sucking Aphids of Coimba-
tore by the writer. (Journal and Proceedings of the Asiatic
Society of Bengal, 1925.)

Nglural Enemies^ Many species of Coccinellids and their

larvae, Syrphid larvae, larvae of Hemerobiinae and Chrysopinae,
an Anthocorid bug and the larvae of an Agromyzid (Leucopis
sp,) are ® some of the predators of Aphids noted so far at
Coimbatore. A few Hymenopterous internal parasites were
also noted on Aphis gossypii. Aphis nerri, Toxoptera graminum
and Myzus persicae. A detailed account of these natural
enemies is reserved for a separate publication.

Before concluding this paper the writer wishes to express
his gratitude towards Dr. Ryoichi Takahashi of Formosa
who has rendered.him very valuable help in the determination
of these species, and also to Rao Sahib Y. Ramachandra
Rao for his guidance and advice throughout the investigation.
His thanks are also due to Mr. Laing of the British Museum
for allowing him to examine some of the type-specimens.



Article No. 2.

The Origin and Mineral Constitution of the Late
Tertiary Fossil Wood of Burma.

By Harbans Lall Chhibber.

Head of the Department of Geology and Geography, Uni-
versity College, University of Rangoon.

With the exception, perhaps, of precious stones like rubies,

the fossil wood of Burma has attracted the attention of travel-

lers more than any other mineral substance. It was noticed as
early as the end of the eighteenth century or early in tKe nine-
teenth by travellers like Symes,^ Crawfurd,® Yule,® and Oldham.^
Before Theobald began its scientific study, its nature and mode
of origin were quite obscure. Certain quaint theories were
advanced to explain its origin. There was a popular belief in

the petrifying virtue of the river * Irrawaddy and Lieutenant
Alexander ® attributed the fossil wood to this origin

; an asser-

tion long ago contradicted by Dr. Buckland.® Theobald was
so struck by the enormous quantity of fossil wood in the
Irrawaddian of Burma that he named it the “Fossil wood
group.** He attributed the silicification of the wood to the *

agency of springs in the following words :
“ We may conjecture

that the trunks of trees in question floated about water-logged
in shallow lakes, in which on sinking they became mineralised

through the agency of springs holding silica in solution
;
and it

seems not improbable to connect the existence of such springs

with the volcanic activity which we know prevailed about this

time, as indicated by the extinct volcanic vent of Puppa-
daunfe.’*

^

This hypothesis has been called in question by Dr. Pascoe
and earlier was strongly criticised by Noetling because of the

absence of any associated siliceous sinter which one would expect
if Theobald*s theory was correct. It will be of advantage
to quote Noetling verbatim.® “ Mr. Theobald having observed
that the fossil wood when found in situ never exhibits any signs

1 Symes : Embassy to the Kingdom of Ava in 1795.

2 Crawfurd; Embassy to the Court of Ava in 1827.

2 Yule: Mission to the Court of Ava, 1858.

4 Oldham: Geological Papers on Burma, 1880.
‘ *

5 Prof. Buckland: On the supposed petrifying quality of the Irra-

waddy, Edinb. New Phil. Joum,, Vol. 6.

0 Dr. Buckland’s supplementary remarks on the supposed power of

the waters of the Irrawaddy to convert wood to stone—-Trans. Oeol. Soc.

London, 2nd Ser., Vol. II.

•

7 Mem. Qeol. Surv. India, Vol. X, Pt. 2, 1873.
8 Rec. Oeol. S,urv. Ind., XXVIII (1895), 83..

*
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of being rolled or otherwise worn away, nor gives any other

indication of transport, therefore assumes that the wood could

not have been in a petrified state prior to being embedded in

its present position. He therefore supposes that petrifaction

took only place after the trees had found their present resting

place, an assumption which he explains by the following quaint

theory. He supposes that the trunks of trees floated about till

water-logged in shallow lakes, in which, on sinking, they

became mineralised through the agency of springs holding silica

in solution.

‘‘The logical outcome of this theor3^ is, that wherever a

single specimen of a silicified log is found in situ, we are bound
to suppose that Just underneath that very log, a springTose,

in order to petrify it, and, having done* its work, disappeared

without leaving behind it any other traces of its activity. The
absurdity of such a thebry is too evident, and no more need

be said about it,

The theory put, forward by Theobald has to be rejected not

only because of the absence of siliceous sinter and masses of

chert but also because of the discrepancies in age between the

Irrawaddy Series—the repositories of fossil wood—and the

important volcanic rocks of Burma. The author has studied

many of the volcanic rocks of Burma, viz. those of the Lower
Chindwin area (Trans. Mining GeoL Inst. India, Vol. XXI,
1927), Kabwet area, Shwebo and Mandalay districts (Trans.

Miniruf Qeol. Inst. India, Vol. XXI, 1927) and Mount Popa
area (Trans. Mining Geol. Inst. India, Vol. XXI, 1927). It

has been definitely established now that the volcanic acti-

vity . in these areas is comparatively of a veiy recent date
and the eruptions occurred sometimes towards the close but
mainl}'' after the Pliocene period, when the Irrawaddy Series,

the famous storehouse of fossil wood, w as already in position.

The basaltic lava of the hill opposite Kyaukmyaung, about
46 miles north of Mandalay, was found to distinctly overlie

the Irrawaddx^ sands. Further at Mount Popa very interest-

ing evidence was recorded proving that the fossil w^ood was
already in existence when the lava was poured out. Undoubted
specimens mainly of dicotyledonous wood (see Plate 1, Fig. 2)
were picked up fi;om the slopes of Mount Popa associated with
volcanic rocks. These were caught up by lava during its eruption
and may be compared to xenoUths. The pieces of fossil wood
in this case have been turned greyish black and have been partly
changedm revealed by the microscope from the normal silicified

wood by the heat of the lava. Similarly the pieces picked up
(south of Mount Popa) near the village of Gwegon and Kyauk-
padaung hills, associated with’ rhyolitic tuffs, corroborated this
evidence. The latter specirfiens consist of white and yellow
opal, bre^ with conchoidal fracture and have a specific gravity
of only 2*02. Under the .microscope the thin sections are
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isotropic
; they consist of opal and differ entirely from the

material of the normal type of silicified wood (see Plate I,

Fig. 3). All this tends to show that the fossil wood had been
formed long before the volcanic activity, which is mainly post-

Irrawaddiah. Moreover, fossil wood is abundant in certain

facies of the Pegu rocks, especially in the Shwethamin type
south of Mingin, Lower Chindwin and in the lower part of the
Pondaung sandstones (Eocene). If the silicification had been
due to the agency of siliceous springs consequent upon volcanic

activity, fossil wood would have been much more localised. Its

universal presence, in the Irrawaddian always and Peguan some-
times, shows that such an origin as that suggested by Theobald
localising its formation to a few places does not hold good.

Recently Murray Stuart ^ has propounded a peculiar theory
to explain the formation of the fossil wood of Burma and tries to

connect the origin of oil with it. According to him wood was fos-

silised at the Arakan Yomas by siliceous springs, and then it was
merely a case of transportation and preservation in the Irra-

waddy System. It may be mentioned that some of the logs of

silicified wood exceed 40 feet in length and a foot in diameter
and the difficulties presented by transportation for more than
100 miles would be enormous. If Murray Stuart is correct, the
fossil wood should have been included in every bed irrespective of

its composition. But we find from the study of the Pegu and the
Irrawaddy Series that fossil wood is present only in the siliceous*

rocks, while it is conspicuously absent from the silty clays, as

noted by Theobald also on page 68 in his memoir ^ referred to

above. Theobald attributed the absence of fossil wood from
the clay to the abeyance of volcanic activity during that period.

This has already been disproved beyond doubt. The truth
seems to be that when the deposition of clay was going on,

colloidal silica which petrified wood was not available, or else

the ^solutions could not penetrate the clays and hence the

absence of fossil wood in these clayey beds. At times the author
has observed fossil wood in the Peguan clay, but there the col-

loidal silica necessary to petrify the wood seems to have been
'derived from the interbedded sandstones.

Further, Murray Stuart records: “Also the strata of the
Irrawaddy system do not show any evidence of having been
permeated extensively by siliceous waters, such as might be
supposed to be instrumental in the replacement of wood by
silica. Had such siliceous waters permeated the siliceous sands
of the Irrawaddy system one would expect that* in parts at

least, the sandstones would have* been converted into quartzites,

which is not the case.” Where is the necessity of bringing

1 Jowm. Inst. FetroL*Technologists, Vol.*XI, No. 60, pp. ^90-304.
2 Mem. Qecl. Surv. India, Vol. X, Pt. 2, 187^.
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extraneous siliceous solutions to petrify wood ? The waters

laying down the deposits of sand-rock and sandstones so

characteristic of the Irrawaddy Series, were siliceous enough to

cause the replacement of wood by colloidal silica associated

with them. Further Murray Stuart goes on to say “The
Negrais rocks which occupy the eastern flank of the Arakan

Yoma range, on the other hand, do exhibit evidence of having

been extensively permeated by siliceous waters. The rocks

are infiltrated, indurated, and veined with silica and chert in

a most striking way, so much so that this characteristic defines

the Negrais rocks Now the Irrawaddy system not only

consists ^^essentially of siliceous sedimentary rocks, but its con-

glomerates consist almost entirely of quartz pebbles, and
it seems the simplest explanation to assume that between
the first and second main phases of the Himalayan uplift the

newly elevated Arakan Ybma Island was subjected to an out-

pouring of siliceous springs (whether thermal or not it is impos-

sible to say) which not only caused the induration and infiltra-

tion with silica of the rocks they passed through, but also

deposited a certain amount of silica on the surface. After

the second main phase of the uplift, miuch of the silica so

accumulated would be removed by denudation and erosion to

form the sands and conglomerates of the Irrawaddy system.”
The theory is untenable as it is impossible that such a vast

• and thick system of deposits approaching about 10,000 feet

at places could have been deposited* by the denudation of

the siliceous cherty beds, accumulated by the siliceous springs

issuing from the Arakan Yoma. The Arakan Yoma then must
have formed a small narrow island with a relatively low eleva-

tion. So far it has been held that the “Burmese Gulf”
(existing then has been mostly filled up by the predecessors
of the rivers Irrawaddy and Chindwin. Moreover the present
geography of Burma does not lend much support to Mqrray
Stuart’s theory as very few important streams are seen fiowing
from the Arakan Yomas at the present day. Further, the
siliceous clicrty beds occurring in the Negrais rocks are very
comj)act and fine-grained, and it is therefore impossible to
perceive how the latter could give rise to typical coarse quartz
sands of the Irra\yaddy Series; while on the other hand it is

definitely known that granitic rocks exist on the Shan Plateau
or areas towards the north, which on weathering might have
yielded sand-rock, etc., of the Irrawaddy Series. The presence
of felspar,. mica, etc., in the Irrawaddy sands makes it impos-
sible to believe tliat they have been derived from the cherty
beds of Negrais rocks Above all, the supposed activity of silice-

ous springs which has been presumed to have infiltrated a little

silica in the Negrais rocks^ doeh not seem to have survived any
longer, as the overlying- Eocene rocks, “Sitsiiyan shales (Pegu
Series), etc., are typically free from any such siliceous injections
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connected with the siliceous springs. It is, therefore, very un-
sound to build any such hypothesis on the siliceous activity that
prevailed during Cretaceous times and connect the origin of Mio~
Pliocene fossil wood with it. This theory of “ siliceous springs
phase ” on the Arakan Yoma Island, is therefore, as untenable
and imaginary as Theobald’s theory of siliceous springs connected
with volcanic activity. The author would like to have gone
further into the question of origin of oil but as the scope of the
paper does not allow, suffice it to note that the ingenious theory
of the origin of oil connected with such an origin of fossil wood
automatically falls to the ground, as shown above. In this

connection it may be pointed out that the silicificatioi\of wood
went pari passu with the deposition of siliceous rocks, viz. sand-
rock and sandstones of the Irrawaddy Series and the preserva-

tion of fossil wood in this case is quite similar to the entomb-
ment of other fossil organisms which are so commonly observed
in the strata composing the earth’s cru^t.

Mineralogical Constitution of the fossil wood.—Before the
author advances his own theory regarding the origin of fossil

wood it will bo advantageous tp consider its mineralogical

constitution.

Physical Characteristics.—-The colour of the siliceous speci-

mens shows great variety. It varies from milk white (opaline),

pale yellow, deep yellow, buff, brownish to light grey, while
reddish and brownish tints are especially characteristic of

ferruginous specimens. Whitish colour of the fossil wood is to

be noticed particularly when the chalcedonic silica changes
under atmospheric conditions to hyaline silica, a very common
change, which was even observed when thin sections were left

unmounted for some time exposed to the atmosphere.

Among the siliceous specimens chalcedony, opal and micro-

crystalline quartz are seen forming the constitution of fossil

woo’d. But these specimens are not infrequently stained with

iron and sometimes there is fine granular calcite associated

with the rock. But generally the ferruginous and calcareous

material go together in the same specimens. But sometimes

silica, carbonates of lime and iron were observed to occur

together as in P/439. A piece of lignitised wood was brought

to the author by the Myo-thugyi of Popa village.

The thin sections of the siliceous specimens under the

microscope are seen to consist of crypto- or micro-crystalline

silica in a very fine state of dispersion. In the slide P/349 the

irregularly concentric bands (often seen in chalcedony on a
megascopic scale) were very clearly visible, with staining by
iron salts showing the undoubted presence of chalcedony. It

will appear from the account jgiven above that the following

statement made .by Dr. Murray Stu^ in his paper on The
Eocene Lignites and Amber Deposits of Burmah and their Bela-
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tionship to Certain Occurrences of Mineral Oil
” ^ is not correct.

“ Other than adjoining the old Chinese mainland the author
does not know of any examples of calcified fossil wood, and
agrees with Theobald and Oldham in believing that all the
fossil wood derived from the Arakan Yoma Island is silioified

and not calcified.” This only indicates his limited range of

collection of specimens as the author, besides the siliceous speci-

mens, has undoubted calcareous and ferruginous specimens of

fossil wood from the neighbourhood of Mount Popa, Myingyan
district. Upper Burma, situated right in the heart of Burma.

Theobald * makes mention of a piece of wood from near
Yenangyjiung in the Indian Museum, Calcutta, which has been
impregnated with gypsum.

One thing is remarkable that in certain sections different

minerals appear to have replaced different structures of wood
and thanks are due to Dr. S. L. Ghosh for kindly assisting in
ascertaining the botaniqal structures. In P/439 (a transverse
section of a monocotyledon) both silica and carbonates of
calcium and iron are seen to have replaced the fossil wood.
The softer tissue such as the parenchymatous ground tissue
seems to have been infiltrated by carbonates of calcium and
iron, while the broad bundles of vascular tissue are found to be
full of silica (quartz). In this specimen silica deposited is in
the form of perfect doubly terminated crystals and was then
obviously the first mineral to be deposited. The cavity of the
vessel is seen filled with beautiful transverse sections of hexa-
gonal shape which show zonal development (see Plate 2, Pigs. 4
and 6). In the living plant the vessels form the usual passage
for the movement of water and it w’ould seem acted in the
same way for the siliceous solutions on the death of the plant.
The parenchymatous tissue has been replaced by carbonates of
iron and calcium which must have percollated through later and
more slowly. Scattered through the brownish mass of iron
carbonate are numerous dark nuclei, probably of haematite
about which the growth of the carbonate may have taken place.
This is well seen in P. 440 (longitudinal section of P/439). It
will be noticed that P/440 differs essentially from the majority
of specimens of the fossil wood in that crystalline silica and not
colloidal silica was deposited.

P/390 is almost entirely silicified but there are colourless
areas, representing the large vessels, occupied by a fine mosaic
of quartz and also areas stained brown representing the softer
tissues where the grains of quartz tend to be larger.

Both Ndetling * and Dr. Pascoe * have surmised the colloidal
origin of silicified fossil wood of Burma as the fossil wood in the

1 Jofim. Inat, Petrel, Technologi^ita, Vol. XI, No. 62, p. 476

X
Voh XXVIII, 189^

« Oilfields of Burma, Mem, Oecl, Surv, India, Vol. XL.
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Libyan desert has been shown to have originated in that way.
The writer is of strong opinion that the origin of fossil wood
was due to colloidal material associated with waters laying down
the deposits in which it is entombed. It is to be noted that
the petrifying material is not only siliceous but sometimes
calcareous and ferruginous and occasionally the wnod is car
bonaceous.

If we consider the lithology of these rocks containing fossil

wood the origin of colloids will at once be clear. As remarked
above the fossil wood is a universal constituent of the Irrawaddy
series, though it has also been recorded from the Pegu series

and in the Plateau gravel. In the latter it is only derived from
the Irrawaddian. The Irrawaddian rocks mainly consist of soft

sandstones or sand-rock, occasionally with a little clay. The
chief constituent of the sandstones and sand-rock is *a clear

water-worn quartz intermixed with felspar and mica. Various
forms of concretions, siliceous, calcareous or ferruginous, which
will be referred to later on, are not infrequently present in the

series. It is very likely that during the process of simple

weathering resulting in the deposition of the sand-rock and
sandstones some mineral matter must have passed into colloidal

suspensions by the comminution of mineral fragments of quartz

>

etc. Moreover, as Cornu has shown, chemical weathering, which
includes such changes as solution, oxidation and deoxidation,

hydration and dehydration is always accompanied by the for-*

mation of gels. The original silicates are hydrolysed, with the

leaching of silicates and the formation of free silica in part

colloidal, in part fine-grained ciystalloidal.

The two forms of colloidal silica are chalcedony and opal,

and they have been prepared in the laboratory from silica gels.

Chalcedony sometimes represents the incipient crystalloidal

form while opal is definitely colloidal. It has already been

noted above that these two minerals have been definitely recog-

nised making the constitution of several specimens of fossil

wood.
In certain specimens the mineral matter is microcrystalline

and it has been shown by Doelter ^ that under suitable condi-

tions, say, the influence of pressure the colloids pass into

crystalloids. The crystallisation of silica gel is probably quite

analogous to the crystallisation of metals or mineral deposits of

colloidal origin. As Professor Cecil H. Desch ^ has remarked

:

There can be no doubt that both crystallisation and grain

growth are possible in masses of uietal which have, \\een formed
by the aggregation of particles, whether colloidal or merely of

1 KoUoid-ZeUach.^ 1910, vide Cheviioal Abstracts of the Ckem. Soc, (ii),

376, 1911. . .

2 Bulletin of the InatUution of Mining*and Metallurgy No. 264, 1925,

p.31.
^

•
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microscopic size. When these masses are compacted under

pressure, and especially if the pressure be unsymmetrical, so that

flow is produced by the shearing forces, the production of

crystals and their growth to a large size may occur if the metal

should reach a suitable temperature.
“ We know’ little of the behaviour in this respect of crystals

other than those of the ductile metals. Experiments with

powdered brittle mineral such as quartz have given negative

results, but it is highly probable that a mass derived from a
silica gel would behave quite differently and might well resemble

the metals.*'^

“ Once recrystallisation has taken place there would be
nothing in the crystals themselves to indicate whether . the
original mass had been of a colloidal nature or not, but it should
be possible to decide the point by an examination of inclusions

which would exhibit a different grouping according as they had
been present distributed through a colloidal mass or entangled
between crystalline fragments.”

Now the evidence of pressure we have in plenty in the
Tertiary rocks of Burma. It js well known that earth-movements
characterised the whole of the Tertiary period and have not
ceased oven at the present day. Further, under the microscope,
the evidence of strain is quite conclusive as in certain sections

where the grain of the slide is a little bigger, the small particles

,
of silica show wandering extinction, approaching spherulitic

structure, which is an undoubted proof of rock affected by
pressure. Specimens of fossil wood have also been picked up
showing excellent puckering on a smjill scale, which is as well
believed to be due to diying of the wood as remarked below (see

Fig. 1). Dr. Stamp considers, however, that the phenomena
observed are fully explained as the natural results of dehydra-
tion of tfye ‘ unstable ’ hydrous silica and that it is unneces-
sary to postulate the influence of pressure. He cons\iders

the puckering seen in specimens like that figured on Page
25 is entirely due to the drying of the wood before silicifica-

tion.

Further, the writer has tried to confirm the colloidal nature
of the material of fossil wood and approached the question from
different directions and both the direct and the indirect evidence
go to prove that thfe origin of fossil wood of Burma is colloidal.
The direct evidence included staining tests, specific gravity
determinations, water of constitution, microscopic evidence,
etc. The writer during the investigation of the geology of
certain paVts of Burma was abje to collect numerous specimens
of fossil wood. Some of them were powdered and small quanti-
ties of them were treated with different stains. In some cases
the staining was very successful. It should be remarked that
amorphousr material was stained much better* than the crystal-
line. Even with dilute stains there were very satisfactory
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results. The various stains used were malachite green, S
fuchsine, acetic alum carmine, etc.

Specific gravity determinaiions :—^The specific gravity de-
terminations also point to the same conclusion that the mineral
forming the siliceous fossil wood is chalcedony because the
specific gravity of the siliceous specimens ranges from 2*54 to
2*56 and did not go higher than that.

Water of constitution of siliceous specimens was determined
at red heat. The opaline specimens yielded about half a
molecule of water to one of silica. Those of crystalline silica

yielded much less but the loss was quite perceptible probably
due to the chalcedonic nature of part of the material.

^
Indirect evidence consisted in the structural method of

determining colloidal origin. A large number of siliceous,

calcareous and ferruginous concretions are present in ^tbe Ir-

rawaddy and sometimes in the Pegu series. These concretions

possess all sorts of fantastic shapes-y-spheroidal, ellipsoidal,

cylinderical, etc. These concretions are sometimes hollow with

a kernal of soft ocherous clay and at olhers they are solid,

showing fine banded structures.^ It has been established

definitely that the origin of such banded concretions is colloidal

and similar structures have been produced in the laboratory.

Liesegang,’ Cornu ^ and others have carried a great deal of

experimental work and have shown that the concentric structure

is due to rhythmic precipitation of colloidal material. Further
^

ferruginous conglomerates also occur in the same formation
*

which contains the fossil wood. The cement of these cong-

lomerates is mainly ferric oxide and it is quite well known
that the hydrated ferric oxide in a colloidal state behaves
similarly as the silica gel as binding material. It is, therefore,

quite clear that the material forming these concretions and
cement of the conglomerates has a colloidal origin. It is,

therefore, argued that the colloidal solutions which*were in-

strumental in the formation of these concretions etc., also sup-

plied material for the formation of the associated fossil wood in

the same series.

The mechanism of the petrifaction of wood is not at all

different from that of the other fossil organisms which are

commonly preserved in the marine strata. It is the molecular re-

placement of the woody tissues by silica or other mineral matter.

The ferruginous, siliceous or calcareous cementation of sand-

stones, for instance, is undoubtedly due to a similar action.

Nature of fossil Wood:—A word in passing may be said

about the nature of wood that has been fouffd * fossilised.

As already familiar, both monocotyledonous and dicotyledonous

^ Geologische Diffusionen, Dresddn, 1913.
2 Fourth Report of Colloid Chemistry; The applicatidn of Colloid

Chemistry to Mineralogy and Petrology by Alexwder Scott.
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specimens are present in the collections made by the writer.

The former include palms, picked up close to the Pegu-Irrawad-

dian boundary, a fact also recorded by Dr. Pascoe in his excel-

lent memoir.^ It is believed by the natives that the fossil

palms represent the living toddy trees {Borassus flaballifer),

but, however, the specimens have been sent to Dr. Sahni for

investigation who on cursory examination wrote sometime
back: “At present I am specially interested in the palm
specimens as I have in course of preparation my monograph on
the Indian species of which I have already about a dozen to

which your interesting collection will certainly add two if not

merer
As regards the dicotyledonous wood, which forms the bulk.

Miss Ruth Holden^ described the Dipterocarpoxylon hur-

mense. Sections were prepared of specimens of dicotyledonous

wood and examined under the microscope, suffice it to say that

they showed similar characters to those figured by Miss Holden,
but, of course, in certain cases minor modifications were to be
noticed. It is to be noted that Dr. Sahni could not make out a
single undoubted coniferous wood in the collection sent to him.
This will indicate that the blimate of the period, when fossil

wood was forming, was very similar to that of the present day
since conifers are absent practically speaking from the Irra-

waddian tract at the present day.
Age of the beds containing fossil wood and the conditions

favourable to its formation :—^The Irrawaddy series containing
the fossil wood is of Mio-Pliocene age while the age of the under-
lying Pegu series, which also enclose fossil wood at places, is

Oligo-Miocene. Sometimes the Plateau gravels of Pleistocene
and Sub-Recent age enclose specimens of derived fossil wood
from the above mentioned series.

From the study of the conditions known to prevail at the
time of deposition of the Irrawaddy series and also from the fossil

wood of the Libyan desert of the same age, it may be remarked
that fresh-water desertic conditions are very favourable to
the petrifaction of wood especially when a large quantity of
alkalies is present to decompose the silicates and liberate col-

loidal silica to be preserved in the woody tissues. It may be
necessary to postulate alternate dr3dng and wetting of the wood
during the process. Some of the wood certainly seem to have
been dried before preservation as it exhibits the remarkable con-
traction of fibres often seen in dried logs of timber. Dr. Stamps
has said concerning the Pondaung Sandstone: “Fossil wood
occurs throughout the group*; in the lower part it is always
OABBONiSBD and trees of considerable size may be traced in

1 Mem. QeoL Surv. India, Vol. 1912.
2 Rec. Oeol. Surv. Ind., Vol. XLVII, 1916.

"

3 Trans. Mining Qedf.. Inst. India, Vol. XVll, 1922.
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many of the beds of sandstone by their carbonised bark.”
At higher horizons the wood is partly carbonised and
PARTLY siLiciFiED and is indistinguishable from the well-known
silicified wood of the Irrawaddian. This in itself is almost
sufficient to prove the gradual change from shallow-water,
probably marine, conditions to terrestrial or desert. Inverte-

brate fossils are very scarce but near the base of the series a fos-

siliferous conglomerate was found. It yielded species of Aroa,
CARDIUM, CARDITA, ctc. This is sufficient to show that the lower
part of this group was laid down in shallow marine waters. In
the remarkable coloured clays which characterise the higher
parts of the Pondaung Sandstone Group, the writer ^was im-
mediately struck by their close resemblance to the coloured

clays and marls which form the ‘ continental ’ representatives

of several horizons of the Eocene in the Paris region. Silicified

wood is usually present and frequently abundant but the interest

of the deposits centres around their vertebrate fossils. Bones
may be found on careful search in practically every extensive

exposure. The most abundant are plates of large turtles and
remains of crocodilian reptiles ;

niammalian remains are more
local but include at least one of the species (coming from a
similar horizon near Myaing, Pakokku District). The purple

and green clays were evidently laid down in lakes or extensive

backwaters. Thus through the Pondaung Sandstones one sees

the change from shallow marine to fluviatile or lacustrine

conditions.
”

The character of the wood, unfortunately, does not afford

conclusive evidence of the climate of Irrawaddian times. The
bulk is dipterocarpous (including Dipterocarpoxylon burmense).

Half the denizens of the wet, evergreen equatorial forests ofLower
Burma at the present day are Dipterocarps, but a Dipterocarp

{Dipterocarjms ivberculatus) is equally characteristic ofjbhe driest

fores^ts of Burma. A large quantity of monocotylodonous wood
also occurs especially about the Pegu-Irrawaddian boundary.

Some of it closely resembles the wood of the Toddy palm
{Borassiis flabellifer) a typical denizen of the dry belt of Burma
but this palm is a native of Africa. On the whole the evidence

seems to point to the climate of the Irrawaddian being a dry

one in Central Burma and it may be that the uprise of the

Arakan Yomas at the close of the Peguan interrupted the

rain-bearing monsoon winds and instituted the dry, rain-shadow

area which persists to the present day.

The investigation was carried out in the laboratory of the

Department of Geology and Geography, University College---

University of Rangoon. The author wishes to record his

indebtedness to the University of Rangoon for financial assist-

ance given in connection with the laboratory work of this

paper. • » »
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SUMMABY AND CONCLUSIONS.

Theobald’s theory of petrifaction of wood by siliceous

springs connected with volcanic activity has not only to be

rejected because of the absence of siliceous sinter and cherty

beds but also because of the discrepancy in age between the

Irrawaddy series and the main volcanic rocks of Burma, some of

which are decidedly younger than the former. Xenoliths of

fossil wood were found associated with the andesitic lava of

Mount Popa, Upper Burma.
Dr. Murray Stuart’s theory cannot be accepted for several

reasons : He presumed the fossil wood to have been formed at

the Arakan Yoma Island and then transported and entombed

in the Irrawaddy series. Apart from the difficulties presented

when one supposes silicified logs 50 feet long to have been trans-

ported more than a hundred miles we find that the fossil wood is

mainly confinqd to siliceous beds only and is conspicuously absent

from the silty under-clays. Again, the siliceous injections in

the Negrais rocks ale too compact and fine-grained to yield

the quartzose sands of the Irrawaddy series. Above all .the

fossilisation of wood of the 'Pliocene age cannot be attributed

to the siliceous spring phase which characterised the Cretaceous

period only and did not survive anj^ longer. The source of

fossil wood is not extraneous but within the Irra\vaddian

arenaceous strata themselves and the fossilisation of wood w’ent

* pari passu with the deposition of the Irrawaddy series.

The constitution of fossil wood is found to be siliceous,

calcareous, ferruginous and carbonaceous. Chalcedony and

microcrystalline silica generally and opal occasionally have been

observed to fonn the bulk of the specimens while calcite and

siderite have also participated in the formation of some speci-

mens. In exceptional cases quartz has been deposited in the

broad buhdles of the vascular tissues while the parenchymatous
tissue has been replaced by carbonates of iron and calcium.

The origin of fossil w^ood is due to colloidal material asso-

ciated with waters laying down the deposits in which it is

preserved. The lithology of the Irrawaddy series supports

such an origin. Both mechanical and chemical weathering
must have helped in the formation of colloids. Some of the

colloidal material seems to have been changed into crystalloidal

afterwards.

It has been tried to prove the colloidal origin of n ood by
experimental evidence which included the staining tests, specific

gravity determinations, water of constitution and microscopic

examination, etc. The structures of some of the concretions

associated with fossil w^ood show rhythmic banding or the

so-called liesegang rings and if is probable that the solutions

which originated these concretions were also instrumental in the

replacement of wood.
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Mechanism of the petrifaction of wood consisted in the
molecular replacement of the woody tissues by silica or other

mineral matter.

Fresh-water desertic conditions are very favourable to the

formation of fossil wood especially when a great deal of alkalies

is present to decompose the silicates and liberate colloidal

silica to be deposited in the woody tissues.

The presence of monocotyledonous fossil wood especially

along the Pegu-Irrawaddian boundary seems to point to the
climate of the Irrawaddian being a dry one in Central Burma
and it may be that the uprise of the Arakan Yomas at the close

of the Peguan interrupted the rain-bearing monsoon winds and
established the dry rain shadow area which persists to the
present day.

Fig. 1.

Photo. H. I. . C.

Figure 1.—Showing the puckering and contortion in a specimen of fossil

wood.
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Fig. 3.
Photomicros, H. L. C.

Figure 2.—Showing the dicotylpclonoiis character of xenolith of fossil

wood found associated \vitli the andesitic lavas of Mount Pqpa.

Figure 3.— Showing the broad vr.scuilir bundles and medullary rays

in a dicotyledonous fossil wood, con^osed of white and yellow opal.
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Fig. 6.

Photomicros, II. L. C .

Figure 4.—The transverse section of a monocotyledon showing clear

quartz crystals deposited in the broad bundles of the vascular tissues.

The dark portions represent the parenchymatous tissue replaced by

siderite and clacite.

Figure 5.—Showing longitudinal section of the above. Mark the

hexagonal, trai.svorse and prismatic section^ of quartz showing the zonal

deposition of silica.





Article No. 3.

A Few Types of Ho Songs composed by a Ho
Teacher of the Ghaibassa Zilla School.

By D. N. Majumdab.

The songs contained in this paper are all from the pen of a
Ho school teacher, now in the Ghaibassa Zilla school. The
ideas presented in these songs are quite familiar with us all but
all the same, they indicate the mental outlook of the Hos, who
have received some education in schools and colleges. The
songs are generally sung by bands of young boys of Chkibasaa
and the neighbourhood and 1 am told that they have found
access even to the interior of Kolhan. The Hos are classed

as animists in the Census Report but a deviation in the

procedure is now necessary in view of the anxiety of the Non-
Christian Hos to style themselves Hindus. Besides, their

regard for the divinities of their cultured neighbours, the Dikkus
is not in any sense inferior to that of ardent followers of

Hinduism. In one of the songs the goddess of learning has

been invoked. Patriotism stands as the keynote to all the

songs. The translations given here are mostly literal render-

ings and I am indebted to my aboriginal friend Babu Kanuram
for the text.

( 1 )

^TcTTf THTT

%^Tw ciTi i

Come brothers, Come to think

To seek after the way to prosperity.

Plough, trade and take up various works

Let us be educated and the country will rise.

(2)

«rarT*T
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ftRTTW I

T^r ^^r^RisPt,

^T*T fmrrsft i

?ITjft 5C%T JTTlft,

ssifTsrnr w’cw i

«WT ’^frer

<TT?T iUTT ^j^«r “fjcr I

^JCtJT cn*rT,

amr wTaTW ^%(TTsa i

fftr aft^aiT, fftr aiTg*?>aifT,

^ ^f<r afft: ^tir «iiT i

Tig ?fNiJi gTTJfta?!,

jiTST triftr fir iffjft nfwtari i

aiV TTJTT
•̂vf

wt^T I

%5^ I

^FRCT*

^T ^*1 I

WT ^Wl

iftrif irtij^ ^5f^T I

iT^iTT, ^8.
Om.

Saraswati,

Goddess Saraswati, giver of Learning,
Knower of all Imowledge,

I salute thee with folded hands.
Thou who boldest a book in thy hand.
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Seated on the back of the swan
With ‘ Vina ’ lyre in thy hand

Be pleased with me, O Mother.
I have come to thy shelter.

1 am seated at thy feet, my Mother.
Bemove the dirt of ignorance from my eyes.

I am writing this, a book of songs.

Thou seest it in front.

Be it written well, be it heard well,

Be it sung about among the Hos,
In the village, in the jungles.

Let river banks, mountains, echo with it.

So that my countrymen, kinsmen, awaken
And rouse one another by singing these merrily

Then let them run and let them maj.ch

On the path to prosperity.

Then dive thou thy quill pen
Into the inkwell black,

And rouse them by thy edged goad
So that they tread the path of virtue.

(3)

( 5ETJr?n^

)

^ elTsr I

«n*rT,

fgft: %«in firferj i

^TT^, firftf! ifNr ^!T*r i

€fK^ «n«rr9r ?fT*rT i

Wr ’iT^, i
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f^JT msTT,

yrtw ®n%, ^IT^r i

f%=5»T

fuftTH wran: ^ ?

wnrn: ^narr stpit,

Tran fjwgan arncf gspn i

ftpsTT^ TiT^ra^mr,

TTin ffjr^ ?ft, ffe erw i

qT?T^?trPTT,

aft f^?rT wiW, »rr«%5r «iT*rT i

^arrf^ 91*1riri,

aft f%eTT wrtat^, *n5%*r 9T*rT I

9T9T %(n *n*n,

aHn 9TT^(Wt, dHi I

aTT*Tft Tt*r^ 9*TaTT9T*rr,

f^(Vi*r'T %«n*TT, 9T*rr i

*rmsr g^T«rT,
'j

TTarr 97^ *r^ arpr 1

afTTf^arar aT«iT,

i^aa Tran ^rfro, aanrar if 1

^T*ft Tfffar arrart,

TTarr ffaw '^, srraaat if 1

TTartar I aftaaiar snarr,

^T9T^ srpjrtaa a:fe9W 1

gftrart ThCT anar ^f,

^larr ^an arpsasr, arj^ftar ^i^arnr
1

^Tdiaiiar

9^9tar dIaiK •
’

amftaa 9t^>8i*i i
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^
N#

#hrt>r dim*. ^n*r i

V*

^T,

^nnft ^f^T^JT ^sitwT*i,

wg?T »rJT % ^^jtw i

^ 'd'ft’i ^*JT

%cnsr Thf^ 3TT*rT i

?nr^w STT^ *rHT*r,

^rnrt^ «rT*fT i

fir^^r ggy •

^ «rTii%«ift, ^ i

jpr *TT Tpft ®nsr.
Os.

JjTTTT^r ^JHT, WtTTsr TPfNTT I

Up ! Up !

Under the British shade.

All are shaking off sleep and rubbing eyes

;

The people all are rising,

I^ut you are dead asleep like logs and stones.

Regrettable it is.

You are dead asleep like logs and stones.

Light of knowledge is dawning
But you are still snoring noisily

;

The people of other countries are progressing,

But you do not advance even a little
;

The other people are running fast

But you do not even creep forward.

All other people have gone up,

How long will you lie below ?

Those below have gone ahead,

They trample upon us, so let us rise.

Few, few of you have light and learning

But are doing .nothing for the welfare of your coiuitrymen ;

Though you are educated
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You are only gorging your small belly.

Regrettable it is.

You are only filling your small belly :

The crow, the dog, the fox, and bear

Their bellies, these, too, fill

;

You are born a human being.

Wherein, then, are you higher than these ;

You care for self only.

You know not to do good to your people and country.

You Ho people, I tell you

—

Gird up your Joins to do good to your people and country.

,
If you want to survive

You yourself walk on the path of doing good to people and
country.

. Time has changed, O Brethren !

No more engage in 'merriment by drums, dance and song.

Just seek after the road to your country's good.
No more toss your heads in dancing Akhara.

You are drinking leaf-cup after leaf-cup.

Drink no more out of big pots.

You have no thought about the country,

You are addicted to drinking
;

If you want to stand on the eartli

Cut down and drive away evil customs.
If you want respect from civilized men

Listen to what Deogara Kanu Ram says.

Evil customs still linger in you,
Only your outward looks are changed

;

In cutting and dressing of hair
You have outdone the English and Dikus.
In wearing dress and using scented oils

,
The Bengalees even are outdone

But you have no learning.

You are scentless like the Palash flower.

(4 )

I

( »;TJr )

^ i'S( ^*11 ti'Ji %'Si<4

5rT*iT 1
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^srftns ’ttst %»fT,

?rt»!:«T «rT*rT i

«rTsr t?!ft 5t^T, ^eiw 5ft iftr,

ftrm® 5r^ ffirsr ain, 3ft %srT i

Os.^ 5?i5t 5ft!5TW %«T,

%?rT m I

5rT*r tir sttstt,

%Trr ^sr^isn^T, sfT*T
i

^K't Vhrr ^rre: ^srifir,

155 %^ST5 f*i^CTVT5r i

^ !irft JTTsr^ T*r3irt, 55

^rt 9tTfiT%5I I

mJT 5«T% 5515 %sr

5% qTcTTar %9im nt^t ^35T I

<rft 5iT5 fTwftjTT, ^5 ^55 ^5T

’5515^, wxH sftjfNr 1

%«T f^g^ft, iftr*T 5T5f^ ft5rr5r,

?T5T55I eT5«rT, 5tTT«rT I

^8.

• The Rose.

In the garden the eye-bewitching rose

Is sweet to smell in its full bloom.
It opened and beamed bright for a day or two

But alas it withered afterwards.

Regrettable it is, for a day it bloomed
Only to fade away soon.

Though it has faded, there is still a treasure,

A good treasure left in 4t.

Deogam poet even composed this song
In praise of this treasure.

On having faded, its colour decayed.
Its beauty vanished away
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But still the wind from this dry flower

Spreads sweet perfume all over.

The same is the fate, O mankind ! of thy bodily charm.
It beams bright for two days and a half.

Take your utmost care, but when Death arrives.

He leaves it withered, like leaves of a broken stem.
Then I will not be vain of my beauty and youth.

These do not guard me in the end.

But in this world, 1 will do good deeds.

’Tis the name that endures and emits scent.

(5)

I

ftfir %5iT,

^ I

1^^ I

'^^•1

fei^^ «ngT ihri (

ffiPT srifim

sT’CH ^wr% ihri

:

^
^ fhn i

MT^ tnf

f g%5hn i

^Tfn^ TTJTT ^RTf’TO 5hn I

t*r^ 5hm

fiira«ticn«i ^TOT ^(^5 thn I
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«rTf »fe*rTf sfTf

,

^ ^nrrar Shrr i

TRTT

ftfT %<tiM mcfew f^nr 5tirr i

VJ

^JTT

faiif^ ftrJTT^^rr I

elTo \». i.

Service op the Country.

Born we are in the Rishi family.

Do not stain the pure line,

Better die by swaUowing the deadly poisQn
Than forget thy noble line.

Bad habits and customs we must ^11

Uproot and then pass away
For the welfare of the country dear

Adopt the customs which virtue commends.
In the gloomy darkness of Singbhum land

Must we illuminate the light of knowledge.
This is the duty, the virtuous deed

Must we undertake by all means.
Let us find out a patriotic message

Then spread it to all brothers.

Then let us climb up the path of duty
And beshame the foreigners.

Let us roar like the mighty lions

^And rouse to action our sleeping brothers.

Come, come, unite and assemble together

Must we climb to the zenith above,

Bom we are on the soil of Lionland.

Must we act like the mighty lions.

Come, come, for the service of Lionland
To adore and adorn her with all that is good.

(6)

• •

firftwsr crwr i.
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Precaution.

At sunrise the sunbeam is red,

There’s no difficulty of food and drink.

Early life pleasantly glides on ;

There are no storms and no cares ;

You are merrily sitting under the parental shade.

With the rise of the sun, the heat becomes severe,

You are to earn your livelihood.

All days do not go in the same way.
Thunder, hail and storm and cares befall you :

Life does not always glide in this way.

Use precaution then from your early life.

Be prepared for the strife.

Set your face against difficulties

Or they will surmount you.

Struggle hard and swim across the ocean.



Abticlb No. 4.

Death and connected Ceremonies amongst the Hos
of Kolhan in Singbhum.

Preliminary Review,

By D. N. Majumdab.

Birth, marriage and death are the three most important
events of human life and afford occasion for the association of

varied beliefs and rites and as such require well-meaning and
patient scrutiny from all students of .ethnography. And of

these three principal happenings in one’s life the last deserves
the greatest attention. As soon as a child is born, he is usher-

ed into a sphere of existence where he is received as a stranger

no doubt, but he is expected to unfold himself with lapse of

time and advancing years
;
so even if he makes his surroundings

feel and enquire about his origin yet he causes no particular

anxiety in the minds of his new acquaintances, because he has
come to live with them and in their midst and is one of

them who must identify himself with them. But different is

the case at death
;
death means cessation of life, death means a

parting irrevocable. The voice is hushed to eternal silence.

So it is death which has evoked most of the rites of primitive

people and consequently has contributed to the independent
evolution of their ideas. Funeral ceremonies are said to be
a department of religion and some authorities hold that religion

owes its inception to the cult of the dead. Death brings into

play the complicated processes of thought leading to the con-

ception of powers higher than man, the idea of spirits pervading
Nature, the transformation of soul into spirit and the behaviour
of spirits towards the survivors. So it is to death that

primitive rites were addressed and the first ceremonies were
those of the dead and religion began with the cult of the

dead.
Death is a surprise to the primitive mind as well as a

source of apprehension. Surprise because a metamorphosis has
come for which the primitive mind was hardly prepared and a
source of apprehension because he is numbed by unknown
fears. The Hos believe that death means a transforms^tion, a

metamorphosis. The soul leaves the body at death and is very

loath to leave the place of death and is believed to hover round
the dead body for a time. Whe^ the body is cremated the

soul enters the vessel,where the charred bones are kept for final

burial at the family burial place at the next Jangtopa day and
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never leaves the house till the Jangtopa. With the burial

of the earthen vessel under a stone slab, the disengaged soul

enters the pit and remains in it as long as it pleases but it

comes out by the small hole made by drawing out a thin thread

placed in the vessel which will be described later on. Reincar-

nation takes place soon afterwards and the Hos believe that

sooner or later the soul must re-enter the world in a new role.

The soul never dies but changes frames. Death is caused
by both internal and external agencies. Outdoor life affords

any amount of accidents and death from these is to the Hos,
due to the influence of spirits, who when annoyed cause
accidents. There are beneficent spirits as well as maleficent

ones.* The former may again be subdivided into (1) those that
are absolutely harmless (2) those that are prone to take offence

;

in ,the latter case, the spirits chastise the people. The first

class of spirits, i.e., harmless, elicit little or no rites for they
being harmless can do no wrong. The second class of good
spirits engage perpetual attention of the Hos; for they are

regarded as the guardian angels of the people and most of the
rites are reverentially offered to them. In case of non-obser-
vance of certain rites or periodical worship these spirits get annoy-
ed and are wont to punish the devotees according to the nature or

proportion of the breach. Spirits of persons dead, come under
this group and on every occasion of worship, the Hos take
special care to propitiate them. Of the maleficent spirits who
are out to find out man’s frailties the most important ones have
been enumerated before in one of the papers published in the
Society’s Journal. These are like watchdogs alwayS; bullying
the people. Sometimes they are avoided, sometimes they
,are satisfied by offering sacrifices. These spirits have their

localities fixed so that the people keep themselves away from
their haunts. But mere aloofness cannot save them from the
grasp of the spirits, so, many of them are periodically propitiat-
ed. Spirits are believed to be disengaged souls and have been
raised to the status of gods or demons according to the part
played by them and understood by the people. Spirits who are
directly concerned with everyday life of the Hos demand
greater attention but they are not necessarily higher in their
estimation. Spirits who are known to be connected with
agrarian troubles, for example, are regularly attended to.

Unworshipped gods, i.e., gods who are absolutely harmless re-

ceive more respects from the Hos than harmful ones although
they are particularly anxious to propitiate them. Of course,
those that are benign gods are greatly honoured and are looked
up to in case of emergency but seldom any rites are addressed
to them for they are benign and are not exx>ected to be
displeased with their devotees.

Hvery soul finds a' fixed abode after death which is allotted
to it by Singbonga and the conditions of living in this new
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home are said to be ideal. They do not possess definite ideas
about the position of this new abode but intelligent people
amongst them like to place it in the nether regions. The period
of its stay in its new home is determined by the anxiety of the
soul to leave its mortal frame at the time of death or in
other words, if the soul is loath to leave its earthly surroundings
it has to come back soon ; but if it is anxious to leave this world
and enter a new one the soul is allowed a longer period of stay
in the new home. The souls of pious men as also of chiefs are
not generally reincarnated but are transformed into stars and
are hung up in the blue canopy of heaven and from there
they shed their lustre on those they have left behind.

When the Hos were mere hunters, all deaths were *attribut-

ed to the influence direct or indirect of spirits. Besides,

natural deaths in a hunting tribe are rare, deaths being piostly

due to accidents. Having no idea -of the maximum period
a man may live on earth, even natural decay was attributed to

causes external to the body and influenced by the pleasure or
displeasure of the bonga or bongas who are on the look out
for men’s defects. With the change from a hunting to an
agricultural stage their outlook underwent a transformation and
the inevitableness of death was Impressed on their conscious-

ness. But the mental plane was not, however, much raised and
so we find even to-day, when epidemics sweep away the villagers,

they approach the village Dcwa or the medicine-men, who ,

divine the cause of displeasure of the bonga or bongas concerned
after which the whole village assemble in some convenient
place, preferably under a big tree outside the skirts of the

village, not very far away and ofiler sacrifices of fowls, goats,

buffaloes, the offerings being selected in accordance with the

gravity of the danger before them. After the ceremonial offer of

sacrifice, the Dewa gets possessed and speaks out whether the

spirit,or spirits have been appeased or not.

As soon as death occurs, the female relatives rend the sky
with loud wailings which summon the villagers in the courtyard

of the deceased. Messages are sent to relations in other

villages, who are also summoned to participate in the last rites

of the bereaved family. They bring with them their own
provisions, pieces of cloth, copper or silver coins whichever they
can afford besides pots of ricebeer which are presented to the '

family of the deceased. The pieces of cloth and coins are

placed on the funeral pyre, the presents arc kept back. From
the moment when death occurs to the last act of cremation,
‘ birdiring ’ or the horn of wild buff&lo is sounded which with its

solemn sound is believed to proclaim the wrath of the spirits.

When most of the relatives and friends and villagers have
assembled the elders put their heads together and decide upon a

provisional programme. A wooden coffin is prepared, five cubits

by two one end of which is curved into ^ horses head. The
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corpse is then taken out of the hut and placed in the courtyard

and the door of the hut is temporarily shut against the inmates

of the house. In some parts of Kolhan the coffin is not now
insisted. Next the village Deuri takes some arua rice in his

hand and muttering some incantations scatters the same from
the door of the hut to the courtyard where the corpse has been
placed. This is believed to scare away mischievous spirits

from entering the precincts of the hut and creating an}^ mis-

chief. The body is anointed with oil or turmeric paste, after

which it is washed clean. The personal ornaments of the

deceased if any, are put on the body and it is covered by a
piece of new cloth but if the body bears tattoo marks, special

care is 1>aken to keep the marks exposed. This beipg done,

quantities of rice, pulses and other seedlings are placed under
the corpse by the villagers and distributed among themselves
believing thereby that when these grains are mixed with other

seeds at the time of sowing rich harvest is expected. The
corpse is then placed in the coffin with the head towards the
horse’s head and is carried to the cremation ground amidst
loud wailings of those assembled. They are also seen to tear

their hair in grief. The funeral pyre has been kept ready from
beforehand and the corpse is carried round it three times before

it is placed on the pyre. The funeral pyre is always set fire to

by the male members of the sept, the deceased belonged to,

but at present the custom is to delegate the duty to the eldest

son. The custom of hiring two widows for this purpose is

found in Kolhan. Could this show that formerly the last rites

were done by the hired widows ? This view has been stated
by the aged inhabitants of Kolhan. The widows must be
without any issue. In this connection it may be noted that the
Hos are very bitterly disposed towards barren women and
believe t^at those without any issue has secret connection with
spirits and are therefore witches, and the Hos are particularly
careful to avoid these women. But the custom of engaging
the services of two such women at funeral rites admit of a
different explanation. The women work as Dewas or medicine-
men at a time when the family is always in a constant dread of
unknown spirits

;
for they do not know whether the spirit just

disengaged will be friendly to the survivors or wdll be a source
of permanent troubles. From the time of death to the next
Jangtopa day the widows remain in the house of the deceased
and are generously treated by the members of the family
and after the Jangtopa, when their services are no longer required,
the two "women are very handsomely paid. The dead are
generally burnt at night and the funeral pyre is kept burning all

through the night.

At dawn, the women cifb tw’o branches of peepul tree

{ficus religiosa) three to four cubits long knd fetch three to four
pots of water from the neighbouring river or bandh. One of
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the branches is pushed straight home into the ground
at the place where cremation took place and the second
placed horizontally over the remains of the dead and
water is poured from the pots on the spot. The charred bones
which were kept aside, are washed and put in a ‘ hata ’ or winnow-
ing fan for future ceremonies. The party then retire to the
village and the winnowing fan is carefully put in the sun
for drying the bones. When in the afternoon, the bones are com-
pletely dried, a new earthen pot is procured, wherein the bones
are kept. The pot is then covered witli branches and leaves of

Kend tree. The spirit is believed to hover round the vessel and
the Hos place toothbrush and water near it to enable the

spirit to use them (?). The pot is then made to hang from the
thatch of the hut or placed in a corner of the hut. The party
then go to a neighbouring stream or pool, anoint their limbs

with oil and turmeric paste and take^a purificatory bath after

which they come to the deceased’s house where they are treated

with boiled rice, pulse, vegetables and handia by tiie members
of the deceased’s family. Of course, the bereaved family has
not to undergo any expense for the entertainment as the

visitors always come with their own provisions which are

delivered to the housewife of the family and it is found that the

receipt always exceeds the disbursement. When a child is

born, the Hos observe pollution for a fixed number of days,

during which the particular family is not allowed to mix freely

in the community but at death there is hardly any such obser-
*

vance and the members of the bereaved family are under no
obligation to undergo any penance. If there is any pollution it

is a general one and all the members of the community have to

share the same so that there is no prescribed observance at death.

On the third day, the men or women who set fire to the pile of

wood, cook a small quantity of rice with turmeric powder in

a small earthen pot. The preparation is known as ‘ Sastmmundi.
’

A flat* stone is placed in the courtyard known as ‘ Pauchaiti-diri
’

where the women wash their hands and feet by applying a
quantity of Sasanmundi which is said to purify them. Next
they spread out the Sasanmundi in a plate made of sal-leaf,

which the Hos believe are much relished by the disengaged
soul. The earthen vessel containing the charred bones is

brought down from the thatch of the hut and is placed in the

courtyard and near it are kept the bow and arrows of the

deceased, but if the latter happens to be a woman, wooden seats

with pots of water on them are placed by its side. At nightfall

the kitchen is swept clean and ashes (rakh) are spread on the

floor of the room. The male members of the family sit in the

room and one of them begins to call by the name of the

deceased. ,

‘‘ Ela Nutum Huju 6ingh Subarichl Daru Subare Mename
Hujume Sikuku Murmuriko Rabangjiareyajia.”
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‘ Come spirit come, under the tree or wherever you are
;

there is cold outside, gnats insects in plenty
; why remain there

but come in please.’

The door of the room is carefully bolted from within
and two women proceed to the cremation ground tp fetch the
shade of the departed. From the latter place, they start for

the kitchen room. One of the women takes two plough-shares
in her hands and the other carries a pot containing water.

As they come, the woman with her ploughshares strikes these
against each other and at every stroke the woman with water
pours a quantity of it on the ground. The women then go to

the spot,where the vessel is kept and touching it with their feet

approach the kitchen door. Here they address the inmates
of the room whether the spirit has entered or not. They utter

these words seven times and the members inside the hut at once
light a dip and minutely examine whether any impression of any
kind is noticeable on the ashes. As soon as any mark or
footprint is discover,ed, the members inside cry out, “ the shade
has entered.” If, however, after seven addresses by the women
the inmates do not respond the women have to go back again to

the place of starting and have to repeat the action.

When an impression is discernible on the floor, the mem-
bers put their heads together to divine the cause of death.

If the impression on the ashes resembles a long line made
• by dragging a piece of rope, it is believed that death was caused
by the agency of the spirits of dead ancestors. If the traces

resemble footprints left by lizards, they believe that Biiru-bonga
has killed the man. Marks resembling footprints of 6rab,

indicate death at the hands of the tiger spirit. If it is death
from the agency of mischievous witches the impressions appear
like those of a cat’s paw. If only holes are found on the ashes
the niaiii must have died from holes in his lungs, i.e. from
consumption. When the mark indicates a thumb impression of
a human being, death is believed to bo caused by ‘ Jugnibonga.’
After the cause of death has been thus ascertained, the members
turn their attention to guess the form of life the newly dis-

embodied soul wants to reincarnate itself.

It is not certain whether a spirit will reincarnate at all as
man or as a living creature other than man. Sometimes it may
not be at all reincarnated. Sometimes it may not deserve to be
reborn as man, in that case the new role may be that of a bird
or a beast of prey. The laws governing reincarnation are
so vague •and ill deflned that it is yet premature to offer any
explanation of the beliefs of present-day Hos. Of course, the
longer we remain silent on the point, the more we run the
risk of not getting at the truths for evidence of a rapid disinteg-

ration in their indegenous 'beliefs and practices are not wanting
and as time rolls on^ we shall be faced with a higher and more
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complex culture when there is a chance of our’s being duped by
ambitious minds who might question our motive.

The footprints of a bird are taken to indicate that the
deceased will be reborn as a bird. If these resemble that of

some animal, the spirit is sure to get itself reincarnated in the
shape of that animal. If marks of a human foot are noticed

the deceased is expected to be reborn as a human being.

In case the Jangtopa cannot be held on the fourth day as
is customary, the ceremony is postponed by common consent
till a convenient date and the bones in the vessel are pro-

visionally interred in the courtyard with a small slab of stone on
the surface. This is known as Jangkapari. As the Jangtopa
is a communal ceremony it is also a drain on communal re-

sources. So in many villages the rule is found that a certain

day is agreed upon generally after the harvesting season is over,

when the Jangtopa of all deaths in the village is celebrated.

In case the Jangtopa is performed on the usual date that is on
the fourth day after cremation, a general purificatory ceremony
is observed by the villagers. They cul their hair, pare their

nails and shave themselves. The floor of the huts is rinsed

with cowdung solution which is also sprinkled on the courtyard.

The women throw ofi earthen utensils and metallic ones are

cleansed. The villagers then go to a neighbouring stream
or bandh and take a ceremonial bath.

On the day previous to the Jangtopa, the villagers in, a
hody go to a neighbouring hill and fetch a stone slab or
Sasandiri. The size of the slab is large enough to require the
services of hundred to two hundred persons. The proportion of

the stone varies according to the social and material position,

the deceased occupied in life. The more important the man the

larger is the Sasandiri. The stone slab is brought down to the

village and is placed in the courtyard of the deceased. If

the deceased were a Manki or a Munda or an induential and
respectable person, a second slab of stone 6 to 7 ft. in height

and 18 to 27 inches in width is erected in a prominent place,

preferably at the Junction of two or more village alleys. These
are generally of the menhir type, and resemble those of other

aboriginal tribes of Chotanagpur.
The Jangtopa is generally held on the fourth day but if

circumstances do not permit, it is postponed till the next
harvesting time, to suit the convenience of the people. It must
be noted again that the Jangtopa is a communal ceremony and
the interests of the whole community is involved in it. The
day being fixed in consultation* with the elders of* the village,

invitations are sent to othdr villages and all relations and
friends of the deceased make it a point to attend the ceremony

;

absence from this without sufiSftient reason is attributed to malice

or antipathy to*the 'departed soul. ’ From all accounts, it seems
that the Jangtopa is a happy performanpe and affords a time of
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enjoyment to all concerned. The whole village is astir with the
news of the coming ceremony, there being no sign of grief

or sorrow. The departed soul is believed to unite with the souls

of the dead ancestors and the people assemble to celebrate

the union. From the night preceding the Jangtopa, people
begin to flock to the village in numbers, carrying with them
presents of handia, rice, fowls and if possible he-goats. In
the morning the men dig a hole in the family graveyard,

five feet deep and three in diameter. When the hole is readjs
earthen vessel containing the charred bones are brought out for

burial. The vessel is then covered with flowers and is carried by
two women to the hole. Before the flnal interment, the vessel

is filled with rice and a piece of thread six to seven cubits in

length is allowed to rest on the vessel, one end of the thread
being kept on the surface. The hole is covered with earth

and the burial is thus completed. Next, one of the widows
gradually draws up the thread out of the hole and when it is

done, on she runs with it to the hut where death had occurred.

The thread device allows the spirit to come out of the hole, just

covered. The Sasaiidiri is placed over the hole and oil is poured
on it as also on the Sasandiris 'of the gravej- ard. The members
of the family then scatter fried rice and prepare Sasanmundi
which is offered in plates made of sal-leaf.

All the while, horns of buffaloes are sounded and the
drums, “topam, topam, jangtopam’’ and a dance is held in

honour of the departed soul. With the completion of the rites

the people drink ricebeer and make up a procession, and the
whole company parade the village dancing up and down the
streets to the accompaniment of drums and music.



Article No. 5.

Afghan Stories from the Lolab.

By Mrs. C. de Beauvoir Stocks.

When I was in Kashmir during the summer of 1926,

I heard that the Khyber-Hazari—a people who had settled in

the Lolab valley—were a Mongolian tribe who were also said

to have the same mesobrachycephalic head-shsPpe as the
Lap-cha people of Sikhim. Thinking that they had possibly

the same racial connection, I determined to go and investigate

them.

To reach the Lolab valley, I had to cross the Wular Lake
by ‘dunga,’ and then rode from Olus to Kumbrial. A camp
was made on the side of a hill in a large deodar forest with

a fine view of the valley stretching from north to south. This

was three or four miles wide and roughly 12 miles in length.

The valley seemed very fertile, into it several small nullahs

opened, and up one of these, I came to Hihoratn—the valley

of the Hazari.

I found however that the Khyber-Hazari were not Mon-
golian at all, and therefore had no connection with the Lap-cha.

In the photo of a group, they are seen to be a strong stalwart

people. Muscular and big, they wore bright coloured turbans

striped with either red, blue or green which added considerably

to their height. They told me that round the village T was

in, and all along that nullah, were rich ‘ kathi ’ (rice) fields

Th«se had often been looted and plundered by a’ tribe that

came from the Egistan country. On condition that they

would fight the invaders, the Maharaja of Kashmir put them
in the Hihoram valley, promising to give it to them should

they be successful. The last invasion took place in 1907—and

ever since, the people from Egistan have thought twice about

invading this fertile land, where they had been so often de-

feated and imprisoned.

Their folk-tales—of which a few are given, show what
a proud independent folk they are, they also relate a great

deal of their own bravery killing, tigers and leopards.

They do not work in their own fields, but employ Kashmiri
labourers, whilst they merely sit and watch !

These people—the Khyber-Hazari—probably belong to

the second group of*' brachycephaP that are sometimes termed
' meridionalis.’ Their skin is of a medium brown, whilst their
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hair was usually dark, though the boy whose photograph is

shown, had bright red hair.

The Khyber-Hazari is a Sunni-Muhammadan.^

Told hy Wuffdh da Khan. June 13th, 1926, At Hiho,

I have a field but I do not work as I am able to employ
Kashmiri servants. I only hunt.

It was seven years ago that a leopard came and haunted
this village. He chased and killed many people, and also

robbed many homes of their ponies, cows and goats. When-
ever, he was hunted however, he always managed to get
away.

Several years ago, I had a fine big strong dog, and ever
since the, day I lost him I have had to put up with a much
smaller one. This dog was* unable to keep the leopard away
from the village, he used to come and prowl round a cottage in

the valley, and though we chased after him, he always got
away.

Those were the days when Sir Hari Singh first became
Maharaja, and it was the time of his wedding. All the
villagers were invited to his nuptial-feasts, many Rajas
were also present. One of us told the Court what was h.appen-

ing in our village, how the leopard was worrying them, and
tlvit they all wished he could be killed.

I told them that I had only a small dog, but if the Maha-
raja would only give me one, I would go forth and kill him.
At last a Raja called Mahommed-Sama-Khan said he would
give me one. I only had to go to his Palace to fetch it, and
this I -did with Gulam-Kurto-Khan.

That night we returned home, but found that the leopard
had already been there and had carried away a dog. The
next morning three of us went to find him, and saw him crouch-
ing under the fallen branch of a tree. Nearby lay the body
of the dog which he had killed, and round him the snow was
one foot deep. One of us three had a sword, but I told the
owner not to use it, as we wished to fire at the beast, and
only asked him to point the leopard out to us if he were
CO see him first.

I Hazarajat the home of the Hazara—is in Central Afghanistan.
This tribe is said to have descended from the Moghal Tatars who fol-

lowed Chingiz Khan. The word ‘ Hazara ’ comes from the Persian and
denotes * one ,thousand.’ It was used when the Tatar groups were
divided into several * thousands,’ each f>ne of whom was commanded by
a chief. A regiment—the 4th Hazara Pioneers has been formed from a
number of Hazaras who have emigrated into India ; the chief reason
of this emigration being their hereditary enmity with the Afghans,
who have bandied them with great ruthlessness invading their country
and massaoiing tiiem in large numbers. Hazaras in this regiment are
all Shia Muhammedans.
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Two of us then shot at him but missed, and the leopard
sprang up and ran away. He ran past the cottage which
we had filled with men, and tore up the other side of the

Jungle.

That evening he came down again however, and went
once more to the fallen branch. The three of us followed
him and though 1 warned them all not to get too near the
leopard who might spring on them and eat them, he heard
us talking and ran away. Abdul-Mu]ed-Khan shot and hit

him however, and as he was wounded we all ran up and hit

him till he died.

Told hy the same. •

My grandfather Sadar-Samad-Khan lived here before me.
and in his time nearby, at Baramullah, a lion was prowling.

Lots of peasants ran away in great fear, and at last someone
went to the Maharaja in Srinagar praying him to send some
soldiers who would be successful in killing the lion. Five
hundred of them were sent, and as soon as they had arrived,

they asked the remaining villagers to show them the lion’s lair.

But the lion sprang upon them suddenly, alarming them so

that some fell down in fear and died of fright whilst the rest

ran away.
Then the Maharaja of Poonch came with another five

hundred soldiers. He was named Mutasim, and ordered his

men to tie up two goats as decoy. Each side of these goats

were two tall trees, up each of which he put five of his men,
telling them to shoot as soon as the beast appeared. However
when it arrived, one man only fired, the remainder failing

down in fright and being devoured. The others were so

alarmed that they ran away in terror. The lion was left alone

for three years and did much damage.
Then my grandfather—SadarSamad-Khan—was ap-

proached, and was told by the Maharaja that were he to succe^
in slaying the lion he would be rewarded by the gift of a
fine large field in Hi-ho. So he went to Baramulla with a

big Ladakhi dog, and after firing and wounding it from a tree

he ran after it into the forest and slew it. After my grand-
father visited the Maharaja, taking the skin with him but
he asked for no reward, and received nothing save two gold

bracelets. He stayed for seven days in the Palace, and then

after presenting the two golden bracelets to his friend the

Wazir, a Kashmiri—^he returned home to Hi-ho.

•*

Told by the same.

Once upon a time there wae a fool, who started to fell

a tree sitting on one of its branches. On this he first scratched

the words: *I am now cutting some woqd,’ but a traveller
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who happened to be passing, told him to be careful else he
would fall. However the woodman said :

‘ You must be a

fool, you are talking nonsense !
’ But he fell with the branch

soon after, and catching up the traveller he said ;
‘ You

must be a God after all, for what you predicted has come
true, tell me when 1 shall die.’ The traveller replied that

as he was not God, he was unable to tell him, but as the

woodman continued to implore him. he at length said :
‘ It

will be at the moment that you eat some peas !

’

The fool returned home, and asked his wife what she

was in the habit of cooking. She replied that sometimes
she cooked chicken for him, sometimes meat and on some
days cabbage. One day after feeding, he asked her what
it was that he had eaten, and when she told him that he had
just had some peas, he went into his bedroom to lie down
knowing that he would soon die. Later his wife and his father

came to call him, but as he thought that he w'as dead, he made
no reply. Then they thought that the woodman must be
dead, and as he was a Mohammedan, they washed him and
dressed him in white cloth. Then they put him in a coffin

and carried him to his jenaza (grave). There the mullah and
all the men started to pray, and the fool became distraught,

as he would be soon in his grave. Breaking the coffin he
rose quickly tearing oflE his cloth, and the men, seeing this,

‘ thought that lie must be a wizard who had come to life, and
drawing their swords, they pierced him. Then finding him
dead, they wrapped him up and buried him in the ground
once more.

Told by Zuluf Ka-Khan at UiJio. June (Hh, 1926,

Once upon a time there was a shopkeeper who lived in

the country whore Harun-Rashid was king. He was very
well off for a shopkeeper, and had but one son. To his son
ho gave much money—sometimes oven 10.000 rupees and
this boy always divided whatever money he had with his

friends who were much poorer.

One day the shopkeeper sold a great many goods, making
lots of money, but dying soon after, his wife could not find the
money, and told the son, that for the future he would have
to live frugally, and would be unable to give any money away
to his poorer friends.

But the boy still gave away a great deal, till at last his

mother h*ad to go out and beg^
One day, he was very hungry, and thinking of his many

friends to whom he had often been so kind he went to ask
for their help. But nonp of “them would give him anything,
and when he went to call on his great 'friend, he was told by
the lad’s mother, tiiat he was not even at home. Then he
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returned home empty-handed, and his mother who had ob-
tained rice from one of her poor friends—gave the boy some.
This, however, he said he could not eat by himself, so he wont
and fetched three or four lads to eat it with him.

Now it so happened, that Harun-Rashid the king, took
a great interest in his subjects. Every night he put on the
clothes of a poor man, and walked about alone in the city

to hear what was said about himself, and to know whether
his people were contented.

One night he passed by the shopkeeper’s house who asked
him in saying : ‘ 1 am so poor, pray to God with me, that 1

may become king for seven days, then 1 will do, Oh ! such an
amount of good.’

*

The king (who was of course unknown to the boy),

entered his dwelling to pray, and as there were three ,beds,

he offered to spend the night there w-ith his friend, who was
in reality his wazir. When it was about two in the morning,
Harun Rashid said to his wazir ; “ Come, let us carry the

boy quietly away, he shall be king for seven days, and I shall

see the good he does.”
So they brought him asleep to the Palace, and when the

boy awoke he discovered that he was in a fine big room, that

was really in a king’s palace.

A courtier came to tell him that his prayer had been heard,

and that he should be king for seven days, when all his orders

would be fulfilled. The boy listened attentively, and then gave
orders that the lad who had once been his best friend, should
now be put in jail and that much money was to be given to the

poor, especially to his own mother.
Then after seven days, Harun-Rashid and his wazir took

him back to his own home in his sleep. When he woke up he
thought it had all been a dream, and asked his mother if he
had really been king for the last seven days or not. She
replied*that he had, for he had sent her much money.

Then the boy’s friend who had been in Jail, wrote to Harun-
Rashid asking to be let out, as he did not know what wrong
he had committed, and the king gave him his liberty. At once

he went to the shopkeeper’s house, finding the boy who, he
learnt had put him in jail, beat him severely, and took all

his money away. So the shopkeeper’s son was in great poverty

once more, and had only the rice to eat which his mother
begged from her friends, and which he constantly invited his

friends to share.

Then one night, Harun-Rashid passed his door, And the

boy, still not guessing that he was the king, asked him in

to pray as he wished to be king for seven days once more,

and the prayer had been so successful the time before. Harun-
Rashid came in with his wazir, and* as before, they carried

him to the palace in his sleep. Later that same morning he
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awoke, and realising that he was indeed king he gave many
commands. He ordered his old friend to be brought before

him, and when he saw him he asked how it was he had escaped
out of prison. The lad answered that he had written to Harun-
Kashid who had given him his liberty at once.

The shopkeeper’s son commanded that he should be
returned at once and he and all his family were to be im-
prisoned at once for life. He also ordered money to be given
to those who worked well, and those who idled their time
away were to be fined. He then told them to fill his house
with gold, until full and they should not bo able to put in

any more.
He®performed many good deeds, and when the seven daj^s

were over, Harun-Rashid and his wazir took him back to his

own home. When he woke up, he asked his mother if he
had Ibcen really dreanaing or not, and when she told him
that he had filled the house with gold, he grew very delighted
and helped his friends once more.

Told by Saifuhla-Khan at Hihoram village,

June 12ih, 1926.

Once upon a time there was a king who had one son,

who was a Prince. In that town there was also a shopkeeper
with whose son the Prince was very friendly.

One day these two went out hunting, but unfortunately
they quarrelled. The shopkeeper’s son was by far the best

hunter, and large to boot, while the Prince was snaall and
not half so quick. When they came back they would- hardly
speak to each other, and the Prince even told the king, his

father, that the shopkeeper’s son had beaten him. The king
very wrothful, sent for the shopkeeper. When the soldiers

came to* his house, the shopkeeper looked out, and tol/i them
to wait for him, at that moment, he was, so he said, ver3^

busy. They became so angry that they looted the shop,

took the shopkeeper with his wife and his son with his three

wives and marched them to another country. They allowed
the son a few minutes in which he could finish baking the
loaves he said he was making. He made four and into these

placed four precious stones he had succeeded in saving from
plunder. Now none of the soldiers had seen him do this,

and carrying them on his head and salaaming to the officer

he marched away with the others.

They walked on until dusk, then one of the women turned
to the boy and asked him to*give her some money with which
she would be able to buy.some food. The shopkeeper, being

told about the jewel in thM loaf of bread, offered to carry

it to the bazar where he would pawn it to buy flour with.

XJufortunately he met a thief, who hearing about the precious
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stone and then seeing it, took him to his house, sa^dng he
would give him plenty of flour in exchange for it. But he only
brought down two pounds, and when the shopkeeper remonstrat-

ed, said that as he was only a beggar, he would beat him
and call the police were he to complain.

The shopkeeper moved sorrowfully away, and thinking
two pounds of flour in return for the exchange of the precious
stone was far too little and would only cause liim shame were
he to go back to his people—he went another way.

They were still very hungry, and the shopkeeper’s son’s

eldest wife said :
“ I think that he has had the stone stolen from

him, and thus feels he cannot return, let me take another of

the loaves and go to the bazar, then I will pawn the jewel

and return with some food.”

The son however said he would go for her, and wandering
about in the bazar, he arrived at th6 thief’s house where his

father had been. The thief said the same to him as he had
to his father, but when he came out frqm his house again,

he only handed him two pounds of flour.

Thir^-the shopkeeper’s sou took objection of, and asked
for his ring to be returned to him, but the thief told him
that the amount was well enough for a beggar—such as he was

—

and beating him hard, he drove him off.

The young man was frightened too of tlie shame that

would come to him when he only handed the women the two
pounds of flour, so he chose a road where he should not

meet them.
Thus the four women were left alone, and still feeling

very hungry, they decided that one oE them had better try

and get food by selling another stone. One of the young
women wished to go, but the shopkeeper’s wife said :

“ No you
must not, you may meet with my husband or yours, and
then they would be so angry that they would probably kill

you, I had better go,”
The older woman then put on her purdah and left. But

she found the same thief and as he would only give her two
pounds of flour, she fled in another direction.

So now there were only three women, and the strongest

and eldest of them all volunteered to go with the last precious

stone. Putting on a turban, and wearing a man’s clothes she

walked to the bazar and found the king’s dhobey (laundry-

man). Talking to him she asked him how much he was paid

were he to work the whole day. He replied that his pay
was only one or two rupees daily. She then said : “If you
don’t do any work for him, I Will give you ten rupees.” She
told him then to show her his house and to make hot water

so that she could bathe. He was also to bring her some fine

clothes. The dhobey ’gave her some of the king^s clothes,

and when she had donned them, she told.the dhobey to accom-
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panyher walking, as she was obliged to go out and interview

a man. She happened to pass a great many horses, and one of

them, she noticed seemed finer than the others, and was
harnessed with rich gold mounts. Asking the price she was
told it was 10,000 rupees. Mounting it, she gave instructions

to the dhobey to pay the owner 20,000 rupees, this amount
he had not, so the girl-wife who now looked like a prince rode
on until she came to the house of the thief, who had stolen

three precious stones of theirs. She demanded the thief

to give 20,000 rupees to the dhobey, and thinking it was
the king, the thief obeyed.

Thep the Prince sent the dhobey with fine clothes to

fetch her two wives. (These two women were really, the wives
of the shopkeeper’s son whom she had left behind.) When
he returned with them, the Prince made the thief’s house
beautiful, and told thcni to live there, as she would provide
them all with food and clothing.

Every morning, she rode past the king’s palace, the best

looking building in the city, which had towers and minarets,

and one day the king enquired who it might be. The servants

tried to find out, but all they could discover was that it was
a Prince who, with his two wives, had taken the rich shop-

keeper’s bungalow.
The king sent for the shopkeeper and asked who it was

' who had taken his house. He was unable to answer, but
thought it must be someone from a great distance. Then the
king commanded that he should be brought to the palace.

Now no one knew that, in reality, the Prince was a woman.
She came to the palace, making great friends with the king,

who allowed her to be seated, and, hearing ‘ he ’ was a king’s son,

give her hundreds of rupees and many costly presents.

One. day a hunter, a Gujar, came to the palace craving

audien(;e of the king, as he wished for help to be given him in the

killing of a leopard, that came every night to his village, carry-

ing off whatever he could find, women and children. The king
asked his courtiers if they could go, but they all made excuses,

and each suggested the other going. In wrath the king turned

to the Prince asking if he could give his help. She replied

:

“ But it is my duty and pleasure to do anything that you com-
mand.” The king said to his courtiers :

“ Listen to what this

Prince says, I ask you to do something, and you have known
me long, yet you excuse yourselves, but the moment 1 wish for

assistance, this Prince comes forward and offers me his aid.”

TheTrince, guided by* the Gujar, made her w^ay to the

village, and finding the spot which the leopard visited every

night, she climbed a tree; and waited for the beast. The
leopard came in the night, and by dropping her sword on it,

the Prince managed to kill it. In the ihorning as soon as

it was light, she cut off the beast’s ears and tail, putting
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them in her pocket and went home. But meanwhile the

Gujar had gone to the Palace and had told the king that it was
he who had killed the leopard.

When the Prince appeared with her story, the king was
angry, but believed her when she produced the ears and tail,

giving her much more money.
Then the king commanded his wazir and a hundred men to

go to the Prince’s house to see how it really fared with him,
and if his two wives were beautiful. The Prince, overhearing

this order, told a silversmith in the bazar to send her a golden

mug and a hundred silver ones.

When the wazir and his hundred men arrive^ at the
Prince’s house, they met the dhobey, who was now the wazir,

who told them that they would be obliged to wait for the

Prince who was now in his harem. He gave them all tea to

drink saying: ‘Our rule is that you Are never to return your
cup, but are expected to take them away as a memento. ’

After he fetched food for them on silver plates saying after to

the bearers: “Throw these plates away now, as they are dirty

and we shall not use them again.” .Then as the wazir and his

men thought of taking leave he turned to them saying :
“ The

Prince will not come out this afternoon you will see him
to-morrow in the palace. ” With that they had to be content
and returned to the king. When he saw them lie wanted at

once to know how the prince fared and if the two wives were
beautiful. The wazir replied that the Prince seemed to be more
wealthy than the king himself, but they had not seen his two
wives, so the king w^ould still have to imagine their beauty.

Everything had been better and more wonderful than anything

they had ever seen.

Then the king said they must see the two wives, and the

next morning, the wazir instructed the gardener’s wife to

present them both with a basket of flowers. But as each wife

took a flower up out of the basket to smell it, she threw it away,
and further astonished the gardener’s wife, by Ailing each basket

with clothes and giving her money, saying: “ As we are in a

strange country, we cannot do as much for you as we would like.”

In great excitement, the woman went back to the palace

telling the king that the Prince’s two wives were more beauti-

ful than his queen. This made the king greatly desire them,
and he told his wazir that he now wished the Prince to die, so

that he could possess his two wives. The wazir told the king

to command the Prince to go to a neighbouring country to

flght for him. They started on tHe morrow and as soon as

they had come to a large open plain, the Prince asked the

soldiers what pay they received. When they told her, she gave
each man 10 rupees telling him to retgrn to the palace and to

slay their own bad king. This they did, and later the Prince

returned staying in the palace and becoming king.
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Knowing the thief to be a crafty man in the bazar, the
Prince made him wazir, and one day donned a blanket and sat

in sorrow in a corner of the Palace, knowing his wazir would
come and speak to him. When he did so, the Prince said

:

‘ Why ask me what my sorrow is, it is too great to tell any
man.’ Then however he showed him his one precious ring, and
told the wazir to find him three more like it, as he had two
wives for himself, and there was also the dead king’s queen who
had none. ‘ If you do not,’ he said, ‘ I will slay all your sons.’

The wazir-thief became very sorrowful as he knew he
would have to return the three rings he had stolen, and after

he had pondered for a week, he brought them to the Palace.

The Prince looked at them and said :
* Call all -the poor

people together outside my Palace, give them food and then
call rfic to interview them.’

So later he stood in' the big gateway, and holding the rings

in his hand, he caused all the people to x^ass one by one before

him. When the slkopkeei)er who was his father-indaw passed,

he could not resist uttering an exclamation. ‘ Oof !
’ he cried,

and likewise his wife when she passed. These were at once
placed in custody by the Prince’s orders, and when her husband
came in turn he cried out: ‘Oof! ’and was also arrested. The
next day, he ordered them to be given fine apparel and to be
brought to the Palace with the firing of guns. He told the
shopkeeper he was now a king, and conducted the wife into the
sumptuous harem. Then the Prince shewed him his two wives
and asked if he knew them. The shopkeeper was too ashamed
to admit his own foolishness, though he recognised thena as his

son’s wives, and when the husband came the Prince taking off

her turban said :
‘ And do you not know who I am ? ’ At last

he had to admit his wrong, and lived with her and his two
other wives happily ever after.

Told by Said Khan at Kholan Qom. June 18th, 1926,

There was a leopard once at Drug-mullah. Three men
were out shooting pheasants (Jocunda) when they saw him sit-

ting on a stone in the distance. Though his gun was not large

enough, one man fired at him, only wounding the leopard

who sprang at him. One of the other men then seized the leo-

pard by the hair as he was jumping, and the third one shooting,

hit the man instead of the animal. Then one of them managed
to catch him by the head and sitting on it till the leopard threw
him offi he called to the qthers to fetch some more help.

Someone else came with a hatchet, and managed to drive the

leopard away. The next njorning about four o’clock, they

all returned to the same spot, and seeing the leopard lying

there, they thought he was dead, one taking him by the tail.

But he rose suddenly^ terrifying them all, and ran away. Then
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all the folk wrote to the police in Handuar saying that a leopard

lay always in the jungle near the village and attacked people

who went daily to fetch wood. One policeman came bringing

with him three Khyberi men. These then went up the hill taking

several dogs with them and having the policeman in their

midst as he said he wished to see a leopard killed. The dogs

caught hold of the beast and attacking it with swords they

killed it, and Thandar, the policeman, took the skin away.
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Article No. 6.

Fr. N. Pimenta’s Annual Letter on Mogor.
(Goa, Dec. 21, 1599.)

From the Latin by the Rev. H. Hosten, S.J.

The following passages on Mogor are taken from Hisiorim
Relatio de India Orientali^ a long Annual Letter addressed by the
visitor, F. Nicholas Pimenta, S.J., to the General of the Society,

Fr. Claudius Aquaviva.
The letter of the visitor is dated from Goa, Oct. Cal.

Ian. in die jesto S. Thomae Apostoli Indiae Patroni, Anno 1599.

This date suggests two remarks. First, the 8th day before the
Calends of January (Dec. 26) cannot coincide Avith the f^ast of

St. Thomas, the Apostle and Patron (H India, that feast falling

on Dec. 21. We may take it, therefore, that the real date is

the feast of St. Thomas, Apostle, 1599, or the Xllth, not the
Vlllth day before the Calends of January. Secondly, though
the letter bears at the end Fr. N. Pimenta’s signature, it was
not written by him, at least not the end of it, but by a
secretary, unless we suppose that Fr. Pimenta ante-dated it, for

on the 13th of December 1599 he left Goa for his visit to the
Portuguese towns north of Goa : Chaul, Bandora, Batti,

Bombay, Tana, the houses of Salsete, Bassein, and Daman.
We have made our translation from the Latin text in

Father John Hay’s De Rebus / laponicis^ / Indicis, et / Pervania
epistolcB / recentiores. / A loanne Hayo Dalgattiensi Scoto

Societatis lESV / in librum vnum coaceruatoe, / Antverpiae, /

Ex Ofhcina Martini Nutij, ad insigne dua-/ rum Cicoiiiarum,

Anno M. DC. V. /

Fr. Pimenta’s letter was translated into Latin by an
anonyihous translator

;
^ from Avhat original language is not

stated, I have lying before me photographs of portions of

the Latin MS. text,^ which was printed, but I cannot say
whether the MS. is in Father Pimenta’s writing. His next
annual letter (Goa, Dec. 1, 1600) in Fr. Hay’s edition was
translated from the Italian by Fr. John Busaeus (Buijs).^

St. Josephus College, Darjeeling, Sept. 30, 1919.

1 As stated in the index at the end of Fr. John Hay’s edition,

Antwerp, 1605.
2 The MS. text is in the Society’s possession [Goan. Hist. 1539-1599,

II (Goa, .32)]. The portion photographe. 1 for me contains foil. 691-699.

And I remark at once a curious discvpancy of dates between the text

printed by Fr. Hay and the MS. Tie letter of Fr. Francis Fernandes
from Syripur in Bengal is dated 16 i\il. Febr. 1.599 in the printed text,

which is wrongly made to correspond with Jan. 14, 1599 (instead of Jan. 17,

1599). January 14 would Correspond to 19 ital. Jai ., as the MS. has it.

2 There are curious discrepancies between Fr- John Busaeus’ Latin
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[P. 795] In the Northern part of this province,^ which,

God willing, I have decided to visit this year,^ everything

connected with the Mongolic mission is prospering and gives

us no small hope of the coming harvest. As all these matters

are lengthily treated in the Annual Letters from tha^t Mission,

I shall here reduce them to a few heads and speak of them
briefly.

Among other things which force us to direct our attention

to the Mongolic Mission, the chief one is that Achebar, commonly
called tlie Mogor King, granted us a diploma allowing us to

preach the Gospel in the Kingdom of Cambaia. Fathers

Anthony Machado and Peter Paes have been selected for this

Mission.^ The news gave much pleasure to all generally who
are eager for the spread of the Christian faith, but especially to

the Archbishop of Goa, who to further this enterprise gave them
his faculties, which in India are very ample. The results

expected from this mission concern not only the spiritual welfare

of the Portuguese,, but the salvation of the heathens as w^ell

;

though wonderfully attaclied to certain superstitious practices,

they will not be less deroted to the true Religion, when
converted. But, as usual, the enemy of mankind raised up
many difficulties, which have hitherto delayed the Fathers’

departure; but, when with God’s help these will have been
removed (and we hope they will be removed shortly), they will

continue the journey they have begun. Meanwhile, the divine

goodness has not failed us. Inspired from above, a certain

influential Portuguese, who is a trader at Cambaieta (the

Metropolis of Cambaia) promised to supply the Fathers with
everything necessary

;
and this will appear less wonderful, since

even some gentiles, called Baneanes, who are merchants, also

promise to give ours their assistance.

translation in Hay’s edition and a Latin MS. (translation ?) of the same
letter, still in the Society’s possession, of which I have before me
photographic facsimiles of the portions referring to Bengal and Pegu
(foil. 59 b-07 a). First, my photographer has added on his own authority
the following note: P. NicoL Pimento, Ooana Hist. 1600-1624 (Ooa 33)

;

Litt. Ann. S September 1602, where remark the discrepancy of date.
Secondly, iriy MS. not only differs in the wording, but is also longer
in some portions than the translation printed by Fr. Hay. The Mainz
edition, ^ Exemplum Epiatolae,' (1602), which Sir E. D. Maclagan
seems to have summarised {J.A.S.B., 1896, pp. 81-83) contains the same
text as Fr. Hay’s edition.

I havo published an English translation of the Latin MS. text on
Bengal and Pegu, but not, as 1 had wished, the Latin text itself, in Bengal
Past and Present {Journal of the Calcutta HistoriccU Society): ** Jesuit
Letters from Bengal, Arakan and B\rma {1399-1600)," Vol. 30, July-Sept.,
1926, pp. 62-76. /

1 The Province of the Society balled ‘the Goa Province.*
2 Thc^visit begantpn Dec*. 13, 1699, when. Fr. Pimenta left Goa for

Chaul. I

3 of Cambay.
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The second point is that about the kingdom of Xatai,
which stretches far eastwards, we have many things which seem
to require some new Mission. Xatai (as many think) is what
ours call Catai.

[P. 796] Fr. Jerome Xavier writes about this kingdom in

a letter dated the seventh before the Calends of August of the
year ninety-eight of this century.^ His words are :

—

“ While I was speaking with the Prince, ^ a certain

Mahometan merchant, sixty years old, entered the Palace
;
and,

when asked by the Prince whence and by what way ho had
come, he answered, he had come from Xatai by way of Mecha.
Others, who knew him, presently stated that at Mecha he had
spent a hundred thousand gold pieces (aureorum) in alms. The
Prince asked him whether that was true. He did not deny it,

but said that, if he had given such a big sum, it was becsiuse he
was old and would soon die, and because surely he knew he
would not be able to take his money with him after death.

Questioned about the condition of the kingdom of Xatai, he
answered as follows : He had lived thirteen years in that kingdom,
at the town of Xambalu (Cambaln, as ours call it), the king’s

Court.^ The king of it is very powerful, his dominions counting
as many as one thousand five hundred towns, very many of

which are extremely populous. He had often seen the king,

he said, but no one is allowed to address him except through a
written petition, and he answers people only through a eunuch.

When the merchant was asked how he had penetrated into

that kingdom, he answered that he had gone as a merchant
and ambassador of the king of Caygar.* At the first city he
had been stopped by the magistrate and had been asked who he
was and what he came for ; when finally the seals on the letters

which he carried were found to be genuine, a courier had at once
been despatched to the king and had come back within a
month bringing the permission to proceed. This could be

managed easily by frequently changing horses, as the custom
is, so much so that they cover ninety or a hundred coss

(cossos) ^ per day. A coss is equal to an Italian mile. No one

1 July 26, 1598.
2 The Father had a conversation with the Prince on July 25, 1598;

but it appears from the narrative that he met the Muhammadan traveller

on a previous occasion.

In a letter from Lahore, Aug. 2, 1598, to Fr. Thomas do Ituren
(Spain), Fr. Jerome Xavier refers to the conversation with this

Muhammadan as having taken place “eight days ajgo.”

3 Khanbaligh was Pekin; but the Fathers did not know this yet.

van Linschoten wrote at this time : In the land lying westward from
China, they say there are white peopk \ and the land called Cathaia, where
(as it is thought) there are many Christians, and that it should confine

and border upon Persia.’* Cf. Hobson-Johson, s.v. Cathay.
4 Understand : Ca8gar=:Kashgar.
3 Read : * cossas,’ for koa.
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molested him on the whole journey ;
for they have a strong

sense of justice and show no mercy to robbers. He said the

people are of a white complexion, with handsome features and

long beards. He had not seen anywhere people so hand-

somely built; even the l^umis or Turks were inferiojc to them
in this respect. As for their Religion, he said they are Isavits

(Isauitae),^ that is Jesuits (their name for Christians being

derived from the name of Jesus, as we derive it from Christ).

When asked whether all were Isavits, “ Not at all,” he replied.

“Many among them are Mussavits (that is Jews; their name
for Moses being Mussa). Besides there are many Mahometans.”

“Is the king a Mahometan?” queried the Prince. “Not
yet,” he* said, “ but the Mahometans hope he will be soon.”

To please me, the Prince told the old man to come back after

some days. But I went to see him before the day appointed

and questioned him agaift about the law and religion of that

nation. He asserted they were Christians [P. 797] and that he
had lived in familiar .intercourse with many of them. They had
many Churches, some of them being very big

;
[in them] were

many images, both painted ^nd carved, especially the Crucifix,

to which all showed the greatest reverence. Each Church
had its priest, whom the people highly respected and to whom
they offered gifts. I asked him whether they had a Bishop.

He did not well understand what I meant; however, he said
* that among them there is a Priest higher in dignity than the
rest. The Priests were celibate ;

they had schools
,
instructed

children for the priesthood, and were all of them maintained at

the king’s expense. The king built Churches and repaired the
old ones. “The Padres (Paired),” he said, “wear black vest-
“ rnehts and hats not very different from yours

; only they
“ are bigger. They do not take off their hat when saluting ; but,
“ joining their hands on their breast, they raise them to their head.
“ Tliey also use mantles {palliis), and they have also red vestments
“which they keep for feastdays and more solemn occasions.
“The other inhabitants generally wear black, except on feast-

days when they put on red.” He said he had often seen the
king going to Church, as he is a Christian; there are moreover
many persons of both sexes living a celibate and, so to say,
monastic life in buildings removed from intercourse with the
world, while others follow a celibate life at home, within their
own houses. The people are very rich, and there are many silver

mines. The king hides his treasures in the chief towns, and
possesses four hundred elephants, which they say are brought
from Malaca. He affirmed that many merchants arrive there
by sea from Pegu, which (I shoull think) cannot be otherwise than
by the sea between China anq Japan {quod Sinas dk Japanios
interjacet)^ and he ,said tjiat the voyage generally lasted six

1 Frpm Isal, a follower of Jesus.
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months. Such is the summary (says Xavier) of what that
merchant told me.

“ I should think that the easiest way of all to undertake
that journey would be to make use of this King Achebar’s
help : for, on starting from Labor, one comes first to Caximir,^ a
kingdom of the said Achebar. If from there you go straight to the
kingdom of Rebat,^ the king of which is a great friend of

Achebar’s, you will easily, with letters of introduction from him,®
reach the city of Caygar

;
^ from there to the first city of Xatai,

the inhabitants of which are Christians, there are only a few
miles. While I was*in Caximir, I was also told that there are

many Christians and Churches with priests and Bishops in the
kingdom of Rebat. I wrote to them from Caximir by three
different ways,^ both in Portuguese and Persian; when they
answer, I shall let your Reverence know.

,

“ From Labor, the 7th before the*Calends of August, of the

year 1698.®

After this, Achebar went from the town of Labor to the
city of Agra, three hundred miles from Labor, and [P. 798] he
marched against these Dccanic, or southern, kingdoms with a large

army, and so much display that to catty the king's belongings and
tents eight hundred elephants and seven thousand camels were
scarcely sufficient. This will not appear surprising when it is

considered that the king’s secretary ^ alone required seven hund-
red camels and seventy elephants for his baggage. Father
Manoel Pinheiro {Emmanuel Pinerius) remained at the Church
of Labor. Father Xavier and Brother Benedict Coes accom-
pany the King. As they offered of their own accord to follow

him on the journey and be at his service, the king embraced
them lovingly and told them to take with them money, horses,

camels, elephants and whatever else they wanted. They said

one camel was enough. '‘Let them have two,” urged one of

the courtiers, one of the king’s favourites. “ Give them what-
ever they like,” rejoined the king. So the king’s servants

made them accept four. This expedition of king Achebar
has created much consternation among the neighbouring kings

;

tliey consider they have good reason to fear this move of their

most powerful neighbour. While the king was at Agra, he sent

his son with fifty thousand men against the Decan and the

lands of the Melique {Meliquii),^ in which lands is the town of

1 Kashmir.
2 Understand: ‘Tebat’ or Tibet. Cf. Yule, Cathay (1866), II. 635 n.l.

3 From Akbar ? From the King of Tibet ? ^ Casgar=Kashgar.
3 TribtLS viia; the corresponding expression in Portuguese would

mean rather * in triplicate.’
'

3 July 26, 1598. The Fathers wiiiS generally * Labor,’ with ‘ Lahore ’

as ablative. ’

7 Abu-1 Fazl ?

8 The Melique wad the thanadar of Dabhol or Dabhul, a little south

of Chaul. Cf. H. Heras, S.J., Ind. Antiq., LIII, 1924, p. 35 n. 16.
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CiauP (Chaul, as ours write), not more than two hundred

and ten miles from Goa. When this son died lately he
appointed in his stead another son,^ to whom he gave his

sword and forty thousand gold pieces for the expenses of his

Journey. But, though these matters are seriously to be com-
mended to God, let us pass on to return to our missions.

Fr. Jerome Xavier wrote again about the affairs of the

kingdom of Xatai from Agra, on the Calends of August of the

year 1599,* saying he had discovered that what he had
written lately about the Christians of the Cataiaii empire

was correct. “ As for the road,” he writes, “ some think there

“ is one by Bangala, namely, through the kingdom of Garagata,^
“ the limit of Achebar’s kingdom

;
they say, however, that the

“ easiest way is through the country of Cabul and the city of

“ Laljor ;
but this road is somewhat longer, although frequented

“ and commonly followed by merchants.” In this same letter

the Father reports the conversation he had with the King about

this mission. It was as follows :
“ Lord King, our Superior

has been told that there are very many in the kingdom of

Xatai who follow the Christian religion. Now, owing to the

distance and the wars ift the countries lying between, we
Europeans have been unable these last three hundred years to

get any reliable information about them.^ He wishes very
much to send thither three priests, or at most four, to help those

people ill the keeping of the divine law
;

for it is according to

our vocation to travel to any part of the world, never minding
the danger, and to show to mortals the law of eternal salvation

and the path to life immortal. The king answered : [P. 799]
‘ Eahat met Xodd' that is ‘ May the blessing of God be upon
you,’ to which he added some other words in praise of us.

Thereupon, 1 said that Your Reverence had learned that there

was no safer and more frequented road to that country than
through the kingdom of Achebar himself, and that you, wished

1 ‘ Ciaul ’ would bo the spelling suiting the Italian pronunciation.
The translation by an anonymous author was probably made from the
Italian. The translator may have been Portuguese, if we judge by the
addition *nostris Cliwul, whore nostri would mean, ‘we Portuguese.’ Cp.
however : Xatai—is what ours call Catai (p. 795 supra)

;

Xambalu (Cam-
balii. as ours call it), .(p. 796 supra),

2 Sultan Murad died near Daulatabad, 22nd Urdibihisht 1599. (Elliot,
VI. 9.).” (Note by Sir E. D. Maclagan, 1896, p. 80.) “ In May
1599, Prince Murad died of delirium tremens.” V.A. Smith. Akbar, p. 271.
V. A. Smith {ibid., p. 458) follows Beale’s date: 15 Shawwal 1007, i,e.

1-5-1599. Who is right ?

3 Prince Danyal.
^ Aug. 1, 1599.
3 Ghorftghat. I

® J. Xavier must have readef the medieval missions in China and
Tartary.

7 “ Rabat az ]^uda or Rahmat-i-Khuda ? *1 Note by Sir E. D.
Maclagan, J.A.jS.B., 1896, p. 80.
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to know whether, if some of ours were sent thither, it would
please his Royal Highness to help them on their way.^ * Let
them come,’ said the King. ‘ I am about to send thither an
ambassador ;

they will go with him.’ This is surely a splendid
opportunity

;
for Achebar lords it far and wide from Cambaia

up to Cabul. From there one goes to Badaxam,^ the King of

which lives in Achebar’s lands ^ and whose three sons were
our pupils ;

their brother reigns there now. In this way, with
Achebar’s help, it is clear that ours can go to the frontiers of

Cataia
;
with letters from him, there is no place which they

cannot pass through.” Thus for Xavier.

The third point is that the Father spoke to the King about
the permission which I asked him, to send other Fatliers who
would join those residing at Labor and Agra. He agreed
willingly to my request and ordered to draw up at once a
diploma, which would be of help to the Fathers going to Cataia
and to those who would remain there.'^ In the very diploma
he directed that at the town of Cambaia the Fathers should be
given whatever they would require for their journey. The Father
writes that, when the diploma is signed, he will send it on to

me.
I tliink it will not be unwelcome to your Paternity if I add

here the discussion which the Father liad with the King on.the
17th before the Calends of August of the same year.** He said

to the King that with liis permission he wished to speak to him

»

on a matter privately. The King, having moved a little apart
and dismissed the bystanders, remained standing and asked him
what he wanted. Xavier, who for two years previously had
received instructions to this effect, began as follows :

“ Sire,

“ we have received the following orders from our Superior. ‘ As
“‘it is now the fifth year since you began studying the lan-
“

‘ guage, the King cannow doubtless understand you thoroughly
;

wherefore, now beseech you his Royal Highness that, having
“ ‘ called us to him to acquaint him with the Gospel, he should
“ * now see how he stands, so that I too may know w^liat order
“ ‘to give concerning you.’” “In truth,” said Xavier, “it is,

“very irksome to us to stand idle. Why, sire, do you not

“listen to us as you said you would ? It was meet that you
“should listen, since you profess yourself a diligent searcher

1 In the Nova Relatio, Mogvntiae, 1601, p. 176, we have : **qui Regia

auxilio illuc contiderent ” (to go thither with the King's help).
2 Badakhshan.
3 He was then at Akbar's Court.
4 There : i.e. in Akbar’s dominiors.
3 July 16, 1599. This conversation must have taken place at Agra,

since Xavier wrote still from Agra on Aug. 1, 1599. Of. p. 798 aupra of

this letter. The portion following, up to .the end of the paragraph, is

translated in Sir E. *D. Siaclagan’s article in J.A.S.B., 1896, pp. 80-81.

We foll6w it, with a few unimportant changes.
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“ after truth.” “I admit,” said the King, “ that I called you
“ in order to hear the truth, so that I might adopt whatever

“course appeared most consistent with truth and reason. But
“now I go towards the Decan. I shall halt near Goa, and

“there I shall manage to find time and listen to you at

“ leisure.” He continued the conversation for some time,

repeating the same language. “ I called you for that,” he

said
;
“ I shall speak to you and listen to you in private.

“What? When the Mahometans [P. 800] were rulers, did
“ any one dare to say that Christ w^as God ? They put him at

“ once to death. Now everything is safe.” 1 agreed that this

was so, and thanked the King, saying that, if he would listen

to us some time, it would be of the greatest benefit to him as

well as a very great consolation to us. He promised to do
so and closed the interview.^ Thus writes Jerome Xavier.

I shall now send some companions to help and console the

Fathers, for I doubt not that God is pleased with their services

in cultivating this held. Indeed, God enlightens some to convert

them ; others he softens to that extent that they boast less now
about their sect and conceive daily a better opinion of our
law This year at Christmas^ the Fathers at Labor made a
magnificent crib in memory and honour of Our Saviour’s

birth : to which thronged so great a crowd of all ages apd classes

that for twenty days continuously some three or four thousand
persons came to worship the image of the Child Jesus.^ One
of these, a nobleman, whose wife had borne him a son the same
day and hour as that on which Christ was born, offered him
at the crib, and allowed him to be baptised, himself and his

wife becoming catechumens. Not so blessed was the fate of

another Mahometan woman, though that of her new-born
child was still more blessed. First with her consent, and then
at her request and entreaty, her child had been baptised ; but,

1 “It has boon suggested by Bohlon {AUe Indien, I. 105) that in his
refusal to adopt Christian views Akbar was influenced by the report of the
cruelties of the Inquisition at Goa, and Prince Frederick of Schleswig
Holstoiii (Noer, Kaisar Akbar, I. 486) has repeated the suggestion, but 1
do not find anything in any of the records to show that he had heard of
the Inquisition. ’’ Note by Sir E. D. Maclagan, J.A.S.B., 1896, p. 81 n. 1.

2 The rest of the paragraph appears in translation in Sir E. D.
Maclagan’s article {J.A.S.B., 1896, p. 81).

3 Not the Christmas of 1599, since Fr. Pimenta's letter is dated the
2l8t December, 1599 ; but the Christmas of 1598. And, since the
‘ Fathers ’ are mentioned as at Lahore on that occasion, the question
arises whether Akb»ir «ind Xavier moved to Agra before or after the
Christmas of 1598. V. A. Smith {Akbar, p, 271) makes Akbar go from
Lahore to Agra * late in 1598.’

* The meaning is that the crov^ was so great as to oblige the Fathers
to leave the crib exposed during^0 days, from three to four thousand
persons coming daily to see it. That would mean in 20 days some 70,000
persons. The year before (1597) there had also been a crib at Lahore ; it
had been exposed till the octave of the Epiphany, or 20 days. *
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unable to bear the mockeries and taunts of her neighbours and
relatives, she poisoned it in her resentment, on the eVe of

Ascension Day,^ by mixing poison with its milk. The poor
child after seventeen hours of terrible torture bore testimony to

Christ, not in words, but by its death, and expired before the
altar, on the feast of the Ascension, forty days after its birth

and eighteen days after its baptism. Father Manoel Pinheiro ^

wrote that, after the child had surrendered its soul to Christ, its

face shone with so unwonted a grace that the glory of its blessed

soul, which it had attained on rising to Christ, appeared to be
reflected on its features below

[P. 808] Some have left for the kingdoms of Achebar, some
for the kingdom of Cambaia, but they are still waiting in

neighbouring places, only the Viceroy’s consent being still

wanting.®

1 Ascension, 1699. 2 * Emmanuel Pineriua.^
2 The last paragraph is a detail added by Fr. Nicholas Pimenta, the

Visitor. ,





Article No. 7.

Fr. N. Pimenta, S.J., on Mogor (Goa, 1 Dec., 1600).

Translated from the Latin the Rev. H. Hosten, S.J.

From:

—

Exemplvm/Epiatolae P./Nicolai Pimentae Provin-j
ciae Orienialis In-jdiae VisitatorisladlAdmodvm R.P. Clav-ldivm
Aq^lavivam, Prae~/positum Oenerahm Societatis/ lesvj De Statu

Rei Christia-/nae in India Orientali Calendis De-jcembris Anno
1600, datae./'Excvsvm primo Eomae/apud Ludouicum ^annetti

1602,1 Nvnc vero/Mogvntiae apvd loannem/Albinvm, Anno
Eodem.

Our translations go without omission from p. 3 (the begin-

ning) to p. 29 inclusively. A few other passages are added,
so as to include all the matter pertaining to the West Coast
north of Goa and to the Mogul Empire.

The book states on the verso of p. 113 that the Latin
translation was made from the Italian by I.B.S.I., i.e. Joannes
Busaeus, S.J. The Italian edition would be Zanetti’s of Rome,
1602.

St, Josephus College^ Darjeeling^

13. 8. 1926.

[P. 3] Copy of a letter by Fr. Nicholas Pimenta, Provincial

of the Province of East India, to the Very Reverend Father
Claudius Aquaviva, General of the Society of Jesus, dated the

Kalends of December of the year MDC. [=Dec. 1, 1600.]

Last year, 1599, I wrote to Your Paternit37 about the

success of my journey to the Southern parts of this East
India ^ and of the various missions of ours sent thither. Now
I shall relate my visit to the Nothern parts, and I shall touch

especially [P. 4] on some points which happened this year,

one thousand six hundred.

So then, I left Goa on the 13th of December [1599] with

eleven companions distributed in two ships, and we reached

safely the port of Ciaul ^ on the 2nd of January [1600], without

having been attacked by any pirates. At Ciaul we met nine

Industan youths, whom Fr. Emmanuel Pinnerus^ had sent

from the town of Labor via Sind. Another had joined them,
who among them is regarded as very noble (because descended

1 In 1598-99. “ P. Nicolaus Pimenta, Lus.** left Lisbon in 1696,

(Franco),
2 Ghaul. * Ciaul* would’be the spelling of the Italian edition.
3 “ P. Emmanuel Pinheiro, Lus.” left Lisbon in 1591 {Franco).
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from Mahumet),^ and who more than once had strenuously
fought in defence of the Christian religion. But, some Maho-
metans were so hostile to him on the way, and related to him
such absurdities about the Portuguese, that he changed hk
mind and returned to his Labor. Of these nine young men we
left four at Bandora,^ in order that they might be taught by
the best Masters every kind of musical instruments for the new
Church of Labor. A fifth entered our Society in the College of

Santa Fe,^ together with another young man of rare talent,

who had [P. 5] tried to study the Alchoran at Mecha itself and
had learned a good part of it by heart ; nay, some Sarracen (sic)

merchants had already eagerly engaged his services, in order to
hear hint expound the mysteries of the Alchoran. But, thanks
to the zeal and industry of a Portuguese nobleman, ‘he sur-

rendered the Alchoran into the hands of ours and willingly

bent his head to receive the holy waters of baptism. The said
young men relate many things about the progress of Chris-
tianity in addition to what Fr. Pinnerus noted in his letters.

The following appear to me not at all unworthy of mention.

A Brachman youth, still a catechumen, chanced to come
among pagans, when one off them started talking thus: “My
good man, we wish very much to know from you what
sort of law the Fathers preach, whose disciple you say you are.”
He answered to the best of his power, and very well, and added
finally this declaration: “Brothers, I wish you to know that
there is not in the world any law more true than ours, for it

alone opens to man the gate to eternal happiness.”—“ How can
you say anything about that,” they rejoined, [P.6] “ since
you are a Brachman ?

”—“ I do not deny,” said the catechumen,
“that by birth I am a Brachman

; but now, with the grace
of God, and as far as depends on my will, I am altogether a
Christian!” One of them, stung by this answer, said very
angrily :

“ You, Christians, deserve to be called Cafa^es !

” ^

that is, men without law.*'* And while the young soldier of
Christ laboured hard to refute this calumny, lo ! the impious
calumniator was struck with a brick (latere) on the head, and
fell to the ground. Not a little astonished at this tragic ac-
cident, the other infidels looked very carefully everywhere for the
culprit, suspecting that it was someone bribed for the purpose
by the catechumen, but they found nobody. Hence, it was not
doubted but that it was the vengeance of God.

When 1 had sent the rest to Bazain, I started from Ciaul

1 A Saiyad ? I

2 North of and near Bombay.
3 At Goa.
4 KSfir: infidel.

3 Without religious law.
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for Bandora with Fr. Jerome Gotta, my companion.^ At Batti ^

we found unexpectedly a Brother ® with a ship, on which we
passed together to Bombain/ where, at the mouth of the river,

a great number of Christians suddenly appeared. They came in

pinnaces (Uembis), bearing [their] banner and every kind of

military equipment {omni instrumento militari),^ [P. 7] surround-

ed our ship and delighted us greatly with their varied display.

However, what gave us most pleasure was to see such a large

number of Christians, and among them many young men, sons

of Moors, like roses plucked from thorns. I visited the house of

Tana,® and all the other houses of the Salzete part (orae),

together with the College of Bazan (Bazaniensi)^ where, as

Your Paternity directed, I selected for the Seminary® some
young men conspicuous for good birth and character to be
trained in letters and true piety, so that one day they may
devote themselves to the conversion of the infidels. 1 began
this important work on the feast of the Purification of the Most
Blessed Virgin Mary,® after a sermon, and^a solemn procession

which terminated at the door of the Seminary.

The clergy, the nobility, and all the people wished to

honour with their presence the feast of the College of the

Purification, for the College took that title for no other reason

than to be always under the protection and patronage of the

Most Pure Virgin. The schools gave their dramatic per- •

1 “ P. Hieronymus Cota, Cast.” left Lisbon in 1683 (Franco),
“ Hieronymus Cota, Lus.” left Lisbon in 1599 (Franco). As the latter is

not montioned as a priest, there appears to bo question of the former. Fr.

Jerome Cotta died in 1600. Cf. this same letter, p. 118: “ Jn the North-
ern part the Lord, who vouchsafed life to many [an allusion to Fr.

Pimenta's own escape from drowning in 1600], took from among
the living Fr. Jerome Cotta. After a long illness at Daman and Bazain,
repeating the voyage to (from ?) Ciaul, though broken in health, with a
Father And a brother, he passed—with that peace which was always his in

life—from this sea of miseries to the heavenly haven. Odoard de Melo, the
Prefect of Diu, to whom (to which ?) the Father wa-s adjoined, had the
body placed in a coffin and carried with honour to our house. He himself
followed the funeral.”

2 Not identified; the two Fathers must have gone by land from
Chaul to the extreme point north, along the coast, until the shortest way
to Bombay and Bandra was across the sea.

3 Not necessarily a lay-brother ; but one not a priest.

^ Bombay, corrupt for Mombaim, from Mumba-Devi or May-
ambu. Cf. Yule, Hobson-Johaon, 1886, p. 77.

3 As visitor of the Jesuit Missions, Pimenta would be received with
much honour wherever there were houses of the Society. No popular
demonstration was complete without its salvos of artillery.

0 Thana, up the Thana river, in Salsette Island.
7 Bassein.
8 Of Santa Fe, Goa, We hear further that Pimenta went back

from Daman to Goa with three young men from Portugal and Daman,
candidates for the Society of Jesus. The young men from Bassein
must have been another party, sent to Goa soon after being selected.

• Febr. 2, 1600.
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formances [dramata sua)^ drawing much applause from the

delighted spectators. [P. 8] At the Vicar’s request, there

was added to the public lectures the explanation of cases of

conscience, for ecclesiastics little versed in this study.

At Daman, the pupils of the schools acted a tragedy in my
honour (the first Latin one in this town), and they played so

well that it might have been shown with credit even at Goa.

It was, indeed, wonderful liow, within two years from the open-

ing of the school, they could give such a remarkable exhibition

of their talent. What is to be esteemed still more, is that,

in addition to the study of letters, there flourishes among them
such ardent piety to God and the neighbour. With ray own eyes

1 saw with much pleasure how they vied with one’ another

in carrying various alms to the poor detained in prison. These
good young men were not a little moved thereto by the

excellent device of a certain youth of Goa (now our pupil

(alumnus) and scholar at the College of Santa Fe). Having
engaged himself aS a soldier on the fleet of the North, he
managed so eloquently to move so many of his comrades to

confession, and brought so many of them, and of the citizens

too, to the feet of the priests [P. 9] that it was as on the days
of Holy Week.

While I was at Daman, Fr. Jerome Xavier^ (who with
Brother Benedict Goes ^ follows the court of the Great Mogor
King) sent me a letter through some Christians, together with a
book written against the false sects of paganism, and especially

against the Mahumetan sect, which he has dedicated to the

King himself. The title of the book is ‘ The Word of Life
’

(Lignum vitos).^ It is a very long work, and, according to me,
very erudite. He is now actively busy in translating it into the
Persian tongue with the help of some of the ablest scholars in

that language. Indeed, the said Father has already made such
progress in that language that the Persians themselves take
pleasure in hearing him talk, and all but admire the propriety
of his vocabulary and the choiceness of his diction.

The Mogor King has extended so far in every direction the

1 A secular priest, depending on the Archbishop of Goa, and the chief
ecclesiastical dignitary in the place.

2 « p. Hieronymus Xavier, Navarr.” left Lisbon in 1 681 (i'Vanco).
3 Bro. Benedict do Goes was received in India in 1583. See on him

C. Wessels, S.J., Early Jesuit Travellers in Central Asia (1603-1721), M.
Nyhoff, The Hague, 1924, pp. 1-41.

4 Fr. Bartholomew Alcazar, S.J., Chrofio-Historia de la C. de J. en la

Provincia de Toledo, Pte 2, p. 216, calls it Fountain of Life and says there
was also a compendium or summary of it. We must note that the original
was, apparently, not Latin, but Portuguese. I take it that the Lignum or
Fons vitae is different from the Mirror of Holiness, i.e. Mirdtud-Quds, or the
Life of Christ, but identical with the Mirror df Truth. I have here, how-
ever, only de Backer, Bibl. ... delaC. de J., VII (Li6go, 1861), 413-416, to
refer to. ^ •
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boundaries of his empire that he is now quite close to these
parts of India. He led into the field a very numerous army,
one of a hundred thousand men, partly cavalry, partly infantry,

and more than a thousand elephants. He has already crossed

the Gatte,^ picking his way through mountains so rough and
woody that not seldom [P. 10] the whole day was spent to

cover the distance of a gunshot. His lieutenant (vicarius) [the]

Xanacana ^ precedes him at the head of another fifty thousand
men. Lately he took a very strong citadel of the kingdom
of [the] Melique,® and cast the young King into chains. Now
he is measuring his strength against the Idalcan/ and though he
leaves no fortified place behind him, he has not yet come as far

as the town of Berampur,^ on the frontiers of Cambaia.
Omican,® thfe king of it, hearing of the approach of such large

forces, suddenly abandoned the town and betook himself to

a fortress which nature and art have made impregnable.'^ This
fortress is situated on an immense mountain measuring fifteen

miles in circuit
;
and, so our Brother Goes ® \Vrites, it is supplied

with more than three thousand big bombards, which, when fired,

sound as loud as thunder. Ours are employed in the functions

of the Society. They have a portable Church,® w'herein they
say Mass and perform solemnly the other divine offices, the

turmoil of that great Babylon not ruffling their peace.

As Father Pinnerus is six hundred miles [P. 11] away from
Fr. Xavier (for that is the distance between Labor and Beram-
pur), I thought of giving him as soon as possible a priest or

companion, both to console him and to help him in a mission

which promises very well certainly. I sent him Fr. Francis

1 The Ghats, properly * passes ’ in the mountains ; hero the range of the
Western Ghats.

2 “ Prince Daniyal and tho Khan Khanan were charged with the duty
of taking Ahmadnagtir. Internal dissensions precluded the effective de-

fence of the city, and Chand lilbi, the only capable leader, was either

murdered or constrained to take poison. The town was stormed without
much difficulty in August 1600, and about fifteen hundred of tho garrison

wore put to the sword. The young king and his family paid the penalty
for their crime of independence by lifelong imprisonment in the fortress of

Gwalior.** (V. A. Smith, Akbar, 1917, p. 272.) In this case the Khan
Khanan was Abdurrahim Mirza (ibid. , 266). The date of the fall of Ahmad-
nagar is set down as 19. 8. 1600 (18 Safar, 1009), ibid., p. 458.

3 From tho Arabic malik (king). The name is found applied to
many Indian princes by fhe Portuguese. Cf. Yule, Hobson-Jobson, 1886,

p. 823 ; Dalgado, Qloss. Luso-Aaiaiico, II. 48-49.
^ From ‘Adil Khan, a title given by the Portuguese to the Muhammadan

dynasty of Bijapur, their kingdom being called by them Balaghat.
^ Burhanpur. ^

® This represents the Portuguese ‘ O Miran,’ the Miran, i, e., MirSn
Bahadur Shah of Khandesh. Cf. V. A. Smith, Akbar, 1917, p. 275.

7 Aslrgarh. •
*

8 A former soldier. Goes would naturally dwell on such points.
2 A tent (7). Akbar had a portable mosqu&in his expeditions.
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Corsi,^ and told him first to meet Fr. Xavier, who would be able

to instruct and direct him properly in everything. He writes

that he landed at Cambaia at the beginning of March While

awaiting there a suitable opportunity to continue his journey to

the army, be employed himself fruitfully in preaching, explain-

ing the Catechism and hearing the confessions of the poor

faithful, who received him like an angel dropped from heaven :

for they had no one there at the time to lead them in Christian

piety or nourish them with the holy Sacraments. While here,

he received from Banians letters-patent obtained for ours by
Fr. Xavier from the Great Mogor, on the strength of which
they could travel safely to Graa [Agra], Labor and Catai

[Cathay].^ Moreover, the Governor of Cambaia,^ who was
about to go to the King’s court, offered to take him in his

company
;
but the Father declined the offer [P. 12], because

his Superior had ordered him not to leave the place until he had
.received an answer from Fr. Xavier. “ By no means,” objected

the Governor. “ Tuke the money required for the expenses of

your journey.” And, as the Father had decided not to accept

anything, the Governor left- him in the care of the Vice-Gover-

nor, his son. Finally, he started from Cambaia and after

various incidents and adventures reached the court safely,^ as

Your Paternity will hear from his letter of the 12th of May,®
which I here subjoin.

Ho writes: “Not far from Cambaia five hundred nomads
(exules) had laid an ambush to us, but we escaped in a wonder-
ful way out of their hands. It happened, indeed, that the Chief

and leader of the nomads was forced to conduct us safe' to the
tawn of Sambusar,^ a two daj’s’ journey. For, as he had by
chance entered Cambaia to spy out the time of our departure,
the prefect of the town, and Sultan Hamet, the military chief

in Cogi,** ordered him to be in readiness {'praesto esse) and

1 “ P. Franciscua Locce, Sard.” left Lisbon in 1699 (Fremeo).
“ P. Celso Ital.” left Lisbon in 1584 (Franco). One would not suspect
Corsi under one of those names. Cf. Journ, Proc. Asiat. Soc. Bengal

^

1910, p. 640.
2 March 1000. The details about Cambay must come from a letter

of Corsi’s written before leaving Cambay.
3 Cathay was then supposed by the Jesuits of Mogor to be distinct

from^ China and to contain remnants of old Christian Missions. Fr.
Ricci of Pekin had already found out, however, at this time that Cathay
and China were the same. *

4 We hear of the Governor of Cambay; the Vice-Governor, his son ;

the Prefect of the town ; and Sultan Hamot, military chief in Cogi. To
what extent are all these titles distinct ? Pimenta's letter of the next
year (1-12-1601) speaks of Akbar’rf ambassador at Goa, the Governor of
Cambay, Cogequy SoltaC Amud tl601).

5 The camp of Akbar at Asirgaph. Corsi’s letter of 12-5-1600 could
not refer to his arrival at Aslrgarh ; his letter bf 4-^-1600 did.

6 12-6-1600. 7 Not identified.
6 Ah vrhia praefedo^ cf? Sultano Hamet belli duce in Cogi. This
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to conduct us with his own people to Sambusar. When we
arrived at Sambusar, the prefect himself ^ with a hundred horse

and some elephants joined and protected them ^ for nine miles

[P. 13], and, on retiring, gave [them] twenty horsemen and
as many footmen to conduct us to Baroch.^ There we received

Fr. Xavier’s letters, and we learned that all the roads had been
occupied by an enormous body of nomads; but the prefect

of Cambaia,^ on his return from the Court, routed them with
terrible effect, killing five hundred of them and taking ten

elephants. So, I hope we shall be able to prosecute the journey
we have begun

;
yet, all our hope is in the God for whose sake

we exposed ourselves to all the dangers of this expedition.”

In another letter of the 4th of August of this year [1600],

he writes thus ;
“ On the 4th of June, I arrived safely, through

God’s providence and mercy, at the q/rmy of the Great Mbgor.^
To accompany us on the way, we had a thousand escopet-

bearers, nearly all on horseback, whom the Mogor had assigned

to Meira ® Mustafar, the son of the king of Guzarat^ Merchants
and others, to the number of four thousand, had joined them.
At a distance of three days beyond Berampur {triduo inde d
Beram'pur) ® they were attacked by a thousand enemy horsemen :

but they fell on them, and routed them all, slaying one
hundred. The victory was due in great part to an elephant of

ours, [P. 14] whose fierceness and dash completely disordered

the whole cavalry of the enemies. As soon as we arrived at the
army, Fr, Xavier, Brother Benedict, and very many Christians ®

came to meet us, and the same day wo were all brought into

the King’s presence. The only thing I am now looking forward
to, is a convenient opportunity to start for Labor. Meanwhile,
I devote myself heart and soul to the study of the Persian

language.” Thus far Fr. Francis Corsi’s letter.^®

makes two persons. I suspect that Cogi stands for Cutch, properly Kachchh
(cf. Yule, Hobson-JobaoUf 1886, p. 222), and that ‘Cogequy ’ SoltaO Amad
is SoltaO Amad ‘ of Cutch.’

1 The ‘ prefect * of Sambusar.
2 Do we not expect ‘ us ’ ? ® Broach.
* This appears to bo the Governor of Cambay who invited Corsi to

eome with him to Akbar’s court. He had not waited for Corsi, evidently,
and was now on his way back by the time (12-5-1600) when Corsi wrote,
no doubt from Broach, or from some further stage in his journey.

5 Aslrgarh. ® Mir ?

Son of Muzaffar Shah, whose suicide in 1593 ended the Gujarat
campaign ? (Cf. V. A. Smith, Akbar, 191 7, p. 248.

)

8 Burhanpur.
® Note the presence of these Christians, doubtless European merce-

naries, in Akbar’s camp before Asirgarh. Within AsTrgarh there was
“the chief commandant of the kingdom, one Abexin [Abyssinian],
a very valiant captain, and seven other captains, white men, who

—

although they belonged to the sect of the Moors—were descendants and
grandsons of Portuguese.’’ (H. Heras, S.J.,/wd. LIU, (1924), p. 36.)

10 When Fr. Corsi states in 1628 (cf. Mem. V (1916), p. 133)

that he came to Mogor in February 1600, we must understand this of his
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During my journey in the South, ^ I often thought seriously
of establishing a Mission at Diu, both because we had been
lately invited thither, and because ours had not been in those
places for a long time past, and it seemed to me I could not in

conscience overlook this matter, since the place is. better suited
than Goa to penetrate into the kingdoms of Prester John ^

Accordingly, as the departure of the fleet afforded a good
opportunity, I sent thither Fr. Gaspar Soarez^ and Brother
Melchior Perez,^ who writes from there, as also the Prefect
of the place ^ and others, that a permanent residence of ours is

much desired there. It is true, the said Father could have
gone from there to Ethiopia, on board a ship which was ready
for the purpose, but the journey was not safe, on account
of the watchfulness of the Turkish forts, [P. 15] as I too had
told him.

I shall not omit saying (for it is worth saying) how Satan
tried to ruin this mission. Like a dog at the chain, he barked at
it furiously, but could not prevent it. On leaving the College
of Daman and setting out to embark, Fr. Gaspar ® suddenly felt

his feet so torpid that he* could not Wtalk without moving his
companions to utter pity. Some people attacked on the way
the Indian who carried in a basket the Father\s provisions.
When we got on board,^ a soldier—1 cannot say for what
wrong—wounded the Commander grievously, so that the
fleet did not leave and we returned to the College. At the
same time, some one who went to Bazain® to briog the
Father’s vyritings broke his leg, and there was so much delay
that he did not find the Father any more.® At Bassain Fr.
Peter Paiz was appointed as this man’s companion

;
but, on

the way to Daman, he got a kick from a bullock (d houe) and
had to take to bed. (P. 10) He too now could be of no use to
us or arrive in time to accompany the Father. However, he
embarked in another ship, which closely followed after the fleet

;

but, on the day when she left port and gained the open sea,

departure from Daman. Fr. Timenta was at Bussein on 2. 2. 1600. “ The
very week when Fr.

[ Gaspar ] Soarez left for Diu, and Fr. Francis Corsi for
Dahor (p. 16 of this letter), Pimeiita was nearly drowned in the Daman
nver. boarez arrived at Diu on 26. 2. 1600 (p. 21) and Corsi at Cambay
in the beginning of March, 1600 (t). 11).

1 In 1698-99. 2 Of Ethiopia.
** Gaspar Soares, Lus.** left Lisbon in 1591 (Franco).

* I do not find Bro. Melchior Perez in Franco.

ft

the Prefect of Diu write to that effect ? Cf. pp. 25-26, infra.
0 Fr. Gaspar Soares.

Q
?*** Iheii »it Daman, made it a point to see the Father off.

» South by land, a big distance. » Sic.

V Paes, Lus.” loft Lisbon in 1588 : captured on the way to
many years in captivity in,South Arabia, together

with Fr. A. Monserrate ; returned to India in 1596 ; was to return even-
tually to Ethiopia and enter it.
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contrary winds threw her back upon the coast. Not discour-

aged, they started a second time. Hardly had they set sail when
a storm struck the ship so violently that it forthwith broke the
mast. The sailors wanting to throw it into the sea with the
sail-yard, it gave the ship such a hard shock that everything
seemed topsy-turvy. The rest, however, had had a successful

voyage up to Diu.

Now, as I had been chiefly instrumental in starting that

mission, it would seem that the common enemy of mankind
wanted me too for a prey to his fury.^

The very week when Fr. Soarcz left for Diu and Fr. Francis
Corsi for Labor, I had gone on business connected ^ith the

College to a place six miles from Daman. On the way back, as

we tried to cross a rather troublesome river (P. 17) where it

empties into the sea, a wave struck our boat with such force

that it capsized completely. We were twelve. Those who could

swim escaped. As for me, unable to catch the boat owing to

the quick rush of the water, I got hold of our servant Paul

;

but, while he tried to save me, we went to the bottom both.

What to do ? As if doomed to death, I commended my soul to

the Lord Jesus Christ, and, having let go Paul, I came to the

surface, I know not how, and on looking above the waves I

saw Paul dragging me towards the shore. Not seeing me come
up for a long time, some thought me dead. But a Christian

of our Church of Blessed Mary, which we have at Bazain, had
with no small danger to his life plunged back into the water
to search for me, and—so Paul says—he kept shouting :

“ Must
our Father die like that ?

” This man first pulled out Paul from
the bottom

;
next, with the help of the two and God’s mercy,

I was brought ashore, and from there I came to the College,

where within four days (P. 18) I recovered my strength and
pursued my journey. A priest of the College of Bazain ^ told

me that,* on the day when I ran that danger, he was so strongly

convinced I should get drowned in the Daman river ® that he
offered Holy Mass to God for my safety. And I cannot but
own that 1 was saved from that evident danger by the Prov-

idence of God and that Father’s prayers.

I must describe here the notable conversion of a Banian
which happened ^ the very day of my shipwreck. It is

generally said that our missions are of little or no use to the

Banians, so stubbornly are these people attached to their

superstitious beliefs. Well now, one of them, a merchant,^ a

1 The accident to Fr. Pimeiita must have taken place within a week
or so before 26. 2. 1600.

2 Note on the map the distance between Daman and Bassein.
3 * Daman River ’ would be the translation of * Damanganga,’ the

river south of Daman. ,

^ At Daman.
5 Banian, from vanii/a=merchant. He may have been a Jain.
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man of good and mature judgment, had—as he deserved—been
cast into chains and condemned to the extreme penalty for

buying lead and gun-powder from people who stole from the

military store-room. Hearing this, I sent at once a Father,

telling him to leave no stone unturned in order to win that soul

for Christ. I remember I said this :
“ Go, my Father

;
for.

though the obstinacy of those people (P. 19) seemingly precludes

all hope of salvation, it is our duty not to shirk the labour and
to place in God all our confidence.” The Father went. He
tried hard and long to make an impression on the man’s heart

;

in vain. The next day he went again, and tried sundry
arguments to get him to worship the true God. The man
answered :

“ Father, do not leave me
;
(aliquid erit) there will be

something.” Finally, on coming to the place of execution, the

Banian revealed his mind and said :
“ When you spoke to me

the first time, I had already resolved to give myself to the

Lord Christ; but I thought I must not declare it then, lest

any one should suspect me of simulation, as if by taking that
resolution I wished to save myself. Now that death stands
at the door and there is no longer an^^ fear of suspicion, I cast

myself into the arms of (Jod’s mercy, and beg of you earnestly

to intruct me, as becomes your office
;
do so at once, so that, as

I am about to close the eyes of this body, I may begin at last,

however late, to open the eyes of my soul.” Hearing this

answer, the Father sent some one at once to the Governor
with the happy news. Through the same man the Governor
sent back the order to remand the culprit to prison. (P. 20)
Here the condemned man spoke to the Father thus : Father,
do you think that what you taught me is enough for my soul’s

{Salvation and to enable me to see my Lord Jesus Christ in the
next world?” “It is enough,” the Father said. “ If that is

so,” said the Banian, “ I utterly abhor this wretched life which
gave me occasion for such offences against God. I want to be
baptized at once and be called by the saving name of Jesus

:

for I would not give the executioner the chance of prolonging
my life.” He received baptism, kissed the crucifix, and with
the sweet name of Jesus on his lips this good thief yielded up
his soul to his Maker.

As this conversion was in many ways wonderful and our
kings have decreed by law that this sort of people must be
shown every form of kindness, the Father of the Christians com-
mended him to the Confraternity of Mercy, which obtained the
body from the court. The Brethren, finding the body without
any evil smell after three days, decently clothed it and bore it

to the grave, all the people following. (P. 21) If this conversion
gave much pleasure to the Christians, it created not less sur-

prise and confusion s^inong the Moors and gentiles. They
understood from the story of the Baniah, who had taken in

baptism the same Salvator (qui nomen Salvatoria in baptismo
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assumpserat),^ that the Lord Christ was also the Saviour of the
Banians.

Now, to speak of everything in order, I think it worth
while to add here a copy of the letter which Fr. Caspar Soarez
wrote on the 3rd of May [1600] about his mission at Diu.

He writes ;

—

“ We arrived safe in this town on the 26th of February,
and were most heartily received by all. At the sermon which
I preached, there was a great concourse of people of all ranks,

the clergy, the laity, and the Religious of St. Dominic and
St. Francis. 1 explained that we had come because we wished
greatly to pass from Diu to Ethiopia in order that, even if

we failed perhaps to bring back the Abyssinian schismatfics, we
might convert sixteen hundred descendants of Portuguese,^ who,
like sL 'p without a shepherd, were miserably running astray ;

moreover, like the other Religious, we wished to labour to the
salvation [P. 22] of their own souls, through the ministrations

of the Society.
“ But the Banian merchants showed oj^enly enough that

our arrival would be unwelcome to them, if we wanted to
establish ourselves here. They feared it would be attended
with danger to their temples, where they perform their devilish

ceremonies publicly and safely, some tepid and inquisitive

Christians going so far as to visit them. Hence, they resented
much to see me going along, with a cane in my hand, at the
head of a group of children carrying the banner of the Christian

Doctrine.^ They wrote to the chief Brachmans and Banians of

Goa and to some Portuguese, their friends, that they could not
bear the sight of us, and they protested before the judge of the
royal custom-house* that they would rather go elsewhere
than put up with our impostures. But they were told that,

whether they liked it or not, our Fathers would remain there.

The result was that they dared not mutter another word against

us after that, and they learnt to their own advantage how
much spiritual profit our instructions brought about in a short

time. Many important restitutions followed
;

[P. 23] public

scandals were removed
; very many calumnies were put a stop

to ; timely remedies were applied for the cure of very grievous

distempers. We explain the Christian doctrine to the prisoners,

and to the poor in the hospital, and many pagans have already

asked for holy baptism. The Holy Table is also frequented

much more than ever hitherto.

1 The ‘Banian’ had asked to be baptised by the name of Jesus;

as this name could not be given, an equivalent name, * Salvador * in

Portuguese, was given him.
2 This number appears to me exaggerated. ^ The Catechism.
^ Doganae regiae jitdici.,^ ‘Dogana* is an Italian word; douane in

French. Fr. Busaeus, the Latin translator, may not have known what to

make of it.
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“ The Reisbuts^ are one of the chief and moat warlike races

of the neighbouring Mogores. God deigned to call one of

them, a young man of 22 years, to the holy font. On account

of his excellent character and his skill in reading and writing, I

have kept him near me, in the hope that he will serve me some
day as interpreter, and as a faithful coadjutor in the conversion

of "his countrymen. Not a day passes without meeting with

occasions to make Christians. On the other hand, as was Your
Paternity's prudent advice, in this matter too we have to

proceed with much circumspection.
“ If the Society should once gain a firm footing in this

town, I am fully confident in the Lord that the Mission of

Ethiopia, one so necessary and so much longed for, will [P. 24]

become easily accessible. It will be possible to send from here

labourers to Ethiopia, as also to the Mogor Mission via Sind,

where ^ a couple of our priests would be enough to save 60
or 70 Portuguese, who generally winter there,^ and there would
probabl}^ not be so much lack of labour in the other places

as near the Mogeft* himself. Then, there are large numbers
of Pagans here. And we have no doubt that, while caring

for the Portuguese of the garrison and for the fleet, which
usually winters in this harbour, we can also procure the

salvation of the inhabitants. In a word, the actual and future

harvest encourages us wonderfully to put up with every
difficulty, and it has sweetened thus far all the bitterness

of troubles and dangers. With the help of God's grace, let

Your Reverence prepare to remove all obstacles, so that all

the j)lans and efforts of Satan's ministers to expel us from
here may prove futile. We do not doubt either but the grace

of the Holy Ghost will prevail over all the machinations of men
and of hell itself. To the patronage of the Holy Ghost do
we recommend this church and house of ours, [P. 25] which we
have started building according to Your Reverence's, instruc-
tions and the wishes of the Christian inhabitants. Our
Brother, my companion,* presses the work; he is in good
health, and his humility, modesty and fervour edify all. From
Diu, the 4th of May of the year 1600." ^

Fr. Soarez’ fear was not without foundation. The Prefect
of the town of Diu,^ to show to the Father how displeased he
was with the order given to himself,®, asked the Father not to be
surprised if his assistant (adjutor) ordered him in the name of
the law to quit Diu in three days. The Father answered with

1 Rajputs.
2 Akbar had developed the bandar of Tatta to draw away from Diu, a

Portuguese port, the monopoly of ’cotton, indigo, and opium.
3 Bro. Melchior Perez.
4 Note the date : 4-5-1600, instead of 3-5-1600 above (p. 21).
3 At p. 118 of this letter we hear of the Prefect of Diu, “ Odoard de

Molo” (1600). 6 What order ? Given by whom ?
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due prudence and modesty, though the winter-season and the
bad weather prevented everybody from leaving. This order
greatly displeased many townsfolk too and others, chiefly the
soldiers of the garrison. They told the Father by messenger to

bear the insult bravely : for that manner of proceeding was
nothing less, they thought, than betray the faith of Christ.

They used that way of speaking, because the rumour and talk

of the people w^as that the infidels were trying to get us to go
yet, forsooth, (P. 26) some had no other pretext for insisting

on our leaving than that the town could not, without great
temporal loss, bear any addition to the number of the reli-

gious. The Lord showed them that the pretext was false and
vain : never, as they themselves declare, did more ships come
to the port

;
never was there such great profit and gain for all.

About this time the Father had received from the Archbishop -

a letter saying that he had been much pleased with * this

mission, and he commended it still more to his Vicar, offering

the Church of St. Thomas for our ministrations.

These troubles made all good people -beseech me most
humbly not to let this Residence lapse and be suppressed

;

they asserted on oath that it would procure very great glory

to Almighty God and would be to the King’s advantage.
Meanwhile, the rumour of the arrival of ours at Din spread

so far among the pagans in the neighbouring places that
a certain king, called lambo,^ wrote to Fr. Soarez a most polite

letter and allowed him (P. 27) to establish himself in any part
of his kingdom. To keep my spirits within proper bounds, I do
not add here another letter of the same Father, in which he
mentions as fruit of his labours a nephew (nepolam) of Prester

John who lives there, and three Abyssinian youths, who came
to Goa this year and are being educated in the Seminary of

Santa Fc, to the great joy of the Archbishop and of all those

w ho are eager for the conversion of schismatic countries.

It is time now to return to my departure and that of my
companions. Having been saved from imminent danger in the
Daman river, I fell into another, danger from robbers (not

a small favour, as it allows me to see here some picture of the

dangers of the Apostle Paul).^ Three hundred of these robbers

were plundering and devastating their own country, and
in certain villages by which we had to pass they had in two
nights murdered fifteen persons and abducted thirty into

slavery. Keeping scouts to precede us, we rode night and
day, and finally—thank Heaven—we reached Bazain (P. 28).

1 They implied, 1 understand, that the Prefect had let himself be
bribed. 2 D. Aleixo de Monezes of Goa.

3 The Jam of Navanagar, whose present representative is Ranjit-
singhji of cricket fame.

* ** Three times I sufferdd shipwreck . .. ih perils of robbers.’* (2 Cor.
xi. 25-26.)
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Poor Fr. Jerome Cotta was less lucky in avoiding their

ambushes. As he was going from Tana to Poncera^ through

the mountains, suddenly more than twenty robbers appeared,

who rushed upon him and took all his money, though he was
not carrying it himself, and all his other things, even a box of

sacred relics ; the only moderation they showed was that

they let him keep what clothes he required to cover himself

somehow decently
;
but they even took all his clothes from the

young man who accompanied him, leaving him only a hair-

shirt, which the good fellow had brought with him.

I visited the Salzete Churches, and got erected at Poncera

a new one of St. Cecilia,^ which the Most Reverend Archbishop
has so gteatly recommended and some ^ had hitherto prevented.

At Tana, in the Church of St. Mary, 1 conferred their degree

{gradjim attribui) on fifteen of ours, distinguished for virtue,

partly priests, partly brothers.^ From there I went to Ciaul

and left Fr. Jerome Cotta as Superior of all those parts. There
I received letters from ours at Calecut, relating what 1 am
going to say abodt the siege and capture of the Cugnales’

fortress^ (P. 29). On the 8th of April five of us took ship

at Ciaul, with three young men of good character, whom the
Lord sent from Portugal and Daman to enter our Society, and
on the fifteenth of the same month we arrived at Goa, which
we found exulting all it could, and in festivity, because of the
return of the victorious fleet.® The sight of it and of our dear
Fathers and brothers made me forget all my late perils,

though I had well deserved some*^ in this last peregrination of

mine.
[Fr. Melchior Coutinho, at the court of the King of Vijaya-

nagar, wrote to Fr. Pimenta :]

“ . . . .He [the King of Vijayanagar, then at Chandragiri] is

too lenient towards culprits. Accordingly, he is despised by his

subjects, and the kingdom is a prey to dangerous and upbridled
licence, as the following story shows.

The Great Mogor had sent to this Prince an Ambassador
with various presents, chiefly fine horses. A great part of the

1 Poinser, in the Vicariate Forane of Thaiia (Sulsette Island); the
Church is now dedicated to N, S. dos Kemedios. Cf. Cath, Directory^
Madras, 1918, p. 85. At Mount Poinser the Church is dedicated to the Im-
maculate Concoi)tion {ibid.), as in the time of the Franciscan ATitonio do
Porto. Cf. The Examiner, Bombay, 28-7-1917, p. 293, col. 1.

2 See previous note. I find no such church now in the Catholic
Directory.

2 The Franciscans, who had been long established on the island ?

4 This must mean that 15 Fathers, scholastics, and lay-brothers took
or repeated their vows. They must have met from the various houses in
the neighbourhood. This meeting would be made the occasion for a sort
of family feast.

6 A nest of pirates on the Malabar Coast,»nor^ of Calicut.
® Victorious over the * Cugnales.’ 7 For his sins ?
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presents, as also a splendid horse, was stolen by one of the king’s
subjects. Yet, the only punishment he indicted on him for this

execrable misdeed was to order him by letter to produce the
horse and the other [P. 71] presents which he had stolen, and
he presented them with a precious stone to the Ambassador,
who gave it to us, as he had been thirty days our guest. The
Ambassador knows Fr. Xavier and our other Fathers who re-

side in the kingdom of Mogor; and, one day, he spoke with
great praise of them and related how high they stood in the
Great Mogor’s favour

;
whereupon the King said he would not

be second to him in that matter. It was thouglit that the King
had refused to hear the Ambassador, and had rejected his

presents, because he had learned from some of his Chi’efs that
the King of Mogor was not to be trusted, and that, since he had
already subjected three Moorish kings, those of Abdenagjran,^
Idalcan, and Massulapatan,^ he would next come to overthrow
the kingdom of Bisnaga. But the King answered : My king-

dom is in God’s hands. He alone can order that it be taken
from me

;
but I shall not cease to defend it according to my

power, and I have already resolved never to kiss the feet of

Moors.” Therefore, the next day, ’he gave audience to the
Ambassador, and it is said he will send in return a fine present

to the Great Mogor (P, 72). As, however, he [the King]
is levying troops and summoning to his Court the Lords and
Chiefs of the kingdom, many conjecture that he is gradually

preparing himself to defend his kingdom against the power of

the Great Mogor
;
and I doubt not that God allows this in order

that the Christian religion may be spread wider ” ^

[P. 117]. In the same College [of Salsette, Goa] died Fr.

Anthony Monserrate, who, after many great labours, was sent

thither as to a place of rest.^ But it pleased God to call him

^ Ahinadimgar ? ^ Masulipatam.
Extract from a letter of Fr. Melchior Coutinho, no date, from

Chandragiri, where he then was with Fr. Francis Ricci, and Brother
Alexander, the Englishman, a painter. Fr. Manoel Veiga, the fourth
Missionary, was then detained at S. Thom6 (Mylapore), for the visitation

of the College. The letter mentions the solar eclipse of Monday noon, Julv
10, 1600.

* Anthony Monserrate : born at Vic, in Catalonia, in 1536 or 1536,

of a noble family; entered 10-1-1556 ; took his vows, 31-5-1558; left for

India, 1574. Cf. Mon. hist. {S. J. : LUterae quadrimeetres, t. vi, (1559-

1560), Madrid, 1925, p. 286 n.

He W€U9 the historian of the first Jesuit Mission to Akbar’s Court, whose
work see in Mem. A. S. B., Ill (1914), pp. 513-704. Ho wrote two works
on Arabia. MS., not yet discovered. Col. F. Wilford had a work of his,

original MS., in 2 volumes, one of which contained the history of the Mission
to Akbar*s Court, the other dealing with the geography and natural history
of India These 2 MS. volumes were presented by Wilford to the Asiatic

Society of Bengal, after January 1820. Cf. App. to Asiatic Researches,

Calcutta, V’ol. xiv (1822), where we have the entry: “Colonel Wilford:
Commentaries of Padre Montserrat, autograph, 2 vols.’* The present
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shortly to the real place of rest, to the eternal reward. He had
rendered great service in the Lord’s vineyard, first in Portugal,

especially at Lisbon, during the terrible plague which raged

therein 1569, when he founded, for the sake of poor orphan

girls destitute of all help, the famous monastery of St. Martha,

which is to-day reckoned one of the chief of the whole town.

Then, he suffered great things in these parts among the Mogores,

and during his seven years’ captivity among the Moors of

Arabia, into whose hands he fell, when on his way to the

country of Prester [P. 118] John, whither he was going to

console the few Christians remaining there. Repeatedly had
he asked with many tears to be devoted to that Mission.

Catalof^ue of tho libniiy of the Society does not jTiention them, and the
Sccre<.ary did not. come across them Isist year (1925), when 1 asked him to

make n search for them. Are they mentioned in any of tho earliest library

Catalogues of the Asiatic Society of Bengal ? How did these MSS. dis-

appear ? Were they stolen or allowed to perish ? The loss is greatly to

be regretted. .



Article No. 8.

Fr. N. Pimenta’s Annual of Margao, Dec. 1, 1601.

Translated and edited by the Rev. H. Hostbn, S.J.

This Annual Letter, addressed to the General of the Society
of Jesus in Rome by Fr. Nicholas Fimeiita, S.J., the Visitor ki

India, was never published. It is in Portuguese, and divided
into numbered sections.

The original document, in the possession of the ’Society

of Jesus, was partly photographed for me. It appears to be
tlie copy read by the General or by his secretaries or Assist,;ants,

as appears from the marginal observations in Italian.

SI, Joseph's College^ Darjeeling^

IU8-W2(}.

0 P. Manoel Gaspar professo

de quatro votos, o P Fran'*'*

Lam'"‘ coadjutor formado, os

P** Fran'*'* Lopes, Sebastiao

Fr’z, P> Ribeiro, Bertolarneu

Tedosquy, c os Ir’s Mucio
Roque, Christouao Ferr“, e

Vicente Carruba coadjutor,

e forao rn^'* be accomodados

Fr Manoel Gaspar,^ a pro-

fessed of four vows
;

Fr.

Francisco Lameira,-^ a formed
coadjutor

;
Fathers Francisco

Lopes,^ Sebastiao Fernandez,^
Pedro Ribeiro,^ Bertolarneu

Tedesquy,^* and Brothers

Mucio Roque,^ Christovao Fer-

reira,*^ and Vicente Carruba, a

Passages from to a were underlined in Rome.
1 My photogrui^lis of the MS. begin hero. There is (|uestioM of new

Missionaries being sent to Japan from (iloa.

“ P. Rmmanucl Chispar, Lus.” left Lisbon in 1589 {Franco). He
accompanied in U500 Andr^ Furtado de Mendoza's fleet for the operations
against the Cunhale. Cf. Pimonta’s Annual letter of 1-12-1600 (Mogun-
tiae, 1602, p. 29).

- “ P. Emmanoel Lameira, Lus.” left Lisbon in 1600 {Franco),

.Soinraervogol, iV. 1426, mentions one Manoel Lameira, a Portuguese, b.

1571, admitted 1598, Rector of Thana, Diu, and the novitiate at Ooa,
who wont to Ethiopia in 1627, and died before 1633.

^ ** Franciscus Lopes, Lus." left Lisbon in 1592 {Franco).
^ *SSebastianus Fernandes, Lus." loft Lisbon in 1597 {Franco).

Another of this name, b. 1543, admitted in 1565, who was at Goa in 1569,

is not likely here. (Cf. Sommervogel. 111. 657 ; IX. 326.)
“ Bartholomaeus Tudesque," no nationality given, left Lisbon in

1600 (Franco).
“ Petrus Ribeiro, Lus." left Lisbon in 1600 {Franco),

7 “ Mucius Rhodio, Ital." left Lisbon in 1597 (Franco). The iden-

tification with * Mucio Roqup * may be considered very likely.

3 “ P. Christophorul) Ferreira, Lus." left Lisbon in 1600. He died a
martyr in Japan (Franco),
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priiiQipalm^^* de agasalhados,
q* he nas naos o prin^-ipal p‘*

a saude, e vida, e aindaq’

tendo ja o fato embareado
htl certo home, q’ hia por
capitao da viage de Maluco
com sua molher, e casa, pre-

tendeo tomar Ihes a varanda,
e Camara pollas costas q’ tin-

hao no capitao Mor da armada
do Sul, com q’ estaua aparen-
tado, tQdauia recorrendo com
efficayia ao Visorey, depois

de ter mandado informar o
Arcefbpo e outras pessoas graues
da semrezao q’ se nos fazia,

e difficuldade, ou impossibili-

d^‘ q’ aos se. opunha p“

passar? este anno a Japao,
acudio s. e obrigou o tal

home a ir de noite co tochas
despejar o aposento dos

Por capitao mor da armada
c( digo foy Andre Furtado
de Mendo9a assy alimpar
aquelles pouos de nauios
Olandezes, como p^^ socorrer
a Maluco, e outros bons in-

tentos pedio me instantem*"
e forao com elle no seu

mesmo galeao dous Brizio

coadjutor.’ They were very
comfortably installed, chiefly

as regards lodging, which on
board is the chief thing to pre-

serve health and life. And
although a certain man, who
was going with his wife and
family as captain of the Ma-
luco voyage ,

2

had already em-
barked his goods and wanted
to take the varanda, and the
room at the back, which they
had in the Captainrin-Chief’s
ship of the Southern fleet, to

whom he was related, yet, by
having recourse insistingly

to the Viceroy,^ after

getting the Archbishop^ and
other important persons
informed about the injury
he was doing us, and of

the difficulty or impossibility

for the Fathers to go to Japan
this year. His Lordship in-

terfered and obliged that man
to go at night with torches

and empty the Fathers’ room.
The Captain -in-Chief

; of the
said fleet was Andre Furtado
de Mendo9a, ^ who went
both to rid those populations
of Dutch ships and to succour
Maluco, and for other good
purposes. He asked me ur-

gently for Fathers, and so two
went with him in his own

9
Carruba, loft Lisbon in 1600 {Franco).

Wa.s not the right to trade in certain parts farmed out ?

^
Ayres de 8aldanha, 17th Viceroy; left Lisbon on 4>4-1600

;

arrived at Cochin on 28 (22 ?)-10.l600, and Goa on 6-1-1601; governed
4 years and 4 months. (P. Man. Xavier, S.J., ’Compendio Universal.,..
Nova Goa, 1917, p. 71.)

* D. Aleixo de Menezes.

j. j
Andre Furtado de Mendon^a, succeeded the Conde da Feira, who

med at sea on the journey out ; 20th governor; governed 3 months and
(^-*>-—31-8-1609); died at sea on the way home; was buried in

1 XU
Lisbon. (M. Xavier, op. cit., p. 72.) In 1600 he

brought the Cunhale, a famous Malabar pirate^ alive to Goa, where he
was beheaded and quartered in 1600 {ibid., p. 71).
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Fr’z, e seBastiao da Veiga,

e o Ir* Gomez ficar era

Malaca ;
leuaua intento de

fazer fortaleza no Achem, e

queria patres p‘* ficare nolle,

q’ Ihe nao concederaos espe-

rando p^^ sucesso, e p^*^ infor-

ma9a6 do de Malaca a
cuja obedien^ia ha5 de estar

os ditos P '" era q^« por la

andare.

11 . No Collegio de Salcete,

e suas residengias vay em m^®
crecim*” a christandade.
Mandamos o P. Fr *' da Ciinha
R''*‘ delle auia 4. annos, por
R'‘^’ de Thana p’^ por em milhor
forma a christad^* e Igr*'^ de
Sal9ete de Bagaira. Tornado
a por em Salcete de Goa o
Thomas csteuao men com-
panh‘“ ajudando me eu do P.

Gomez vaz em q*‘* estiuo em
Goa, porq* aquy em Salcete

galleon : Brizio Fernandez ^

and Sebastia5 da Veiga,

-

and Brother x\ntonio Gomez,

^

who were to remain in Malaca.
It was his intention to make
a fortress at Achem, and he
asked for Fathers to remain
in it, which we did not grant
him. We await the result and
informations from the Rector
of Malaca, under whose obedi-

ence the said Fathers must
be wdiilst they are there.

11 . In the College of Sal-

cete ^ and its residences "the

Christianity" is making great

progress. We send Fr.

Francisco da Cunha,** the

Rector of it four years ago,

to b.e Rector of Thana and
shape better the Christianity

of the Churches of Salcete of

Bavaim. We placed again at

Salcete of Goa Fr. Thomas
Estevao/ my companion,—Fr.

Gomez Vaz ^ helping me ®

l “ P. Britius Fernandes, Lus.” left Lisbon in 1586 (Franco),
One Sebastian da Veiga was minister at Goa in 1571, possibly the

same who died there on 20-5-1605. (8ominervogel, VI II. 534.)
3 “Antonins Gomes, Lus.” left Lisbon in 1596 (Franco). One of this

name, at Cochin in 1610, was sent to Goa (L. Besse, S.J., App. adcatal.)

(Miss. Madur., 1919, p. 23). One of the same name was at lieytora
(Malabar), 162S. (Besse, 1918). One of the name, sacri.stan in the College
of Malaca in 1604 (Besse, 1916), may be the one mentioned here.

^ Salsete of Goa. ^ The Christian Mission.
3 Not found in Franco or elsewhere.
7 The great Thomas Stephens, the Englishman, too well-known to

require comment. He went to India at the ago of 26 years and died at
Goa in 1619. “Thomas Stephens, Anglus,” is mentioned by Franco as
leaving Lisbon in 1579. Franco mentions also one “Thomas Anglus,*'

nationality not stated, as leaving in 1575. Perhaps, Fr. T. Stephens was
to have left in 1575, but did not then leave. The Parish registers of

Loutulim are signed by him in 1013. Cf. O Heraldo, Goa, 23-12-1916.

In 1601, he must have been at Margfto with Fr. Pimenta. See on him
Voyage of Pyrard de Laval, Hakluyt Soc., London, 1890, II. 269-270.

—

Another Englishman, Bro. Alexander, a painter, was at the Court of

Ohandragiri in 1601. Cf. Besse, CaAal. 1914, and Pimenta’s Annual
Letter of 1-12-1600 (Moguntiae, 1602, p. 66).

^ “ P. Gomius Vas, Lus.” left Lisbon in 1564 (Franco). Probably
the Gomes Vaz of Sommervogel, VIII. 509 : b. at Serpa 1542 ; admitted
1562; professor of philosophy at Goa, and 10 years of theology; superior
of the Residence of Malaca; d. at Lisbon, 13-9-1600.

® As Secretary. . •
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aonde agora fico, o mcsmo P.

Thomas Esteuao basta hQa,

e oiitra occupa^ao.

12. Saindo de Goa p^^ as

do Norte, em Chaul nao
ouue Gousa de nouo senao he
tratar o Vig*" daquella cidade

de fundar aly collegio, c nao
sera mal empregado, porq’ he
escala jde todo o Decao, e

Cambay a. entretanto se con-

firmon a ordinaria* comq*
se j^ustentao oito ou none
q’ aly residem." Ardeo em
bandos aq'“ cidade estc inner-

no, e ajudarao os nossos

ao s‘“' Arcebispo q’ nella in-

nernon, em os pacificar.

13. No Collegio inchoado
de Thana, e Salcetc de Bayaim
tarnbe nao ouue cousa de nouo
de m^’^ importaiH!ia, senao foy

hua opiniao, q’ comeyou a
correr nossos q’ a bulla

da Cruzada q’ ca esta publi-

cada dc nouo por tres annos,
derogaua nossos priuilegios,

nao obstate a declarayao de
Gregorio deeimo ter^io, c q’

podiao os Nossos tom alia, e

escolher confessor q" ahsoU
neret a reserualis. Os funda-
mentos he htl tratado de Frey
M' * Roiz,* e hQas glossas

de Napoles do P‘‘ Surrentino'^

oq‘ com outros algQs paten-

while I was at Goa, because

here in Salcete, where I am
now, the same Fr. Thomas
Estevao suffices for both occu-

pations.^

12- It we go from Goa to

the parts of the North, at

Chaul tliere was nothing new
except that the Vicar of that

City thinks of founding a
College there; and it will not
be a bad move, since it is

the port of call for-the whole
of the Decaf) and Cambaya

;

meanwhile the annual allow-

ance was confirmed, on which
the eight or nine residing

there live. This winter ^ that

City was distracted by factions,

and ours greatly helped the

Lord Archbishop, who wintered

there, in pacifying them.
13. In the Collegium incho-

alum of Thana and Salcete of

Ba^aim there was again nothing
of great importance either,

except a certain opinion which
began to spread among ours

that the Bull of the Crusade
which has been published here

again for three years, abolished

our privileges, despite the de-

claration of Gregory XITI, and
that ours could take it and
choose a confessor to absolve

* them from reserved cases.

The reasons for this opinion

are a treatise by Friar Manoel
RoTz ® and certain glosses from
Naples ^ by Fr. Surrentino'^,

1 As Secretary and Rector.
2 Rainy season. Roiz= Rodrigues or Rodriguez.
^ A marginal note in another hand occurs here ; “ Scrib. Neap,'^

Perhaps, the meaning is: “Wjrite to Naples” (for information on
this point.)

& “ P. Vincentius Torrentino, Ital.” loft Lisbon in 1597 (Franco).
This is the only name in Franco which* resembles * Surrentino.* I

had at first read the name ns ‘ Turrentino * in the MS., but the name
is'written with a defy* S in the MS. the second time.
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tem^^ tinhao tomar a bulla,

cuido q’ sem oiitro motiuo
mais q’ o das indulgengias.

Auisado p*'' Prou**^ q’ la

andaua visitando Ihes mandey
a copia do Breue de Clemente
VIII N. S^'. com o q’ o P.
Pj-oqhi Qg tirou desta ignb-

ra^ua mostrando llie nao ser

materia de opinioes, e aiiida

sem isso ser falsa a de Napoles,
e a do Roiz q’ este mesmo
autor.. .tratoii em outra obra
mais moderna. E todauia aos
q’ la boliraO nisto, se Ihes deii

penitengia, de q’ se queixo
m^‘^ o P. Surrentino, e na ver-

dadc outro teue mais culpa q’

olle. /

De Bac^mim, e Damao senao
offerege mais q’ ire por diaiite,

c o q’ nestes e mais
lugares do Norte tiuer aduer-
tido o P. Prou‘^' lui sua visita

q’ fez ja sobre a minlia do
anno passado, elle avisara a
V.P. Os apuntarn^*^"^ da minha
mando com esta p*^ V.P.
aprouar, ou emedar, o q’ Ihe

pare^er.

14. *A residegia de Dio
vay em m*‘^ crecim^'’ ® des-

fez o Visorey as iniustas pro-
hibigoes de seu antecessor, e
escreueo ao capitad da cidade
cartas muy fauoraueis, e aos
mesmos getios. pelloq ja nao

who with some others wished
openly to take the Bull, with-

out any other motive, I think,

than that of the indulgences.

Informed by the Fr. Provincial,

who Avas going about there on
his visit, I sent them the copy
of the Brief of Clement Vlli,

Our Lord, whereby the Fr.

Provincial drew them from
their ignorance, showing them
that it was not a matter of

opinions, and that, even with-

out that, the opinion of Naples
and that of Manoel RoJz is

false, ns this writer has treated

of the matter in another more
recent work;. However, those

who over there stirred in this

matter were given a penance,

wherefore Fr. Surrentino com-
plained a good deal, and, in-

deed, another was more at

fault than ho./ '

As regards Bavaim and
Damao, the only thing to he

said is that they go forward.

Fr. Provincial will advise Vour
Paternity concjerning what he

may have remarked in these

Colleges and other places of

the North during the visit he

made already, over and above
mine of last year. Herewith 1

send the remarks of my visit,

that Your Paternity may ap-

prove or amend them, as you
will think fit.

14. The residence of Dio‘^

is progressing greatly. The
Viceroy removed the unjust

prohibitions of his predecessor ^

and wrote to the Captain of

that city and to the gentios

themselves very favourable

« Passages from * to a were underlined in Rome.
1 New page : on reito of leaf.

2 Diu. 3 Dom Francisco da Gama.
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ha contradi9ao algt^a, e por
ordem dos q' aly reside q’

sao dous e hQ Ir, mandou
dar hQa grossa esmola aos

catholicos do Preste com q*

se vao alentMo, o sustentando

na Fe CO a assisten9ia daquelie

P*>nosso alumiio em q^*^ os P^'**

nao possao, *os q'-^^ ne este anno
passarao segundo as iiouas q
te vindo daqiiellas * de
guerras . entro os Turcos q
esta5 nas garnicoes, e os Ara-
bics q matarao a Baxa Gouer-
nadof da quella costa.

15. A missao do Mogor re-

forparenios este anno co a
occasiao da enibaixada, q’

Elrey Achebar mandou ao
Visorey: veyo por Embaixador
hQ Parsio q’ foy gouernador
de Cambaya por nome Coge-
quy Soltao Amad, co oq' man-
dou com o mesino titulo o
Irmao Bento de Gois, aindaq’
nos recebim^*’'" q’ forao de
apparato, se d(?u ordem q’ o
Ir’ religiosamente se retirasse.

Nao deii esta embaixada da-
quelle Rey nestos a tal

t’po q’ vinha victoriozo con-
quistado o do Mirao,
pouco eni q’ cuydar, porq’

letters ;
wherefore, there is no

longer any opposition ; and
through those residing there,

that is, two Fathers and a
Brother, he ordered a big alms
to be given to the Catholics

of the Prester,^ by means of

which they maintain themsel-
ves, and persevere in the Faith
with the help of that Father,

our pupil, 2 as long as our
Fathers cannot [go over]

;

this year neither will- they go
over, considering the news
which has come from those

parts about wars between the

Turks who are in the garrisons

and the Arabs who killed the

Baxa,® Governor of that coast.

15. This year we shall re-

inforce the Mission of the

Mogor on the occasion of the

embassy which King Achebar
sent to the Viceroy. There
came as Ambassador a Persian

{Parsio), named Cogequy
Soltao Amad,* who was gover-

nor of Cambaya. With him he
sent under the same title

Brother Bento de (jjois ; how-
ever, in the receptions, which
were very pompous, the order

was given that the Brother
should religiously withdraw-.

This embassy of that king,

coming to these parts at a

time when he was victorious

and had conquered the King-

1 Of Proster John of Ethiopia.
2 Probably an Indian or half-caste, who could more easily disguise

himself. Apparently Padre Belchior da Sylva. Cf. Gouvea, Jornada, 1. 1,

Cap. 6.7.8.

3 The Arabic form (Basha) of paxd, i.e., governor or sub -king, accord-
ing to Mgr. S. R. Dalgado, Gloss. I^^uso-Asidtk'o, Coimbra, I. 105.

* V. A. Smith, Akbar (19J7), p, 288, has the name * Cogetquius
Siiltanus Hama', through some Jesuit authority, like du Jarric. He
restores it to “ Khw&ja Sultan Hamid, or something like that,” but could
not identify the person. In Pimenta’s Annual 'Letter of 1-12-1601 he
is called Sultan Hamet, military chief in Cogi (Cutch ? Gogo ?).
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pare9ia q* vinha este embai-
xador tomar lingoa, e elle

desembugadamente falaua, e
procedia com grade liberali-

dade, mas D*s. N. ordenou
as cousas de modo q’ o noun
Milique, tio do Rey minino,
q’ o Mogor te em seu poder,
Ihe resiste valerosam^®, e elle

se fez na volta de Agra : agora
se anda fazendo prestes o
embaixador com que toma o
mesrno Ir’ e polla occasiao ser
tarn boa, nos paregeo a todos
douiao ir c6 este embaixador
dous p» prTcipiare a em-
presa de Cambaya depots de
estare algQ t’po na Corte, e
delles, e dos q’ la estao se
poder armar a missao do
Catayo, indo por6 p‘<> a ex-
plorar este negocio tamanho o
Ir’ Bento de Gois ; temos de-
signado p"^ esta ida cS o Em-
baixador a corte, o P. Ant‘»

Machado, q’ agora he R‘>** de
Bagaim, pessoa q’ tabe pode
socceder ao P. Xavier, e com
isto acabo a informagao das
p^“^ do Norte, e assy da Prou”
de Goa segundo a nona ord?
de V. P.

dom of the Mirao,^ gave much
food for reflection : for it

seemed that this ambassador
came to take information, and
he spoke rather openly, and be-
haved with great liberality;

but God Our Lord ordained
things in such wise that the
new Milique,2 the uncle of the
young King whom the Mogor
has in his power, resists him
valiantly, and he ® went back
to Agra *

: the ambassador is

now getting ready and the
said Brother returns with him

;

and, as the occasion is such a
good one, we all thought two
Fathers ought to go with this

ambassador in order to start

the enterprise of Cambaya,
after they have been some time
at the Court, and in order that
with them and those who are
there the Mission of Catayo {do

Catayo) may be tried. Brother
Bento de Gois going however
first to explore this important
affair. We have designated,

for going to the Court with the
Ambassador, Fr. Antonio
Machado, now Rector of

Bagaim,^ a person who besides

can succeed Fr. Xavier, and

1 Bro. Benedict Goes was with Fr. Jerome Xavier in Akbar's camp
till after the treacherous capture at Aslrgarh of the Miran, Bahadur Shah of
Burhanpur, and even till after the death ot the Abyssinian commander of
Aslrgarh. Akbar’s letter to the Viceroy, Ayres de Saldanha, was dated
March 20, 1601 (Farwardln 9, Ilahl or regnal year 46). The embassy
arrived at Goa towards the end of May 1601. (Cf. V. A. Smith, Ahbar,

41V*
^ ^ Heras, S.J., in the Ind. Antiq., Llll (1924), jjp. 33-

2 Before occupying Burhanpur, Akbar had taken the kingdom of the
Melique and had garrisoned it with a detachment from his army under
the command of his son Daniyal, whom he left there (H. Heras, S.J.,
Ind. Antiq., Llll (1924). p. 35.) There is question hero of the king of
Ahmadnagar. Nearly three centuries earlier. Friar Odoric speaks of the
Melic of Thana. Cf. Yule, Cathay, 1866, 1. 69.

’•* .Akbar.

f
In April and May 1601, says V. A. Smith, Akbar, 458.
“Antonius Machddo, Lus.*' left Lisbon in 1586 (Franco). Cf.

J.P.A.S.B., 1910; .528. 539. 540; Vol. XXI, 1925; .59.
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16. Voltaiido p*‘ () sul, a
casa q’ ae offero^e he a

residencia de Calecut aogcita

ao Coll" de Cochim, nesta re-

sidem 2 c vao se pondo as

eousas por orde p**^ se perpe-

tuar eo o fruito q’ se espera.

Segue se na mesma costa do
Malauar Paliporto q’ dize q’

toy o p'" ]3orto q’ tomou S.

Thome, passando a India,

aquy fundou o s'* Visoroy hOa
noua Ig’*‘ unde elle em pessoa
leuantou a p"' Cruz daq' es-

creup algus inilagres. *Tem
dado csta Ig"' a Comp" " e

he resideiigia do Coll'" incho-
ado de Vaipicotta q’ fica

perto.

17. Este Coll" de Vaipi-
cotta oil terra noua teue este
anno in^'‘ occnpa^ao, e gastos

herewith I conclude my infor-

mations concerning the parts

of the North, and likewise of

the Province of Goa, according
to Your Paternity’s new in-

struction.’

16. Turning to the South,

the first house which presents

itself to us is the residence

of Calicut, which is subject to

the College of Cochim. In
this residence there are two
Fathers here matters are

being put in order, to become
permanent with the fruit which
is expected. Next comes, along

the same coast of Malavar,
Paliporto, which they say was
the first harbour where St.

Thomas landed when he came
over to India. Here the

Lord Viceroy founded a new
Church,** where he erected

personally the first Cross,

about which they write some
miracles. He has given this

Church to the Company, and
it is a residence of thq Colie-

giuw, inchoatum of Vaipicotta,

which is near by.

17. This College of Vaipi-

cotta * or New Land had much
work and many expenses this

' W'o miry remark that the Annual Letter follows the geographical
larder of the (Colleges and lieaideiices from Goa to the North, and then
from Goa to the South und East.

- Ill IG04 there were at (’alicut: Fr. James Fenicio (Finissius)
of Capua, and Fr. Victor Gradi. Fenicio was at the Zamorin’s Court
from 1000. He left Lisbon in 1583; Gradi in 1603. Cf. Besso, CataL of
1919, \\ 2*2. Fenicio is the author of a remarkable treatise on Hindu
mythology. Cf. Jarl Charpentior, in Hull, oj the School of Oriental Studies^
II (1921-23), 731 754. He visited the Todas of the Nilgiris in 1603.

.Ayres de ^Saldallha reached Cochin from Lisbon on 22 (28?)-l0-
1600, and entered (tou on the feast of the Three Kings (6-1-1601).

He began a fort at Cochin and Kachol. His doings at Paliporto
must come between 28-10-1600 and 6-1-1601. The S. JoHo arrived at
Cochin on 21-10-1600, with 10 Jesuit Missionaries; the next day 22
(or 28 alibi) arrived the Viceroy ‘with 8 Jesuit Missionaries. Cf. Pimenta,
Exemplum Kpistolce Cal. Dec. Anno 1600^ JNtoguntiae, 1602, p. 122, and
M. Xavier, oj). cit, pp. 38-39, 71. •

* Not far from Parur; now ‘‘Chennamangalam.’’
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CO entrada do nouo Bp6,
mas cuido o socorremos do
ventagg. * o P. Bp6 ® faz seu

off*’ exactamente, e esta muy
be recebido de todos os seus.

Teno por occaziao delies

desgostos com o capitao de
Cranganor. e cbegou o negocio
a se temcr so apartasse algOs

pouos// da obedien(,*ia do Pre-

lado, por dizore, q’ nunca tao
vexados forao, qn* estauao na
obediencia dos Sismaticos.

Estaua neste t’po o Visorey
CO nosco em Anna, infor-

mey o do negoceo. aciidio c5
tanto zelo q* eii rnesmo pro-

curey inoderarlho, todauia
madado me mostrar todas
as cartas, q’ a este proposito
escreuia m(‘ pare^eo nao o
deauiar deste rigor sancto
polloq’ importaiia a noiia vniad
d*aq^’*^ Ig*’’‘ cd a catholica
Romana a authoridade do p'*'*

IVelado Latino q’ tinhad.

Chegou pois o despacho em
q’ se mandaiia logo depor o
capitao de Cranganor por nad
ter o diuido resp^*' ao Bpo d'

AngamalC; e se mandaua de-

uayar delle pera ser castigado
conferme »a suas culpas. Fi-

year owing to the new Bishop's
entrance,^ but I think we help
him profitably (7nas cuido o

socorre^nos de ventage). The
Father Bishop doe.s his duty
exactly, and is very well re-

ceived by all his own. On
their account, he had many
annoj^ances from the Captain
of Cranganor, so mucli so that
it was feared some popula-
tions^ would fall away from
the Prelate’s obedience, be-

cause it was said [they said ?]

that they had never been so

much vexed when they were
under the obedience of the
Schismatics. The Viceroy was
at that time with us at Santa
Anna •* I informed him about
the business. He closed with
it with so much zeal that
I myself ;»tried to moderate
him. However, though he
ordered to show me all the
letters which he wrote on this

matter, I thought I ought
not to turn him from this

holy rigour, because the autho-
rity of tlie first Latin Bishop
they had was of importance
to the new union of that
Church with tlie Catholic

Roman Church. After that
came the despatch in which
he ordered to depose at once
the Captain of Cranganor, be-

cause he did not show due
respect to the Bishop of Anga-
inale, and he was to be pro-

secuted and punished accord-

1 Bishop Francisco Koz, Catalan ; first J..atin Bishop of Anganiale,
1601 ; Archbishop of Cranganore, 1608; d. at Panir; buried at Parur,
where a Malayalam inscription gives the <]ate of his death as 18-2-1624.
Cf. Paulinus a 8. Barth., India Orient. Christ., Romae, 1797, p. 64.

He left for India in 1584 {Franco). (Besse, Cataf. of 1917, is to be
corrected.)

2 A new page ; verf?o of leaf.

3 Not identified. Jt must be a place near Cochin.
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caua CO esta priiia9a5 do off<^

destruido o pobre home q’

tinha espalhado seu dinh^’® P‘‘

as mcrcan^ias, q' os taes capi-

tals custumao.

Por isso e polio desemparo
da molher, e filhos se multi-

plicarao os rogadores sobre o
P. Bpo intercededo o mesmo
Arcediago, e christaos de S.

Thome, q’ sobre estiuesse o
capitao de Cochim a que a
execmjao hia cometida, ate o
mesmj) Bpo, aquo o capitao

culpado prometia toda a em-
nienda, Ihe auer perdao do
Visorey. Assy o fez la o Bpo
com m^‘^ edifica^ab, e ca o
alcayamos de s. mandando
pore hear o despacho em
aberto, peraq* so o capitao naO
oomprisse sua palaura ficasse

eiicorrcndo na mesma pena.

18. Agora de nouo teue o
P. Bpo nouas contradigoes co
algus Keys gentios no dcnxando
o de Angamalc entrar em sua
Ig^‘S mas

p§

**^ atalhar csta, e
outras desordens do nouo
*Rey de Cochim® e Regulos
Malauares. proueo o Visorey na
Capitania de Cochim Cosmo de
Lafota ho capitao insigne aoq*
cncomendou encarecidam*^**

as ... cousas daq^“ christ-

and"^, e elle me prometeo de

ing to his faults. Thus depriv-

ed of his office, the poor man
was ruined, as he had staked
all his money in commercial
transactions, which such Cap-
tains are wont to do.

On this account, and because
of the distress of his wife

and children, more and more
persons besought the Father
Bishop in his favour, the

Archdeacon himself and the

Christians of St. Thoipas inter-

ceding on his behalf, and ask-

ing that the Captain of Cochim,
who had been charged with

executing the order, should

grant a delay until the said

Bishop, to whom the incri-

minated Captain was promis-

ing full amendment, had ob-

tained his pardon from the

Viceroy. The Bishop did so

over there, with much edifica-

tion, and here we obtained the

man’s pardon from His .Lord-

ship
;
but the order was that

the despatch should ^remain

pending, so tliat, if the Captain

did not keep his word, he
should incur the same penalty.

18. The Father Bishop met
now again with new opposi-

tion from some gentio ^ Kings,

he of Angamale not allowing

him to enter his Church. To
stop this disorder and others

from the new king of Cochim
and Malavar Kinglets, the

Viceroy appointed to the Cap-
taincy of Cochim Cosmo de
Lafeta, a famous Captain, to

whom he commended earnest-

ly the affairs 2 of that Christ-

§ 18. " Passages from to.® were underlined in Rome.
1 Heathen.
- Aa . . cousas. One word not read, conswtine of one letter, and two

letters higher up, inarking an abbreviation ; it looks like but 1 cannot
give it any meaning.
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a trazer nos olhoa dizMo q* o
Bp6 auia de ser o capitad etc.

pcdindome juntamentc hQ P‘‘

com q’ se acoselhasse nas
cousas de sua conscien^ia,

prometendo de se nao desuiar

hQ p5to como estou certo fara

pello conhecimerito antigo q*

delle tenho, e imagine V.P. * q*

capitao de Cochim he naq^®^
ptes Visore\^ da India.®

Ao P. Bpo dcy 2 companh^^*"

a sell gosto, e principalm^‘‘ o
P. Esteuao de Brito Reytor q’

foy daquelle Coll*^ era o mais a
proposito q’ Ihe podia dar, o
outro he o Ir Felippe Fragozo
coadiutor. Em lugar do P.

Brito posemos por R“' o P.

Ant*' Toscano.

19. A fundayao deste Colh'

do Vaipicota offercye Ant*’

Guedes de Moraes oqiial Ihe te

ja o edifiyio q’ custaria cinco

mil pardaos, * e empregado tres

ianity, and he promised me
he would be mindful of it,

saying that the Bishop had
to be the captain, etc. He
asked me} at the same time
for a Father to direct him in

the affairs of his conscience,

and promised not to deviate
a jot [from his advice], and
I am sure from my long ac-

quaintance with him that he
will keep his word. Fanc^’,

Your Paternitv, that the Cap-
tain of Cochim in those parts

is a Viceroy of India/ To
the Father Bishop I gave
two companions to his taste :

chiefly Father Estovao de
Brito,^ who was Rector of that
College

;
he was the best man

I could give him
;
the other is

Brother Felippe Fragozo, a
coadjutor.’^ In Fr. Brito's

stead we placed as Rector Fr.

Antonio Toscano.^
19. Antonio Guedes de

Moraes offers the foundation
for this College of Vaipicota.

He has already made the

building, which must have

1 Apparently, the Captain of Cochin.

2 Stephen de Brito: b. at Villavicioza (Port.) in 1567; admitted,
1582; not found in Franco; was prosont at the Diamper Council, 1590;
j?oea to the Maloas of Malabar, about whom he writes from Cochin,
1.3-10-1600; Rector of Vaipicota, 1600, as we conclude from this letter;

mcius to Bishop Roz, 1604. 1610. 1611; Rector of Cochin, 1619; Arch-
bishop of Cranganore, 1624-41 ; d. at Crangunore, 3-12-1641, aged 74. Cf.

Sommervogel, II. 141; VIII. 1931 ; Besse, Catalogues of 1917, 1019.

3 Bro. Philip Fragozo ; lay-brother, b. at Estremos (Porto) ; directs

building operations at the College of Cochin, 1604 ; at the Ccjllege of

Cochin, 1610; socius of the Procurator, ibid,, 1611; ibid., 1613; d. at

Cochin, 6-8-1617, aged 43, after 20 years of life in the Society. Cf. Besse,

Caial. of 1919.

4 Anthony Toscano : b. at Mylapore, 1561 ; admitted, 1577 ; at the

Council of Diamper, 1599 ; accompanies Archbishop A. de Menezes in his

tour in Malabar, preaching in the native language, 1599; Rector of

Vaipicota, 1601. 1604; Rector of Quilon, 1610; at the Residence of

St. James, dependent on the College of Cgchin, 1611 ; at the College

of Cranganore, 1619, 1620; Rector ibid., 1623; preacher and confessor,.

ibid., 1627; at Cranganor, 1628. Cf. Besse, Catal. of 1917, 1919.
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mil em renda, c agora offere^o

empregar em renda quinze

mil,® tratey co o P. P^oll‘‘^ e

oonsultores so se aceitaria esta

furida^ad, a todos paregeo q’

sy, *0 llio madey dizor suspen-

dcndo a vlt'^ resolu^ad da
aproua(;ad do V.P.®

20. O Coll" de Coohim se

pode agora augmentar co a

ajiida de lui cidadao nosso
deuoto chamado Giraldo Bor-
ges q’ tendo mais de cincoenta
mil pardaos, e nao tendo lilho,

esta inclinado a deixar boa p*‘‘

a este Coll'‘ contentado se cd
obrigiK^^ao de hfia missa, ea*per-

aua p’'‘ iiiforma(;ad particular
q’ tinha encomedado ao Padre
M'"' da Veiga sendo sup"*’ do
suL *Agora q’ he Viceprovin-
cial ® e o tenho auisado do

cost five thousand pardaos/
and he has devoted three thou-
sand for a revenue, and now he
offers fifteen thousand to be
employed on a revenue/ I

conferred with the Father Pro-
vincial and the consultors as

to whether this foundation
should be accepted. All were in

favour and I ordered to tell him
so, pending the last decision,

Your Paternity’s approval.

20. The College of Cochini

can now be augmented, thanks
to the help of a citizen, a de-

voted friend of ours {nosso

deuoto), called Giraldo Bor-
ges/ who, hfiving fifty thou-

sand pardaos and no son (e nao
tendo filho) is inclined to leave

a good portion to this College,

and would be satisfied with
the obligation of one mass. 1

waited for the special infor-

mation which I had entrusted

to Father Alanoel da Veiga,

^

§ 20. '* Passages from * to were underlined in Home. ^ K-irst : the.

Tho whole of this paragraph was marked in the margin in Rome
for special attention.

1 In tho margin, from another hand: Videantur Vrac Ant. Schipani,
Hri« Cochin. '‘See tho letter of Ant. Schipani, Rector of Cochin.”

P. Antonins Kscpiipano, Ital.” left Lisbon in loSo {Franco)

:

b. at
Cantanzarro (Naples), lobcj; entered, 1559; military chaplain in Ceylon,
l.">89-97 ; at (.'oehin, HiOO-lO, as Rector (1502-07), or as professor of moral
theology; or as spiritual father and professor of moral theology (1004);
sent to Ooa, 1010; d. at Goa, 8-12-1024, (aged 00?), after 40 years of
religious life. (vf. Sommervogel, Vll. 788; Courtenay, 327. 346; Besse,
Catal. of 1913, 1919. There is something wrong with the dates ofihis birth
or entrance.

2 This Seminary was destroyed under Tippu Sultan. The ruins show
a three-storeyed building. 1 visited them in February, 1924, by boat from
Parur.

^ Wo meet people with the name Borges in North India at a later
time. Cf. my Tho family of Lady Juliana Dias da Costa, 1058-1732 ” in
J. Panjab Hist. Soc., Vll (1917), pp. 4-5.

* Maiioel dn Veiga: b. at Aveiro (Portugal), 1549; admitted, 1505;
left for India, 1588; Goa, master of novices, 5 years; visits the Fishery
Coast and S. Thoin6 and founds the Residence of Chaiidraeiri, the then
Court of Vijayanagar, 1599; at Cochin, 1601, as first Vice-Provincial of
the Malabar Province ; Goa, 1002, as Provincial of the Goa Province

;

d. at Goa, 1605, while Provincial. (Besse, Qatal. of 1914, and Sommer-
vogel.)

'« Passages from * to « were underlined in Rome.
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recurso q’ V.P. ordena tenha,

c deixe de ter cm seu gouerno,

die tera cuidado de aiiisar a
V.P. '-7

21. O Coll'^ de Coulao com
sua costa de Trauancor teue
todas as ajudas temporaes q*

Ihe podemos dar. porq* o
Visorey Ihe mandou pagar a
risca. O P. Joao Andre Bones
lembrou em Pegu ao capitao
riior Phclippe de Brito a
fundagao deste Coil'S este home
ho riquiriss‘^[5ic], e pode fundar

e a nossa residencia de
Nagapatao tern feito grossas

csmolas. Elle me escreueo

offereyendo a funda^ao do
Coll'‘ de Coulao. a copia da
carta he esta.

Pennitta o 8'**' q’ esta tome
a V. P. com aquella saude
q’ este sen seruo Ihe dcseja.

when he was superior of the
South. Now that he is Vice-
Provincial and I have advised
him about the inquiry

( ? recur-

50) which Your Paternity
ordains he should make, and
which he neglected to make
during his government, he will

take care to inform Your
Paternity.

21. The College of Coulao *

with its Travancor Coast had
all the temporal assistance

which we could give it, be-

cause the Viceroy ordered
them to be paid exactly. Fr.

Joao Andre Boves ^ reminded
in Pegu the Captain-in-Chief

Phelipyje de Brito about the

foundation of this College.

This man is very rich and can
found many Colleges

;
and

to our residence of NagapataD ^

he has given big alms. He
wrote to me offering to be the
founder of the College of Cou-
lao. Here is a copy of his

letter :

—

“ The Lord grant that this

may find Your Paternity in

that health which this your

1 Quilon.
2 Andrew {al. John, al. Francis) Boves: b. at Messina, 156J), entered.

1585; left for India, 1597, reached Bengal, 7-9-1599; Bengal, 1600-01 :

1602, at Chittagong, whence he wrote on 14-1 1-1602 an account of Father
Francis Fernandes’ death ; 1603, superior at Chandecan, Bengal ; left

Bengal, January 1004; writes to the General (Cochin, 30-11-1605) ; 1608-09

at Goa ; two years Procurator of the Malabar 1‘rovince ; left Goa,
15-2-1620, as Superior of the Mogor Mission ; 1623, Vice-Rector of S.

Thom6, Mylaporc; 1627-28, at the College of Colombo, Ceylon; d. in

Malabar, 3 (April?), 1634. Cf. Hesse, Catal. of Ceylon, 1913, p. 16:

Sommerv., II, 60 ; VLII, 1896 (who makes him Procurator at Cochin.

1606-10); de Guilhermy, Menol, Fortug., 1. 399; J. P. A. S. B., Vll

(1911), 17 ; XXI (1925), 51, 50; H. Josson, Hiat., T. 55-63 ; Idem, Catal..

1921, pp. 48-49.—Note his name in Pimenta. John Andrew. He went
to Pegu in March 1600.

3 Philip de Brito de Nicote: successful adventurer, who perished

miserably at the capture of Siriam (Pegu) in 1613 ; connected with
the French Ambassador at Lisbon, Jacejues Nicot, who introduced

tobacco (Nicotiana) into France in 1560; see on him Bengal PaH and
Present^ Vol. 30, July

—

Sept. 1925, pp. “rl 16.
^ Negapatam.
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eatranham*<^‘ folguey com a
de q’ me fez M. por nella

uer as charid®^ q’ me
fazia. 0 S®** me chegue a t’po*

com q* as eu possa seruir.

Polios P®'" sera V. P. enformado
mais largo do q’ eu nesta o

fa9o das cousas desta terra.

Eu inuerney em Pegi'i como
la o P‘* escreueria a V. P.,

postoq’ elle me deixou, e veo
invernar a Bengala, e o P® Frey
Belch ior da Luz de S. D""", q’

he m*“ men paten te, me foy

busoar la, e agora fiea comigo,
e como a terra ainda agora
esta reuolta, nao mostra nada
de sy, mas espcramos co 6
fauor de D’s de como se

aquietar auer algH fruyto bom.
Por Glide tendo effeito, todas
as uezes (i[’ V. P. quizer

mandat consolaruos, terey em
m^“ estima, dando a ter‘‘ desy
coiisa q’ Ihe arme. *Tambe
me fara ® M. de me escreuer o
q' bastara p’‘ dedicar *hQa
rcnda* ao Coll" de Coulao,
porq’ estimaria leuado. V. P.

gosto, set fundador delle por
gozar dos priuilegios nos taes

tempos. Com a leposta cd
fauor de D\s o anno o porey
por obra. agora nad mais q*

encomendar me em suos
orayoes, e ficar rogando a D\s
q’ o faya hti dos sens escolhidos.

servant wishes you. I was
immensely pleased with the

letter which you kindly wrote
to me, because it made me
see your many kindnesses
towards me. The Lord grant
me the opportunity of repaying
them to you. Your Paternity
will be informed by the Fathers
at greater length than I do
herein about the affairs of this

country. I spent the winter in

Pegii, as the Father there ^

must have written to Your
PateiTiity, although he left

me and came to winter in

Bengal : and Father Friar
Belehior da Luz of St. Domi-
nic, who is my very near re-

lative (q' he meu parente),

came to seek me there, and is

now with me;2 and, as the
country is still disturbed, it

holds out no promise
; but w^e

hope with the help of God
that, when it is pacified, it

will yield some good fruit.

Till this takes effect, when-
ever Your Paternity will be
pleased to send us [Fathers ?] to

console us, I shall consider it a
great favour, the country yield-

ing that which may suit

them. You will also do me
a favour by writing to me how
much will suffice to provide
an income to the College of

Coulao, because I should es-

teem it a favour, if it gives

Your Paternity pleasure, to be
the founder of it, in order to
enjoy the privileges in such
times [as these]. When I get
your answer, I shall with God’s
help conclude the matter wdth-

1 While in Pegu ?

2 Cf. H. Josson, S.J., Hist, de la Miss. Ju Bcngale Occid,, 1. (Bruges,

1921), p. 61 11. 1.
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Escrita em Caranja a 25 de
Jaii'’^‘ de 1601.

Felippe de Brito de Micote.

Kespondy* Ihe confirm-

aiidoo " nos bons proposi-

tos, e q’* bastariao trinta

mil pardaos pera a funda-

^•ao.® se a V. P. parece se

deuia vir ao sup“^ desta

Prou'‘ comissao p'‘ * aceitar®

esta funda^ao, porq’ eomo
Felippe do Brito esta longe,

nao se rctarde tanto a conclu-

sao, e se recre9er algua duuida,
q’ se perea a occasiao.//

22. Do Collegio inchoado
do Tutuoorin, e sua costa de
Pescaria senao offerege mais
q’ a instagia q’ nos tein feito o
Visorey sobre passare algQs

d’aquelles pouos christaos pera
Ceilao juntarn*® c6 os q’

iie o principal intento de
aque teinos satisfy®, mostran*

donos prontos de nossa p^® p®
obedeger, mas todauia sem
nenhQ aggrauo dos de S.

Fr®‘». *0 P® Alexandre Leny
R *’ da Pescaria® fez sobre este

iiegogeo hGa junta co os

Patangatins (q’ sao as cabegas

dos christaos) e como o capitao

in the year. The only thing
now left me is to commend
myself to your prayers, and to
keep praying to God that he
may place you among his elect.

Written from Caranja ^ on the
25th of January of 1601.

Felippe de Brito de
Micete.2 ”

I answered him, confirming
him in his good resolution, and
telling him that thirty thou-
sand pardaos would suffice for

the foundation. Since Felippe
de Brito is far away, if Your
Paternity is of opinion that
the Superior of this Province
is to be commissioned to ac-

cept this foundation, let the
decision not be so long delayed

,

and any doubt raised, that the
opportunity be lost mean-
while.

22. Concerning the Collt-

gium inchoatum of Tutucorira®

and its Fishery Coast, there is

nothing to mention except the
request made to us by the
Viceroy, that some of those
Christians should go over to
Ceilao together with the Fa-
thers, which is His Lordship’s

chief design. We have satisfied

him by showing ourselves ready
on our part to obey, without
however giving any trouble to

the Fathers of "St. Francis.

Father Alexandre Leny,* the
Rector of the Pescaria, held a
meeting about this point with

** Passages from * to « wore underlined* in Rome.
1 Caranja, higher up the Karnaphuli than Dianga, the Portuguese

Ijaiidel, was within about a league from Chittagong. Cf. H. Josson, S. J,,

op. cit.^ I. 57-68.
2 Read : de Nicote.
2 Tuticorin.
* “ P. Alexander Leni^ Ita!.” loft Lisbon in 1586 {Franco ) ; a Roman

;

Hector of the College of Tuticorin and the Fishery Coast, 1600-04 ; at Goa,
1010. Cf. Besse, Catal, of 1912.
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de Manar, e Ouuidor geral das
qisK ptoM sobre esta prete^ao do

Visorey.* Hesoluerao se os

Patangatins q’ se Ihcs desso

hua do Ceylab, e boas

terras maritimas, e nomea-

dam^‘‘ *0 de Jafanapatab,"

e fosse com elles os P'**' da
Comp^ iriab do sua gcragao

colonias a pouoallas,* doutra

man^"'- nab.® Da p“' d’ Klrey

de *Jafanapatab nab auera

repugnangia.® porcj’ nos deseja

eni sen e* mo mandou
podlir q’n passey por Alanar.®'

auera rcsisten<,aa da p^‘' *dbs
de S. Fran'*<‘® os so

com a fama de auerb de ir

nossos p‘ certas de
Ceylab q’ o Visorey apontou,
andarab diseorrendo por ellas

cb// diligen^ia leuantando
criizes p‘‘ se confirraare rnais

na posse, o q’ nab deixa ja de
ser fruito de nossos do 8.

Paulo, como o era do mesmo
Apostolo preso pregarse
Christo per emulagab.* Sem
embargo disto o B’po de
Cochim em cujo districto cay
Ceilab, religiose de S. Fran'^^* ®

insiste em ire a Ceilab P‘ « da
Comp®, e quer diuidir aquella
grande ilha em duas p‘^*® antre

the Patangatins (who are the

chiefs of the Christians)/ and
with ( 0 the Captain ^ of Manar
and Auditor General {Ouuidor
geral) of those parts, as regards

this project of the Lord
Viceroy. The Patangatins de-

cided that, if they gave them
a part of Ceylab and good
lands oil the sea-coast, and
in particular the Kingdom of

Jafanapatab, and the Fathers
of the Company went with

them, colonies of their people

would go to settle in them, not

otherwise.

On the side of the King of

Jafanapatab there will be no
opposition, because he wishes

us much in his Kingdom, and
he caused it to be asked of me
when I passed through Manar.*’

There will be opposition from
the Fathers of St. Francis, who,
simply at the news that our
Fathers were to come to cer-

tain parts of Ceylab which the

Viceroy appointed, went run-

ning about them with ^ great

zeal, raising crosse.s in order

to strengthen the more their

claims to possession
; never-

theless it is now the fruit of our
Fathers of St. Paul, as it was
also of the said Apostle himself,

when a captive, that Christ is

preached out of zealotry. In
spite of that, the Bishop of

Cochim,^ a Religious of St,

Francis, under whose jurisdic-

1 Patangatin. Mgr. S. R. Dalgado, Oloss. Luso-Asidtico, Coimbra,
1921, I. 188, explains it as Tamil, pattan ka\ti^ chief of a Parava village.

2 1 propose to road e com o instead of e como o, as the sentence
beginning with e como o would b.e incomplete,

3 In 1598-99, on his visit .from (loa to the South, as far as S. Thome,
Mylapore.

^ New page ; verso of leaf.
s Dom Fr. Andr4 de Sta. Maria, Bisho'p of Cochin, 1588— 1(510 ;

resigned in 1610 and went to Goa ; d. at Goa, 10-11-1618.
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o.s religiosos de sua ordem, e

os nossos. E patentem^'' diz

q’ nao aiiera conuensao se os

nossos,* e q’ to desoganado os

Prclados de sua ordem,® q’

favao aproder a liugoa,* porq’

de 40. religiosos, som'“ hu
sabe.® Esta agora aqui em
Goa onde o fuy visitar, e se

tornara com o tirar a deuassa

do Conde Visoiey passado q’

S. M'''‘ manda tirar por elle.

Parece q’ iustara em leiiar

algu coiisigo mas nao uejo

c<.»mo possamos acudir a taiiio^

23. Na costa de Choro-
mandel residem os nossos
som^'* em Negapatao, doiide

vao visitar as outras rgrcja.s

della, no mesmo Negapatao
oiiue m^‘‘ discordia ciiiil q’ se

ar’abou com mortes exemplares
que (leu a algus culpados o
Ouuidor geral q’ tambcm
esteuc a morte atrauessado co
hu * pelouro.® Este home se

queixou ao Visovey dos Nossos
ajudandoo com seu testimunho
o Guardiao de S. Fran' ao
tanbem tirarao co hu pelouro,

as queixas erad fundadas em
se acolhere os omiziados a
nossa casa, e fazendo algDs do

tion CeilaO falls, insists that
Fathers of the Company should
go to Ceilao, and he wishes to
divide that great island into
two parts between the Reli-

gious of his Order and ours.

And he says openly there will

be no conversion^ without ours,

and that he has disillusioned

the Prelates of his Order, to

make them study the language,
because of 40 Religious only
one knows it. He ^ is now here
at Goa, whore I went to visit

him, and he will go back* after

making (?) the enquiry about
the former Count Viceroy'^

which His Majesty orders to be
made through him. It seems
he will insist on taking some-
one with him, but I do not see

how we can satisfy so many
(?laiins.

23. On the Coromandel
Coast ours reside only at Nega-
pata(), whence they go on
visits to the other Churches
of the coast. In the said Nega-
patab there were great civil

discords which were put an
end to by the exemplary
deaths inflicted on some of the

culprits by the Auditor-Gener-

al, who was himself brought
to death's door, having been

.shot through with a bullet.

This man complained about
Ours to the Viceroy, the Guar-
dian of St. Francis, who was
also shot at with a bullet,

helping him with his testimony.

^ Of the natives.
•2 The Bishop of Cochin ?

3 Dom Francisco da Gama, Conde de Vidigueyra, 16th Viceroy ;

left Lisbon, 10-4-1596 ; arrived at Goa, 22-5-1597
; governed .'1 years and

3 months ; returned to the kingdom. (M. Xavier, op. cit., p. 70.) Under
§ 14 we heard of unjust *prohibition8 passed by him, which his successor

removed on his arrival.
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gouerno sobre isto grandes

oscarcoos, tudo se desfez

facilm^"' ne sey Htegora q’

tivesse os Nossos nest a p^'*

culpa algua.

24. 0 Collegio inchoado de

S. Thome teiie algQa descon-

solagao pollas coridicoes de

dous, oil tres q' nao le coii-

correrao coni q’ o q* [he] o

P. Nfcolao Leuanto, tone algfis

desgostos, mas tudo coiisa

leue, e q’ coni qualquer troca

se compora.

25. A missaO de Bisnaga
se prosegue, e de mil pagodes,
q’ Elrey de Bisnaga Ihes mada
dar cada hfl anno, Ihc sao ja

pagos este, mil cruzados
;
o

Visorey escreueo ao Principe

daiido Ihe iiouas de sua
clicgada, e as diuidas gra(;as

por ter dado tal ciitrada a Fe,
e feitos tantos t’auores aos P'‘«

auizcy os q' o inouesse mandar
embaixada p ' co ella se coito-
borare mais estes principles
da pregayao do Evangehio,
assy o tern feito, e estauao
nomeados embaixadores com
ricos prezentes, e ve eo os
embaixadores os P‘‘^ Simao de
Sa, c Belchior Cout", os q* ^' de

The complaints were founded

on the fact that the condemned
men took refuge in our house,

and some of the government
exaggerated this greatly. The
wJiole thing collapsed easily,

and I do not know j-et that

Ours were to blame in the
matter.

24. The Collegium inchoa-

turn of S. Thome had some
annoyance through the condi-

tions of two or three who did

not give it their concurrence.

On this account the Rector,

who is Fr. Nicolao Levanto,’^

had some worry
;
but it is a

small matter, which will be set-

tled through some compromise.
25. The Mission of Bis-

naga- continues, and of a

thousand pagodas, which the

King of Bisnaga orders to be
given them every year, a thou-
sand cruzados have already

been paid to them this year.

The Viceroy wrote to the

Prince,^ giving him news
about his arrival, and duly
thanking him for having given

such an entrance to the Faith
and conferred such favours on
the Fathers. I advised them
to get him to send an embassy,
thereby to strengthen the more
these beginnings of the preach-
ing of the Gospel. They have
done so

;
and ambassadors

were appointed with rich

presents. With the ambas-
sadors come Fathers Simao

1 “ P. Nicholas Levanto, Gen.’* left Lisbon in ir393 (Franco) :
pro-

fessed of 4 vows; 1600-01 at Nogapatam; 1601; 1603-10, Rector of S.
Thornd, Mylapore; 1610, Vellore; 161 1; Cranganore

; 1618, Rector of
Malaca; d. at MaJaca, 20-5-1618. (Besso, Catal. of 1014.)

2 Vijayanagar.
3 The heir-apparent ?
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oaminho hao de vifiitar * o

Principe daq^*^* q* instan-

tem^'" pede P**"® ofiregendo o
temporal p"^ juntain^*' vere a
disposi^ao q’ ha na sua cidade
p*** se fazer fruito.

26. De Bengala veyo este

anno aquy a Goa o P^' Belchior

da‘’seca pedir companh**"^*' p'*

aquellas nouas empresas, e

ainda q* co a missao de Japan
estauamos exhaustos, e resolu-

tos em ao mais Ihe darmos ho
so companh^*“ q’ nao tnr-

nasse so. foy tanta a instancia
q’ fez o Visorey, q’ nos ouuemos
d’ animar a fazer secundum
ultimum potentiae. Nao queira

V. P. ’^'mais q* chegar o
Visorey da India® diante do
Arcebpo, e Bispo d’ Angamale,
e outros a me dizer q’ de
grilhos mo pediria; cruzeime
dizendo q’ a Comp**' era sua.

s. s*'® mandasse, disposesse

etc. Nao se contentaua o P.
CO menos de quatro companh^'*'"

de Sa ^ and Belchior Continho,*
who on the way must visit the
Prince of that kingdom, who
is earnestly asking for Fathers
and offering the income (o tern-

poral
) ;

at the same time they
must examine what disposition
there is in his cit3^ for yielding
fruit.

26. From Bengala there
arrived here at Goa this year
Father Belchior da Fonseca ^ to
request companions for those
new enterprises, and, though
the Mission of Japad had ex-

hausted us and we were deter-

mined to give him at most only
one companion, that he might
not return alone, yet the
Viceroy insisted so much that
we had to muster up courage to

do secundum ultimum potentice

[our utmost]. Let Your Pater-

nity know that the Viceroy of

India went so far as to tell me
before the Archbishop * and
the Bishop of Angamale ^ and
others that he would request
inc with chains. I was sur-

prised and said that the Com-

Passages from * to * were underlined in Rome.
1 Simon de So. : b. at Guardia, 1560 ; entered 1574 ; taught grammar ;

left for India, 1586; 1600-04 at Chandragiri, as preacher and confessor;
16Q4-06 at Paliacate ; 1607, Rector of the College of the Serra ; 1608-09,

Rector of the College of Negapatam; 1609-10, Devanapatam ; 1610-11,

Rector of the Collage of S. Thome; d. perhaps at Chaul, 1614. Sommer-
vogel, VII. 354 ; IX. 1789 ; Besse, Catal, of 1914.

2 Melchior Coutinho ; b. at Coimbra, 1578; admitted, 1586; taught
grammar; left for India, 1592; Superior at Chandragiri, 1601 ; Chandra-
giri, 1602-04; preacher and confessor, ibid,, 1604; Vellore, 1605-10; d. at
the Residence of Vellore, 6-7-1610 (cf. Annual Letter of 1610). Sommer-
vogel, II. 1539; IX. 138; Besse, Gatal, of 1914.

3 “ Da ' Seca ” in the MS.
“ P. Melchior Fonseca, Lus.” left Lisbon in 1595 {Franco) ; b. at

Linhares, Portugal, 1554; received, 1573; went to India; minister 11

years ; socius of the Provincial; reached the Bengal Mission, 7-9-1599 ;

goes to Goa, 1601 ; returns to llengal,* 1601 ; d. at Chandecan, Bengal

,

1-1-1603. Cf. Sommervogel, IX. 351; Josson, Hist,, I. 55-62; Id.,

Catalogua, 1921, pp. 48-49 ; J, P.A,S,B.t 1911, 34. SommervogePs statement
about **ll years minister is perhaps incompatible with other known
dates.

^ D. Aleixo de Menezes. ^ Bishop.Francisco Roz.
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de Goa se partio com tres,

muy escolhidos,® os

Andre de Nabais, Bras
Nunez, Natal Salerno, e foy

recado a S. Thome p’‘ de la ir

o P. Simad de Sa, q* todaiiia

nao foy por sei* paitida a
Galeota de Pegu no mesmo
dia em q’ chegou o recado.

27. Todauia, porq' as em-
presas naq**''^ p*‘‘" sao de m**'

importancia pera o seriii^o

diuino p*^ q’ os religiosos ao
diante nos nao estoruasse
nelle, alegaudo posses, como
custumad, postoq’ sempre la

andarad de leuante, me parev(‘o
q’ deuia o Visorcy requerer
NN. P* '* p'‘ as taes irnpresas,

ein forma q’ ficasse meinoria
autentica disso p'* o fiituro.

Assy o fez s. s"'*‘ esoreuendo
me hfia carta, o original daq'

paii>' was his, that His Lord-
ship could order, dispose, etc.

The Father was not satisfied

with fewer than four com-
panions. He left Goa wdth
lhre(‘, quite picked subjects

:

Fathers Andre de Nabais,^
Bras Nunez ^ and Natal
Salerno,*^ and the order w^as sent
to S. Thome that Fr. Simad de
Sa ^ should start from there

;

how ever, he did not go, beeause
the Galliot of Pegu had left the
very day w^hen the order ar-

rived.*"

27. However, since the en-
terprises in those parts are of
great moment for God’s service,

lest the Religious should ob-
struct us in it later, alleging
possession, as is their wont,
although they were ahvays un-
settled there (andarao de leuan-
te)^ it seemed to me that the
Viceroy had to request our
Fathers for such enterprises in
due form, so that an authentic
record of it might remain for
the future. His Lordship did

^ “ Audretis Nahais, Lus.” left Lisbon in 1.590 (l^raaco) ; “i
Novais, Lus.” left Lisbon in 1.59:1 {Franco) x b. at Funchal, 1564;

‘ Andreas,

ieJ™
’ IWl: wrote from Uongal, 18-1-1602, and 25-1-1602; left,

1*6 2^
III

<'ochin, 1804; d. at Bassein.

otfd i B7 -O
Hist, de la Miss, du BengUccid., 1, 5/-.)9, and Id., datalogus, 1921, 48-49.

^

I'ortufflf
>" (-fVonco) : b. at Crato,l ortugal, 1*>71, admitted, 1.588; reached Bengal, 1601 • two months at

(- haiidecan, 1601
;
goes to Arakan with Salerno • leaves Bengal 1604 •

* Cf. above, under § 25.
*

' ' PP-

& Other page; recto of -leaf.
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aquy fica no cartorio. a copia

he esta.

For cartas, e iiiformavoos, q’

tiuo dos de Bcngala, e

Pegu, sou be do grade fruito

r notaucl seruigo de N. q’

os poucos da Coinp*^ q’ por
ordem de V. F. estao naqi‘‘^

fazem iia doutrina, e

instrugao, e exeinplo q' dao
aos Portuguezcs, e na coriuer-

sao dos Infieis. E q’ sao pedi-

dos CO instangia, e desejados
dos Reis, c senhores infieis

com proniessas, o licenga p‘^ se

pregar o sancto evangelho, e

se fazere antre dies, e

offregendo o necessario p"* suas

despezas. E porq’ a cousa q’

8. Mag‘^*‘ pringipalm^** sobre

todas me encoineda, e com q’

cspero de D’s M*s. cm meu t’po,

he fauoreger a christand'* e

promouer o ministerio da
conuersao, o q* tanto sera inais

auantejado, q^<* mais se niulti-

plicare os ministros, e espalhare

por diuersas p*®*", ein especial

se for gente de bom exernplo,

como eu cuido q’ sao todos
os da Comp‘‘, e por essa causa

S. Mag'*® na India lives encar-

rega principalm*^'* o assuinpto

da conuersao. Polloq’ rogo

ih, e encarrego a V. P. descarre-

gando nesta p^‘‘ minha consci-

engia, q’ inande religiosos

da Comp’*^ aquellas p^®** e satis-

fagao aos desejos daq^®"" Revs,
e senhores, e pregando o sancto
evangelho dillate a Igreja

por todas aq*’^'' Prou"^^ espe-

cialm^'“ por Arrecao, Pegu, e
Marteuao. E porq’ confio em

so by writing to me a letter,

the original of which remains
here in the archives. Here is

a copy of it.^

“ By letters and informations
which I had from the kingdoms
of Bengala and Pegu, I learned
of the great fruit and notable
service to Our Lord which the
few Fathers of the Company
residing in those parts by Your
Paternity’s order obtain [and
render] by teaching, and in-

structing, and the example
they give to the Portuguese,
and by the conversion of the
Infidels, and that they are

earnestly invited and desired

by the infidel Kings and lords,

who promise to give them leave

to preach the holy Gospel and
build Churches among them,
even offering the needful for

their expenses. And, con-

sidering that the thing which
His Majesty chiefly, and above
everything else, recommends
to me, and wherewith I hope
for mercy from God in my
time, is to favour the Chris-

tianity and promote the
ministry of conversion, which
will be furthered the more,
the more ministers of the
faith multiply and scatter to

divers parts, especially if they
are men of exemplary life,

as I believe all those of the
Company are (wherefore in

India His Majesty entrusts

chiefly to them the work of

conversion), 1 therefore request

and charge Your Paternity

(thus discharging my own con-

science in this matter) to send
to those parts many Religious

^ Marginally in Italian from another hand : e oitima Vra. e bene farne
copia, “ this is a very good letter; it is good^to make a copy of it.”
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V. P. q’ nao falte a este meu
requerim^^* por ser tarnbe

cousa tanto de sen institute,

e obriga^ao nao digo maia.

S‘* etc. De Goa, a 26. de

Mar^o de 1601.

28. De Malaca aenao

oflPerege mais q* ter ae la

aleuantado algO poeira com o

dito de hQ F‘ em hQa pregayao

em materia de letras, por se

matar no meamo tpo liti

Ouuidor, (aindaq’ por excesses

em outroa negoceos) *e pareger

q' o nosso pregador dissera

ser licito matar authorip'

'priuata^ ao iniusto iulgador,

naq' pregagao se tinha achado
o Ouuidor q’ digro, e dahy a
pouco matarao, o q' se tinha

retirado p*‘ o most* '* dos Frades
Dominicos, os q^‘« exagitarao
este dito do nosso pregador,
ainda(][’ co tom de dcnimcia-
giao a Inquisigao informou.
disto *o R'”' mas tarn confu-
sam^'* como eu ** aquy o fago.

tenhi) Ihe escrito inande in-

formagao bem destincta p’* por
o remedio q’ couem.

29. Acerca do Maluco

of the Company, that they

may satisfy the desires of those

Kings and Lords, and by
preaching the holy Gospel may
spread Holy Church through-

out all those Provinces, chiefly

throughout Arracao, Pegu and
Martavao. And, as I trust

Your Paternity will not fail to

comply with this my request,

because it is also a matter com-
ing so specially under your
institute and duty, I say no
more. Our Lord, etc. From
Goa, the 26th of March of

1601.’’

28. About Malaca there is

nothing to be said except that

some dust was raised there on
account of the saying of a
Father at a sermon on a
point of learning, because an
Auditor (Ouuidor) was killed

at that time (although for ex-

cesses in other matters)
;
and

it seemed our preacher had
said it was licit to kill on one’s

private authority an unjust
judge

;
the said Auditor had

been present at this sermon,
and he was killed a little

later, when he had retired to

the monastery of the Domini-
can Friars, who exaggerated
this saying of our preacher
and even wanted to denounce
him to the Inquisition. The
Rector gave information about
this, but as vaguely as I do
now. I have written to them
telling them to send very dis-

tinct information, so that a
suitable remedy may be ap-
plied.’

29. Concerning Maluco we

'» Passages from * to were anderlined in, Kom e.
^ Marginally in Italian : c cosq grauissf^-f this is a very serious

matter.”
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estamos esperando este Mar^o
o q* tern soccedido co a chegada
de NN. P®'", 0 CO o socorro q*

Ihes tera mandado o capitao

mor Andre Furtado de Men-
doga, e porq’ ategora estiuerad

as cousas daq^®^^ muy
reuoltas, nao pareceo q* era

t’po de por era orde a visita

q’ em men// nome tinha P® o

P. Christouao da Veiga
deixando correr tiido na mesma
forma em q’ o P. o deixou,

o q’ se podera fazer como
soubermoa o eatado em q’

ficao Amboyno, e Tydore com
anas residen9ias, e co isto don
fim a esta p**‘*^ carta encomen-
dando me na bencao, e

sacrificios de V. P. de Margao
p“’ de Dezembro de 1601.

D. V. P. filho e o ser‘»

Nicolao Pimento.

30. Pareceo me acrecentar

a esta a copia de hOa q’ Elrey
m’ escreneo este anno sobre
nossas cousas, e cm particular

sobre as missoes do Catayo,
& Bisnaga peraq’ V. P. veja

qu§Lto S. M'*'* as fauore9e. He
verdade q’ por reposta de hOa

expect this March ^ to get

news of what happened with

the arrival of Our Fathers and
with the help which the

Captain-in-Chief Andre Fur-
tado de Mendo9a^ must have
sent them ; and, since until

now the affairs of those parts

were very much disturbed, it

did not seem to be the proper
time to put in order the visit

which Father Christovao da
Veiga ® had made in my name,*
but to let things run on in the

same shape in which' the

Father found them ; it will be
possible to do so '^ when we
shall know how things stand
at Amboyno and Tydore with

their residences. Herewith I

conclude this first letter, com-
mending myself to Your Pater-

nity’s blessing and holy Sacri-

fices.

From Margao, the first of

December of 1601.

Your Paternity’s son and
servant,

Nicolao Pimenta.'^

30. I thought it good to

add to this letter a copy of a
letter which the King^ wrote
to me this year about our
affairs, and in particular about
the Missions of Catayo and
Bisnaga, so that Your Pater-

nity may see how much His

^ The coming March, 1602, no doubt.
2 See on him § preceding § 11.

“ P. Ohristophorus Viega, Cast.” left Lisbon in 1583 {Franco) ; he
must be the Christopher de Vega, who with two companions went to
Akbar’s Court at Lahore in 1590-91. Cf. J.P.A.S.B., 1910, 527 ; 541.

^ New page ; verso of leaf. ^ Put things in order.

^ These two last lines, coming at the end of a big blank space, are in

a different writing, which vm must take for Pimenta*s ; the rest is in a
beautiful handwriting.

7 Philip III of Spain and Portugal (1.598-1621).
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ein q' o P. Pr* o iiiformaua da
inquiefca^ao, & trabalho q’ nos

da o cargo do hospital de Goa
Ihescreue, a elle outra ein q’

diz q' airidaq’ isso assy seja,

he tam grade o serni^o q’ a

Comp" nisso faz a D’s, q* ha
por sen seriu(;*o, q’ nao soin*‘‘

tenhamos cargo do hospital

de Goa mas tam be dos de
todas as outras cidados, &
fortalezas, & mada co iiistagia

q’ torne»iios a tomar o ciiydado

da fortifica(;ao de Darnao, e

sobre lifla cousa, e outra

iiistarao os s''*'*^ Visorev, e

Arcebp" o P. Pr* (q’ tomara
iiao ter espertado que dormia)
auiscra V. P. do q' se res-

pond ido.

Visitador da Comp" de Jesv,

Eu Elrey vos eimio saudar.

Receby vossa carta de 12 de
Nouebro 4e 90. E v'^os agra-
deco. {} q’ me dizcis sobre
minha successao iiestes R"^^^ e
senhorios por morte d’ Elrey
meu s‘*', q’ D’s tern. Todas
as coiisas q’ me foraO apre-
sentadas pellos dous religiosos
q* vierao na armada do anno
passado. tocantes a Comp‘
mandey uer. e tenlio prouido,
nellas na forma q’ sabereis do
Visorey, Aires de Saldanha a q’

encomcdd m^‘* cncare(;idani^*‘

fauore^a as cousas da chris-
tandadc dessas partes, e assv
as do uossa Companhia. e tudo
q’ ouuer lugar, como confio q’

fara, e tiue cotetain^** de se ter
descuberta, aquella ch'ristad*^

tam antiga no Catayo de q’

me dais conta de q’ nao

Majesty is in favour of them.

It is true that in answer to

a letter in which Father
Provincial told him of the

annoyance and trouble which
the burden of the hospital at

Goa gives us, he wrote to him
saying that, even if that be so,

so great is the service rendered
in this to God by the Company,
whose object it is to serve Him,
that we should take charge
not only of the hospital of

Goa, but also of those of all

the other cities and fortresses,

and he ordains urgently that
we should again take care of

the fortification of Damao,
and the Lords Viceroy and
Archbishop insisted on both
points. Father Provincial

—

I wish he ba<i not waked those

who were asleep (?)—will tell

Youi- Paternity what has been
answered.

‘‘[To the] Visitor of the
Company of Jesus.—I, the
King, send you my best greet-

ings. I received your letter of

the 12th of November of

[15 199. And 1 thank you for

what you tell me about my ac-

cession to these kingdoms and
domains through the death of

the King my Lord, who is with
God. 1 ordered that all the
things concerning the Com-
pany should be shown me
which were presented to me by
the two Religious who came in

last year’s fleet, and I have
provided for them in the form
which you will know from the
Viceroy, Aires de Saldanha, to
whom I recommend very ear-
nestly that he should favour
the things of the Christianity
of those parts, and also those
of your Company, in every-
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teue notigia ategora : e q’

Birey de Bisnaga te dado
etrada ©ni seus se

nelles pregar o Evarigelho,

de q’ o Arcebp'* de Goa me
auisou. encomedo iios q’

de vossa p*^^ acudais, co os

obreiros necess®*^ assy pera a
sementeyra, q’ se ora comega
naq^‘* R'^'^ de Bisnaga como
pera a conserua9ao da chris-

tand'“ do Catayo, e confio q’ o
Visorey vos dara todo o fauor,

e ajuda necesa"‘‘ p’* hGa, e

outra cousa, e co elle, e o
Arcebp” dc Goa tratareis esta
materia, particularm^**, pois he
tato do seruigo de D’s, e men,
e das mais q’ iios pareger deuo
ter enformagao me dareis conta
p=^ e todas m^ldar prouer como
ouuer por bem. Escrita em
Lisboa a 24. de Jan'^ de 1601.

Rey.

thing for which there is an
occasion, as I trust he will.

And I was pleased to hear of the
discovery of that so ancient
Christianity in Catayo of

which you give me an account,
of which there was no know-
ledge heretofore, and that the
King of Bisnaga has thrown
open his kingdoms for preach-
ing in them the holy Gospel,
which the Archbishop of Goa
advised me of. I greatly re-

commend to you that on your
part you should furnish the ne-

cessary labourers both for the
sowing now beginning in that

kingdom of Bisnaga, and for

the maintaining of the Chris-

tianity of Catayo, and I trust

that the Viceroy will give you
all the favour and help neces-

sary for both objects. With
him and the Archbishop of

Goa you will discuss this mat-
ter, particularly, since it tends
so much to the service of God
and mine; and, as for the

other matters which you think
I ought to know of, you will

inform me, so that I may
order to provide for them as I

shall judge good.
Written at Lisbon, the 24th

of January of 1601.

King.’’

[The End.]





Article No. 9.

Eulogy of Father Jerome Xavier, S.J.,

a Missionary in Mogor.

(1549-1617.)

Translated from the Spanish by the Rev. H. Hosten, S.J.

The following eulogy of Fr. Jerome Xavier is translated
now for the first time into English from Ghrono-Historia de la

Compania j de Jesus en la Provincia / de Toledo . .. j . ,
. / por el

P. Bartholome Alcazar / de la misma Campania j .

.

. / Segunda
parte,^ a folio volume printed at Madrid in 1710. The Spanish
text was copied for me by Brother H. Petitjeaii, S.J., in July
1914, from the volume in the Collegium Maximum of Louvain,
and was collated by the Rev. A. Lallemand, S.J., both of whom
went to their reward during the Great War.

The eulogy occurs under Decade III, Anno VIII, Cap. Ill,

and goes from p. 203 to p. 216, the 8th year of the 3rd Decade
corresponding to A.D. 1568, when on the 9th of May Fr. Jerome
Xavier entered the Novitiate. It contains 6 letters not other-

wise accessible, and bearing the following dates : Goa, Nov. 12,

1593; Kashmir, Sept. 1, 1597; Lahore, Aug. 2, 1598; Agra,
Sept. 14, 1609 ; Chaul, Dec. 4, 1615 ; and Goa, Jan. 5, 1617.

I must thank F. Cotta, Esq., of Calcutta, for improvements
made in my translation.

St. Josephs GollegCy Darjeeling,

May 6, 1919.

[P. 203] Decade III, Year VIII, Chapter III.

§ 1. Eulogy of Father Jerome (Oeronymo) Xavier,

Apostolic Missionary of the Mogor.

On the 9th of May,^ was received a very illustrious

relative of St. Francis Xavier, who, with the intention of

following his footsteps in the spiritual conquests of heathenism,

changed the title of his noble family for that of Xavier,

considering it of triumphal renown in those eastern regions, and
of bettor omen than the change of ‘ Scipio ’ to ‘ the African,’

with which, in auspicious announcement of victory, Caesar

honoured the general of an army to whom he recommended the

subjection or conquest [of Africa].

1 1568.
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This gentleman ’ was called D. Geronymo Espeleta, of the

house of Beyre, a family well-known in the Kingdoms of

Navarre and Kance. On taking the habit of the Company, he

exchanged this title against that of Xavier, resolving and

trusting to imitate [P. 204] his holy uncle.

He enriched himself with letters and virtues in our

Province of Toledo, in which he lived thirteen years, until in

1581 he embarked for East India,^ where he made his Profession

of four vows, was Rector of the Colleges of Bazain and Cochin,

Master of Novices, and Superior of the Professed House of Goa.

In the year 1594, fired with higher ambitions, he undertook

the Mission of the Mogor, being in it a most worthy successor of

our illustrious martyr, Fr. Rodolfo Aquaviva. He lived many
years at Agra and Lahore, the two Courts of that Monarch who
boasted of being a descendant and heir of the famous Tamorlan.

His ejupirc, inhabited by a mixture of Indians, Gentiles and
Moors, and situated between the Indus and the Ganges, borders

on Persia, and occupies many regions of Tartary or Asiatic

Scythia and no small part of India.

Here he employe(l himself with incredible zeal in converting

and instructing Gentiles and Mahometans, and he succeeded in

conferring the waters of Holy Baptism on four close relatives of

the Emperor. His life was exposed to very great dangers, in

which he displayed his Christian fortitude. The people stoned

him at the Court of Lahore. At the wicked suggestion of an
Armenian apostate, he ran another danger no less great, because
he defended courageously the purity and chastity of the Christian

faith, resisting and opposing the Armenian’s desire to marry
the sister of his deceased wife.^

That barbarian Prince was very intelligent, but dishonest
and covetous of lionour. Hence, not satisfied with the sects of

Indians. Gentiles and Moors, existing in his dominions, and his

carnal appetites not allowing him to embrace the law of Christ,

ho dared set himself up as the author of a new sect, founding it

on gentile rites and borrowing nothing from that of Mahomet

:

previously he had made different experiments to ascertain which
law was the best, and he presumed that, with no other help
than human industry, he would succeed in the attempt, which
was as rash as it proved vain. The Armenian apostate at once
joined that sect, and he asked the Emperor as a favour to force
Fr. Geronymo Xavier to embrace it. But our valiant champion,

1 Caballero.
“ -He embarked in 1581 with 14 companions: 10 Portuguese, 2

Spaniards and 2 Italians. Franco, Synops. Annal. S.J. in Lusitania,
1726, p. 128.) They left Lisbon on April 8, 1581, in 5 ships. The
<8. Louren^.o, in which came the V'iceroyl). Francisco Mascarenhas, reached
Ooa on Sept. 24, 1581. Cf., Manoel Xavier, S.J., Compendio Universal ,

.

Nova Goa, 1917, pp. 32 ; 69.
•

a Cf. my Mlrza Zu-l Qarnln in Mem. Asiat. Soc. BengcUrVol V (1916).
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nothing daunted, and heedless of the unjust order, publicly

condemned and abominated the King’s sect, ready to give his

life for so righteous a resistance, and astonishing with his

firmness the Grandees of the kingdom. 'Ihc King resented

extremely his holy freedom, but he dissembled liis vexation and
repressed his anger.

On many other occasions did this apostolic man give proofs

of his high-mindedness, trampling upon the unjust schemes
of that barbarous Prince, and God watching over him with
special care in order that he might make greater fruit in those

souls, until he returned to Goa in the year 1617
During all those many years this fervent Jesuit correspond-

ed by letters with Fathers Thomas de Ituren ^ and Francisco de

Benavides, of our Province. Six of these have been preserved in

the original, the first, addressed to Father Benavides, in the

archives of Alcala
;
the other five in the archives of our Imperi-

al College. And, as in these he dwells to some extent on his

successes and on those of several other members who had gone
to the East from this Province, while adding to those informa-

tions others of a geographical and curious nature concerning

those parts, we have judged it good to communicate them to our
Readers.

The tenour of the first is as follows :

—

“ I do not know what to say, or how to deceive myself

:

[P.205J for I did not find Fr. Francisco de Benavides on the list

of the dead, nor did I find among the letters any letter of his.

It is missing, and death alone, I think, can explain its absence.

The reason must be that you write only by one way, since, out
of five ships, only one, in which six of ours were coming, was
missing this year, and the others brought no letter of yours.*^

“ That shows you do not know the dangers of this sea.

For, though I wrote to you almost every year in triplicate, I

doubt whether the last one reached you, or whether you will get

this present letter of mine, because out of five ships which
left two years ago only one reached : another was caught by the

English
;
another, to escape the same fate, was burnt by the

Portuguese, and of the other two there is no trace.* Of the five

1 Thomas de Ituren, bom at Ituren, in the Pampeluna Diocese,
taught philosophy and moral and scholastic theology; died on April

19, 1680, aged 75 years, being superior of the Professed House of Toledo.
Cf. de Backer, V (Liege, 1859), 338.

- Neither M. Xavier nor Freuico shows that anything untoward
happened on the journey out to the 5 ships which started from Lisbon on
April 4, 1593. The fleet carried 6 Jesuit Missionaries.

The 6 ships which left Lisbon on'Apr. 4, 1591, were unfortunate on
the journey home. The Madre de Deos was taken b}^ the English ,* the
<S. Bernardo disappeared ; the Sta. Cruz was burned by her own crew, lest

she should fall into the hands of the English ; only the S, Christovam reach-

ed Portugal. (M. Xavier, op. cit., p. 35.)
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^

ships which left a yeax ago, one was lost though many on board

were saved and arrived with much trouble across the lands of

the Cafres, near the Cape of Good Hope; two arrived at

Mozambique ;
about the two others we do not know whether

they reached.^ This sea is very troublesome and very great.

I say this in order that, if you get no letter, you should not

think I forget you or am dead.

“ I am quite well, thank God, in this Professed House of

Goa; still, I have less quiet here than when I was at Cochin,

for there is more work here ;
not only have I to manage the

bouse, but, as the Father Provincial goes every j^ear to visit

parts of the North, or those of the South, the poor Superior of

tliis house takes his place, and he has double w’ork.

“ But I do not say more about myself, because Father Oil

de la Mata,^ the licarer of this, will give you plenty of news.

Coming from Japan this year, he passed the winter here and
helped us very much witli his sermons. We are quiet here,

though troubled by the disturbances w e hear from those (your)

parts. God grant that tlie Congregation w^hich takes place in

Rome this month may put an end to it all. Be so kind as to

write to me at length about that.

“ 1 have little news to write to you. The news about
Japan 1 leave to Father Gil de la Mata, who will tell wherever
he goes how' the persecution continues, and also the fruit which,

for all that, Our Lord makes in those parts. Father Visitor
*^'

was well received by the Quambaco
;
* he sent him back to the

Viceroy of India with another present in return. He sent it

with this Father, and he [the Father Visitor ?] stopped in China

1 Five ship.*^ left Lisbon (Jii April 7, 1092. On the way back, the
Sto. Alberto was lost at the Cape of (rood Hope ; the Nazareth and the
Ohatjas reached Mozambique. (M. Xavier, op. cit., p. 36.)

“ Franco mentions “ P. .rEgidius Martins, Cast.” us leaving Lisbon
in 1584; also “1*. .^^-Egidius Mata, Castell.” in 1596 as going to the Hast
from Lisbon, and Fr. L. Hesse, S..L, left me a note saying he died at sea
in 1601. ‘dir corresponds to ‘..Egidius.'

Fr. Hesse s date should be 1600 or earlier. We read in Pimenta's
letter of 1-12-1600 (Moguiitiae, 1602, p. 113): “As regards the glorious
doings in Japonia and the kingdom of the Sinae, I leave them to the
ordinary Annual Letters of that Vice-Province, whence Fr. .^]gidius de
la Matta was sent the second time now as Procurator to Home ; but it is
thought that the junk of Nuno do Mendoza, on which he had embarked,
foundered before reaching Macao; not a trace of the shipwreck was left.’’

3 t r. Alex. \ alignani, S.J., who had returned from Europe with
the embassy of ilapanose (Christians. The meeting with Taicozama took
pla^ on March 3, 1591. V alignani presented letters from the Vicerov
D. Duarte de Menezes (d. at doa. May 4, 1588). He left Japan in Felv
niary loJ2. Cf. Cretmeuu-Joly, Hist (Jc la C. de J., II (1851), 399.

Til l

Quambaco {Jap. Kiiainbaku ) :
prime minister, or regent of the

Mikado under the old regime; equivalent to Taicozajna. Cf. Dalgado,
Gloss. Luso-AsicHtco, II. 232.

®
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waiting for the Father Bishop ^ who was going ; for it was
important that he should npt miss meeting him. The Viceroy *

received the Quambaco’s present and sent it to His Majesty,

and he hopes to see and send him another present in return.

God grant that that storm be stilled.

“ Here the things of the Society are doing well. I hear
from the Christianity of the Serra, ^ which they call of St.

Thomas, that the fruit of Ours is much increasing. The
numbers in it and in the Seminary of Vaipicota (about which I

wrote many times to Your Reverence) * are greater than ever.

The Archbishop ® and others are more openly against us and
against the Church, while the people are more than ever in our
favour. Fifty-two are studying in the Seminary : seven or

eight are Priests; others, Jamaxes (Deacons or Subdeacons);
others, small boys ; some learn Surian, ® that is Chaldean

;

others, Latin
;
and all give many proofs of virtue. As I do not

live in those parts, T shall not start writing about particular

things. I refer you to the Annual Letter, which has many good
points, both about the Christianity of St. Thomas [P.206] and
about this one of Goa, where good and stronglj’^ tried conver-
sions took place.

Here in Goa the Father of the Christians (as they call the
Father who takes care of the new converts) is Fr, Francisco
Hernandez, the brother of Fr. Sebastian Hernandez. He is a
very zealous man, and much liked for his sermons and his

manners by the Lord Viceroy, ® with whom, by reason of his

office, he is very frequently brought into contact.

“This last March, Fr. Francisco de Vergara^ in

mediocre health from Malaca to Bazain to help the Rector.

1 Fr. Pedro Martins, S.J,, who came to India in 1585, went to Rome
and was consecrated Bishop of Japan, which he entered only in 1596.

Dom Francisco Mascarenhas, Conde de Villa Dorta, 13th Viceroy,
and 1st Viceroy sent by King Philip; arrived on Sept. 24, 1581, and
governed till November 25, 1584, when he returned to the kingdom. (M.
Xavier, op. cit.) 3 Qf the Malabar mountains.

* While he was at Cochin, wo must presume.
Mar Abraham. 6 Syriac.

7 Xhe Fathers whose names follow must have been Spaniards. Fr.

Francisco Hernandez appears to be tho Missionary sent to Bengal in 1598,
who died in prison at Chittagong on Nov. 14, 1602. Born at Huerta
( ? Avertenais), in the diocese of Toledo, he entered the novitiate at Alcala
on March 20, 15 <0, and left for India in 1574. Cf. Sommervogel, III. 660

;

IX, 325.—There is however a Fr. Francis Fernandez who died in 1600, at
the Bom Jesu, Goa. Cf. Pimenta’s Annual Letter of 1-12-1600 (Mogun-
tiao, 1602, p. 118). Some one (in Europe ?) confused him with the Bengal
Missionary. As this Francis Fernandez was Minister when he died, and
did not die in a native Mission, he cannot be the person referred to by
J. Xavier.

^ Dom Matthias de Albuquerque, 16th Viceroy, who arrived at Goa
on May 16, 1591, governed 6 years. M. Xavier; op. cit., p. 70.

^ Francis de Vergara, not yet a priest, * Boeticus,’ came to India in

1574 {Franco).
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“ Fr, Juan Luis Soriano, ^ a very good religious, but now

old and quite white, is there in a Mission Church (Iglesia de Chri-

siiandad) and garden {Quinta) of the College.

“ From Fr. Antonio de Monserrale ^ and his companion,

Fr. Pedro Paez, ^ we got letters now from July of this year;

they continue in their captivity ^ and have less hope of getting

away
;
but they feel much consoled, and they maintain them-

selves and the captives in piety. In the Annual there is an

extract from one of his letters
:
perhaps it will go with this one

for Your Reverence. They think that the Governor of the

country where they are, on completing his term of office, which

will be soon, will take them to Jerusalem, to present them to

the Holy House
;

for, although Moors, they do so
;
and his wife

is kind to the Fathers. 1 think she is the daughter of Christian

parents.
* About the Mogor ^ I wrote already that the Mission was

destroyed, and how of the Fathers who came back one died this

year, of poison, it is supposed, which was given him in the

Church of the Christianity where he resided.® The other, whose
name is Ghristobal de Vega, of the Province of Castile, is Superior

of the House of Chaul, which is now besieged : for the neigh-

bouring Moorish King, irritated because Ours took much money
from a ship of his, which was stranded near our lands, came to

attack the city, and he will make us throw up the morsel before
he cools down. He made a fortress on a hill near the sea, hop-
ing to block the entrance to the city

;
but he does not stop any.

ship, although he bombards the city with much artillery, and of
very big calibre. God protects us, for he has done us very little

damage until now. But he can do us much harm : a few days
ago, in spite of all his artillery, a ship had gone to the city by
the river

; but, when she got out, she paid double for it
;
they

sank her. May God help us. Good Fr. Vega has much work
(travajo) with those of the city and with the soldier guests

;
® he

does much for them and is very much liked by all : all speak
and write greatly in his praise.

John Louis, a priest, * Cctstellanus,' came to India in 1674
(Franco).

^ A. Monserrate, a priest, ‘ Valent.,’ came to India in 1674
(Franco).

a Pedro Paez, not a priest, ‘ Castellanus,’ came to India in 1688.

m I

prisoners at Sanaa, South Arabia, “ where lived the
lurkish Y^ceroy, an Epirote by birth. The Turks commonly call him
Arnaut, alter the chief town of his country; Ours call it Alesaio.” Of.
A. Monserrate, S.J., Mongol. Legal. Comment., in Mem. Asiat. Soc. Bengal,
111, p. 519.

^ The Mogul Empire.

7 ^ ^ Croc. Aaiat. Soc. Bengal, 1910, p. 627.

1683
V>eg«. Castellanus,” left Lisbon for India in

» Soklados hueepedee: soldiers who had been sent to the defence ofthe town.
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From the Prester ^ we got letters speaking of the extreme
abandonment of those Christians. Of two who were there, the
Superior died ; the one left is nearly seventy-three years old.

The Father Provincial sent to them, four or five years ago, Fr.
Monaerrate and Fr.Paez; they did not reach. He sent them
now two others this year. Would to God that they arrive.

“ Commending myself to Your Reverence’s Holy Sacrifices

^
and prayers.

“ From Goa, the 12th of November, [15] 93.

'‘Your Reverence’s unworthy servant in Christ.

“ Oeronymo Xavier.'*

He *

[P. 207] Journey which he made to the Kingdom
of Caximir^

Four years later,^ Fr. Xavier was already in the Mission of

Mogor, and, following the Court of that Monarch, he had gone
to the city of Caximir,^ whence he wrote to Fr. Ituren the
following first letter :

—

“ I was excused from writing this year
;
for Your Rever-

ence will get this year a letter of your old friend Fr. Pedro
Paez, whom God now brought back to India for glorious

labours, and he is actually studying his theology at Goa. How-
ever, you will find some little time to read this letter of mine,
considering that it comes from a friend, even from your still

older friend.^

“We were at Labor, the Court of King Equebar,® always
enjoying good health. When spring*^ came, the King came to

this Kingdom of Caximir, which he took ten years ago.® He
was obliged to come away, because his houses were burnt on
the Feast of the Resurrection, which was the time when he
makes a solemn feast in honour of the sun, when it reaches the

sign of Aries. They say that the King must have lost in that

fire eight or ten millions of gold, in pieces of gold and silk,

precious stones and very rich pieces which were burnt and
damaged, and it is not known how such a fire originated. All

affirm that it was a chastisement from God.® Not having
houses enough to live in, and owing to the heats of Labor,
which are very great, he decided to come and pass the summer
in this kingdom, this country being very cool. We came with

^ Prester John of Ethiopia. ^ Kashmir.
Later than 1593. ^ Srinagar.

^ Sabiendo ea de amigo y aun de maa antiguo. ^ Akbar.
7 Verano : now * summer ’

; obsolete in the sense of * spring.'
^ Conquest of Kashmir : 1586. Cf. V. A. Smith, Akbar, 1917, p. 457.

® On the fire in the Lahore palace. Cf. V. A. Smith, ibid., p. 457
(Easter Day: 27-3-1597 O.S.), and p. 268.
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him, though he did not oblige us to come, and he was thankful

to us for it.

“ On the way ^ve were in good health. How much trouble

we had in getting through those mountains, which are much
bigger than those of our Pyrenees ! And, when we had passed

one, there was another still worse. For eight or ten* days we
went from mountain to mountain, from snow to snow', and

under great cold, though it was the end of May.
^

‘‘ When wc arrived at the city and settled down, at once

on the third or fourth day both of us,^ of the Company, fell ill

with fever, which lasted us more than two months, and I

thought I should become consumptive. For, after I got cured

and went about and ate well, I suffered continually night and
day from a low fever, which gave me not a little pain and
much anxiet3^; but, as I recovered my strength, it went awa3̂
and now I am already out of convalescence, although I enjoy
the privileges of it. And the country is specially good for

convalescent people : for it is very fresh as to climate, rivers,

fountains, surroundings ^ and fields.

‘‘It is a country which in olden times was provided with
every kind of foodstuffs

; now it is very much uncultivated and
even depopulated, from the time that this King took it and
governs it tluough captains who tyrannize over it, et dum nimis
emungunl, eliciunt sanguinem (and bleed the people by their

extortions). The people are very intelligent; they are Moors
nearly all, and staunch Moors {muy Moros)

;

but, speaking in*

general, they are very poor, and I never saw so much poverty
among any other people. And they say that, before this Kingj
they were all sufficiently provided with food, and so the want of
money existing in this kingdom was not felt, for with very
little they bought what was necessary for their existence.
Now everything is wanting, for there are no cultivators on
account of the violence done them. And, owing to the King’s
coming, [P. 208] they have more than twenty-five thousand
additional moutlis to feed, besides many horses and elephants.
They ate whatever they had stored up

;
and so the poor folks

suffer much and even perish. /
“And, as it is an ill wina that blows nobody good, they

throw their babies {sus crialuras) away in the streets, because
of their poverty. The Christians and we picked up some, and,
though we gave them nurses and milk, they did not profit by
the care taken of tliem, as they were already worn out with
hunger. Even that proved a blessing; for they died after
being baptised and went to heaven per viam sine impedimento

1 Bro. Benedict Goes was with Jerome Xavier, Fr. Manoel Pinheiro
remaining at Lahore. Ori Jahangir’s illness after Xavier’s recovery. C£.
V, A. Smith, %hvi,y p. 269.

2 Salidaa : envirops of a town.
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(by the way without obstacle), and so we considered our

coming a very profitable move, on account of these lucky little

creatures whom suscitauii Dominus de siercore dh puluere vt

collocet ea5 cum Princi'pibus populi sui (the Lord raised from the

dunghill and the dust, that they may sit with the princes of his

people).^

“There is something (though of a different kind) which I

must not omit to say, in order to give Your Reverence’s pupils

something to philosophise about. It is this, that at the extremi-

ty of the kingdom, on the south side, there is on a declivity,

at the foot of certain mountains, a fountain of very good colddrink-

ing-water, but a very rare [fountain] it is : for it is like this.^ It is

like a well, eight or ten palms deep, and as many broad ;
and it

is square, the bottom and sides of it being entirely of big

stones. At the bottom of the well there is another by the side ;

this one must be four palms deep and two palms square (de

audio dos en quadro). From this small well the water begins to

spring and rise, until it reaches the level of the bottom
of the well (for, as I said, that small well is four palms

deeper than it)
;
and, as the water always rises, it covers

the entire bottom of the well, and then water begins to flow

from a hole in the wall of the said well (on the south side),

which is close to the bottom, and from here and from the said

small well water flows so abundantly that it goes rising

and rising until it fills the well to the brim, and then it flows

away through a stone channel, which they have made for it,

to conduct the water to a place where the women bathe, the

men, mostl3^ Gentiles, bathing with much devotion in the well

itself. This rising of the water has its limit : for at a certahi

point—which is not always regular, the flow lasting sometimes

longer, sometimes less long—it stops and begins at once to

decrease and get lower, and to disappear through the same

place whence it came. And when the flow stops and begins to

decrease, many rush in to bathe with much devotion and

fervour. This they do not dare to do when the water rises
;
for

they think that, if anything is thrown into the water at that

time, it stops rising. (But this is a fable : for the contrary was

experienced when we were there.) When the water ebbs, it

vanishes little by little till the whole well is dry and only the

small well, which is deeper, contains water; but that also gets

lower and lower, until it is quite dry too. And after a short

time (al caho de rato) the whole well is as empty and dry as if it

had never had any water ; and after eight or ten hours, or six, it

begins to flow, to rise and to decrease. This happens three

times, between night and day
;
dome days, only twice. This

flowing and ebbing is very slow and gentle, without any

noise.

1 Cp. 1 Kings, II. 8.
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“There is still room for further speculation: for it does
not take place the whole year round, but only during three

months, namely March, April, May, with a difference of a few
days more or less. The rest of the year the well is dry like the
country [around]. The Gentiles relate a thousand fables about
this phenomenon, which they attribute to their false gods.

And near the well the ancients built for it a pagoda, something
like a chapel, of great stones, but it is now falling to ruin. The
Moors say that Avicenna^ cf\me to this kingdom, and that
he used his great knowledge to make this fountain. I saw it, and
I travelled more than fifteen leagues, and as many back, to
see it

“J have nothing furtlicr to say for the moment, except
that I recommend my.self to Your Reverence’s Holy Sacrifices
and prayers.

“From this kingdom and city of Caximir, the first of
September of [15] 97.

“This kingdom is 108 degrees^ from East to West, and
114 from North to South.

“ Your Reverence's unworthy servant in Jesus Christ,

“ Geronymo Xavier''
5l« SH

New information which he gives from the two
Courts of Labor and Agra,

The next year, being at the Court of Labor, he wrote to.
him the following letter :

—

^

“ You must already have my letter and the letter of 3’our
fr. Pedro Paez

; that notwithstanding, I shall write to you this'
one from Labor, as last year I wrote to you from the kingdom
of Caximir. But what shall I do, if it please God that neither
the ships nor the letters arrive ?

“ My Father, we here in these Eastern parts see quam
magnus est Dominus Deus nosier^ (how great is the Lord our
G<^), who OAvns and rules sucli great countries, peopled by such
different peoples and nations. For they come here from the
most Eastern parts, those of Catayo, Tartary and Muscovy, and
they relate various things about their countries. What rejoiced
me greatly was wdiat was told, eight days ago, to the prince, ®

and in our presence, by an honourable old Moor, who had been
thirteen years in Catayo, which is where that famous great wall

2
*-0 identify the place of this strange well.

»t

de Leam a Oeate, y 34. de Norte A

M^ehuf Fmni« HI- 623) speaks of the

iJtkude
*6 degrees of longitude and 21 of

< Cp. 2 Parnl. II. C.

6 The heir-apparent, Punee Salim, later Jahiingir.
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separates China from Tartary. He says that in that kingdom
many are Christians, and that the king who preceded the
present one was a Christian. I postponed asking the particulars

to another day, when I told him to come to that very place for

our sake ;
^ he did not come

;
I am going in search of him to

inform myself at my leisure. What is certain is that there are

many Christians there
; I had heard it before ;

and thej" must
be very rude (agreatissimos)

,

since they are extremely far away,
and at the end of the world, in the most Eastern part of it,

where foreigners cannot penetrate at all, unless they first obtain
permission from the king himself. Surely, if holy obedience were
to send me with this little Persian which I also know, and which
will be useful for the way, I should go quite boldly. But God
knows whom ho reserves for such an undertaking.

‘‘ Here all our work consists in clearing the ground of

brambles and in sowing super petrosa Maurorum, super spinas
Oentilium ^ (on the rocky ground of the Moors, on the thorns
of the Gentiles). All listen very well, and it is wonderful how
patiently they listen to the praises which Mahomet (el maldito

Mahoma) deserves. They fear the King, who shows us favour,

and he too listens many times to our things, and at times he
hears what he does not like and dissembles. As these are

beginnings, we are obliged to have patience ut fruciu7n affer-

amus ® (if we wish to bring forth fruit) ; building [P. 210]
foundations means spending much stone and mortar, and not to

enjoy the fruits of one’s labour
;
but may God help and console

us with certain fruit,

“ I am in good health ; better than in Spain, Portugal and
India, maxime (especially) as regards the stone. Laus Deo.
Vtinam in spiriiu ita sit (Praise to God ! Would that I were the

same as regards piety). But, spiritus est qui viuificat, caro

autem non prodest quidqtiam.^ (It is the spirit that quickeneth

;

the flesh profiteth nothing.) The flesh brings cares and
anxieties

;
and the poor spirit brings patience and sighs.

Adjuua igitur infirmitatem meam,^ verbo et oratione, et vale.

(Help therefore my weakness, by word and prayer, and fare you
well.)

“ Prom Labor, the 2nd of August of [15]98.
“ Tell me what you may know about our country

;
how the

Company is working, etc., and what you know about our
Province, and write by two or three different ways. In every

case, get me and send me an Alcoran in Latin ^ or in the vulgar

tongue, for I cannot get it here except in Arabic, which I do
not understand

;
and over there at Nurcia they must have it.

^ To the Prince's quarters ? ^ Cp. Matth., XIII. 5.

3 John, XV. 16. 4 John, VI. 64. 5 Cp. Mark, IX. 23.

3 The first Jesuit Mission to Akbar's court had the Koran in Latin,

Cf Monserrate, Me7n. Asiat. Soc. Bengal, III. 663.
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Saltern (at any rate), the Lords Inquisitors will have some. 1

recommend the same to Father Benavides ;
do not forget it by

relying each on the other. I wish there came two or three !

“ [Your] unworthy servant in Jesus Christ,

Qeronymo XavierJ^

To the same he wrote again from the Court of Agra another

letter, which was as follows :

—

‘‘Your Reverence’s letter was most pleasing to me, both

because it was worth it, thanks to the many different items of

news M'hich you give me about that Province, and because

it was the only one ; for years now, not one has come from all

the old friends. Neither Benavides, nor Roxas,^ nor Ortegas,

nor the rest, show signs of life. I could understand that the

ocean had run dry, but not their inkstands, when there is

(juestion of writing to this great friend of theirs. God grant they

be alive
;

if they are, I trust that, even if their letters do not
come, they will not fail me with their prayers.

Father mine, T am in good health, and the Lord be
thanked who gives it, although I may say that my constitution

has greatly lost in strength this year, and that it wishes to enjoy
the privileges of old age ;

^ and what is worse is that 1 can
scarcely refuse them, for T find myself very weak, weaker every
day. And, if the country, which is very healthy, did not help me,
1 should be worse.

“ My work consists in going and coming to the King, and in

throwing the hook into the water, hoping the fish will bite,

But, revera, Paler rni (truly, my Father), it is a big thing; the
conversion of souls requires much capital and strength. We
deal with Moors, who agree with us about all that concerns the
nature of God

;
and we come into conflict with them about that

which we cannot prove with reasons, but only with miracles,
which the Lord will work by whom and when it may please Him.
Even so, we do not desist at any time : for when Dominus
virtutum ^ (the Lord of hosts) wishes, everything can be done and
be hoped for.

“ As for the book of the Alcor«an, I should value it much,
although T had it translated here from Arabic into Persian, and
from Persian into Portuguese.^ Your scruple about communicat-
ing such a book to us is amusing, when we here are dealing from
morning to night with these Moors about their things, so much

A Perhaps Jolin de Roxhs, S.J. : b. at Toledo ; entered the Society in
15G0 ; taught, preached, and governed colleges; d. at Madrid on Sept.
29, 1G05, aged 53. Cf. de Backer, VI (Liogo, ISfil), 573.

.Teromo Xavier was born in 1549*.

Ps. XXIII. 10.

* These two translations might be added to J. Xavier’s biblio-
graphy. He was able to supervise the translation from Persian into
Portuguese. • ,
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so that even the bread we eat seems to have been kneaded with
the water of Mahomet’s Alcoran. However, for our greater

satisfaction, I should prefer an old Alcoran, as such a one may
be translated better

;
hence, I do not desist from my request,

etc.

“ Your Reverence asks me for news from this country. It

is very healthy; I have never felt so well elsewhere as here.

There are few fevers (calenturas), few illnesses
; the country is

very fruitful; the tyranny [P. 211] of the Mogores has
ruined it; however, it is well provided with everything. The
King is absolute Lord of all his kingdoms ; and great and small

have only as much land and property as he wishes to give them.
To some he gives very great revenues, e.g, one hundred, two
hundred, five hundred thousand cruzados

; and he gives them
lands to live upon, and to derive the said revenue from. But,
wlien he gets angry, he deprives them of the lands and gives

them to others
;
and so, during the time that some one holds

certain lands, he squeezes out of them whatever he can, and the

poor labourers desert them and run away, which is the reason
why they are poorly peopled. There are other lands which the

King reserves to himself
;
he farms them out to the highest bid-

der, and the lessees, in order to extract from them what they
promised to pay and derive profit, rob the labourers and oppress
them in a hundred ways, until they leave the lands and go
away

;
and so they are less populated than they might be.

“The land is fertile: it yields two or three crops a year :

some parts produce more wheat than others ; but in all they eat

wheaten bread, although the food of the common people is rice

and butter. It seems impossible that there should be so much
butter; but the fact is that no one eats without using butter.

Let Your Reverence imagine a city with five hundred thousand
souls. What a quantity of butter w ould it not consume, if no
one in it did not eat it ? And I say the same about rice.

“ But even the animals are almost as great eaters as the

men. There must be in this city three or four thousand
elephants, the others being in the villages. Every day each one
gets one mano^ or one mano and a half, of rice or other food.

Fancy there must be in this city more than twelve thousand
horses, because nearly all go on horseback. You see what an
amount of food they require, and their food generally consists of

chick-peas (garvan^os). Barlej^ is not used
;
and the country

supplies it all. And so I say that it is very fertile
;
it would be

even more, if those who live on it treated it as proprietary

lords.

“ It has many mines of iron, of copper, and even of silver;

but they are far. Copper mines there. are: for there are some

1 Man (Hind.), niaund.
^
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copper mines near this city,^ where it is said they get thirty or

more pounds of copper out of forty pounds of earth dug up. I

scarcely believed it, however, but those who knew it w’ell

asserted it to me quite seriously. A Castilian miner, who saw

them, alfirmed the same to me, and showed himself greatly

surprised.

“Cotton is the ordinary clothing of the country
;
and a

man dresses very neatly on six or eight ducats, and lives at

very small expense.

“Hence it is that there are very rich men among these

Mooi s and Gentiles
;
they amass great treasures, which at the end,

when they die, go to the King. For a captain to leave behind

a million ducats is very common. There arc captains and lords

who hav(‘ forty, fifty millions
;
but they do not profit by them

dui ing their lifetime, as they hide them
;
still less do they, when

they die*, because the King generally takes them ; and if the
heirs dexdare them sponte (e^f their own accord), they leave them a
large* part, et e.conuerso (and conversely).

“ They lack what is best, the truth. The law, the worship
of God, everything is Mahomet’s; but they keep their law very
litth* in w hat runs counter to their appetites. Wine is forbidden

them, and they drink it to excess
;
and, unless they get drunk, they

fancy they have not drunk. They make wine from jagra^ that
is from the sugar-cane, and from the bark (casca) of a certain tree

;

w itli the same jngra they make vinegar ;
and they make the

wine as strong as they like, fP. 212] strong enough to knock
dow n a bull. They do not much use our grape-wine, because it

is not as strong.
“ Just as landed propert}^ is at the King’s disposal, so are

dignities. To-day one is raised to high honour
;
the next morning

he is throvMi dow n. When anyone commits a fault or an offence
(alguna falta 6 alguna culpa) in the King’s service, the King orders
there and then, in his presence, to give him fifty or one hundred
lashes from a w hip, and every blow that is given is heard from
very far

;
w hen he has been well whipped, he goes home, gets

cured in a hurry, and quickly runs back to his duty as before,
without having lost more than the boy who gets a whipping in
school.

Jf this people w (*re Christian, \vhat a blessing it would be

!

What to do, my Father ? What means will you give me to
convert them ? They listen to us : non credunt auditui nostro *

(they do not believe our hearing). The King loves us much ;
he

honours us
; but he does not do what we want, which is his

conversion.
“ Lest Your Reverence should say that I do nothing for you,

1 Tienc muchas minaa de hierro, y cobre, y aun de plata, maa eatan
lexos ‘ las de cobre si : que cerca de eata Ciudad eatdn vnas de cobre.

- Cp. John, XII. MS.
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I send you a copy of the points which I wrote for the Annual
[Letter] from India. It is in Portuguese, that being our language
here ;

and I want that other friends here see it first : for Father
Francisco de Vergara, an old friend, must get it read and must
show it to many in the city of Bazain,^ where we have a College,

of which he is Rector, although they say he is very old. Vale

igitur (farewell, therefore). I make one condition : that is, that

you will send it to our College of Alcala, that they may read it

and commend to God this their brother, that they may sec for

what countries they are being educated, and may amass a large

store of letters and piety, so that the Lord Jesus may be glorified

through them ubique (everywhere). Amen.
“Commending myself earnestly to the Holy Sacrifices of

them all and of Your Reverence.’’
“ From this city and Court of Agra, the 14th of September

of [1]609.
“ Geronymo Xavier''

^

§ 4. Reasons for his going to Chaul and interesting

geographical details.

While at Chaul, during the last years of his life, he told

him the reason of his coming there, and other details, to the

following effect :

—

“ I received Your Reverence’s letter of the 27th of Feb-
ruary of this year on the 27th of November of the same,** and
the many bits of good news you give me in it afforded me much
consolation. I do not know how my letters did not reach you

;

for 1 write to you every year, though it costs me trouble, as I

have no one to help me in these lands of the Mogol to make
copies (a escribir vias), and I have not the strength I had former-

ly ; but my love draws strength out of my weakness
;
and so I

cannot help being pained that those letters which cost me so

much trouble did not reach you.
“ Two years ago, the Portuguese took a ship from a captain

of the Mogol King which was coming from Meca, and he
resented it so much, at the instigation of the said captain, that

he showed himself very angry with them. And to force them
to give him some satisfaction about the ship, he had us deprived

of the churches of Labor and Agra ;
and he sent me into exile as

it were, telling us to go and complain to the Viceroy of what
he was doing against us. And he took from us the alms which

1 We saw above (p. ]13, n. 9) that he was at Bassein in 1593.

2 To Fr. Thomas de Ituren.
3 Four ships left Lisbon on April 5, 1615 ; one reached Goa on Sept.

21, 1615; another on Oct. 7 ; another on Nov. 11.
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he used to give for our upkeep. His sending me here was only
a trick to make me arrange with the Viceroy about peace, and
to conceal the fact that he was asking for it. That is how
[P. 213] I was dismissed by him.

“When I arrived at the port of Zurrate,^ the war had
already begun, and, as the Mogol did not get the better of it

(he got some hard knocks, rather), they took me prisoner with
another Father. But, when they heard that the Viceroy was
himself coming to attack them and the English, who lay at
anchor in the port of Zurrate, they sent me to discuss with him
ea quae pads sunt - (the conditions of peace). And it pleased
oui- Lord that peace, honourable to the Portuguese, should be
concluded, and, though tlie King would not at first ratify what
had been ai ranged by his captain, but asked for new conditions
which the Portuguese would not agree to, he finally yielded to
what had been agi*eed upon and the terms are now being
fulfilled.

®

‘Now that the Superiors have me here, they do not let
me go back to them. And to be surer of me, they fettered me
with the College of S. Paolo the rectorship of which is vacant,
as the former Rector comes as Provincial. And I am now on
m3'^ way thither, although I should require rather being for a
good time in the ^lovitiate, having been twenty years among
Moors. God knows what will happen. The work of substitute
is at present carried on by Fr, Francisco Vergara

y

whom Your
Reverence mu.st know, who is as old as myself.

Your Reverence asks me to write to you quite an amount
of things, just as if I were a young man with nothing to do and
enjoyinjg a holiday. But you cannot expect so much writing
from an old man, with little health and plenty of work, who is
about to travel, and who must have written already a quire of
paper in letters and copies (vias). However, I take Your
Reverence .s letter with me to answer the points in it, according
as I may find some leisure, although I think I shall not find as
much as I desired.

The Don Miguel of whom Your Reverence speaks is the
one who apostatised from Religion and the Faith,^ May God
have mercy on him !

Tkore is actually a great persecution in Japan: but
revera (indeed) that was missing, so that the genuineness of the

1 Surat. 2 Luke, XIV. 32. 3 Qoa.

eldest
Xavier had a nephew, Don Miguel, the son of hiseldest bio her D. Leon de Ezpelcta. In a letter to this brother (Goa,

Oof S J ^ "ews of (Cf. J. M.

Toulouse, 1894, p. 46.3!^^*Fr
^
JeromT^wrotf^

pays, sa famtlle, sa me,

« AaR\ 1
»^firoine wrote to him from Agra, Aug. 14,

Don Miffuel^ Fr Tbnm^^
reason for thinking there is question of this
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Christianity of that nation may be seen. Your Reverence will

see it.

Last year, the English came in four ships
;
the Portuguese

could not expel them from here ; they got away safely, although
in flight ;

at the Court of the King ^ they left their Ambassador,
who is much favoured by him.

“The Kings whom I have known are the actual one and
his father : he^ died neither as a Moor nor as a Christian, but
in the Gentile sect which he had embraced. The nephews of

the present one apostatised at the order of their uncle, who
was irritated at the capture of the said ship.

“ As for the books which Your Reverence says you sent, I

thank you very much for your trouble : but I did not ask you
the Alcoran in Arabic, since we have no end of them here

;
I

had it translated from Arabic into Persian, and from Persian

into Portuguese.
“ I shall manage to send to Your Reverence from Goa the

information which you ask me about the lands of Prester

.John : for I cannot do it from here. And if (what is more
likely) I should not send it from Goa this year, but am alive

next year, 1 shall send it to Your Reverence Deo volente.

“ The winter at Goa is in the middle of June, in July and
August. Also in the lands of the Mogor, at Lahore, Agra, etc.

;

but not much. In December and January the cold is very great

(ay muy honos frios), but there is no winter-season as in Spain.
“ The cities are generally built of mud, and they have not

very good streets. The greater number of the houses are covered
with leaves or straw. At Labor there are good orchards, but

few Europe fruits: these come, however, in great quantities

from Persia. They have good houses, and in Cambaya,
Ahmadabad, they are covered much better and whitewashed
with lime ; the streets are well aligned

;
this is generally the

case in the kingdom of [P. 214] Guzarate. But, from the time
that they fell into the power of the King of Mogol, they
have been deteriorating much, just as the lands are much
spoiled which at an earlier period were taken by the Mogores

;

for they destroy everything with their oppressions. Bengala is

a very large kingdom, which belongs to this King Jahanguir.

It is peaceful and very rich,

“ The dress of these people consists of white cotton cloth.

The rich dress richly on their feasts; they wear brocade, etc.

All eat on the ground, and they eat well ; their food consists of

goat and rice. The rich eat sheep of five cuarios *
;
cows are

not killed, the King having forbidden it for the sake of the

Gentiles. And these get him to forbid every kind of flesh

-

meat and fish at a certain time of the year
;
the Moors eat it all

1 Sir Thomas Roe. 2 Akbar.
^ A copper coin worth 5 maravedis.
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the same on the sly ;
but it is nullo modo (not at all) sold in the

market at that time. The King celebrates a great feast on the

rum ^ day ;
that is, the first or new day, which is the 21st

of March, when they begin tlieir year : it lasts forty days and all

that time no flesh-meat nor fish is killed (se mata). And„ as this

time generally coincides with the end of our Lent, we are made
to abstain from flesh-meat and fish many days after our Lent.

The whole year round it is forbidden under heavy penalties to

slaughter meat (malar came) on Sundays and Thursdays.

Enough, my pen, enough ! See how much you have to

write, and there is little time, etc.

As regards what you say of Labor, I answer that the

maps make a mistake about its position. It is in 32 degrees of

latitude and 108 of longitude.^ Agra is in 26 and a half of

latitude and 114 of longitude.'* I do not know whether I shall

be able to copy a paper with the longitude and latitude of the

cities of these parts. ^ If 1 can, it will be sent with this letter;

otherwise, patience. Interim, (meanwhile), take these latitudes

which I send you, Jind which are more than what I thought 1

would write. Tlioy go by one via^ in the first via (en la

primera).

''The deaths of Fathers Ordonez, Ortega, and others of our
time, 1 felt ut homo (as man): they rejoiced me ut fratrem (as

their brothei ), and that of i’r. Rubio ® (y la de el P, Rubio),

about whom a Father Rector of the College of Manila, who
came to Goa this year, said that they are now reading at Alcala*

the course which he composed
;
gratulor illi et nostrae Provinciae,

si ita est (I congratulate him and our Province, if that is so^.

Write to me about these things : who wrote, who printed, and
what ? Indeed, I am consoled to see the many new authors
whom I find and see all along, and I am told that I shall find

many at Goa. Laudetur Dominus (the Lord be praised).
“ Commending myself to Your Reverence’s Holy Sacrifices

and prayers.

From Chaul, the 4th of December, [1615]

Gcronymo Xay)ier""

»

1 Read : nauroz.
2 with Monsorrate (Me/re. Asiat. Soc. Bengal, III. 638), 113° 69'

Long. E., 31 39' Lat, N., and the Imperial Gazetteer of India ; 74° 20' E.,
31

' 35 N.
3 with Monserrate, {ibid., 537): 117° Long. E., 27° 19' Lat. N.,

and the Imperial Gazetteer oj India

:

78 ’ 3' E., 27° 10' N.
that Fr. Jerome Xavier had no copy of Monserrate’s

MS. Mongolicae Legal. Commentariua.

1

Rubius or Ruvio, S.J., a Spaniard; b. 1548; entered at
Alcala, aged 21 years ; taught philosophy and 11 years theology at Mexico

;

26 years in Mexico, returned to Spain, and died at Alcala on March
8, 1616. Cf. de Backer.
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§ 0 . He returns to Goa and passes to a better life, being Archbishop
Elect of Angamale.

The last letter which this apostolic man wrote to Fr, Thomas
de liuren, was from Goa, a few months before his death. He
says :

—

'' I shall be short in this letter, as 1 have no time to write

at length, and as I had no letter from Your Reverence to which
to reply : for of all the ships which left Portugal, the first fought
against four English ships and was so damaged that her own
Captain, who got ashore with all the people on board, set fire to

her, lest she might prove of use to the enemies : the second
arrived, but without letters or Fathers, as these came on board
the third, of which we have no news.^ [ P. 215 ] Blessed be
God in everything

!

“ Thanks to God, I am in middling health and still in charge
of this College, although it requires more strength than I have.

“The Mogol King ordered to reopen the Churches and he
acts with the Fathers as before. Three days ago, I received a
letter from a great captain of his, in which he asks me in the
King’s name to return thither, etc. 1 think the Fathers will not
give me leave for that, because they fear I have not the health

and strength required for the labours of that country
;
and yet,

now that I am at death’s door, it mattered much for me to be
in Moorish countrj^

;
perhaps, the happy lot of being killed by

them might await me
;
at any rate, it would be no small advan-

tage to me to die trying to undeceive them from their false law
and way. My Father, the King in the meantime kept oui*

Churches closed up with stone and mortar
;
but he ordered finally

to open them, and it was done to our great honour and consola-

tion, and he now treats the Fathers as heretofore. Herewith T

send you a letter from the Fathers who remained there, which
has reached me.

“ My health is middling ;
and, although not sufficient for the

post of Superior, it would be enough for a subject’s ; and medi-

cines were no longer of any use to me when I got old. What I

wished most was that they should give me time ut attenderem

mihi ipsi (to attend to myself) in some place of retirement.

However, in the work they give me I feel consoled with the

hope that, through the prayers and merits of these my brethren,

whom He entrusted to me, Jesus Christ our Lord will take pity

on me. May His grace lighten the burden.
“ Fr. Francisco de Vergara, who ceased being Rector of

1 A reference to three ships which left Lisbon on March 25, 1616 ?

The S. Julian was attacked by 4 English ships ; the second arrived , the

third reached on Oct. 21, 1616. (Manoel Xavier, SiJ., op, cit., p. 47.)

M. Xavier’s information clashes with J. Xavier’s statement, unless the

second ship, the date of whose arrival is not given by M. Xavier, reached

after January 5, 1617.
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this College, is now taking rest in the Novitiate, without office

of any sort : he devotes himself to the concerns of his soul and has

no obligatory work to distract him ;
he was granted this grace as

a great favour, and may the Lord fill him with it, as He does.

‘‘ Of the others known to Your Reverence, none ,is now
alive in this Province, since Fr, Francisco Hernandez died in a

Mission,^ and Fr. Francisco Nunez died in the City of Santo

Thorne.^
“From Fr, Francisco Calderon I received a letter this year,

which came to mv from Manila, whither he was banished from

Japan with many other Fathers in the great persecution which

was raised there against the Christians : in it some were martyred,

and many were severely tortured, who showed great courage

under it.^ We do not know in what condition things now are.

But what is sure is that that Chiistianity has always great need of

being much commended to the Loid and of being much favoured

by His Divine Majesty.
“ The Christianity of Cliina gets on very well. May God

|)rosper it.

And may He keep Your Reverence and hear the prayers

which you make to Him for me, and those which this sinner

makes for Your Reverence, to whose Holy Sacrifices and prayers

I gr'eatly commend myself.

“ b"rom Goa, the 5th of Januajy of [ 1 J 617.

Geronymo Xavier,

“ 1 should much like to hear about the state of your (es^a)

Province and of our College? of Alcala, concerning [its progress^]

in letters and piety, and about the material side, etc. Omnes
notoH meos meo nomine salula (Salute in ray name all my acquain-
lances).”

^ ^ ^

These arc the letters of this indefatigable Missionary, the
originals of which have been preserved. The same year

[ 1 ] 617 he went to Heaven to receive the reward of everlasting
bliss. His death took place in the said city of Goa, on the 17th
of June,^ the time when, the fame of Ids great labours and

1 Apparently, Bengal Cp. p. 113, n. 7.

- Not mentioned by Fr. L. Bessc, S.J., in his App. ad catal. Miss.
Maditrensis pro anno 1914, where we have a list of Jesuits at S. Thoni6
and Negapatnm. Only one “ P. Franciscus Nunes,” a Portuguese, came
to India in IGl I {Franco).

3 “After the death of Hideyoshi in 1598 peace reigiied for fifteen
years. ... In 1609 and 1613 Dutch and English Protestants arrived who
were jealous of the Spanish and Portuguese Catholics. In 1613 persecu-
tion recommenced In the following year.... it was decreed that
Catholicism be abolished, and this edict was renewed by Hidetada in
1616 The result was horrible.” F. Llgneul in Cath. Encyd,, New
York, VITI. 307.

* J. .M. Cros, S.J., St.
^
Francois de Xavier,. ... son pays, aa fankille.
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sufferings for the Christian Religion having reached Europe, he

had, at the request of King Don Philip III, been elected

[
P. 216] Archbishop of Angamale, after the death of Father

Doctor Francisco Roz.^ But, although he was considered,

owing to his great prudence, virtue, and worth, as very deserving

of that mitre, for the good of numberless souls, the Lord was
satisfied with the many whom he had won for him in the Mogor,
and he desired to reward his heroic toil with a heavenly, not an
earthly, dignity.

This servant of God wrote in the Persian tongue and
against the Sects of the Infidels, chiefly the Mahometan, a
book on the mysteries of the Christian faith, entitled Fountain of

Life.

A Compendium or Summary of the same work.

A tome about the Life, Miracles and Doctrine of our Saviour
Jesus Christ. ‘‘ This book, says the Licentiate Don Antonio de
Leon in his Bibliotheca Oriental, he presented to the Great
Mogor, who entitled it Mirror of Purity, and sent a copy to the
King of Persia, whose satraps wrote another against it, throwing
out some doubts which they desired to be answered. Accord-
ingly, the Discalced Carmelite Fathers brought it to Rome (in

the year 1629) and presented it to the Congregation de Pro-
paganda Fide, where the matter is being considered. Thus far

this author.

Fr. Geronymo Xavier wrote also in the same Persian
tongue the lives of the Apostles \ the histories and achieve-

ments of the Holy Martyrs
;
a Directory of Kings, for the good

government of the kingdom ; different letters in Latin, from India
and the Mogor. ^

A heretic ^ translated into Latin the History of Christ and
the History of St. Peter, but he misunderstood the Persian text
in some places and so translated it badly

;
and he added besides

some notes which are clearly heretical and deserve to be burnt.

See on this point the Bibliotheca of Fr. Philip Alegambe, and
read in detail the achievements of this famous man in the many

sa vie, Toulouse, 1894, p. 467, gives June 7, 1617, for the date of his
death ; Sommervogel has June 17, 1617 ; Fr. F. de Souza, S.J., who
wrote at Goa, has June 26, 1617 (Or, Conq., Lisbon, 1710, 11. Conq. 1,

D, II., Nos. 48-49, pp. 153-155). Fr. J. Xavier died burnt and asphyxiated
in a fire at the new College of St. Paul or of St. Roch. Other fires

occurred at that College on Jan. 1, 1691 ; in Dec. 1663 ; on Jan. 6, 1675;
and in 1698, the year when Fr. de Souza wrote.

1 Bishop Francis Roz died only on Febr. 18, 1624, at Parur, where a
Malayalam inscription still records the date of his death. Cf. Paulinus
a S. Barth., India Or. Christ,, Romae, 1794, p. 64, who copied the date
at Parur on Sept. 10, 1785. Jerome Xavier had been appointed his

coadjutor.
- Our bibliographical repertories are still very unsatisfactory as

regards J. Xavier's Persian works.
3 Louis de Dieu.
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authors who have written his life, especially in the 4th tome of

our Varones Illustres, published by the (Venerable) Fr. John
Eusebius.^

1 Nieremberg.—Being away from libraries when I compiented bn
these extracts, I had to leave many things without suflicieiit comment

:

e,g., the names of several of Fr. J. Xavier’s friends in Europe.



Article No. 10 .

Some Letters of Fr. Jerome Xavier, S.J., to his Family

( 1593—1612).

Compiled by the Rev. H. Hosten, S.J.

The '•' magnificent lord Miguel de Xavier, lord of Xavier
and Azpilcueta,’* had for son ‘‘ an admirable imitator of the
zeal of Francis Xavier in the Indies, Geronymo de Ezpeleta,
who will never sign otherwise than Geronymo Xavier^ happier
and prouder to connect himself with Anna dw Jassu and her
brother than with all the noble lineage of the Ezpeleta.” ^

The following pages are taken from P. Jos,-Marie Cros,

S.J., Saint Francois de Xavier, Son pays, sa famille,

sa vie. Toulouse, A. Loubens, 1894, pp, id 1-167.

[P. 461
1

“ On January 1, 1621, Father Ximenez de Occo
wrote :

—

^

‘The holy Fr. Geronymo Xavier, whose true name is

don Geronymo de Ezpeleta, adopted the name of Xavier
out of devotion for his holy uncle. He was born in 1549,
in the house of his family, at Veyre, at a league from the
town of Olite. The Ezpeletfa are of very noble lineage, both
in Navarre and in France. 1 have visited the castle of Veyre
and have slept in Fr. Geronymo’s room.

‘ The eldest brother of Geronymo, don Leon de Ezpeleta,
had another brother, with whom I was intimate in my child-

hood, namely, don Bernardo de Ezpeleta, prior of the Knights
of Malta, in the kingdom of Navarre, and for a long time
general of the galleys of Malta. He was a man of great

intellectual range, of singular wisdom and prudence, and who
practised the virtues after the manner of the Saints. All the
Knights of the Order said of him : He was a real Saint,

and had he lived, we should have had him for Grand Master.

[P. 462] ‘ Geronymo entered the company at Alcala, on
the 9th of May, 1568, and from there left for the Indies.

He was superior at Goa, and remained long with the Emperor
of the Mogols. The members of his family say :

“ The letters

which Fr. Geronymo wrote to us would prove, not only his

sanctity, but his prophetic spirit.” He wrote to me from
Agra, the Court of the Great Mogol, on the 20th of October,
1609: “I am old already; I am sixty years old, and am yet

^ Cf. P.-L. Jos.-Marie Cros, S.J., Saint Frangois de Xavier, Sa vie
•et sea lettres, Paris, Retaux, 1900, Vol. I, p. 134.

2 Domestic archives.
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weaker than .such an age would allow to suppose; I need

therefore the prayers of all, and I expect, in particular, those of

Y[our] ll[everence], since kinship of blood and spirit give

me a double right to them. 1 recommend myself much
also to the novice Bernard.”

‘This novice, of whom Fr. Geronymo speaks, was his

grand-nephew, son of the Ezpelctas established at Olite. When
j went to Navarie, for the feasts of Fr. Xavier’s beatification,^

I saw at Olite a saintly widow, aged eighty years or more,

the novice’s grandmother. There is still at Olite dona Isabel

de Ezpcleta, Bernard’s sisttu*, and niece of Fr. Geronymo,

a lady much respected and of the first of the town.’

“ At another place in his notes, Fr. de Occo says :— .

‘ I received a letter from the saintly Fr. Geronymo Xavier,

my unch? {ini Ho), mother’s cousin (primo). By the divine

mercy, a sister of our glorious Father Saint Francis Xavier

was rny mother’s great-grandmother.’

“There is qu(‘stion here evidently of Ana de Jassu. Juan
Ximenez de Occo’s mother was an Ezpeleta, and Fr. Geronymo
was Fr. de Oceo’s uncle n la mode de Bretagne,

“ Fr. de Occo spoke of letters by Fr. Geronymo to his

family. H(M*e are some extracts :
^

“ 1593.—To his brother, don Leon de Ezpeleta, lord of

Veyre, grandson of Ana de Jassu.

‘Sehor and brother of my .soul,—Since my last letter,

I no longer fancy Your Merced otherwise than old, broken down,
suffering

;
the love I have for you and owe you obliges me

all the more [P. 463] strictly to remind you that you must
take care of putting order in your soul, and of keeping it in

good condition, under the very penetrating and very pure
eyes of our just judge.

‘ Do not fail, Seuor mio, to make a good confession every
month

;
while in good health, make your will, as you like

;

leave no embarrassments to your successors
;
what they would

have to settle with the vezinos (neighbours), it is better that
you settle youiself

;
especially, leave no debts ;

leave nothing
undone to pay them, while you are alive

;
who does otherwise

places his soul in great danger of damnation after death
;
no alms

or prayers, you know it well, can preserve from hell those
who, having been able to pay their debts, have not done it.

Consider also that to several, at the hour of the final account,
it will be of no avail to say that they could not pay. Regulate
your affairs so well from now that the Father of the poor,
judge of us all, may see that you did everything possible
to pay. I insist on this point, knowing that God, at the

1 St. Francis Xavier was beatified iu* 1610. -H. H,
2 Archives of the Marquis del Amparo. Cf. on them op. cit„ Vol. I,
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hour of his accounts, is more rigorous in this respect than
we think, and I hold for certain that many of those who
are praised on earth for their alms and legacies are in hell,

because, while able, they neglected to pay their debts.
‘ To don Miguel, my nephew, say, I pray, that he treats me

very ill, by not letting me know what becomes of him
;

it is

time, it seems to me, to establish him (de lui dormer etat).

I recommend strongly his young sisters to him ; let him know
that his father. Your Merced, being our brother, took for

us a father’s place, for which we shall be thankful to him
as long as we live. Mi 8enora dona Maria (dc Atondo),
as you assure me, considers me still as her son, as wlien I

was at Veyrt', and I, I take great care to recommend her to

Our Lord with all her sons.

• Give news from me, I beg of you, to all oui* Senores

parientes of Fampeluna and to Sefior the Viscount de Zolina
;

tt*ll him to be greatly mindful that he belongs to the trunk, to

the holy stem of Fr. Master Francis.

‘To the Senora widow de Tafalla, our aunt (Lucia de
Aguirre, widow of Capitan Juan de Azpilcueta) and to her

son don Francisco, say the same. Speak to me at length about
all. May Otir Lord J(‘sus keep Your Merced in His holy hand ;

hoNN’ever great a sinner that 1 am, 1 beseech him to do so and
I shall not cease asking it of Him.

[P. 464] ‘ Recommend me much to the souvenir of all our

vezinos of our lugar of Veyre
;
tell them that I take care to recom-

mend them all to Our Lord
;

1 do not designate any of them by
name, because I love them all specially and commend them all to

God. Be careful to remain on peaceful terms with them, even

should it be at your own expense, and, by example as in word,

tc'ach your sons, don Miguel in particular, to do the same.
‘ May Our Lord keep Yowv Merced and all your house.
‘ From Goa, the day of San Milian,^ our Patron, to whom

I remain ahvays devout, having received in his church the grace

of benng a Christian.*
“ 1594, 18th October from Goa .—Al Sefior Don

Bernardo de Ezpeletd Commendador de Malta, e mi Sefior y
hermano en Christo. {De la India Oriental, i® via.)^

‘I. H. S.

—

Senhor,—El amor y gracia de Sehor
sea con V.M.—Amen.^

‘I had decided to write to you at great length, but a

^ St. Emilian (Millan), a Spanish monk ; alive in A.D. .554 ; famous in

old Castile, where several towns and parish-churches bear his name.
His feast falls on Nov. 12.

—

H. H.
2 Sic in Cros ; and 28th Oct. , at the end.
To the Senor , Commander of Malta, and my Sefior and

brother in Christ. (From East India, Ist copy.)
^ “ The love and grace of Jesus Christ Our Lord be with Your

Merced. Amen.”
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reason which I shall tell you prevents me and obliges me to write

in haste. I have had no letter from you this year, and believe

me, a letter less from you is a privation which I feel. The
letters must have perisli€‘d in these shipwrecks so numerous.
(Follow details on the work of the Missionaries, the ex'ploits of the

Viceroy and the Portuguese in their wars against the Muham-
med/ans, etc.)^

‘ For two years I was in charge of this house of Goa ; now
it pleases Cod Our Lord to send me to the lands of the Mogol

;

the king himself, called Equebar, has requested the Viceroy and
the Bishop to send him some Fathers. He is a very powerful
king

;
four hundred leagues separate us from his Court, and the

four hundred leagues are across his dominions. Would to God
that I have the happiness of announcing His Holy Law as
becomes. The chief of the Court and of the country are
Moors. If I am of little use to them, my sins will be the
cause of it; as for me, 1 shall consider blessed fruit of my
labours to suffer and die for the most holy name of Jesus
Christ. I go, and I offer myself for it, with great consolation of
my soul

;
never, in the Indies, have I felt so happy, so full of

courage and confidence, as at this hour, when God applies me
to a work which will have to cost me so much, and the more
the better.

[
P. 465

1
‘Senor and my brother, the present will be, I

believe, the last one that I shall write to you. Hasten, Senor, to
save yourself, that we may meet in the kingdom of heaven, there
to enjoy our God eternally With His grace I shall do the same

;

help me with your prayers as it is my duty to help you. Should
you write to me, your letters will be sent to me where I am,
as long as they can find me there alive. Consider, Senor, that
in the religion in wdiich you have entered, the facilities of
salvation are not wanting; keep in it your first fervour. If
there are near you Fathers of the Company of Jesus, profit by
it. What I recommend to you is the frequentation of the
sacraments, prayer, and holy readings.

‘ I do not think I can write to our brother
;
give them

news about me. There now, I am saying good-bye to them
all

; but I shall not cease for that to recommend them always
to our Creator. You know, you, wdiat obligations we have to-
wards them

; neither you nor I should be where we are, had the
Senor don Leon not surrounded us, as he did, with a father’s
care, love, and providence

;
yes, indeed, he showed himself to

us a father more than [P. 4661 a brother. May it please the very
sweet Jesus to reunite ns all there in His holy kingdom. Amen,
amen. ® ’

‘ From Goa, the 28th of October,2 I594.

1 Passages omitted by Fr. Cros.
2 Sic in Cros; and 18th Oct., above.
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‘ Your Merced's unworthy servant and brother in Jesus

Christ.—Jeronymo XAVIER.^
1602, 14th August, from Agra.—To his nephew, Don

Miguel de Ezpeleta. (D. Leon had died on the 24th of June,

1596.)
“ After long details on those countries, on the work of the

Jesuits in Ceylon, etc., Fr. Geronymo adds :

—

‘ There, our Fathers have already many Christians ; but

not as many as in the kingdoms of Japan, whence recent

letters have reached me. They tell me that, last year, more
than sixty thousand became Christians. One counts there

already more than three hundred thousand faithful, brought

into the Church during the fifty years that have elapsed from

the time that our blessed uncle, Fr. Master Francis Xavier,

arrived in that country with his companions, to begin there

the work of conversion ;
such is already the fruit of his great

labours.’
“ 1612, 15th October, from Goa.—To Fr. Juan Ximenez

de Occo :

—

‘ IHS. Pax Ghristi.—Let the form of this note not astonish

too much Your Reverence ; I have not even been able, this

year, to write to you in any way. Serious maladies, added

to old age, have more than once persuaded me that I was

going to say farewell to this world
;

I feel better now, thanks

to God, but, as I have just finished writing letters for Rome
and elsewhere, I am so prostrated that I have difficulty (you

may believe me) to write these few words. I congratulate you
on your promotion to the priesthood, because you will use this

gift (I trust), as the Company wants, and I congratulate

myself too, since I shall have a share in a good part of your

holy sacrifices, and I need it so much, at the age and in the

condition where I am. Forgive me ;
I can no more. I recom-

mend myself much to your prayers and holy Sacrifices.

—

Jeronymo XAVIER.’
[P. 467] “ Fr. Geronymo died in the odour of sanctity, at

Goa, on the 7th of June, 1617.* To him, as to Francis, high

employments were proposed in Europe ;
the King of Spain

nominated him to an archbishopric.^ God gave him the grace

which he coveted, to die a simple missionary.

“ Fr. Geronymo did not forget, in the Indies, the son of

1 “ Bernard united himself, as much as he could, to the Society of

Jesus ; he solicited and obtained (27th August, 1614) letters of application

to the spiritual family of St. Francis Xavier.”

[The last page of the original of this letter, an autograph, is repro-

duced in facsimile at p. 465.]

2 See the date, 26th June, 1617, in our last paragraph.—-ff. H.

2 As coadjutor to Archbishop Francis Roz of Angamale-Cranganore.

—H. H.
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cayitan Juan, Francis Xavier’s more beloved brother
;

he

wished that he and his mother, Lucia de Aguerre, should not

lose sight of the examples of the Saint, with whom a bond of

such close kinship united him. Lucia and her son remained,

they too, worthy of the honour God had bestowed on them .

.

Father Jerorne XavieFs death .

—

Father Jerome Xavier died a tragic death at Goa. He
was the victim of one of the many fires which broke out in the

Casas do Rosario, which were in turn a dwelling for seculars

(till 1578), a convalescent home for Religious (1580), a Professed

House (1585), a Novitiate and a College, the New College of

St. Paul or of St. Roch. ‘‘The first fire carried away, the
Church of the Novitiate on the first of January of the year
fifteen hundred and ninety one

|
Jan. 1, 1591]. In the year

1617, on the twenty-sixth of June, died Father Jeronymo
Xavier, a Navarrese, the Rector of the new College, burnt
and suffocated with the smoke of the fire which caught hold
of his bed.” ’

St. Joseph's College, Darjeeling.

August f), 1926.

1 Cf. Francisco do Sousa, S.J., Oriente Oonquistado, Lisbon, 1710,
Vol. 11., Conq. 1, D. 11, ^^os. 48, 49, pp. 158-156.—The other fires were of
Dec. 1668, Jan. 6, 1675, and of 1698, the year when Fr. de Sousa was
writing.



Article No. 11.

Some Notes on Bro. Bento de Goes, S.J.

{lo83—d. 1607.)

By the Rev. H. Hosten, S.J.

Father Nicholas Trigault wrote on Bro. Bento de Goes {24th

Dec., 1607) :

—

fP. 226] I have said enough about the Christians [of Goa].

Let us say something now of the Missions of this Provim^e
[of Goa], and let us begin with that of the kingdom of Mogor
or of Achebar (for it is the same) and the greatest of all the
Mahometan [kingdoms] There are in it four of our Fathers,

very distinguished men. The Superior of the Mission is Father
‘ Hierosme * Xavier, a personage very worthy of the name and
kingship of so great an Apostle. The fruit they reap in those

places is very small, which is nothing new among Mahometans.
However, it is no small thing to have churches in the midst of

the chief and sworn enemies of Christianity, for they have two
of them in the two chief towns and usual residences of the
King of Agra and Ijahot [= Lahore], and to practise under their

beard the functions and ministrations of the Catholic religion.

And the king is very humane and kind towards them. Not
long ago, the old king died

;
his son, who succeeded him,

showed himself in the beginning very friendly to Mahometans
and hostile to the Christians

;
but, it was seen afterwards that

what he did was only to establish himself more securely.

His soni having rebelled against him, he [the king] took him
[P. 226] alive, and keeps him now shut up in a narrow prison.

Now, before 1 finish with the affairs of the Mogor to pass on to

those of Ethiopia (Ethiopia), let us speak of one of our brothers,

called ‘ Benoist Gaez ’ [Benedict Goes], who was sent very far

into the interior of the terra firma of that great country. Our
Fathers, who are at the king's court, had often heard from the

merchants that, far from there towards the north, there were
Christians in a certain kingdom, w^hich they called of Catay.
It is not known whether this kingdom is in Tartary or in China.
In fact [ ? 5. P. de vMie\ Father ‘ Matthew Ricci ’ writes to

us from China that he has heard something similar about certain

Christians who are to the north. Now, quite seven years

ago, one of our Coadjutor Brothers, who is not at all versed in

belles-lettres^ a man of great prudence and virtue, ^ and speaking

1 Un de nos Jreres coadjuieurs verse auciinement es bonnes lettres, de
grande prudence. .

.
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extremely well the Persian tongue, which is used in those

countries, was sent to discover what might be the truth of it.

Our Fathers who are in the Mogor receive rather often news

from him. The last received, the latest in date, contains in

substance this, that he was still a distance of fifty-two good

days from Catay, and that he was starting on the first day
[occasion ?] to go there in the company of some merchants, whom
they call Castillas ^ in those countries, and who are allowed to

enter it at a certain season of the year and up to a certain

number, seventy- two,^ 1 believe; that there are still, on so long

a Journey, an infinity of dangers, always going through the lands

of the Mahometans. To pass more easily, he says he is a

Christian of Armenia ; and [P. 227 J
for the pui-pose he has

changed his name. He says he has reliable information that in

that great Empire of Catay there are gi*eat vestiges of Chris-

tianity
;
for they have mitred Bishops, confer baptism, keep

Lent, and the priests observe celibacy, and other such proofs of

our Christianity. He learned all these things from a physician,

who was a captive in the hands of the Turks, and said that

he would write to us soon more certain and reliable news about
it. The infinite goodness of our God will doubtless allow that
those beautiful and great countries be opened to our Company,
which, as much as she can, embraces the whole world in her
zeal, and endeavours with all her strength to procure the
salvation of all men. The thing well deserves that you should
obtain it from th(‘ Divine Majesty by your prayers and holy
sacrifices.”

Father Francisco de Sousa has the following on Bro. Bento
de Goes’ conversion -

[P. 258] ‘‘A stupendous miracle happened in the year one
thousand five hundred and eighty-three [1583] in a village
ipovoaQ^o) of the Travancor Coast, a league and a half from
Coleche. The fleet of Cape Comorin landed there and with it a
soldiei*. a native of Villafranca, in the Island of S. Miguel, who,
seeing himself sunk in many sins, which a loose life entails, was
going along almost despairing of his salvation. One day,
he (mttMed a Church, and, kneeling before an image of the
Queen of Angels, an oil-painting, he asked her with many tears,
help and succour. And lo ! suddenly four fountains started
flowing : two of tears in the eyes of the Infant Jesus, who was in the
arms of Our Lady, and two others of a certain liquid, like milk,

1 A confusion. The word should be cafilas : caravans. Trigault must
have written vaffilaa.

- There is something sacred about the number 72 in China.
a From a letter of Father Nicolas- Trigault, S.J., to the Rev. Fr.

tran^ois de Fleuront, his former professor of Philosophy at the College of
Anchm. It is dated Goa, the eve of Christmas, 1607. He had arrived at
Goa on Sept. 12, 1607. Cf. Abbe C. Dehaisnes, Viedu P^re Nicolas TrigavU^
Tournai, 1864, pp. 225-227.
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which flowed from the hands of Our Lady and bathed the altar.

If all the faithful are members of Christ, as says St. Paul

{ Z. ad Corint. 0,), repentant sinners are the pupils of His eyes, and
therefore Christ and the sinner weep together. This Lord loves

so much our tears that He makes them His own and transfers

them from our eyes to His, thereby to move the more the

Eternal Father to pardon us our faults. Such is the sympathy
between the heart of Christ and ours, that, when ours melts into

tears of sorrow and contrition, His too gushes forth in fountains

of pity and mercy. The sinner weeps [P. 259] bitterly, when
Christ deigns to cast His eyes on him, as happened to

St. Peter, and Christ weeps for joy, when He sees the sinner

weep, for tears of repentance cause great jubilee in Heaven.
The tears of Christ gave birth to the tears of the soldier,

and the tears of the soldier wetted the eyes of Christ
;
and so

many springs of water were necessary to wash away so many
and such grievous sins. The liquid could not be attributed to

the moisture of the weather, because it is only in summer
(verao) ^ that the fleets are wont to go along that coast. The
soldier, wondering at what happened, called out to his com-
panions, all of whom witnessed the miracle, and they divided

among themselves a handkerchief which they steeped in the

liquid on the altar, which was distilling like myrrh from the

hands of the Spouse. The soldier made a confession of his

whole life to one of our Missionaries, and made a vow to enter

Religion, which he did. The people of the fleet adorned the Church
with boughs, and the ships celebrated the miraculous occur-

rence with salvos of artillery. Father Sebastiao Goncalvez
says :

‘ T informed myself about this miracle in the year one
thousand six hundred and nine [1609] from our brother Antonio

Magro, who a day later saw the marks of the miraculous liquid,

and made his novitiate at Goa together with the said

soldier, with whom I was very well acquainted in the College

of St. Paul.’ He had, however, a scruple to tell his name,
unless perhaps it was an oversight. In another part the same
Author rejects this scruple, and says it was our Brother Bento
de Goes, and that the Vicar of the Church was Father Nicolao

Espinola.”*

The same story is related as of recent occurrence in the

Annuae Litterae Societatis Jesu Anni M. D. LZXX///, Rbmae,
M. D. LXXXV, pp. 211-212.

“ In one of the villages of this Court [of Travancore],
an event occurred which is worth recording in this letter. On

1 Ferflo : so they commonly call the summer ; but properly the spring.

{Portug. Diet)

2 Cf. Francisco de Sousa, S.J., Oriente Conquistado, Lisbon, 1710,

Vol. II, Conq. II, D. II, No. 6, pp. 258-259.
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disembarking from a v’^essel (ex myo'paro)^^ a soldier, who
had lost all hope of salvation, as he had given himself up
to the devil, entered the Church, and falling on his knees before

an image of the Most Holy Motlu'r of God, he implored her help
with many tears, when lo ! the Child Jesus in the arms of the

Virgin was sei'ii weeping with the soldier, while from the hands
of the Mother there poured a fountain of water which flowed
over the entire altar, that the soldier might understand thereby
how great was his hope of pardon from lier who is the fountain

of grae(», and how' easy, at the prayejs of His Mother, is

tlie Son, who thus received with tears a prodigal returning
to Him. Informed of the whole matter, his companions hasten
to see, that the more* numerous the eye-witnesses, the greater

might be the proof of the wonder. And, indeed, they soaked
a handkerchief in the uator which (we said) had wetted the
altar, and divided it among themselves. As for the soldier, he
came to us, and after making a confession of his whole life,

he made the vow to enter Religion, so that the more sinfully he
had bound himself lo the devil, the closer he might bind
himself to God.'* ^

1 Tho meaning of myoparo, -onia is given as a light vessel used by
piratoB. I understand that the fleet on which he was convoyed merchant-
veasels for safety against the pirates of the Malabar coast.

2 For fuller details on liento de Goo,-3 see C. Wossels, S.J., Early
Jeauit travellers in Central Asia {1603-1721), The Hague, M. Nijhoff, 1924, •

pp. l~41.



Article No. 12

Three Letters of Fr. Joseph de Castro, S.J.,

and the Last Year of Jahangir.

{Aug. 24, 1626—Aug, //5, 1627.)

Translated and edited by the Rev. H. Hosten, S.J.

Jahangir died on October 28, 1627, after a short illness, while
encamped at Chingiz Hath, a village near Bhimbar, at the foot of

the hills, on the road to Kashmir, from v\'hich he u as returning.^

The following three letters, translated and edited from
rotographs of the autograph originals, were written from
Jahangir’s camp in the Kabul country and in Kashmir in 1626
and 1627. They show that, like his father Akbar, Jahangir
deluded the Jesuit Fathers and himself till the end with
promises and hopes of conversion. Never had he been nearer to

it than in 1609-10, when he allowed four of his nephew s to be
baptised. He was on the point of following suit. He might
have been an Indian Constantine, but he merely said :

“ What
will happen, if I too become a Christian ?

”

Fr. Antonio Ceschi di Santa Croce, S.J., w rote to his family
in 1650 :

‘‘ The former King [Jahangir] showed much favour to
the Christians of these parts

;
on the Fathers he bestowed large

alms, and, when he w^as at the point of death, he ordered to
call the Fathers, because he w anted to become a Christian

;
but

his people would never call them.” ^ Fr. Ceschi is not likely to

have made a mistake in the matter of Jahangir’s last wishes.

Fr. de Castro, who w as the one whom they w ould not call, had
died in 1646, only two years before Ceschi’s arrival in Mogor,
and there were those among the Fathers of Mogor who could
have told Ceschi what they had heard from do Castro.

Fr. de Castro does not refer much to the political events of

1626-27 in the letters before us; he says he has done so at

length in other letters to Frs. Fabricio Banfo (1626), Nuno
Mascarenhas (Kabul, 1626), and Claudio Francesco Septalio

(Kabul, 1626). Unfortunately, these and many other letters of

his have yet to be discovered.

Fr. Joseph de Castro was born at Turin, apparently of

Portuguese parents, as his name would show, in 1677. He
entered the Society of JesuvS in 1596, and sailed for India from
Lisbon, not yet a priest, on March 25, 1602, on which occasion

he is called “a Portuguese” by Franco. The fleet of six ships

1 Cf. V. A. Smith, Oxford History of India, 1919, pp. 387, 391.

2 Cf. my translation of The Spiritual Letters of Father Antonio Ceschi di
Santa Groce {1647-06), in The Examiner, Bombay, Sept. I,' 1917, p. 349.
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arrived at Goa on or about September 2, 1602. He came to

Mogor ill or before 1610, as the Catalogues of Mogor mention

him in 1610-16, 1618, 1620, 1621, 1624, 1633 and 1641. In 1612

he made his profession of three vows We have determined his

stay in Mogor for the period 1624-28 in A letter of Father

Francisco Godinho, S.J., from W. Tibet (Tsaparang, Aug, 16,

1626), published in XXI, 1925, pp. 49—61.

He is the Joseph da Costa of Manucci. Cf. W. Irvine,

Storia do Mogor, I. 161; IV. 424. C?f. also J.P,A,S,B., 1910,

pp. 458. 460. 529-532. 540. 542.

The letters we have of him show where he was at different

times between 1631 and 1642: Kingdom of Bengala, Nov. 24,

(20?). 1631: Bengala, Aug. 28, 1632; Mogol, Aug. 8, 1632;

Agra, Nov. 24, 1632; Agra, Febr. 6, 1633; Agra, Oct. 8, 1633

(in this letter he says he was cruelly beaten for the faith)

;

Agra, Sept. 5, 1635; Agra, Dec. 17, 1636 ; he wrote as Superior

of the Mission on April 16, 1637 and October 29, 1637. We
have also letters of his dated Agra on Aug. 20. 1638, September
1, 1640, Oct. 3, 1640, Aug. 3, 1641, Aug. 25, 1641, Jan. 1, 1642.

He is said to have died at Lahore on Dec. 25, 1648; but
1648 is a mistake, since in the Jesuit Annual Letter from Mogor
(May 1618—Aug. 1619), published in the Allahabad University
Journal of Indian History, Feb. 1922, pp. 226-248, it is stated that

he was disinterred in the beginning of 1648, more than a year after

his burial, and found incorrupt. In February 1648, Fr. Christi

opher da Costa conveyed his remains from Lahore to Agra,
where they were honourably buried “ in the Cemetery of oi^r

defunct Fathers.” Moreover, the date ‘ Dec. 25 ’ must be a
mistake for ‘ Dec. 15.’ In 1913, Fr. Hyacinth, O.C., Agra,
found in the compound of the Agra Cathedral a stone (2' 2" x
r 7"^) bearing an inscription which was printed in The Francis-
can Annals, Agra, Cathedral Mission Press, 1913, p. 293 (cf. my
Mirzd Zu4 Qarnin in Mem. A.S.B., Vol. V, p. 185), but which
1 reconstruct as follows here :

—

AQVI lAZ O P. JOSEP
DE CASTRO DA S.
COMi’A TRESLADADO
DE LAHOR ONDE MOR
REO AOS. 15. D. DZEB.

1646.

(Here lieth Fr. Joseph de Castro, of the sacred (?) Company,
translated from Labor, where he died on the 15th of December
1646.)

This stone, somehow, must have been rejected : for on his
tomb in Martyr’s or Mart3'rose’s octagonal chapel, in the Padres
Santos Cemetery, Agra, there is this inscription: AQVI lAZ/
O P. JOSEPH DE CASTRO/FALECEO/LAHOR AOS 16 DE /
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DEZEBRO D’ 1646./ (Here lieth Fr. Joseph de Castro
; he died

at Labor on the 15th of December 1646.)

Ill 1919, under the title The Jesuit Post of Mogor of 10lo

gone to England, I published in The Examiner, Bombay (Aug.

9 16. 23), old English translations of five Jesuit letters, two
of which are by Fr. J. de Castro These five letters, dated
between Febr. 25 and April 10, 1615, were entrusted to a young
Englishman, Thomas, a Protestant, who after visiting Ajmer and
Agra, was going to Europe via Aleppo. The letters, instead of

reaching the addressees, went to England and remained there,and
English translations were made of them. Some of the originals,

and the translations of all five are now in the Cottonian Library,

British Museum, whence I obtained copies. De Castro’s letter

to the General (Agra, April 10, 1615) is in Vespasian, F.XIl,
foil. 143r-143v;^ the Italian autograph, in Titus B. VII, foil,

lllr-lllv (old pagination, 112r-112v); his letter to Bro.

Joseph Baudo, S.J., of Milan (Agra, April 10, 1615) is in Titus

B. Vlll, foil. 249r-250r (old numbering, foil. 239r-240r) the

Italian autograph, in Titus B. VII, foil. 132r-133v.

On April 10, 1615, de Ca.stro acknowledges a letter from Bro.

Joseph Baudo, written on June 14, 1613, iind received on
February 1615; he salutes Father Thomas Ceronio and Father
Claudio Francesco Septalio, from both of whom he had received

letters, and asks Baudo to visit in his name the Church of Our
Lady of Mondevi (Mondovi ?). He (de Castro) will say Mass for

Fr. Bern^> and Magn<‘ and our two defunct parents at Vigone and
Scalengne (?)”. He salutes Gioani Giacomo di Castro,

Gioani Baudo, Fathers Antonio Antoniolo, Antonio Morallo,

Fabio (Tobia?) Bastone, Fahricio Banfo, Antonio Schelino,

Giovan Baptista Apiano, and Brothers Ambrosio Vertua and
Stephano Santo ; also. Brother Baudo’s mother and his aunts

Lucia and Octavia.

The names we have italicised recur in 1626-27, either as

de Castro’s correspondents or as those to whom he wishes to be
commended. On Aug. 24, 1626, he mentions also Signore Pic-

colomini, to whom he sends greetings.

Fr. Claudio Francesco Septala or Settalo of Milan (whom
de Castro calls Settali and Septalio) died on Sept. 5, 1628
(Sommervogel), perhaps before getting de Castro’s letter dated
Kashmir, Aug. 15, 1627.

St, Josephs College, Darjeeling,

Aug, 8, 1926,

^ Cf. The Examiner, Bombay, Aug. 23, 1919.
2 Cf. ibid. The Italian texts of the letters remain to be published.
3 I read “ Pro”, when I published that letter. See injra. Letter 1.
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LETTER 1.

Fr. Joseph de Castro to Fr, Joseph Baudo, S.J., Turin.

(Kabul, Aug. 24, 1626.)

Summary: 1. No letters from Baudo in 1626 ; news of him,

dated 1624, from Fr, CL Fr. Septalio ; de Castro's yearly letters to

Baudo ; Baudo's last letter from Turin ; 2, de Castro and Jahangir in

Kabul in 1626 ; Jesuit church and house at Lahore ; hard journey

to Kabul; :i, de Castro, chaplain to the Christians in J.'s army

;

religious discussions at Court ; 4, J.'s kindness to the Fathers ; he

commends de Castro's fearlessness in the discussions ; 6. the Mogor
Mission; the Mission of Tsaparang (W . Tibet); batch of four

gone to Tibet in 1626 ; church and house built at Tsaparang byi>he

King of Guge ; 6. other Missions in the East ; Japan; the English

and the Dutch in the Indian Seas ; Khurram rebellious against his

father J, ; 7, loru; letter to Fr. Fabricio Banfo (1626) ; S. friends

to be saluted ; 9. request for prayers.

[P. 1]

24
1626"'

Vill

Pax X'\

Jesus Maria,

t Molto in

Chr’o P*

,

de Castro‘l*.

1. P‘‘ mio in Chr’o in ques-

to anno non ho riceputo letere

di V. R. ne noua sua, saluo

che il P. Claudio fran' *’ Set-

tali mi ha scritto che V. R.
staua iu Torino, ma la letera

he di 1624. di niodo che non
ho potuto sapere certe none di

V, R. di q‘' doi aniii di 1625.

t
[p. 1]

Jesus Maiy.
Veiy Reverend Father

in Christ.^

The peace of Christ.

1. My father in Christ, this

year 1 have not received let-*

ters from Your Reverence, nor
news about you, except that
Father Claudio Francesco Set-

tali ^ wrote to me that Your
Reverence was at Turin, but
the letter is of 1624,^ so that

* Endorsement ; writing A.

t Ditto ; writing B.
^ On Fr. Joseph Bando, not yet a priest in or about 1616 ; see

introduction.
2 Fr. Claudio Francesco Septalio (Settala) : born at Milan, entered

the Society in his youth; taught humanities; was considered a very
learned man ; died at the College of Arona, aged 50 years.

Ho wrote : (1) a treatise on colours (left incomplete)
; (2) the Acts of

the Bl. Manfredo Septala, Priest and Hermit
; (3) eulogies or short lives of

:

“ Blcusii Uiberae, Petri I’ontaurei, Joannis Fernandez, Gasparis Alvari,
Gregorii Scribae, Alvari Mendez ; oinnes de anno 1570.” Cf. de Backer,
Bibl. des ecrivains de la C. de J , 6e s6rie, Li6ge. 1861, p. 633, s.v. Septala.

The ships of Portugal generally left in the beginning of the year,
and, if all went well, they arrived in India after about six months, gene-
rally in the second half of the year. Letters written in 1624 could reach
the Lisbon ships up to the 2t)th of March, when 8 ships left for India,
arriving together at Goa on Sept. 2, 1624; letters of 1624, arriving at Lis-
bon after March 25, 1624, must have been forwarded by the two ships
which set sail on April 6, 1625, and arrived at Goa in September 1625.
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1626. puo essere che venguiao
in naui, quomodocuq ; sit io

non lasciaro di escriuergli le

hiie como ho fatto ogni anno
sin adesso.

L’ultima che ho riceputo di

V. R. fu fatta in Torino essen-

do la prociiratore di esso Col-

legio. non so perche causa
habbi lasciato di escriuere, o
se ha scritto saria [sic] tanto
tardi che non ariuorono [sic]

al tempo della partenza delle

naui di Portugalo.

2. Le mie noue sono conti-

nuare con questo Re andSdo
ogni anno, discorendo p’li suoi

regni, in q*=® anno uenessimo
in uno regno chiamato Cabul
che sta nella Tartaria trecento

e cinquHta miglia di Labor
done teniamo chiesa publica e

casa, citta reale molto mag^'
di Milano, et del tutto abun-
dantiss^ habiamo patito extra-

ordinari disaggi, p’ essere il

camino pieno de monti altiss^>^^

& sterilissimi.

3. L’exercicio mio he I’ist-

esso delli altri anni andar
coltiuando li puochi Xpiani

I have not been able to learn

any certain news about Your
Reverence for these two years
1625 and 1626. It may be
that it is coming in these ships.^
Quomodocumque sit (be that as

it may), I shall not fail to

write to you news of myself,

as I have done every year
until now.®
The last letter I received

from Your Reverence was
written from Turin, when you
were there as Procurator of

that College. I do not know
(or what reason you h^e
omitted to write : or, if you
have written, it must have
been so late that your letter

did not arrive at the time of

the departure of the ships of

Portugal.

2. My news is that I conti-

nue with this King, going with
him every year and running
about through his kingdoms.
This year we came to a king-

dom called Cabul,® which is in

Tartary, three hundred and
fift}’’ miles from Labor, where ^

we have a public Church and a
house. It is a royal city,

much bigger than Milan, and
very well provided with every-

thing. We have suffered ex-

traordinary discomforts, as the

road is full of very high and
very sterile mountains.

3. My occupations are the

same as the other years. I go
cultivating the few Christians

1 Either the news (plural in Italian) or the letters. Two of the three
ships which left Lisbon on April 21, 1626, arrived at Goa on Sept. 16 and
19 respectively.

2 To be found : letters of J. de Castro to Fr. J. Baudo for every year,

either from 1602, when he arrived in India, or from 1610, when he arrived
in the Mogor Mission, till 1627 and even later.

8 Kabul.
^ i.e, at Lahore.
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€he uegono con il Re, et pre-

dicare la nostra legge, ou
con ragionanieti fainiliarij con
questi infideli ouero* disputan-

do inanzi del Re con li maestri

& dotori della setta maume-
tana. il che si fa molto spesso,

et con grande solemnita et

efficacia. Del frutto non pos-

so dire altro, saluo che solo

Dio sa perche sia cosi pouco,
quello che io intendo he essere

causa la mia .... [one word
missmg] & poiica uirtu, I’altra

causa Sara la mala dispo-

sit‘’ di infideli pieni di sen-

sualita & ogni altro uitio cosi

gentili como maumetani.

4. Il Re coritinua in farci

molti fauori & a me spesse
uolte dona uarij presenti. Io
continue quazi ogni notte sino
a meza notte ut plurimum
stando inanzi lui como fanno
gli altri cortegiani, ma be sa
il Re & molti di loro non he
altro nostro intento, che uoler-
gli predicare il et
conuertirgli tutti alia nostra

legge, sebene sia con mani-
festo pericolo della uita &
p’ essere martire, como mi
(lixe il Re pouchi giorni sono
diccdo che il P. non desidera
altro che di spargere il sague
p’ la sua legge & di essere
martire p’q*“ he uenuto di
cosi lontano e p’cio parla libe-
ram^'‘ senza rispetto nissuno
quello che sa contra li mau-
metani & gentili.

6. Le missione poi &
Padri, residenze sono I’istesse
delli altri anni con pouchi
Xpiani, ma due anni sono che

who come with the King, and
preaching our Holy Law, either

in familiar discourses or dis-

cussing before the King witk
the masters and doctors of the
Maumetan sect, which is done
very often, and with great
solemnity and efficacy. Of
the fruit I cannot say any-
thing else than that God alone
knows why it is so small.

What I think is that the reason
is my (unw^orthiness ?) and
little virtue

; the other reason
must be the evil disposition of

these unbelievers, who are full

of sensuality and everj^ other
vice, both the Gentiles and the
Maumetans.

4. The King f3ontinues to

grant us many favours, and to

me he often gives divers pre-

sents. Almost every night, up
to midnight ut plurimum (most-

ly), I continue standing before

him, as do the other courtiers,

but the King well knows, and
many of them, that our inten-

tion is no other than that we
want to preach to them the

Holy Gospel and convert them
all to our Holy Law, albeit

with manifest danger of life

and of becoming a martyr, as

the King, a few days ago, told

me, saying, “The Padre de-

sires only to shed his blood for

his law and to be a martyr

;

for that has he come from so

far, and that is why he speaks
freely, without any regard,

what he knows against the
Maumetans and Gentiles.”

5. The Missions and the

Fathers [are the same]; the
Residences are the same as the
other years,^ with few Chris-

were at Lahore, Agra and Sambhar, near the I
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il padre di q*® missione

ha cominciato un altra miss®

in uno nouo regno chiamato

Tibet grande como au[rete]

intesso del’ annua passata.

In anno ui forono tre Padri

con uno fr’llo dista di Agra

uno raese di uiagio, ma p’

inonti altissimi & deserti.

II regulo ha fatto q*“ anno
chiesa and casa p’ li nostri, si

spera grande frutto in esaa

miss^‘ con il fauor d*^.

6. In altri regni del’ India

scriuono che ha grade conuer-

sioni, max‘‘ nella China, Co-

chinchina, Mad[ureJ, Jafnapa-

tan &c. lap’secut^* nel Giapone
continua con noui inartiri sei-

[sento ?]. Li trauagli anchora
non mancano, cosi nel tompor-
ale como spirituale, p’che li

licretici infestano ogni uia pin

tutta la India con molte naui.

In q‘^ regni anchora continua-

no le guerre intestine del figlio

contra il P‘' con grand! riuolu-

tians. But, two years ago, the
Father Superior of this Mis-
sion,^ began another Mission
in a new kingdom called Great
Tibet, as you must have learn-

ed from the last Annual
Letter.2 This year, three
Fathers went thither with a
Brother.^ It is a month’s
journey from Agra, but across

very high mountains and de-

serts. The Kinglet has this

year built a church and a
house for Ours.'* Great fruit

is expected in that Mission,

with the divine favour.

6. In other kingdoms of

India they write that there are

great conversions, chiefly in

China, Cochinchina, Madure,
Jafnapatan, etc. The perse-

cution continues in Japan,
with six (hundred ?) new mar-
tyrs. Troubles too are not
wanting, both temporally
and spiritually, because the
heretics are infesting each
time more the whole of

India with many ships. In
these kingdoms, also, the son ^

^ Fr. Antonio de Andrada. His first journey to Tsaparang in Oug©
via Srinagar ((^arhwal) -BadrInath-MSna, and back by the same road,
was in 1624. He returned to Tibet the same way in 1625, and remained
there till about 1630.

2 The Annual letters of 1624 and 1625 sent from Goa had given
information.

3 Frs. Joao do Oliveira, Alano dos Anjos {alias i—Alain de la Hau-
chere), Francisco Godinho and Bro. Manoel Marques. They arrived at
Tsaparang before Easter 1626, which fell on April 12. Kr. de Castro may
have heard of their journey before he left Lahore for Kabul, or later : for

we find that the post travelled regularly between Lahore, then the capital,

and the Emperor's camp.
^ The foundation stone was laid on Easter-day, April 12, 1626, so

that in four months the news had reached de Castro at Kabul, doubtless
vid Agra.

5 Khurram, later Shfih Jahan, who, as Fr. Gon^alo de Sousa has it,

had h^d his brother Khusru murdered on Dec. 13, 1622. V.A. Smith,
Oxford History of India, 1919, p. 386, has "the beginning of 1622” for

the date of the murder, and " a report came from Khurram that Khursru,
on the 8th ( ? 20th) of the month had died of the disease of colic pains
{kulanj) and had gone to the mercy of God.” de Sousa writes of contem-
porary events, and his date will probably be found exact.
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tioni di regni.

7

.

Ho scritto al P^‘ Fabrisio

Banfo molte altre noue &
particolarita di q^' regni et lo

preg[aj] comuniehi la letera

con V. R. cosi spero fara,

p’che io non tego forze ne

tempo p’ fare Tistesso a tutti.

non ho altro p’ adesao che ra-

com^darmi alii S.SS'j di V.R,

8. Al P. Schelino & altri

P. conosciuti mado mille saluti,

& alii altri nostri p’ximi S'*'"

Joani Giacomo, De Castro, A
Joani Baudo, & Picolo-

mini.

Di questo regno di Cabul 24.

di Agosto 1626.

9. La priego a ricordarsi di

me nel tempo della messa et

inanzi la B"*“ Verg‘d Tistesso

faccio io-ogni giorno p’ V.R.

continues to wage intestine

wars against his Father, caus-

ing great revolutions in these

kingdoms.^
7. I have written to Father

Fabricio Banfo ^ much other

news and many other parti-

culars of these kingdoms, and
I requested him to, communic-
ate the letter to Your Rever-
ence. I hope he will do so,

because I have not the strength

nor the time to do the same
for all. For the moment I

have nothing else, except that

1 recommend myself to Your
Reverence’s Holy Sacrifices.

8. To Fr. Schelino ® and
other Fathers known [to me]
I send a thousand greetings,

as also to the others, our rela-

tives, Signore Joani Giacomo
de Castro,* to Signori Joani
Baudo,'** and Picolomini.

From this kingdom of Cabul,

the 24th of August 1626.

9. I beg of you to remem-
ber me at the time of the;

Mass and before the Blessed
Virgin. I do the same every
day for Your Reverence.

1 In 1626 “ strange events occurred. Mahabat Khan, who had
become one of the principal personages in the empire, and had taken an
active part in the pursuit of Shahjahan, found himself in danger of de-
struction owing to the hostility of Nurjahan. JahfingTr and his consort
were encarnped on the Jhelum on their way to Kabul, and were about to
cross the river with the rear-guard when Mahabat Khan surrounded the
im^rial tents with his Kajput horsemen, and captured the emperor. Nur-
jahan was not detained, and was allowed to pass over the river. Her
attempts to recover her husband by force having failed, she managed by
stratagem to effect her purpose at Kabul. Mahabat Khan was then
obliged to fly and join ShAhjahan, who was hard pressed, and thinking of
escape to Persia.” (V.A. Smith, op. cit.j p. 386.) Allusions to these eventa
must have been found in de Castro’s letter to Fr. Fabricio Banfo.

2 To be found : Fr. de Castro’s letter to Fr. Fabricio Banfo (Kabul,
1626).

'

2 Probably, Fr. Aurelio Schelino, mentioned in de Castro’s letter from
Agra, April 10, 1616. Cf. supra, in the introduction.

4 The autograph has clearly ‘ Sio not ‘ Po » for • Padre ’. The
comma between * Joani Giacomo ’ and ‘ De Castro ’ should be discarded.

6 Mentioned in de Castro’s letter of Agra, April 10, 1616
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D. V. R.
Seruo in X. ind"*

t Joseph Decastro.

[P. 2] {Address ) ; t Molto
R‘^^ In Chr’o P. II P'^‘/Joseph

Baudo della Comp‘d di Giesu/
2^ Via./

Del gran Mogol. In Turino./

{Endorsements) : 1626* 24
Aug./P. Joseph de Castrot-

{Provenance) : MSS. belong-
ing to the Society of Jesus.

Your Reverence’s
Unworthy servant in Christ,

t Joseph de Castro.

[P. 2]. {Address ) ; To the
Very Reverend Father in

Christ, Father Joseph Baudo,
of the Company of Jesus.

2nd Via.

From the Great Mogol.
At Turin

« « >it

LETTER 2.

Fr, Joseph de Castro to Fr. Nuno Mascarenhas, S.J,, Rome.

(Kashmir, July 26, 1627.)

Summary : 1, Mascarenhas' letter of 1626 received in

Kashmir ; 2, de Castro's yearly letters to him and to the General

;

why they may have miscarried; 3, de Castro's long letter to

Mascarenhas {Kabul, 1626) ; discussions at Court, chiefly against

a Jew with a printed Hebrew Bible ; 4, Christmas crib at Lahore
{Dec, 25, 1626—Jan, 6, 1627) ; J. asks for it, helps and comes
to see it; gives 1000 cruzados to defray expenses ; great concourse

during a fortnight ; J,'s painters in the church and why ; 5, results

of this festa ; 6, better crib preparing for 1627 ; Bro, Joseph Dias
to be sent by the Provincial for it ; new instruments and players

brought by the new Superior, Fr. Francisco Leilo ; 7. five Euro-
pean Catholics bring J. under a dais to the church ; J, sits on a
throne in the church, and eats and drinks; his rebuke to some
Muhammadan fidalgos ; visits of the Queen and the Princes ; 8,

religious discussions at Lahore and in Kashmir ; 9. J, ill ; requests

prayers ; will become a Christian ; crucifix valued by Portuguese,

and Venetians at 300 cruzados presented to de Castro {July 24,

1627) ; 10, evening audiences ; talking of religious things ; 11, J.'s

frequent 'presents ; de Castro unable to reciprocate ; former presents

from Goa and Rome ; none these 12 years and more ; Mascarenhas'
not received, except an amber Madonna for Mirzd Zu'l Qarnln

;

12, the Provincial, Fr, Valentine Carvalho, has sent a new
Superior, Fr, Francisco Ledo; de Andrada in Tibet; 13. Fr.

* Endorsement ; writing A.

t Endorsement ; writing C (perhaps the same as B).
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Francisco Godinho has arrived in Kashwjir from Tibet, and is

still with de Castro ; 14. villages asking to become Christian.

[P 1.]

26

627—*
VII

de Castro.^'

P. Joseph de Castro"f Goan.

1627% 26 Julii^.

t
Jesus Maria.

Louuado seja o santissimo

Sacramento.
Pax X.

1. Recebi a de V.R. do
anno passado neste rejno do
Cassimir, e con ella extraordi-

naria consolacSo por uir ella

chea da carid‘‘ q* V.R.
monstra a este seu seruo (ain-

daq; indigno) em o aqual

rogo a D’s pague a V.R. por
mi, e peco a V.R. continue em
me dar esta consolacao que
pera mj, q’ ando sempre en
continue desterro, soo por ua-

rios rejiios acompanhando este

bom Rej bem pode crer q’ he
das majores q’ in humanis pos-

so ter.

2. Muito senti dizerme V.R.
q’ nao recebera cartas minhas,
sendo assi q’ nao deixo passar
anno em q’ nao cscreua a V.R.
e ao N.P. Geral, o mal he q’

as uezes esto tarn affastado dos

[P. 1 ]

t
Jesus Mary.

Praised be the Most Hoh’^

Sacrament.
The peace of Christ.

1. I received Your Rever-
ence’s^ letter of last year in

this kingdom of Cassimir and
with it extraordinary consola-

tion, as it came full of the

great charity which Your
Reverence shows to this your
servant (although unworthy)
in the Lord, Whom I pray that

God may repay Your Rever-
ence for me. And I beg of

Your Reverence to continue
giving me this consolation,

which for me, who am always
going alone, in continual exile,

through divers kingdoms, ac-

companying this good King, is,

as you can well believe, of the
greatest which I can have in

humanis (on earth).

2. I felt much Your Rever-
ence’s telling me that you had
not received my letters. The
fact is that I do not let pass a
single year without writing to

Your Reverence and to our

• indorsement
; writing B.

t Endorsement
; writing C (perhaps the same as B).

J Endorsement ; writing A.—A. B. C. refer to the same writings as in
letter 1.

Fr. Nuno Mascarenhas was the Assistant of the General of the
Society - of Jesus, at Rome, for the Province of Portugal and its Missions.

2 Kashmir.
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iiossos q* residem em Labor e

Agra q’ nao chegam as miuhas
cartas a tempo q’ elles man-
dam as suas a Goa. eu procu-

rarej de me preuenir daqui por
diante con o fauor diuino.

3. 0 Anno passado escreui

a V.R. do Rejno chamado
Cabul q’ he principio da Tar-
taria da banda do Este confina

con os Rejnos de Balq, Boqara
Vsbeques. Dei notitia ad Ion-

gum das e uarias disputas
q’ el Rej me mando fazer sobre

os principals misterios da N.
fee con os letrados deate

Rejno, max*’ con bum certo

Judeo q’ trazia a sagrada bi-

blia empressa em lingoa Ebrea.

4. Agora nao se offerece

niais de nouo q’ dar nouas do
prospero sucesso q’ tiuemos no
nosso presepio. Tornados a
Labor dcsse reino de Cabul me
pedio el Rej fisesse o prese-

pio q’ o queria tornar a uer,

aindaq
;
nao auiamos o auiarn*'*

de officials, e figuras necess**^**

pera perfeicao deste contudo
foj D’s seruido q’ sahisse tarn

ao gosto del Re] e de toda a
Corte q’ todos confessauam nao
terem nQca uisto tarn deuoto,
e admirauel aparato como
este, Foj extraord^ o concur-
so q’ ouue em quinze dias q’

Father General. ^ The pity is

that at times I am so far away
from Ours who reside at Labor
and Agra that my letters do
not reach at the time when
they send theirs to Goa. In
future, I shall try, with the

divine favour, to forestall my-
self.

3. Last year, I wrote to

Your Reverence from the king-

dom of Cabul,2 which is the

beginning of Tartary on the
East side. It borders on the

kingdoms of Balq, Boqara
(and of the ?) Usbeques.^ I

gave ad longum (at large) in-

formation about the many
various discussions which the
King ordered me to hold re-

garding the chief mysteries of

our Holy faith with the literati

of this kingdom, chiefly with

a certain Jew, who had with
him the Holy Bible printed in

the Hebrew tongue.

4. Now there is nothing
new, except to tell you of the

happy success we had with our
crib. When we had returned

to Lahor from that kingdom
of Cabul,^ the King asked me
to make the Holy crib, as he
wanted to see it again. Al-

though we were not provided
with the workmen and the

figures necessary to bring it to

perfection, yet it pleased God
that it should be so much to

the taste of the King and of

the whole Court that all con-

fessed they had never seen as

pious and wonderful a display

1 To be found : the early letters of de Castro to Fr. Nuno Masca -

renhas and the General for 1602-27 or 1610-27.
2 To bo found in particular : de Castro’s letter to Fr. Nuno Masca

-

renhas (Kabul, 1626).
s Balkh; Bokhara; Usbegs. ^ Kabul.
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duro naqua Jubileo nenhOm
ui tarn frequctado, n^m festa

em nossas terras como foj nos-

aa Igreja nesses dias, uencidos
da fraqueza o tiramos,

porq; de noite, e de dia nos
era necess“ assistir em pee de-

olarando os misterios q’ ae re-

prentaram [.9tc] no presepio.

Fiqaram tarn contetes a
usq; ad ultimii q’ el Rej nos
fez Merce de mil Cniaados p^^

os gastos e os mais nos dauam
mille agradecim^*^*^ p'‘ Ihea fazer

uer tarn boa cousa em suas ter-

ras [P. 2] t e assy nos fiqaram
mais bene affectos grandes,
e pequenos, sendo assy q’ alio-

quin poucos ha q’ gostem de
nos por Ihes contradizermos
tanto nas disputas publicas
inonstrandolhes a falsid® de
sua secta el Rej mando pin-
tores sens p'*- retratar todo o
aparato da Igreja pera o fazer
pintar e descreuer nas suas
Cronicas, eomo he costume
delles de pintar nellas as mcs-
mas cousas q’ se referem.

5. Este he o fruito q’ ao
presete se deixa uer por fora

:

1® mostrarmos con o dedo os
principals misterios de nossa

lej
;

2^' fazermonos mais
beneuolos ael Rej, e a todos os
mais. 3‘* fiqarinos mais acre-
ditados diante de todos e con-

as this. Extraordinary was
the concourse we had during
the fortnight^ that it lasted.

Never did I see jubilee so fre-

quented or feast in our lands,

as there was in our Church
those days. Broken with
fatigue, we took it away, for

night and day we had to be
on our legs explaining the mys-
teries represented in the Holy
crib. They were so pleased a
primo usque ad ultimum (from
the first to the last) that the
King gave us a present of one
thousand Crusados for the ex-
penses. And the rest gave us
a thousand thanks for making
them see in their lands such a
fine thing. [P. 2] And so,

groat and small, they were left

better disposed towards us.

The fact is that alioquin

(otherwise) there are few who
like us, because we contradict
them so much in the public

disputations, showing them
the falseness of their se6t.

The King sent some of his

painters to copy the whole
ornamentation of the Church,
in order to have it painted
and described in his Chroni-
cles, their custom being to
paint in them the very things
which are related.

5. The fruit which appears
outwardly at present is this

:

1st, that we show them with
our finger the chief mysteries
of our Holy faith

;
2ndly, that

we make the King and all the
others more kindly disposed
towards us

;
3rdly, that we are

1 LitertiJly .‘ fifteen days, which, as * quinze jours ’ in French, corres-
ponds to the English ‘fortnight,’ t.e., ‘fourteen nights.’ The ‘sight’
naust have lasted from Dec. 25, 1626, to Jan. 6, 1627, t.e., up to the Feast
of the Epiphany, or the coming of the Magi. That makes 13 full days.
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hescidos. Querera D’s tirar-

mos o pricipal fruito q’ he a
conuersa5 e saluacad de suas

almas.

6. Neste anno nos preue-

nimos con melhores ofHciais e

inateriais, hQm nosso Ir* Jo-
seph Dias primo neste officio

nos concedeo o P. Proii’al

nouo, q’ confiamos fara hum
presepio raro, e o P. nouo
Sup'^*' Fran^-’^^ Lian tarnhem
trouxe nouos instruAi**^** e tan-

jedores, dos quais el Rej e os

inais folgaram Deo fauente.

7. Fomos a receber ael Rej
do seu pa^o ate a nossa Igreja

dabaixo de hum palio m^"^ n^io.

cinq
;
Europeos catholicos, e

more esteemed by all and
better known. Would to God
that we might reap the chief

fruit, which is the conversion
and salvation of their souls.

6. This year, we provide
ourselves with better workmen
and materials. The new Pro-
vincial ^ has granted us a cer-

tain Brother of ours, Joseph
Dias, who is skilful in this sort

of work. We hope he will

make a rare crib. And our
new Superior, Francisco Lian,^

also brought new instruments
and players, whereat the King
and the others were much
pleased, Deo favente (with

God’s favour).

7. Five European Catho-
lics and myself, we went to

fetch the King and brought him
under a rich dais from his

1 Fr. Valentim Carvalho. His predecessor must have been Fr. Andre
Palmeiro, who was Visitor of the Province of Malabar (1617), Japan and
China, where he arrived in 1626; he was 8 years Provincial of (ioa and
Malabar, and died at Macao on April 4, 1635. He was still at Coa as
Visitor in 1624. (Cf. Sommervogol, a.v. Palmeiro.)

Only one Valentim Carvalho, a Priest, a Portuguese, is mentioned by
Franco as having come to the East between 1541 and 1723, and that
in 1594, the year when Bishop Louis Cerqueira went to Japan. He
appears to be, therefore, the Valentim Carvalho who was Provincial
of Coa in 1627. In that case, we find on him the following particu-
lars : born at Lisbon in 1560; entered the Society in 1578; was teaching
|)hilosophy at Lisbon, when he was appointed to accompany Fr.

Louis de Cerqueira, Bishop of Japan. He had to remain at Macao, where
he taught theology 4 years and governed the College during 8 years.

Later, he became Provincial of Japan, and died in the Province of Coa
in 1631. (Sommervogel, TI. 791.) His successor as Provincial at Coa
was Fr. Antonio de Andrada, the former missionary in Tibet.

Franco {Synopsis AnncUium Frov, Portuffalliae, under the year 1594)
calls Carvalho : “ primus in scholis patriae suae Magister Philosophiae.”
“ He was in his fourth year of teaching l^hilosophy and had sent to the
press the theses of philosophy to be defended as usual, when he was told

to accompany the Bishop and accepted with great pleasure. He was the
first who went to the Indian Missions from the new College of St. An-
thony ” (ibid,).

2 « Pp, Francisco Learn, a Portuguese,” went to India in 1612
(Franco).

^ Jerome Veroneo, the Venetian goldsmitli and future architect of

the Taj Mahal, and Bernardino MaiUei, the surgeon, were probably of the
number. Angelo Gradenigo, another Venetian, may have been there too.

All three were in the King's service at the end of 1627 and in 1628.
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eu con q’ el Rej folgou por

ser ceremonia iioua nestas ter-

ras. el Rej se assento no tro-

no q* llie armamos na Igreja

depois de auer uisto a

miude todo o S'” prefsepio, e

as imajens da Capella. aga-

bando todo in’" dizeiido ser

mellior este presepio ninte, e

trinta uezes doutro anno, pe-

diomc dc comer, e beuer, o q’

liie demos do pouco q’ tinha-

mos aparelhado, cousa q’ elle

nao faz senao a pessoas de m*’^

confianza ;
elle mes" dixe q’

nao se sabia sahir da Igreja,

nem fartar de uer tarn deuoto
aparato, e confesso iiinha elle

a nossa Igreja por aermos nos
seruos de Deos, e pobres reli-

giosos
;
estranhoii m’^" a outros

fidalgos q’ por zello della sua
falsa secta o nao quiseram uir

acompanhar dizendo, aonde eu
no, uos outros nao podeis uir ?

q’ impertineiitia he essa ? a
reinha, Principes tambe uieram
e a major p" da Corte liQa, e

duas Uezes, con siias fainilias

de noite. a major parte apro-
ua a nossa S’’’ doutrina con
condicao q’ Ihes nao contradi-

gamos a sua falsa lej.

8. Depois ouue em Labor o
pouco de tempo q’ la estiue-

mos, e neste Rejno de Cassimir
aonde tornamos, algUas outros
disputas m’^" altercadas diante

palace up to our Church. The
King was much pleased with
that, as it was a ceremony
new in these countries After
examining very minutely the

entire Holy crib and the
images of the Chapel, the King
sat down on the throne which
we had prepared for him in

the Church. He praised
everything greatly, saying that
that crib was twenty, thirty

times better than the one of

the other year. He asked me
for something to eat and drink,

and we gave him of the little

we had prepared : a thing he
does only with persons of

great confidence.^ He him-
self said that he could not get

away from the Church, nor
look enough at such a pious
display, and he confessed that

he came to our Church because
we are servants of God and
poor religious. Other noble-

men, who out of zeal for their

false sect would not come with
him, he surprised much by
saying :

“ Where I go, will you
not be able to go ? What im-
pertinence is this ? The
Queen and the Princes too,

and the greater part of the
Court came a first time and a
second time with their families

at night. The greater part
approve our Holy doctrine, on
condition that we do not con-
tradict their false sect.

8. After that, at Labor,
during the little time we were
there, and in this kingdom of

Cassimir, whither we returned,
there were some other discus

-

^ Royalty in those days, here in India, was obsessed with the fear of
poisoning, and with good reason.

2 Nurjohan.
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diante sions. and very stubborn ones,
del Ke] q elle tambe qner before the King about our
ouuii e propor suas duuidas. Holy law. It was before the
as uezes se monstra mais incli- King : for he too likes to hear
nado a nossa 8 ^ lej, outras a them and to propose his
elles por respeitos humanos ao doubts. At times, he shows
q entendemos. himself more inclined towards

our Holy law ; at other times,
towards them, out of human
respect, as we think.

9. Outro dia estando mal- 9 . The other day, being ill,^
tratado, me mando pedir o en- he sent to request me to re-
comeda^e a J^u X’po q' se commend him to Jesus Christ,
sarasse nqaria XpSm. eu Ihe fand said) that, if he got cured,
respundi q este era nosso offi- he would become a Christian,
cio encomendalo cada dia a N. I answered him that that was

e a Virgem por cuja our duty, to wit, recommend
intercessao sperauamos alcaca- him every day to our Lord and
ria o intento tarn desejado de to the Most Holy Virgin,
nos. [P. 3] t Antontem me through whose intercession we
chamo el Rej e me dixe Padre hoped he would obtain the
se estimardes e folgardes result so much desired by us.
uos darei hQa peca boa q* me [P. 3.] The day before yester-
deram de presetc q’ he hQm day the King called for me
Crusifixo. eu Ihe respQdi q* Ihe and said to me :

“ Padre, if

fiqariamos todos m^“ obrigados you esteem it much and like
por tarn singular merce, antam it, I shall give you a fine piece
me monstro hum Caluario con which they gave me just now.
hQm crocifixo de altura quazi It is a Crucifix.” I answered
de hQ couado con N. 8^'*'^ 8^® him that all of us would be
Joam das ilhargas e a Madale- much obliged to him for such
na ao pee da Crus todo de a singular favour. Then he
Alambre riquo, e nos q<i«» showed me a Calvary with a
cantos da Crus tern as figuras Crucifix, about a cubit high,
dos 4. Euagelistas de alambre with our Lady and St. John
branco, por todas as quatro on the sides, and Magdalen at
partes do monte q’ he quadra- the foot of the Cross, the
do tern os principals passes da whole of amber, (and) very
paixao, resureicao, feitos de rich. On the four corners of
figurinhas do mes^' alambre the cross,® it has the figures of
branco con seus letreiros de the four Evangelists in white
letrasde ouro, con uarios orna- amber. On all four sides of
tos de uidros e cristais de the mount, which is square, it

Milan, e obra tarn fina q’ ca has the chief scenes of the

1 Maltratado

:

ill-treated, damaged. The next letter has amalata
(Ital.);ill.

^

2 July 24, 1627.
2 At the extremities of the two beams of the cross, as is often done.
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foj aualiado de certos Portug**"

e Venezianos por trezentos

Crosados ao menos.

10. Daqui colligira V.R. o

bom animo deste Rej e Ihe

deuernos, da nossa p® deseja-

mos de o seruir melhor [sic] q’

podemos, cada dia ate me]a
noite uo estar con elle como
fazem os outros da Corte, porq

;

ally da audientia aos mais
priuados, e despacha sens neg^^^

e nos temos boa comod^ de
fallar de D’s e da lej con pra-

ticas familiares ou con dispu-

tas qd*' cl Rej o manda.

11. Elle nos fauorece con
outran dadiuas a miude. o
pesar q’ temos he nao termos
con q’ responder, polla pouca
ajuda q’ temos nem da India,

nem de outro ninguem, nos
outros amios os da
India costumaua madar de
qu^do cm q'*” seus presetesin-

hos, e cartas por sinal de
agrad^'* e de Roma tambem

;

agora passao de doze annos q’

nao ui cousa nenhfla de nin-
guem, nem as cousas q’ V.R.
escreue mfida, ca nos chegou
ateagora cousa nenhha mais q’

hGa imaje de alabre de N.
pera Mirza por mais encome-

Passion, and the Resurrection,

made with figurines of the

same white amber; and they
have their inscriptions in

letters of gold, with sundry
ornaments of Milan glasses and
crystals : such a fine piece of

work that here it was estimat-

ed by some Portuguese and
Venetians ^ at three hundred
Crosados at least.

10. Prom this your Rever-
ence will gather the good dis-

position of this King, and how
much we are beholden to him.
On our part, we wish to serve

him the best we can. Every
day, up to midnight, I go to

be with him, as do the others

of the Court : for there he
gives audience to his greatest

favourites and despatches his

affairs, and we have good op-

portunity to speak of God and
of the law in familiar conver-
sations, or in discussions, when
the King orders.

1 1 . He favours us often with
other gifts. What makes us
sorry is that we have nothing
to give in return, owing to

the little help we have either

from India or from anyone
else. In former years the
Superiors of India used to send
us from time to time, in token
of gratitude, their little pre-

sents and letters, and from
Rome too

;
for more than

twelve years now ^ I have not
seen anything from anyone,
nor the things which Your
Reverence says you send

;

nothing until now has reached
us here, except an amber

^ Jerome Veroneo, the Venetian goldsmith, was probably there.
2 That is, from the departure of Fr. Jerome Xavier, whose term of

office as Superior in Mogor (1595-1614) had been very brilliant.
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dar q’ uenham nihil minus.

12.

Agora foj D*s seruido

lembrarse este nouo Prou’al

Valentin Carualho mandarnos

o P. Fran^'" Lian por Sup^^

desta missao q’ nos da speran-

cas de a restituir em sen pris-

tino uigor e feruor, porq
;
nes-

tcs dous annos q’ o P. Ant"
Daiidrade se torno p*^ o Tibete,

la se occupo na sua missao,

sem podermos acodir em nada
quazi e assy fiquamos em gran-

de falta pera comprirmos as

obrigaoois q’ temos.

13.

Auera dous mezes q^

chegou ca o P. Fran"" Godinho
q’ torno do Tibete p’ la se

achar mal fiquamos agora dous
mais consolados in D'no.

14.

Das mais cousas desta

missao, max" das aldeas q’ se

quere conuerter a nossa fee

deixo ao P. Sup"*' q’ as escre-

uera como a quern apartencem.

Acabo pedindo a bencao a
V.R.
Deste reino do Cassimir. 26.

de Julho 1627.

image of our Lady for Mirza, ^

however much we recommend-
ed ^ that they should come,
nihil minus (nothing less).^

12. It pleased God now
that this new Provincial, Valen-
tin Carvalho, should think
of sending us Father Francis-
co Lian as Superior of this

Mission. He gives us hopes
that he will restore it to its

pristine vigour and fervour,^

because these last two years
Father Antonio Dandrade,
after returning to Tibete, kept
himself busy there in his Mis-
sion, without being able to
help us in anything almost,
and so we were in great need
as regards the many obliga-

tions we have.
13. Two months ago there

arrived here Father Francisco
Godinho, who came back from
Tibete, as he was ill there.

We are two now, the more
consoled in Domino (in the

Lord).®

14. News about the other

things of the Mission, chiefly

about the villages which want
to be converted to our Holy
faith,® I leave to the Father
Superior, who will write of

them, as they concern him.
I conclude, asking Your

Reverence’s blessing.

From this Kingdom of

Cassimir, the 26th of July,

1627.

1 Mirza Za-1 Qarnln, the Armenian Catholic grandee.
2 To the Fathers of Goa ?

2 We expect nihil majua (nothing more).
* As it was in the best days of Bl. Rudolph Aquaviva (1680-83) and

of Fr. Jerome Xavier (1695-1614).
^ About Francis Godinho see my paper, A letter from Father Fran-

cisco Qodinho, S.J., from Western Tibet {Tsaparang, Aug, 16, 1626), in

J.P.A.S.B,, Vol. XXI, 1926, pp. 49-73.
® Perhaps an allusion to the Jewish or semi-Jewish clans which Fr.

de Castro mentions in Kashmir on Aug. 16, 1627. Cf. next letter.
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D. V. R.
Filho em X. ind^'

t Joseph Decastro.

[P. 4] {Address ) : t Ao P.

Nuno Mascarenhas da

'

Compania do Jesus Assistente

'

dc Portugal./

via

Em Roma./
Do reino de Cassimir

Do gram Mogol.

{Provenance ) : MSS. helonging

to the Society of Jesus.

Your Reverence’s
Unworthy son in Christ,

t Joseph de Castro.

[P. 4 ] {Address) : f To
Father Nuno Mascarenhas, of

the Company of Jesus, Assist-

ant of Portugal.

1st via.

In Rome.
From the Kingdom of

Cassimir of the Great Mogol.

He * *

LETTER 3.

Ft, Joseph de Castro to Fr. Claudio Francesco Septalio,

S.J., Como.
(Kashmir, August 15, 1627.)

Summary: 1. Letter from Septalio received in 1627; 2. de

Castro with Jahdnglr ; J .\s kindness ; he is like a Christian;.,*;,

formerly, two Fathers at Court; now only de Castro; attending

on J.; triple daily audience; 4. discussions; dispositions of, J.

and others ; 6. J. often promises to become a Christian, as during
his last illness ; he does not speak of it now ; crucifix worth 400
scudi for de Castro ; 6. long letter to Septalio from Kabul, 1626

;

the Christmas crib at Lahore {December 25, 1626—January 6,

1627) ; 7. J.^s yearly journeys ; S. three other Residences in Mogor ;

9. Jewish or semi-Jewish clans asking for baptism ; 10. de Andrada
in Tibet; It. successes in other parts of the East ; Englishmen
and Hollanders in the Indian Seas ; request for prayers for J.^s

conversion ; 12. the congregation at Mass on August 15, 1627 ; IS.

request for prayers.

[P. 1] 15 Aug., 1627.*

P. Joseph de Castro.*

t
Jesus Maria.

Mt«) Rdo ChFo P«,

Pax X.

1. In questo anno ho rice-,

puto una di V.R. di Como che

[p. 1]

t
Jesus Mary.

Very Reverend Father in

Christ,

The peace of Christ.

1 . This year I have received
from Como a letter of Your

Endorsement ; writing C (perhaps the same as 3 in letters 1 and 2).
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mi consolo molto p’ le bone
none che mi da del suo bene
essere in utroq ; homine^ et per

molte altre del progresso de
nostri in cotesta Prou’a, e del-

la pace di tutta la Cristianita

per le quali ne diedi le debite

gratie al autore di ogni bene.

2. Le mie sono continuare
anchora nella Corte di questo
grande monarcha del Oriente

il Re gran Mogol Re del Indus-

tan chiamato Re Giahanguir,

che uol dire conquistador toma-
dor del mondo. il suo Padre si

chiamaua Re Aqabar. cioe Re
maximo. Non posso explicare

a V.R. Tamore grande e bene-

uolentia con die ci trata q^"’

Re corno se fosse ueramen*^^’

cristiano.

3. Sempre ui sono statti a

q'’K]!orte doi Padri delli princi-

pal! di q^^- niissione quatro ou
cinq

;
anni sono che per man-

cam*‘’ di megliori mi fu ordi-

nato assistisse io, fu Dio seruito

che sempre restasse lui con-

tonte. II nostro officio he
ogni giorno andare stare alia

sua presentia como fanni li al-

tri la sera sino a mezza notte e

alle uolte anchora di giorno,

perche il suo costume he ogni
giorno dare audientia allisuoi

Cortesani tre uolte due nel pa-

latio alii piu nobili doue noi

entriamo p’ particulare priuile-

gio, et una in publico.

4. Quiui spesse uolte inanzi
tutta la Corte ci fa il Re fare

molte dispute solemn! delle

Reverence, which much con-
soled me with the good news it

gives me about your faring well

in utroque homine (in soul and
body), and with much other
news about the success of Ours
in your Province, and the peace
reigning throughout the (Chris-

tian commonweal. For all this

I returned due thanks to the

Author of all good things.

2. My news is that I still

continue at the Court of this

great monarch of the Orient,

the Great Mogor King, King
of Industan, called King
Giahanguir, which means ‘ Con-
queror, seizer of the world.’

His father was called King
Aqabar, or ‘ Greatest King.* I

cannot explain to Your Rever-
ence the great love and kind-

ness with which this King
treats us. It is as if he were
truly Christian.

3. There always were at

this Court two Fathers, from
among the chief ones of this

Mission. Four or five years

ago,^ for want of better ones,

I was told to be with him, and
it pleased God that he should

always be satisfied. Our work
consists in going and standing in

his presence, as the others do,

everyday in the evening until

midnight, and at times also by
day, because it is his custom to

give audience to his courtiers

three times a day, twice in the

palace to the most noble, among
whom we are ranked by special

privilege, and once in public.

4. On those occasions, the

King often tells us to have
before the whole Court many

^ Strictly, in 1624, when he replaced at Court Fr. Francisco Corsi,

who went to Sambhar as MirzS Zu-1 Qamin's chaplain.
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couse della nostra fede con

li maestri della secta Maumeta-
nU; nelle quali lui si mostra

moltc uolte nostro fauoreuole,

altre non puo essere p* rispeti

humani, ma he pur grande

fauore darci liberta di publicare

p’dicare, et p’uare con ogni

(sorte di ?) ragioni la nostra

fede, et reprouare la loro falsa

secta, delche sebene loro lo por-

tano male et ci daiio molte in-

giurie secretarn^® contutto per

paura del Re non ardiscono far-

ci altra dimonstratione. et cosi

al meglio che si puo nel mezzo
di Infidelita inanzi de tan-

ti Sig'^ de diuersi regni che uen-

gono a q*’* Corte do diuerse

nationi gen till, & maumetani
predicamus X’pum df hunc
crucifixum. il frutto Dio sa qual

sia, he ben uero che potria cs-

scre mag^’** sc ui fosse megliore

disposit*^ cosi della mia como
della loro parte, p’cio priego a
V.R. priegui a N. S‘‘‘‘ & alia

Mad® SS"'®cifaci degni opera-

ri] della sua uigne. molti sento-

no bene della nostra doutrina
euang^*® la ap’uano p’ boniss®

ma p’ rispetti humani taciono,

e ci tengono particolare rispeto

& amore, la mag‘^^' p® con zelo

della sua falsa secta non ci

pono uedere. con che habiamo
occasione di excrcitare la hu-
milta, patientia, & carita.

solemn discussions about the

things of our holy faith with

the masters of the Maumetan
sect. In these he often shows
himself favourable to us; at

other times, he cannot, for

reasons of human respect
;
but it

is a great favour that he should
give us freedom to publish,

preach and prove with (every

kind of ?) reasonings our . holy
faith, and to refute their false

sect; and, though they- take
amiss our liberty in the matter
and secretly hurl at us many
insults, yetj out of fear of the
King, they dare not make
against us any other demon-
stration

;
and thus, the best way

we can, in the midst of this un-
belief, before so many lords of

divers nations, Gentile and
Maumetan, who come to this

Court from divers countries,

praedicamus Christum^ et hunc
crucifixum (we preach Christ,

and Him crucified).^ God
knows what the fruit is like.

It is quite true that it could
be greater, if there were better

disposition both on my side and
on theirs. Therefore, I beg of

Your Reverence to pray to
our Lord and to the Most
Blessed Virgin that He make
us worthy labourers in His
vineyard. Many think well of

our evangelical doctrine ; they
approve of it as very good;
but, for human considerations,
they keep silence, and show us
special respect and love. .The
greater number, out of zeal

for their false sect, cannot
bear to see us, wherewith we
have occasion to practise

humility, patience and charity.

1 ** Nos autem praedicamus Christum crucifixum,*^ 1 Cor. I. 2S.
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5 . Della parte del Re che si

puo sperare piu se non che si

batezi, delche me da piu uolte

boni segni di uoler farlo, ouero
desiderarlo. pouchi giomi sono

che stando amalato mi mando
dire che pregasse a N. gli

desse salute che si faria Cris-

tiano.: alche io risposi che
era mio officio e che spera-

ua in N. gleli daria como
de facto gli diede ma il Re non
mi parlo piu in non so ae

sua intent*' fu di doletia ou
di altra uechia [^ic] che tiene

dali a pouco mi diede uno
Caluario con molte figure

grandi & picole di pietra

gialda alambra [P. 2]t con
ii auoi cristali di Milano opera
inolto fina, & di ualore di 400.

sGudi in circa. Queste couse
sono segni euidenti del amore
che il Re tiene cosi a N. S'’*‘

como anchora alii suoi serui

& se non si dichiara piu sara
p’ rispeti humani.

6. Uenendo Tanno passato
del Regno di Cabul che he
principio della Tartaria di

donde scrisse largo a V.R. su-

bito ariuati a Labor sua Citta
reale mi ordeno il Re che
facessi il nostro Presepio che
lo uoleua uedere, cosi lo faces-

simo doi Padri che erauamo,
cioe il P. che assiste in quella

5. On the King’s side what
more can be hoped for than
that he accept baptism ? In
this matter, he often gives

me good signs that he wants
to do it, or that he wishes to.

A few days ago, being ill, he
sent me word to pray to our
Lord that He might grant him
health, that he would become a
Christian. To which I an-

swered that that was my office,

and that I hoped in our Lord
He would grant it him, as in

fact He did. But the King
did not speak to me any more
about this. I know not
whether his intention wa»s in-

spired by that illness or by
some other great fear (?)^ he
has. Not long after that,^ he
gave me a Calvary with many
%ures, great and small, of

yellow stone, amber, with their

Milan crystals : a very fine

piece of work, and worth about
400 scudi. These things are

evident signs of the love which
the King has both for our Lord
and his servants, and, if he
does not declare himself more
openly, it must be for reasons

of human respect.

6. Last year, coming from
the kingdom of Cabul, which
is the beginning of Tartary,

whence I wrote at length io

Your Reverence,® the King told

me, as soon as we arrived at

Labor, his royal City, that I

should make our Crib, that he
wished to see it. We did so,

two Fathers of us, that is, the

^ Perhaps the Italian should have hud ; una altra vecchia paura,
‘ some other great fear.’

2 July 24, 1627.
2 To be found : a letter of Fr. J. de Castro to Pr. Claudio Fran-

c esco Septalio (Kabul, 1626).
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Chiesa, & io piaque a N. S^’^*

che riusci tanto bono, die il

Re, Regina et Principi con la

mag^*’ p‘' della Corte, uenero,

a uederlo restando tutti oosi

satisfatti, che diceuano non
auere mai uisto piu liello apa-

rato. il Re ci diede bona qua-

tita de danari p’ le spesse

fatte, sebene lui ci aueua datto

li officiali & tutta la tapecaria

necess‘‘ et q*® io gli dimandai
p’ lo ornato della Chiesa. Il

concurso duro quindeci giorni

con tanta multitud'* di p’sone

giorne & notte che non si

poteiia chiudere la Chiesa. p’q^*'

aparato tutti ci restorono bene
affecti, & beneuoli p’ fargli

uedere in sue terre cosi bono
aparato, & ci ridondo in

grande honore & credito. il

Re volse magnare & beuere in

Chiesa delle nostre cose & da
nostra mano, cousa che li mau-
metani abominano, ma lui fa

pouco caso di loro, il frutto

fu monstrar a tutti con il

detto, li misterij che si presen-

tauano nella festa del nascim^**

uenuta de maggi, & altri

cho stauano nelle piture della

chiesa. con q*^*’ hello modo
diuulguiamo il Euag^' la

uita de X’po N. piacera a
lui tirare il desiato frutto di q+‘‘

celestiale semente. Adesso
ogni anno faremo I’istesso pre-
sepio megliore con il fauore
diuino.

Father who takes care of that

Church and I. It pleased

our Lord that it should suc-

ceed so well that the King,
the Queen, and the Princes,

with the greater part of the

Court, came to see it, and
they were all so much pleased

that they said they bad never
seen finer display. The King
gave us a good quantity of

money for the expenses in-

curred, although he had’given
us the workmen and all the

tapestry necessary,^ and
whatever I asked him for

decorating the Church. The
concourse lasted a fortnight,

and such was the number of

people, day and night, that we
could not shut the Church.
Thanks to this display, all re-

mained better disposed to-

wards us, and thankful for

making them see such a fine

sight in their lands, and* it

redounded to great honour and
credit for us. The King
wanted to eat and drink some
of our things and from
our hands in the Church,*^

a thing the Maumetans abo-
minate ; but he cares little for

them. The fruit was that we
showed to all with our finger

the mysteries represented on
the feast of the Nativity, and
of the coming of the Magi, and
the other mysteries shown in

the pictures of the Church. In
this excellent way we make
known the Holy Gospel and
the life of Christ our Lord. It

^ On other occasions, tapestry for the Church had been lent or given
by Akbar and Jahangir.

2 As a boy Jahangir had eaten at the Fathers’ house, notably at
Fatehpur Sikri, with his father Akbar. Cf. F. Goldie, S.J., First Chris-
tian Mission to the Great Mogul, Dublin, Gill, 1897, pp. 100-101.
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7. Ogni anno ua il Re dis-

corendo p’ li snoi regni, mi he
necess^^ acompagnarlo et in

questi camini si patisce tanto

che non si puo imaginare ne
non a chi lo uede and p’ua.

grand*"* disaggi, discomodi &
una continua inquietat*- di

corpo & spirito. ma con-

tento p’ farmi gr’a N. S**" di

patire p* amor suo. mi dis-

(cotcta) assaj u(eder)mi nol

mezzo di uno exercito di pin

de otto (cento) mille persone
tutti Inhdeli ou gentili, ou
maumetani, de cristiani al pin

quindeci ouero uinti, ma mi
he necess" conformarmi con la

uoltita di quello che il tutto

uede & sa et sup’ta tanta
iniidelita, lui sa perche. sopra
il mio pauiglione tego sempre
la bandiera con la Croce, &
sopra li cameli che nel camino
portano le nostre rope et or-

nato p’ la S‘** messa, cosi como
p’ il pin gli altri portano le

sue insignie p’ essere connos-
ciuti

will please Him to derive from
that heavenly seed the fruit

desired. We shall now every
year make the same Crib bet-

ter, with the divine help.

7. Every year the King
goes running about his king-

doms. I have to accompany
him, and in those journeys one
suffers so much that one can-
not imagine it, not even he who
sees and experiences it :

^ ex-

treme privations, discomforts,

and a continual agitation,

bodily and mental. But (1 am)
very happy in that our Lord
gives me the grace to suffer for

His sake. It gives me much
pain (?) to see myself in the

midst of an army of eight

(hundred)^ thousand men, all

unbelievers, whether Gentiles

or Maumetans. Of Christians

there are at most fifteen or

twenty. But 1 must conform
myself to the will of Him who
sees and kno\vs it all, and who
bears with so much unbelief,

for reasons known to Him.
On my tent 1 always have the

banner with the Cross, and on
the camels.^ which on the

journey carry our clothes and
the ornaments for the Holy

1 Such too was Fr. Francesco Coral’s experience of the post.
^ We have a clear otto^ which, with the portion missing at the end of

the line, where the paper is damaged, could not give ottanta (eighty), but
should give ottocento, * eight hundred.’ 1 do not think that Fr. de Castro
speaks of what had happened sometimes rather than of an army of

800,000 men (soldiers and retainers of all sorts) then in Kashmir.
3 A hundred years later. Dona Juliana Dias da Costa, who accom-

panied the Moghul Emperors in their military expeditions, had the cross
on her banner, Cf. my The family of Lady Juliana Diaa da Costa {1658-
1732), in Joum. Panjab Hist, Soc., Vol. VII, 1917, p. 3 of reprint.

The presence of Christian Missionaries at the Moghul Court, the
honour shown them by Akbar and JahftngTr, their oft-repeated promises
of becoming Christian, the daily religious discussions, the prayers said
for the King’s welfare, the religious books composed for the King’s in-

struction, the imitation by the King’s painters of Christian subj^ts, etc.,

all this takes us back three hundred years earlier, to the Franciscans in

the camp of the Great Khans of China.
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8. In missione iii sono

altre tre reside* con molti x’pi-

ani, et mercati che uano, &
uengono de diuersi regni della

Persia, Turchia.

9. Questo anno si sono

ofierti alcuni popoli a farsi

x’piani, che non sono ne getili

ne maumetani dicono che pare-

chi anni sono forono li suoi

antecessori condoti de altri

paesi qua et sino fldesso si sono

conseruati nella sua lego che

dicono essere di Abram sebene

piena di errori.

10. La rniss^' del grande
Tibete che parto [sic] di q^"- ua
inanzi p’ essei*e cominciata del

nostro P. Sup^'^’ con bone in-

formation! che io gli p’curai.

11. Nel India si fanno gran-

de conuersioni nel regno di

Ceilano, Cochinchina, et Ethy-
opia.. li heretici Inglesi &
Olandesi impediscono assaj

ogni bene temporale & spiri-

tuale con le molte naui che
tengono, et cosi si patisce assaj.

ci dia il rimedio. non altro

mi occore che ricomandarmi

Mass, just as the others mostly
bear their insignia to be re-

cognised.

8. In this Mission there are

three other Kesidences ^ with

many Christians, and mer-
chants from divers kingdoms
of Persia, and Turkey, who
come and go.

9. This year certain peo-

ples have offered to become
Christian, who are neither

Gentiles nor Maumetans. ‘They
say that, many years ago, their

ancestors were brought hither

from other countries, and until

now they have kept their law,

which they say is of Abram,
although full of errors.^

10. The Mission of Great
Tibete, which is an offshoot

of this Mission, is going ahead,

having been begun by our
Father Superior ^ on good in-

formations which I gave him.

11. In India there are great

conversions: in the kingdom
of Ceilan, Cochinchina, and
Ethyopia. The heretics, Eng-
lish and Hollanders, greatly

prevent all temporal and
spiritual good with the many
ships they have, and so we
suffer much. May our Lord
give us the remedy. I have

1 Lahore, Agra, and JSambhar.
2 On this important passage see my comments in A letter of Fr.

Francisco Godinho, S.J., from Western Tibet {Tsaparangf Aug. 16, 1626),
in J.F.A.S.B., Vol. XXI, 1925, p. 56. At j). 73 {ibid.), 1 wrote by mistake
(last paragraph) “Fr. Antonio Monsorrate” instead of “Fr. Joseph de
Castro.”

These Jewish or semi>Jowish people make us think of the lost shut-
up tribes of Israel. At a later date, about 1662, we hear of semi-Chris-
tians in

^

Gavorstan ’ (Kadristan), and we think of the Yusufzais. The
semi-Christians^ of * Gavorstan * bore the cross on their forehead and on
both cheeks, like tho Christians oTf Ethiopia

; they baptised their chil-
dren, etc. Cf. A Kircher, S.J., China illustrata, Amstelodami, 1667, p 91.

3 Fr. Antonio de Andrada, who, though in Tibet, continued as Supe-
rior, since in 1628 he even deposed Fr. Francisco Lefio, the ‘ Superior ’ of
Mogof.
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alii S** SS‘j [in the margin] di

V.R inanzi la Vergiae

& ante altare Dei I’istesso faro

io p’ V.R. la priego uogli pre-

gare p’ la conuers^ di nos-

tro bono Re et suoi regni

uastissimi, et mi agiuti a
corispond^' a cosi alta uocat®.

Di regno di Casimir.

15. Agosto 1627.

Seruus dh frater in d^

t Joseph Decastro.

12. Questa scrissi il giorno
della gloriosa Assumptione
della Madona con grade
mia consolat^ questa matina
dixi la Santa messa stando a
essa doi Venetian! doi Armeni
sei ou sete Industani, hecoui
Padre mio il nostro picolo

grege in q*^ exercito. altri ui

erano francesi, et Portuguesi
che forono a Lahor, ego solus

tota die sicut poser [sic] soli-

tarius in tecto cum sola Vergine
meditabundus ingemiscens ad
earn ds dicens trahe me post te

V. Maria.
Tuus in D'no.

13. Salutet V.R. omnes p^res

db fres nostros notos et ignotos

meo nomine et eos deprecare
[sic] udit ut mei memores sint

in 8*^^ sacrifitijs et precibus
eorum.

nothing more than to commend
myself to Your Reverence’s
Holy Sacrifices before the Most
Blessed Virgin and ante altare

Dei (before the altar of God).
1 shall do the same for Your
Reverence. I beg of you to

be so good as to pray for the
conversion of this our good
King and of his vast kingdoms,
and to help me in correspond-

ing with so high a vocation.

From this kingdom of Casi-

mir, the 15th of August, 1627.

Your servant and toother in

the Lord,

fJoseph Decastro.

12. I wrote this letter to

my great consolation on the

day of the glorious Assump-
tion of the Most Holy Madon-
na. This morning I said Mass,

there being present at it two
Venetians, two Armenians, six

or seven Industanis. That,

Father mine, is our small flock

in this army. There were
others, Frenchmen and Portu-

guese, who went to Labor.

Like a sparrow all alone on
the house-top,^ I am the whole
day alone with the Virgin

alone, musing, sighing towards
her, and saying, “ Draw me
after thee, Virgin Mary.”^

Yours in the Lord.

13. Would Your Reverence
salute in my name all the

Fathers and Brothers, known
and unknown, and be kind

enough to ask them to remem-
ber me in their Holy sacrifices

and prayers ?

^ “ VigiUwi, et jactus awn aicut passer solUarius in tecto. (I have
watched, and am become as a sparrow all alone on the house-top.)
Ps. Cl. 8.

2 ** Trahe me: post te curremus in odorem unguentorum tuorum.^'

(Draw me: we will run after thee to the odour of thy ointments.)
Cant. I. 3.
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[P. 3] {Address) : t [P. S] (Address)
: f To the

A) VeryReverendFatherinChrist,
Rdo In Chr’o P II P*^ Claudio Father Claudio Francesco
Francesco Septalio della Septalio, of the Company of
Comp» di Giesu. Jesus.

via. 1st via.
Del gran Mogol. In Como. From the Great Mogol. At

Como.

(Provenance) : MSS. belonging
to the Society of Jesus.



Article No. 13.

Notes on Khorasani Kurdish.

By W. IVANow.

The materials for the study of the dialect that is spoken
by the Kurdish tribes inhabiting Northern Khorasan consist

apparently so far only of a number of words that were
collected by A Houtum-Schindler, and which were published
bv him in his “ Beitrago zum kurdischen Wortschatze/'
Z‘!d.M.G , vol. 38 (1884), pp. 43-116.1 In 1918-1920, during
my residence in that part of Persia, 1 collected about 400
specimens of Kurdish poetry and tales which give a more
definite idea of the language which the Kurds of Khorasan
speak. As the subject is one of considerable interest to

students of Kurdish language, a brief outline of the main
features of this dialect is here given, to which is added a
vocabulary, and a number of typical specimens of popular
poetry and prose.

Historical information concerning Kurdish migrations to

Khorasan were briefly summarised by Houtum-Schindler in his

article, referred to, and a short note on their present distribu-

tion in the province was given in my paper, “ Notes on the ethno-
logy of Khorasan,” which was published in the Geographical
Journal, Vol. LXVII, 1926, pp. 143-158. For the convenience
of the reader the most essential points are here repeated.

It is difficult to find without special research if there were
a Kurdish population in Khorasan before the XVIth century.

Under Shah Isma‘il the First (1502-1524), a number of Kurds
were transferred and settled there. These were followed by others

later. Their immigration continued in the XVIIth century,
under ‘Abbas I (1587-1628), and later on

;
a movement was

recorded in the reign of Nadir (1736-1747), which was probably
the last. Owing to the difficult means of communication and
perturbed state of Persia in the XVIIIth century, the connec-
tion of these emigrants with the portions of their tribes that

remained in Kurdistan proper was apparently severed at an early

date.

Of the four tribes which were regarded as original, i.e., the

Amarlu, Kaywanlu, Zafaranlu and Shadulu, the first two lost

all their former importance, whilst the other two ceased to be
regarded as Kurds, being mostly Turkish-speaking. The

1 E. Ber6sine, Recherches aur lea dicUectea peraans, Casaii, 1863, con-
tains in its part III a number of ‘ Eastern Kurdish ’ words. As the
book, is not accessible to me at present, 1 cannot state whether the
dialect is Khorasani Kurdish or not.
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present principal sub-divisions of the Kurdish-speaking tribes

from North to South, are as follows

:

1. Melanin,—in Qiishkhtoa and some other places in

the Northern part of the district of Isfarain
; in

Juwayn ;
in the extreme North of the Nishapur

district.

2. Bajgiranlu,—a small tribe living near Bajglran, a

frontier village on the Mashhad-Askhabad road.

3. Aghazlu,—near Aghach, West of Bajglran, along the

frontier.

4. Hiwalanlu,—North of the district of Quehan, and in

Derregez.

5. Kuranlu,—also North of Quehan.
6. Nawukh, Dizawun, etc.

7. Mashkanlu,—near Mashkan, in the district of

Quehan.
8. Burji,— near Radqan, in the same district.

9. Kaywanlu.—in the Juwayn, Quehan, and Northern
Nishapur districts.

10. Mazhdakanlu,—in Northern Nishapur and in

Quehan districts.

11. Shadulu,—in Bujnurd, and 12. Zafaranlu,—in Shir-

wan, as stated above, are now regarded as Turks.

All these tribes live mostly settled, or as “ half-nomads,’*

cultivating fields in the summer and migrating with their flocks

in the winter
;
there are also pure nomads amongst them. The

following tribes consist chiefly of nomads :

13. Rashanlu,—in Khakistar, Lain, and as far to the

East as Chaheha.
14. Briwanlu,—near Chaheha, in the summer in Kelat.
15. Badiwanlu,—in Derregez (winter), and Quehan

(summer).
16. Hafshalanlu,—in the same place as the preceding

tribe.

17. Jafkanlu,—in Chamakalur (winter), or Kuh-i-Daulat
(summer).

18. Karamanlu,—in the Northern parts of the Nishapur
district.

19. Waranlu,—also in the same district, a small tribe.

-0. Tupkanlu,—in the districts of Juwayn and Nishapur ;

in the winter they migrate across the valley of

Sabzawar to the Dasht-i-Taqi, the border of the
great Central Desert.

21. Amarlu,—in and around Moris, or Morusbk, a village

N.W. from Nishapur, on the road to the tur-

quoise mines.

These tribal names are not reliable for historical research.

They change continually
;
an identification of the tribes in Kho-
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rasan with those in Kurdistan proper based merely on the simil-

arity of their names is therefore highly improbable.
Although it seems certain that the original settlers spoke in

different dialects, one is compelled to think that three hundred
years’ residence in Khorasan led to the formation of quite a
uniform language. Most probably it grew from the speech of

a dominating community, which gradually assimilated all other
dialects of minor groups* The Kurdish of Khorasan, as it is

spoken now-a-days, appears to belong to the pure Kurdish, or

North-Western family of dialects, but is not identical with any
known tribal idiom. This relation with the Northern group is

clear not only from the existence in Khorasani of a large

number of words peculiar to the vocabulary of the Northern
tribes, but also from some grammatical usages, such as the wide
use of the personal verbal suffixes -ma, -i/a, -wa, etc. ; from the

forms of the personal pronouns, which are typically Northern

;

from the rare use of the personal pronominal suffixes, etc.

There are, however, traces of some admixture from the Southern
dialects, such as the alternative forms of personal pronouns

;

min, dmd, awon (or awono ) ;
also some isolated terms in the

vocabulary, etc.

The Khorasani Kurdish language itself has no division into

subdialects, and although there are local peculiarities in the

pronunciation, or some words are used only locally, etc., these

appear unessential. Much greater is the difference caused by
the influence of the neighbouring languages. From this point of

view two “ spheres of influence ” are seen in Kurdish. The
Kurds of the Northern districts of Khorasan, who come into

close contact with the local nomadic and settled Turkish tribes,

are greatly influenced by their language. In fact “ Turkisa-

tion ” has been carried so far that several tribes (as mentioned
above) have entirely lost their Kurdish tongue, although the

tradition is still fresh about their being closely connected with
other Kurdish tribes a few generations ago.

In the Southern districts such as Juwayn, Sabzawar and
the Mashhad-Quchan valley, all Kurds speak a rustic Persian

as their second language. Although these Persian-speaking

Kurds are not so numerous as those speaking Turkish, the in-

fluence of the Persian phonetical usages and of the dictionary

are far more prominent with the Khorasani Kurdish than those

of the Turkish dialects. This is because the latter themselves
have undergone a great modification, and often indirectly trans-

mit also the Persian phonetical features which they have
adopted.

There is no literature in Khorasani Kurdish, and it is ex-

ceedingly difficult to obtain a specimen of good Kurdish written

language. If necessity compels the Kurds to write, they do
use not their native tongue, but either Persian or Turkish,

whichever is more familiar to them. Those few who are able to
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write, have great difficulty when asked to write in their own
language. There is no traditional and standardised ortho-
graphy, and the great simplicity of Kurdish syntax compared
with Persian, and especially Turkish, adds to the difficulty of
rendering the usual florid expressions, customary in letters. In
fact it may often be found that the Kurds write, in reality, in

Persian and Turkish, mechanically substituting Kurdish words
for the equivalents in those languages, if it is insisted upon that
they were to produce a specimen of written Kurdish.

Tliis creates an almost insurmountable difficulty for a proper
research in the grammar of the dialect. The popular songs are
usually very primitive, and use abrupt sentences. Their anal-
ysis gives no material concerning the formation and the use
of the comparatively rare grammatical forms, and it is almost
hopeless to try to get explanations from the unsophisticated
peasant or shepherd, which the average Kurd generally is.

The popular poetry is rather extensive, but consists almost
exclusively of tristichs.' I cannot tell if there are real
“ bards,” or miiustrels ” who specialise on Kurdish songs. The
luils who sing and play at weddings or other festivals usually
produce Turkish poetry, in the local dialects or Jaghatai, rarely
in Turkman!. There are also fragments of songs by professional
poets, sucli as those ascribed to Ja‘far-Quli, but usually they
are so badly preserved that one is forced to treat them as being
uncongenial to the spirit of oral Kurdish poetical tradition,
or rather as imitations of Turkish poems.

A tristich of this kind usually consists of three lines, each
containing eight syllables, with a clear caesura after the fS:)urth

syllable.^ Sometimes there are lines of seven, or even five
syllables. The latter type is rare, and belongs to the songs of
‘‘dancing music.” ^ All these poems are sung, never recited.^

^ '^rristlcrhs as a tVinn of poems are also popular in Kurdistan proper*
O. Mann gives a few of them, in the Mukri dialect, on pp. 276-280 and
298-302 ill '‘'Die Mundart der Mukri-Kurden,'' Kurdisch-Peraische Por-
schungen, Abt. IV, vol. Ill, Toil 1 (1906). Among the Persians and the
Central Asian Turka, who are the immediate neighbours of the Kurds,
tristichs are never used, and the popular form is the quatrain, consisting
of four lines, each composed of eleven syllables. Cf. my notes on
Khorasani rustic poetry in tho J.P,A.S,B„ vol. XXI (1926), pp. 233-313.
The Kurds call their tristichs bdyt.

,

2 The use of the inner rhyme is very rare, cf. further on, specimens.
No. 188. At the end of the lines the rhyming syllable is usually the same
(aaa), but often there arc some irregularities so that one of the three lines
does^ not rhyme with the others, or there is no rhyme at all.

3 Kurdish dances are very primitive and are danced by men only in
public, in pairs ; they are distinguished by their time. The names of the
dances are (called after the tune to which they are danced), slow {wetr
langar) : roata-, owghoni {Afghani). Fast are : aarbozi, moti-moti, ahelengi,
keUxtteif chub-bozi. They are mostly borrowed from other nations, and not
Kurdish in origin.

4 The melodies are often improvised. Or they may be rather free
variants of some “fashionable” standard motives. In 1919 these were

:
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The tristichs follow each other in an arbitrary order, just as they

are remembered by the singer, regardless of their contents,

having no permanent “ series ” or “ chains.”

From the point of view of technique they usually consist

of two parts : the first, corresponding to the first line, gives a

very brief picture of the surrounding landscape,^ a detail in the

beautiful features or the attire of the beloved, or some
dominating emotion.® The two other lines constitute the prin-

cipal part of the poem, and express the reflection, in a laconic

and rather abrupt way.
On the whole these tristichs appear to belong to an

Mmpressionistic ” school, not unlike Japanese poetry, as far as

the creation of a primitive pastoral Kurd can be compared to

the production of a skilled artist. They are ‘‘static” in their

motive, defining some emotional moment from psychical experi-

ence, with the utmost economy of words. They never contain

a “ story,” however short, but alwaj^s deal with a single

individual fact. It is singular that a people with such a long
fighting past, like the Kurds of Khorasan, take little interest in

epic poetry. My long and persistent search for poems of this

kind was unavailing. I found but a few “cycles” of tristichs,

dealing with events
;
these were in the same “ impressionistic

”

style
;
the subject was usually the death of a hero.

Probably the cause of this is the strange abruptness of

thought which is common to all peoples living a simple nomadic
life. This feature is reflected in the Kurdish syntax which
avoids complex sentences. In every Kurdish poem of this kind
are given only the “brightest spots” of the picture; all inter-

mediary tones are omitted. The European poet who would
translate these songs and render them intelligible to his readers,

would have to reconstruct these omitted passages; in fact, he
would have to “ bridge ” the Kurdish abrupt sentences to-

gether.

These short poems are usually widely known, and must be
of fairly old origin. Their authors are never known ; new addi-

tions or variants are constantly forthcoming, but only a small

percentage of these can be treated as familiar to all tribes.

The poems, or rather fragments, not belonging to this

popular form, may be productions of some poets of note. But
their names are also rarely preserved. My informers invariably

ascribed all such fragmentary poems to Ja‘far-Qull, of whom I

could not find any reliable biographical details. The cycles of

^ongs deploring the death of some hero are usually attributed

^ori-zori (sad), Sowna-jon, or Sanam’jon, Mole-Ma^aurm, Alow-jigi (used
for dancing music), Jaja (also for dancing), etc.

^ Cf. doroy ikde gul keriya=the sanjad tree is in blossom ; or zka ben
ma-dho konyo kask-d^heXow me there is a green (place near the) spring,
etc,

2 Cf. dil wa dordo dil wa dordo=Sorrow in the heart (twice), etc.
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to the sister of the deceased,—not to any other of his relations,

or friends.

Kurdish fairy tales are interesting from the folklore point

of view, especially since nothing has been published on this

subject, not only in regard to the Kurds of Khorasan, but also

to all their immediate neighbours. Unfortunately, I found

these tales beyond my power to write down from dictation.

The primitive Khorasani Kurds find it impossible to tell them
slowly and distinctly. Every demand for repetition leads to a

complete change of sentence, and sometimes even to a complete

change of the subject itself. The literate disclaim all knowledge
of such “ old women’s nonsense,” and it was with great difficulty

that I succeeded in obtaining a few stories in prose which were
written by an ‘‘ akhilnd,” or mulla.^

I. Notes on Khorasani Kurdish Phonology.

It would be wrong to treat the phonetical system of the

Kurdish of Khorasan independently. The dialect has experi-

enced great alterations in this respect due to influence exercised

by local colloquial Persian
; in fact, the phonetical rules in

this Kurdish are practically the same as those in the rustic

Khorasani Persian. Therefore it would be appropriate to men-
tion here those points of the system only in which Kurdish
differs from the rustic Persian of Northern Khorasan.^

A few general remarks may be useful

:

1. Like the Khorasani colloquial Persian, the Kurdish
dialect avoids all sounds which may be called emphatic and
require special efforts to pronounce. Although Kurdish speech

sounds, in general, more guttural than Persian, the majority
of sounds are pronounced in the same “lazy” manner, so

different from that of Arabs, etc. As is usual in the speech of

the uneducated, the words undergo a great deal of mutilation
through frequent syncopa, metathesis, “swallowing” of the
endings, etc. Arabic loan-words especially undergo amazing
alterations.

2. As far as I can understand, in this dialect. Just as

in colloquial and dialectical Persian, there is nothing in the
nature of the vowels which may be described as inherently,
absolutely, or proportionally “long” and “short.” I paid
special attention to this, and whenever I tried to verify the
statements of different writers on the subject, I invariably
discovered that this division depends on either of the following

^ Ihis mail, Mulla ‘All, wris from Juwayii, and although a K.urd, he
spoke chiefly Turkish. His education was very poor and when he wrote
in Persian he made many orthographical mistakes.

2 On the phonetical system of the rustic Persian of Khorasan see
my paper in the vol. xxi, 1926, pp. 242-249.
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principal causes which have never been properly taken into

account :

—

() accent, which makes a vowel clearer, “brighter”
than others, or more prominent, “ longer”

;

() favourable “consonant surroundings” which help the
vowel to attain similar “ clearness,” or pro-
minence

:

(c) the transfer of orthographical ideas into the field

of phonetics, and mixing the traditional concep-
tions concerning prosody, etc., with observations
of sounds. A vowel in literary Persian, marked
a, is far too often treated as such in the systems
of phonetical transcription. Jn reality it is a
sound similar to an English a in a/Z, or frequent-

ly an o, having almost no element of a guttural
a in it.

Therefore, finding that the division of the vowels into

“short” and “long” ones does not exist in reality,—at least

as far as I can rely on my own ears,—1 decided to mark here
a vowel as “short” or “long” only if it deviates too much
from the normal, is short or long in excess.

3. In a dialect like Khorasani Kurdish which has com-
pletely adopted the phonetical system of colloquial Khorasani
Persian, there is an enormous variety of shadings in the timbre

of every vowel. Every individual pronounces the same sound
differently, and even without any apparent reason will vary his

own pronunciation of the same word or vowel. From the point

of view of the “ absolute pitch ” it is probably possible to class

all shadings of the seven elementary sounds in rows that

gradually converge :

—

ttg ttg a, (which almost coincides with d{)

^2 ^^3* • • • • • t •^n ( >> .. fi)

^2 ^3 ^*1 ( >> ’ »» ^l )

*1 ®2 tjj. in ( j> >> »» »> (l)

^2 ^*3

Itj U^ Wg Un ( »> >> j? »» ®l)

(>1 Og ^3 ( >> >> ®l)

It will be impossible to identify all the shadings which
occur in pronunciation, and it will be misleading to select

a few of them in each row, only those which may be similar

to sounds in a European language. Therefore it would be
better to adopt one sign for each elementary vowel only,

lemembering that it is merely the approximate expression for

one of many minute shadings that could never be properly

recorded without the help of special instruments.

4. The alteration of both vowels and consonants, is

also a phenomenon which appears with great irregularity in
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the pronunciation of different individuals. This may be referr-

ed to especially in the changes that are due to synvocalism in

individuals influenced by Turkish linguistical usages. These

people may ‘‘synvocalise” the sounds on one occasion, but

may leave them unchanged at others.

5. Accentuation in Khorasani Kurdish, like in colloquial

Persian, is not so sharp as it is in many European languages,

or as it is in the colloquial Persian of Yazd. It is attained by
a slight prolongation of the accented sound rather than by
raising the voice.

Description of Sounds.

The following list of sounds with their detailed description

can be used also as the table of transliteration which is

adopted in this paper.’

VOWELS : a, a, e, i, i, w, o
;
these may be long or short

in pronunciation, depending on the intonation. Diphthongs :

ay, aw, dy, dw, etc.

CONSONANTS :
guttural

—

h, h.

gutturo-velar— gh, kh.

gutturo-nasal

—

n,

velar

—

k, g,

velar and lingual

—

Ic, g.

lingual—2/, Z, /, f, (rr).

palatal —cA, j, zh.

cerebral

—

t, d.

front-palatal

—

fi, sh,

dental

—

t, d, dh, z.
'

naso-dental

—

n,

labio-dcntal

—

v, f.

labial

—

p, b, w.

naso-labial—m.

Vowels.

a,—is a comparatively clear guttural sound, approximately
like a in “

father"' The shadings are numerous, and have- a
general tendency to be pronounced like a, especially in the

places where Persian is much used.
a ,—has a great variety of shadings, from an almost pure

guttural a to e (cf. English hut, het, bird, etc.). It is rarely

heard after gutturals or after y ; sometimes it sounds like u or

1 This system of transliteration is applied in this paper only to
Kurdish words. The Persian and Turkish idioms are transliterated,
according to their standard orthography, as usual, with the help of the
system which is universally adopted. Names which are common are
given in the form as used in general ^English literature, without diacritical
marks.
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t, in corrupted Persian and Arabic loan-words, but these cases

constitute exceptions.

6,—is usually a short sound of indistinct timbre. In clearer

cases it sounds like a, but is also indistinguishable from i when
it appears as an euphonic after-sound with difficult groups

of consonants.

i ,—has also many shadings
;
when indistinctly pronounced it

approaches e
;
but when clear, sounds like ee in the English

word “ meet,"" or i in “ fit."" It is singular that in the pronun-
ciation of a great many Kurds should i follow q, kh, k, s, sh, r,

zh, it always requires an introductory ” sound, w, u, or (Ger-

man) u (which is used only by Turkish-speaking Kurds). So :

khwin, qwin, shwir, riiie, zhuir, etc. (cf. Sc., p. 260, § 53).'

It is at the same time usual, especially in the Persian loan-words

that are taken from the colloquial speech, to make i correspond
to the original u.

i,—is a sound w'hich is comparatively rare in Persian, though
frequent in Turkish and other languages It is pronounced with

the tongue flatter than in the case of the ordinary i, not reach-

ing the palate, but touching the side teeth, so that the stress of

the sound is concentrated above the front teeth, under the nose

(cf. o in “ women"").

u,—varies from a clear m? to a long oo, as in “ foot."" The
sound a, as mentioned above, is rare, except in the speech of

the Kurds who use Turkish as their second language. These
often introduce it instead of the ordinary u.

o,—has a great variety of shadings, from an o pronounced
with the lips almost shut, approximating to u, to an o pro-

nounced with an almost open mouth, sounding like a in all,""

which corresponds to the orthographical long d. The sound o

may also correspond to the orthographical short and long u,

or even the short a.

Consonants.

Guttural.—h,—is almost as harsh as in Arabic. It is not
universal, but often heard. Some individuals pronounce it very
harshly : harra, dohwi (Ar. da'wd), etc. The ordinary h is also

often harsher than in Persian.

Outturo-velar.—q and gh,—are not much emphasised, and
apparently never attain the harshness with which they are pro-

nounced in Arabic. These two are often confused
; q also is

1 For economy of space, the following abbreviations are introduced
in this paper: M.=0. Mann, Kurdisch-Persische Forschungen, Abt. iv,

Band iii, Teil i. Die Mundart der Mukri-Kurden (Berlin, 190S) ; Sc.=A.
Socin, Die Sprache der Kurden, in the Grundriss der Iranischen
Philologie, vol 1, part II; Sn.=E. B. Soane, Grammar of the Kurmanji
or Kurdish Language, London, 1913 (unfortunately, only these three
works on Kurdish dialects were accessible to me here, in Calcutta,
besides A. Houtum-Schindler’s list). P. =:Literary Persian ; T. =Tiirkish
(in general sense, or as Central Asian Turkish).
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sondctiniGs pronounced in a softer way, af^ kh, which often is as

harsh as the Western Persian, not the Khorasani kh. It is

remarkable that in this dialect the combination khw at the

beginning of words is often met with : khwadhe, khwin, etc.

Gutturo-nasal n appears only immediately before k or g.

Velar.—k and //,—are tlie same as in Persian
; g is rarely pro-

nounced like y (diyar for dtgar that is so common in Khorasani

Persian). I noticed only a few cases like biyer, etc. (from girtin).

Both k and g are sometimes pronounced like in Turkish (the

tongue touching side-teeth), which gives them a slight addition-

al sound of y: lc=ky; (j=gy: lcat=kyat, etc., in which y is pro-

nounced at the same time Jis k.

Lingual.—y,—is often a very highly pitched I sometimes,

becomes cerebralised into /, which sounds like ll in ^^well,’’

all” etc. r sometimes becomes “ rolling” rr : hurra.

Palatal.—ch and y ,—are the same as Persian
; zh is like j in

French “yoar.” It may be also pronounced softly, almost like

a y.

Cerebral.— / and d,—are simply “ hardened ” dentals, under
the influence of other consonants, especially in groups.

Front-palatal—s and sh,—are the same as Persian.

Denial,—t and d,—are articulated lower, nearer to the edge
of teeth than in English. So is the naso dental n. Very often

d is x>ronounced in so low a position that it sounds like dh (th in
‘ Other”). This sound, however, is elusive, and often appears
as a real / in khwcUe= khwadhe,^ Th probably does not exist,

except as a defect of speech, for «v.

Labio-dental.—/ and —are the same as in English.
Labial.—p, 6, and w are the same as Persian

;
6 and w are

often mixed in pronunciation
; m at the end is very indistinct,

like n
;
both are often reduced to the state of a slight nasalisa-

tion in the final syllable.

Modifications of the sounds.

The regular phonetical deviations of Kurdish from Persian
have been dealt with in detail by F. Justi in his “ Kurdische
Grammatik” (St. Petersburg, 1880), and briefly summarized
by A. Socin in his article on the Kurdish grammar in the
Grundriss der Iranischen Philologie, vol. I, part II, pp. 256-272.
It seems that as far as the purely Kurdish element in this
dialect is coiicerned, all the observations of the phonetical system
of the ^orth-Western subdialects in Kurdistan proper are
quite good for this dialect. There are also manv other altera-
tions which are extremely irregular. These are due to the fact
that Kurds, being an illiterate people and mixing only with the

I Apparently the same phonetical phenomenon which existed in
IIan.
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lowest classes of Persians and Turks, usually pick up Arabic,

Persian and Turkish words which are in a corrupt, “slang”
form. To these alterations they add many of their own,
so that, in the end, one has to deal with a multitude of peculiar
modifications which appear quite accidental. A few examples
of common words of an Arabic origin may give some idea of

these changes: riskat=rukhsat ; hisir=aslr ; zabor=zawwdr ;

kor (or qor)^qahr ; jow^jawdb ; kasoy=^qassdb ; dene=zdunya ;

nuwo=nawbat ; sholon=in shd*a^l4ah ; khire=:khayr ; hifo=
kayf.

All alterations due purely to the phonetical rules of Khora-
sani Persian are dealt with in my paper on the phonetics of

that tongue, see J.P.A.S.B., Vol. XXI, 1925, pp. 241-249, and
here nothing special requires to be added.

II. Notes on Morphology.

1. NOUNS, (a) The suffix ~ak, -dk, which originally has some
diminutive meaning, and is added pleonasticall}^ to substantives,

sounds exactly like the other suffix -dk, -ek, used as an equi-

valent of the indefinite article. It appears that probably under
the influence of Khorasani Persian phonetical laws this suffix

may be abbreviated into -d: e.g. barfd, for barfak. It is also

peculiar that the suffixes of the Plural are seldom added to
this diminutive ak,^

(6) The determinative affix -o, -d, -e, 4 (M., p. xlviii,

and Sc., pp. 274-275), although much used, is also seldom
added to the suffix -ak.. It is almost always affixed if the noun
is used in an oblique .ease, particularly with a preposition:
zha Shohrute, zha Turwati=zirom Shahrud, from Turbat

;
yeke

bedha yodegord

:

give (me) one as a souvenir. It is often used
after the suffix of the Plural -on.*

(c) The affix -e, 4, which is an equivalent of the indefinite

article, seems to be more used in this dialect than the suffix ~ek

(d) The suffixes of the Plural are the same as in other
Kurdish dialects but pronounced in a Khorasani Persian way,
Lc., as -o (=P.-7ia), and -n, -nn, -on (=P. -5n).* Suffixes -W,
•gal, -chal, -al, etc., ^ are apparently never used here. It is

1 This peculiarity is chiefly observed in the dialect of Bayazid, cf.

Sc., p. 277, § 162, with which Khorasani Kurdish apparently has many
affinities.

2 This affix seemingly exists also in colloquial Persian (at least in

Khorasan). It differs from the definitive -i (ya-i-isharat) in its having no
correlative sense: mdrddkd=the man; Hasand^the (particular) Hasan,
etc. It seems to me highly probable that in its nature this affix is identi-

cal with the suffix -a added to verbal forms, as will be mentioned further
on.

2 According to Sc., § 160, the loss of the final nasal is also not rarely

observed in the dialect of Bayazid.
^ Cf. M., p. Ivii ; Sn., pp. 10-11 ; Sc., p. 278.
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peculiar that in this dialect the following suffixes are also used

very frequeiitly • “in, “in, -en, cf. qizin, chowen, etc. These may
be connected with the Mukri suffix -ina (M. p. Ivii), or may be

a phonetical modification of the usual -an. Very often (as in

Persian) the mural is not expressed by a suffix, especially if the

noun appears in one of the obliQue cases. There is also an

affix -e, which may be that of the Plural (or Dual ?), as in

cAou?e=eycs; i/ere=eyebrows ;
je.we=twm^ but it may be

only a definitive affix added to the Singular.

(e) The cases are chiefiy formed with the help of different

prepositions. The Genitive usually is expressed by the idafat, as

in Persian ;
this sounds -e-, -o-, -a-, and more frequently

than not is sharply accentuated. In monosyllabic words this is

oftener the case than in other nouns : dele ma, moU ma, 'pile

kliwa, etc. But on the other hand the idafat sometimes may
be omitted (cf. Sc. p. 276, § 156, and M. p. Iv) ^ The Possessive

is often expressed as in Persian by the preposition zha—az, cf.

zha 6ar/ona= belonging to (the famil^^ of the) headmen. I must
note also that some individuals pronounce zha softly, like ya.

The Dative is mostly expressed by the prepositions wa and
la, sometimes also zha (cf. zha yore min^iov my friend=P. az

hardyi-ydr4-man) ^ or sawo. The particle ro (=m) is sometimes
added, but usually omitted (cf. Sc., p. 276, § 158) : wamoyon ro,

saivo taro, etc. The affix -i, -e (cf Sn., p. 13) most probably is

merely the phonetical variant of the determinative -a : chuma
shigore, but chuna mol, etc. Cases of the affix -dho (:=dd), used
after the preposition wa (=Western Kurdish hi) are not
numerous: nzi tarum wa rryo khwa-dho=l am walking along
my road. This may be, however, not the Dative, but the
Locative.*

Tlie Accusative apparently has no special suffixes for its

expression. The particle -ro seems to be very rarely used
(if it is used at all). In cases like: Ogho hedha Fotimdyd the
final -d is probably only the detcrminativc=Imam, give (me)
the (certain) Fatima

The Ablative is formed by the preposition zha, and the
affix -do or -dho {=dd) at the end : zha mol-dho=irom the house.
But this -do may be omitted : zha 3Iorise=:trom Moris.

Tlie Locative is formed by prepositions wa, da, dar, bar, sar,

la, etc., accompanied, or not, by -dho at the end.
The Vocative (cf. Sc., p. 277, § 159; M., pp. Iv-lvi

;
Sn.,

p. 17) has here a regular suffix -w (or -«) : lowuku, shawonu
(or shawone), etc. This is especially noticeable in the abbrevia-
ted, “call” forms of proper names: Mamu= Muhammad

•,

1 It is peculiar that the idaja is not oTily used for the connection of
tw^o nouns, but also for the syntactic dependence (cf. Sc., p. 276, § 157),
as in the following sentence : haldagirum khwange tu ^e=l am going to
take (=marry) the sister of (the man who) comes there.
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Hasu=^ Hasan ; Husu=Husayn ; Iwu= Ibrahim ; Isu^Ismail

;

jlamu=^ Ramadan {-^Ali); Jafu^Ja^far ; Kulu^Ghuldm-Ridd,
etc. The feminine names have the suffix -e, -t ; Khoji^^Khadtja;
foie^Fdtima; Zore=Zuhrd^ etc. The interjections used with

this case mostly are : lu, lo, alo, halo, eho, hu, etc.

(/) Adjectives. Nothing special may be mentioned in this

connection. The iddfat with the Adjectives follows the same
rules as those for the formation of the Genetive case of the
Substantives. The degrees of comparison are like those in

l\>rsian. The suffix -in is frequently used to form Adjectives,

and probably corresponds to the Persian suffix -1.

(g) Numerals. A few numerals have some phonetical
peculiarities: 9=na; 30=.sj; 40=c^aZ; ^0=zpenje;
70=^o//?\* %0=^hashti ; ^0=nut (or nutun?).

2. PRONOUNS. These differ from the forms in various

Western Kurdish dialects only in their phonetics. Besides,

there are traces of the parallel use of pronouns belonging to the
Northern and the Southern groups. The use of the personal

pronominal suffixes is very rare, and it seems these are merely
forms borrowed from the Persian (cf. Sc., p. 272, § 142, and M., p.

Ixii, who maintains that these suffixes are genuine and original

in Kurdish). It is rather difficult to find an example of these,

(except the rare cases of the suffix of the first person : dilem

her icon kachiko^those girls stole my heart ;
but exactl}^ a

similar example is given by Socin (Sc., loc. cit.).

(a) Personal pronouns. Ist person: az, azh, dz; before a
word beginning with a consonant an euphonical e or ^ (very short

and elusive) is added : azi tema, azi nema, etc. The forms of the
oblique case vary in pronunciation : ma, md, me, mi (mu), or

with nasalisation : man, min, mm, etc. The particle -ro (z=rn)

is rarely added to all persons. It is peculiar that the forms
of the oblique case used in the sense of the Dative are mostly
me or mi, and those for the Accusative—ma or md* Sometimes
it appears as if the form az is used also in the sense of the
Accusative : kurme kuti az dakhoren=ey\\ worms are devouring
me. It seems that the determinative affix which is added
to nouns may also be added to the pronouns : the forms azi, az^,

mentioned above, may be explained in this way
;
also forms

like khuine mano=my house; ilchie mano=my messengers.

The Plural is am, ham, amd (a Southern form); the oblique
case is the same as in the Singular : ma, mo (rarely moro : ta wa
moro zdwon hasti=t\\o\x art silent to us).

Ilnd person : tu, to, ti, ti, ta. Oblique case : ta, td, te, ti

(rarely tara, taro: sawo tara az awdolum:=^iov thy sake I have
become a wandering darwish). Plur. hun. Obi- case haw (?)
is very rarely used.

Illrd person : aw, wo, wa, wi, wu (this pronoun is also used
as demonstrative: wi=thm, w;o=that). Oblique case : wa, wo,
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we, wi. Plur. won, wono, we. Obi. case : won, wo^ awno
(or awono^ which again is a Southern Kurdish form).

(6) Reftexwe pronouns: kho, OhL c. kJiwa. In my notes

I could not find any instance of its being joined with a

pronominal suffix (cf. M., p. Ixiii).

(c) Interrogative pronouns. These are ke and die, chi, cha^
who and what. Apparently there is no exact equivalent for

“which’’ (cf. M., p. Ixiv,—fern).

(d) Relative pronouns. It is doubtful if they exist at all

;

in any case they are extremely rare. There are only a few
examples of the use of relative ke. These, however, may he
borrowed from Persian, or explained as the explicative conjunc-
tion (also Persian, often used pleonastically). The relative

pronoun “ which” (very rarely used), is kizh,

(e) Indefinite pronouns are the usual has and hich. Tishtak
=something, is a substantive.

3. VERB. The verb in Khorasani Kurdish on the whole
deviates very little from the standards of the North-Western
dialects in Kurdistan proper, if the general phonetical modifica-
tions only are taken into account. The peculiarity which may
be noted consists in abundance of parallel forms." This most
probably can be explained as the result of a synthetic origin of
the dialect. In the speech of illiterate people the rules
governing the use of tenses and of the parallel forms generally
are exceedingly intricate and admit of no easy analysis. The
speaker will use different forms in apparently quite identical
sentences, or in the same sentence, if repeated. Especially
difficult is it to form a definite idea regarding the exact;
meaning conveyed by different past tenses, with or without
modal particles. Such comparatively rare forms, distinguished
by grammarians as Pluperfect, Conditional, and Subjunctive
are especially doubtful as to their real application.

(a) The modal particles are the usual bi-, be-, bd-, b which
conveys the sense of complete action, and da-, do-, di-, de-, d’-,
which simply marks the indicative mood The latter, especially
before the verbs beginning with a vowel, may become f’-.

The particle hi- forms • Imperative, Future, Conditional, and
Perfect

;
in the verbs which have a prefix it is usually omitted :

beger, but halgir. The particle da- forms the Indicative of the
Present and Preterite. It is doubtful if it is ever used for the
formation of the Future (cf. Sc., p, 279, § 171).

(b) The verbal suffixes. There are two parallel forms of
the personal suffixes which may be used with the same verb,
apparently without any considerable change in the meaning.
The first is:— b •

Sing. I p. -um, -em, -im, -am, - ’m.
II p. -e, -L

III p. -a, -e.
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Plur. I p. ’ini, -eni, - ’m.
II p. -in, -en, - *n.

Ill p. ’in, -cn, - *n.

The second type is: Sing. I p. -ma, -ima; II p. -e, -i

(-iya)\ III p. -a (ya). Plur All persons: -na, -ena, -ina.

Comparing these two types, it appears that they differ

only by the addition of -a, -d. Socin suggests no explanation

(Sc., p. 280, § 173); Mann calls it “ unerflarliches c” (M
, p.

ixxviii, 67). Could it be identified with the determinative

aflix -a which is added to the nouns ? Logically this seems the

most probable, and the affix -a, as when added to nouns, may
he often treated as a sign of logical emphasis, or “accent’’:
war kata shigore=\ie went to hunt; da geren geshtena wi kaioro=
they wandered and (at last) came (after all) to those rocks

(199).

Of other verbal suffixes the following may be noted : Parti-

ciples end with -i, or -iya (apparently both, the Present and
the Past, as there is probably not much differentiation between
them). The suffix of the Infinitive, -in, is rare, and the form
itself is rarely used. The Causativa are formed by the suffix

-in or -on in the present stem, and -on or -ond in the Preterite.

The suffix -dwa seems to be exceptionally rare in the Khorasani
Kurdish. The only example which I have found in my collec-

tion of these Kurdish texts is rather doubtful : hazhno derizh wa
kashyowa:=t\\Q tall stature was appearing long (cf. M., p.

(xxiii).

(c) The forms of the substantive verb. I. \/ahl
Present tense. (1) Independent form : Sing. I, feam(witha

stress hama)\ II, hai; III, ha (str. haya)

;

PI. I,

hani ; II, han ; III, han (with a stress all three hana).

(2) Suffixal form : Sing. I, -m, -im, -em, -urn, (str. -ima, -ma) ;
^

II, ’i; III, -a, -d, -c, (str. -aya, -ya)

;

PI. I, -ni; II,

’in, -en; III, -in, -cn, (str. all three persons -ena,

-wa).

(3) Negative form: Sing. I, ninim

;

II, nini

;

III, nina
{tunna)

;

PI. I, nini or ninin (or tunna, for all three

persons).

Imperative : hi, wi, we, or ho.

Optative: Sing. I, horn; II, hoi; III, ho; PI. hon (all

three persons).

II- ^/hw (1^0 be and to become)

:

Present tense : Sing. I, hem {wem)

;

II, hi {wi)

;

III, he, hie

{we, wie, wiya)

;

PI. I, heni {hina)

;

II and III, hin
\bina).

^ Examples: yore td*ma=l am thy friend; Jkem kharjVma=l am
poor; az hutVma =1 am ugly, etc.
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Imperative : wi, lou (negative form mawu).

Preterite; Sing. I, hum {buma^ \
II, bui^ IIIj hu, wu (str.

buya); PI. I, buni

;

II and III, bun, (str. bu7ia).

Perfect (?) : Sing, hawum ; II, hawui

;

III, hawu; PI. hawun,

for all three persons. (Another form, for all three

persons of both numbers

—

buya.)

Participle : bui.

All these forms have chiefly the meaning of the corres-

ponding tenses from the verb “ to be,” but also are used in the

sense “ to become.” In the latter case there are parallel

forms for the Present and the Future, with the modal particles

be- find da-\ bewem, beim, etc., and dawem, dawi, etc. Perfect

(or really Pluperfect ?) ; butvum, buwui, huwu, buvmni, buwun,
huwun.

(d) The conjugation of the Khorasani Kurdish verb is the

same as in the Western Kurdish dialects. The same difference

is made between the transitive and intransitive verbs, the

former using the passive construction in the Preterite and
Perfect tenses. The following are specimens of these :

7. Paradigm of an intransitive verb :

katin= to fall.

Imperative ; bekaw, PI. bekawen.

Present : dakawem, dakawi, dakawd, dakaweni, dakawen,
dakawen.

Future (and Conditional) : bekawem, bekawi, etc.

Preterite : dakdtem, dakdti, dakdt, dakdtini, dakdtin;
(kikdtin,—or : kdtima (kdtma), kdtiya, kata, kdiena
(kdiiia, aW three persons). (This form conveys more
the sense of a completed action).

Perfect : kaiiya, both numbers, all persons.
Pluperfect : kati bu ( ? )

.

Participles; Present

—

kawi {"i). Past

—

katiya.

Note.—Some verbs, especially those beginning with a
vowel, have their modal particle in the form of cf. tern, tei,

te, teni, im, ten, from hoiin, to come, the stem of the Present
being e. With the affix -a this form becomes fema, teya, tea, etc.

11. Paradigm of a traiisiiive verb :

kerin, to make, to do.

Imperative ; beke, PI. bekeii.

Present : dakem (dekem), dakei, dake, dakeni, daken,
daken.

Future and Conditional : bekem, beki, beke, etc.
Preterite : I, ma ker

; II, ta ker
; III, wo ker

; PI. I,

mo ker
;

II, hawa ker
; III, awono ker.

Perfect : ma keriya, ta keriya, etc.
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Pluperfect : ma keri hu (?), etc.

Past Participle : keri^ keriya.

The verbs with the suffix of the Causativa, -m, -on in the
Present, ’Ond in the Preterite, are conjugated in the same way
as the usual transitive verbs. In my notes there are apparent-

ly no examples of the use of the Passive. Those with the suffixes

-m/i and -m (cf. M., pp. xcv-xcviii) probably are not used in

the Khorasani Kurdish.
(e) There are verbs which may deserve being called irregu-

lar on account of some peculiar phonetical changes, like karrin

(=hal-raioin ?) : Irnperat.

—

karra (tvarra)
;
Present: tarem, tari,

tara, etc., or karma, karri, karra, hanni (sic), karna, karna.

The Preterite, etc., are formed from the verb ckuin, to go.

Other verbs may be called “defective/' like konin, to be able,

which is apparently used impersonally : daAjow= can, nokonz=.

cannot ;
nokon hekem=l cannot do (it).

(/) Prefixes altering the meaning of the verbs are : hal,

kar, war, wa, all approximately corresponding with P. bar
;
dar,

da=P. dar\ wa=V. wd. Those which have no corresponding
equivalents in Persian are : li, do, ru, ro, approximately mean-
ing “down”: ro-kawem, dO‘kawem=il fall down, lie down.
Usually, as mentioned above, these prefixes cancel the modal
particle bi-, but not da-, which takes its usual place, immedi-
ately before the verb : ro-da-kaivem, hal-da-girim.

(g) The negative particle na (ne, no, ni) immediately pre-

cedes the verb and often draws the accent upon itself : ro-wo-

kawem. It is difficult to find what are the rules concerning its

influence on the particles 6^- and da-. Apparently it more
frequently necessitates dropping both than does not affect

them.
4. INDECLINAPILIA. (a) Adverbs. Amongst the ad-

verbs there are many which are used almost in the sense

of prepositions, cf. /%=there, in; wof/=like, similar to (? it

seems to be a Participle, perhaps like P. mdnand), e.g. noli

mion da- bleats like ewes. Many adverbs are the same as

in the dialects of Kurdistan proper, only slightly altered

by phonetical influences. Apparently quite idiomatic are the
composite adverbs such as where

;
md/io=here

;
lidko=

there
;
etc., instead of the simple ones ku, we, tu. Also zkaurro,

lawro=^{vom there, etc. The Western adverb kinda=^m much,
on the other hand, here is pronounced as kin, e.g., kin handak-
d=so much is still little.

(6) Prepositions. These are the same as in the dialects of

Kurdistan proper : la, zha (zhd, zhe, zki, ya, 2/e)/ dd, dar, wa,

1 This monosyllabic preposition, and others of the same type,
apparently never, or very rarely, have their vowel shortened so much as
to make it inaudible : zK‘~, d'-, etc., as it has place in many dialects of
Kurdistan proper.
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war, lawar, wo (=P. ba), wi (=P. bt), sar, lasar, ben, zhaben,

now, lanow, zhanow, zkwir (
= P. zlr), pay, jam (

= Ar.-P. janib-

meaning : with, by side), urte (amidst, between, or adjective

“ middle”), satJim (forj for the sake of). The prepositions la and
wa are almost identical in their use

;
zha, besides its principal

meaning “from,” is also similar to the preceding two : zha wi
means not only ‘‘ from him,” but also “of him”= “his,” and
“ for him,” or “ to him.”

Apparently a great many prepositions which are still used

in Kurdistan proper, have been forgotten here, such as lagal,

lala, nik, bui, buo, ling, daiig, etc.

Sometimes Persian or Arabic prepositions are used in the

language of the uneducated in peculiar combinations, e.g.,

f7to/m2?m==except for.

Many of these prepositions require the addition of the

affix ’do, ’dho after the noun which they govern, or the definite

affix -a, -c, -i, or both : la now khalke ; lawar dere ; jam de-do
;

da qwin’do; etc. Those which originally are names may,
or may not, require the iddfai : fsar ma and sare ma; ben ma-
dho and beni molon

;
loar ma and toare ma, etc.

It may be noted that the preposition wa> is very often used
for constructing a nominal proposition : beni Borne wa kuleshka
= below Bam there are harvested fields

;
la sar yore wa lanje

ma=\ am fighting for the beloved ; in wa bnk we az wa zowo^
thou bo the bride, I—the bridegroom, etc.

(c) Conjunctions. The Kurds of Khorasan, being a primi-
tive pastoral people, cannot be expected to use in their conver-
sation highly developed periods. But the scarcity of conjunc-
tions which one sees here is really singular. They are
systematically avoided, even the most important, such as “ and
(rarely used, pronounced -w, -c, -i, and difficult to distinguish
from the iddfat) : bozki pile ma=my arms and shoulders.
The conjunction ’zhe=z*' and,” “ also,” often refers not to
a single word, but to the sentence : Madkulibek kawow da-khor
Murdormuy-zhe da-A’Aor=M. has eaten his meat, and Murdar-
muy (also) has eaten his. The same omission is common in the
case of “ or,” “ if,” etc., cf. rinda kuti chal turnon a=good or
bad, 40 tumans (each).

HI. Specimens.

1. FRAGMENTS OP EPIC SONGS.
The lament of Awaz Khan's sister.

1. Serdorun beraf bun maslahat keren ;
la note Aqdoshli khire shar keren;
zha kore qazo se haspe peh keren.

no merode per armona armone beru Awazu.
I sardorek noti Awaz zha- ku binum ;
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sawo yore Kushkhone-ro beshinum ;

har che oni sar por halmem.
no merode armone arnione heru Awazu.

Sardore la khwa ker pushtow haloni ;

lenge khwa la mngu-do doni ;

lu Awaz^. heru Awaze hakhte ta noni.

no merode armone armone heru A^wazu.
Haspe khwa her dd ulange ;

tdkyo keriye hugwande ;

guild liftat la hizhonge.

no merode armone armone heru Awazu.

Translation.

The sardars came together to have a consultation,

in the gorge of Aqdiishll they took auguries.

In anger and irritation (because the auguries were not pro-

pitious), they broke the legs of three horses.

O unhappiness, o sorrow, o sorrow, o my brother Awaz!
Where will I see a sardar like Awaz ?

To-morrow I will send a friend to Qushkhana,
I will take all that he will bring as (his) share.

O unhappiness, o sorrow, o sorrow, o my brother Awjiz

!

He put a coat on, took his pistol,

put his foot into the stirrup.

Oh Awaz, brother Awaz, luck was not with thee

!

O unhappy, o sorrow, o sorrow, o my brother Awaz

!

He left his horse on the lawn,
and stretched himself on a rug,

(because) the bullet struck him through the eyelashes.

O unhappiness, o sorrow, o sorrow, o my brother Awaz

!

Death of Jaju Khan-

2. Haspe Jaju hin joni~y~a ;

khurjini wi Turkmoni-y-a ;

khawar hoi nomerod chuya.

Jaju wa khwa la gawe-dho ;

guld likat li dowe-dho ;

khUin chuya sare chakme-dho,

Wa khurjind wa khurjind

;

chakmd keshon zha now khtiind

dasmol dona sar berind.

Jaju wa kuno chiyona;
huya [sharqa^ sharqa panjtirona ;

nowe heroy Musa khon-a.

HcLspe Jaju malworiy-a ;

guld likat wikori-y-a ;

khawar hota ke meriya.
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Haspe Jaju Khan kechik-a

;

note mikhon chika chika ;

zhene Jaju moya kachika.

Translation,

The horse of Jaju Khan is so young,

the saddle is of Turkoman make

;

news came that a calamit}^ befell him.

Jaju was alone in a gorge,

(when) a bullet struck him in the lappet.

Blood began to pour over his riding boot.

(From) the saddle, (from) the saddle,

they take off the boot covered with blood,

they tie his wound with a kerchief.

Jaju (is taken to) a cave in the hills,

the rifle fire continued.

The name of his brother is Musa Khan.
Jaju Khan’s horse is pearl coloured.

A stray bullet struck him,
news arrived that he was dead.

The horse of Jaju Khan is of small size,

his shoes and nails clink (as he walks).

Jaju’s wife is (still) young.

Death of Qahraman Khan.

Jl. Karamon Khon mol moniye.

;

tufang liken (wa) kholhj’d ;

gullli like ley poliye.

Karamon Khon mun dd mol-dho

;

guild likat biyon-dho ;
^

nisfe shaio be ® jwon do?

Qahraman Khan remained in his tent.

The fusillade began
;
(his own) rifle was not loaded.

the bullet hit him in his side.

Qahraman Khan was staying in his tent.
A bullet hit him through the eyelashes (?)

;

as midnight arrived, he expired.

^ Apparently a preposition ia omitted boforo “ The latter
is the same as bizhong, according to the explanations the man gave me
who dictated this song.

2 Apparently for bu.

Two syllables are omitted.
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II. POPULAR LYRIC SONGS.
4. Zha hen ma-dho Kushkhona-y-a;

sisa buza chorshona-y-a ;

khole riyo nishona-y-a.

Below me there is (the district of) Qush-khana.^
A fair, pleasant, stout one,

her sign is a mole on her face.

5. Chowe rashin koni Iconi ;

chordah molon la sar doni ;

chowe rashen kel halnoni.
Black eyes, like two springs !

Fourteen tents are pitched there above.
(Her) black eyes (are so dark that they) do not need
antimony.

6. Ghara hekem ziwiston-a ;

harfd like dd restona ;

nowe yore Guliston-a.

What can I do,—it is winter now,
snow falls on the ropes (of the tent).

The name of (my) wife is Gulistan.

7. Chyoye sar ma pdlld pdlld

;

Hachik tarin gdlld guild ;

ma halgirt Hachko mdlla.

The hills above me are like a staircase.

The girls pass near in crowds.

I married a clever girl.

8. Zha ben mo. dho konyo kaske ;

oni war md nonu maske ;

chowen biyer mamon gas ke.

Below me there is a green (spot near a) spring.

Thou bringest me bread and butter.
“ Take (even) my eyes, bite my breast."

9. Bar rd karra gulchin gulchin ;

sisa buza wa kamarchin ;

oho tare kawo wa chin.

She walks along the road, looking like a flower,

fair, fresh, in her short frock.

Oh ! Thou art walking (like a) speckled partridge

!

10. Kulld murd kulld murd ;

showe yore riye tu rd ;

dukmd du ri kur wa kur-d.

Thou, in a coat with tight sleeves !
®

I am (thy) lover by night, and walk away by
day.

Buttons, row by row, are on both sides of the coat.

1 Near the frontier, North of Bujnurd.
2 So explained; perhaps mura is muhra (P.) i. e., of printed calico ?
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11 .
Zha we hole ware heron ;

ta wa hiw be az wa cherow ;

bo bemere howe heron.

Get up from there, and come near me.

Be thou as a moon, and I will be like a candle.

May (thy) father and brothers die

!

12. La sar dare la sar dore ;

ho litehhe la sholwore ;

qlz dakane de da kor-d.

Up on the tree, up on the tree

!

The wind raises (her) skirt,

—

the daughter is smiling, but the mother is angry.

13. Wa qurbone mole bowe ;

kuza lone iarre owe ;

owe none khire bowe.

By (her) father’s house !

(She) is carrying a jug, and going to bring water ;

(but she) does not bring water for her father.

14. Bar rd harre az hif kerem
;

akhiuloi ke gudho girem ;

ta nawinem az damerem.
As thou hast walked along the road I watched thee

;

talk, I will listen to thee.

(If) I cannot sec thee, I shall die.

15. Chara hekem yor Uachike ;

akhtaloley ^ nekoy beke

;

de bemere hin handek-d.
What can I do, beloved girl ?

Thou canst not (even) say anything,

—

(if thy) mother die, it is not sufficient either.

16. Alo boron Khwodhe boron ;

bewore la zewinhoron ;
^

Khwale doye kachihdoron.
The rain, O God, the rain

!

Let it rain upon the fields

!

May God punish the men who have daughters !
®

17 . Chowe rashin chow chuchiko ;

dukmd likhis la huchiko ;

dilem ber won kachiko.
(Those girls with) black eyes, like the eyes of a lark,—
buttons are sewn on (their) sleeves,

—

those girls have stolen my heart.

1 Variant akhtulotak.
2 Sic, probably for zamindio^ro, with nasalisation for tha sake of the

rhyme.
^ T.e.—and require for them large bride-prices.
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18. Chowe rashin cJiowe teron ;
^

beroi kachik benow meron ;

keros halda zha sar heron.

(With) bhack eyes, like the eyes of a falcon !

The brothers of the girl are with men,
open the shirt on thy breasts !

19. Imom-zode la kawire ;

ow bar dona sar khawire :

zha kachike hota hire.

A shrine of an Imam is on the salt plain.

They directed water towards the fields.

A reminiscence of that girl came to my mind.

20. Az^ tema ya Shuruii;
dawo borin zha boruti ;

haldaqirem khwanqi tu te.

I am coming from Shahriid,

the camels carry (loads of) gunpowder.
I will marry the sister of (the man who) is coming there.

21 . Kuld chite kuld chite ;

la biriye paz dudite ;

kare ma di shir darite.

(Thou in) a calico jacket, a calico jacket !

Thou art milking the cattle in the enclosure,

when thou noticed my shadow, thou spilt the milk.

22. Dawadoron dawadoron

;

bori dawo siwe noron ;

yeke bedha yodegore,

Camelmen, camelmen !

(Your) camels are carrying loads^f apples and pome-
granates,

give me one as a present

!

23. Lu shewone paze ke-a

;

bedhey niri be rd bea

;

darigi yore iidho tea.

Hey shepherd, whose sheep are these ?

Let the leading he-goat go by the road,

the voice of (my) beloved comes from there.

24. Zha ben ma dho mole ke-na ;

du dahlen daw dakena ;

harra pits kd qize ke-na.

Whose tents are those below me ?

Two pretty girls are making “ dugh,”
go, ask (them), whose daughters they are ?

1 T. tarlan.
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25. CJiowe rashin cliowe here ;

rash dahtren la now tere ;

sholun doyke ta wemere.

Black eyes, eyes and eyebrows,

are seen among the vine-sliots.

If God please, may thy mother die !

26. Dukrn,e yakhi ta du duna ;

dasto ’ wejem wa no wona ;

kawne gawre yoru men-a.
Tlio buttons of thy collar are but two.

1 put my hands (round tliy neck), let them not become
unclasped,

(she with) a white hcadkerchief, she is my beloved. •

27. Zha hen ma-dho sole lena ;

har yonake du khol lena ;

aw kholone alef hi-mi.

Below me the torrents rush along.

Both (her) cheeks have two moles,
these moles are like “ alif ” and “ be.”

28. Gtdi peri gulyun har da ;

zha wi howi khoy ncmiarda ;

bekatoi wa min cha darda.
(Thou with) thick tresses, let the tresses loose !'

Her father is a scoundrel,

what a misfortune is befalling me

!

29. Shorislonc hoghistone ;

otv la hoghon gere dona ;

Ahne ker me. {wa) diwona.
The town, the gardens,
the water pours into the orchards.
Alma made me mad.

30. Azhi tima zha toe shera .

home girii haspe nera

;

khawar hoi ia dona mera.
1 return from the to\vn

;

tlie father saddles a strong horse

:

the news have come that they are giving thee in
marriage.

31 . Ziha kulnie siiir dokatem ;

ga runishtem ga rokatem ;

zha yore khwa kor-do katem.
I walked down from the red hills,

sometimes sitting, and sometimes lying down.
I have become angry with my sweetheart.

^ I.O., let thee become a widow.
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32. Chiyoi sar ma wa markh-a ;

hilak shigor dhoya war kha ;

dost holey la Khwale sar kha.
The hills above me are covered with marh*grass,
much game is roaming loose.

Raise hands to God, above thy head.

33. Azetemazha Turwati;
luke kamar da pishye ti ;

zinge zinge zange zard.

I am coming from Turbat,
the black camel is walking at the head of the caravan.
Boom-boom, the yellow bells are booming.

34. Wa ktilie wa tashie ;

dd henow ziw-dho dachuye ;

ta odam shonde du mine.

With the wool and the hand spindle

he walks along the gorge

:

(is it) the man (whom) thou hast sent after me ?

35. Chowe rashin surma makd

;

me wu mara ^ qamza malta ;

johilie iu gap maka.
Do not put antimony on thy black eyes,

do not come to me, do not jilt me.
I was foolish,2 do not talk (like this)

!

36. Alio awre Khwadhe awre ;

kawni sare ta gawr-d ;

iva ta sitfim wa me jawr-d.

Oh, clouds! God! Clouds!
(Like) the kerchief on thy head (they are) white.^

It was cruel towards thee, and an offence to me.

37. Eho taren kuloy qizin ;

rang dd rie won dalizen ;

johil iunna pay belizen.

Oh, all girls are walking (away)

;

beauty is shining (in vain) on their countenances

:

there are no lads to play with.

38. Doroy ikde gul keriya ;

chowe rashin kel keriya ;

madhoy md hosil keriya.

The sanjat trees have begun to blossom.

The dark eyes were blackened with antimony,

—

the desire of my heart has been fulfilled.

1 Sic, 2 Or ** nonsense ^
.

2 White is the colour of mourning. This line in the original is one

syllable short.
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39. Zha ewordo te dange ma ;

zalil huya wo range ma ;

leas halnoni wo konge ma
Since evening my groans are heard,

the colour of my face has faded.

Nobody paid attention to that my cry.

40. Bar rri harra(m) zori zori ;

zha dele ma khwin dahore ;

la ta kat guild nokore,

I am walking along the road in tears,

blood is dropping from my heart

:

a stray bullet has hit thee.

41. Wa qnsa-ma wa qusa-ma ; ^

zha ghusa won ronokawa i

showo khow la chow nokawa,

I feel so sad, 1 feel so sad,

—

I cannot sleep for sorrow about her (or him),

at night sleep never comes to my eyes.

42. Bie chuya owo owo ;

tu wa buk wu az wa zowo ;

mo har diyon now kulowo.

(When) the sun is more and more sinking towards the
West,

(let) thou be as the bride and I as the bridegroom,
both of us wrapped up in one felt cloak.

43. Du kachike khwange hawen ;

zha arke^do dodakawen ;

hale kachik la ger Jeawen,

Two maidens who are sisters,

ate descending the stairs from the house,
may the misfortunes of the younger one fall upon the

elder

!

44. Imamzodd Imamzodd ;

dashtewone dode dode ;

kore rad ^ buy foida nodha.
Near the shrine of the saint, near the shrine,

the guard of the crops is wailing.
( But) the anger at what has already happened is of no

use.

45. La sar handi la sar handi ;

haryo sisa la sar zandi

;

dile ma bir ta kashangi,

O thou, with a tie on thy head, a tie on thy head 1

with white wool on thy arm,
thou hast stolen my heart, o pretty one

!

1 Ar. ghuam. 2 Ar. radd.
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46. Ycb Khirowo to Neqowe ;

to wo rd chala hasor-d ;

kachke katna la qatore.

Between Khayrabad and Nuqab,
along the road, there are forty hamlets.

The girls are in a line.

47. Belak pdri hod rata ;
^

hanyo yeki wa khoUa ;

ma taWif her wa ghaywona.
Many peri-like girls came and are gone.

On the forehead of one of them is a mole,

I met (?) her in a solitary place.

48. Bazhne yore zarowi~d ;
^

la wi milko pdydo wie ;

mine ta ker dokwie.

The stature of (my) beloved is graceful.

In this place I am a stranger,

1 quarrelled with thee.

49. Az wa tane az wa tane ; ®

la kurdiko bdr wa Sanem ;

ware sole hor boweni.

1 am alone, I am alone,

I am in the camp, near to Sanam.
Come for a while, let us sit near a fire.

50. Az dakhozem ta dakhoze ;

dewe bowe ta nosozen ;

kaylin zha me per dakhozen, '

I wish (it), thou (also) wishest (it).

Thy mother and father do not agree,

they want a large bride-price from me.

51 . La sar pere la sar pere ;

dashdwtiyo notow chere ;

owoz chuya Nishopire,

(I am) on the bridge, on the bridge.

(Something) burns like a lamp.
Rumours reached Nishapur.

52. Zha we hole ware wdro ;

ta wa hiw we az wa chero

;

bo beshawte mole beron.

Run away from there, come (this) side.

Be thou as the moon, and let me be as a candle.

Let the house of thy brothers be burnt !
^

1 Hot radd-a,
2 Variant : bozni dtiate ta owi-d=t\iB bracelets of thy wrist are blue.
3 l.e., watanem^ —m is inaudible.
* See almost exactly the same tristich in No. 1 1.
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63. Sio-khona Sio-khona ;

siyoh zulfon dona dona ;

huma khola la riyona.

Siyah-knana, Siyah-khana

!

The black-locked (maidens) are scattered (on the

plain),

like moles on a face.

64. Chile sure ta gulkhur-d ;

riyo mine hiya du rd ;

ta zha md keriya kore.

The calico (of the kerchief) on thy head is painted

with flowers.

The road before me has divided in two roads,

thou hast become angry with me.

56. Zha chiona to julghona ;

la md herri du riona ;

yeke nodha wa dimia,^

From the hills to the plains ?

Both roads are forbidden to me,
one girl cannot be married to two husbands.

66. Shaltvor la ta khos ^ kadhak-d ;

d.awar ma-dho qadam makd ;

johili-em tu gap makd.
(Thou with) the skirt of fine woollen stuff,

do not approach one step (towards me).
“ 1 am foolish, do not talk (like this).’*

57. Wahen ya chion dakaton; ^

kawo hdinun daUaUm ;

qiz polie dion katen.

They walk down the hill

(like) partridges running to (their) nests,

—

so maidens hurry to (their) mothers.

68. Showa lea ya showe bhore ;

tizha morak vea si yore ;

me tir nakhor ya didore.

The night has fallen, a night of spring

;

(I slip away like) a thin snake towards my beloved.
I cannot look enough at her.

69. Showo rasha kata sar ma ;

hozke pile katna war ma

;

yore kachik hota- sar ma.
The black night fell upon me

;

my arms and shoulders moved with a start,

—

the little beloved came near me.

1 Plur. from dw, with the determinative suffix.
2 Ar. khnsa ?
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60. Chyoi sate mu wa biyd ;

shokhon la sar kerya stye ;

shuni kuti kariwi-y-d,^

Hills above me are covered with willow trees,
(their) branches make a shade over my head,

—

a bad place is a strange land !

61 . Suwe rindo suwe rindo ;

orek dodha tu dd qUin-do ;

ustu khor-d dil he shun-do.

A fine morning, a hne morning,
a fire is burning there in the tent.

(My) head becomes bent, the heart has stopped.

62. Molo doni wa gawe-dho ;

yore rindo wa khawe-dho ;

khole riye dd jam de-dho.

Tents have been transferred down to the valley

;

The beautiful beloved one is asleep,

the mole of (her) face is next (her) mother.

63. Dd war ma-dho tara owa ;

dona dona pun la now^a :

nishone bdzhnd zdrow-a.

The water is fiowing towards me,
(the bushes of) mint grass (grow) near it,

(resembling) the graceful stature.

64. Ghowe rctshin chowe moron

;

riiie siiire dune noron;
dange ta te now jinoron,

(Thou) with black eyes, like the eyes of a snake,

(with) red face like a pomegranate,
thy voice is audible to the neighbours.

6o. Sisa burn noti mion ;

kola kola ie dangi won ;

guron khore chow la chion.

Pale, fair, like ewes,
(their) voices are heard like the bleating.

Let (them) be eaten hy wolves,—(their) eyes are fixed

on the hills

!

66. Sisa bum noti hekd ;

hota mole ma elagd ;

sure ma nake kelagd.

Pale, fair like lime,

she came to my tent to take a sieve.

Do not make my head giddy

!

1 P.-Ar. ghartbi.
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67. Dd here-dho dd here-dho ;

chat turnona dd sere-dho ;

khim dakuzhem la dere-dho.

On the hills, on the hills,

forty tumans on (her) head !
^

I will kill myself at the door.

68. Ddri kala wa liafshon-a ;

lidldagirern wa dastona ;

nowe yore Guliston-a.

At the entran(?e to the village there is thorny grass>

I pluck it with (my) hands,

—

the name of (my) beloved is Gulistan.

09. Hawo garm-d hawo garm^d ;

ta hit orde narmd ;
^

molo hor ke hota sar md.
It is hot, it is hot,

thou hast kneaded soft flour :

some tents have moved and come towards me.

70. Dawo (jawre nurhoron-a ;

sisa buza zha bagon-a ;

chowe rash wa kalani dona.

White camels with shining wool.

Pale, fair, belonging to a noble family

—

(her) black eyes (are as if) painted by a qalam.

71. War katio hiwo yozda ;

kawne sis sar hariie buz-do ;

wo deli ma bu partvoz da.

The moon of the eleventh night came up,

—

a white kerchief is above (her) pale forehead.

Oh, my heart feels as if it is going to fly away

!

72. Sar wa shoi sar wa shoi ;

tu war niaka bar wa hoi ;

hiwa riiina tu khiyoyi,

(O thou with) coins on the head, coins (shahts) on the
head

!

Do not come out in the open,

—

the moon is shining, thou wilt be suspected.

73. Ware mole ma jor-jore;

wa daskirte chow la yore ;

gudlio meyer la jinore.

Come in more often to my tent

!

—Thou hast a bride, but courting others.—Do not listen to the (gossip of) the neighbours.

1 Hanging aa head ornaments of a rich girl.
2 Two syllables are lost. Probably the word “ orde** must be repeated

twice.
3 In both cases tu is here a preposition, not pronoun.
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74 Zha hen ma-dho takhte pon-a

;

siiir dakare zha gulona

;

yore rinda la molon-a.
Below me there is a level plain
(which) looks red on account of flowers.

A nice girl is near the tents.

75. Zhabey la ta sof kajin-a ;

pind la sar kharijin-a ;

hawole ta zawejin a.

Thy overcoat is of the best sort of silk,^

patches cannot cleave to it.

Thy kinsmen are married.

76. Karos mini kdros mini ;

dawo zha julgd Uni ;

mone ^ dawon ma buini.

(Thou) with a blue shirt, a blue shirt

!

Thou art driving up camels from the plains.

The camels are (only) an execusc to see me.

77. Azi la ta pir im dilem

;

chuke heshin hekhamulim

;

zhi gule ta az cheterim.

My heart is full of thee

;

send me a coat so that I dress nicely.

T look prettier than thy husband.

78. Belo Jtachke iui masti ;

har chi dakem nei dasti

;

nazar '^ kerda Khwadhe khost-i.

0 girl, thou art mad,
whatever I do thou dost not come on my hands.
(Art thou) given to God, consecrated to Him ?

79. Kulley la ta busta niw-a;
olyek riii-d olyek hiw-a ;

zha ashke ma nokhor shiwa.

Thy frock is a span and a half long.

One of thy cheeks is like the sun, and the other like

the moon,
1 could not eat my supper out of love for thee.

80. Az chuchike wa panja^ma

;

la sar dore wa gowja'ma ;

la sar yore wa lanja^ma.

I am like a sparrow with claws,

sitting on a tree of white plums,

—

I am fighting about my beloved.

^ This is said ironically.

3 Ar. nadhar.

2 Ar. ma*m.
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81. Bdzhni dirizh az da leu horn;

zhdon doine az da ji kom ;

pile roste wa holgiw kom.

Where to hide (my) tall stature ?

Spread blankets, I will lie down,
(my) right shoulder I will rest on a cushion.

82. DU kawirin dil Uawirin ;

nokon nowe ta hegirim ;

sawo taro az awdolum.

0 thou, stone-hearted, stone-hearted one !

1 cannot find a name for thee,

for the sake of thee I roam like a darwish.

88. Du kachike sakon kus ker

;

keros deryoy mamon bus ker

;

la war lowkon altimos ker.

Two girls were attacked l)y dogs,

their frocks were torn, so that their breasts could be
seen.

They appealed (for help) to the lads.

84. Dumon ruzliyo now molona;
kachik rawen wo sulona ;

lowke dona wa kulona.
The fog spreads between the tents,

the maidens run in their shoos,

giving (playfully) blows with their fists to the lads.

85. Lo kajakon die keriya ;

iri-wiri ^ daf keriya ;

ranje deli ma heriya.

Oh, she arranged her locks nicely,

looked this and that way,

—

she took away the sorrow from my heart.

86. Iru nowa wa dawon-a ;

sarwonon zha taklile pmx-a ;

kalne yore sad iumon-a.
To-day it is my turn to go with the camels,

—

the camelmen are returning from the plains.
The bride-price of (my) beloved is a hundred tumans..

87 . Mole howe ta la wi wei

;

-

dukoneke ta wo bewe ;

sar kori ia wa Khwadhi we.
The house of thy father is on that side.
Let thy shop be looted,—
the end of thy affah’s be with God

!

1 P. tn rti an rii. ^ War=.har
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88 Chowe rashin chowe moron ;

yor dekshina sare neron ;

gudho nodha la we meron.
(With) black eyes, like the eyes of the snakes,
(my) beloved drives camels,
he disobeys those men.

89. Wono kulle darde tenna (sic) ;

la now khalke gap ta kanna ; ^

iri suwa ta dawana.^
All these sufferings are caused by thee.

There is gossip amongst the people,

—

this morning they will give thee away (in marriage).

90. Wo shawona chara shawe ,

yor wa lane ronokawe

;

khaw la chowe ma noJcawe.

Those nights, how many of them !

The beloved cannot sleep in solitude,

(and) sleep never falls upon my eyes.

91. Be chukh karu be chukh kare

;

zhe julghe te chi khaioare

;

barkhe karu shiwe saru?

. Ey thou, in a black cloak, in a black cloak

!

what is the news in thy valley ?

—A black lamb is prepared for supper I

92. Bozor mishten bozor mishten ;

Qajar hotun runonishten

;

khonu hage mo tvekushien.

The bazars are as if swept (so empty).
The Persian troops came (and even) did not sit down

(to rest),

—

they killed our khans and begs.

93. Aze tema zha Morise ;

Jtawek jeri buma sise ;

wo kalinke Fotma Nisd.

I am walking from Moris.

A partridge flew up, I become pale,

—

1 am carrying the bride-price of Fatima-i-NisS.

94. Pazi bowe ta wa pir-a

;

zhe here-dho gurra-gurra ;

kulld yore misiak durr-a.

1 For katna.
2 f'or dadana ?

3 My informer observed : bad gufta !

—

Saru probably is sar 6u=waa
beheaded.

^ Moris is a village about 40 miles distant from Nishapur. It is the
centre of the Amarlu tribe who are notorious for their depredations.
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Thy father has plenty of cattle.

They make a clatter like roar descending from the hills.

The frock of my beloved is like a handful of Jewels.

95. Owe chion khulla-khulla ;

zilfe riye buma lula ;

kori ashke per wa tul-a}

The water is flowing from the hills with a roar.

The locks of my beloved are like spirals.

Love affairs are a lengthy matter. ,

96. Gul wii rii-dho gul wli rd-dho ;

hilu mikhak la jiwe-dho ;

wa md nadho here de-dho.

0 thou, like a flower on the road, like flower on the
road

!

In thy pocket thou hast cloves and cardamom seed.

Thou dost not give them to me, but carriest (them)

to (thy) mother.

97. Bent molon we kalghar-a;
dawon bekshin wa langara

;

nowi yore Khom Palwar-a.
Below the tents there is a growth of saksaul bushes.

Drive camels slowly,

—

the name of my beloved is Khto Palwar.

98. Zhe ma hodho Uawre kun-a ;

belak maror keshie bina

;

sar wa qaron yore min-a.
Below me there is a creviced rock.

(Many girls as so) many stags walked down.
That one, with coins (hanging) on her head, is ray

beloved.

Beni Borne wa kuleshk-d ;

nere moyon fish kd fish kd ;

meri du zhen kaylun-kesh a.

Below Bam there are harvested fields.

Male and female camels are (grazing and) sniffing.

A man who has two wives often smokes qalydn.^

Du gul hote zhe asmin-dho ;

zhe won gulon yeke bm do ;

ustu khor-a del beshin-dho.
Two flowers came from the sky,
one of them is full of aroma

;

(my) head bent down and the heart stopped.

1 At. tuU
* Because he is always worried by many unpleasant thoughts.

99.

100 .
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101 . Hiwo chand^a hiwo chand-a ;

dowe hiwe halka hand-a ;

fah shirin-a zavmn qand-a.

What moon is there to-night, what moon is there to-

night ?

Clouds have covered the moon.
(Her) mouth is sweet, her tongue is like sugar.

102 Zowe mazen zowe mazen ;

du pesmone chun hewozen ;

har ki rad ker^ mezdi^ az-em.
The gorge of the elders, the gorge of the elders.

Two of (my) cousins went to compete (in racing),

—

I am the prize whoever wins.

103. Bazhno derizh shef keshyo-y-a;
keros la nowe pichyo-y-a ;

bakhte mdrd tva duo-y-a.

(My) tall stature has become like a pole,

my shirt is tied at the Avaist.

the good luck of a man is to be prayed for.

104. Az^ tema zha won duron

;

harkJie bowe buma baron ;

rowisond yek wa karon.

I am returning from those remote places ;

(my) father’s lambs have become (full-grown) sheep.

Each kiss (of hers) is worth a silver coin.

105. Le kachike hodho madho

;

ta che baley khwa mi ma-dho

;

bor ka Jmnni zhxi we kalon.

0 girl, here or nowhere ?

What a misfortune thou thyself hast brought me

!

Let us load up and go away from these villages.

106. Owd tara sar wd shiwa

;

julge mone buya Khiwa

;

meron bewin zhenon pey dha.

The water pours down the slope

Khiwa has become the place in which I live.

See (those) men, and add to them the women

!

107. Pishyo kuche Melon dar bn ;

pochd siiirak bolo sar bu ;

aqle hushye min la sar bu.

There ahead the Melanlu tribe moved on,

a red skirt was seen high up (on a camel).
^

My reason and conscience were on the point of being

lost.

2 Probably P. muzd.1 Radd kerin—to pass.
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108. Ziwar husa moU tare ;

rash dahare chowe here ;

Khwadhey la me chi dakere.

The pale (faced) Ziwar walks towards the tents

;

(her) eyes and eyebrows appear (so) black (on her
face).

0 God, what has she done to me !

109. Molon doni wa Taydil-do ;

horifih hori doron gul do ;

bare Icachkon kdros eldo.^

The tents are transferred to Taydil

;

it is raining, the trees are in blossom
;

the breasts of the girls lift up their frocks.

110. Mole bowe wa mayona

;

wa sar-burd-d? bor do dona ;

iru nuwo wa dawona.
There are female camels near the tent of (mj") father.

They have just arrived, the loads are being unburdened.
To-day it is my turn to go with them.

111. Le Cherie le Gherie ;

harki lengon jurowi-d

;

doike nine domori-d.

In Chcri, in Clieri

;

the wookm socks on (her) feet are (like) stockings.

(She) has no mother, but a step-mother.

Har chi ma gu ta halnoni ;

la we ddro dur wa koni ;

ware moli ma miwoni.
Whatever I say, thou dost not listen

;

In this gorge it is a long way to a brook.
Come as a guest to my tent.

Dil wd dordo dll wd dordo ;

chara dile narme bor do ;

zhe win herdo am furor do.

Sorrow in (my) heart, sorrow in (my) heart

!

How much has burdened the delicate heart

!

We fled from that land.

114. Iru bozoro rW dona ;

chowe here hekil ^ dona ;

aw kadhiko hedil dona.
To day the streets are decorated.
(Her) eyes and eyebrows are painted with antimony,

—

That girl has been given (in marriage) against her will.

1 Haldo. 2 Sar^hurd (P.), the goal of the journey.
2 Ar. ktihl.

112 .

113.
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115. Zhe ma we-dho kwine miron ;

me gere don we zenjiron ;

Itawre suite ru be khuryon.
Below me there are the tents of the Mirs.
I am tied with chains,

—

(she) is white and red, (her) face (covered) with traces
of small-pox.

115. Dile mene chi we dard-a ;

wo dutora ru wa parda ;

li me katia cha darda.

What sorrow is in my heart

!

I play on a dutdr, bending over the stops of the 6nger
board.

What sadness fills me

!

117. Ashkowota wa pdykom-a ;

moyne orom zhoine khom-a ;

murchak bewe az\ poma.
There are rumours in Askhabad.
Slow down the mares, they are perspiring,

go slowly,^! will be on guard.

118 Le lowuku chara moni ;

we heyline we keldoui;

ta mole ma kharow doni.

Ey lad, why art thou remaining behind ?

(Thou) with a mirror and a phial of antimony,
thou hast ruined my house.

119. Bedil kore sarowoni;
sisa dakd har du poni ;

ashke jone me haloni.

A desperate job is a camelman’s work !

Both leather shoes become white.

^

Love has captured my soul.

120. Sar wa darow sar wa darow ;

zha ishqi la buma zerow ;

mol ki iunna jon da gerow.

(Thou) with coins on the head, coins on the head

!

I have become thin out of love for thee,

(but) I am poor, even my soul is mortgaged.

121. Keros Tafte dasmol Shomi

;

poche kulen wa Nezomi ;

la rindie tu tamomi.
(Thy) shirt is of the Tafta cloth, the kerchief is from

Syria.

Thou hast a skirt, a frock, and Nizami slippers.

In beauty thou art perfect

!

1 The chcurukh when new, is of tan or red colour; when worn, the

colour disappears, and it becomes dirty-grey.
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122. Won shawono wo riiyono

;

khaw da chowe ma nokawe

;

yor wa-tane ro nokawe.

Those nights, those days

!

Sleep never comes to the eyes,

a lonely lover cannot sleep.

12.3. Waren dawwon qator keni

;

la Bojgiron maqal keni

;

jel-u sarkesh zha sar keni

Come, let us carry the caravan to the road,

let us make a halt at Bajgiran,

and take off the covers and bridles.

124. Ware mole ma iva soz he ;

tirma beber wa keros ke ;

yo bedhe mu kho keros kem.

Come, get my house put in order,

take tirma- cloth, make of it a shirt (for thyself).

Or give it, I will make a shirt myself.

1 2o. Azi tema zha Faraske

;

ashke site dekhe uske ;
^

dele ma wa sule kask-ii.

I am walking from Farask.
The tears pour (from my eyes) and fall down, with a

noise.

My heart is with that one, who has green slippers.

1 20. Yek tu bewi yeki az-em ;

chard nokon gowe jxizen

;

darde ia keriya laze.

-Be thou on one side, and I will go on the other,

—

cows and sheep cannot graze (together).

Thou hast renewed (my) grief.

127. A^i tema zha Mashate ;

seuH) siiire la sapate ;

nowe yore Nawo^jon-a.
1 am walking from Meshed.
Red apples are in the basket.
The name of (my) beloved is Nabat-jan.

128 Showe riiye az da chule ;

buma rige bene kule ;

az ashiki poche qulin.^

Night and day I am in the desert,
(moving) like sand at the bottom of the river.

I am in love with one dressed in skirt and frock.

1 Apparently a corruption of P, awaz and
kerin.

2 Kole.
.

3 Rule.

ke, the 3rd p. sing, from
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129. Abbaaowot wa po takht-a ;

Fotme khonum che badbakht-a ;

oamin dur-a zewin aakht-a.

‘Abbasabnd is the capital.

How unfortunate is Fatima-Khanum !

But Heaven is so distant, and earth is so hard.

130. Har kas yore man halgere ;

morak wa sar del begere

;

darmon mdkdn bo bemere.

Whosoever will steal my beloved,
shall get a snake into his body

:

let them not cure him, let him die.

131. La aar owe runishtiya ;

daste ruye kho shushtiya ;

aawo menro kho kushtiya.

She sat at the stream,
washed her hands and face.

For my sake she killed herself.

132. Maror taren ru la chion ;

yeke hegrem ya du dion ;

yor kachike narmd riyon.

(Like) stags (which) arc running towards the hills
;

let me take that one which follows the mother,

—

a dear girl with a delicate face.

133. Dele mene nola nola ;

dona hanie ta daamola

;

qor keriya neya mole.

My heart is groaning again, and again.

A handkerchief is put on thy forehead.

Thou hast become angry, and dost not return home.

134. Beren beren Omor beren ;

zha now gerten shomor beren

;

wi chow rash chow khamor ^ beren.

They arc carrying her away, the people of the Amarlu
tribe are carrying her,

they have stolen her, and are carrying the beauty
from her people,

that black-eyed one, with intoxicating eyes.

135. Qalam qaiu qalam qalu ;

zha bolkhone do dakata

;

rawiaonak ghanimat-a.

0 the straight statured, the straight statured,

she comes down from the upper storey.

Every kiss of hers is a fortune.

1 Ar. kJuimmar,
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136. Chara nonen tu da pezhi;

khuyni boron tu darizhe ;

min dawini khwa dakuzhi.

How many loaves thou art baking

!

Sweat is pouring down (from thee) like rain.

When thou seest me, thou are killing thyself.

1 37 .
Kachik chuna sar karizon

;

note durne katna rizha ;

aw chow rasho yore men^a.

Girls are walking towards the kariz,

in a line, like cranes.

That black-eyed one is my beloved.

138. Manzilak min Zaworon-a ;

zha min girten lazkirona ;

koine kachkon sad tumon-a.

My halting place is Zawwaran

;

the}^ have taken a passport from me.
The bride price of the girls is a hundred tumans.

139. Azi iema zha Riwine;
daamol dona sar berine ;

Lowuk chuya kan kerine,

1 am walking from Riwin.
A kerchief is tied over a wound.
The lad has gone to buy sugar.

140. Mohen gawra yore men-d ;

dange yore la min khosh td ;

chara bukum la nodana.
That one on a white mare, is my beloved.

* (The voice of the beloved is sweet to me).^

What can I do,—they will not give thee

!

141. Imom Rezo wa guldastd ;

zawor tara dastd dastd ;

oghoy man-d kamar bastd,

(The shrine of) Imam Rida has a minaret.
The pilgrims come in crowds,

—

my father is that one with a belt.

142. Kudho tare tu yore mi ;

fikrak bekshin la bore mi ;

wi ta nowe medore mi.
Where art thou going, dear ?

Think somewhat of me,

—

w ithout thee I cannot live.

143. Dari khuna ta dulat-a;
dare wa ke chi khalwat-a

;

nimza ^ bozi chi namdt-a.

^ This line apparently belongs to a different poem.
2 Khorasani P., for nam~z(id, bride, wife, etc.
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(Thou whose) house has the door consisting of two
halves

!

Open the door, what is this retirement ?

Of what use is it to play being a (faithful) wife ?

144. Hiwa riiina hiwa rilin-a ;

la war diere huma khiiina

;

riskai ^ bedha hema quina.

The moon is shining and shining.

Let (even) (my) blood be shed at the door,

—

give me permission to enter the house.

145. Chike osmu chale nan-o ;

eho taren ilchie mano ;

ilchini mi mufzadan-o.
In the sky there are forty-nine stars.

Oh, they are gone, my messengers (to arrange the
marriage).

(But) my messengers are knaves.

145. Zhawro Oghi chi kar rd-y-a

;

mhor gashten nozargdya ;
^

Ogho bedha Fotimdya,
How far is it from this place to Mashhad ?

The pilgrims have arrived near Nazargah,

—

0 Imam (Rida), give me Fatima!

147 . Bolokhona per beland-a ;

yodgord fishtak rin* da ;

araqchini khwa wa mm dha.

The upper storey is very high up.

Something good, as a souvenir,

—

give me thine own skull cap 1

148. Sar wa karon sar wa karon

;

keros halda zha sar baron ;

amd moni zha kateron.

O thou, with silver coins hanging round thy head 1

Open the shirt over thy breasts,

—

we are left behind our mule caravan.

149. La sar owe la sar owe ;

tongo dirizh doya nowe ;

rindi yore har du chowe.

Thou who stands Just at the stream,

with a long rope tied round thy waist 1

The beauty of my beloved is in his two eyes.

150. Chara chowe me la ta di ;

la hich bands Khwadhi nedi ;

ghayrez wa ta mi yor nadi.

^ Ar. rukhatU,
^ Nazar-gih, the place from which pilgrims can see Mashhad for the

first time.*
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Why are my eyes fixed on thee,

they do not turn towards any slave of God ?

I see no beloved besides thee.

151. Azl tarum tva rryo khioa-dho;

barfdk bori wa sar ma-dho ;

ta wa kudho del wa ma do.

I walk along my road,

and snow is falling upon me.

When wilt thou give me thy heart ?

152. Kuloy la la chite qalam ;

zha ewurdo kaiima jam

;

khush akhtelote kem karam.
The frock on thee is of printed calico.

1 have been with thee since sunset

;

(thou art) talking pleasantly, but not showing much
kindness.

15:i. Oshik urte wa cMnor-a ;

nowi doyke ta Gulzor-a ;

ta zha me keriya kora.

At the middle mill there is a chenar tree.

Thou whose mother’s name is Gulzar,

thou hast become angry with me

!

154. Showe rashin nxi torye-dlho ;

rune zaro wa budhye-dho ;

ma bukuzhen wa polye-dho.

The black night, darkness

;

1 am like the yellow butter (sticking to the) bowl,

—

' let them kill me at (thy) side.

155. Kerosi siiir bo la ta ;

tushie mine ta tunna ;

we hisir ^ wi bidet nawi.
Let thy red shirt be on thee

;

1 and thou, we have nothing.

Better be a prisoner rather than marry against one’s wdll.

15(i. Pazi war ma mishin-a ;

la kaluton ddishina ;

bozke pile Ushina.
My cattle are all ewes,
they are milked on the hills.

(My) arms and shoulders are aching.

157. Ta wa sare araqchi kar ;

zilfon bardo wa qamchi kar;
ma iva Khwadho safdrchi kar.

1 Ar. aslr.
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Thou hast put the scull cap on thy head,
thou hast made thy tresses a whip

:

thou hast made me travel, by God

!

168 Bazhne derizh chinor nowa;
zha now molon kenor nowa ,

wa wi hole medor nowa.
The tall statured one does not come to the chenar

trees.

She does not come out of the camp.
(I) cannot continue if things are like this.

169. Kerose la ta owi-y-a;
ma wa ia nokir dohwiya ;

bazhne yore zdrowi-y-a.

The shirt on thee is blue.

I have not quarrelled with thee.

The stature of my beloved is slender.

160. Az shawetim huma mara*;

warkaw kanni chulo fara ;

nil ia khir di nil ma hdra.

I am burning like the marha grass.

Get up, let us go to the wide steppes,

—

neither dost thou see good here, nor do I see any profit.

161. Chikh ^ la kowe, chikh la kowe;
se 2 zha poro^do dd dowe ;

•

ayer ® meri bedha jowe.

(Hey, thou with the) overcoat long to the ankles

!

A dog (catches thy) lappet from behind.

If thou art a man, give reply.

162. Lo lowuku lo lowuku;
mine nord bi ddnduku ;

wa khurin do ^ mol handiku.
Hey boy, hey boy,
my stomach is like a pomegranate without seeds.

Give me to eat, I have very little money.

163. La sari ta jowe juri ;

wa rd iare bay dasture ;

hifo ta ker zha ma duri.

Coloured cloth is on thy head,
thou walkest by the road like a prince.

What a pity that thou art keeping away from me.

164. Aze dorem doro khorem;
kurme kuii az dakhoren ;

iru zha pesmum wa kore.

^ Ckukh, chugha* 2 Sak. * P. agar.
^ Probably : 1 have not eaten anything since morning.
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I am like a tree, like a bent tree

;

the wicked worms are devouring me.

To-day I am angrj’^ with my cousin.

165. Az chuchiko per-perima

;

zha sar kalo khin perima ;

khone hayon az kerina,

T will fly away like a sparrow,

from the village of the khan,

—

the khan and the begs have bought me.

166. Az chuchiko jam datve ma ;

kuni soro hem barfe ma ;

yo ta ninim yo khalke^ ma,
I tarn like a sparrow amongst camels,

like a cold stream under snow,

—

I am not thine, I belong to others.

167. Wa qurwone hazhne khurda ;

wa rli tare murda^murda ;

zha ta heioum nokom gurda (?)

Let me be sacrificed for tb^’^ short stature !

Thou walkcst very slowly along the road,

I cannot come after thee, I am afraid

168. Alo kachke Karamona ;

darizhyona now kharmona ;

loxdkon chuna wa armona.
Oh, the girls of the Kararaanlu tribe

are scattered among the crops.

The lads walk in low spirits.

169. Ijo kachike tu Nowboghi;
joive rashin ta dastokh-d ;

har chi daiven bidimoghe.
Oh, girl, thou art from Nawbagh.
thy black eyes are a prison.

Whatever they say is nonsense.

170. Shawe hold ro kalini ;

chowrash hota dare kuine ;

bo beshawte mole dene.^
Night arrived,—the time to sleep.

A black eyed one approached the door of the tent,

—

let all the treasures of the world be burnt

!

171. Wono bog~dn boge busion

;

kalatd ma kore uston ;

mame gelur pore duston.
Here are the gardens, many orchards.
Our village is built by architects.

High breasts ® are a boon for friends.

^ Ar. kkalq, 2 Ar, dunyam 3 Or '* high-breasted ones.*’.
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172. Az\ tema zha Cherie;
sisa hum nolo harye ;

dile ma her we periye,

1 am coming from Cheri.

Fair, pale one, like wool,
that peri has stolen my lieart.

173. Az kulldke ta heberem;
kismat ^ bewe ta halgerem ;

yaraqe wi az bekerem.

I will cut thy coat

;

(if this will) be (my) fate, I will marry thee

;

I will (also) buy the galoon (for the coat).

174. Patton shawli wa urancha

;

tu la klw ka tazd nimcha ;

az kurwone mame guncha.
May Parton be burnt with its clover hay

!

Thou hast put on a new waist-coat.

May I be sacrificed for the sake of the bud-like breast !
^

176. Darde dile min koria ;

nole rash ke bukhoriya ;

kuse ® yore men khoriya.

The pangs of my heart are violent,

(it) has become black like a furnace
;

longing for my beloved has ruined me.

176. Az'i tema azi nema ;

burji kalle yeki kem-a ;

kem kharji ma nokom bema.
I am walking, (occasionally) stopping,

one amongst the towers of the village is missing.

1 am poor, (therefore) I cannot come.

177. Aze gulem gulbun ta ma ;

la kunore kawno ta ma ;

har dar kari yore ta ma,
I am a flower, thy spray of flowers,

I am in the corner of thy head-kerchief.

Wherever thou wilt go, I will remain thy lover.

178. Dare kale la man mager;
safari man rou^ ma mager;
az kuti-ma men halmager.

Do not bar me from the door of the village

!

I am going on a Journey, do not detain me.
1 am not good-looking, do not touch me.

]
Ar. qiamcU.
Ar. ghufaat.

2 Or “ bud-like-breasted one.*'

* For rd, re.
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III. MISCELLANEOUS SONGS OF DIFFERENT
METRES.

179. Ilalkeshyon sar kulute Ali-Wali

;

hon daka hazrale Ali-Wali;

tawarzine tvi zha tulo we noqro ;

?

Ilalkeshyon save chie Allahu Akbar ;

widho dachuna Ali wa Kamhar ;

Duldulu warkato range suweydo ;

kamarhande ivi ziwu zar.

‘ Ali, the Saint of God, is riding up the hills,

he utters a call, the holy ‘All, Saint of God.
His saddle hatchet is of gold and silver,

, , .
2

They are going up the mountain of Allahu-Akbar,
both are going there, ‘Ali and Qambar.
He is riding Duldul, which shines with light.

His belt is of silver and gold.

ISO. Alow jigi niind jone ;—nowe here ia ndzonem ;

alow kachik kachik jonem ;—won kachike zhene

biyon ;

alow jigi ndnd jonem ;—dagerena sare rayon ;

tu kerose az qayionem ;—tu ke pazi az shewonem ;

tu ki boghi az boghwonem ;— ?

tu gul nine bebezdinem ;—nuqul nine dokutinem ;

zha zine-dho kallapo ker ;—sare dile ma belo ker.

Hey, dear, thou whose brother’s name I do not know {

. He}’^, girl, those girls are the wives of the begs.

Hey, dear, they wander on highways.
Thou art the shirt and I am the edging, thou art the

sheep and I am the shepherd.
Thou art the garden and I am the gardener ?

Thou art not a flower that I may break off, or a sweet-
meat that I may chew.

She alighted from the saddle, and brought calamity
into my heart.

181. Kachke Kumishi ;—shirdfurushi ;

kachke Oghoji ;—bddlin koghazi ;

kachke Madani ;—nozdk bdddni ;

kachke Sabzewor ;-*-dar zire kurslJ
The girls of Kuhmish are selling grape Juice.
The girls of Aghach have a body white like paper.

^
The language of this song is a sort of a Kurdo*Persian jargon. The

Icursi is a wooden stool ; in winter the Persians put under it a tray with
hot charcoal, sit round it on the floor, stretching their feet towards it,

and cover the whole thing with blankets.
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The girls of Ma'dan have delicate bodies.

The girls of Sabzawar are sitting at the “ kursi'^

182. Ourji zha mol wa dar Icat ;—we duloke ^ norinji ;

we kurreki awreshum ^ ;—loik ® wa suli Ourji ;

ta mole ma li-doni;—wa lawosi*^ Kurmonji.
Gurji appeared from the tent in orange coloured

trousers,

in silk socks, matching the “ Georjian ” slippers.

Thou hast ruined my house (by appearing) in a
Kurdish dress

!

188. La mcktebe ® bulandi ;—da hole me nowini

;

koghazeki bishinem;—mala nini bekhuyni;
zha hasrale deley min ;—khire bare nowini,

0 thou, in the high-built house ! Thou dost not look

upon my position.

1 will send (thee) a little bit of paper,—thou art illi-

terate to read it.

In the grief of my heart thou wilt not see any profit or

advantage.

184. Bile mene nola nola;—dona sare khwa dasmola;
bare shirin nuko tola ;-^ma wa ta keriya hola (?).

My heart groans and groans, I put a kerchief on my
head.

The sweet breast is now bitter, I become affectionate

towards thee.

185. Del wa qirmiz khamili;—chuye seylo Oulshone;
loyeke busd kawe ;—belderchi ko-damone.

My heart is with the one clad in red, with Gulshan
who takes her walk,

moving like a white partridge, or like a bustard at the

foot of the hills.

186. Iru la min asar^ ker ;—shemole nozenine;

la olame^ khawe-dho;—chuma Makke Madine.
To-day the gentle breeze made such an influence on
me

that in my dream I went to Mekka and Medina.

187. La moyne heyshin ;—la iipo peyshin ;

la moyne gawra ;—kholek la puza ;

la haspe rasha ;—sare la arsha.

Riding a grey mare, first in the party,

on a white mare, with a mole on her upper lip,

on a black horse, with his head as high as the sky.

^ Dulaq, trousers which Persian women put on when going out.
2 Abrtahum, 3 Ar. la'iq. ^ At. libaa.
° Literally : school ; this term is also applied for every big house.
^ Ar. athar. 7 Ar. *alam.
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188.

180.

Shalwor khish’khish ;—wirdho ^ bekish ;

shalwor mini ;—hande Rumi ;

shalwor marmar ;—mer zhi Barhar.^

Thou with rustling skirt ! come nearer !

Thou with blue-coloured skirt, with a Turkish belt

!

Thou in a marble-coloured skirt, whose husband is a

Barbari

!

Ware gawri ware gawri
khom barendi

zha berin istauri

qasoy iva ta kere jatori.^

White ewe, white ewe !

Thou who never hast begotten {sic),

art fainting away from w^ounds

!

The butcher^ treats thee so cruelly.

IV. FRAGMENTS OF THE POEMS ASCRIBED
TO JA‘FAR-QULI.

1 00. Ay dil mnwu maghrur—ghururi jawoni chu

;

kuwat na7no la zhimgo—zuro palawoni chu

;

nur 7iamo le chowe ma—Jsmoile kurwoni chu ;

ayome haipos make—zuri palawoni chu

;

hazraie Muhamad hota wo i dunyo ;

Qurone khwa doni atv-zhe chuJ^
0 heart, be not proud, the pride of youth has gone.
Strength does not remain in the knees, the athletic

robustness has gone.
Light does not remain in my eyes, (but even) Isma‘il

has boon sacrificed.

Do not spend thy da3^s in passions, before the athletic
robustness has gone.

(Even Muhammad who came to this world
bringing his Coran, also has gone).

101. jafar-kuli bichora ;—berafte kd zakote ;

Mahoori dona Taton;—berna Mahmatovx)te.
The unhapp}’^ Ja‘far-Quli was collecting revenue.
(At that time) they have given Marwarid to the

Persians (who) took her to Muhammadabad.

^ \Vi~(lho.

‘f
ordinary tristioh, of eight syllables in a line, buteach verse has an internal rhyme.

popular. It may be connected with some

taring an animaL^
sham-anger against the butcher or any one sleugh-

are here inserted, like moUhin,

6 The last lines are probably taken from a different poem.
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192. Jafer-Quli 8anum~khon ;—hon ke note hulhulon

;

hedha mddhoyi dilon ;—zha ta te bine gulon,
Ja‘far-Qull, surnamed Sanam-Khan, sings like a night-

ingale :

fulfil the desire of the hearts, thou, from whom comes
the aroma of flowers.

193. Noli gule gulowe ;—dalil bedha jewowe ;

ori ujigh shur madha;—dashawtini kewoive.

0 thou, like a rose, or rose water

!

Give (me) a straight answer.

Do not stir the fire in the hearth,

thou wilt scorch (me like) roasted meat.

* 194. Kachik halestiyo bewe ;—bowe gu azi ihna

;

dardak la bowe kawe ;—az buma hakima ;

darmonaka libekam;—helin howu sima.
The girl rose to go, the father said :

“ I am thirst3
\*'

—“ May the illness overcome the father, am I a doctor ?

Can I cure it ?—Take it, let it be pus !

’’ ^

195. Oule la chion buna kharmona ;

showe keshyona ruiye tush nemona

;

zilfo biyer bekshin wa lamona

;

wa lamon do har di kushe mamona.
Flowers on the hills have become dry,

nights have become long, days have become very

short.

Grasp and pull (thy) hair with (thy) hands,

—

with (thy) hands tear both nipples off (thy) breasts.^

196 JafaV’kuli bichora ;—iru warkat ya sayle

;

durbin haloni bif keri ;—la riye kulle jahone ;

ey Doude zereh-soz ;—lu darde ma dawo kd.

The unfortunate Ja‘far-Quli returned to-day from his

journey.

He took field glasses and began to look all over the

world (saying)

:

“O David, the maker of coats of mail, heal our

sorrow I

”

197. Chuma we dare korak—periyek dan hole

;

sisa buza perishon—noti miyon dakole ;

zha mashriqu to maghrib—rde hazor sol-d.

1 went to the entrance of the cave, a peri-like girl was
crying.

Pale, fair, being in distress, she was bleating like a

ewe.

^ This poem apparently is a fragment of a story ;
unfortunately none

of my informers could explain what it was.
2 The usual way of expressing great sorrow amongst the Oriental

women.
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From the East to the West the journey takes a
thousand years.

198. Showa rile hon dalce ;—wa faki dutore ;

shewo akhir chorshembe ;—kata wa ozore;

mile hedha ya zilfe kliwa ;—zha faki dutore.

Night and day I am playing on the strings of the
(luldr.

On the night of the last Wednesday I met sorrow
(misfortune),

—

give me a hair from thy lock to make a string on the
dntdr.

V. STORIES IN PROSE.
190. The story of Muhammad-Quli Beg kidnapped by*Turko-

mans.

Madkuli-bckek bu qertere kale bu. Ruyak war Jcata skikore.

Shikorak tir ker, Deljujare ivi kawow da ker. Di gurra-gurra
seworon-a. Tamosho ker di Turmon a. Madkuli-bek torzan bu
deyrezan bu. Wasfe ivi chuya now Turmone. Sewore Turmon
hotena now riidkhone, holena jam Madkuli beke. Madkuli-bek
gu: men tmihlat beden, Az la tvi kawro nowe kho benewisem.
Min birna noiv Turynona. La du 7nin ndgarenj* Madkuli-bek
nowd kho naivisi la tve Icawro. Turmona haloni beren Madkuli-
beke. Diyo Madkuli-bek iwor bu di khatvar nawu. Suweydo
odam wnrkihs (chuya) la now chiye-dho. Dagaren geshtena wi
kawro. Di newisina ki la min nagarin \ki\ az birina now Turmona . v

Diye Madkuli-bek wa gariya chuya kale. Tilgirof ker Teyrone
hi Madkali-bek berena now Turmona. Zha wi podeshohe penj
hezor sewor shon la now Turmone. Penjsed turnon dona
Madkuli-beke zha Turmona kerrin. Haloni hoten Teyrone.
Wasfe wi chuya jam podeshoh. Torzan bu deyrezan bu. Diye
Madkuli-bek penjii mer haloni chuya Teyrone. Di Madkuli-bek
la utoqe runishiiya tor lidakhene. 'Dile wi qam^ girte bu. Qu

:

Khudoyo diyo min wa min gin (sic).” Wa jorak diyo wi kata
mol. Das owet chuya ruye. Wa giriyo ki wo koleko zha hush

soten hota hushiye kho. Madkuli-bek gu :
“ dodeyi

mdgiri dile ma dakhoze kun lmwe.^\ . , .(Lowe kho haloni hoten
wuloyete khwa).

(Translation.)

man called Muhammad-Quli Beg, the headman
of his village. Once he went out hunting, shot some game,
cooked the heart and the liver; heard the sound of horses,
moked, and saw that these were Turkomans. Muhammad-Quli
Beg A\as a famous musician, player on the tar and tambourine.
His fame spread amongst the Turkomans.

^ Oham.
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Turkomans entered the river-bed, and came to Muhammad-
Quli Beg. He said to them : “ give me a moment, I will write

my name on this stone (and also that) 1 am carried away by
Turkomans, so not let the people search for me.” Muhammad-
Quli Beg wrote his name on the rock. Turkomans took him
with them. It was evening, and the mother of Muhammad-Qull
Beg had no news of him. In the morning she took some men
(and came) to the hills. They searched and (at last) noticed

that rock. They sa^v there written : “do not search (for me).

I have been taken away by Turkomans.” So the mother of

Muhammad-Qull Beg returned and came to the village.

She wired to Tehran that Muhammad-Quli Beg was
kidnapped by Turkomans. The shah for this reason despatched
five thousand cavalry to the Turkoman province. They gave
(paid) five hundred tumans and bought Muhammad-Qull Beg
back from the Turkomans, brought him to Tehran. The fame
of Muhamrnad-Quli Beg reached the shah : he was (a good) player
on the tar and on the tambourine.

His mother took with her fifty horsemen, came to Tehran.
She saw Muhammad-Quli Beg sitting in a room, playing on the

Idr. His heart w^as full of sorrow, he said :
“ O God ! send (?)

me my mother !
” At this instant the mother entered the room.

She embraced him, and kissed his face. She cried so much that

she, the old woman, fainted. Only after two hours she re-

( overed to her senses. Muliammad-Quli Beg said :
“ mother,

do not cry, my heart wdll break.”, .. .(At last she took her
son and they Avent home).^

200. The story of 'All, the fool.

Ali dehenak bu Ali okilak hu har du hero hu. All wa Ali
dehen-ro gu

:

“ harra kald zha mol-do non zha mil wari.^' Ali
dehen warUat chu, chuya kald. Tandurake non haloni hot dore

khoy shdfti haloni da chu. Wa jorak tamosho du kho ker, lamosho
siye kho ker. Di wa khiyole we ki odamaka tara. Gu

:

“ berchi

hui?*'—gu: “e.'” Du non warkhis doni. Diso niw oghojak
chu diso tamosho ker diso di siyd. Ou: "bichora berchi-y-a.

Nonak den."* ^ Warkhis doni. None kho tawo ker. Chuya jam
here kho. Ali okilak gu

:

“ ta nin oni ? ”, gu : “ odamak har rd

berchi hu ma do khor"" Ou : "ajab ta che ker.*" Ali oghil gu

:

"tu lawTo besaken to az harrema kalle nin binem.** Ali dehen gu

:

“ harra !
** Ali dehen paz kash do. Oniya sar koniya. Doraka

tut hawu. Ali dehin chuya sar dcre tut darit, la sar har paze ke

tut hawu haloni khur. Zha ruyc wo poch ker. La sar har kizhon

1 There is a long story, in the same strain, about the shah trying to
keep Muhammad-Quli Beg at the court, as a good musician, but the text
in my notes wafi damaged. So I omitted this portion as giving nothing
now from the point of view of the language, which shows many signs of
the slavish imitation of Persian literary style.

2 Sic, obivously for dem.
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tun na ton dager dakusht. Zha wi paz ro-ker. Chuya geshta

kolak. Paz oiv do. Hat che ker zha wo pazo zha wi kolo rad

bekii nochu. Gu : harom hoyon hun dakhozen iva side kho la

owe liklienen ” Bichoye kho zha jiive kho ivarkhis chunguUwono
zha kidof ivarkhis. Wo pazono geshten meren. Ali okil zha kald

hotj gu: Ali ku paz? Ta chara ker?*' Gu : ^‘atoata^ me
nokeren min geshte kushi.” Ali okil gu

:

“ or da mole howe ta

icnwe ! Ta moU mn kliarow ker. A jab che keriya ta. Wara
hannikald." Hoiena kale. Gohekd won rin liawu. Gu: ^'bero

jon wi gowo buwa bufrush." Ali dehen gu

:

‘‘ cha ayba kho* aya**

Gohoye kaloni ber. Du oghojak cliu zha kald, geshta Jcalposek.

Wa kalpose-ro gu: goho nokeri?** Kalpose la sar Icawre hu
sare kho taio do. Ali dehen gu : suweydo zir az tern dnh turden

bedha min.** Diso sare kho taw do. Ali dehen kola kala Ali
okil here wi gu

:

“ ta goho chara ker ? ** Ou

:

“ min ferit.** Gu :

la wa cha. qad^ do?** Gu : doya ke?** Ali dehen gu

:

“ doya kalpose.** Gu: mole ta kharow bewef Wiyo zha mine
paz kir ta. Molkharow wara hanni.** liar du zha won wa rd

kaien. Hotena jam kalpose. Di kalpose la sar kewro. Ou .*

“ molkharoio la akle kho tunna. Dorowe wiyo la ki kawre hu ?

Wara hanni. I sol ta zha berchiyon ma dakuji. Ali dehen wa
kalpose-ro gu

:

“ warin dorowe ma bedha.** Kalposa kho likhis

da kune. Kidenge keshon kuno. Kalpose warkhis, dorak likhis

kusht. Wa gariyo hota kald.

(Translation.)

There were ‘All the fool and ‘Ali the wise, both were
brothers.- ‘Ali (the wise) once said to ‘All the fool : “ go to the
village, bring me some bread from the house.” ‘All the fool

started, went to the village. He took an ovenful of bread, then
went to his tree, got a stick, and went back. Suddenly he
looked behind him and noticed his own shadow'. Saw' what
appeared to him to be another man. He said to it :

“ art thou
hungry?” (And he himself?) said: “eh!” He took tw^o
loaves and threw them to it. Then ho w'ent half a farsakh,
looked behind him and again saw' his shadow'. He said: “poor
man, ho is still hungry! Will give him a loaf.” He took
(another loaf) and threw' it to it. (So) he w'asted his bread.
Having reached his brother, ‘All, the wdse, asked: “hast thou
brought the bread ? ” He replied :

“ there was a man on the
road who was hungry, so I have given it to him to eat.” ‘All

the wise said :
“ what a (foolish) thing thou hast done! ” (He)

said (further) :
“ remain here, and I will go to the village to

bring the bread ”
‘All, the fool, said : “ go !

”

‘All, the fool, began to drive the herd. He brought it to a
spring. There was a mulberry tree. ‘All climbed the tree and

^ Ar. ita^at. 2 qadr.
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shook olf the berries, and on whatever sheep the berries fell he
took and ate them. He kissed the head of (every such sheep).

But those on whom no berries fell he killed. Then he moved
the herd from that place. They went to a river-bed, and he
allowed the sheep to drink. Whatever he tried to do to get the
herd from that stream-bed, they would not go. He said :

“ o
you, scoundrels! You want to soak your shoes in the water.’*

He took out his knife from his pocket and cut the hoofs from
the legs of the sheep. Those animals died.

‘All, the Avise, arrived front the village and asked :
“

‘All,

>\ here are the sheep ? What hast thou done with them ? ” He
replied :

“ they did not obey me, so I killed them.” ‘All, the wise,

said :
“ o, may fire fall into the tent of thy father ! Thou hast

destroyed my property ! What hast thou done ! Come, let us

go to the village 1
” So they came to the village. They had a

good cow. (‘All, the wise) said: “dear brother, take this cow
and sell it.” ‘All, the fool, replied :

“ all right, no harm in it,”

He took the coav and wont. He Avalked about two farsakhs

from the village and came across a lizard. He said to the
lizard :

“ wilt thou not buy a coav 1 ” There was a lizard on the
top of the rock, it moved its head. ‘All the fool said: “to-
morrow at noon I will come, then thou wdlt give me ten tumans.”
Again the lizard moved its head. ‘Ali walked back to his

village. ‘All, the wise, asked the brother :
“ what hast thou done

wdth the COW' ? ” He said :
“ 1 have sold it.” The brother asked :

“ how much was given to thee ? To w hom hast thou sold it ?
”

‘All, the fool, said :
“ I have given it to a lizard.” ‘All, the wise,

said :
“ may thy house be ruined ! With this thou hast done the

same as wdth the sheep. Hurry up, thou ruined one, let

ns go !

” '

So both started on their w-ay. They came to the place of

the lizard. They saw a lizard on the rock. ‘AU, the wdse, said :

“ thou ruined one, thou hast no sense. In wdiat grave can this

lizard have money ? Come on. This year thou wilt make me
die of hunger.” ‘All, the fool, said to the lizard :

“ bring, give

me money 1
” The lizard crawled into its hole. He then took

a spado and digged out the hole of the lizard, hit it with a stick

and killed it. Then he returned to the village.

IV. Vocabulary.

Note .—In this vocabulary many words are included which

do not appear in the specimens given above. On the other

hand, all ordinary Persian and Arabic expressions which can be

easily recognised in spite of slight phonetical modifications, arc

here omitted. Whenever an idiom is also mentioned in A.

Houtum Schindler’s Beitrage zum kurdischen Wortschatze

(ZDM6, vol. xxxviii, 1884, pp. 43-116), a reference is given

(abbreviated as HS, the figure showing the page). Figures
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alone in brackets refer to the numbers of the specimens given

above. Such references are given only in case of the rarer and
uncommon expressions.

A.

ajutin (v.), Pres, ajum, to plough, work.

akhtelot, aJchtulot (Ar. ikhtilat), conversation, entertaining.

ali^ oli (79) side, cheek (T. ?).

aljak, glove (woollen).

angeliisk, angulusk, finger ring (HS, 49, angelus, hanelusk).

ark, house, upper storey.

ash, osh, oshik, water mill (HS, 49, esh).

asmin, osmin, sky (cf. HS, 49).

astuq, ostuq, cushion.

aivr, cloud.

azhmertin (v.), Pr. azhmerem, to count, calculate.

B.

baf-kol, grandfather (HS, 51, baivd-kdl).

bag, bay, boy (T.), nobleman, prince.

hakhshi, wandering musician, singer, clown.
bakhshin, to grant, present. Causat. Pr. bakhshinem, Past

:

bakhishondom (cf. HS, 52).

bar, her (1) side, direction, country
; (2) breast, side of the body.

bdra (P. bahra), profit, advantage, use.
hdraf, biiraw, ready, arranged, prepared; 6. kerin, to prepare,

etc. ; b. bun, to be ready, to appear (P. hddir sJiudan).
hareMdir, herendir, a sheep between two and three years of age

(cf. HS*, 53) (shishnok in Sabzawari)
; khom-barendi{r)y in No.

189, is explained as “ too young, unripe.”
barkh. Iamb (HS, 53).
bast, dam on a stream (P. band).
bay, see bag.

baz, fat, grease.

bazhn, bazliin, stature, figure, body.
hechi, beychi, bichi, finger.

belak, bilak, many, numerous, plenty.
belderchi, bustard (T. ?).

bele, yes (P. ball).

bclir, beylir, flute.

ben, bin, bin, bottom, lower part of
; as a preposition : below,

under
; also zha hen--dho, below, etc.

her, brother.

her, see bar.

her, here, eyebrows.
beraf, see bdraf.

berchi, hungry (HS, 62).
berchiyon (200), apparently Plur. from the preceding,—^hunger..
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herin, bdrin, wound, ulcer, boil, etc.

herin (v.), Pres, berem^ to take away, carry, etc.

berrin (v.), Pres, berrem, to cut, split, etc. (also biirrin).

hertish, cauldron.

hezdin, bizdin (v.), Causat. Pres, bezdinem, Past : bezdondum, to
tear, pluck, break off (flowers) (180).

hhor, spring.

hi, bie, ivi, wie, willow.

bichi, see hechi.

bicho ger, thumb.
bif (?) fcerin (v.), to look upon, to watch (14, etc.).

bigwand, see bugwand.
bihin, bin, smell, aroma (HS, 64, behtn).

bihik, see belak.

bin, sec hen\ sec bihin.

binem, winem ; see ditin.

bir, memory, recollection
; bir kerin, to learn

;
zha hir kerin, to

forget.

hiri (apparently Khorasani 6iW=P. birtin), the enclosure into

which cattle is brought at midday from the pasture for

milking. It is usually situated outside of the village.

birin, see berin,

hitin (v.), Pres, bizem, to knead.
biwel, nose.

biy (?), see bag.

biyon {^^)= bizhong, q.v.

bizhing, bezhing, sieve (HS, 54).

bizhong, eyelash.

bodie, bodhie, budie, small saucer, bowl.
bol, lappet (?).

bolg, boigiw, bolk, pillow, cushion (HS, 51).

bolkhona, upper storey of the house (P. bdldkhdna).

borin, ivorin (v.). Pres., 3rd p. bore, it rains.

bo, boy, wind (HS, 52, be).

boygush, baygush, owl (HS, 52, bdyeqush, orig. T. ?).

boz, river-bed, gorge (?).

bozm, bozun, a sort of bracclettes.

bozin, wozin (v.) (102), Pres, wozem, to play, to contest in sports.

bozk, arm (HS, 51, bdsik, bask),

budie, see bodie,

bugwand, bigwand, rug, bedding.
buk (42); bride, newly married woman, doll (HS, 64),

bus, buz, white, pale, fair, light (HS, 54).

bust, busta, span.

Ch.

cAa, che, chi, what, how much (P. chi, chand),
chd, right, good, nice, smart; chd kerin, to prepare, repair,

chara, how much, why, what for (P. chird and chi qadr).
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charondin (v.), to graze (trans.). Pres, charinem,

cheroiOf see chirow.

cherton, a sort of food, made of dried curds {qurud, kashk).

chi, chie, ji, PI. chioii, chiyon, hill, mountain (HS, 62, cheh).

chik, star, constellation (HS, 62).

chikh, chukh, winter cloak, chugha, q.v.

chilik, chelik, cheylik, jeylik, cliicken, generally young bird.

chindin (v.). Pres, chincm, to sow.

chir (onomat.), clinking, the sound of.

chirm, leather.

chirow, chire, lamp, light, candle (HS, 62).

chorukh, charukh, a sort of footwear, made of one piece of

leather, like American mocassins.

chow, chiow, jiow, eye; chow-rash (170), a black-eyed (girl).

chow-khor, squint-eyed.

chuchik, sparrow, desert lark (HS, 62).

chugha, a sort of a woollen mantle or cloak, sometimes lined with
cotton, used as winter dress.

chum (v.), Pres, rem, from rdwin, or harma, to go, to walk (cf.

HS, 62).

chukh, chikh, see chugha,

chuqqur, chukhur, zukhur (?), a stony plain, valley (?).

D.

<i(i, de, do, doyk, di, mother (HS, 65, ddk),

daf (?) kerin (85), to look on, to watch.
dandik, seed, grain, stone.

dang [dan), voice, sound.

ddrdwin, liar.

darpa, trousers (of men).
ddrow, derow, diriw, money, coin.

ddryo (?)=P. darlda %—torn.

daskirt, betrothed, newly married, bride, bridegroom.
dasmol, handkerchief (P. dastmdl).

daw (P. dugh), a sort of drink, made of sour milk and water.
daiva, dawwa (T.), camel,
de, see dd.

dehin, dehen, dihin, fool, mad (cf. HS, 68).
dehin, duhin, clarified butter (?).

den, din, again, another (?).

dene, world, wealth (P. Ar. dunyd),
derizh, derezh, long, tall, lengthy.
derow, see ddrow,

deyre, tambourine (P. dd'ira).

dhowa, see dowa,

di, see dd.

dighlon, hand spindle.

dihin, see dehin.
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diJc, cook (HS, 69).

dirizh, see derizh.

dishin, ditin (v.), to milk.

diston, tripod on which the cauldron is suspended over the fire.

disu, again, second time.

ditin (v.), Pres, hinem, winem, to see, look.

ditin, dishin (v.), to milk.

ditnion, didmon, daughter of an uncle, cousin.

diz, dez, thief.

dizon, jizon, razor.

doin (v.), Pres, dhem, dim, to give, let, allow, etc.
;
haldoin, to

lift, move up, raise.

doho, yesterday (cf. HS, 68, duhu, dukeh).

domor, step-mother.

donin (v.), Pres, doniem (?), to place, put, set, pitch (a tent), etc.

dopir, grand mother.
dor, d(A, do, tree, wood.
dos, a pit, in which lime is prepared.

dowa, yesterday (?).

dowat, wedding (P. Ar. da^wat).

doioe, dowon, skirt, lappet (P. daman),
doy! doyef beware, alas, etc. (P. dad, dad-u hiddd),

doyk, see dd.

doynin (v.) (176), Caus. from doin, q.v., to spread.

du, behind, after.

duek, dulek, tail.

duhin, dehin, butter (?).

duishin, duitin, see ditin,

duiz, diz, right, ready (?).

didai, double (a door), consisting of two halves.

dulup, drop.
dumon, fog.

dumon, lappet, skirt.

dun, dund, wasp.
durna, crane.

durin (v.). Pres durum, to sew.

dusuwa, the day after to-morrow.

E.
elag, helag, helek, sieve.

estm, istin (v.). Pres, estem, to stand up; halestin, to rise, etc.

cxvor, iwor, evor, evur, evening, dusk (HS, 60, iwar).

F.

fah, fakh, mouth (101), opening in a stringed musical instrument.

fara, wide, broad, remote (P. fardhf).
ferin (93), see perin.

fish, fishk, sniffling ; /. kerin, to snifle.
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G.

garin^ gerin (v.), to wander, roam about, to search.

gas^ gaz kerin (8), see gazin,

gaw, gap, word, speech.

(faw', gawe, depression of soil, ravine (P. gawdi),

gawr, kawr, white, light, pale.

gaivr, Uawr, kawir, stone, rock; gawre4s1i, mill stone.

gazin (v.), or gaz kerin, to bite.

gelur, gulur, round, spherical ; high (about breast of a woman,
171).

ger, gir, largo, big
;
senior, older.

gerin, see garin.

gerin, girin (v.), to weep, cr3^
gcshlin, the same as garin, q.v.

gezag, thief, brigand.

gezer, beet-root.

gezlik (T.), knife.

ghir kerin, to roll.

gir, sec ger.

girin, see gerin, or garin.

girrak, clay, mud.
girtin (v.). Pres, girein, to take, touch ; halgirtin, the same.
go, goto, goli, bullock.

goris, millet (P. gdwars).

goivja, gugja, green or white plum.
gudh, guch, ear; gudho girtin, to hear, listen to.

guli (28), tresses (of a woman).
gullek, calf.

gulur, see gelur.

gun, gon, testicle.

gur, wolf (P. gurg).

giir, giirr, bald (Khorasani P. gar, lit. P. kal).

gurda (167), frightened (?).

gurra-gurra (onomat.), sound of thunder, roar.

gutin (v.). Pres, {da^wem, to speak, talk.

guwa, talk, gossip, rumours.
guivshondin (v.). Pros, guweshinem, to squeeze, Caus. of guwshin.

H.

hafshon, a sort of thorny weed.
hak, hag, hdk, lime.

haldoin, sec doin.

halestin, see estin.

halgirtin, see girtin.

halonin, see onin.

handek, handik, little, a few (P. andak).
hanewor, smooth, level (Khorasani P. hamwdr).
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hang, hong, hon (39), call, appeal, cry (1).

fiani, hanySy ani, eni, forehead.

hanisht, enisht, henisht, elbow.

hari, harye, Mrdi, wool.

harrin (v.), Pres, harma, to go, walk.

hasin, hasen^ isin, asen, iron (HS, 48).

/hasp, horse, pony (cf. HS, 48).

haste, bone.

hawir, paste.

hawol (75), a relativ'e (=P. ham-dl ?).

hawshon, see hafshon.

hek, heg, egg.

hek, see hak.

hetak, see elag.

heli, heyli, MU, looking glass, mirror.

heli, hili, hilli, helin, nest (of a bird).

her, herd, soil, earth, mud, country, fields.

herch, bear.

herme, pear (P. amrud).
Iieshin, heyshin, hiahin, green, light grey, bluish.

heylin (118), see heli (mirror).

hijo, alas, pity (Ar. hayf).

hiji, a hdjjt.

hilin, see heli.

hilonak, cradle.

hin, still, yet; so much.
hin, hen, in, inj. small, fine.

hisir, prisoner, slave (Ar. o^ir).

hiw, moon, light.

hiwi, ibex.

hiwolak, broom (?).

hizing, hizim, firewood, fuel (HS, 51, eznik).

hodho, there.

hong (52), see hang.
hor (40), the same as or, q.v. ?

hotin (v.j, Pres, tern, to come, to arrive.

howerkhu, a thick woollen rug. used as tablecloth. It is square,

holes are cut near the edge, on all four sides. A rope is

passed through the holes, so that after a meal, by pulling it,

it is possible to tie what remains, rendering the rug into a

sort of a l)ag, and to hang it somewhere to keep safe from dogs.

huchik (17), sleeve.
ftur, small, the same as khurd (apparently merely a corruption

of the latter).

I.

*jjde (38), sanjit tree, Elaeagnus angustifolia (HS, 51)

tmotn, also used in the sense of the “ shrine, or grave of a saint.

hin, inj, small, fine, thin.
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ir, or, fire.

iru, to-day (HS, 60).

ishin (v.),"to ache, to be painful (166).

ispe, louse

istaure, barren, childless (HS, 49, istaurah, saurah).

iwor, Ivor, evening.

J.

jd, barley (HS, 61, jeheh).

jagna, falcon, hawk.
jam, with, by side, together (P. Ar. jdnib),

jawf, violence, insult (Ar. jahr),

jel, pi, horsecloth.

jeri, jiri, a sort of a woman’.s frock, with tight sleeves.

jp.we, twins.

jeyda, more (corrupted Ar. ziyddat),

ji, je, place, bed (P. jn),

jinor, jenor, neighbour.

joni, young.
jor, one time (P. bar

) ;
jor-jore, from time to time.

jow, reply (P. Ar. jaiudb).

jow, see chow,

jwan, jon, soul, life, spirit; jwan doin, to die, expire.

K.
kachak, kajak, hairlock.

kachik, kechik, kachk (1) small, little, young; (2) daughter, girl,

maiden.
^

kadhak\ cotton homespun.
kafchir, sieve spoon, for collecting foam (P. kafgir).

kahku, kaku, father (when addressing only).

kajak (86), see kachak.

kajin, uncoloured silk.

kola, kale, kalle, village, hamlet (P. Ar. qaVa),
kalghar, a sort of thorny weed, used as fuel (47).

kallik, small finger.

kaln, kalin, kaling, bride’s price (T.)

kamar (?), black, dark (33).

kamarchi(n), frock.

kanin (v.), to laugh, smile.

kar, ass.

kar, qara (T.), black spot, shadow (21).
karin (v.), to appear black, dark, to come in sight (26, 74, 108).

kdrin, see kerin,

karpuz, water melon.
ka>ak, green. .

katin, kawtin (v.), Pres, kawem, to fall; dokalin, likatin, to faU

down, to descend
; rokatin, to lie down, sleep ;

vHirkatint to

rise, get up, jump.
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Mw, Uawky partridge.

Uawn, kerchief by which women cover their heads.

/caw, see gatur,

/caylin, kaylu, see kaln,

kaytiq, Adam’s apple.

kech, flea.

kehik, gihik, dung.

kel, kil, collyrium, antimony (Ar. kukl),

kelak (66), giddiness (?),—Khorasani P. gilew.

keldon, a metal bottle for keeping collyrium.

keli, quarrel.

kelut, see kulut.

ken} (?), overcoat.

kerin (v.), Pres, kem, to do, make, act, etc.

kerge, hare

Iceros, shirt, frock of a woman.
kerrin (v ), Pres, kerrem, to buy.
ke.shin (v.), Pres, keshem, to draw, pull, etc.

kcshondin (v.), Pres, keshinem (Cans.), to draw, drag, drive.

khalta, bag, hawersack.
khamilin, khamulin (v.), to adorn, dress smartly.

kharow, ruined, brocken, bad (P. khardb).

kliaw, sleep (HS, 65).

khawir (19), field (?).

khazon, khizon, child (cf. HS, 65).

khestin, khistin (v.), Pres, khein, to hit, strike, beat; warkhestin,

to summon, take up
;
likhestin, to beat down, hit.

khin, nobleman, khan,
khm, khuin, blood, P. khun,
khme, sec kwin.
khir, good (Ar. khayr ) ; khire—(used as a preposition), for, for

the sake of.

khire-shar {khayr wa sharr) kerin, to take auguries.

khirza, nephew (sister’s son or daughter), P. khivdhar-zdda.

khishk, khuishk, dry.

khistin, see khestin,

khole, khwole, khwle, earth, mud, dust.

kholow-ir, ashes.

kholtiq, aunt (mother’s sister).

khom, wet, fresh, perspiring.

khopondin (v.). Pres, khopinem, to deceive (Cans.).

khor. wrong, bent, crooked.
khorbinek, nosering.

khorze, see khirzd.

kilos, barefooted (?).

khosh, khwash, pleasant, agreeable.

khoy, khwe, salt (cf. HS, 64, kheh).

khuin, see khin.

khuynin, to read, recite.
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khvlla-khulla (onomat.)) bubbling, noise of running water.
khullak, lame.

khure, small pox (HS, 65, khoreh).

khurin (162), morning meal (?).

khurjiiiy saddle-bag, also saddle (2).

khuyUy khwin, see khin, blood.

Khwadhe, Khwodhi, God
khwang, sister (HS, 63, khdng).

khuHish, sec khosh.

khwe, see khwo.
khwOy khoy^ khwe, sweat (HS, 64, khoh).

khwozin (v.). Pres, khozeniy to wish, desire, ask.

khwuriny khworin (v.), Pres, khom, to eat.

kishin, see keshin.

koly melon.
kolaky old, aged.

kola-kola (onomat.), bleating.

kolin (v.), to bleat.

koni, konye, kuni, spring, brooke, well.

konin (v.), to be able
;
neg. nokomy nokoy (16), noko, cannot.

kor, cave, crevice (P. ghdr).

koTy qor, anger, quarrel (Ar. qahr).

koriy right, proper, well aimed.
kowy ankle.

kowuTy koweVy a. male sheep, one year old.

kiiiry blind (P. kur).

kiiiny see kwin.

kiUy handful, fist.

kuly wound, ulcer.

ktddy kulld, a woman's frock.

kulle (34), a bit of wool (from which a thread is spun).
ktUesh, kuleshky field after harvest (99).

kuUjy a sort of frock.

kuliUy kullin (v.), to boil ; to dig.

kuloWy felt cloak, or mantle.
kiUuty keluty hillock, hills covered with grass (used in Khoras. P.).

kuruy hat (?).

kuny koUy hole, cave, crevice, well; anus.
kuniy see koni.

kunder, pumpkin.
kundiy a big earthenware jar used for storing flour (also used in

Khoras. P.)

kuVy short
;
kur keriUy to cut hair, to shave.

kur (10), row, line (?).

kurdhiky kurtik (49), camping ground (?).

kurk (111), woollen sock (kurgi means soft wool in Khoras. P.).

kurpiy bridge (T.)

kuruniy worm.
kurtiky see kurdhik.
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kus kerin, to bite, attack (about dogs) (83), apparently for gaz

k„ q.v.

kush, top, nipples of breasts.

kushtin (v.). Pres, kuthem, to kill, murder.
kuii, bad, unhappy, ugly.

kutin (v.), to chew, Caus. kutinem (180) ; to knock.
kuz, vulva.

kuz (?), a dug out for sheltering lambs.
kwin, qwin, kiiin, kuyn, khwin, khuin, tent, house.

L.
laku, where.

lam, palm of the hand, fist.

langar, a big tray
;
a wooden bar for shutting doors ;

wa langara,

slowly.

lanj, fight (Pers. ranj).

likhestin, see kheslin.

listin (v ), Pres. Iize7n (37), to play (?).

lochin, mad, fool.

lonin, see onin.

lorzin (v.), to shiver, tremble.

losh, flesh, carcase, carion.

low, lou, loe^ lowuk, loek, son, boy, lad.

M.

rncila, mdlla, mulla, a literate man.
mam, breast of a woman.
maqal (123), halting place.

mar, mark, markh, a sort of a thorny gras.s used as fuel.

maror, stag, deer.

maii, mati, aunt (father’s sister).

maz, mazin, elder, senior, chieftain, headman.
rnehak, mehek, month.
mer, man, husband.
mer, death.
merin (v.), Pres, merem, to die.

mhe, mi, ewe, she-goat.

mihwon, miywon, miwon, guest.

mini, blue, deep blue (like enamel).
mirishk, hen, bird in general.

mis, miz, mizd, urine.

mishk, mouse.
mishtin (92) (v.), to sweep, clean (?).

mist, handful
;

fist.

moin, moine, mohen, moyne, mare.
mol, tent, house.
molshin, one whose house caught fire (an abusive expression).

monga, cow.
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monin (v.), Pres, minem, to remain, to stay.

morj, lofty high.

moat, mosu, fish.

moya, meya, female ;
she-camel.

mufzada, knave, villain (P. muft-zdda).

murd (10), a sort of cloth or frock.

murchak, slowly.

N.
nawisin (v.), to write.

nin, non, nun, nu, bread.

ninik, nail (of a finger).

nir, ner, male (camel, goat).

nishtin (v ), Pres, mm, to sit
;
runishtin, to sit down.

?iiw, half.

niwcha (P. nimcha ?), frock with short sleeves.

nochok, shelter for cattle (?).

noko, at once, now.
nol, horse shoe (Ar. ?ia7).

nol, nwoU gorge.

noli, bed sheet (1).

nolin (v ), to groan.
nolon (?), like.

noti, notow (51), similar, like.

now, name.
now, middle, waist

;
(prep.) amidst, in, inside, etc.

notva, nuwo, turn (Ar. nawbat).
nowik, navel.

nowoli, naughty, wicked, vile (Ar. P. Id abdli).

nuqro, sflver.

nuwo, see nowa.
O.

oghoj, farsakh, i.e. about 4 miles’ distance.

oghol, shelter for cattle.

oli, see ali, alye.

onin (v.), Pres, mem, to bring; halonin, to take, lift; lonin, to

carry away.
opu, op uncle (mother’s brother) (HS, 48, dpp, dppeh).
or, ir {:=hor, 49 ?), fire (HS, 48, dr),

osh, wA, water mill.

ow water.

owetin (v.), Pres, owezhem, to throw, pour out.
owo, down

;
West.

P.
.

pali, poli, pahli, (P. pahlu) side
;
(prep.) near, by the side of.

palwar^ fat, abundant.
parda, a fret, or stop on a stringed musical instrument (P.).

pdykom, news (.P. payghdm).
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paz, cattle, sheep (HS, 66, pas),

pell kerin (1), to break legs (?).

per, p?r, much, plenty.

per, bridge.

perin, perrin, ferin (v.). Pres, perem, to fly.

pesing, cat.

pesmon, pesmom, cousin, son of an uncle.

peshin, peyshin, pishin, foremost, at the head.

pichin (v.), Pres, pichim, to turn, twist.

pil, shoulder (HS, 57).

piren, the day before yesterday.

pirs kerin, to ask, question.

pizhder, porcupine.

poch, kiss.

pocha, skirt (HS, 55).

pnin (v.). Pres, poma, to watch.
poli, see pali.

pan, wide, broad, plain (P. pahn),

poni, a sorb of footwear.
por, part, portion, share.

porsu, rib (HS, 55, pdrsu).

posh, after.

potin (V.), Pres, pizhem, to cook, bake, boil.

pun, mint grass (Khorasani P., lit. P. puddna),

Q.
qaj, stork.

qamar, kamar, black, dark.

(laraqund, a sort of food, the same as qurvd, kashk,

qarik, kirik, crow, raven.
qazo, anger (Ar. ghadab).

qarisin (v.). Pres, qarisem, to freez, to feel cold.

qege, sheep-flea.

qiriq, see qariq.

daughter, girl (T.).

qochi, scissors.

qor, kor, kid.

qor, see kor (anger).

qotuq, sour milk (P. rtMst),

qulk, qolk, qurk, kurk, soft wool.

qum, kum, hat.
quqi, owl («).

qwin, see kwih,
R.

m, re, ri, rre, rrey, road, path.
raf, peak, hill top.
rand, see rind,
rash, rashin, black.
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ratin (v.), Pres, rawem^ to go, run away (84).

rawison, rowison, kiss,

re, see rd.

re, see ri.

regawt', lieadman, P. rtsksafid, T. dqsaqal.

reston, riston, rope.

ri, re, face, beard (HS, 70, reheh).

ri, rue, day, sun.

rmd, rind, rand, rand, good, nice, strong, etc. (HS, 70).

riskat, permission (Ar. rukhsat).

ritin (v.), Pres, rizhem, to pour out (HS, 70).

riwi, fox, Jackal

riwi, intestines, bowels.

rizh, rizha, row, order (137).

rowison, see rawison.

ru, ri, rue, sun, day.

ruin, bright, light.

run, oil, butter.

runishtin, see nishtin.

S.

sd, sdk, sok, dog.

sakenin (v.), Pres, sakenem, to stay, remain.

sapat, basket.

sardor, headman of a tribe (P.)

sardore (P. sarddrl), long overcoat.

sawo, for, for the sake of.

seng, peg of a tent (HS, 74).

serfa, table cloth (P. sufra).

sew, siw, apple.

sewek, light, easy (P. suhuk),

sha, comb.
shdw, show, shuw, shiw, shew, night.

shawetin, shawtin (v.), Pres, shawetim, to burn
;
Cans, shaweton*

din, Pres shawetinem, to light, to burn.

shef, shaft, pole, stick.

shew, see shdw.
shewon, shepherd.
shikh, witch, medicine man, diviner (Ar. shaykh
shin, shun, shund, place.

shiw, slope, ravine.

shiw, same as shdw, q.v. ; evening meal.
shiwishk, a sort of grass (P. kmhiar).
shondin (v.), Pres, shinem, (Cans.), to send.
shuir, sword (HS, 75, shur).

shun, shund, see shin.

ahusha, glass (P. shlsha).

shushtin (v.), to wash.

8%, si, se, sie shadow (P. sdya).

si, side
;
towards (P. su).
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sim, pus.

sing, see seng.

singe, breast.

sis, white, fair, pale (usually as a synonim of huz, q.v.).

soh, see sd.

sol, current, spat (Ar. sayl ?).

.s‘or, cold (HS, 72, adr).

sportin, isporlin (v.), Pres sperum, to entrust, hand over.

siiir, sor, red, pink.

siiirek, scarlet fever.

sul, shoe (HS, 73).

sumbil, moustache (P. sabil).

sund, oath (?) (cf. HS, 73, suen).

suw, morning, also suwaydo.

T.

taj, tazh, coarse woolen homespun, used for making tents.

tajin, full, complete (?).

tandur, oven (P* tanur).

tan, tane, alone (P. tanhd).

tashi, hand spindle.

lawer, ax (P. iabar).

Tat, Tot, a Persian, as opposed to a Kurd.
tawo, spoilt, ruined, destroyed (P. iabdh).

tawshe, axe, used for chopping wood (P. tisha).

tayloq, calf, young camel.

teftiq, soft wool.
tekhar, ass colt.

tere, see turn.

teron, falcon (T. tarldn),

tezh, see tizh; see taj.

tidho, from there.

tihim, tim, thirsty.

tip (187), band, party of horsemen.
Hr, full, satisfied with food (P. sir),

tiri, hailstone.

tisht, tusht^ something, a little.

tizh^ tezh, tuizh, tuiz, sharp, thin ;
sprout.

tol, bitter.

tori, torye (154), darkness.
tos, a sort of a weed.
Tot, see Tat.
Tozeki, Persian (adJ.)=7^rt/iH.
tuizh, tuiz, see tizh.

tukh, bead (Ar. tauq).

tushtir, kid, one year old (HS, 59, tushdir).

turu, ture, tere, grape, vine (HS, 59, tureh).

tuw, sour milk (the same as Persian mast).
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U.

ujiq, fire-place, hearth (T. ujnq).

urencha, clover.

urghon, blanket (T. yurghdn).

urt, urte, urti. middle; amidst, within, between (T., cf. HS, 50).

ustu, neck (cf. HS, 48).

W.
waris, rope (?).

wajik, wazhik, crow.

wedlio, widho, here. •

wi, without ;
see hi, hie.

wishin (v.), Pres, wishim, to scatter.

worin, see horin.

Y.
yon, side (27).

Z.

zand, arm to the elbow.

mng, stirrup.

zar, zir, yellow.

ziirow, zerow, thin, graceful.

zawejin, married.

zawon, tongue
zek, zik, abdomen, stomach.
zenho (?), probably for zeminho (16).
zhabd, overcoat (Ar. jubba).

zhaku, from where.
zhawro, from there.

zhen, wonaan, wife.

zhir, zliiiir, under, below.
zhone, zhung, knee (HS, 71, zhenu),
zhiiir, see zhir.

zhunin, zhonin (117) (v.), to hasten, drive, hit (cf. ajuiin).

zhung, see zlione.

zir, midday (Ar. zuhr).

zir, see zar.

ziw, silver, money (HS, 72), cf. 179.
ziw, zow, river-bed, gorge, valley (West. Kurdish zab).

ziwiston, winter.

zonin (v.). Pres, zonem, to know.
zow (102), see ziw.

zowo, zuwo, zumo, son-in-law.
zu, zi, soon, quickly.

zugur, see chuqur.

V. Specimens op Kurdish Weitings.

A few specimens of Kurdish tristichs, as written by a
literate Kurd, are here given. Figures refer to the numbers in
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the collection of specimens above. The helplessness of the

writer with orthography is really remarkable.

120.

‘ (sicy^jf ^ Jujj sS JLc

122 .

‘ ^
iyl>

—" lytj

^ h i/ 3

123.

‘ d-ixi S) ‘ i£

124.

^ ^ ^L«» y ^jUo

< ^ ^

125.

‘ j a«

126.

‘jij <‘-j j'i’ » Vi'

<»y{—3 A__j/ a_3 .JjC

127.

* A .iuafv aJ ^ ^ 4^iV4J^*/0 A^ 4_g^

^ A iU. oly )\—
j
jU

128.

‘ («,*<5) tr!>^ ^ ‘ ^ y {S» >"

* (sie) (3"^
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129.

^ AXaaj ^ A AsuU ^ (3l—jImaIjlc

130.

‘ is/-i r-*“ J

]31.

*
^

^
i ^ >i jT

^
iMwJ

‘ ^J
—as u. ij ^^,xi

132,

‘c^L'-» ‘cj^ liTry

1*;*^ '^— jf^.

P.S.—I have to acknowledge my gratitude to Mrs. C. de Beauvoir
Stocks for her revision of my English in this paper.

Calotttta.

The 18th Jvly, 1926.



Abtiolb No. 14.

Some Persian Darwish Songs.

By W. IvAHow.

A darwish, in his quaint attire, singing loudly in the bazar
amidst a busy crowd, is quite a familiar sight in every Persian

town. The songs he sings deal with Divine love, with praises to

the Imams, with their sufferings, etc. Almost all of them are

gems of Persian poetry, very carefully selected: well-known
ghazals, qastdas or tarjVbands of Hafiz, Sa‘di, Ni‘matu’l-lah

Wall, or belonging to some comparatively late poet, like

Diya’i, Nur ‘AliShah, etc.

There are, however, songs which are also sung by the

clarwishes, which do not belong to the literary poetry of Persia,

but are ordinary songs of the people composed on the same
principles as popular quatrains, tasmfs, etc. They show the
same disregard for official prosody, they use phonetic rhyme,
which is no ryhme at all if the poem be written or pronounced
according to the rules of literary Persian, etc. These poems are

not very numerous as darwishes avoid them in order not
to appear too rustic and uneducated. But the technique of

their profession as beggars makes it necessary for them some-
times to use them, especially those which closely imitate the
high-flown poetry.

In order to deal properly with these songs it is better to

show in what particular performances they are sung. In ac-

cordance with the ancient customs and beliefs, the profession

of beggar {gadd) ^
is regarded as objectionable. All darwishes

are prohibited from begging—officially— except those belonging
to the ^'Khdksdr ” or “ Haydan ’’ order. These do not treat their

begging as ordinary begging, but regard it as a sort of collection

of their dues, kaqq-i-lalah,^ and the subsistence gained by this

(luqma-i-faqr) they regard as lawful to them (kcddl). Begging
in fact is their sole occupation, and is surrounded by different

observances, superstitions, special ethics, etc. The initiates of

higher degrees do not beg themselves,® as a rule, except when in

^ The term gcida, gada'i is always used in a derogatory sense. As
applied to begging by darwishes, or by peasants of famine-struck villages,

and others who are not professional beggars, but who are obliged to beg
for only a short period of time, the term parsd, paraagari is used, e.g.

raft bd para5=:started begging.
2 The darwishes are guarding the world against calamity, &a/a ; they

^at it, whenever it approaches.
3 They occasionally use a different method, by “sitting in the tent

*’

at the gates of a city, or at the door of the house of a wealthy man.
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very stressed circumstances. All begging is done by the newly
initiated (kUchik-dbdal), who are obliged to bring a certain

amount to their murshid daily.^

A darwish setling out to beg must be dressed in full

uniform, having his pust-i-takht, or skin for sitting on, over his

shoulders, a hatchet, tabarzin, in liis hand, and especially the

kashkul, or begging bowl, into which donations are placed.^

He must not sing unless his voice is regarded (at least by him-

self) as pleasant to others. He must not be a nuisance to

others in any way, must not address anyone in particular,

but create the illusion of alms being given voluntarily. Those
darwishes w'ho cannot sing may go along the shops of the bazar,

silently putting down a leaf of a tree, or a flower, etc., and wait

for alms. Others say something during this performance. I

knew a darwish at Sabzawar who whilst walking unceasingly

repeated : hd guftugu rnirdwdm^ bd khanddgu migirdm, i.e. “ I

am talking as I walk, and I smile as T take (the alms).”

When the darwish comes to the bazar, he stops at the

entrance, in the middle of the street, and then begins to sing.

After this he can take not more than “ seven steps ” {haft

qadam) at a time, doing this without undue hurry, finishing his

song before moving on, not singing when he walks, neither

looking round, nor talking to his friends ;
in short, acting the

ecstatic devotee, entirelj^ absorbed in his religious devotions.

It may be added that the flow of alms is usually very slow, and
a darwish has to spend hours in touring round before he collects

anything appreciable, so that his dignified movements are

primarily d\ie to the methods of saving labour, worked out by
long practice.

In order to attract public attention to his appearance in

the bazar he sings something as follows :

—

Az dyne AH diddyi mo bino shud
dz lome (sic) alif lisone ino guyo shud
ddr yoyi Ali ruizar ku dy ahli yaqin
z^un nur Muhammad-u Ali paydo shud.

In such cases the sum is usually specified, and the darwish will sit in his
tent until his desire will become “ green,” to niyycU-ash aahz ahdwdd, i.e.

until he gets what he asks for. Sitting in the tent (chadir zadan) is

accompanied by very complicate symbolical and magic rites, special
prayers, abstinence, etc., and is not permitted to beginners.

1 Usually this period of service is “ 1001 ’* days, just over three years,
but a darwish may accelerate his spiritual progress if he gets the cash,
due for this period, within a shorter time.

2 This rule is often disregarded because these implements of the
darwish are often used as a security against small loans due to lean days
in his difiicult profession. Darwish kdmil na hdahad td chizi az ii long na
&S5/^ad=the darwish will not be perfect unless he is short of some of his
implements. Kashkul is regarded as possessing special magic powers, and
is often kept in the houses of well-to<do people to feed the sick out of it.

Very often such kashkula are ornamented with silver and jewels.
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< [jjf j ^ Lo

1 <^ j jjj ^fj « ^aj cUf ^1 ^ ^ ^tj

i.c. From the ‘agn of ‘All our eyes become able to see,

from the lam and alif our tongues get the power of
speaking.

Look into the letter of the word 'All, o thou,
who believest only the obvious

!

From that light Muhammad and ‘All have appeared.

^

Then the darwish asks the permission of the public to
proceed with his singing :

—

Rukhsdti khohdm bd ishqd we sdlmn
to kunum hdr rulit i jam^e idmom.
ahli rna^no hamd yak jo javrC d
bar ydki ishq d bar jumld selom.

Sdlom kun ki salomdt boshi

zire aldmi sawze Muhammad boshi.

^Uj ^jt
^^9) ^ j

^ jJ ^ I.S.J ii^A ^Jlaa> (Jlat

i e. T ask permission for the sake of Thy love and blessing,

in order to make (it) complete before this community.
The participants in the “ knowledge **

are all together,

—

love belongs to One, blessing to all.

Greet (all, saying) : be you in good health,

abide under the green banner of Muhammad !

He may also unequivocally encourage the donors, with
a song which is purely popular, and may be regarded as a
“ joke,” to break up the tension of the sublime speculations of

these introductions.

Zikre shuddm ki mashghul
du pul bdndoz tu kashkul

zikre Khudo Rasul d
har chi bedeyi qabul a.

1 This is a paraphrase in literary Persian, in which the terms of lit.

Persian are mechanically substituted for the expressions of the song. It
must be noted that in such paraphrases the metre, rhyme, etc., ma3' be
irregular and incorrect, due to altered pronunciation.

2 The expression * ayn ’ is the name of the first letter in the word
*Ali, but it also means the ** eye,” alluded to here in the word-play. The
lam and alif are the first word in the formula ** there is no god except
Allah.” **That” light is an allusion to the *' nt/r-t ya^in.”.

-
^

3 Such additional lines are required by the change of the tune to
which they are sung. They may be added to any one of these songs.
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* jf’i iS ^
( ^ )

^ 0*«f

i.e. As I become busy with singing (dhikr),

throw two coppers into the begging bowl.

The mention (dhikr) of God is the Prophet.^

Whatever thou givest, will be accepted.

Then follows a ^^hismilla** the usual formula, “in the
name of God, etc.,” which must be repeated at the beginning of

every undertaking. There are several versions of it ; they are

probably very numerous. They are sung not only at the

beginning of the darwish’s “ working day,” but sometimes
before every new song.

Az name khuslidt ado kunum “ hiamillo ”

haaii tu Alloh^u niat mialdt hillo

pursdn dgdr zi quwdtdt miguyum
lo hawla we lo quwdta iUo hello.

<XjL)Ij vJIiJLjlx) ^ ^Jf *
iSdlJl 1^**^

* <dJlj i
^ fjj ^ ^ j t>>—-JUe^

i.e. 1 will say ** bismilla'* with the help of Thy blessed name.
Thou art God, there is no one like unto Thee, by God !

If they ask as to Thy might, I will say :

there is no might and no power except from God !

”

Another “ Biamilla ”
:

“ Bismillo ” mikhundm Khudoro
zi muahte khok Oddm aokht moro
zi “ bismilh ” chizi nia behtdr

nehodum toji “ bismillo ” bdr adr.

Ajab iojiat in toji ilohi

bench bdr adr berow har jo ki khoyi.^

‘ t^bo
j * tJ t aUI

|»

y I*

Ahf

i.e. 1 sing “ biamilla ” to God,
who created Adam for us from a handful of earth.

There is nothing better than “ biamilla*^

1 Apparently because it is suUicient to mention the Prophet to
remember also God.

2 The word “crown,” taj^ also means the darwish felt cap. Very
often dhikra and even long prayers are sown round with silk, tfof means
not only the head, but also the beginning. The expression : 1 liave put
the crown of ** Biamilla^' ** on the head,'' may mean—“on the beginning
of the undertaking,” in this case—the begging.
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so I have put the crown of the “ biamUla ** upon the
head.

A wonderful crown is the divine crown,

—

put it on thy head and then go wherever thou
wantest.

Another “ BiamUla

“ Biamillo ” mrde zdbondm bd kar adab
man kalpe osetone tu haatum yo Ali madad
khohum hi ddr du laakht bd fdryode mo rdai

awdl ddr ddme imomat diyum ddr take lahat,

^ L jA db aUt , m,i

...

i.e. “ BiamUla^* is the prayer in my mouth, in every manner.
I am the dog at thy threshold, o ‘Ali, help!
I wish thee to answer my appeal on two occasions,

—

first (when the trumpets of thy arrival) as an Imam
will be blown, the second—at the bottom of the
grave I

The artlessness of the composition is the more apparent as

these songs try to imitate in their contents the standards of the
high-flown poetry. Besides these pieces, there are many short

dhikra, some in verse, others in rhymed prose, which are used
to fill up a pause between two parts of a long poem, or to

separate one poem from another. In addition to these there is

a profusion of exclamations as Yo Hu,—O He 1 , or Yo Ali

madad=0 ‘All help!, or Haqq dual t*Wo7-?o=The Truth is the

friend, there is no deity besides Him!, or bar qdror ho8hdd=^he
it strong ! etc.

Some specimens of shorter dhikrs may be given here

:

Mdkkd Madina bdytuHdo
dine Ndhi aala'ldo

Hu Haq illoH-lo (bia).

* aJJI axj^yic j a!Oc

i.e. Mekka and Medina are the house of God.

The faith of the Prophet, God bless him,

is “ He is the Truth, there is no god beside Him !

”

Another

:

Haq bd haq dod mirdadd yo Hu
wdhduhu lo ilaha iUo Hu.

HI a If H —s^j b ab ^}a^J
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i.e God gives to the righteous what he deserves,

He is One, there is no god beside Him I

Another

:

Awdldm khok, okhirdm khok ds

Odem dz khok nure eflok ds,

^ j}

i.e. My origin is dust, my end is in the dust,

but Adam (=man) of dust is the light of heaven.

Another

:

Khtish dirakhtis ddr miune hehisht

samdrosh lo ilaha illo Hu
samdrosh lo shorika lahu.

iff ^

i.e. There is a beautiful tree in the middle of Paradise,

its fruits are “ there is no god except Him,*'
its fruits are “ there is no companion unto Him. !

”

There are, indeed, numerous dhikrs, but those given above
are sufficiently typical of their kind. The Khorasani accent in

the text of these songs is due to the fact that they were written

in Southern Khorasan, after the dictation of a local darwish.
It must be noted that he tried to follow as much as possible
the rules of literary language, especially in the terminations
which ih the Khorasani are frequently omitted, if consonants.

Calcutta, lJ-1.1928.

1C WviCil i r iaF
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Jargon of Persian Mendicant Darwishes.

By W. IvANOW.

In my papers dealing with the so-called Persian Gypsies,^

and with the Jargon of some Shiite sects of the fifteenth or six-

teenth century ,2 1 have already given an analysis of the elements
of which this secret language ” is composed. For students of the

Gypsy problem it may be useful to note also some peculiarities

of the conventional code used by the wandering darwishes of

Persia. A brief list of their terms is here given, and although it

contains a comparatively small percentages of expressions which
resemble the Gypsy words of supposed Indian origin, the

general character of their jargon is undoubtedly identical with
that used by Gypsies all over the country. It is obvious, that

the darwishes, being more concerned with religious matters,

find more conversant with Arabic as the vehicle of Muham-
madan religious thought, would more freely borrow Arabic terms
for their conventional code than the poor and entirely illiterate

country craftsmen, the Gypsies. In other respects the close

relation of the two jargons is quite apparent, and one may
suppose that this connection is not due to the borrowings by the

darwishes from the code of the Gypsies, but to the fact that
both codes are merely modifications of a third one, namely the
secret jargon of thieves, brigands, beggars, etc. There is no
doubt that such a thieves’ jargon has existed for centuries.

The darwish terms which may be occasionally picked up in

Sufic and hagiological Persian literature appear to be many
centuries old.

The present list was compiled in Birjand, Eastern Persia,

from informtion supplied by a Khaksarl darwish, Raushan ‘Ali

Shah, originally from Shahr-i-Babak (in the province of Kirman).
For some time he acted as a secretary to a band of brigands on
the Yazd-Kirman road, who kept him, as he says, 8is a prisoner.

He specialised in black-mail and the negotiations connected

^ On the language of the Gypsies of Qainat, Journal of the Asiatic
Society of Bengal, new series, vol. X, 1914, pp. 439-456. Further
notes on the Gypsies in Persia, ibid., vol. XVI, 1920, pp. 281-291.
I refer further on to the first paper as I, and the second as II.

Readers should be warned that the first paper was not read by me in

proofs, due to communication being upset at the outbreak of the
War; it is full of misprints. They have all been corrected in my
second paper, on pp. 289-291.

2 An old Gypsy-Darwish jargon, Joum. Asiat. Soc. Bengal, new
series, vol. XVIII, 1922, pp. 376-383. I refer to this paper as III.
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therewith under the cloak of his status as a devotee. He was
particularly well qualified also in begging, swindling, and other

forms of rascality.

The darwishes do not use in their Jargon the numerous
sufixes used by Gypsies. Their verbs are mostly composite, as :

dak ^&eti;=stand up; guftol (literary Persian guftar) ku say;

khundor shexv^reeA^ etc. But occasionally there are traces of

special verbal stems: dz^ to take, e.gr., 6102;= take (it). The root

pit is apparentlj^ of Indian origin,

—

hepit, drink (it), hepitim, we
will drink, etc. Sik—look. Imp. hesik. Imperative “ sit ” is

rendered with ben or henish (the latter apparently belongs to

some dialect of N. W. Persia). Strange is midella=he is

afraid (Lit. Pers. mi-taraad, of which it may be a corruption).

Also ku8hahum=:huBh ! (rendered by Persian hlch magu !).^ It

may be added that the darwishes often hide the meaning of

their words by splitting them up into syllables, between which
some quite meaningless syllable, or word is inserted. It is the

same as the so-called zabdn-i-zargari, or Yazdi, the difference

consists only in the inserted syllables.

In the following list of words an endeavour is made to

trace the origin of each of them.

azdk, boy, son.

boluki, branch, leaf of a tree (apparently corrupted from
Pers. barg).

dak^ dakh^good^ right, straight, clean, etc., a Gypsy
word. cf. I, II, III.

danew, denew, deneb, woman, wife, a Gypsy word, see I, II,

III (p. 379).

dogba, man. '

dukhloj, girl, daughter (Gypsy, see I and II).

geher, sister (Lit. Pers. khwahar).
gerze, darwish (used also by Gypsies, cf. I).

gure, horse (Gypsy, see I, II).

hdzdy young (?), cf. above azdk.
hukka, water pipe, qalydn (Indian).

kafanoky shirt (Arab, kafany shroud, and suffix -ok).

kanaky wheat (?).

kapavy donkey.
khatekiy prayer, written as a charm (Arab, khatty with

Pers. suffixes -ak, and -t).

khity bad.
kowroy bread.

kurumy an important man, governor, judge, etc.

lahmegiy meat, fiesh (Arab, lahmy Pers. suffixes -ak and -»).

layly night (Arab.).

^ The inflections, formations of different tenses, etc., are, both in

Gypsy and in this darwish jargon, identical with those in colloquial
Persian.
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machal, oil, butter.

makiy old.

moiy water (Arab.).

nalegi, slipper, shoe (Arab. na*l, and the same Pers.
suffixes ).

parak, cow.
pereki, bird, hen (obviously from Pers. verb paridan^ to

fly)-

quruki, butter (?)

rigo, son, boy (?)

sabzagiy tree (Pers. sabZy green, and suffixes -ak and -?).

safideki, paper, white (Pers. safidy and the same suffixes).

selote, a divine, priest (Arab, saldty prayer).

shaftekiy sugar.

sJiahlOy good.
shams, sun, day (Arab.=sun).
talkhakiy tobacco, opium (Pers. talkh, bitter, etc.)

ielis, Persian coin tumdn.
wodi, house (Arab. wdd%, valley).

yakan, money, silver.

Calcutta, Wth April, 1928.





Article No. 10.

The Laksmana Sambat.

By Sir Geoboj!! A. Grierson, O.M.

May I add the following supplement to Mr. Pramatha Nath
Misra’s interesting article on the Laksmana Sambat on pp. 365ff.

of Vol. XXII, 1926, of the Journal and Proceedings of (he

Asiatic Society of Bengal, Mr. Misra’s document No. 3, on

p. 369,—the grant of King Siva Siriiha of Mithila—is almost
certainly a modern forgery. I have shown this in a short article

on p. 96 of Vol. LXVIII, Part I (1899) of the and
I need not repeat the proof here. A facsimile of the grant will

be found on Plate hi of the Proceedings of the Society for 1896.

I may add that my original article, referred to by Mr.
Misrea was on p. 190, not 151, of ^^The Indian Antiquary'^ for

1885.

George A. Grierson.
Cambebley,

April HO, 1928,





Aeticle Kb. 17.

The Yogavataropadesa : A Mahayana Treatise on Yoga
by Dharmendra

in its Tibetan Version with Sanskrit Restoration
and English Translation

By

Durgacharan Chattbrji.

Vidyd-bhavana, Vi^va-bharati.

Introductory.

The Yogavataropadesa, Tib. Rnal khyor la hjug

])ahi man hag^ is a short treatise on yoga of the Mahayana
school. The Sanskrit original of this work has not as yet

been found and seems to have been lost. But there are two
translations in Tibetan as found in the Tanjur (Bstan>hgyur),

Mdo, Ku, fols. 146M-147^2, and Gi, fols. 204^2—205^.4.
They are identical, only with some minor differences of reading

here and there.

As the colophon says, the author of the Yogavataro-
padesa is Acarya Dh armendra and it has been trans-

lated into Tibetan by the Indian Pandita, Janardana^ in

collaboration with a Tibetan interpreter named Bh i k s u
Uatnabhadra (Lo-tsa-ba Dge-sloh Rin-chen-bzah-po).

On the same subject and of the same school there is another
work, viz. Yogavatara, Tib. Rnal hbyor la hjug pa of

which also the Sanskrit original is lost. This is a small work
containing only ten stanzas which appear to have been com-
posed in the Arya metre.

The Tanjur Index mentions the Yogavatara thrice

:

Mdo, A; Ku, fols. 145\6-146‘^8
;
and Gi, fols. 192»\8-193M.

But the text is not available in A. The last two versions are

almost alike.

From the colophon we come to know that it was composed
by D i fi n a g a and rendered into Tibetan by the Indian Pandita
Bharmasribhadr

a

and the Tibetan interpreter Bhiksu
R a t n a bh a d r a, the same person, who was the assistant of

Janardana in the translation of the Yogavataro-
padesa into Tibetan.

It is very interesting to note that the entire Yogavatara
excepting the last stanza has been incorporated in the Y o g a-

^ Wrongly transliterated into Tibetan as Jaratna in YAU^ and
JaraddanainYAU^.
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vataropadesa without being mentioned as the work of

a different author. It is, however, apparent that the latter

work is an improved redaction of the former with some prefatory

and concluding remarks in prose. The fact that the Yoga-
vataropadesa has taken the Yogavatara almost in

its entirety without any mention of its name and author, clearly

points to the popularity it earned.

D i h n a g a

,

the author of the Yogavatara, and the

<;elebrated Buddhist teacher may be roughly placed in the fifth

century A.D. So Dharmendra who bodily incorporated

D i n n a g a ’ s work in his own book was either contemporane-
ous with or posterior to D i n n a g a .

The Yogavataropadesa is very sententious in its

treatment of the subject matter and merely touches upon the

several stages that an aspirant is to go through till prajna-
paramita is obtained. A devoted and enthusiastic student

of yoga should approach his preceptor in the prescribed manner
and meditate upon the teachings imparted to him. He is

further required to study the important scriptures, and, after

having determined the nature of the ultimate truth, to apply
himself to yoga in right earnest. Much emphasis is laid upon
the necessity of controlling the outgoings of the mind, which,
when fully effected, is followed by supernatural faculties, and
the yogin is then in a position to do immense good to the world.

The Yogavataropadesa enjoins that any intricate problem
concerning yoga is to be known orally from the preceptor, and

‘

tlius shows that there is an esoteric aspect of the yoga doctrines

which can be interpreted by no mere study of books, but by the
words o£ the preceptor. It concludes with a sentiment quoted
from the Buddha that those who take recourse to books
alone disregarding the prescribed rules sadly fail in their

purpose and come to utter grief.

In editing the text of the Yogavataropadesal have
made use of the four xylographs mentioned below as existing

in the Tanjur of the Visvabharati Library : viz. two of the
Yogavataropadesa and two of the Yogavatara.
Wherever there is any difference of reading I have accepted
that which appears to be the most suitable and have shown the
variants in the footnotes. I have also attempted to restore
the Sanskrit original from the Tibetan version.

Xylographs Collated.

1 . YAU^= Mdo, Ku, fols. 146^ 1 - 147^2.
2. YAU2=Mdo, Gi, fols. 204‘^.2-205*^.4.

3. YA^ =Mdo, Ku, fols. 145'».6 - 146®'.8.

4. YA2 =Mdo, Gi, fols. 192'\8-193M.

The* references to folios are according to Cordier.
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1
3’*^*^*^’*^

I
Sr-qyq-i^-X'CI'^*^

II

Q,

ipro,g^-ariM«ir£i^-s^
II

'O

jqws^-sigaj-W^eri-a^^gflrSr
I

cro]' ^ET|* q^’ ^-q^*^*^' q-Sdj-Xsq?]’
J*

g5rci]?iai’q-q^q-q-ce»]-a|-|^q-q|^*3C:'^^’q-sr!^5]-q'fl?^*

q-flj*
I

§^*q^^-q^'5iaS6i’^*^*S3|-0-CM'-3|5l'fq5I'q^’g*«J^**

q^* sia^’cci]’ q^a^i* sj^Xaq- qS^* §c-3'^-3=i|*q-^|'^'

S9

^9]*q^-a^'q5j*
I

*^^'q'*^C-25]'q-*^C’2i^'q^'

|

CS •v—' CS ^
q?^' q^:^- qQ^’«-ci]a^'a^5|- STfll’ =i]^oi-q-

>9
es. -s -v

^q^-g*“5|^-Cq|'0-^q-p^g"^-q|^-“q'qg5|-q^-5Xll

*^c:-qa;'‘X*^ti||

^ YAU2 ^wq. ® YAU2 adds | after

* YAU* no or stop here.

* After q5- YAU> sqN*^''; YAU2

5 YAU2 no iq|-.*lS-

« YAU* q for qt) ; no after q«^ but after

’ YAXT2 no lq|'JI«>. ^ YAtri §. « YAU* ^Iw.

>0 YAU2 §«. 1' YAU* q»«N. « YAUi 5.
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I.

II.

fa^p^-q-^^-ga^-j|5j=^-5jc-Hr^
1

III.

7-N CN cs CS •v -s •>»—S CS8

g?j-5-a^|qvq,p;'^q-yqi^qi'q*;-g ]]

IV

1 YAU2 * YAi ni^-qj.

» YA», YA2 5«il 8 ae-2< for 4 YA* uitfor

» YAl |, YAa 9^ for 6 YAi mSfoi.

7 The last two lines of this filoks and the whole of the next are
omitted in YA2.

8 YAU* Si«^. • YAUi ij»i«.
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V.

^C-§|*|iC-®q-V5I*g-r
1

>9

VI.

V9

VII.

^•flj-®c>ic**^q|*^cr|*q^'|^'q’q^
|

II

1 YAU» Nigfe. a YA2, YAUi.YAUa J^w. a YAs q^.

* YATJi, YAU2 g- for q^. » YAU2, YAi, YA2 qjgqw.

* YAU» a(. 7 YAi ^»i'q, YA2 ^wq- for

8 YAUi, YAU2 am. » YATJi, YAU2 ^9(.

10 y^g m, 11 Y^i
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VIII.

IX.

a^^''^^*aq-5rf^-^- q|c:-5’»ic;*^c:-q^q|^’ q^-^^c^-q-^

q’^q^^'q^s*^ |.

^qpi* 5'^- a^5i-^pi^-5’g’^*^*>'q’*^c:’3Jjj*q''q]c;'ai-(q*V^'

1
5J^’Cq|%J|'ai*C\35;'q^SI^-

1 YAUa, YA2 £i3. 2 YAUi

2 After this both YA^ and YA2 add the following 61oka :

q*S'il'9l-^'J|-i^ava|-^-a^m-«-i»i
1

“lc.-^q]-|Vqtl «^S|'q-qie.-q«q!wq
|

q«»I- N^a^-q?- fi>-^m-'Sq qvJ^qi I|

In a YAi 5IN for 5|.
* YAU* qa.

6YAUlq«. flYAU2«m. f YAU® q« for 1^.
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q^*gcj|^*q5i-(q*q5^- q- ^iq'|^’c\|q]'q-^-qqf^**E’a^’*^’
' o

q4^^-qq^*^^-^q-ai-^q-J^-®|q|^'Cj^-Q^qj^-^C-
1

gsT|'

qgq-q* q^-q’ Q^^C’ q^' 3q*

jioj-a^l^-aj-q^ldj-q^-sidl- q=rj*gij- «^qc*^^-

q^^-qi£T|^-5f|| |2|*£T|^-||-sip^*cf^-^-S''*^C'|

nf^-q' qac’q^'qg^' 5c;-g?T^- oj-qq-

^^11

THE RECONSTRUCTED TEXT IN SANSKRIT.

I

WTT:cT«T*ruft ?ftJrRaR>^: h

Vt2«TWT^T ^’T SJI n

w I

*«?! I

iTTurTiTTf^fai^ «rT5^ iiT^nT»rf«f?i>afTT^

^nrai-

1 YAU* 2 YAU2 Qi^. 3 yAU2 aS; after S.

« YAU2 omits q|c.. 3 YAUi Sfl)-.#)«^ afterl|. « YAUi |.

7 For 4 -^-i5- YAU2 4-^ S «i-

\
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I HTrnrpr ^T?rt«'^T*nfw»r*wm!

^rr^*rt wnrf^rwT tisRnnTfwr^'nTJn^wi^ri*^”

ITBW aT^

—

M
aiTTa ’srwT Orf^ariftr xncirr^aTaTfa i

vj

?raTC^ ^afaf waJT?f?r am tiTffw i

mva? Tfa *9 faaimi^paiT

i\)

cT^aTmani^aT aiClTiam af^a n

(8)

^nsprJTat’cfTawfaai^ araaarr?mcaftwT i

f«j3R««fl^fa^r^%ta'resaa(*its«Jiafl«niil*i. B

w
anHT^TJTT^^ a^ amTTa®i ^fa'a a i

^a a fma mni aala fa aaa B

(O
aifaa»TaTa*a faaifa aaai a »i?a5ffe*a i

^^»*<fg'gTa’f aaiaFaa^^®am: ana b

(«)

aftF^ aaifnai* naaaaTarm^ i

aafiiaiwf af*n airaa araaTaaft^a^i n
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(^)

IRrXqRftTcIT*^ SET^fT ^ig?TOTS I

fr JTIPTIt^^^TTS SEnHTBT! II

*

?r«f

tfT^5
1

f^lTsft WT WT TfNr-

in5^«T»?n ser

f^^mrfawtsftRa? 3f**if5r i ^ g

JTSfr^iir ^^T^sr^jiTwiir

atjTJT^sr iT»^^ft%* i

3f5[T^*i w^T«rN’%*r fir^fliT ?:sh^ ^

fsnnf<T! n

ENGLISH TRANSLATION.

Ill the Indian language YogavatSropadesa.^ In the

Tibetan language Bnal hbyor la hjug pahi man
li ag.

Obeisance to the Adorable Teachers.

Obeisance to the Omniscient One.

Here is told in brief tlie order of the processes of medita-

tion upon the teaching of the doctrines consistent with the

different stages of wisdom for the full attainment of all desired

objects both of one’s own self and of others. Such attainment

results from the instructions as to the means of comprehending

the aforesaid knowledge by a devoted and noble youth inclined

to the Mahayana, energetic on account of his prayers, and

desirous of absolute emancipation. A devoted person desiring

* The following is here an additional stanza as found in YA^ and

YA2:
’eSRTftftJTTfilfTW ^^ I

w?rt thr «nT?i li
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full comprehension of the knowledge as taught in the Mahayana
should offer prayers to his preceptor in the prescribed manner
and begin the meditation of yoga by following the instructions

regarding the ways of attaining the supreme knowledge of the

sacred lore as obtained through his preceptor’s kindness. Here
at the outset

—

1. Having listened to the well-known scriptures and
determined the principles of the supreme truth, a wise person
should with devotion practise yoga on a soft seat.

2. Transmigration and emancipation, self and not-self,

duality and non -duality, knower and knowable,—foregoing these

imaginations the mind becomes concentrated.

3. Looking upon the whole knowable as a trick of Jugglery
or as the city of the celestial choir, one should test one’s bodily

mechanism by means of the thunderbolt of t a th a t a J n a n a (in

order to ascertain whether there is anything real in it).

4-5. Devoid of beginning or end or part, as well as of

imaginations, beautified with the splendid graces of every kind,

and like the sky wherefrom darkness has been dispelled by
thousands of bright rays— from the beginning thus should one
view one’s mind as unborn and as having the form of its own
reflections. That also by means of which such knowledge
comes is to be viewed likewise.

6. Mind without an object of thought is called t a th a t a

and bh u t a k o t i. From a gradual training of this kind comes
the cessation of consciousness and sensation.

7. From a right contact with that arise the five super-
natural faculties without any difficulty. The yogin thus illu-

mined does immense good to the world.

8. The perfected yogin long remains so and his body
becomes strong like thunderbolt and kies am ar a and others

V)ecome quiescent.

9. These yogas of r a
j

ii a p a r a m i t a are always excel-

lent. Many are the s a m a dh i s like gaganaganja.^
Now any subject that is appropriate, profound and not

easily comprehensible should be learnt orally from the teacher.

Any devoted and noble young man or woman whose character
has been purified by silaparamita and who thinks in his

or her mind that all beings are to be liberated in accordance
with the prescribed manner and begins to act upon the teach-
ings of yoga by means of the supreme knowledge, obtains the
said knowledge in this very life, being fired with enthusiasm,
strong through discipline and ever irresistible. “Those who
have recourse to books only, foregoing the prescribed process,

1 The additional stanza as found in YAi and YA2 can be thus

translated. Through the merits that have accrued to me from right

application to the Y o g a v a t a r a, let the whole world attain to

onmisciehce without delay.
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fail to obtain success and to them come various miseries

and mortifications”—this was said by Tathllgata in the

G a m bh I r a 8 i I a.

Here ends the Yogavataropadesaof Dh a rm e n d r a.

It is translated, revised and ascertained by the Indian teacher
Jaiiardana and the great revisor Bh ik s u R a t n a bh a d r a.

NOTES ON THE SANSKRIT RECONSTRUCTION.

1. I could not ascertain what the author refers to

by the word purvokta-,

2. cRiHT These two words which are synonymous

;ire used in the Buddhist philosophy to denote the ultimate
truth that the whole of the visible world, all phenomena have
no reality (nihsvabhavata).

3. In Pali It is the final

stage of Arupa meditation when not only sensation or conscious-

ness but also all the mental properties ( )
headed by

contact ( Skt. ) together with the mind itself are

suppressed.

4. The five supernatural faculties, viz.

I . Divine sight ), 2. Divine hearing ( ), 3. Know-

ledge of other’s thoughts ( ), 4. Memory of former

abodes ), and 5. Magical science Some-

times a sixth is added, viz., the knowledge how to destroy

liuinan passion WTW).

5. Kle6a or original sin is the evil principle, the

tndra or hindrance to the attainment of nirvana. See Childers'

l*ali Dictionary^ p. 241.

6. Perfection of wisdom.

7. srsTir^^. The name of a particular kind of samadhi.

See Dharmasamgraha^ GXXXVl,
8. The transcendental virtue of morality.

One of the ten pdramitds.

9. It seems to be the name of a book.





Article No. 18.

The Hindu Method of testing Arithmetical Operations.

By Bibhutibhusan Datta, {University College of Science,

Calcutta),

Introductory.

It was Taylor who first stated in 1816 A.D., that the
Hindus did not know the method of testing arithmetical opera-
tions by casting out the nines.^ That statement was repeated

in 1007 A.D. by Kaye in a slightly modified form. “ There is

not the remotest reference,” says Kaye, “ to any such rules or

anything akin to them in any of the known writings of the
Hindu mathematicians prior to Avicenna.” ^ Neither the
original statement, nor its modification is correct. For the
method of verification by casting out the nines does certainly

occur in a Hindu mathematical treatise of the 10th century.

It is the Mdhd-Arya-siddhanta, or in short the Mahd-siddhdnta.^
Its author, Aryabhata II (c. 960 A.D.) lived prior to the time of

.A-vicenna (980-1037 A.D.).^ This method is not found, nor
any other similar method is found, in any of the known Sanskrit
mathematical works. These facts were pointed out in 1910
A.D. by Sudhakara Dvivedi in the synopsis of the contents
published in his edition of the Mahd-siddhdnta, But the
subsequent writers have entirely ignored him. And inspite of

tlie efforts of this scholar to dispel the mistaken assertions

of the previous writers, Kaye re-asserted in 1915 A.D. that the
proof by nine does not api)ear in any Hindu work before

tile 12th century® and his mis-statement has been repeated by
some of the modem historians of mathematics.® The present

1 J. Taylor, Lilawati, Bombay, 1810, Introduction, pp. 7, 10.

^ G. K. Kaye, “ Notes on Indian Mathematics—Arithmetic
Notation,” Joum. Asiat. Soc. Bengal, III, 1907, p. 490.

8 Maha-siddhanta, ed. Sudhakara Dvivedi, Benares, 1910, ch. xviii,

verses 67-70.
^ There is a bit of uncertainty about the exact time of Aryabhata

il. There is no doubt that he lived before Bhaskara (bom 1114 A.D.)
who has referred to him. Sankar Balkrishna Dikshit, Sewell and others
have put his date about 950 A.D. And this date has not been disputed
by Kaye or any one else.

^ G. R. Kaye, Indian Mothemoaics, Calcutta, 1915, p. 34.

® Vide David Eugene Smith, History of Matliematics, vol. II, Boston,
i925, p. 152 ; florian Cajori, History of McUhematics, 2nd ed.. New York,
1922, p. 91. These writers have been admittedly influenced by the writing
of Kaye. Professor Smith, however, still believes in the Hindu origin of
the proof by nine ; and in an earlier work. Professor Cajori also expressed
hi favour of the Hindus. (History of Elementary Mathematics. New York,
1905, p. 96.)
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paper aims at correcting these wrong statements and at a
discussion of the undecided question of the origin of the method
of checking results by casting out the 9’s, as also the probable
indebtedness of the Hindus and the Arabs to each other for this

method, with a view to reopen them. It should be pointed out
that there are certain other historians, such as Cantor,^ Paul
Tannery ,2 Fink,=^ and Heath who believe that the Hindus
discovered the proof by nine.

Hindu Method of Proof.

Aryabhata II (c. 950 A.D.) says

:

“ Add together the own digits of the numbers forming
the multiplicand, multiplier, and product up to one place, ** such
should be done with the dividend, divisor, quotient and
remainder

,
etc. Then if the number (of one digit) resulting

from the multiplication of the numbers obtained from the
multiplier and the multiplicand be equal to the number obtained
from the product, the multiplication is correct. If the number
which results from the product of the numbers obtained
from the quotient and the divisor plus the remainder, be equal
to that obtained from the dividend, the operation is correct.

Add together the digits of a number, its (nearest) square
root (in integers) and of the remainder. If the number obtained
from the square of the number obtained from the square
root plus the number obtained from the remainder, be equal to
the number resulting from the given number, the root-extrac-
tion is correct. If the number resulting from the cube of the
number obtained by adding the digits of the cube root, plus the
number obtained from the remainder, be equal to the number
resulting from a given number, then the operation is right.

Such are the easy tests of correctness (Sodhanikd) of multiplica-
tion, etc (Mahd-siddhanta, xviii. 67-70).®

1 M. Cantor, Geschirhte der Mathe^natik, Bd. I, Leipzig, 1907, p. 763.
2 Paul Tannery, Mamoirea Scientifiques, t. I, Paris, 1912, p. 186.
Karl Fink, Brief History of Mathematical translated into English by

\V. W. Beman and D. E. Smith, Chicago, 1910, p. 35.
* T. Heath, History of Greek Mathematics, Oxford, 1921 ; vol. I,

p. 117 and vol. II, p. .649.

^ That is, the digits of the nuiuber should bo added together; the
'ligits of- the sum thus obtained should be again added and the process
should he continued until there remains a number of one digit only.

g fe g

5N ^ ?rar i
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The rationale of the above rules will be understood from the

following

:

Let
n:=d„t ••• d^ d-^

be a number of m digits written in the decimal place value
notation. Let 8(n) denote the sum of its digits, the sum
of the digits of 8(n) and so on.

Now 71=^1+10^2+10^^8+ • • •

8{n)= dj + ^2+ ^3 + • • • + ^i//.

Therefore n— iS(n)=9(6?2+ 11^3+ ),

Whence n^8{n) (mod. 9).

Similarly 8(n)= 8^'^\v) (mod. 9).

Let (mod. 9).

1)6 the last possible relation of this kind, so that '^iU be a

number of one digit, say n\ which is certainly less than or

equal to 9.

Adding the congruences, we obtain

w=n' (mod. 9).

llius the number of one digit obtained by adding the digits

of .a number repeatedly, is equal to the remainder obtained
hy dividing the given number by 9.

gniiTT^lirf ii ii

By way of illustration, take the number 746143625. Its nearest
square root in integers is 27315 and the remainder is 34400 ; the nearest cube
loot is 907 and the remainder is 982. Now adding the digits of all these
numbers repeatedly, we get

7+ 4+ 6+ 1+44-3 + 6+ 2+ 5=38. 3 + 8=11. 1 + 1=2;
2+ 7+ 3+ 1+6=18, 1+8=9;
3+4+ 4+ 0+0=11. 1 + 1=2;
9+0+7=16. 1+6=7;
9+8+ 2=19. 1+9=10. 1+0=1.

Then (square root) 2+ remainder=92+2= 83.

Now adding the digits of this number we get

8 + 3=11, 1 + 1=2
which is the number obtained out of the given number ; hence the square
root and remainder are correct.

Again (cube root) 3+ remainder=73+1 =344
Adding the digits of this number

3+4+ 4=11. 1 + 1=2;
so that the cube root and remainder are also correctly obtained.
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Now if there be a number N which is equal to the

continued product of p other numbers n^, plus or

minus another number R, then we write

N^n^n2, . . . wp

Now, let n^^n\ (mod. 9).

(mod. 9).

(inod. 9).

Multiplying the congruences, we obtain

WiTig . . . ni^i,)^n\n\ . . . (mod. 9).

Further let R^r* (mod. 9).

Therefore • • • n^,±R=n\n\ . . . (mod. 9).

Hence N^n\n\ . . . (mod. 9).

In particular, if

ni=:?i2= • • • say

Then will be n\=w'2= . . , say

Therefore N=:ni^±R

and (mod. 9).

From the above will easily follow the rules formulated
in the Maha^siddhanta.

Arabic Method,

The method of proof by casting out the 9's is found in the

works of various Arab mathematicians from Al-Khowarizmi
(c 825 A.D.) onwards. It is called tarazu or balance in Arabic.

The early writers confined themselves to the application of the

test to the verification of Doubling and Multiplication only.

It came into general use in the 11th century, largely due to the
influence of Avicenna (c. 1020 A.D.), Al-Kharkhi (c. 1020 A.D.)
and Al-Nasawi (c. 1030 A.D.), when it was applied to all

the four cardinal arithmetical operations together with the

square and cube roots. Regarding the verification of squares/’

says Avicenna, “ according to the Hindu method (/i al-tarik

aUhindasi), there is invariably 1 or 4 or 7 or 9. Now to 1

corresponds 1 or 8 ;
to 4, 2 or 7 ; to 7, 4 or 5 ;

and if it is 9,

there will be 3 or 6 or 9.”^ That is a property of all the

1 F. Woepcke, *‘M4moire sur la propagation des ohifires Indiens/'

JoumcU AsiaHque, Series 6. tome 1, 1863. pp. 500 et sq.
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square numbers is that, to the modulus of 9, they must be
equivalent to 1 or 4 or 7 or 9. Further, if a number, when
divided by 9, leaves 1 as remainder, the square root of

that number, when divided by 9, will leave 1 or 8 as

remainder. If a number when divided by 9, leaves 4 as

remainder, its square root, divided by 9, will leave 2 or 7 as

remainder. If a number, divided by 9, leaves 7 as remainder,

its square root, divided by 9, will leave 4 or 5 as remainder.

If a number, divided by 9, leaves 9 (that is zero) as

remainder, its square root, divided by 9, will leave 3 or 6

or 9 as remainder.^ Avicenna has similar rules for the

verification of the cube roots. “A property of the cubes,”

says he, “ consists in that,—as the means of verification

according to the manner of operation of the Hindu arithmetic

(aUliisdb al-hincUisi)

,

I take the proof that is employed in

this calculation,—it is always 1 or 8 or 9. If it is 1, the units of

the number that is elevated to the cube are 1 or 4 or 7 ;
if it is 8,

they are 2 or 5 or 8 ;
if it is 9, they are 3 or 6 or 9.” In the 13th

century the Arab mathematicians devised checks by other

numbers besides 9, but none of them came into common use.'^

Comparison,

It will be found on comparison that the Hindu and the
early Arab methods of checking the results of fundamental
operations of Arithmetic, are the same for all practical purposes,
though the intervening stops in the process are different. Both
are, in fact, “ proof by nine.” For as has been already pointed
out the number of one digit required to be obtained in the
Hindu method by the repeated addition of the digits of any
given number is equivalent to the remainder when the given
number is divided by 9. They also differ in certain other

notable features. The Arabs formulated their rules with a view
to the verification of the powers—(of course the second and
the third powers only)—of a given number, whereas the Hindu
rules had in view the reverse operation, that is, extraction
of roots. Looked from the point of view of similar operations,
it is obvious that the Arab rules can be useful in case of those

numbers which are perfect squares or cubes, whereas the Hindu
rules will be equally available in case of imperfect squares
and cubes also. Similarly for the division. The early Arabs
applied the check by casting out the 9’s to division without a

remainder. The Hindus had rules for testing all kinds of division

whether with or without a remainder. Hence in all respects the
Hindu rules are more complete and general than the Arab rules

1 Note that Avicenna avoids speaking of the zero as remainder ; in

those cases he takes the remainder to be 9.

2 D. E. Smith, loc. cit, p. 164.
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Indeed the early Arabs seem to have been ignorant of the

process of verification of the imperfect square and cube numbers

and also of division when there is a remainder. Maximus
Planudes (lived probably about 1260-1310 A.D.) who stated

“ the proof by nine ” to be of Indian origin, but who derived

his knowledge of it from the Arab intermediaries, does not

apply the test to cases of division with a remainder.^ In the

later Arab mathematical works, e.g,, in the Kholdsat al-hisdb

of Bella Eddin (c. 1600 A.D.),^ the proof is stated in as general

a way as in the Maha-siddhdnta, Again the Arabic rules, at

least in the forms into which they have been put by Avicenna,

appear to have been obtained more or less in an empirical way.

On the other hand tlie Hindu rules are perfectly rational, and
evince a greater knowledge of the theory as well as the practice

on the part of the propounder. Maximus Planudes, adds the

digits of the number once and then divides the sum by 9. But
the injunction of the Hindu rules is to repeat the first process

to the finish, so the second process of division by 9 is no
longer required.

Origin of the proof by nine.

There has been much deliberation in recent years about

the origin of proof by nine. Maximus Planudes (c. 1300 A.D.)

attributes the credit of invention of this ingenious method
of checking arithmetical operations to the Hindus. From an
interpretation of certain expressions used by the celebrated

'•Arab mathematician rAvicenna in stating the rules for the

verification of the square and the cube of a number, whigh
we have quoted before, Woepeke has shown that Aviceniia

believed the proof by nine to be of Hindu origin. Cantor,

Tannery, Fink, Heath and other distirtguished modern historians

of mathematics are also of the same opinion. But Kaj^e **

and Carra de Vaux^ think that the proof by nine did not

originate in India, but in Arabia. They have sought to thrust

different interpretations on those two expressions and those

have been the main stay of their contention against the Hindu
origin of the proof. But as will be easily understood, these

new interpretations alone can hardly be considered as sufficiently

convincing proof in support of their hypothesis. For, even if

we assume their interpretations as correct, though they are in

fact not, they can at most invalidate the testimony of Avicenna,
but not that of Planudes. What is there to contradict and

^ Vide Delambre, Histoire de V Astronomie Ancienne, t. I, Paris, 1817,

pp. 518 et sqq.
2 BehA Eddin, Kholdsat al-hisdb, French translation by A. Marre,

Nouvelles Annales d. Math,, t. v (1846)* p. 263.
3 Kaye, Indian Maihemalics, p. 34.

^ Carra de Vaux, Sur 1 ’histoire del’arithm6tiquoarabe,” Bihl, Math.,
xiii (2), p. 33.
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nullify the testimony of Maximus Planudes ? It has been

stated by Planudes that he derived his knowledge of Hindu^
mathematics from his Arab teachers. The title of his book is

ijirf^o^opia /car’ ^Ivhovs, or Arithmetic after the Indian Method^
and in it the Arabs are only little mentioned. Hence it follows

as a matter of course that the Arab mathematicians of the

thirteenth century of the Christian era believed in the Hindu
origin of the proof b}^ nine. And up till now nothing has been
discovered to contract this belief of Maximus Planudes and his

Arab masters. Hence we can still continue to attribute the

credit for the invention of the proof by nine to the Hindus. In

one point we are, however, quite sure : as Aryabhata II was
anterior to Avicenna, ho could not have possibly borrowed from
the latter

1 This book was edited as Das Hecheubnch des Maximus Planudes
in tjreek by Gerhardt (Halle, I66.j) and in a German translation by
H. Waeschke (Halle, 1878).





Article No. 19,

The Indian Affinities of Ainu Pottery

By R. D. Banerji.

In Japan the historical period begins at the end of the

fifth century A.D. when the ancestors of the present Japanese
peoples immigrated into the islands. The aborigines of Japan
are known as Ainus, which means men. Up to the introduction

of copper and iron the Ainus lived in the neolithic age. Their
habitations are marked by immense mounds of molluscs and
bi- valves, along the coast of north-eastern Japan. Excavating
among these shell mounds Dr. T. Takashima discovered
numerous remnants of pottery of a peculiar type which has
no analogies to Chalcolithic Chinese pottery. Dr. Takashima's
collection has been purchased for his museum at Nagahama in

Omi, by the Japanese merchant-prince Mr. Dembei Shimogo.
The best collection of Ainu pottery is now to be seen in the

Museum Shoshu-Kan founded by Mr. Shimogo. So far nothing
was known in India of the form and texture of Japanese
prehistoric pottery and its affinities were as much a sealed book
to Archa3ologists as Indian prehistoric pottery was four or five

years ago. On the occasion of the visit of the Crown Prince of

Sweden to Japan in 1926 the choicest specimens of prehistoric

Ainu pottery were described by Mr. Kosaku Hamada of the

Archaeological Institute, Imperial University of Kyoto in an
illustrated brochure with a short foreword in English. This
brochure was brought to India by Mr. T. Shimogo, son of Mr.
Dembei Shimogo, who was touring in India with Prof. Kuroita,

Professor of Japanese history in the Imperial University, Tokio,
in November 1927. I am indebted to Prof. Kuroita for an
account of Japanese prehistoric pottery and Ainu culture and
to Mr. T. Shimogo for a copy of the brochure and permission to

reproduce the illustration.

The points of affinity between Ainu pottery and that of India
and Crete are three. Three different types of vessels indicate

a definite contact between the prehistoric pottery of Japan,
India, Mesopotamia and the eastern Mediterranean islands.

The first and the earliest of these is the suspension-vessel. The
suspension vessel is a neolithic or perhaps even palaeolithic

survival. Its oldest form survives at the present day among
the leather bottles of the Mongols and Kurds in which they
carry curdled milk while on a long Journey or churn butter
or cream by tossing milk in these bottles on a blanket or net.

Their use lingers at the present day in Central India and Rajpu-
tana where they are used for car^ying water on long Journeys.
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specially on camel’s back. Describing certain suspension

vessels from the prehistoric tombs from Baluchistan in 1883

the late Dr. John Anderson stated that suspension vessels of

this type were made at that time at Erinpura in the Sirohi

State and Rewa.^ At the present day vessels for carrying

water are made either of metal or canvas by Rajputs while

Muhammadans in certain cases only use thin leather for this

purpose.
The suspension vessel from Fukuda in the province of

Hitachi to the immediate north of Tokyo was not intended to

be used as a vessel for carrying liquids on a journey. Its mouth
is com]mratively wider and it would have required an excep-

tionally large lid to stop its contents from spilling (pi. 6j fig. 1.)

It has moreover two series of three rings each on each side of its

body. The shortness of the neck, the wideness of the mouth
and its size indicate that it was used as a butter-churn. It was
suspended from tlu' roof and was propelled from one side to the

other. Indian, Mesopotamian and Cretan suspension vessels

fall into two different classes. Suspension vessels from Mohen-
jo-daro and Harappa have either four rings or two rings for

suspension. Those with two rings are generally flat vessels

like modern army-water-bottles and their shape indicates that

they were used for the carriage of liquids on long and swift

journeys, either on horse-back or on camel’s back. There is one
exception, however, to this rule. In certain cases round minia-
ture vessels with wider mouths also have two rings instead of

four
;
Bn. 52 is a fairl}" large and beautifully painted miniature

vessel with a comparatively wdde mouth but it has two rings

for suspension.- It could not have been intended for the

carriage of liquids on a journey. Other vessels of the same type
and very nearly the same size, such . as Bn. 32® from Damba
Koh, and Bn. 53 ^ from Chidizi, are provided with four rings.

Bn. 65^ from Gird Koh near Wank is a tumbler shaped vessel

wdth a wide mouth but it has tw^o small loops for suspension
instead of four. Regular w^ater bottles w^ere well known. A
miniature wine-cooler is almost of the same shape as a modern
round flat metal w^ater bottle (Bn. 27).® Bn. 28 is a glazed
suspension bottle with tw^o rings one on each side.*^ These
specimens show that the Indian suspension vessels were used
for two purposes, for slinging bottles from the roof or from a
peg and for the carriage of liquids on journeys. Specimens

1 Catalogve and Handbook of the Archaeological Collections in the

Indian Museum, pL IT., p. 446.
2 Ibid., p. 449 ; See pi. 8, fig. 8.

’

3 Ibid., p. 447

;

See pi. 8, fig. 6.

^ Ibid., p. 450 ; See pi. 6, fig. 3. 5 Ibid., p. 451-2 ; See pi. 6, fig. 2.

® Ibid., p, 445-6 ; See pi. 8, fig. 8. From Damba Koh, 40 miles from
Suktagen Dor.

7 Ibid., p. 446

;

See pi. 9, fig. 9. Also from Damba Koh.
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from Mohen-Jo-daro and Harappa show that even small cups and
saucers were provided with four rings or loops for the purpose
of suspension. Certain specimens discovered by me indicate

that even very large jars were made for suspension. In them
a series of large thick rings round the middle served to pass a
tliick rope which prevented the weight of the liquid from
crushing the vessel.

The province of Hitachi in Japan is far away from the
Indus valley and Baluchistan and no intermediate links are

known to exist in Korea, Northern and Southern China.
The painted pottery from Ho-Nan in Central China is

allied to pottery of the same class discovered at Mohen-jo-daro
and Harappa but no suspension vessels have been described

by Mr. T. J. Arne in his monograph on “ The painted stone age
pottery from the Province of Ho-Nan.’^ Further west, suspen-
sion vessels have been found at Musyan, Susa and South
Kurgan. But the best preserved suspension vessels come from
Crete, particularly, the ruins of Knossos. Cretan suspension
vessels of the subneolithic phase belong to two different varie-

ties and resemble the Indian types. They are :-(!) vessels

with two rings and (2) vessels with four rings.^ The vessels

with four rings are almost identical in shape with those dis-

covered at different places of Baluchistan or Mohen-jo-daro or

Harappa.
The second specimen of Japanese prehistoric pottery

which calls for remark is a vessel of a peculiar type. 1 have
heard from Sir John Marshall that these vessels are called
“ wine-coolers.” He himself has discovered at least one of

these vessels at Taxila ^ and one specimen from this place has
recently been added to the archaeological collection in the
Indian Museum. The Mookler collection contains “ wino-cool-

ers ” of two different types. The first type is a low vessel with
a Hat bottom and a round top, without any handle or an
opening in the upper part ^ The second type is a perfectly

round or elongated vase without any opening on the top. The
point of similarity between these two types are the absence of

a neck or opening near the top and the presence of a spout on
the side.^ The second type is a large pear-shaped vessel (Bn.

26). In this specimen there is a ring-shaped handle on the top
which is entirely closed except for a very small hole. The only

avenue of ingress and egress is a short tapering spout on one
side. It is this particular specimen which calls for remark in

comparison with Ainu pottery. The specimen of this type in

1 Sir Arthur Evans, The Palace of Minos at Knossos, figs, 21-24.

2 Annvnl Report Archaeological Survey of India, 1920-21, pi. XV, 17.

3 Bn. 26 from tombs at Juni on the east side of the Bay of Gwadar.
Anderson, Catalogue and Handbook, pt. II, p, 445. See pi. 9, fig. 10.

^ Ibid., p. 445

;

from funeral Cairns at Gati, six miles from Gwadar,
See pi. 9, fig. 11.
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the Museum Shoshu-Kan is exactly of the same shape, the

only difference, being the presence of two ring shaped handles

instead of one. The closed top is further guarded by a moulded
ridge of clay joining the two rings on each side of the vessel.

The specimen was discovered at Shiitsuka, Takata, in Hitachi.^

Such pottery, so far as my knowledge goes, has not been found
by Pumpelly at Aiiau, Susa or Musyan. T'he type also seems
to be totally unknown in south-western Asia or Crete.

The third specimen in the prehistoric collection of the

Museum Shoshu-Kan came from Fukuda, Osuga in Hitachi. It

is an exquisite little dove-shaped or goose-shaped drinking cup.

It is an elongated vessel the handle of which is the head of .the

dove or the goose and the wings are indicated by incised lines.

There is a round cavity on the back of the bird and its tail has
been fashioned like a hollow tube or funnel.^ Most probably
liquid w'as drunk from these vessels through the hole in the

tail and the contents of the vessel could be added to while a
man was drinking out of it from the hole in the tail. Num-
erous bird-shaped vessels have been discoverd at Mohen-jo-daro
and Harappa, but most of them have not been recovered in

good preservation. One or two specimens have also been found
at north Kurgan but the only vessel which can compare with
the Japanese specimen in beauty of shape and execution is the
dove-vase of Knossos, discovered by Sir Arthur Evans who
supposes that it had some ritualistic use.®

These affinities between the prehistoric potteries of Japan,
India, Mesopotamia, Central Asia and Crete prove that in th^
later phase of the neolithic period or the copper age there
was direct communication between the people living along the
eastern and the southern sea-board of Asia.

1 See pi. 7, fig. 4. 2 See pi. 7, fig. 5.

The Palace oj Minos at Knossos, p. 146, fig. 107.
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Article No. 20.

Haramukh Legends.

By Mrs. C. De Beauvoir Stocks.

Like many other fertile plains and hills in Asia, the valleys

of Kashmir were for long the source of a continuous struggle

between different races, each one of them having their own
religion and civilisation. The original population of Kashmir

—

chiefly composed of the Shina and Dard stocks—gave way to

different invaders, the latest being Iranian and Turkish tribes,

which brought Muhammadanism with them in the XIVth
century. The struggle was fierce in those times, and probably
is not entirely finished to this day.

It is evident, that in a place like Kashmir, overrun as it is,

it would be difficult to look for genuine folklore preserving
ancient beliefs in all their clearness. Only isolated temples are

sometimes surrounded ^ ith legends which date from a remote
antiquity, and these have a slightly changed garb, as they have
passed from one religion to another. Usually these are found
ill connection with ruins of Hindu temples, of which, in Kashmir,
there are many. Most probably these legends were transmitted
from much earlier religions, and belonged to races which have
disappeared long ago, and were only absorbed by Hinduism
later. It is a Hindu custom to collect and invent legends,

which will glorify the miracles and healing properties of the
place of worship. Some temples have worked up these legends
into the form of old holy books. ^ Indeed, the stories undergo
many changes, and have, very often, little to do with the
original version.

Such a cycle of legends are these relating to Haramukh,^
w inch hitherto, have not, I understand been rendered accessible

to Western readers. Rising to a height of 19,903 feet*' it is

seen for many miles, and is regarded as a holy mountain, as is

also the Gungabal, one of the many adjacent lakes. Strangely
enough my informer was a Muhammadan, a Gujar or shepherd,
called Juma Khan. This is an incident of some value, because
though the general trend of the legends comes undoubtedly from
a Hindu source, they could not have been taken directly from
religious literature. It can be supposed that they are founded

^ These kinds of legends have a special the mihatrnya.
2 The early Sanskrit name was Haramukiita, cf. Kalhana's

fifijfUarangini transl. by Sir M. A. Stein (Westminster, 1900, 2 vols.),

V. 1. p. 20.
3 Lawrence, The Valley of Kashmir, p. 14.
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chiefly on local tradition, but owing to the Hindu worship in

these holy localities, have been subjected to considerable

Indian influence.

The legends wore recorded by me through an interpreter

during my visit to Haramukh in July 1927, while at Naranag
and Tronkol. The latter place is not far from Gungabal.

Naranag or Naran-nag ' is the place from which the pilgrims’

steep path commences, and is where the group of ruined temples
lie, and used to be connected with the worship of Siva. They
are called Rujdainbal and Nagbal, and current with the belief

that is everywhere connected with ancient ruins, vast treasures

are supposed to lie hidden within its walls. In fact it is. \^'ell

known, that ill-luck pursues him who attempts through a
thorough search to make the temples give up their riches.

The tank- fourteen feet long also deserves mention at

Naranag, being carved from one piece of stone. To conclude

I will quote the late Doctor E. F. Neve’s words from his ‘ Tourist

Guide to Kashmir and Ladakh.’—‘Trees have overgrown and
almost completely buried sevwal of the smaller temples. On
the summit of the largest, a tall pine tree has taken root which
rises straight from the centre in riv^alry of the original finial.

The architecture is of a slightly more advanced type than that

at Payech in Eastern Kashmir, the most striking feature being

the bold projection and lofty trefoiled arches of the lateral.’

Many years ago, a king called Bekal-singh lived on the

moun^in called Mahyn. One day, he went out shooting, taking

with him, one hundred and tvrenty-fivc sipahi.

Now when they had travelled for two days, they came to

the foot of the high mountain Isiak. There they spent the

night, but later a fearful storm arose causing a wide landslip,

for many riiiles, nnd part of it, falling on the soldiers crushed

them to death. The king alone escaped, but feeling too sad to

return to his palace, he walked on.

After walking for two days, he met a holy man praying on

a hill, and crying out loud, the holy man asked him why he
was so sorrow fill. The king told him of the loss of all his men,

and taking the holy man’s advice, he decided to live on the

hill with him, first returning to fetch his three sons and one

daughter, whom the holy man would teach as no one else could,

so famous was he for his knowledge. The king told him to

1 Details of the history of this .tomple are given in Sir M. A. Stein’s

work, ibid., v, I. p. 20, note to the 107th elolca.

2 Cf. vol. II, p. 112.

2 This is the name I made out from my informer’s pronunciation.

Probably it should be Beytal-Singh the demon, w’ho is so popular in Indian

folklore.
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instruct them as royal children, for one day, the boys would be

the kings of three countries, while his daughter would be the
queen of another country. Now the eldest boy’s name was Hari
Singh, which was changed to Haramukh, the second one was
called Nanga Singh which was altered to Nangapar,^ while the

third one was named Kurd-Singh which was changed to

Kasinagh (a land that lies near the Lolab valley). The king’s

daughter was called Braynd, and she was named Brings after a
country near Jammu.

Soon after this, the eldest son came to a place that seemed
suitable to build on, while he created the Mount Haramuk, and
made one big lake and two smaller ones. These were called

Cungabal, Nandakol and Lulgulnag. Then he built a small hill

naming it Dandider, (or Dandiya-market)? which held all liis

corn, grain and rice. Here he lived as a king, at last becoming
a holy man and making his wazir act as a king for him. He
died fourteen years later, leaving three sons. Soon after a ruler

came from a far-distant land, fighting and killing all his sons

and men. Now it so happened that the King’s priest had
charge of the hill Dandider, and the victorius king became
hungry fighting, and finding the priest begged some food for his

men and himself. This the priest refused, and as he prayed to

(lod, the hill turned into mud and stone, but retained its form
as a store-house. (This is shown ux) to the present day.) Then
tlie priest himself, jumped into the Nandakol Lake, and all the

triumphant soldiers were so amazed and alarmed at the strange

happenings in that astonishing land, that they fled back into

their own country.
Then the Nandakol Lake was left alone for several thousand

years. The first man to come next was a king from Gujrat.
lie built a palace at Haramuk, but no trace of it can be seen
to-day. Soon after, another ruler being envious of the palace
near the mountain, came down, and waging war, killed the king
with all his men. He lived there for several years, but never
believed the story that he so often heard about the first king’s

•‘^on having created the lake, neither did he believe about the
priest having drowned himself in it. One day, a fearful storm
arose, which drove snow and ice down from the top of Haramuk
and killed this unbelieving king with all his sons, his soldiers

and his servants. From that day, snow can always be seen on
the mountain all through the summer, and no king lives there
now to disturb its solitude.

Now Nangapar, the second son (of the first king), became a
I'oly man, and created the mountain Nangapar which was so

called after him. But the third son, Kasinagh, studied hard
with the priest, who taught him the magic of blowing on his

^ Is this Nanga-Parvat, the famous mountain ?
^ ^ ^

2 A river and district near Achabal, Bring. Cf. ibid, Vol. II. p. 468.
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chest three times and wishing. Then whatever he wanted—from
a mountain down to a horse, he had. Kasinagh was told there

was no water in the Lolab valley.. He made the magic sign

with three sticks, and blowing on them, he made water. But
the water had come from the land of the Jogi, which land had
now therefore run dry. A wizard dreamt that Kasinagh had
deprived them of their water, and catching him in the valley,

he asked him why he had done this. He was very angry, and
turning him into a snake, the wizard put him in his bag and
returned to his own country.

There he felt very hungry and thirsty, and eat lots of fruit,

though he was unable to quench his thirst as there was still no
water. Then he hung his bag on the branch of a tree, and went
to sleep underneath. But an old woman passing, thought she

would like to see what it was the old wizard had in his bag.

As she opened it, the snake jumped out, and found his way to

a place called Hamal,^ which is near the Lolab valley. The old

woman followed, and turning, the snake spoke to her. It told

her that if she wanted water, she was to dip a stick in the river.

Then she was to run home dragging the stick after her, never
letting it leave the ground. It would then create a river in its

trail. The wizard woke up to the sound of rushing water, and
wept as he had not found any. He returned to Kasinagh and
asked who had let him out of the bag. But Kasinagh in answer
said

;
Unless you leave me at once, I will kill you. They star-

ted fighting, and it went on for seven days, but the old wizard

refused to stop, until Kasinagh had promised him some water.

At last, his enemy promised him some, and consented to live for

six months of the year in Jogi and the remainder in the Lolab.

The holy man then asked the king’s daughter whether she

would like to get married or not. Replying that she would
rather remain single as she was, he told her to go to the land of

Poonch. There was no water there, and she was told to scrape

on the ground in a curve with a stick, which movement would
produce some. Brynd did this, thus creating many rivers with

a large lake which was named the Lorun Sat.^

Calcutta. April 1928.

1 The Hamal district. Cf. ibid. vol. II, p. 293.

2 Ldlan ? Ancient ruins of that name are found in the Lohorin valley.



Article No. 21

Some of the Worship Festivals of the Hos of Kolhan.

By D. N. Majumdar.

As many as seven important worship festivals are observed

in Kolhan besides a number of minor ceremonies at regular

intervals ;
Maghe in January and February

;
Baha in March and

April; Damurai in May; Hero in June; Bahtaiili in July;
Jamnama in August and Kalam in August and September.
In Seraikhela and other Feudatory States in Orissa, where the
Hos live in close association with the Oriya speaking people,

some of the latter’s festivals have been absorbed by the Hos.
The Oriyas also are seen to join in Ho festivals but they are

not allowed to take part in Ho dances. In Ho dance, men
and women are seen to mix together freely and enjoy each
others company. As the Hos do not allow members of other
tribes to enter into matrimonial alliances within their tribe,

it is no wonder that they deliberately refuse to dance with the
Oriyas. Dances as a rule afford unrestrained mirth to the
people and association with others in dances with whom marita 1

relations are tabued may lead to undesirable complications.

The Hos have no fixed date on which the festivals are to

be celebrated, the ceremonies depending on the economic condi-

tion of the villagers. When their granaries are full and they
arc free from outside engagements they meet together in the

house of the Deuri or priest who appoints a day for its celebra-

tion. Each village decides for itself, so that a particular cere-

mony extends over a long period, say a couple of months, in

Kolhan. This is generally the case with Maghe and Baha
festivals. The Hos possess no priest-caste among them, the

village Deuri wdio is a member of the tribe and w ho is entrusted

with their religious and sacredotal functions, is more or less

a village official and is appointed for his special proficiency

in the sacred lore of the tribe. The office is not absolutely

hereditary, but generally the Deuriship goes to the family of the

Deuri. The eldest son inherits the office of the father. I have
seen a case in which the eldest son was a minor, but was allow ed
to officiate as the Deuri while his paternal uncle cited the hymns
and formulas in the Maghe festival, which to all intents and
purposes is regarded as the most important ‘ parav ’ of the Hos.

The principal festival of the Hos is the Maghe which is

lield in January and February. As regards the significance of the
w ord ‘ Maghe ’ opinions differ. The Mundas and other cognate

tribes of the Chota Nagpur plateau also have this festival.

Mr. Roy has explained it by referring it to the Bengali month
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‘ Magh.’ As it is held in the month of ‘ Magh ’ the festival is

known as ‘ Maghe.’ Some are of opinion that as this festival is

held in honour of spirits whose bodies were devoured by
animals (i.e. Magia Bongas) it is styled ‘ Maghe Festival.’

Although the Hoswho are in touch with their urban neighbours,

always try to misrepresent facts fearing lest their cultured

neighbours will speak lightly of them, the people in the

interior are to some extent free from this vice, and 1 have seen

that straight questions put to them, have elicited the right

answer. It appears from enquiries made in difEerent quarters,

that the term ‘ Maghi ’ is not the same as
‘

’ in Bengali,

but is used to mean the procreative power of young men.
Whether the latter significance is an after-thought or the

general sexual liberty enjoyed by the people during the festival

has suggested such an association that remains to be ascertained.

But whenever I approaxihed the people to have my doubts
cleared regarding the use of the word, I was given an evasive

answer and it was with much difficulty I could arrive at the

present significance. Nor does it require any long stretch of

imagination to arrive at such an explanation of the word for it

is always after the celebration of the * Maghe ’ festival that

marriages are settled and the Hos believe that if they do not
indulge heart and soul during the festival, the number of births

in the tribe is sure to decrease.

Every village has to celebrate this festival. Should any
village fail to do it, it is sure to be doomed, the villagers are

cursed and there is no hope for them. For Dessauli Bonga
sends diseases and famines to the village, rats to devour the

grains and epidemics to sweep away the villagers. If any
individual refrains from taking part in the ceremony, his fate is

sealed, his crops are sure to be damaged, members of his family

must die or be devoured by wild animals. Such is the strong

belief of the Hos, that there is hardly any absentee. People
working in remote parts must come back to their respective

villages during the festival to take part in it. The absence of

any fixed date for the celebration of the festival, accounts for

much inconvenience to Ho labourers whose field of work
may lie miles away and to young men who are tempted to

participate in it in different villages. The festivals of the Hos
afford unrestrained mirth and dalliance and these are baits

enough to tempt the young men from neighbouring villages.

The pernicious effects of the prevalent system of celebrating

the festival in Kolhan have called for direct action on the part

of Ho leaders and the precautionary measures adopted by them
are commendable.^

The ritual portion of the festival extends over five conse-

cutive days and on all the days except the last the villagers with

1 Modern Review, March, 1926. Author’s article on Social Reform.
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tlie Deuri at their head offer Pujas and sacrifices to the village

deity or Dessauli Bonga. Offerings of * handia ’ and sacrifices of

fowls and ‘ bodas ’ or he-goats to ‘ oa ’ or ‘ wagoi ’ Bongas
(family spirits) are obligatory on every occasion.

The following functions are attended to :

—

(1) Ist day. Gawmara.
(2) 2nd da3^ Ote-illi.

(3) 3rd day. Loyo.

(4) 4th day. ‘ Marang parav.’

(5) 5th day. Basi or Bonga Hanr.

Gawmara:—When the villagers get ready for the festival,

they meet at the house of the Deuri, where they decide upon a
(late for the celebration. Every Ho village is self-sufficient.

It contains a family or two of ‘ Tantis * or weavers who supply
coarse clothes to the Hos ; one or two families of • Lohar ’ or
blacksmiths, and a few families of ‘ Gavv ’ or cowmen. These
helong to the lowest strata of Hindu society and mostly
imported to be of service to the Ho population. They are

generally paid for their services in kind, and in no case are

allowed to hold lands for cultivation. The ' Gaw ’ tends the
cattle of the village. The Hos do not milk their cows; for

the milk belongs to the calves, and to deprive them of it, is,

in their opinion, tantamount to depriving a child of its mother’s
milk. Besides, the Hos consider it derogatory, if not beneath
their dignity, to tend their cattle, so the ‘ Gaw ’ is appointed
to look after the animals, for the Hos require them only for

ploughing and preparing the soil. Now when the date for the
< eremony arrives, the village ‘ Gaw ’ is summoned to the house
of the Deuri who instructs him about the paraphernalia required
for the festival. On the morning of the first day of celebration,

the villagers assemble in the courtyard of the Deuri, with
ort’erings of heaps of grass known as ‘ Saiu ’ and ‘ Bunum ’

\vhich are placed on the spot rinsed with cowdung solution.

After a clean bath with an empty stomach and a clean and
white ‘ botoi ’ on, the Deuri takes his seat in front of the heaps
of grass and worships the prominent Bongas of Ho pantheon
beginning with Dessauli. As soon as the worship is finished,

the ‘ Gaw ’ is called upon to scatter the grass with his head
imitating the ways of the cattle which he tends. The villagers

then come back to their respective houses where they offer
‘ handia ’ and sacrifice fowls to ‘ oa ’ or ‘ wagoi ’ Bongas or

ancestral spirits. The rest of the day passes in dance and
animated revelry in the village ‘akhara.’

Ote-illi :—On the second day, the Deuri offers ‘ illi ’ or

lice-beer to the Bongas. The villagers come with pots full of
‘ illi ’ or rice-beer. The Deuri and his wife sit together in

the courtyard, each with a cup made of sal leaves in hand
and two of the villagers approach the couple to pour the liquor
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from the pots to the leaf cups. The first man ])ours the liquor

into the Deuri’s cup and the next into that of the Deuri’s

wife. The Deuri mutters some incantations and then pours down
the contents on the ground. The wife follows suit. Next, the
two villagers change places and the first man pours liquor into

the cup of the Deuri’s wife while the second man fills up
the cup of the Deuri. This time also the liquor is dropped
down. The process is thus repeated seven times, each man
giving the liquor alternately to Deuri and his wife. The
seventh time being over, Deuri and his wife drop down the

leaf-cups and leave the place amidst loud cheers and ‘ hullah
’

of the villagers. The remaining liquor is then distributed

amongst all present, who cheered with the intoxicating drink,

set up a dance at the village ‘ akhara ’ w^hich is continued
till late hours at night.

Loyo :—There is no general ‘ puja' or sacrifice this day.

The villagers observe it as a purificatory day, preparatory to the

Marang festival, the f)rincipal function of the Maghe festival.

b]very house is swept clean, the floors and courtyards rinsed

with cowdung solution and the villagers take a purificatory

l)ath in the neighbouring river or tank as the case may be.

On their return to their respective homes light cowdung
solution is sprinkled on their heads and on all the articles of

domestic use. After the ceremonial bath, villagers may offer

sacrifices to the ' oa’ or ‘ wagoi * Bongas, if they had promised
to do so during illness or for any social or agrarian troubles

that might have occurred in the preceding year. The rest

of the villagers pass the time in frivolous jollities.

The fourth day is set apart for the celebration of the
* Marang' Parav,’ which is the main function of the festival.

The Deuri has to fast all day and is not allowed to take

anything except some quantity of rice- beer which is a drink of

the Hos. Generally speaking, he does not touch rice-beer even.

The ceremony begins from the afternoon, when the villagers

accompany the Deuri to the village ‘ bandh ’ or river, wiiere

the latter takes a ceremonial bath amidst deafening cheers

and ‘ hullah ’ of the villagers, and the drums playing all the

time. The place of worship is always outside the limits of the

village, at the crossing of two or more village alleys, where a

raised platform has already been erected the day before. The
Deuri is then conducted by the villagers to this place of

worship after his ceremonial bath to invoke the ‘Dessauli

Bonga * and to offer sacrifices. The villagers take with them
one large pot containing rice-beer, a pot full of water, some
leaf cups, one red cock and two hens. The Deuri first places a

piece of bark which they call ‘ lama ’ and an ‘ Icha * twig with

blossoms, which they call ‘ ichabah ’ with the chanting of some
formulas, most of which are corrupt ‘patois* consisting of

obscene utterances and are supposed to please the DessauH
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lionga. The Deuri then pours rioe-beer into the leaf oups, and
sc.atters some ‘ arua * rice on the ground and taking hold of the

( ock utters the same incantations again. After each repeti-

tion of the hymns, the Deuri places tlie cock on the ground
>0 as to enable it to eat tlie grains scattered and the villagers

about four or five in number assist tlio Deuri in blowing horns of

buffaloes each time the cock partakes of the grains. The process

is repeated seven times, when the cock is killed by the Deuri
amidst deafening sounds of horns. The fresh blood is poured on
the ground in front of the Deuri and the cock thrown aside.

Next the Deuri takes the hen and chants the incantations
»nd after the seventh repetition the hen is likewise killed and
offered to the ‘ Nage Bonga.* As the ‘ Nage Bonga ’ is a
fojnale spirit a cock cannot be offered to her. The blood is

>])rinkled on the ground «and the body put aside. Lastly the
lioiiri takes the second hen and offers it to ‘ Burn Bonga *

Mild other spirits of the forest, this time, however, the hen is not
sacrificed by the Deuri, who throws it away after citing the
hymns, when the villagers kill it each throwing a stone at

the poor creature, thus affording cruel sport to the gathering,

rhe Deuri then sprinkles water on the cock and the hen and the
villagers who assisted the Deuri take them to the Deuri’s

house, where these are cooked and eaten by the Deuri and
his helpmates. The rest of the villagers then retire to the
village * akhara ’ where the dance is in full swing and join with
rhe party. The lien killed by the villagers is the spoil of
the village Dom.

The songs sung on the occasion are either serious or
• ‘bscone. The obscene ones are fouler than language can
e xpress. An example of the latter is the attempt of male
dancers to de.scribo the female organ while the female dancers
describe the male organ. They will tell you that unless the
\illagers indulge in these vulgar songs, calamities worse than
death are sure to fall on them, the Bongas would get displeased

<iid in their wrath cause all sorts of diseases and epidemics to
' hastise the villagers. The underlying motive of this particular
' ustom seems to be something else, for we know that the Oraons
•dso perform certain magico-religious observances to augment
the procreative power of the tribe. A slit is made on the
'entral pivot of a dormitory house, and the boys are required to
[)resH their generative organ into this with the belief that
^his magical observance will increase the procreative power
•d the young men of the tribe. So the description of sex organs
too may mean a device for augmentation of the generative
power of the tribe ; for we know, amongst the Hos during
festivals, men and women mix freely and great strain is

•xercised oii the laws of decorum. Sexual license before

uiarriage, though not tacitly^ recognised, is prevalent amongst
the Hos, and a girl does not suffer on account of any intrigue
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before her marriage. Practically there are no social laws

forbidding a young man to enter into much intimacy with

a girl of a neighbouring village—unless the intimacy is carried

to the extreme and an issue is apprehended. In such case

the girPs parents will force the young man to marry the girl, or

bribe some other young man to marry her.

The fifth day witnesses a typical ceremony known as the
‘ Basi ’ or the ‘ Bonga hanr ’ or the expulsion of the spirits.

Like the * Bisarjan ’ ceremony of Hindus, performed on the 4th

day of the ‘ Durga Puja ’ when the Goddess ‘ Durga ’ with

all her company is commuted to the river, the Hos also drive

away the spirits on the fifth day of the festival.

The function is called ‘ Basi ’ or the end. The villagers

armed wdth sticks, four to five cubits long, come out in batches

of ten to twelve and begin hunting the spirits with vociferous

songs and incantations unintelligible to the villagers themselves.

They assemble at the boundary line of the village and begin by
singing or rather chanting their invocations in singsong tune and
run in zigzag way till one of them shows signs of being possessed

with a spirit and points out a spot which is accepted by the

villagers as the haunt of the spirits. The possessed inaii

runs with the villagers at his heels on to a big tree or ‘ jungle
’

near by and addresses the spirits thus :

—

We have brought you here.

We want you to stay here.

Please take up your abode on the tree.

With these words they return to the village. Thus finishes

the great ‘ Maghe ’ festival of the Hos.
Baha Festival :—Baha means flower and * Baha parav * is

the flower festival of the Hos. It is held early in Spring

between March and April when the Sal tree blossoms. Nature
wears a flowery garment and like a newly wedded bride she

appears with all her freshness and charms. The primitive

mind marvels at this mystic and wonderful aspect of Nature,

and the surprise that makes him to approach her with all

the reverence of a devotee, induces him to place his choicest

presents at her sacred altar. Nature is believed to be the

bride of ' Sing Bonga ’ and the divine marriage is consum-
mated by universal rejoicings and offerii^ Pujas and sacrifices

to the ‘ Dessauli.’ The divine marriage is also regarded as the

symbol of fertility. The Mundas and the Oraons also celebrate

this divine marriage and all their marriages are held after

the consummation of the divine marriage. The Hos also

do not allow any wedding before the ‘ Baha * festival. The
explanation of this divine nuptial may be gathered from the

following extract from Dr. Frazer's Golden Bough (Abridged

Edition, p. 142).
“ At Athens, the god of the vine, Dionysus, was annually
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married to the queen, and it appears that the consummation of

this divine marriage as well as the espousals was enacted at the
ceremony but whether the part of the god was played by a
man or an image we do not know. We learn from Aristotle that

the ceremony took place in the old official residence of the king,

known as the cattle stall which stood near the Prytaneum
or Townhall on the north-eastern slope of the Acropoles. The
object of the marriage can hardly have been any other than that

of ensuring the fertility of the vines and other fruit trees of

which Dionysus was the god. Thus both in form and in meaning
the ceremony would answer to the nuptials of the king and
queen in May.”

Again, in the same work we find, Every year about
the middle of March when the season for fishing with the
dragnet began the Algonqiuns and Huroiis married their nets to

two young girls aged six or seven. The reason for choosing the
brides so young was to make surer that they were virgins. They
did so and the fishing turned out all that could be wished.”

The illustrations citc^d above make it cleai* that these

hinciful and dramatic nuptials are intended as a magical device

to augment the fertility of the vines or fruit trees or to ensure
success of the fishing season. The same may be held with
regard to the divine marriage of the primitive tribes who
also intend to ensure the fecundity of the tribe.

The festival extends over two consecutive days. The
fii>?t day is known as * Bagurugiti.’ Every village possesses a
big tree or hill near by which is regarded as the abode of

the • Dessauli Bonga ’ and the villagers with the Deuri at the

head approach the abode of the Bonga with a basketful of

cowdung. A particular spot is selected under the tree or at

the foot of the hill which the Deuri sweeps and plasters over
with cowdung. He then promises to the ‘ Dessauli Bonga ’

that he would come the next morning with offerings and the
party retire to the village. The Deuri fasts all day and is only

allowed to drink small quantity of rice-beer. At about 10 a.m.

next morning the * Puja’ begins. The male members of the

village with the Deuri go to the appointed place where the

Dessauli is worshipped with great eclat. The villagers place

heaps of Sal flowers on the spot, sprinkled with cowdung
j^olution. A cock is also taken for sacrifice. First the Deuri
offers the flowers to the Dessauli with incantations :

—

Tising deo bahaparav hamoko dumoko
Mera kula mera bing bum horare

Gara horare sitia betiako bugite kotauko
Mera boasu mera laiasu.

* * » *

Baha subarer sebametanai saramtanai
Parjako paikiko merako laihasua, inerako bohasua
Bugiakan napaikan gekako
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Then the cock is taken by the Deuri and as in the
^ Marang Parav/ some grains of ' arua rice ’ are scattered

on the ground. The Deuri utters incantations in honor of the

Dessauli and after each such incantation the cock is placed on
the ground to enable it to partake of the scattered grains.

This is repeated seven times when the cock is killed by the

Deuri.

Next the Deuri has to cook the sacrificed cock and some
• arua’ rice on the spot. When the cooking is finished the

Deuri’s wife goes to the spot and stirs the contents of the

pots with a ladle. The number of stirrings is limited by the

number of times the Deuri walks miind the spot citing.incanta<

tions as he moves.
The Deuii then distributes the flowers amongst the villagers

who rally around him to receive them. The flowers are made to

hang freely from the thatch of every house in the village, and it

is believed, that the flowers possess the power to drive away
diseases and epidemics.

The party then retire to the village where the women
expect them. For it is the custom in Baha festival not to cook
food before the people return from the ‘ Piija.’ With the

exception of * handia ’ the villagers, male and female, do not

touch any food. On return from the place of worship the

villagers propitiate the ‘ Oa ’ Bongas in their respective houses

with rice, * handia ’ cocks or he-goats as promised during
the year. This being finished the women cook their fooa*

and men and women sit together for the breakfast.

Maidens deck themselves with floral wreaths and like

angels tread lightly up and down the village attracting notice of

the young men who come from all pai'ts of Kolhan to enjoy the

festival. This is the time for mutual selection
;
and young

people desirous of matrimony make the best use of the occasion.

And as a result of this many matches are consummated after the

Baha festival.

Early in July when the fields are ready for cultivation and
seeds are to bo sown, the villagers observe a festival known
as Hero-ParaV. This time also the presiding deity of the

village, i.e. the * Dei^sauli Bonga ’ is worshipped with offerings of

handia, he-goat, etc. The first day is known as ‘ gurugiti,’ when
the villagers select a spot each in his respective field and
besmear it with cow^dung. When the spot is thus rinsed, each
villager places three sticks tied together with ropes made of
* Babul ’ plant and cover the sticks with thorns to protect these

from the cattle. The villagers vow to the ‘Dessauli Bonga’
saying that they will offer sacrifices and pujas next morning.

The next day at 11 a.m., the villagers accompany the

Deuri to his field where he worships the Dessauli with sacrifices

of
* Bodas ’ or he-goats and offerings of ‘ handia.’ Then they

go to their respective fields and w^orship the Dessauli separately
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with offerings that they can afford to, after wliioh they return

to the village. In the evening each villager prepares bread or

‘ chapai ’ in his house and consecrate a portion to ' Oa ’ or

* Wagoi ' Bongas after which they sit down together for the

meals.





Akticlb No. 22.

The Use of Nose Ornaments in India.'

By K. N. Chattebjbb.

(Communicated by Dr. H. S. Cuba.)

A comparative study of ornaments and modes of orna-
Dientation, ancient and modern, shows many striking changes
that have taken place in this country during the passage of
centuries.

Amongst others the use of nose ornaments may be cited

as a prominent case in point, for, although this particular

class of ornaments is now in almost universal use all over
India* it can be definitelj' proved that it is foreign in origin

and of comparatively recent introduction.

In a study of the antiquity of types of ornament in India,

one has perforce to fall back on secondary evidence, due to the
fact that, unlike Egypt, very few actual finds have been made
of ancient hoards of ornament and treasure. It may be remarked
in passing that amongst these few finds of antique jewellerv

iK^t a single article can be definitely said to be a nose ornament.
The secondary evidence referred to above may be dividi‘d

into two sections, namely :

—

1st. Evidence of visual representation, such as sculpture,

painting, frescoes, etc., from historical monuments and temples.

2nd. Evidence in Literature.

I will first put forward the results of the investigation of

flic evidence in pictorial and plastic arts.

I started with the Barhut stupa remains in the Indian
Museum of this city, because the figures cut in relief are in good
preservation and a profusion of jewellery of many types and
varieties are represented therein. The number of male and
female characters depicted is very large and they represent all

classes. A minute examination failed to show^ a single nose

ornament. In confirmation of my findings 1 may quote

Cunningham’s remarks in his monograph on the Stupa of Barhut,

p. 34.
“ There are no nose rings and I may note here that I have

not observed the use of this hideous disfigurement in any ancient

sculptures.”

Next came Sanchi. I have to confess here that my search
in thi.s case was conducted by means of photographs of the

^ Read before the Anthropological »Section of the Indian Science
Congress held in Calcutta, January, 1928.
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Archaeological Survey of India and not by examination in

Bitu. However, here also I found no nose ornament.
Similarly, the sculptural remains at Bodh Gaya, Amaravati.

Udaigiri, Sarnath, Badami, Ellora, Elephanta and the Orissa

temples at Bhubaneswar and Konark were studied by means
of the photograph albums of the Archaeological Survey and
from the illustrations in the various memoirs, monographs and
histories of art. such as those by Fergusson. Cunningham,
Burgess, Vincent Smith and Coomaraswamy.

A prolonged and careful search showed that nose ornaments
were absent in all these photographs and drawings, and the same
was the case with regard to the reproductions of the collections

of ancient and mediaeval Indian sculptures in the museums of

this country and abroad.
During a recent tour in the States of Udaipur and Jaipur

in Rajputana I carefully examined the sculptures on the temples
and monuments at Eklingarh, Chitior and Amber. I was not
able to find a single instance of a nose ornament even in the

Jagat Siromani temple of Amber, which is reputed to have been
built by Raja Mansingh, the great general of Akbar.

Further I may say that I have earefully searched thr

statuary and other sculptural work on view in the archaeologi-

cal galleries of the Indian Museum. Nose ornaments are cons-

picuous by their absence there, too.

The sculptural remains mentioned above cover a p<;riod

starting from about the 2nd century B.C. to the .sixteenth-

century of the present era.

The only instance that 1 have been able to find of nose-

ornaments being shown in plastic work is in the Pudu Mandapam
of the great temple at Madura, where the statues of the queens of

Tirumal Naik are shown with nose ornaments. These sculptures

were executed during the 17th century and therefore may be

considered to be fairly recent.

Beyond the limits of ]}resent-day India, there are the im
inense and fairly well-preserved sculptural remains of Borobudur
and Frambanam at Java. It is, 1 believe, fairly certain that

these works were executed under Indian direction and the in

spiration and technique are typical of Ancient India.

I have examined a fairly complete set of excellent photo-

graphs of these places and also the splendid reproductions in

Krom’s Borobudur. T'here also the nose ornament is absent.

Turning to pictorial evidence we have the Frescoes (or as

Sir John Marshall says, tempera paintings) at AJanta and Bagh
in India and Sigiriya in Ceylon.

I have very carefully gone through the reproductions

in Griffith’s and Lady Herringham’s books on Ajanta and
the recent publication of the India Society on the cave temples

at Bagh. They do not contain any representation of nose

ornaments. In confirmation with regard to Ajanta I
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quote Griffith. “The nose ring nowhere appears.” Griffith's

AJanta, Vo). 1, p. 16.

Similarly, nose ornaments are absent in the few drawings
1 have seen of Sigiriya frescoes.

Going further aheld. I may mention that the reproductions
of the paintings in the cave temples of Tun Huang, published
by Sir AureJ Stein in his “ Thousand Buddhas ” do not seem to

eontain any nose ornaments either.

Coming to Indian paintings in general, the earliest repre-

sentation of nose ornaments that 1 have seen are in the
reproductions of some illu.strated Gujrati manuscripts^ reputed
to date back

.
to the 16th century, in Coomaraswamy's His-

tory of Indian and Indonesian Art. I have myself seen several

Huch manuscripts in some private collections, though they
are not so old, and they undoubtedly do show nose ornaments.

In striking contrast to the above are the illustrations

in the Razm Namah, in the Jeypore State library. This
hook was written and illustrated by the order of the
Emperor Akbar. I do nob remember having seen any nose
ornaments in any of the illustrations, although it must be
said that I had no chance of carefully going through them. In
any case, several of those pictures have been reproduced in

the Journal of Indian Art and elsewhere, and in these the
female characters depicted have not been shown with nose
ornaments, although profusely adorned with jewellery other-

wise.

Later paintings show nose ornaments as a rule, although a
painting depicting the marriage procession of Prince Khurrum
(later the Emperor Shah Jehan) shows a troupe of female
musicians not one of whom has any nose ornament.

Next comes the question of evidence in literature. I have
to start here with a confession that my knowledge of Sans-
krit being very poor, I have had to rely upon the authority
of others. j

I have myself only gone through Arthashastra and
Amarakosha. Arthashastra contains a detailed account of

the stringing of pearls and precious stones together with
the uses of the same for personal adornment. Various parts of

the body and head are described as being the seats of orna-

ments, but the nose is excluded, although, as is well known, of

all gems the pearl is most commonly used in nose orna-

ments. Amarakosha gives a fairly big list of ornaments in use
in India at that period but no mention is made of nose

ornaments.

In a paper, which deals with literary evidence only, on the

question of the nose ring as an Indian ornament published in the
J P.A.S.B., (N S.) Vol. XIX., Mr. N. B. Divatia, B.A., C.S..

makes the definite statement that neither the Sanskrit lexicons

nor the general literature contains any reference to the nose ring.
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Prof. Jogesh Chandra Ray Vidyanidhi, the well known
lexicographer and Sanskrit scholar, in an article of his published
in the Bengali periodical “Prabasi” Vol. 27, part 2, No. 1,

mentions that he has failed to find the name of a single nose
ornament in Sanskrit literature, thereby confirming my views
on the subject as expressed in an article published previously

in the same journal.

Both the authorities quoted above agree that the pre-

sent-day Indian names of such ornaments are of non-Sanskritic

origin. Indeed Mr. Divatia quotes from two Persian lexicons,

Asaf-ul*lugat, and Gayas-ul-liigat, which give Persian names of

nose ornaments together with the statement that such names
are of Turkish derivation.

--O^Vom what has been stated above, I hope my contention

that nose ornaments are non-Indian in origin and were unknowm
here up to the early mediaeval period has been amply substan-

tiated.

Next comes the question as to the source from which such
ornaments were introduced into India.

Mr. Divatia contends that sincet he present-day Indian
names of this class of ornaments are Mohammedan in origin,

and further since De Quincey in his “ Toilette of the Hebrew
lady ” mentions that nose ornaments were in vogue amongst the

Hebrews and the Midianites, it can be taken for granted that

nose ornaments were introduced by tlie Mohammedan inva-

ders and that they originated in the Mohammedan countries

abroad.

1 personally cannot make any definite statement in thte

matter, excepting that everything points to the introduction

of nose ornaments by the Mohammedan invaders, inasmuch
as they appeared in India after the Mohammedan invasion and
the use of such trinkets became widespread with the expan-
sion of Mohammedan power here.

As regards the origin in Mohammedan countries I am
not so certain. I failed to find a single illustration of any such

ornament amongst hundreds of excellent reproductions of any
plastic and pictorial art from the ancient monuments of Egypt,

Phoenicia, Babylonia, Assyria and Ancient Persia.

It is true that the nose jewel “ Nezem ” was in use

amongst the Hebrews, as we find mention of it in the Bible in

several places, such as amongst the presents given to Rebecca
by Abraham’s servant (Gen. XXIV. 22, 47) and in Ezekiel (XVI.

12) “a jewel for her nose,” etc. But still that does not

explain the absence of such ornaments from the pictorial and

plastic representations. The ornament was probably like our

Laung, Phuli or Nakchhabi and not the Besar, Bulak or

Nath which entails piercing of the septum.

It may be that a particular group of Semitic tribes were

in the habit of using nose ornaments.
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Nose ornaments of various kinds are in use at the present

time in Egypt, Syria and a few other countries inhabited by a
Mohammedan population. '^The solitary pictorial evidence that

T have so far found to prove that nose ornaments were used

l)V Mohammedans in the early mediaeval period, lies in a

painting by Shapur, the famous Persian painter, depicting a
dancing scene at the court of Mohammad Tughlak. All tlie

(lancing girls, whose costume, head-dress and features are foreign

and Mohammedan, wear nose ornaments. Otherwise the
Persian, Arabic and Turkish paintings, as in Martin's collec-

tion, do not show this ornament.
That other peoples, besides those of India, wlio came in con-

tact with the Semitic Mohammedan civilization, also adopted
nose ornaments is seen from the following description of the

dress and ornaments of a particular Tartar tribe in a book
named ‘"i The Costumes of the Russian Empire " published in

1803. Similar details of many other Tartar tribes are also

given but with regard to this particular one, the Nogai, the

description contains the following extraordinary statement

:

“ And some of them even pass through the nostrils a ring

loaded with pearls and valuable stones \vhich desct^nds as low

as the mouth ;
this strange ornament is not uncommon to the

females of Astrakhan and is generally worn by all those w ho
dwell on the borders of Akhtouba" (i.e. the Persian border)

In describing their occupation the book further says :
“ they

carr}^ on an extensive commerce with the Armenians, Poi.sians

and Boukharians/' wdiich shows their points of contact with the

Mohammedan civilization. The ornament described resembles
our Nath. It would be interesting to find out the history of

this article in that locality.

In case it could be proved that the us(? of nose ornaments
was absent or fairly scarce amongst such peoples of Indians did
not come much in contact with the Mohammedan civilization,

by virtue of their places of habitat being either difficult of

access during the Mohammedan suzerainty or being situated

beyond the reaches of Mohammedan conquest, then a further

|>roof of the Mohammedan medium of introduction of these

articles would be established. Unfortunately I have not been
able to go very far in this matter for want of ready reference,

‘^till I may mention the following facts for all they are worth

:

In the monograph on Birhors (by Mr. S. C. Roy) it is stated
tiiat that tribe does not use nose ornaments. The Birhors live

in a country that was particularly out of the way prior to the
introduction of railways.

In Mr. A. K. Iyer’s monograph on “The Cochin tribes and
castes” the descriptions of the dress and ornaments of the vari-
ous tribes are commendably complete and the book contains
some excellent reproductions of photographs. In the follow ing

descriptive accounts and photographs no nose ornament is in
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evidence, although elsewhere they have been both described and
pictorially depicted

:

Pulayans—Photograph of a group of seven females an<l

description.

Kaniyan—Photograph of a group.

Valan—Photograph of a group of 12 females and descri])-

iion.

Indeed it may be said that nose ornaments do not seem to

be much in use amongst the tribes and castes described in

Vol. I of that treatise and amongst the fisliing tribes described

ill Vol. II. These tribes are mostly forest dwellers or fishing

peoples of the coast, that is to say, the segregated peoples of a

country that lay beyond the precincts of the Mohammedan
empires and kingdoms.

Thurston’s treatise on the castes and tribes of Southern
India is not so complete as Mr. Iyer’s book with regard to the

description of dress and ornaments, but still from what there

is in that work it seems that the Kanikars and Todas do
not use nose ornaments to any appreciable extent. In

the case of the Kadir tribe it is distinctly mentioned
that the males liave their noses pierced and stopped with pieces

of wood. No nose ornaments are mentioned in the case of

the females, neither does the photographic reproduction show it.

Apart from such isolated groups it may be said that nose

ornaments are in general use throughout present-day India

proper, although there arc signs of its falling in disfavour

in the more cultured and advanced sections of society.

To sum up, it seems quite certain that nose ornameuV
came into India with the Mohammedan invaders, or rather

I should say, in the train of the invaders, for who amongst them
—Arabs, Persians, Moguls, Turks, Tartars, etc.—were actu-

ally responsible for the introduction, and whether those orna-

ments were in general use amongst the introducers for any
considerable period of time, cannot bo determined as yet. The
evidence of Persian miniature paintings seems to show that it

was not in use in that country. Manucci’s descriptions seem
to prove that it was not in general use in the Moghul harems
of his day. So far for negative evidence.

As regards positive evidence, we have the following,

namely : (i) the use of the Nezem amongst the Hebrews of

ancient time and probably some other Semitic tribes, (h

the picture of the female dancers in Shapur’s painting,

(iii) the nose ornament worn by the females of the Nogai tribe

in common with all tribes of Astrakhan (Costumes of the Empire

of Russia) on the borders of the Akhtouba, (iv) the present-

day use of nose ornaments in Syria, Egypt and parts of

other Mahommedan countries, (v) the derivation of the word

"Bulak” or ''Bulakh” denoting a nose pendant (composed

usually of three pearls arranged in a triangle of which the
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lowermost is usually an elongated pear-shaped pearl) used

in Northern India. Mr. Divatia says that the lexicon (Asaf-ul

lugat) consulted by him gives the derivation as from Turkish
and the meaning variously as (a) hole, (6) the nostril, (c)

string passed through a camel’s nose, and lastly (d) as a
nose ornament. The further information is given that the
Purks consider this word as of Eastern (Mr. Divatia takes

it that “Bast” in this instance means Arabia, Persia, etc.)

origin. The last (vi) and the most important piece of evi-

<lonce is as follows. It can be easily shown that almost all

Indian ornaments which were in use in this country in the Pre-
Mahomraedan period, reached Further or Greater India to

the East, meaning such countries as Burma, Malay Peninsula,

.lava, Bali, Borneo, Siam, Tndo-China, etc., by means of cultural

contact through trade, religion and in some cases actual con-
quest. But strangely enough, of the myriad forms and vari-

eties of nose ornaments not one, not even the practice of wear-
ing ornaments on the nose, can be found to the east of India
jimongst the actual native present-day peoples of those coun-
tries, nor can it be seen on the sculptural or pictorial depict-

jitioris of the same during the past ages. Whereas, with

regard to the countries and peoples to the West of India,

nose ornaments can be seen as far as the boundaries of Moham-
medan empires and kingdoms of the past and present, with
very few blank spaces—if at all. This certainly does point

lo the introduction of nose ornaments into India from the West
and that by the Mohammedans. The countries to the east

of India escaped actual conquest by the Mahommedans who
overran India, and hence probably the absence of nose orna-

ments in those countries.

With regard to the above-mentioned instance a good deal

of further investigation is necessary, which I am unable to do
lor want of requisite knowledge and reference, and therefore

• an only indicate the lines on which it may be conducted by
those with the proper equipment for the same, and pass on.

In (ii) the dancers may bo identified from their dress,

features, etc., in (iii) the Wbes “ in the borders of the

Akhtouba” may be identified and the custom of using nose

ornaments amongst them investigated as to the origin and
distribution from the accounts of travellers like Marco Polo on
the one side and Muller, Pallas, etc., on the other. Accounts of

recent travels may also be consulted to find present-day

distribution.

The evidence in (v) raises a question. It is said that Bulak
means nostril, a hole, string passed through a camel’s nose and,

finally, a nose ornament. The distribution of nose ornaments
along the Astrakhan border of Persia, Syria and Egypt suggests

the route of the camel caravans. Has this fact any significance ?

\Vhat about the intermediate places and the further (Central
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Asian) reaches of the caravan route ? How far can this connec-
tion between the camel caravan and the nose ornament be
traced ?

In this connection it should be mentioned that the word
* Nath ” or “ Nuth ” meaning a nose ring, has the widest distribu-

tion in India amongst all the names of nose ornaments. We
find this term being used all over India as meaning the almost
identical ornament, whereas other ornaments have different

names indifferent parts of the country. Nath is the term used
in Gujrati, Sindhi, Marathi, Hindi, Bengali, etc., and in Mr. A. K.
Iyer’s Cochin tribes and castes, we find the same term in use in

Cochin too to signify a nose ring. Mr. Divatia says that this

word is derived from a Desya word Naththa— meaning a

nose string as passed through the nostrils of bullocks, camels and
tlie like. He (juotes Hemachandra’s Desi namamala” N. 17.

which gives as the only meaning of Nath. All these

seem to point to the cattle nose string in general and the camel
]iose-string in particular as the source of origin of the nose ring

and pendant.
The evidence in Arabic and Persian literature on this

point would be valuable, specially as to the earliest mention of

these ornaments.
From Col. Hendley’s monograph on “ Indian Jewellery

”

we get a few bits of information regarding the use of nose

ornaments abroad, from which we gather that such ornaments
are in use amongst the Bhots, the hillmen near Kabul, the

Pukhto or Pukshto speaking peoples (the Pathans), the

Brahnies, the Persians, the Arabs of Zanzibar, the modem
Egyptians and in Lars and Ormuz

We also find from the same source that the Parsi and
the Beni-Israel communities had the custom of using nose

nrnaments, some forty or fifty years ago, but since then tliis

practice gradually fell into disfavour and finally disappeared.

The present-day distribution of nose ornaments in India is

very wide and a complete list of names, together with descrip-

tions and mode of wearing, is very difficult to get together.

The following list, compiled mainly from Col. Hendley’s
monograph, is incomplete but may give some idea both in

the matter of distribution and that of variety. A few foreign

names are also adjoined. Just to show the track of the nose

ornament, which is from Westwards into India and no further

to the East.

Some Names of Nose Ornaments in India and beyond.

Term. Broad descrip- * Localities where the term

tion. is used.

Nas . . Nose ring . . Maharashtra.
Nath .. Nosering .. Sindh, Punjab, Gujrat,
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Term. Broad descrip-

tion.

Localities where the term
is used.

Nath Nose ring United Provinces, Behar,
Bengal, Bombay, Cochin.
Rajputana.

Nathiya 9» • • Behar, Sindh.

Nathni 5> • • RaJputana^ United Provin-
ces, Behar.

Nathdhaga .

.

Ji • • Punjab.

^^athu • • Jt • • Madras.

Naththa J» • • Madras.

Biilak Nose pendant.

.

Amongst Mohammedan s

generally and in Punjab,
United Provinces, Behar,
Gujrat.

Boolakee ?> • • Madras.
Bulo Nose ring Sindh.

Laung Nose stud Punjab, Sindh, Rajputana,
United Provinces, Behar.

Bhauriya »9 * • Rajputana and nearabouts.

La.tkan Nose pendant Rajputana, Punjab, United
Provinces.

Nolak 99 Bengal.

Morni Peacock -sliaped

pendant to

Nath.

Rajputana, Punjab.

Phuli Small ring with
a single stone
pendant.

Punjab.

lk>lir A Jingling pen-
dant of gold

pipal leaves.

Punjab and Kashmir
( 0

Machchlian-
be-sir.

Headless fish-

shaped orna-
ment.

Punjab.

Bala Nose ring Punjab.

Mavkis Gujrat.

Walis 99

Kanta 99

Jado 9 9

Besar Gujrat, United Provinces.

Behar.

Besor A small Nath.. Bombay.
Bali

99 • • Gujrat.

Phula Nose ring with
pendant.

Biahoe, from Stack’s Dist

Quoted in Indian

Jewellery.”

Chhuchchi • • Nose stud Behar.

Nakchanda .

.

.« • • «9
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Term. Broad descrip-

tion.

Localities where the term
is used.

Jhuhir Nose pendant .

.

Behar.
Nakchchabi Nose stud Bengal.
Pezwan Nose ring .

.

Pukhto or Pukshto (Pathan)
words from Bellew’s Dist.Natkai .. 1

Chargul ,1 • • 1 Quoted by Hendley in

Pishai »i • • j
“ Indian Jewellery.”

Halkah-i-bini Nose ornament ^
.

•
1

\

Persian names. From Per-

Khazam
1

sian Dist. by Wollaston.
L Published in 1889. Quo-

Barsan ..
i

.1

ted by Hendley in
“ Indian Jew'ellery.” .

Egyptian terms from Lane’s
Khizam Nose ring “ Modern Egyptians

**

Khuzam Quoted by Hendley in
“ Indian Jewellery.”

There are two principal methods of wearing these orna-

ments, first by means of a hole bored in the alae of the nose.

Hindus of Upper India have only the left alae bored and the

Mahommedans the right (Indian Jewellery, page 71). In
Madras they frequently bore botli the alae. The second
method is by a hole bored through the septum. This latter

practice chiefly obtains amongst the Mahommedans, as far

as Northern India is concerned. In Bengal little girls usually'

w'ear a single pearl or stone pendant suspended from the

septum. In the South, specially Orissa and Madras, pendants
worn through the septum are very common, as is the case

amongst, the Lepchas and Paharis of Darjeeling. In general

it may be said that nose rings and studs, such as Nath,
Besar, Bali and Laung, Nakchanda, Nakchchabi, are as a

rule worn through the alae and pendants such as Latkan, Nolak,
Bohr etc., through the septum, but there are exceptions to

both the systems.

Nose ornaments are gradually going out of favour. For
example, the more advanced communities like the Parsis, Beni-

Israels, Brahmos, etc., do not use it any longer, although they

used to do so not so very long ago. The Nath has practically

disappeared in Bengal, where the nose stud for grown ups and the

Nolak pendant for little girls are the only nose ornaments in

general use, and that also not in the higher strata of society.

And the sooner this system of hideous disfigurement,

foreign to the Indian civilization, disappears from this country
the better.



Article No. 23.

Two Types of Sedentary Games prevalent in British

Garhwal.

By Hem Chandra Das-gupta.

Introduction.

The details of the two types of sedentary games that are
lecorded here were obtained by me from a few local coolies

belonging to British Garhwal during my stay in that district in

last October in connection with some geological work. The
irames are known as bdgh-batti and bheri-bakri.

Bagh-Batti.

Thegame of bdgh-batti (bagh=:tiger and batti=guti= piece)

is a type of tiger-play and two persons, one of whom is the pos-
sessor of two pieces representing two tigers and the other of

twenty pieces or battis, are necessary for playing it. The
twenty pieces are to be placed within the four circles and the
two bdgha at the points T as shown in the diagram. The rules

of the game are very similar to those already described by me
in connection with the game known as sher-hakar^ with this

difference that, in the game of sher-bakar, the number of piece.s

is not twenty but nineteen of which fifteen are equally distri-

buted among 3 circles and only four are placed in the fourth,

in all other respects the rules of the two games are the same,
rhus, if the tiger Jumps over a circle with more battis than one
and occupies the immediately next vacant cross-point in the
'^ame line, only one batti may be captured and for the possessor

1. Joiirn. Asiat. Soci Bengal, N.S., Vol. XXII, pp. 143-148, 192fy.
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of the hattis to win the game he has to checkmate the two

tigers one immediately after the other.

BherI’Bakbi.

The game of bheri-bakri (sheep and goat) is played by two

persons with 16 pieces equally divided between them and 4

pieces of cowries for the purpose of throw. The 16 pieces re-

present the sheep and the goats and those representing the

goats are usually of a white colour and those representing the*

sheep are usually of a black colour. By means of the vertical

and the horizontal lines the rectangular-diagram used for the

play is divided into 24 compartments and of them 8 belong to

each player as shown above. The pieces are arranged in the

order as indicated in the diagram and their movement is

regulated by the result of the throw of the cowries, the result

being described as poa, do, tin or car

—

i.e., the number of

points gained—according as the number of cowries which show
their mouths up after each throw is one, two, three, or four.

When no cowrie shows its mouth up after a throw, the player

gets no point to his credit. After the players have arranged

their pieces in the way as indicated above, in the diagram, they

begin to throw the cowries and when a player gets a poa to his

credit, he is able to move the piece lying in the compartment
marked 8 to the next one lying in the middle row which

may be distinguished as the neutral row. After a piece

has been moved from its original compartment to that in the

neutral row, a player (say A) can move it from one compart-

ment to another, the number of movements being regulated by

the number of points gained, i.e., if he has 3 points in his

favour, his piece will occupy the third compartment unless it

is already occupied by a piece of his adversary B in which case

the latter piece will be captured by A whose piece will npw
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occupy the compartment thus made vacant. Whoever of the
two players succeeds in capturing all the pieces belonging to

his adversary is the winner. The rules that have to be ob-
served while playing this game are the following :

—

1. A player who has a poa to his credit is entitled to have
a second throw of the cowries.

2. When there is no point to the credit of a player, i.e.,

when the mouth of no cowrie is seen after a throw, the next
throw passes on to his adversary.

3. One player can play only with one piece at a time i.e.,

the piece occupying the compartment No. 8 has to be brought
out first and must be captured by the other player before the
former player can bring out the piece occupying the 7th compart-
ment of his own row.

4. For all points of one, i.e., pod, the requirements of the

pieces lying within the player’s own row of compartments must
Idc satisfied first and before all the pieces have been shifted from
one compartment to another, the piece which is out of the

player’s row of compartments may not be moved for a throw
that gives to the player credit for one point only, i.e., pod.

5. No piece may be moved from its original compartment
unless the player to whom the compartment belongs has got

a pod to his credit. Thus if the piece No. 8 belonging to a

player be captured and if the piece No 7 has not been
previously shifted by him owing to his not having secured

already a pod necessary for the purpose, it (the piece No. 7)

shall be moved only when he succeeds in getting a pod to his

credit and the other throws in the interval, carrying other

values, are of no avail to him.
6. A player’s piece, when out of his own row of compart-

ments, has to be moved from right to left in the neutral row
and from left to right in that of his adversary. It can never
be made to enter the player’s own row but must be moved
only in the other two rows spirally in the directions as men-
tioned above and also indicated in the diagram.

7. The pieces of the player are to be moved gradually

from a lower number to a higher one and to the neutral zone
only from the compartment marked 8.





Abticle No. 24.

Analysis of Race-Mixture in Bengal.

By P. G. Mahalanobis.

Introduction,

The problem which I have selected for a preliminary

discussion in this paper is the “Analysis of Race-Mixture in

Bengal.” Dr. Annandale had taken very careful measurements
of nearly 300 Anglo-Indians (new style) in Calcutta. He
selected a sample of 200 individuals which, he believed, repre-

sented true Indo-European mixture and turned over the

measurements to me for statistical analysis. T am publishing

elsewhere a detailed analysis of these measurements.^ During
the course of my work a very interesting question arose : How
are these 200 Anglo-Indians of Calcutta related to the diflEerent

caste groups of Bengal ? Are they more closely allied with

the Hindus ? or with the Mahomedans ? Do they show a
greater affinity with the higher castes of Bengal or with the

lower castes ? Is there any appreciable admixture with the

aboriginal tribes in and on the borderland of Bengal? any
appreciable resemblance with castes outside Bengal ? In other

words, can we obtain any idea about the possible composi-
tion of the given sample of Anglo-Indians in terms of the

broader social and geographical divisions of lh(‘ inhabitants

of Bengal and its neighbourhood ?

In order to answer the above questions we must adopt the

usual scientific method of proceeding from the known to the

unknown. We shall therefore first of all study the geographic-

al and social resemblances shown by typical Bengal castes

whose antecedents and present status are fairly well-known.

We shall then be in a position to use these results for investigat-

Note added on the 26th August, VJ27. The present paper contains
the substance of the Presidential Address delivered before the Anthropolo-
gical section of the Indian Science Congress in 1025. It was submitted
to the Asiatic Society of Bengal in 1925, but the printing was delayed
owing to the absence the author out of India <]uring the greater
part of 1926 and 1927.

I have omitted certain personal explanations and also an obituary
reference to Dr. Annandale, and have altered the form of the address at a
tew places, but have otheiwise left the contents practically untouched.
1 have corrected a few arithmetical slips, added a new reference in a
footnote, and a short note on the mean values used in this paper
(in Appendix II).

' Records of the Indian Museum, Vol. 23, 1922.
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ing the social and geographical connexions of the Anglo-
Indians.

In this preliminary survey I have used for comparison
30 typical castes of North India for which anthropometric data
were published by Risley in his 2 volumes on Indian Castes

and Tribes ” (1891). Fortunate!}^ practically all the individuals

measured by Risley were over 25 years old (i.e. had attained full

maturity) so that in a preliminary analysis age-corrections

would not be needed. The above 30 castes were selected

partly because of their representative character and partly

because of the comparatively large size of the samples (usually

consisting of about 100 individuals).

The selected castes represent about 6 geographical divisions

and 4 or 5 cultural strata. I show below both the geographical

as well as the cultural classification.

(A) Geographical Classification.

(1) Bengal (S). Brahman, Kayastha, Sadgop, Kaibarta,

Rajbansi, Pod, Bagdi and Mahomedan.
(2) Chota Nagpur Tribes (7), Kurmi, Oraon, Santal,

Munda, Bhuiya, Mai Pahari^ and Male^.

(3) Bihar (4). Brahman, Goala, Maghya Dorn and Dosadh.

(4) North-Western Provinces and Oudh (o). Brahman,
Kayastha, Goala, Dom and Ohamar.

(5) Punjab (^V). Khatri, Pathan, Chuhra.

(6) Easiern Districts (»9). Lepcha, Chakma and Magh.

(B) Cultural Classification.

Cultural classification is a much more complicated affair.

The Hindu community does not present in actual fact a
regular hierarchy of social order in which every caste can be

placed in a definite intermediate position between any two
other castes. Social status is again, contrary to orthodox
socio-religious theories, not a fixed thing. It is changing, and
although changes are on the whole slow it is sometimes found
that the relative social position of two castes is interchanged
within a fairly short time.

The difficulty becomes much greater when we have to

compare and fix the relative [)osition of castes belonging to

different provinces. In the absence of direct social contact
between two castes belonging to different geographical
divisions we are thrown back on a comparison through one or

1 Maids and Mai Paharis were originally included by Risley under
Bengal. Risley's divisions were given in accordance with the administra*

' tive arrangements of his own time. Santal Pergana, the district from
which the Mai Fahari and Males were collected really belongs (both

geographically as well as culturally) to Chotia Nagpur which is now inclu-

ded in the province of Bihar and Orissa.
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more intermediary castes and a certain amount of indednite*

ness is inevitable. Using broad categories such difficulties will

however be minimised to a great extent.

In the classification adopted below weight has been given

to orthodox theories as expounded in books like Nagendranath
Bose's Banger Jatiya Itihas*" or Lalmohan Vidyanidhi’s
“ Sa^nbandha-Nirnaya ” as well as to the actual facts of present

day society.

(1) High Castes (6’). Bengal Brahman; Bihar Brahman

;

N.W.P. Brahman; Bengal Kayastha; N.W.P.
Kayastha

; Punjab Khatri.

(2) Middle Castes (6). Bengal Sadgopj Bengal Kaibarta,
Bihar Goala» N.W.P. Goala, Bengal Pod, Bengal
Rajbansi.

(3) Low Castes (6). Bengal Bagdi, Bihar Dosadh, Punjab
Chuhra, N.W.P. Chamar, Bihar Dorn, N.W.P. Dom.

(4) Chota Nagpur Aboriginal Tribes (7). C.N. Kurmi,
C.N. Bhuiya, C.N. Santal, C.N. Oraon,
C.N. Munda, Bengal Mai Pahari and Bengal Male.

(5) Eastern Tribes (5). Darjeeling Lopnha, Chittagong
Chakma and Chittagong Magh.

(6) Mahomedans (2). Bengal Mahomedaii and Punjab
Pathan.

For later comparisons I have included (1) High Castes

(2) and Middle Castes together under one head as a distinct

group of upper castes,” while in certain portions of the work
Bengal Mahomedans have been included under “lower castes.”

Out of the above 30 castes of north India I have selected

tin? following 7 Bengal castes for detailed analysis: (1) Brah-
mans who represent the highest caste in Bengal. (2) Kayasthas
who socially and culturally come next to the Brahmans.
(3) Sadgoqjs, traditionally cowherds, who are recognised as Jal-

acharaniga.^ (4) Kaibartas, originally fishermen, now main-
ly agriculturists and petty farmers, some of whom are recognised
as Jal-acharaniya, (5) Bagdis, a very low caste almost at the bot-

tom of the social scale, believed to be of aboriginal descent

;

originally fishermen they are now mostly agricultural labourers or

TMilki-hearers. Some of them eat beef and pork although others ab-

stain from prohibited flesh. (6) Mai Paharis, a Hinduised section

of the Asal Pahari or Male tribe of Santhal Parganas. They
speak a form of corrupt Bengali but their Hinduisatioii is not
yet complete and they are ranked as the lowest of the low. (7)

Mahomedans from East Bengal.
Brief descriptions of the above castes will be found in

Appendix I.

^ Literally “those whose water can be used,” i.e., castes from
whose hands water will be taken by Brahmans and other high castes.
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Caste Distances,

My first task now will be to measure the degree of resem-
blance (and hence presumably the degree of intermixture oi*

convergence) which each of the 7 selected Bengal castes show
with each of the other castes belonging to different geographi-

cal or different cultural divisions. 1 have used from 12 to 15
characters (10 absolute measurements and 5 indices) for this

purpose.^ Two castes which differ very largely in physical

appearance may be said to be anthropometrically farther

apart than two other castes which resemble each other
closely. We may in this special sense speak of caste-dis-

tances. Two castes which resemble each other closely will

have a very small caste distance
;
on the other hand, castes

which are widely different in character will have large caste-

distances. The coefficient D (the statistical definition of which
is explained in Appendix III) is one such measure of caste-

distance. It takes into consideration the average values of

the characters concerned but ignores the number of indivi-

duals on which such averages are based.

If we wish to give greater weight to samples which com-
prise a larger number of individuals we may use the “ Coefficient

of Racial Likeness’* used by G. M. Morant and others.^ 1

shall call this coefficient C.

The actual values of caste-distances measured by the two
coefficients D and C are given in Tables 1- 7 for each of the 7

selected Bengal groups.

Each table is arranged according to the magnitude of D.
For example, in Table 1 (Bengal Brahmans) castes appearinj^

high up^ in the table have smaller caste-distances, i.e. resemble
the Bengal Brahmans more closely, than castes which appear
lower down in the table.

Caste Resemhlances.

Let us consider Table 1 (Bengal Brahmans) given on p. 310
for a moment. I shall not trouble you with individual figures

but even a cursory glance at Table 1 will show you the very
high position of almost all the Bengal castes. The implication

is of course that the Bengal Brahmans resemble the other Bengal
castes far more closely than they (the Brahmans) resemble
castes from outside Bengal.

1 A list of the characters used will Ije found in Appendix 11.

- Bionietrica XIV (10:22-23) p. 194. “This is a measure of whether
any two races can be considei'ed samples of the same population.’' It

ignores the correlation between mean values of the characters concerned,
and assuming equal variabilities for all samples, uses values of average
variabilities. I'he statistical definition of the Coefficient of Racial Likeness

has been fully discussed by Prof. Karl Pearson in the Bimnetrika Vol.

XVIII, 1926, pp. 105-117.
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We can use a simple positional index (explained in detail

in Appendix IV) to give a rough measure of such provincial or

geographical resemblance. A positive value of this index
indicates a greater resemblance than the average, maximum
resemblance being given by an index of + 100 ; a negative

value on the other hand shows less than average resemblance,

the minimum being an index of -100. The index thus varies

between +100 and -100, the value zero showing just average
resemblance.

For Brahmans the positional index for Bengal is found to

be + 78*3, showing the great influence of geographical proximity.

We may call such resemblance associated with geographical

proximity as “geographical resemblance” for convenience of

reference.

Such “ geographical resemblance” isjiowever not confined

to the province of Bengal alone. It is shown by the other

provinces also. For example, the positional index for Bengal
Brahmans is, for Bengal +78*3, for Bihar +38*5 and for N.W.P.
and Punjab taken together -6*0, showing an effect which (dearly

decreases with distance.

This is not the only kind of resemblance which we can
detect. The effect of cultural affinity is also prominent. For
e.xample, the positional index for Brahmans is for the “high
castes” of Bengal, Bihar and Punjab +87*2, for “middle
castes” +80*0, for “low castes ”+ 18*0, and for •'* aboriginal

tribes ” of Chota Nagpur -74*0. There can scarcely be any
doubt about the existence of a close association between
resemblance in physical appearance and cultural affinity.

Geographical and Cultural Factors.

Summary Table 8, (p. 306) (which gives the positional indices

l)!ised on serial position) shows at a glance the relative magni-
tude of the provincial and cultural factors.'

Bengal (line 1, Table 8) naturally enough contributes a

preponderating share to every caste other than Mai Paharis
and Mahomedans. Kayasthas ( + 95*0), Sadgops ( + 97*6) and
Kaibartas

( + 96*1) have the highest and an almost equal
share, and are thus seen to be typical indigenous castes of

bengal.

Bihar (Table 8, line 2) gives an appreciable share to Brah-

^ Supplementary Tables (8*1)— (8*4) included in Appendix V", give
'Similar figures based nut on the average position of the different castes
I nit on the average values of D and C, and are in substantial agreement
•^ith Table 8. In this preliminary survey I have considered it sufficient

restrict my analysis to Table 8, i.e., to serial positions irrespective of
the actual magnitude of these coefficients. Speaking generally the same
results flow from the other Tables (8*1)—(8*4) given in Appendix V
'pp. 331-332).
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mans ( + 38*5), Bagdis ( + 20*0), a considerable share to Kayas
rims (+480), Sadgops ( + 42*0) and Kaibartas

( + 44*0), "and
makes the biggest and predominating contribution to Maho-
meclans (+ 82*0).

Castes from N.W.P. (Table 8, line 3) show a very marked
iiid steady dissimilarity with all the castes analysed here.

This result is surprising and difficult to explain. If real (i.e.

not clue to differences in the technique of measurement) it

deserves careful investigation.

Punjab (Table 8, line 4) contributes largely to the
Bnihmans (4-50*1) but not to any other caste. The
ilocrrce of dissimilarity however steadily increases as we pass
from Kayasthas (

— 20*0), Sadgops (
— 30*1), Kaibartas (

— 38*6),

H;igdis (
— 79-2) and Mai Paharis

(
— 100). Social status in

Bengal thus appears to vary inversely as the amount of

dissimilarity with the Punjab castes.

The aboriginal tribes of Chota Nagpur (Table 8, line 5) on
the other hand exhibit an opj)osite but equally steady and
systematic gradation. The Brahmans show the greatest dis.si-

niilarity (
— 74*0), then come Kayasthas (

— 50*0), Sadgops
( -37*6), and Kaibartas (—19*4), Bagdis actually show a groat

deal of resemblance (+49*3). while Mai Paharis
( + 82*6) are

seen to belong to the Chota Nagpur aboriginal group itself.

gradation described above is so regular in its character
that it would be hardly an exaggeration to assert that the
low er the social standing of a caste in Bengal the greater is

its resemblance with the aboriginal tribes of Chota Nagpur,
or rice versa.

The aboriginal castes from the eastern districts show con-

>i^tent dissimilarity with every Bengal caste analysed here.

Idiis di.s.similarity however does not decrease as we go down the

>^ocial scale, on the contrary actually increases with decreasing

>0(*ial status. We conclude therefore that there is no tendency
on the part of the lower castes of Bengal to mix freely with
tlie eastern aboriginal tribes, and that whatever little admix-
Uire witli them may now exist must have occurred through the
liigher rather than through the lower castes of Bengal.^

We may now consider the influence of cultural divisions.

I w orked at first with a tri-partite classification :
“ high castes,'*

' middle castes” and low castes” but as the total number of

'•astes used here is rather small I am giving the final figures

for the high ” and “ middle ” castes combined under one
licad :

‘‘ upper castes.”

Taking into consideration all non-aboriginal castes, the

positional indices for ** upper ” and “ lower ” castes are shown

’ I should point out however that this result is only tentative:
•wrther analysis, particularly of the lower castes of Eastern Bengal, is

’w?cessarv before a result of such wide implication can be accepted.
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separately in the above Table A, all the figures being taktn

from Table 8. Figures for Cliota Nagpur are included for

comparison. The systematic and perfectly regular charac-

ter of the changes in the value of P as we pass from Brah-

mins to Mai Paharis is quite remarkable. Resemblance with

'r.AULK A. l*OSlTTONAL INDICES.

AH Noil- aboriginal
( ^astes.

!S
u
DQ

tc
'O

y:

os

-e

JD
‘5

a

li
I s

‘ upper caste.s ” (111) + T.'l'S + 64-7 + 1)0 0 -H44‘) + 37-2 4-31 4 -!!•

* Lower castes” (T) .

.

1) -1-II-7 4-IIH) 4- 20-3 1

,

-29'U + !

Chota Nagj^ur Tril)o.s (7) -74*0 -50*0 -37*H
!

1

-19’4 -14*1
1

-H49'3 4-S2'

t;
fcO

cS

" Upper castes ” decreases pari passu with the increase * in

resemblance with “ lower castes/’ So that the actual degree

of resemblance with either the “ upper castes ” or with ;tlu*

lower castes ” furnishes a reliable index of social status/

Judged by this test (East) Bengal Mahomedans would appeal’

to occupy a position a little below the Kaibartas.

If we take Bihar and the Punjab (Table 8, lin(‘ Id)

together (omitting N.W.P. as it does not contribute anything

appreciable), we can gain some idea about the extra-provin-

cial contribution from the north-west. The “upper castes”

(now including Pathans) contribute a very large share to Brah-

mans
( f 02 0), a moderate share to Mahomedans ( + 44*0), and

only a small and decreasing share to Kayasthas ( + 18 0), Sad-

gops (-f 8 0) and Kaibartas (-f 2*0). and actually show moder-

ate dissimilarity with Bagdis (-20*0) and great dissimilarity

with Mai Paharis ( - 44 0). The lower castes contribute ver>

largely to Mahomedans (-1-61 *5), and only slightly to Brah

mans (-f20*7), Kayasthas (-|-18*4), »Sadgops (4-13*1) and

^ The cliief reason of a marked dissimilarity between Bagdis and

lower castes” is probably this. .My list includes only one low caste

from Bengal e.g. Bagdis ; in comparing with Bagdis this of course goes

out, so that for Bagdis the *• low castes ” group contains castes from

outside Bengal only, and tho dissimilarity noticed here is probably

largely due to the effect of geographical distance.

Afal

I'iiliHi'i.
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Kiiibartas ( + 15*7); Bagdis (
— 28-0) and Mai Paharis

(
— 51*2)

show moderate and great dissimilarity respectively.

The total contribution of Bihar and tlie Punjab (Table

8, line 17) shows interesting contrasts with the contribution of

( 'hota Nagpur (Table 8, line 5). Brahmans show the greatest

lesemblance with Bihar and the Punjab ( + 50-6) and the

^leatest dissimilarity with Chota Nagpur (~74-0). Kayas-
thas, Sadgops and Kaibartas exhibit decreasing resemblance
with Bihar and the Punjab ( -f 20*8, + 1 1 *8, -t- 9 0, respectively),

and at the same time decreasing dissimilarit}^ with Chota
Nagpur (

— 50*0, — 37*6, and — 19*4 respectively). Bagdis show
moderate dissimilarity (

— 27*2) with the northern provinces and
a moderate similarity (4-49’3) with Chota Nagpur, while the
Mai Paharis show the greatest dissimilarity with the northern
provinces (

— 51*2), and the greatest similarity with Chota
Nagpur (+82*6). The case of the Mahomedans is the
only exception; they show large resemblances with Bihar
iuui the Punjab ( + 44*0), and only slight dissimilarity with
(hota Nagpur (

— 14’1). It should be noted, however, that

the Mahomedans show greater resemblance with the “ lower
castcsi'’ and in this respect offer a marked contrast to the
brahmans who derive by far the greater part of their con-

tribution from the upper castes.

We may then say generally that the greater the similarity

with the castes (particularly with the upper castes) of

Bihar and the Punjab the greater is the dissimilarity with
the aboriginal tribes of Chota Nagpur and vice versa.

rhe variation of resemblance with Chota Nagpur is however
more strongly marked than that with Bihar and the Punjab,
and this greater intensity may probably be ascribed to the
greater geographical proximity.

The results for Bengal, Bihar and the Punjab (as also

ior rBihar, N.W.P. and the Punjab) given in Table 8,

liin‘.s 14-20 taken together corroborate the same thing. The
total for all castes (excluding aboriginal tribes) given in Table

line 9 shows at a glance the proportions of caste admixture
in the different castes ;

there is again a perfectly regular gra-

‘lation from Brahmans ( + 80*0) to Mai Paharis (
— 52*2).

A dialysis of Bengal Castes.

We may now rapidly review the results for each caste

'‘liarately.

Brahmans (Table 1). The Bengal Brahmans stand out pro-v'

mioently as the only caste in Bengal which shows definite evi-

tlvnce of resemblance with the Punjab and also a substantial
- nount of resemblance with “upper castes” outside Bengal.^

^ The position of the three Punjab castes is surprisingly high (4th, 9th.

b)- The resemblance between the Bengal Brahmans and Punjab
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The Brahmans also show marked dissimilarity with the
aboriginal tribes of Chota Nagpur and considerable dis-

similarity with the eastern tribes.^ At the same time
it is evident that considerable intermixture with the other
castes (particularly the upper castes) of Bengal has occur-

red so that the Brahmans may now be looked upon as a

true Bengal caste.

One very striking thing in Table 1 is the close association

between resemblance with the Brahmans and social status in

Bengal. The proposition : “the higher the social status tlio

Tablk 1.

Bentjal Brahman (100).

Serial

Order.
Province and Caste.

Social
Status.

n -
.

C

1 Bengal Kayastlia .

.

High 100 0-236 lu-s

2 ,, Sadgop Middle 48 o-:ii9 9-:;

3 Kaibarta .

.

100 0*351 16 6

4 Punjab Khatri High 60 0-413 *14-:.

5 Bengal Pod Middle 1
100 0-461 21-5

6 Bihar Brahman High
i

67 0*496 LS!.»

7 „ Goala Middle 100 0*585 28*2

8 Bengal Mahoinedan Lower 185 0*595 37-2

9 Punjab Chuhra » 80 0-041 27-5

10 Bengal Kajbansi Middle 100 0*693 33-6

11 N.W.P. Brahman .. High 100 0-801 39 ti

12 Punjab Pathaii Upper 80 0-804 34 7

13 Bihar Dom J.iOwer 100 0-841 ill-C

14 Bengal Bagdi 99 i
0*857 41-1

15
• Bihar Dosadh 99 100 1*155 5t)-7

10 Darjeeling Lepclia .

.

Abor. 57 1*124 39-8

63 -J17 C.N. Kunni 100 1

1-284

18 N.W.P. Dom J^owor 100 ' 1-397 68 -8

19 C.N. Oraon Abor. 10) :
1*411 69-.‘»

20 N.W.P. Kayastha .

.

High 100
’

1*464 71-7

21 C.N. Santal Abor. 100 1-781 88-1

22 Cliittagong Magh .

.

»» 100 1*792 8S-»i

92 -S23 N.W.P. Goala Middle 100 1-876

24 C.N. Bhuiya Abor. 100 1*998 98 -8

25 ,, Munda
Chittagong Chakma

99 100 2-036 100 -S

26 99 100 2-540 126<»

27 (C.N.) Mai Pahari . . i 99 100 2*549 126-4

28 N.W.P. Chamar , . • Lower 100 2-687 133-4

29 (C.N.) Male Abor. 100
i

2 983 148-2

N,B,—Tfte Probable Error of C {C.R.L,) ttf±0'23.

Pathans (l)=0-804, G=34*7) is much {greater than that between tin

Pathaiis and the Bengal Mahomedans (D= l*828, C=10r0), and is actu-

ally only a little less than that between the Bengal Brahmans and tlu

Bengal Mahomedans (D=0.595, C=37*2).
1 The Brahmans offer (Table 8) a complete contrast to the aborigine i

tribes of Chota Nagpur (—74*0) and also to the tribes of the east (— ^S’O)
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greater is the resemblance with the Bengal Brahmans ” is

Uiiiost literally true for every province. For example, the
onler of resemblance in the Punjab is Khatri (4th), Chuhra
(9th), both Hindu castes, and then Pathan (12th). In Bihar the
order is : Brahman (6th), Goala (7th), Dom (13th) and Dosadh
(15th).

In Bengal itself the upper castes Kayasthas (1st), Sadgop
(2iid), Kaibartas (3rd) and Pod (5th) occupy the first few places

in the strict order of their social precedence. Then come the
Mahomedans (8th) and after the Mahomedans, Rajbansi (10th)

and Bagdi (14th). The inference that intermixture with Bengal
Brahmans has varied directly as the cultural proximity of the
caste concerned can scarcely be resisted.

Among the aboriginal tribes of Chota Nagpur, Kurmis show
the greatest resemblance with Bengal Brahmans. This is not
surprising as we know that the Kurmis are culturally nearest to

tlie Hindus. Then come Oraon, Santal, Bhuiya, Munda and
Hnally Mai Pahari and Male * The eastern tribes come in

the order ; Darjeeling Lepcha, Chittagong Magh and Chittagong
Cliakma.*

The present analysis seems to show that the Brahmans in

Bengal can justifiably claim their descent partly from the Pun-
jah and the upper provinces of Northern India. Considerable

intermixture in Bengal (or convergence under climatic selection)

must also have occurred, particularly with the upper castes who
arc culturally nearer to the Brahmans. The Brahmans do not
a})})ear to have intermixed appreciably with the eastern tribes,

and are practically free from racial contact with the aboriginal

tribes of Chota Nagpur.
Other high castes of Bengal, The Kayasthas, the Sadgops,

and the Kaibartas all appear to be castes originally indigenous
to Bengal, They show the same amount of moderate resem-
l)lance with Bihar but do not show any resemblance with the

Punjab.

On the whole resemblance with the aboriginal tribes of

<"liota Nagpur is not appreciable, but the regular and systematic
c haracter of the variation indicates that intermixture with the

t’hota Nagpur tribes has taken place with increased frequency
ns we go down the social scale.

Kayasthas (Table 2). They show great resemblance witli

all the Bengal castes, particularly with the “ middle castes
”

of Bengal, indicating either close intermixture, or surreptitious

absorption through the unauthorised adoption of Kayastha

1 The chief differences with the Chota Nagpur tribes occur in

Muse form and size, stature and the fronto-zygomatic index.
- The greatest differences occur in the bizygomatic bread! li,

'I'oiito-zygomatic index and stature, and for the two Chittagong tribes

in nasal breadth and nasal index.
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Tablk 2.

Bengal Kayasiha (100).

Serial

Order.
Province mid Caste.

Social
Status.

11 D C

1 Bengal Sadgop Middle 48 0*079 1-6

2 ,, Kaibarta . . ;
100 0156 6-7

3 „ Pod . . r 99 100 0174 7-7

4 ,, Brahman .

.

High 100 0-234 10-7

5 ,, Mahomedan Lower 185 0*304 18-5

0 Bihar Goala Middle 100 0-389 18-4

7 ,, Brahman High 67 0-416 15-7

8 Bengal flajbanai .

.

Middle 100 0-426 *20-3

9 Bagdi Lower 09 0-496 23-3

10 C.N. Kurmi Abor. 100 0-833 40-6

11 Bihar Dosadli Lower lOO 0-849 41-4

12 Dom
l.'unjab Khatri

100 0-889 43-4

13 i High 60 0-909 33-1

14
i
Darjeeling Lopcha .

.

Abor. r>7 0-976 34-4

15
;
Punjab Chuhra Lower 80 1-006

i

43-7

IG i C.N. Oraon Abor. 100 1-040
;

49-2

17 N.W.P. Brahman .. High 100 1-091 53-6

18 :

,, Kayastha .

.

100 1-296 63*7

19
1
C.N. Saiital . . i Abor. 1

j

100 : 1-406 69-3

20 ; N.W.P. Dom ..
1

Lower
|

I 100 1
1-417 69-8

21
1

C.N Bhuiya . . ! Abor.
i

100 ' 1-438 70-9

22
1

N.W.P. Goala . .

' Middle
i!

100 1-486 73-3

23
i1

Chittagong Magh .

.

Abor. 100 1-501 74-(»

24 C.N, Munda , . i 100 1-629 80-4

25 Punjab Pathan . .

'

Upper 80 1-716 75-2

26 (C.N.) Mai Pahari ,

.

Abor. 100 2-046 10l;-2

27 Chittagong Cliakma
j

*• 100
i

2-290 113-6

28 (C.N.) Mal^ . . 1 9f 1 100
1j

2-396 ;
118-8

29 N W. P. Chamar . . |
Lower ' 100 ! 2-437 120-8

N.B.—The Probable Error of C {C.lt.L.) ?5 + 0-28.

names and habits by persons belonging to lower castes, or

convergence under climatic selection. In fact they appear to

be more closely connected with the Sadgops (Ist), Kaibartas
(2nd) and Pods (3rd) than with the Brahmans (4th). Resem-
blance with Mahomedans (5th) is also fairly close.

Omitting the Brahmans the rule about association between
social status and order of resemblance is strictly preserved in

Bengal (Sadgop, Kaibarta, Pod, Mahomedan, Bajbansi and
Bagdi). In Bihar, Goala takes precedence over the Brahmans,
otherwise the rule is again obeyed. In N.W.P. and the Punjab
also the order of social status is faithfully reproduced in the

table for caste resemblance with the only exception of N.W.P-
Goala. The Kayasthas show less dissimilarity with the abori-

ginal tribes (—50.0) than the Brahmans (—74*0), but the re-

semblance is negligible (Table 8, line 5).
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The Bengal Kayasthas thus appear to be an indigenous

ciiLste showing close resemblance with other Bengal castes, fairly

close connections with Bihar but not with N.W.P. or the Pun-
jab. They are more closely connected with the ^‘middle” castes

tlian with the Brahmans,^ but are practically free from
intermixture with the aboriginal tribes.

Sadgops (Table 3). There is very little difference between
the Sadgops and the Kayasthas on the whole. The Sadgops

TABIiS 3.

Bengal Sadgop (48).

i

Soria 1

Order.
Province and Caste.

Social
Status.

1

.

1

n D
1

i

C
i

1 Bengal Pod
I

Middle 100 0033 0*1
o

,, Kaibarta
High

100 0064 1*1

3 ,, Kayastha .

.

100 0079 1*6

4 Mahomedan Lower 185 0196 6*4

5 „ Rajbansi .. Middle 100 0*239 6*7

G Bihar Goala 100 0*273 7*8

7 Bengal Bagdi Lower 99 0*302 8*6

8 ,, Brahman .

.

High 100 0*319 9*3

y Bihar Brahman G7 0*349 8*7

10 O.N, Kurmi Abor. 100 0*588 18*0

11 Bihar Dom Lower 100 0*602 18*5

12 C.N. Oraon Abor. 100 0*649 20*0

13 Bihar Dosadh Lower 100 0*672 20*8

14 Punjab Khatri High 60 0*807 20*6

15 N.W.P. Brahman .. yy 100 0*831 26*9

IG Punjiib Chuhra Lower 80 0*862 24*8

17 N.W.P. Dorn 99 100 0*946
j

29*6

18 C.N. Santa! Abor. 100 0*966 i 30*0

10 N.W.P. Kayastha •• High 100 0*986
;

30*9

20 Darjeeling Lepcha .

.

Abor. 67 1*019 1 26*6

21 C.N. Bhuiya 99 100 1*022 32*1

22 „ Alunda 9f 100 1*131 i 35*6

23 N.W.P. Goala Middle 100 1*175 37*1

24 Chittagong Magh .

.

Abor. 100 1*200 37*9

25 (C.N.) MalPahari .. 99 100 1*627 48*6

20 ,, AXald • 99 100 1*797
1

67*2

27 Punjab Pathan Middle 80 1*828
!

63*8

28 N.W.P. Chamar Lower 100 1*896
1

60*4

29 Chittagong Chakma Abor. 100 2*005
1

64*0

N.B.—The Probable Error oj C {O.R.L,) w+ 0-28.

!^liow slightly greater contact with the lower castes, ” and also

^vith the aboriginal tribes of Chota Nagpur. Resemblance

^ In fact on the data here analysed Bengal Kayasthas would seem
to be more closely allied to the ** middle ” rather than the ** higher *’

castes of North India. This result is a little surprising and deserves
further study.
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with eastern tribes is however less pronounced than in the
case of both Brahmans and Kayasthas.

The order of resemblance shows very interesting reversals in

the order of social precedence in Bengal. We have already

seen that the Kayasthas show the greatest resemblance with
Sadgops but the latter show greater resemblance with both Pods
and Kaibartas than with Kayasthas. Contact with Mahome-
dans is also very close but the position of Bengal Brahmans
(4th in the list for Kayasthas) is much lower (8th for Sadgops).

Kaibartas (Table 4.) The Kaibartas show as much inter-

mixture within Bengal and as close a contact with Bihar
as Kayasthas and Sadgops. There is however greater dissi-

TAB1.B 4.

Bengal Kaibarta (LOO).

erial

rder.
Province and Caste.

Social
Status.

n C

1

.

Bengal Pod Middle 100 0061 2-0

2 „ Sadgop »» 48 0 065 1-1

3 „ Bagdi Lower 09 0122 5-0

4 ,, Mahomedan 185 0142 8-1

5 „ Kayastha .

.

High 100 0155 6-7

6 Bihar Goala Middle 100 0192 8-6

7 Bengal Rajbansi *> 100 0-207 9-3

8 Bihar Brahman High 67 0-366 13-3

9 Bengal Brahman » 100 0-365 17 2

10 O.N. Kurmi Abor. 100
i

0-376 17-7

11 Bihar Dosadh Lower 100 0-429 20-4

12 C.N. Oroon Abor. 100 0-430 20-5

13 Bihar Dom Lower 100
1

0-472 22-6

14 C.N. Santal Abor. 100 !
0-703 34-1

15 Punjab Ohuhra Lower 80 0-727 31-3

16 C.N. Bhuiya Abor. 100 0-728 35 4
17 Punjab Khatri High 60 0-733 26-5

18 C.N. Munda Abor. 100 0-811 39-5

19 N.W.P. Dom Lower 100 0-827 40-3

20 „ Brahman .

.

High 100 0-833 40-6

21 Darjeeling Lepcha .

.

Abor. 57 0-846 29-7

22 N.W.P Kayastha .

.

High : 100
1

0-934 46-7

23 Goala . .
i Middle

{
100 1-004 49-2

24 (C.N.)MalPahari .. Abor. 100 1-163 67-1

26 Chittagong Magh .

.

100 1-239 60-9

26 (C.N.) Maid
.. !

100 1-414 69-7

27 N.W.P. Chomar Lower 100 1-646 81-3

28 Punjab Pathan Middle
j

80 1-810 79-8

29 Chittagong Chakma Abor.
1

1

100 1-965 97-2

N.B,—The Probable Error o] O (O.E.L. w^O-SS).

milarity with N.W.P. and the Punjab. They diow (Table 8)

less affinity with upper castes ” ( -f-44'9) than both Kayasthas
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( + 64'7) and Sadgops ( + 60*6) and also greater resemblance with
lower castes,” much less dissimilarity with the aboriginal

tribes of Chota Nagpur (
— 19*4), but less contact^ with the

eastern tribes (-77 0).

The order of resemblance again shows interesting reversals.

Bengal Pods show the greatest resemblance with the Kaibartas,

next come Sadgops, Bagdis and Mahomedans, indicating that
considerable intermixture must have occurred with low castes

like Bagdis as well as with Mahomedans. Naturally enough
Brahman comes last. In Bihar, the Goala gets precedence
over the Brahman, and the Dosadh over the Dom. In Chota
Nagpur the order Kurmi, Oraon, Santa! , Bhuiya, Mai Pahari
and Male, and in eastern districts the order Lepcha, Magh,
Chakma are still preserved. N.W.P. Dom is now above N.W.P.
Brahmans, otherwise the order remains the same. Punjab
Chuhra (a low caste) is also now higher than the Khatri (a

liigher caste). All these of course merely point to a close

affinity with the low'er castes of all the provinces.

Bagdis (Table 6). While Brahmans, Kayastlias, Sad-
gops and Kaibartas show a natural gradation and may be

classed as true Bengal castes, Bagdis exhibit a number of

pecniliarities. First of all although considerable intermixture

within Bengal is indicated, positional index for Bengal (Table 8)

being
( -I- 63*6), it is much less than what we found to be the case

for the other four castes
( + 78*3, +95*0, +97*4 and +96*1 for

Brahmans, Kayasthas, Sadgops and Kaibartas respectively).

Evidently Bagdis contain considerable admixture from outside.

Contribution of Bihar is comparatively small (P= +20*0) while

N.W.P.
(
— 50*0) and Punjab (-79*2) show great dissimilarity.*-^

We find however that the contribution of Chota Nagpur is

very large (P= +49*1).
In Bengal, Kaibartas (Ist) show the greatest resemblance

with the Bagdis, and then Rajbansi (3rd) and Sadgops (4th).

Kayasthas (lOth) and still more so Brahmans (20th) occupy
low positions indicating comparatively little intermixture.

Hesemblance with Mahomedans (11th) is also slight.

The Santals occupy the 2nd position showing a very close

resemblance indeed. Next come Mundas (6th), Kurmi (8th),

Oraon (9th) and Bhuiya (12th)—the order being now quite

flifferent from the one we found for the higher Hindu castes.

^ Chief differences with Bihar occur in hi-zygomatic breadth, with
Chota Nagpur in nose size and form, with N.W.P. and with the Punjab
in cephalic index, cephalic breadth and fronto-zygomatic index. The
eastern tribes differ considerably in bi-zygomatic breadth and cephalic
breadth and less in nasal and cephalic index.

2 The greatest difference occurs in height from vertex to chin and
vertico-cephalic index.
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Table 5.

Bengal Bagdi (99).

Serial

Order.
Province and Caste.

Social

Status.
n D C

1

i

! Bengal Kaibarta* • • Middle 100 0123 6*2

2 • C.N. Santal Abor. 100 0*262 12*1

S ' Bengal Rajbunsi .

.

Middle 100 0266 12*3

4 „ Sadgop* 48 0*303 8*8

5
I

Bihar Goala* 100 0*305 14*3

6
i

C.N. Munda Abor. 100 0*329 15*6

7 Bengal Pod Middle 100 0*421 20*1

8 C.N. Kurmi Abor. 100 0*455 .21*8

9 „ Oraon •» 100 0*456 21*9
10 Bengal Kayustha* •

.

High 100 0*496 23*8
il „ Mahomedan Lower 185 0*539 28*3

12 C N. Bhuiya Abor. 100 0*540 26*1

i;} Bihar Brahman* .

.

High 67 0*652 27*3

;

C.N. Mai Pahari .

.

Abor. 100 0*687 33*5

15 Bihar Dom Lower 100 0*703 35*4

16 C.N. Mal6 Abor. 100 0*771 37 7

17 ^ Bihar Dosadh Lower 100 0*802 39*2

18
1

jN.W.P. Dom*
Middle

100 0*829 406
19

! ,, Goala*
1

100 0*902
1

44*3

20 ' Bengal Brahman* .

.

High 100 0*910 44*7

21 N.W.P. Kayastha .

.

tt 100 0 962 46*8

22 „ Brahman* .

,

100 0*985 48*4

23 ! Punjab Khatri »> 60 1*072 39*0

24 Chuhra Lower 80 1*155 600
25 N.W.P. Chamar* .. 100 1*437 71*1

26 Darjeeling Lapcha .

.

Abor. 57 1*446 51*3

27
^

Chittagong Magh .

.

„ 100 1*455 72^0

28
! „ Chakma

1

100 2*201 109*4

29 ; ’Punjab Pathan High 80 2*976 130*6

N.B.—The Probable Error of C {G.R,L,) is± 0^26 ; for castes marked
with an asterisk it {«+ 0'28,

The Bagdis thus present a very mixed character. Even if

the original stock was indigenous to Bengal very considerable
admixture with the aboriginal tribes of Chota Nagpur
(particularly with the Santals) must have taken place subse-

quently. They also show moderate amount of resemblance
with the lower castes of Bihar but no connexions with the

eastern tribes.^

Mai Paharis (Table 6). The Mai Paharis do not belong

to Bengal at all although a considerable amount of intermix-

ture with the Bagdis (6th), Bajbansis (6th), Pods (7th) and
Kaibartas (9th) is indicated by the comparatively high position

occupied by these castes. The resemblance with Chota Nagpur

1 The dissimilarity is greatest in cephalic breadth, bi-zygomatic

breadth, height from vertex to chin, and in cephalic, nasomalar and
fronto-zygomatic indices.
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tribes is strikingly close (P=+82-6, Table 8) and leaves little

doubt that Mai Paharis form one of the typical aboriginal tribes

of Chota Nagpur.

Table 6.

{C.N,) M<a PahaH (100).

Soi’ial

Onler.
Province and Caste.

Social
Status.

11 D
'

C

1 (C.N.)Mal6* Abor. 100 0036 0-7

2 C.N. Bhuiyti* 100 0065 2-2

„ Munda 9t 100 0191 8-6

4 „ Santa! 9f 100 0240 11 0
o Bengal Bagdi Lower !)9 0-687 32-8

0 „ Hajbansi .

.

Middle 100 0-864 42-2

7 „ Pod »» 100 0-991
,

48-6

8 Bihar Goala* 100 1-097 53-8

1) 1 Bengal Kaibarta* .

.

100 1-164 57-2

10 C.N. Oraon Abor. 100 1-186 58*3

LI N.W.P. Dom* Lower 100 1-223 ’ 60*2

12 Chittagong Magh .

.

Abor. 100 1 264 62*2

i:i C.N. Kurmi
!

>» 100 1-312 64-6

14 N.W.P. Goala*
1

Middle 100 1-370 67-5

1.5 „ Chamar* ,

.

1
Lower

1

100 1-481
;

73-0

JO Bengal Sadgop*
,

Middle ! 48 1-632 48-6

17 Bihar Dom I Lower 100 1-640
;

81-3

18 Chittagong Chakma 1 .. 100 i 1-668 82-4

I'J Bihar Brahman* • •
i

High 67 1*829 72-3

20 Bengal Mahomedan ! Lower
j

1

185 1-867 119-0

21 Bihar Dosadh 100 1-885
’

93-2
>2 N.W.P. Kayastha*

1

High 100 1-932 96-6

Bengal Kayastha* .

.

»» 100 2*046 101-2

24 N.W.P. Brahman* 1

i

** 100 2-177 107-8

2.5 Darjeeling Lapcha .

.

;

Abor. 67 2*283 81-9

20 Bengal Brahman* .

.

High
!

100 2-633 130-6

27 Punjab Chuhra ! Lower i 80 2-814 123-9
28 „ Khatri

i

High
1

i

60 2-866 106-6

20 „ Pathan
1

Middle
1

80 3*774 166 6

N.B,—The Probable Error oj O {0,R,L.) w±0'26 ; for castes marked
ff'ith an asterisk it i«i0'28.

The resemblance between Mai Paharis and Males is very
<'lo8e, so much so that it is practically impossible to distinguish

between the two. They show very little resemblance with the
Bengal Brahmans; the biggest differences occur in nasal

index, nasal breadth, fronto-zygomatic index, nasal height,

•‘tature, frontal breadth, and height from vertex to chin. It is

•significant that the Maid and the Mai Pahari resemble each
other closely in the very characters in which they both differ

most from the Brahmans, i.e., in nose form and size, stature

^nd frontal breadth.
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There is practically no connexion with Bihar. There is

great dissimilarity with both N.W.P.^ and the Punjab^ as well

as with the two Chittagong tribes Chakma and Magh^ and
with Darjeeling Lepchas.^

We therefore conclude that the Mai Paharis represent a true

aboriginal tribe from Chota Nagpur, which shows slight admix>
ture with some of the lower castes of Bengal. They have no
resemblance with the castes of Bihar, N.W.P., the Punjab nor
with the eastern tribes.

Mahoinedans (Table 7). The Bengal (or rather East
Bengal) Mahomedans do not appear to be a purely indigenous

group. Although they show signs of considerable intermixture

(Table 8) within Bengal (P= 4-48*2), a large number were*pro-

bably originally derived from Bihar (P= 4-82 0). Dissimilarity

with Chota Nagpur is less pronounced (
— 14*1) than in the case

of the upper castes of Bengal, but dissimilarity with N.W.P. is

just as clearly marked. Although the Mahomedans in the

present sample all come from East Bengal they do not show
any resemblance with the eastern tribes (P=~79*2). The
Punjab also does not show any resemblance {P= — 12*3).

It is rather significant that the order of resemblance with-

in a province lias now no connexion with the order of social

precedence. For example, in Bengal the order is : Kaibarta,
8adgop, Kayastha, Bagdi, Brahman and Rajbansi. In Bihar

:

Goala, Dorn, Dosadh and Brahman. In N.W.P. : Dom, Brah-
man, Kayastha, Goala, and in the Punjab : Chuhra, Khatri,

Pathan
On the whole Mahomedans show pronounced resemblance

with “.lower castes.” In fact from the relative amount of

resemblance with “upper” and “lower” castes they would
seem to occupy culturally a position which is a little lower than
the Kaibartas.

The East Bengal Mahomedans appear to have been de-

rived to a large extent from Bihar particularly from the lower

castes They have intermixed extensively with the “ middle”
and “lower” castes of Bengal and also to a smaller extent

with one or two aboriginal tribes of Chota Nagpur, but do
not show any connexions with N.W.P. nor with the Punjab
Pathans. In spite of geographical proximity they do not

appear to have had any relations with the eastern tribes.

1 Chieliy in nasal width, height from vertex to chin, nasal index

and vertico-cephalic index.
2 In all characters other than head lengtii, head breadth and

cephalic index.
3 Chiefly in cephalic breadth, height from vertex to chin, cephalic

index and to a smaller extent in nasal length and nasal index.

4 Very considerably in nose length, nose width and nasal index and

to a smaller extent in head breadth and cephalic index.
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Tablb 7.

Bengal Mahomedan (186).

Serial

No.
Province and Caste.

Social
Status.

i"

D C

1 Bihar Goala* Middle 100 0-107 5-9

2 Bengal Kaibarta* .

.

100 0108 6-0

3 Bihar Dom Lower 100 0173 10-2

4 C.N. Kurini Abor. 100 0183 10-8

Bengal Sadgop*" Middle 48 0-199 6*6

6 Bihar Dosadh Lower 100 0-232 140
7 Bengal Kayastha* .

.

High 100 0-303 18-6

8 C.N. Oraon Abor. 100 0-310 19-1

9 Bihar Brahman* .

.

High 67 0-374 17-4

10 Bengal Bagdi Lower 99 0*633 33-3

11 „ Brahman* .

.

High 100 0-688 37-1

12 Punjab Chulira Lower 80 0-743 40-4

i:i „ Khatri . . i

High 60 0-757 33-3

u Bengal Bajbansi .

.

1 Middle 100 0-809 61-6

15 C.N. Santal Abor. 100 0*888 66-6

16 „ Munda . .

;

>t
100 1 0-977 62-4

17 N.W.P. Dom* .
. 1

Lower 100 > 1-033 66-0

18 ,, Brahman* . . ;
High 100

j

1-196
.

76*6

19 Bengal Pod . . ;

Middle 100
1

1-223 78-4

20 Darjeeling Lepoha . . i Abor. 67 1-361 67*9

21 N.W.P. Kayastha . . 1 High 100
j

1-457 93-6

22 ,, Qoala* . . : Middle 100
j

1*460 ! 93*8

23 C.N. Mal6 . . i Abor.
j

100 : 1-642 99*.3

24
,, Bhiiiya . .

• 100 - 1-815
:

116*8

25 Punjab Pathan . . i Middle 80 1-828 101*0

26 (C.N.) Mai Pahari .

.

Abor. 100
'

1-868 120*2

27 Chittagong Magh . . : >>
100 1

1-878 120*9

28 N.W.P. Chamar* .
. j

Lower 100 1 2-117 136*3

29 Chittagong Chakma !
Abor. 100

I

1

2-671 172-3

N,B.—The Probable Error oj C {C.R.L.)\ i«±0'2ri
; for castes marked

•oith an asterisk it w+0’28.

Summary of Analysis for Bengal Castes,

Summing up we find that intermixture within Bengal, i.e.,

intra-provincial intermixture has varied with the degree of

cultural proximity, so that for Brahmans the amount of inter-

mixture with other castes has been in proportion to the social

standing of the caste concerned. Infiuence from outside

Bengal, i.e., inter-provincial intermixture has followed two
well-defined and clearly distinguished streams, one from the

castes of northern India (chiefly from Bihar and the Punjab),

and the other from the aboriginal tribes of Chota Nagpur.
The influence of the northern Indian castes decreases and that

of the aboriginal tribes of Chota Nagpur increases as we go
down the social scale. In fact these two streams exhibit a

marked opposition : the greater the resemblance with northern
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India the greater being the dissimilarity with the aboriginal
tribes and vice versa.

None of the castes analysed here show much resemblance
with any of the aboriginal tribes of the east. In fact so far

as the present analysis goes the Bengal groups appear to show
a definite repugnance (which is still more strongly marked for

the lower castes and the Mahomedans) against intermixing with
the eastern aboriginal tribes.

Influence of North-Western Provinces is also surprisingly

small and requires further Investigation.

Brahmans, Kayasthas, Sadgops and Kaibartas come out
as true Bengal Hindu castes. The Brahman alone can justifi-

ably claim definite connexions with upper India, particularly

with the Punjab. The Kayastha, the Sadgop and the Kaibarta
all show comparatively little resemblance with upper India,

and exhibit a systematic gradation of decreasing influence from
North India and increasing intermixture with the Chota Nagpur
aboriginal tribes. Bagdis appear to be a highly mixed group of

which the basic stock was probably indigenous to Bengal but
which subsequently very considerably intermixed with the ab-

original tribes of Chota Nagpur (particularly with the Santals)

and also partly with the lower castes of Bihar. Mahomedans
also show a highly mixed character. They appear to be origin-

ally largely derived from Bihar but have intermixed extensively
in Bengal

; they do not show any resemblance with the Punjab
Pathans.

The above results are not at all startling, and with the

exception of the N.W.P., are just what one would expect from
the known social history of the castes concerned. The results

of our analysis are thus in general agreement with the actual

facts of the ethnic situation. This is re-assuring and gives

us confidence in using the present method for the analysis of

the Anglo-Indian sample.

Analysis of the Anglo-Indian sample.

We may now go back to our original problem, and in the

light of the results described above attempt a provisional ana-

lysis of the Anglo-Indian sample. Using 7 characters, e,g,, head
length, head breadth, nasal length, nasal breadth, cephalic in-

dex, nasal index and stature,^ I find the caste-distances shown
in the following Table 9 and positional indices shown in Col.

8 of Table 8.

^ 1 regrot 1 have not been able to use other characters in the pre-

sent analysis owing to uncertainty about the comparability of the mea-
surements: work is however proceeding and I hope to publish a more
detailed analysis in the near future. Results based on only 7 characters

are of course only tentative.
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Table 9.

Anglo-Indinna (200).

Serial

Order.
Province and Caste.

Social

Status.
n 1)2 C2

1 Bengal Brahman .

.

High 100 •022 0-5

2 „ Kyastha
Middle

100 •034 1-3

.3 „ Sadgop 48 •082 2-2

i Bengal Pod Middle 100 •204 12-r.

5 Punjab Pathan Upper 80 •208 10-9

fi Bengal Kaibarta .

.

100 •222 138

7 Bengal Mahomedan ,

,

185 •298 27-6

8 Bihar Brahman High 67 •303 14-2

9 Bihar Goala 100 •319 20-3

10 Punjab Khatri High 60 •470 20-7

11 Bengal Rajbansi Middle 100 •512 331
12 Punjab Chuhra Lower 80 •678 37-7

13 Darjeeling Lepcha .

.

Abor. 67 •768 32-6

14 Bengal Bagdi . .
' 09 •776 50-4

15 Bihar .Dosadh 99 100 •857 56-1

16 N.W.P. Brahman .

.

High
*»

100 •871 57-

1

17 Bihar Dom 100 •932 611
18 C.N. Kurmi Abor. 100 1029 67-6

19 Chittagong Magh .

.

Abor. 100 1-160 76-3

20 N.W.P. Dom Lower 100 1-239 81*6

21 „ Kayastha .

.

Middle
100 1-331 87-7

22 N.W.P. Goala 100 1-479 97-6

23 C.N. Oraon •» 100 1-533 101-2

24 C.N. iSantul Abor. 100 1-968 130-2

25 Chittagong Chakma »* 100 2062 135-S

26 C.N. Bhuiya
1

” 100
i

2-201 145-7

27 „ Munda •
. {1

100 i 2-524 167-3

28 N.W.P. Chamar . . i

Lower 100 1
2-832 187-8

29 (C.N.) Mai Pahari . . ; » 100 !
3-094 205-3

30 C.N. Mal6 . . ;

i

100 1
3-633 241-2

N.B.—The Probable Error of C (C.R.L,)

It will be noticed that the positional indices for the Anglo-
Indians (Table 8) are very similar to those for the Bengal Brah-
mans. The chief differences are the slightly greater resemblance
with Bihar^ and the markedly less dissimilarity with the eastern

tribes shown by the Anglo-Indians.
^ Intermixture within Bengal is very great : resemblance

with both Brahmans^ and Kayasthas being strikingly close.

The order of resemblance within Bengal (Brahman, Kayastha,
Sadgop, Pod, Kaibarta, Mahomedan, Bajbansi and Bagdi)
very accurately reproduces the order of social precedence.

^ In fact the Bengal Brahmans and the Anglo-Indians can scarcely be
distinguished from each other so far as the 7 characters considered here
are concerned.
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There is considerable admixture with Bihar, the position

of Goalas (9th) and Brahmans (8th) being fairly high.

N.W.P. does not show any resemblance. The Punjab
castes however occupy high places and indicate either a certain

amount of direct contact or else an indirect similarity arising

out of the resemblance subsisting between Anglo-Indians and
the Bengal Brahmans. A comparison based on characters in

which Brahmans differ considerably from the Punjab castes is

likely to throw light on this point.

There is practically no resemblance with the aboriginal

tribes of (^hota Nagpur
;
in fact they show a greater dissimi-

larity with the Anglo-Indians (
— 85*2) than with the Brahmans

( — 73*6). But the eastern tribes show much less dissimilarity,

the coefficient for Anglo-Indians being— 25*9 against —48*7 for

Brahmans, —47*3 for Kayasthas, —71*6 for Sadgops, — 77*0 for

Kaibartas and — 92*3 for Bagdis. Darjeeling Lepchas occupy
the 13th place which indicates a certain amount of intermixture

with the Anglo-Indians.

We thus find that the Anglo-Indians included in the

present sample are derived (on the Indian side) mainly from the

Bengal castes. They show a certain amount of admixture with

Bihar and also possibly with the Punjab, but not with N.W.P.
They are singularly free from contact with the Chota Nagpur
tribes, but appear to have intermixed to some extent with the

Lepchas of Darjeeling.

So far as the present ana] ysis goes we also see that inter-*

mixture between Europeans and Indians in Bengal appears

to have occurred more frequently among the higher castes thai^

among the lower. Evidently cultural status played a consider-

able part in determining Indo-European union. The compara-
tively high resemblance with Lepchas is also not surprising ;

their

fair colour (as also possibly their freedom from caste restrictions)

may have helped intermixture.

General Summary of the Analysis,

If we assume that physical resemblance is the result of ac-

tual intermixture, and that also more or less in quantitative

proportion,' then we may give a coherent interpretation to

our results and thus obtain a broad view of the general ten-

denoy of social history in Bengal.
We find that movements of caste-synthesis are proceeding

on every side under our very eyes. Social barriers and caste res-

trictions have not been able to suppress it completely. The peo-

1 I would add that physical resemblance may also arise through
unauthorised adoption of names of higher castes by person of lower

castes (but such surreptitious absorption would in subsequent generations

lead to actual intermixture) ; and also through climatic selection.
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))les from the north-west have fused with the indigenous stock

in Bengal and the aboriginal tribes of Chota Nagpur have inter-

mingled with them. Intermixture within the province has gone
on slowly and steadily even if imperceptibly and a larger Hindu
SamaJ has evolved which is not only not identical with the
traditional society of Vedic or classic times but is in many res

poets even antagonistic. Sectarian obstacles have not proved
insurmountable ;

the Mahomedans who came originally as

immigrants have contributed their share and have received back
tlieir own contribution from the other castes. The process has
not stopped here

; it has gone on even after the advent of the
Westerners with their totally different culture, history and tradi-

tion.

Yet equally striking is the fact that intermingling has
not been altogether chaotic. It presents a gradual and well-

ordered character in which cultural affinity and cultural selec-

tion has played an important part. Horizontal fusion (be-

tween low and low or between high and high caste) is more
|)ronounced than vertical intermixture, a fact which serves to

conserve the stability of the social system. Thc> Hindu com-
munity of Bengal does not on one hand conform to the ortho-

dox scheme of a logically perfect system of rigidly exclusive

castes between which no intercourse is ever possible
;
on the

other hand neither does it present an amorphous or chaotic

character. It shows a definite structure which has its founda-
tion in clearly marked cultural as well as physical differences,

hut through these differences the process of synthesis is steadily

going on under the influc^nce of cultural and geographical proxi-

mity.

Conclusion.

T have given above a piece of straiglitforward statistical

analysis
;

1 have also described some of the anthropological

conclusions which may be derived from them. Here I wish
to make a distinction. The reliability of the statistical results

depends only on the accuracy of the measurements used, the

validity of the formulae employed, and the accuracy of the com-
putation. The statistical results may therefore be called posi-

tive in the sense that they are amenable to objective checks.

The anthropological results on the other hand partake of

a definitely historical character, and their significance and weight

depends on the legitimacy of the interpretation of historical and
sociological factors of varying importance.

Strictly speaking my own business ends with finding the

statistical results ;
and as I do not profess to claim any expert

Ivnowledge in anthropology, I must leave the anthropological

deductions for consideration and acceptance or rejection by
professed anthropologists.

Whatever may be the value of the particular deductions
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given here I believe it would be readily admitted however that
a comparison of caste-distances is likely to give us valuable
information about caste affinities and connexions, and hence
about caste-origins. It would therefore be desirable to make
an exhaustive comparison of caste-distances for all castes for

which reliable data are available.

The object of the proposed survey will be to arrange all

Indian castes (for which reliable data are available) in a
systematic way in accordance with their anthropometric
measurements. If this systematic classification is once carried

out it will be an easy matter to compare and study the connex-
ions between any group of castes with any other.

This programme is not new. It was formulated in 1911

by Dr. (now Sir) Brajendra Nath Seal, in his address on
‘^Race-origins” delivered before the first Universal Races
Congress in London. He had stated :

* “If the groups requiring

to be arranged vary in “ n ” characters, and if biometric

measurements are complete, the composite mean of the groups
may be taken as the point of origin, and the mean of the

single characters for each group may be imagined as marked
off on “ 11 ” co-ordinates, and the position in n-dimensioned space

of each group could be easily assigned.” The n-dimensional

distance between any two castes in this space will then imme-
diately give their anthropometric distance.

As a preliminary to the proposed survey it will be

necessary to collect and examine all available anthropometrical

data for India, and after a careful examination accept for final

use only those which may be considered reliable and compar-
able.. Neither the proposed survey nor even the preliminary

examination of the data can properly be undertaken b}^ a single

individual. It is essentially a task for a group of workers. It

would therefore be extremely useful to have a standing com-
mittee for Anthropology (in connection with the Indian Science

Congress) for this purpose.

The first task of this committee will be to prepare a

Bibliography of Indian Anthropometry. It will then examine
the data and publish an authoritative note on their reliability

and their comparability. It should also draw up a standard

list of characters with standard definitions for future guidance

of field workers in India, and should also indicate areas or

castes for which surveys are urgently required. Such a Com-
mittee will also prove useful in preventing overlapping of field

work and may act as a central clearing house for the co-ordi-

nation of anthropometric researches in India.

CU.

lead i <.

1 Race Origins, 1911, pp, 7-8.



APPENDIX I.

1 give Ijelow short notes on the castes selected for the present
analysis.

BengaU

(1) Brahmans, 100- 75 from West Bengal and 25 from East Bengal
(24-Porganas Bl, Calcutta 12, Nadia 10, Burdwan 9, Dacca 7, Barisal 6,
Faridpur 5, Khulna 4, Bankura 4, Jessore 4 and a few other places).

The great majority belong to the Rarhi group with a sprinkling of
I'arendras.

(2) Kayaathas, 100. Traditionally Sudras (the fourth caste) and ser-

\ ants of the Brahmans, now culturally in the same class as the Brah-
mans. (Jessore 13, Dacca 13, 24-Perganas 8, Faridporo 8, Nadia 8,
Hugh 7, Bakarganj 7 and a few other places).

(3) Sadgops, 48 (mainly from 24-Perganas 23, Midnapore 7, Hugli 6,

riiiniwan 4, and Birbhum 4).

Originally cowherds they have now taken to some of the minor
professions and trades and enjoy a fairly good social status. Water and
;sweets are taken from their hands by higher castes.

(4) Kaibartaa, 100. A cultivating caste, the chdsi or cultivating sec-

tion of w'hich is Jal-acharaniya. 92 belonged to West Bengal. (24-Per-
ganas 22, Midnapore 19, Hugli 17, Nadia 8, Howrah 7, Murshidabad 6,
( 'alcutta 4, and a few other places.)

(5) Rajbansi, 100, all from North Bengal (Rangpur 53, Jalpaiguri 24,
Dinajporo 18). Believed to be the remnants of an aboriginal race, the
Ivoches of North Bengal, they have become Hinduised and have adopt-
rd the Bengali language. According to ono view they are a Mongoloid
race that entered Bengal from the east by way of the Brahmaputra
\ alley ; others consider them to bo descended from a Dravidian stock.

(6) Rod, 100 (of whom 99 were residents of 24-Perganas). Originally
a fishing caste, a large number have now become agriculturists or petty
shopkeepers. They are not Jal-acharaniya and their touch defiles. They
itiay be served by washermen but as a rule not by barbars. They gener-
ally abstain from beef, pork or fowls. Socially they rank very low.

(7) Bagdis 100 (of whom 99 came from West Bengal : 24-Pergauas
30, Hugh 24, Burdwan 11, Bankura 10, Howrah 5, Birbhum 5, Murshida-
bad 4). Believed to be of aboriginal descent. Originally fishermen
many of them are now agricultural labourers or bearers. Some of

them eat beef and pork, but there are others e.g., like the sub-caate
Tentuliyas who abstain from prohibited flesh. Their social rank is very
low and although admitted within the pale of Hinduism they are almost
on the border-land.

(8) Alai Fahari, lUO (of whom 98 belonged to Santal Porganas and
2 to Birbhum). A Hinduised section of the Pahari or hill tribe of Santal
Perganas. They speak a form of corrupt Bengali but their Hinduisation
is not yet complete, and they are ranked among the lowest of the low.

(9) Male, 100 (98 from Santal Perganas and 2 from Birbhum).
An aboriginal tribe allied to the Chota Nagpur group.

(10) Mahomedans, 185, all from East Bengal, (Mymensingh 58, Dacca
3S, Faridpore 34, Chittagong 27, Tippera 13, Pabna 8, Noakhali 5, and
Barisal 2).

(11) Lepcha, 57. (Darjeeling 48, Sikkim 8, and Napa! 1.) They are
the aboriginal inhabitants of the hill districts of Darjeeling and Sikkim

;

about 250 years ago they were driven out into the lower valleys and
gorges by the Tibetans. They are a timid and peaceful people, veiy fond
of their native woods. They have intermarried to some extent with the
Limbus and Sikkim Bhotias who both rank higher in the social scale.
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(12) Magh, 100. (Rangamati 82, and Chittagong 18.) It is a name
which is commonly applied to the native inhabitants of Arakan, parti-
cularly those bordering on Bengal or residing near the sea.

(13) Ghalcma, 100 (all from Rangamati and Chittagong). An abori-
ginal tribe.

Chota Nagpur.

(14) Bhuiya, 100 individuals chiefly from Lohnrdaga 86, Hazaribagh
10, and Santal Pergana 4.

They are believed to be of Dravidian (?) origin and are a respectable
class of cultivators, some of whom are small landholders. They are
partially Hinduised and have adopted many Hindu rites and customs.

(15) Kurmi, 100 individuals from Manbhum 92, Lohardaga 6, and
Hazaribagh 2.

They are petty agriculturists with a very humble social position and
are not Jal-acharaniya. Risley believed them to be a Hinduised branch of

the Santals but they Tnay even be of non-abori^nal descent. It appears
fairly certain however that they are entirely distinct from the Kurmis
(of Bihar and U. P.) whose social position is considerably higher.

(16) Munda, 100 individuals from Lohardaga 06, Singbhiim 3, and
Hazaribagh 1.

They are an aboriginal tribe having universally admitted precedence
over other tribes.

(17) Oraon, 100 individuals from Lohardaga.
They are believed to have come originally from Southern India.

(18) Santal, 100 individuals mainly from Santal Perganas S7, Maii-

bhum 4, Rirbhum 3, Midnapore 3, and adjoining districts.

An aboriginal caste who have penetrated more than others into Ben-
gal and are getting partially Hinduised but have not yet been admitted
within the pale of Hinduism.

Bihar.

(19) Brahman, 100 individuals collected from all over the province
(Shahabad 9, Saran, 6, Monghyr 8, Darbhanga 5, Gaya 6, Bhagalpore 4,

Champaran 4, Mozaffarpur 4, Allahabad 3, and other places).

(20) Ooala, 100 individuals from Shahabad 25, Saran 20, C'hamparan
11, Patna 11, Bhagalpore 8, Gaya 8, Darbhanga 6, Mozaffarpore 5, and a
few other districts.

Traditionally cowherds they have now taken to agriculture and occu-

py a respectable position in Hindu society.

(21) Doaadh, 100 individuals from Gaya 36, Monghyr 13. Bhagalpore
11, Darbhanga 8, Patna 8, and other districts.

They are mostly labourers, menials, swineherds, and are despised by
Hindus generally and rank a little higher than Chamars.

(22) Dom, 100 individuals mainly from Champaran 28. Saran 20,

Gaya 22, Patna 12, and a few other districts.

They breed pigs, supply fuel for burning dead bodies, eat prohibited

food and occupy a place at the very bottom of the social scale.

North* Weatem Provinces (United Provinces of Agra and Oudh).

(23) Brahman, 100 (Gonda 42, Sultanpore 17, Fyzabad 10, Partab-
garh 10, Rae Bareilly 6, and a few other districts).

(24) Kayaatha, 100 individuals from all over the province. (Lucknow
9, Bareilly 8, Shabajpore 6, Benares 6, Agra 6, Jaunpore 6, Sultanpore 4,

Haidoi 4, Aligarh 4, Allahabad 6, and many other districts.)

They are better educated than any other caste in this province and
own a considerable amount of landed property. They rank next to the

Brahmans in social position.
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(25) GocUas, 100 individuals from all over the province (Hardoi 12,
Bahraich 11, Fyzabad 10, Lucknow 8, Bareilly 6, Partabgarh 6, Gonda 6,

Sitapur 5, and other places).

They are graziers by tradition but have now taken to cultivation.

I’hey enjoy a fairly high position in Hindu society but come after the
Kayasthas.

(26) Chamars, 100 individuals widely distributed in the province,
(Fyzabad 13, Bareilly 11, Agra 9, Hardoi 8, Partabgarh 7, Shabajpore 6,
Bahraich 5, and other places).

They are leather-workers by tradition but many of them work as
agricultural labourers some of them own small pieces of land. Their
social position is very low.

*

(27) Dom, 100 individuals from Gorakhpur 32, Azamgarh 15, Benares
14, Ghazipur 12, and other districts.

They are believed to be of aboriginal descent and in some districts
are considered to be a criminal tribe. They come at the very bottom of
the social scale almost on the borderland of Hindu society.

Punjab.

(28) KhetH, 60 individuals from Lahore 25, Guzrat 6, Amritsar 4,

Gujranwala 3, Gurdaspore 3, Multan 3, Peshawar 3, Jullunder 3, and
other places. Recognised to be of good social status.

(29) Pathana, 80 individuals from Peshawar 48, Bannu 15, Kohat 1 1,

and a few other places.
Although a rather heterogenous collection they probably represent

tnie north-western characteristics.

(30) Ghuhra, 80 individuals from Lahore 56, Amritsar 6, Sialkot5, and
other places.

They are a class of agricultural labourers, village menials and scaven-
gers and occupy a low position in society.

APPENDIX II.

Out of the measurements given by Risely I have selected 15 (10
absolute measurements and 5 indices) for which I possessed fairly reliable

values of variability. The following Table gives the mean standard
deviations for 15 characters.

TabiiE of Vakiabimties.

No, Character. S.D.

1 Nasal Index .

.

6*86

2 Naso-malar Index 2*92

3 Cephalic Index 3*36

4 Fronto-zygomatic Index 2*74

5 Vertico-cephalic Index .

.

3*60

6 Stature 6*38

7 Nasal height .

.

2*88

8 Nasal breadth 2*51

9 Bimalar breadth 1

4*52

10 Nasomalar breadth .

. |

i 6-40

11 Cephalic length . . 1

!
6*30

12 1 Cephalic breath
i

6*00

13 Frontal breadth
1

3^71

14 Bi-zygomatic breadth .

.

4*50

15 Height : vertex-chin 10*00
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In constructing tho above table 1 used from 30 to 40 samples of
Indian castes, each consisting of about 100 individuals. Standard devia-
tions were obtained by direct comi^utation in every case and may be
considered fairly reliable.

Mean Values. The mean values were directly calculated in every
case and where in agreement with (i.o. not differing by more than 01
from) mean values given by Risley, the latter were accepted for use. In
cases lof discrepancy individual measurements were carefully scrutinised

and checked through indices, and were suitably corrected, and new mean
values were worked out on the basis of such corrected measurements. A
list of such reconstructed mean values (differing by 0’2 mm. or more from
Risloy’s values) used in this paper is given below :

—

(1) Bengal.
Brahman : Fronto-zygomatic index (81*6).

Sadgop : Bizygomatic breadth (127*9).

Rajbansi : Nasal index (76*8). Nasal length (49*1).

(2) Darjeeling Hills.

Lepcha: Cephalic Index (80*9). Cephalic breadth (148*7).

Nasal length (52*0). Nasal breadth ifiC'b). Nasal index
(70*4).

(3) Punjab,
Khatri : Height vortex to chin (217*3).

(4) Bihar.
Brahman : Nasal index (73*0).

(5) Chittagong hills.

Chakma ; Height vertex to chin (219*8).

Magh *. Nasal breadth (39*1).

(0) North-West Provinces.

Kayastha: Nasal length (44*7).

Dom: Nasal index (83*2). Head length (182*9). Head
breadth (136*4).

Mean values for Anglo-Indian.—Stature 165*7 cm. ; Head Length 182-3

null. ; Head Breadth 142-6 mm. ; Cephalic Index 78*4
; Nasal Height

50*1 inin; Nasal Breadth 35-6 mm. ; Nasal Index 71*9.

APPENDIX III.

Statistical Definition of Caste-Distance (D).

If Ml is the mean value of any character (say, nasal index) for one
caste and M'l the corresponding mean value of the same character for

a second caste, then Mi—M\ gives the difference between the two castes
for nasal index i.e. for the particulcur character considered. We are

however not concerned with single characters; we wish to find the

difference between the two castes as a whole, based on a number of

characters, that is, we wish to take into consideration not only M\^M\
(say, nasal index) or (say# cephalic index) or JII3— Af's (sa?*

nasomalar index) etc. taken singly, but all of them taken together. It is

obvious however that a .difference of, say, one centimetre in head |ong<^
is a far more serious matter than the same difference in stature, that is

the relative importance of (Afi—JH'i) or is not tho same for

all characters. It will be therefore necessary to reduce them to some
common unit. The standard deviation (si, ^2) I'h© characters con-

cerned may be selected to furnish this unit ; so that dividing (Afi—
by the coTtespunding standard deviation 8\ and M'2)
we reduce the difietencea to tho same 8tatiBt\co\ hwE»B. Theao teduoed
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.jirtoreiices can then be compared inter se or added together. As some of
flio differences will bo positive and others negative it will be desirable to
-et rid of the algebraic sign ; wo therefore take the squares of the reduced
lilYorences and adding together for all the different characters we get the
.•\pressi<'>n

\ n

TMldrig the mean value for “p” characters we have

*S'

a (provisional) measure of caste-distance.
It should be observed hero that Sj,

.9;i. . . .should clearly be given
average value of the standard deviations obtained from a large

laimhor of different castes. The Table in Appendix II gives provisional
values based on my own analysis of from 30 to 40 Indian castes and

ri|p Coefficient of Racial Likeness of Prof. Pearson is defined as

c=Ls(J^\

.

p \n-|-n'/ \ .sq /

\?i -t- n' /

vlion the number of individual measurements is the same for all charac-
ters ill the same sample.

When the size of the sample is constant for all samples, the two
' ooHicient D and C are very nearly proportional to each other.

The Probable Error of C (Pearson’s C.H.L.) has been calcuhitod in

•tv ory case from the corrected expression (given by Pearson in Biometrika

W-llI, V’^ol. I and II, p. 104.) +0’6745 ,y^?, whore p is the total

t timber of characters used for the comparison.
Note added 26th August, 1027.—I may note hero that the coolficiont

H used in the present paper is essentially of the same typo as the “ Dif-

I'.Tential Index” proposed bj' H E. Soper, and used by T. A. Joyce in his
•* Notes on the Physical Anthropology of Chinese Turkestan and the
I’amirs” {Jour. Roy. Anthropological Inat., XLII, 1912, p. 4J0). Soper’s

• ochicient is defined as the sum of (the difference in Means divided by the
1).), and therefore differs from my D in certain respects. They are both

'»» agreement however about not taking the size of the sample in

'•onsidoration.

Since writing the present paper I have worked out a coefficient which
I believe is theoretically preferable to the one used here. In the present
'lotation it may be written as

:

J w

=[/>]-
n-t-n

itli variance given by

2 4 n'\ r —T 2/n+ n'\2

jy^p\n . nv n . n'/

'vhere D is the mean value of D\ It can be shown that this mean

D=o ioT tY?o random aamp\oB laVLon Vcom aasna
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It will be noticed that the new coefficient {D') differs from the present,
one {D) by a small correcting term (»+ n')/??7?/, but is connected witii
Pearson’s C.K.L. [O] by the simple relation :

—

rc'i

Although J consider the new coeliicient D' to be preferable to
I have not altered the figures in this paper for two reasons. The correct-
ing terms are quite small (usually about —0-02, the maximum value l^eing

about —0*03), so that the conclusions will not be appreciably affected!

And secondly, the paper was given as an address on a particular occasion

;

I have therefore thought it proper to leave the contents practically
unchanged.

APPENDIX IV.

Positional 1n d fix .

Wo can compare the relative position of any sub-group, say, tiio

Bengal castes, with the help of a simple positional index described below.
Each of the Tables I, (1)— (7) consists of 29 castos; the average

position of a caste is therefore .1 (29-1-1), that is, 16. Out of these 211

castes, 8 castes belong to Bengal. Tf all these 8 Bengal castes occupy
the first S places then the average position of the Bengal castes would
bo i (8 4 1). i.e. 4*6. On the other hand if the 8 Bengal castes occupy
the last 8 places their average position would be 25’6. The total range of

variation of average position is tlnis (25*5—4*5)=21.
Out of this amount (15— 4’5)= 10*5 is the range above the ax eragt'

position of all castes and (14— 25’5)=10*5 is the range below the average
position of ail castes. Now in actual fact the average position of Bengal
castos will be somewhere between 4*5 and 25'5. Lot the average position
of Bengal castes bo “</.'* Then (16—a)/l()*5 will give a quantitative
measure of the relative position of the Bengal castes in the whole list.

.

The general formula is very simple. Lot ‘‘ n ” be the total nunflici’

ill the .whole list and ‘‘ m” the number in any sub-group and “o ** the

observed average position of the .sub-group (obtained by adding together
the serial position of oacli of the caates belonging to the sub-group and
dividing by the total number of castes in the sub-group).

The moan position of the whole group is then | (n-fl). If the w/

castes in the given sub-group occupy the first m positions in the list,

their average position i.e, “ a ” will bo J (m4-l). If they occupy the last

m positions “a” will be n— | (m— 1). In actual practice “o” will be
somewhere between these two limits i.o. the range of variation of “r/"

will be (a->?n). The positional index may then be defined as

p^»t ^ -.2? X 100.
n—

m

When the “ wi ” castes occupy the first “m” places, the value of

“a” will be (m-4*l)/2 and p will become -I- 100, and when they occupy the

last ‘• m” places, “a” is n— (?n-|-l)/2 and P will be —100.
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APPENDIX V.

In supplementary tables (8*1)— (8-4) I give the average values of C and
D and certain indices based on such average values. For example in Table
(8*1) for the Bengal Brahmans the average value of D for seven Bengal
castes (line 1) is *500, while the average for all castes (line 7) is 1’24(>. In
Table (8*2) a corresponding index is shown for facility of comparison. If

** A ” is the general average for all castes, and ** a is the average for any

subgroup, then the index used here is defined as ~---^xl00. In the
A

present example, .4=1*246, a=*.500, and therefore the index

V 1 *246 /

Tables (8*3) and (8*4) give similar figures for C (Pearson’s C.R.b ). It

will bo noticed that the three tables (8*0), (8*2) and (8*4) give very similar

results.
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-18*0



Brahman.

Kayastha.|

Sadgop.

Kaibarta.

.

Bagdi.

Malpahari.

Mahomedan.

Anglo-Indian.
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M ;o 1^
9

Bihar

(4)

..

..i

+27-8

--42*3

5

+45-6

1

+52-4

i

+256

-

6-1

+80-3

+

47-8

10

Northwestern

Provinces

(5)

I

—61-1

—

47-S

;

—43-7

I

—54

1

—28-7

—11-3

—54-0

—

41

1

11

Punjab

(3)

..

^

+49

0

+

1-7

'

-28-8

I

-367

:

-87-7

-86*8

+
3
8

+

68-2

12

Chutia

Nagpur

(7)

..

-97-8

-47-2

j

-34-7

i

-16-6

+38*2

+65-8

-14-5

-108*6





Article No. 25.

A Preliminary Report on Injection Experiments with

special reference to the Production of Alkaloids

and general Metabolism in Plants.

By S. Krishna and H. Chaitdhur[.

Introduction.

It is a well-known fact that in very closely related jilauts,

(litferences exist regarding the production of alkaloids; for

‘xample in the Opium Poppy (Papaver Somniferum) a consider-

able quantity of morphine and berberine i.s present, whereas
in the Red Poppy (Papaver Ehaeas) practically no alkaloid is

piodiiced. Similar differences exist in the production of scent

and colour, as in Laihyrus odoratus and Latliyrus aphaca and
in different species of Delphinium, etc.

As far as the authors are aware, with thc^ exception of some
work on colour production in certain flowers, no systematic

attempt has hitherto been made to explain these differences.

The present note deals with an attempt to find out the
(‘iiuses that produce such differences and to test whether such
differences are due to the metallic elements that are present in

plants or to .some physiological nature connected with the
protoplasm. The role of metals is susx>ectcd to be catalytic in

nature, and since different metallic catal^^sts, starting from
the same elements, will synthesise different organic substances
(for example, essential oil, colouring matter, alkaloid, etc.), it is

probable that the introduction of a suitable metal or non-metal
either in seeds or in plants will produce such differences as

have been given above. With this idea in view, these experi*

inents were conducted during last winter and spring in Lahore.
This work is far from complete or conclusive, but as some
interesting re.sults were obtained, this preliminary note is pub-
lished with a view to bringing these to the notice of other
workers in this line.

Experimental plants .—Seeds of the follow ing plants were
obtained and cultivated in pots under control.

Plants with difference in alkaloid :

—

Papaver somniferum,
Papaver Rhaeas, and
Argemone mexicamt.

Plants with difference in colour of the petals :

—

Delphinium (white, rose and blue),

Mathiola (red and white),
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Linum (blue and red),

Hyoscymus (black and ^vhite).

Method and 'procedure.—The seeds of the plants weie ana-
lysed qualitatively for even the minutest traces of metals and
certain non-metals present. Three grams of dried seeds were
taken and ignited carefully and the residue was then analysed
qualitatively for acid and basic radicals. The depth of colour

obtained for various radicals indicated whether traces or greater

quantities of it were present. The quantitative work has been
left for future communication. Tlie following

the results thus obtained :

—

table shows

Fe .Al. K 1* s ' Mg.

Delphinium, blue . . races traces nil traces much traces.

do white do nil nil much much much.
do rose . . do traces nil much much mucli.

Hyoscymus black . . traces nil traces much much traces.

do white . . traces nil nil mucli traces traces.

Linum blue . . traces traces nil much much traces.

do red
Argemone mcxicanu
J*apaver somnijerum
J^apnver Rh(m,s

. . traces

. . much
. . littlo

. . V. little

traces

little.

much.
much.

nil much traces traces.

In the first set of experiments tlie seeds of the plants were
treated with different salt solutions (Ferric chloride, ferric

nitrate, ferrous and ferric sulphates, aluminium chloride,

aluminium nitrate, potassium chloride, sulphate and nitrate,

magnesium suliihate. chloride and nitrate). A twofold diffi-

culty was encountered. In many cases the salts were absorbed
by the seed coats only, for when the coats were removed w
traces of the absorbed solutions were to be found. Again when
the seeds were made to absorb the solutions by removing the

seed coats or by steeping the seeds in the salt solutions for

three or more days, they lost their power of germina-
tion. To get over these difficulties injection experi-

ments were carried out. The untreated seeds were
germinated and after the plants had grown into seedlings

of 4 to 6 inches in height, they were injected by
means of hypodermic syringes with colloidal solutions of differ-

ent metals and certain non-metals which our analyses had
shown to be lacking or less abundant. Thus, for example, in

Hyoscymus white only a very small quantity of Sulphur was
present, while in Hyoscymus black sulphur was abundant. So
Hyoscymus white was injected with colloidal sulphur. The
following table shows the list of injections carried out in differ-

ent plants:

—

With colloidal iron

:

•Pa/paver somniferum, Papaver Rhneas,

Mathiola red and w’hite.
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With colloidal aluminium

:

Hyoacymm black, Delphinium roM\
Mathiola red and white.

With colloidal sulphur

:

Hyoscymua white, Limim j-ed,

Mathiola red and white,

Fapaver somniferum, and
Papaver Rhaeas.

The experiments with colloidal Potassium and Magnesium
wen* not proceeded with.

The stems of the plants were injected near the soil level,

and about ^ to 1 cc. of the colloidal solution was pressed in very
gently and slowdy. The following st?*engths were used :

—

Colloidal iron . . . . 0*003*’;,

Colloidal aluminium . . 0*001%
Colloidal sulphur . . . . 0*2%

The injury due to the needle was covered up by painting
with a little of collodion solution. The plants were examined
daily regarding their growth, flowering, seed, production, etc.

In many cases the injections greatly intcrfei’ed with the flower-
ing and seed-production, and in this respect the effects of iron
and aluminium were the most marked. Though in many
oases the effects of injection were distinctly beneficial as regards
growth, the development of the flower bud w'as very much
delayed and in some cases suppressed altogether

;
thus although

Mathiola white, when injected with colloidal iron, produced a
number of flower buds, yet these failed to open. When one of
the control plants, in which some buds had already opened,
was injected with colloidal iron it stopped opening the buds.

Decided benefleial effects, viz. vigorous plant growth
and more flowers, were obtained in almost all cases when
colloidal sulphur was injected, though the flower buds devel-
oped a little late. In all the above cases the colloidal solutions
were made in conductivity water, and the control plants were
left untreated. Detailed analyses w'ere carried out of the
injected plants of Opium Poppy and Red Poppy regarding the
changes, if any, produced with reference to alkaloids. The
plants (in ioto) w^ere extracted with solvents (alcohol, water
and acetic acid) for the alkaloid and the solutions were tested

4ualitatively. No quantitative work could be undertaken with
such small quantities as were at our disposal. The following
re-iults, though not conclusive, are nevertheless interesting :

—

Opium Poppy—untreated—a small quantity of berberine
found.

Opium Poppy—injected with colloidal iron-r-traces sus

pected.
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Red Poppy—untreated—suspicion of morphine and ber-

berine.

Red Poppy—injected with colloidal iron—traces of ber-

berine found.

It will be seen that injection of colloidal iron appears to

reduce the berberine in the Opium Poppy, whereas it increases

the berberine or rather produces it in the Red Poppy, in which,
under normal conditions, practically no berberine is found.

This result is far from conclusive but it gives ground to

the suspicion that iron in this case acts as a catalyst and we
may be able to make the plants produce altogether different

organic matters by the simple injection of very small quantities

of suitable elements.

It is a pity that Argemone mexicana did not flourish

sufficiently well in the green house as to give satisfactory

results, but the authors hope to carry out the experiments
under field conditions and to repeat in the future all the

above experiments more fully.

University Chemical Laboratories,

Lahore.



Article No. 26.

Lunar Periodicity in the Reproduction of Insects.

By Sunder Lal Hora.

( rulilislied with the permission of the Director, Zoological Survey of
India.

)

III recent years ^ considerable attention has been paid to

the study of lunar rhythms in the reproduction of certain

animals, chiefly marine organisms
;
but so far as 1 am aware no

observations have hitherto been recorded on the occurrence of

.such a periodicity in the appearance of the swarms of insects.

It is a well known fact that for the sole purpose of reproduc^-

tion swarms of certain insects, e.r/., mayflies, appear fora very
limited period at definite seasons. In May-June, 1926, while

collecting mayflies at the request of my colleague Dr. B. N.
Chopra in the Kangra Valley ( Punjab, India), I was greatly

impressed by the fact that mayfly swarms (about a dozen or

more genera were collected between the 231x1 and 31st of May )

appeared about the full moon period (full moon date 27th May,
1926), and though on other nights I was generally out in the

stream-bed with a lantern no mayflies were collected. After
six weeks’ observations I was led to believe that moonlight
exerts some kind of influence on the emergence of these

insects and it is obvious that light would be a great help to

the flies in their nuptial dances and in egg-laying. On my
fcturn to Calcutta, dates of swarming of several species were
<‘ollected from different sources, but these data did not help
tiic much. To elicit further information a short note was read
before the 14th meeting of the Indian Sciences Congress in

January, 1927, an abstract of which has appeared in the

i^roceedings (p. 199).

To show that a lunar rhj'thin exists in the reproduction of

Juayflies, it was necessary to get data regarding the swarms of

the same species on more than one occasion, and with this

object the dates of the published records were collected and
Professor R, A. Sampson, F.R.S., has

.
been kind enough

to compute the dates of the nearest full moon in the case of
‘ >lder records.

Muller (Ent, Mo, Mag. I, p. 262, 1865) observed the
;iwarms of Oligoneuria rheiiayia Imhoff and remarked that, “ The
imagos appear at Basle in the first days of September, in

^

^ Fox, H. M.—Proc. Boy, Soc.. B., XCV, p. 623 (1923); Fage^nd
begendre, Archiv. Zoci. Exper. LXVII, p. 23 (1927). (See bibliograpKy
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immense numbers,” but in the next year {ibid., II, p. 182) In*

recorded the swarms of these insects as early as the 25th and
26th of July. In 1865, there was full moon on the 6th of

September and in 1866, on July 27th. McLachlan found the
same species in swarms (ibid., XVII, p. 163) at Basle on the
25th of August 1880. The date of full mooii was August
21.st. From the above observations it seems ])robable tliat 0.

rhenana swarms about the full moon period.

Reaumur observed swarms of Polymitarcys virgo from 18tli

to 22nd of August, 1738 and in smaller numbers on succeed-

ing days (Miall, Aquatic Insects, pp. 309-314, 1903). The date
of nearest full moon was 19th of August. In 1883 Desmarest
(Bull. Soc. Ent. France (6) III, p. evii, 1883) found thr same
species in su arms from the 23rd to 26th of August. Tlicrt*

was full moon on the 17th of August. P. virgo is thus found
to swarm between the last quarter and full moon.

Mrs. B. S. Maxwell sent to the Indian Museum speciiiieii.>

of Palingenia robusta Eaton from swarms taktui on 26tl) oi

October 1916 (full moon date 11th October), on October 30th

1918 (full moon date 19th October) and on 25th October 1919
(full moon date 7th November). These records indicate that

P. robusta swarms between the last quarter and tlie new moon.
Needham (Bull. fj. S. Bur. Fish, Washington, XXXVI.

p]). 269-292, 1917-18) has recorded a serit's of obser vations on

the appearance of Ilexagenia hilineaia in 1916 and remarked
that ' emergence was in waves

; that successive waves readied

tlieir height at about the 13th, 18th, and 23rd of the niontli.

with falling away in numbers on intervening dates; -that

subsequent smaller waves culminated on the 10th and the 23rd

of August, separated by intervals of entire absence of adults

;

and that belated reappearance occurred on the 2nd and 15th

of September.” Except for the 18th of July, the other date-

show a more or less periodic arrangement. The .swarms that

appeared on the 13th July (P. M. 16th July), lOth of Augu^^t

(F. M. 13th August) and the 2nd of September (F. M. 10th

September) were out between the 1st quarter and the full

moon
; while those that appeared on the 23rd of July, 23rd of

August and 15th of September came out chiefly between the last

quarter and the new moon. The appearance of the belated

swarms in Septembci* is rather irregular. I had associated the

emergence of each species of mayfly with a certain intensit}' of

light so Needham’s records w'ere rather surprising to me. I

find, however, that Needham has combined in his H. bilineata

two species recognised as distinct by Walsh (Proc. Ent. Soc-

Philadelphia II, p. 199, 1863) on the colouration of their eye-

etc. Walsh also observed that in a large swarm only individu*

als of one type were found. This suggests that either Needham
was dealing with two species or H. hilineaia is dimorphic so fa^

as the colour of the eye is concerned. On this last factor
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piobably depends the emergence of the two forms at different

rates of the moon.
While investigating the headwaters of the Nerbadda River

• C.P.) I collected mayflies from swarms from 13th to 16th
I'ebruary, 1927 (F. M. I6th February). Needham {Cmiadian
hjuL LIX, p. 13, 1927) observed swarms of Rhiihrogena mimus
i roin 24tb to 28th of June (F. M. 25th June). Collisoii record

-

i d swarms of mayfly (Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc. No. 481, ]>. 329,

1746) at Winchester from 27th to 30th May, 1744. There was
lull moon on the 28th of May, 1744. These observations

indicate that the mayflies that live in the clear and shallow
waters of hill-streams emerge on bright moon -lit nights.

At Dalliousie (W. Himalayas) I noticed, while collecting

insects every day with a strong light, that a large Tipulid fly

« ;unc to light for three or four days only about the period of

lull moon on two occasions.

In the Central Provinces and at Dalhousie I observed
swarms of Trichoptera only on dark nights. The compound
eves of these caddis-flies are usually small and the males of

rertain species possess scent-brushes. These are probably ada])-

t ations for flnding mates in the dark.

Further observations on insect swarms in relation to the
state of the moon are very desirable.





Article No. 27.

On Perlcrocotiis spevAosufi speiAosuH (Lath.)

occurring in Ranchi District, Ghota Nagpur.

By Satya Churn Law.

During my tour in October-November last in the district

oi Ranchi, I was able to collect half a dozen specimens of

Pericrocotus s. speciosus (Lath.), which are now in the Indian
Museum. I found these not only occurring in small flocks or in

pairs in forests or forest-fringes but also on roadside trees

.somewhat away from them. The following are the places

u here the specimens were shot by me

:

Place. Date.

Off Ichadag Hill on Ranchi-
Hazaribagh Road

Near Rajadera on Ranchi-

Purulia Road
Do.

Fringe of Jonah forests on
Ranchi-Pnrulia Road

9th November, 1927

29th October, 1927.

14th October, 1927.

26th October, 1927.

On a reference to Mr. Stuart Baker's Avifauna of British

India I notice that Chota Nagpur (within which the District

of Ranchi is situated) has been omitted from the range of

distribution of this species. Mr. Stuart Baker writes as

follows :

—

Distribution :—The Himalayas from the Sutlej Valley to

Eastern Assam, North of the Brahmaputra
;
The Khasia Hills

;

across the Northern Kachiii Hills into Yunnan.

But I find Oates (First Edition, Fauna, British India,

Birds, vol. I, page 480) rightly including Chota Nagpur within

the range of distribution of this bird. There is om* other

species of Pericrocotus whoso distribution Mr. Stuart Baker
records as being in Northern India, extending from the foot-

hills of the Himalayas as far south as the Central Provinces

and Lower Bengal in winter. This bird is called Pericrocotus

b. breviroslris (Vigors). Its colouration is so much akin to

that of Pericrocotus speciosus speciosus (Lath.) as might give
rise to some confusion as to the correct identification of the
two birds. But on scrutiny 1 find the characters distinguish-

ing each other are sufficiently well-marked so as to leave no
room for any mistake in identification. These characters

are ;

—
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Innermost secondaries with ovaJ

red drops . . . . P. specioana S
Innermost secondaries with no oval

red drops . • . . P. hreviroatria

Innermost secondaries with oval

yellow spots . . P. apecioatts 9

Innermost secondaries with no oval

yellow spots . . . . P. hreviroatria 9

Besides Pericrocotua s, speciosua is larger in size than
Pericrocotua b. hreviroatria : Total length of the former is about
230 mm. and that of the latter only about 180 mm. Maximum
measurement of the wing of the former is 106 mm. and that of

the latter only 96 mm.
On examination of my specimens I find total length

average.^ 208 mm. and maximum wing measurement is 105 mm.
Innermost secondaries in rf are with scarlet oval drops near
the extremity of the outer web.s and in 9 they are with oval

yellow spots on the outer webs. These characters unmistaka-
bly establish the identity of my specimens as being Pericro-

rxitua a. speciosua (Lath ).

In Mr. Stuart Baker’s description of this species (Fauna
British India, second edition, vol. II, page 319) I notice some
omissions, and one which I consider not trifling I take this

opportunity to point out. In adult males he describes the

greater wing-coverts as scarlet, but I find they are black at the

base, a feature which was rightly recorded by Oates in the old

edition, Fauna British India (Birds), page 480. In my speci-

mens 1 observe that the central tail-feathers in (fat this tima:of

the year are invariably with scarlet on the outer webs and with

a similar streak at the tip.



Article No. 28

A Further Note on the Manuscript Drawings

of Fish in the Mackenzie Collection.

By Sunder Lal Hora.

(L*ublished with the permission of the Director, Zoologicjal Survey of

India.)

Last year attention was directed {Jotirn, Asiat. Soc, Bengal.

N.S., XXII, pp. 93-98) to the fish drawings in that part of

the Mackenzie Collection which is now lodged in the library

the Asiatic Society of Bengal. It was pointed out at the

same time that there were certain other munuscript volumes

in this collection which contained illustrations of Natural His-

tory objects. While on a visit to London advantage was taken
• >f an opportunity to examine these in the India Office Library

and the following account is based on the results of this exam-
ination.

The India Office Library possesses two volumes belonging
to the Mackenzie Collection which contain Natural History
drawings. One of these corresponds with and is designated as
* No. 4 on p. ccxxiii of the catalogue of the collection by H. H.

Wilson, (p. 581 of Ed. 2, Madras, 1882).” The contents of this

volume as stated on the first page of the volume have already

been given (/.c., p. 94 footnote), but I wish to make it clear

that a “drawing” really means a plate, each of which contains
several illustrations. Thus there are seven plates of fishes,

containing 24 illustrations representing 21 species. The species

represented are the same as those listed already (Z.c.,pp. 96-97)
with the exception of Kanduka. There is a slight difference

in the numbering of these drawings as compared with those
in the library of the Society. For example Nos. 3 and 20 of the
India Office Library are Nos. 4 and 21 respectively of the
Society’s Library, and vice versa. It may here be remarked
that the date and place of collection of the fish illustrated in

drawing No. 21 of the Society’s collection are the same as those
>f the drawing No. 20.

The second volume contains “Natural History and Bota-
nical Drawings.” There are 74 x>late8 in this volume which are

distributed as follows :

—

Mammals
Birds

Fish

Crustacea (prawn)

.. 10
.. 16
.. 14

.. 1
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Spider . . . . ... 1

Insects . . . . . . 3

(Several forms) , . . . 1

Reptiles . . . . ..18
Mermaid . . . . . . 1

Plants . . . . . . 9

Of the 14 plates of fish 8 are devoted to a pallachee hsli

of Mavillapooram a specimen of which is said to have been
found among rocks on the shore in December, 1816. The des-

cription of it is given as follows : “The skin of the lower part

of Pallachee is tough and covered with small prickles like

shagreen of a light brown colour, the teeth project forwards,

tlie Jaw bones are seen distinctly and the skin a little inclined

to sink
;
the skin about the anus is black and only about an inch

from the tail which is small and stiff like that of other fishes—
the ears are similar to a man’s of that size ; and the sides from
whence the belly projects out is of the same tinge as the

back.” (The italics are mine.) A specimen 1 foot inches was
collected at Mavillapooram. I think pallachee is Teiraodon stellat-

Ms, for in this s})ecies the anus is surrounded by a very distinct

black ring.^ Diodon hystrix is called “ Moollu plachay ” in Tamil
(Day, Fish. India

\ p. 708), but the figure leaves no doubt that

Pallachee is a Tetraodon.
Another siiecies of Teiraodon occupies two plates in this

collection. One plate contains the lateral and the dorsal views

of an Echeneis^ probably E. neucartes. Two plates are devoted
to Plerois russellii and the last plate to a Trygonid ray, probably
Trygon kuhlii.

It may be of interest to record that with the illustrations

of mermaids there is a spirited article in the volume showing
that such animals do exist.

Zoological Department,

University of Edinburgh,

April, 1928.

1 Note by Editor. On the other hand the species figured may be

Tetraodon hiapidus and the account of the distribution of the “small
prickles*’ and the reference to the “Ears” agrees better with the

charaelers of this species than with those of T. slelfatua.—R.B.S.S.



ARTiciiB No. 29.

Asvaghosa and the Ramayana.

By C. W. Gurner.

The Sanscrit poems of the Buddhist scholar and poet
Asvaghosa have usually been studied in their bearing on
Kalidassl rather than in relation to the earlier epics. The
VoVish scholar Andrzej Gawronski has drawn attention to this

latter aspect in notes on the Buddhacharita and the Saundara-
iianda, and has made a brief intensive study of the influence of

the Ayodhyakanda of the Ramayana on the Buddhacharita.
Ke points out the similarity in the narratives of the departure
of Rama to the forest with the subsequent return of Laksmana
alone to the desolate city, and of the departure of Siddhartha
with the return to the city of Chandaka the charioteer. The
parallelism is emphasised by direct references in the Buddba-
i harita, especially in Sarga VIII, to the story of the Ramayana,
Four of which relate to the Ayodhyakanda. Finally a number

verbal reminiscences leave little doubt that Asvaghosa was
ai quainted with the standard text of the Ayodhyakanda as we
liave it to-day.

It is the object of the present article to suggest on a rather

bmader scale the general range of comparison between the
Buddhist Kftvyas and the early epics, with special reference to

the Ramayana. If we accept the postulate that Asvaghosa’s
date lies between the earlier epic and Kalidasa, the comparison
marks a stage in the development of Sanscrit classical literature.

If the date of the author of the two Kavyas is regarded as

still open to question, it has a good deal of bearing on the
answer. One can attemi)t no more than the barest sketch with
some of the details filled in.

The trend of both poems with their motif of renunciation
naturally brings them more closely into contact with the
R unayana. With the direct references to that epic Gawronski
bas dealt in detail. There is one however, not particularly

'J^'he following are the editions quoted in this article.

Ramayana. Nirnayasagara. Bombay. »Sak 1830.

Buddhacharita. Oxford. Cowell. 1893.

Saundarananda. Bib.lnd. Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad
Sastri, C.I.E., 1910.

< rawronski’s notes are in two pamphlets, ** Studies about the Sanscrit
l^uddhist Literature'" (1919) and ** Notes on the Saundarananda”
( 1922

) Memoires de la Coinniission Orientale de L’Academic Polonaise
( ^os. 2 and 6). I owe my acquaintance with these to the kindness of
• 'rofessor G. Tucci, D.Ph.
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discussed by him, which certainly seems to imply that
Asvaghosa was thinking at the moment of some other version ol

the close of the story than that of the standard epic.

B. IX. 59.

Where does this element of misrule, the “ corruption by tlu

unworthy” come from. The tone of the epic version
different. There is the strain of overwork

Hiw i

HR H II

R. VI. cxxviii. 3

but never collapse before the forces of evil. It is possible that

the reference here is not to the Bamayana at all, but to some
form of a Dasaratha Jataka.

Two references to Valmiki are of importance. The words

B. I. 48

may or may not be a direct allusion to the well-known incident

in the Bamayana

HT etc.,

R. II. XV.

The ’ curious word in Coweirs text, if correct,

would leave no doubt about the intention, but there

seems better authority for (Fide .E. H. Johnston
ad loc : J.B.A.S., Ap., 1927, p. 214.) The allusion to Valmiki

as tutor of the two sons, in S. I. 26 points unmistak-

ably to the Uttarakanda. At the same time of course

neither reference would carry any implication as to Asvaghosa’s

acquaintance with the mass of legendary accretion in the

Balakanda and the Uttarakanda as they now stand, traces of

evidence for which will be mentioned later.

So much for direct references to the Bamayana. Before

going into the general range of comparison I would touch at thU

point also on some of the most obvious references to the

Mahabharata, with the object of putting the subsequent notes

into their proper perspective. It is cited, like the Bamayana,
in moral instances,

e.g.

B. XI. 31
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:\IU1

m ^mfvwTfspr! I

<?<j[ r

S. IX. 17

M reccalled quite casually by verbal assonance

In both the Kavyas the legend of MadrI and Pandu points the

nioral of addiction to women

^?r«r5i f^Tin?T qfstrfwifq I

•*

KT^^q^mTfgJH! I etc.

B. IV. 79. Cp. S. VJI, 45.

in the allusion to Gautama Dirghatapas, also occurring in both
poems,’ Gawronski finds the influence of the Sabhaparvan of the

Mahabharata, Adhyaya xxi, and moreover shows good reason
tni believing that the same Adhyaya provided the model for the

ilescription of the city of Rajagrha in the Buddhacharita.
(b X.)

I now turn almost exclusively to aspects of comparison with
ihe Ramayana. Its influence on Asvaghosa extends to four

fields. These are (a) Stock topics, (b) Style and Alankaia.
(•*) Grammar and Vocabulary, (d) Moral instance.s. I follow

«his classification.

I

Slock Topics,

The poem of Asvaghosa mark a stage in the development
nf Kavya from a more or less narrative poem to a series of set

pieces on conventionalised topics. This tendency may be
observed even with the Ramayana itself

;
and it is not exaggera-

tion to say that, with the exception of technical passages of

buddhist doctrine, the whole range of topics made use of by
Asvaghosa, whether in the main current of his narrative or

incidentally, is comprehended in the Ramayana.
These topics are of two kinds, either descriptive passages

'•t purely literary value, or fragments from the general corpus
of standardised Sanscrit learning. Without attempting
to define the branches of knowledge from which these

fragments are drawn in the categories familiar to the writers

themselves, it is enough to say that they come from the schools
of philosophy, political and military science, ethics and

1 Gawr : S. S. B. L. pp. 27-39.
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psychology, grammatical and aesthetic theory, and practical

handbooks on animals, arms, and other interests of a gentle-

man’s life. The duties of a king, the technique of an army,
the qualities of good cultured speech, the duty of telling un.
pleasant truths, the moral conflict over the renunciation of

vows, the pain of separation and consolement in the transi-

toriness of the world, are commonplaces alike of the Ramayana
and Asvaghosa. It is significant that they share these common-
places as a whole, but with material of this kind it does not of

course follow in the least that any precise allusion in one poem
is derived from another. They are taken no doubt by both
writers direct from the general stock of learning, and it is simply
the habit of interspersing these allusions, and dwelling now and
then to moralise on the narrative that represents the epic

influence.

The descriptive or literary passages are of more direct hear-

ing on the comparison
; and, if T mention generally a few of these

parallels to be found between Asavaghosa and the Ramayana it

is with the knowledge that any other reader of both will find

material to increase the list. The model reigns of Dasaratha
and Rama with the illogical, but persistent, combination of

material prosperity, general good-will and climatic blessings

are echoed in the conditions of Kapilavastu during the reign of

Suddhodhana and after the return of the Buddha. (R. I. vi.

R. VI. cxxviii. 18 ff. B. II. 1-16. S. III. 30-41.) Notice too

how the allusion to Manu in R I. vi. 4

R I. vi. 4

is repeated in both jiassages of A.svaghosa. The stock descrip-

tion of a city in R. I. v. must have been among the models for

that in S. I. 42-55. The descriptions of the Asram in B VI I

•

32 and S. I. 5-17 recall those in R. III. i. 1-9. R. HI. xi. 47-52

(Cp. R. II. xcix. 12.) The types of asceticism detailed in H.

VII. 14-18, look very like an elaboration of the bare list of

technical term for ascetics in R. III. vi. 2-5, the

and the

reappearing in the line

II

B. VII. 16

and on the same topic R. XII. xcii. 91-93 and R. V. xiii. 38 ff

may be taken more generally into comparison. Gawronski ha*^

quoted close verbal parallels between Yasodhara’s lament in

R. II. xii,*with R. II. Iviii, and the parallel passage in B. VIII*
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It may be added that the Bamayana is rich in these feminine
laments, e.gp., Tara’s in R. IV. xx and R. IV. xxiii, and Sita’s

again in R. V. xxv, xxvi, xxviii. The mere practice of piling

them up, due sometimes possibly to accretion, is worth compa-
rison with the trio of laments in B. VIII ; and one catches echoes
from them not only in this passage but also in Sundari’s lament
over her desertion by her husband. S. VI. 13-24. The occa-
sional feminine sarcasm with which the pathos is heightened
(B. yill. 34. 64; S. VI. 17) has a flavour of Sita’s tongue

(e.g, R. ITI. xlv. 21-27.). Sundaii, it may be
added, follows the woman’s way with her ornaments, just as

Kaikeyi had been taught to do at a crisa de nerf.s

^ ^ if
I

R. II. ix. 59
Cp.

II

S. VI. 28.

Occurring in such passages of the llamayana, but not confined
to them is the motif which reappears in well known passages of

Kalidasa, that of the contrast in human fortune between royal
enjoyment and ascetic endurance, between delicate nurture and
harsh exposure

;
and this too Asvaghosa appears to have taken

over from the Ramayana with his usual elaboration of tlie

descriptive element. The simple pathos of

R. II. Iviii. 6
develops into

B. VTIl. 52

with a string of epithets to emphasise tiie contrast. (Cp. R. II.

xcix. 31 ff. R II. xxiv. 3. etc. B. VI. 28.) The weeping horse
of Siddhartha is a quite definite verbal reminiscence of a striking
iittle coincidence between VSlmiki and Homer.

Cp.
B. VI. 53

II

^ R. II. lix. 1.

The animal-faced demons of Mira, armed with trees and stones,
recall on the one hand the hosts of Ravana and on the other the
weapons of the apes. The long descriptive passage
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I etc.,

B. XIII. 19

SHi^gests the usual verbal reminiscence of a simpler origin

II

R. VI. lix. 23.

Ill the same Sarga too Asvaghosa shows that curious interes

ill describing a loud noise, such as the shout of an army, which
runs from the Ramayana through the classics, (e.g.. R. VI. xlii.

38 etc. B. Xlll. 52 ffj.

In the Buddhist writings one gathers that there is an
appreciation of nature which is different in spirit from that

of Sanscrit thought
;
but in his poem Asvaghosa remains bound

by the traditions of the medium in which he is composing.
Tiie mountain scenery and heavenly gardens into which the

Buddha leads Nanda (S. X. 4-14 and 18-31) recall passages

in the epic which set the style in the painting of nature,

and fiupernature, for the later Kavyas, e.g,, the mountains in

R. V.lvi. 26-50 and the gardens in R. VII. Ixii. 1-16. (Though
it remains to be discovered from what source Asvaghosa took
his extraordinary birds.)

The interpretation of nature in the terms of human passion.s

is, again, a special theme which dominates classical Sanscrit

literature, from Kalidasa to Jayadeva. It occurs in certain

passages in the Ramayana, the most remarkable being the
“ Seasons ” in R. IV. xxviii, and R. IV. xxx

;
and before one

could make much progress with this subject one would have to

form some idea as to how far this theme can bo held to occur in

the original stratum of the epic. That in itself would be an

extensive enquiry, but in the aggregate there can be little doubi
that such passages do occur, if not in Valnilki’s original, at any
rate in an earlier stratum of literature than the Buddhist
writers in Sanscrit. It is to this interpretation of nature in the

terms of passion that Asvaghosa has recourse, for instance,

in accentuating the restlessness of Nanda on his first following

the Buddha

ftnrf II

S. III. 5.

There was a good deal of past history about the Srngararasa

before it could find expression in so artificial a line as that.

A good instance of the influence of different strata of

the Ramayana on Asvaghosa will be' found in the parallel,
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pointed out by Cowell, between the women asleep in the palace
of Suddhodhana and those in the palace of Ravana. B.

47-63 and R. V. x. 30-49. Cowell’s citation is only one of

three passages with the same theme in the Ramayana the other
two being R. V. ix. 33-36 and R. V. xi. 29-36. There can
1)0 little doubt, T think, firstly that the passage in the ninth
S(‘rga of the Sundarakanda is itself an elaboration of that in the
truth, and secondly that both were in existence in the
Ih'imayana as known to Asvaghosa. He takes off in his descrip-
lion at the same point as the tenth Sarga

a5r%JTat fs(TT^ ^>!rT*T i

n. y. 4s
Cp.

nfrsisq II

R. V. X. 37

.•iiiii runs througli much the same catalogue of musical instru-
ments with the same sensual implications. The imagery and
eompound structure of the passage i.s, liowever more reminis-
cent of the ninth Sarga, from which one simile appears to he
taken direct

<’l' ^ B . V. 51

TW II

R. V. ix. 47.
Moreover the phrase

UxW'

'

B, V. 54
Old the slight Saphoisni

B. V. 55

-iro reminiscent of the tangle of womanhood descrihed in one
'>f the most vivid passages of the epic,

R, V. ix. 01.

I h(! shortest passage of the three, R. V. xi. 20-30, whether
ail earlier stratum again than that in the tenth Sarga, or a
‘ ontemporary repetition, is absorbed by tlie othef two; and,
*'cyond setting the key,

R. V. xi. 30
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is of no immediate reference to Asvaghosa’s poetry. The
essential point of the whole comparison is that here there are at
least two strata of distinctly Kavya writing in the Ramayana,
and that Asvaghosa shows signs of influence by the later as well

as by the earlier.

One of the small incidental topics which can be traced from
the Ramayana through Asvaghosa to Kalidasa is the festival of

Indra’s banner. The allusion is worth attention in detail

through its suggestive bearing on the relation of the early epic

and of Asvaghosa to the drama. The very frequency with
which it occurs in both the epic and in Asvagliosa is signiflcant.

(See R. II, Ixxiv. 36. li. IV. xvi. 37 and 39. R. IV. xvii. 2.

R. IV. xxxiv. 3. R. V. ii. 59. R. VI. xxii. 54. R. VII. xxi. 44
and in Asvaghosa B. I. 63. B. III. 12. B. VIII. 73. S. 111.

25. S. IV. 46.) Cowell sugge.sts that it connects Asvaghosa
with Western India but it is obvious that this imitative allusion

in Asvaghosa may well be devoid of any local significance. The
topic is mentioned in the same way by both writers to illustrate

two points of feeling, the sense of dejection and collapse at the

end of the festival symbolised in the fall of the banner, and the

general elation when the banner is raised. In one case at

least the allusion is in direct imitation of its use in the

Ramayana.^ The father of Siddhartha collapses on hearing

of his son’s departure, “like Tndra’s banner at the end of

the festival ” Just as Dasaratha had done in similar circum-

stances. (B. VIII. 73. R. II. Ixxiv. 35.) Again

B. III. 12

echoes the cadence of

The picture of the banner when raised in

R. IV. xvi. 39

recalls the S. III. 25

I

R.IV. xviii. 3

and carries on in turn to the of Kalidasa Ragh
IV. 3. Now Indra’s banner had some special association with

the Drama® (Bharata N. S. I. 54.). Asvaghosa himself was

a dramatist, and there are traces in his Kavyas of the theory

of dramatic Rasa, e g,, the incidental identification of and

in S. XVI. 94 and 97. In what degree does the frequency

1 Cp. Gawr : S. S. n. L., p. 36.
^ . p

2 Ojx also jMahaniahopadhyaya Haraprasad Sastri, C.I.E., in T. 1 •»

A.S.B., V. 351. Keitli Sanscrit Drama, p. 41.
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i)i the allusion to Indra’s banner in the epic and in Asvaghosa
imply a mentality permeated with dramatic as well as epio

tradition ?

II

Style and Alankara.

The style of Asvaghosa is a curious mixture of naive elfort

and artificial embellishment. At one time he builds up his

lines in well-knit descriptive phrases which on the one hand lack

the harmony of the later Kavya while on the other they arc

distinctly reminiscent of the structure of the more elaborate

descriptive passages in the epic stylo. At another time he
spends his energy in pounding out a long series of nouns or verbs

as if nothing mattered but emphasis. While throughout runs

an incessant stream of anux^rasa, yamaka, and simple puns
typical of an early stage in the development of Alankara. In
particular Asvaghosa seems mentally incapable of using a name
«)r addressing a person without some x>unning allusion either

to the name, or to the character of the person, which may or

may not have a special bearing on the context.

The result of all this is to produce a style differing widely

in its total effect from that of the epic
;
but all the leading

teatures of which can at the same time be instanced from the

epic. On the penchant for anuprasa and puns I need not

dwell. When Asvaghosa indulges passim in phrases such as

I

S. XVIII. 10

II

S. IV. 6

any reader will agree that the epic of and
has not been without its influence on him. That universal

word ^ provides an excellent instance of Asvaghosa’s inter-

mediate position. Such a line for instance as

«

B. IV. 3(5

is exactly the kind of case in which Asvaghosa amplifies an echo
from the epic in a fashion which marks a development of style,

but might be condemned as insipid by the more cultured

>«tandards of the later Kavya. Incidentally this Sloka well

illustrates the habit of repeating himself which gives so academic
a tone to Asvaghosa’s style. It should be read with S. VI. 26,

for which Gawronski quotes R. V. xv. 21 and R. .VI. xxxvi. 8,
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leaving no doubt about the influence of the Ramayana on
this passage.

Or consider the feature of laboured construction, which a.'-

a whole it would be difBcult to bring under anj^ category
of alankara, but which one appreciates in Asvaghosa, and of

which the germs can be found in the epic. Take such a line for

instance in the Ramayana as

WTN ’TTfrT aiT^fsfT i

’g*IT ?srT*?IT: igfJTT: II

R. IV. xxviii. 27

and note the double characteristic of piling up verbs and
nouns, and the distributive grammar, each verb standing in

relation to its own noun. Then carry the principle on to

the distributive simile in the Ramayana.

II

All these elements are to be found often in a rather more
elaborate stage, in Asvaghosa’a usage. There is the simple
piling up of verbs in

w»3HTr i

S. VI. 34.

The principle of graininatical distribution is applied in the

relation of instrumentals to objectives in

B. V. 42.

It finds expres.sion again in the distributive simile

JT5r%^*rH«rr3?f«r^*rTW= i

B. V. 26. Cp. B. XII. 116.

And finally this simile is itself elaborated with distributive

obIi(]ue cases

«gfiJi;«?T3*IT«T«l f? «fTr: I

S. XVII. 59. Cp. B. IX. 16.

We have travelled some way from the simpler epic features,

but the course of evolution is obvious.
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One of the stylistic problems of the Ramayana lies in

he elaborate similes, of a more or less allegorical character,

.vhich are embedded in the simpler texture of the epic aarra-

»ive. In some cases they can be shown with fair certainty

to be later than their surroundings, but this is not always the

jase
;
and even when they are of a later stratum it does not

necessarily follow that this was subsequent to the time of

Asvaghosa. Derived no doubt from the allegorical mysticism
.)f the Upanishads this type of simile was peculiarly adapted to

fhe speculative interest of the Buddhist writer. Starting from
f)inmon ground with the epic, such as the conception of

^he Fire of Sorrow, or the Sea of Sorrow, he gives to it a
listinctly doctrinaire or ethical value ; and it is the one type of

literary artihce which comes more frequently into use as he
:^oes more deeply into his exposition of Buddhist doctrines in

t he concluding Sargas of the Saundarananda. Take for instance
the Fire of Passion, and the Fire of Sorrow -in the Ramayana

R. VI. V 8

R. II. xxiv. 7

ind compare these two with the Fire of Sorrow in the
liuddhacharita

B. IX. 29.

The similes are not sustained by Asvaghosa point by point
in the same details, but the general influence is clear. For the

Sea of Sorrow one may compare R. II. lix. 27-31 and B. I. 75.

rhe conventional Wheel of the Law in S. III. 11 represents

the fusion of this literary tradition with orthodox Buddhist
•loctrine.

There is a quite difiereut type of elaborate simile in

Asvaghosa, not allegorical, but purely a picture simile, such as

the white-robed maiden asleep with her flute resembling
the foam-flecked river with bees and lotus. B. V. 49. This
type too one can see developing in the more sophisticated

passages of the Ramayana, but the comparison would be too

discoursive for the present purpose.
It is hardly possible to exaggerate the extent to which

Asvaghosa is indebted to the epics for the stock similes and
rupakas of his literary repertoire. He is in fact speaking their

language, with its illustrations from lotus and creeper, sun,

moon and the stars, lightning and clouds^ ships buffeted at sea,

and travellers astray on land. A special study might be made
of what I would call the ^'similes from consciousness and
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conduct” which this introspective writer frequently uses, and
deliberately piles up in certain passages, e.r/., B. XIII. 46-51.

They turn on the relation of soul and senses, capacity for

education, observance and neglect of moral duties, with the
consequence in attainment or loss of merit, and generally

on topics of psychology and ethical and religious duties. One
can probably recognise the personal factor in the prominence
given by Asvaghosa to this kind of illustration, but it is to be
found already scattered unobtrusivel3^ through the Ramayana,
e.g.y R. V. xxviii. 12, R. V. xxix. 1, R. VI. Ixiii. 3 and 6.

The obscure grammatical simile in S. XII. 9, 10, which is

imitated by Kalidasa (Ragh. xv. 9) recalls the grammatical
pedantry wliich appears so out of place in the narrative of

the epic.

«rmTfsr

R. III. xxxix. 18.

Tlie recourse to Indra, his consort, and his court for illustrations

of royal majesty, conjugal well-being, relations of father and
son, of priest and monarch, is a commonplace taken from the

epic style. And it is worth noticing that this trait becomes
most marked in the seventh book of the Ramayana, where
incessant similes from Indra and his company replace the

imaginative fertility of the earlier kandas.

Two occasional features of style in which Asvaghosa shows
the influence of the epic are the rhetorical hyperbole

I

B. IX. 68. Cp. S. VIII. 42;

Cp. R. III. xxxvii. 37-54, etc.

and the rhetorical repetition of the concluding pada of a Sloka

B. VIII. 46, B. XI. 23, Cp. R. V. xlii. 18, etc. Even the

trick of repeating the same word in different senses, on which
Asvaghosa deliberatcl,v exercised his ingenuity to the despair

of his reader, as in the second Sarga of the Sauiidarananda,
is not without a simpler parallel in the Ramayana

R. V. V 11.

The doubling of the gerundive verb to emphasise slow^ or

repeated action is another of the small mannerisms which ma>'

be traced from the Ramayana

^ j

R. IV. xxviii. 22
Cp. R. II xlii. 12
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through A4vaghosa

S. VI. 27. Cp. S. VII. 37

to the classical writers

ff ^sTWIstUT
I

Bliartr. S. S. 21

III

Grammatical and Verbal Resemblances.

It is hazardous for the reader not trained in the traditional

V yakaran to touch on the grammatical comparison of Asvaghosa
and the epic. There would be general agreement however
that, whether it is the result of his natural position or of

conscious archaicising, the grammatical usage of Asvaghosa
.stands between that of the epics and of Kalidasa

;
and, of the

two, he is perhaps a trifle nearer to the former than to the

latter. Moreover, both in the process of restricting certain

liberties of grammatical structure, and of perpetuating one or

two mannerisms, one seems to witness the same process of evolu-

tion towards the classical standards. Without attempting to

enter deeply into these grammatical problems I would adduce a

few obvious resemblances.

Of the hall-marks of the epic style Asvaghosa lias dropped
the unaugmented past tense ; but, if the manuscripts are

correct, he preserves traces of the Arsha Sandhi

S. X. 10

S. XI. 40.

It would obviously be unwise, however, to rely on the limited

manuscript authority for a small point like this.

In the syntax of verbs Asvaghosa’s flexible use of the

infinitive presents certain points for comparison with the epic

The construction with a noun, for instance, is of an archaic

character

*1 aRT’S! I

R. V. Ixvii. 20

II

B. 1. 73. Cp. B. V. 70.

The grammatically remarkable line

imwTw ir wil jT^tT^ " R. V. iii. 34
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with its combination of infinitives of suitability and of purpose
might serve as text for a good many of the uses of the tense in

Asvaghosa
;
while, from the other side Asvaghosa’s line

ng ^ siH! ^Jirr W? I

B. IV. !)5

with its passive personal infinitive dependent on is

reminiscent of usages in the Ramayana. For the impersonal

infinitive with one may compare

Tfa ^ I

R. II. xlvii. 9,

and ^^ ?]

S. IX. 36

(Incidentally it may be added that the multifarious meanings
and uses of the adjectival in the neuter and in other forms

in Asvaghosa bears more resemblance to the epic than to lat(‘r

practice.)

In the use of the cases one may refer particularly to the in-

strumental. This case in epic usage, is loosely controlled and
invested with a peculiar degree of independent force in the sense

of description or accompaniment, which is toned down in the

later classics. Asvaghosa’s use of the case is more sparing and
artistic but certainly shows the influence of the epic tradition.

Take for instance the line

^ ICW llts ftit: I

B. III. 28.

Classical canons would incline to interpreting the instrumental

as dependent on the participle ; but cadence and context alike

show that is a descriptive adjectival phrase. “Who
is this old man approaching, with white hair? ” (Cp.

ju«t above.) The piling up of instrumental cases, so

common in the descriptive passages of the epic passes into

classical tradition, but not this strong independent force ;
and a

line such as

S. IV. 36

“while the ointment is still wet” points distinctly backward;^

to what may be called the descriptive instrumental absolute.^

^ Mr. £. H. Johnston has however since given me the reading

based apparently on better Manuscript authority.
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R. II. zzxix. 9.

The simaltaneouB use of instrumental and ablative metri

gratia, when no difference can be detected in tiieir meaning,
was branded as a de6nite fault by the clasncal critics.

Asvaghosa, apparently, was aware of nothing wrong with it in

the " wrWwn ” which he was following, and here too his practice

is in accordance with the epic tradition. Compare

Cp. B. IV. 12. Cp. B. IV. 26, etc.

and

urnFhir i

B. VI. xxxvii. 22.

These notes on the infinitive and the instrumental are

obviously the merest suggestions on the material available.

Other general lines of resemblance might be found in following

out the use of the non-descript case ending in and of the

adverbial Both these details are of much more frequent

occurrence in Asvaghosa than in the later writers, and his

freedom in handling them contributes to the archaic effect

of his style. More easily pointed out are small grammatical
mannerisms, in which are to be found precise echoes of the epic.

Such for instance is the use of this case ending in with a
verb of motion in the sense of forming an opinion

I

S. VIII. 48

*r I

R. VI. civ. 13

(though Asvaghosa generally uses a verb of sight with in

this sense) . Again the double adverbial particle« II 'V,

which has made a niche for itself in literature in one well-known
passage of KalidSsa Baghu I. 2, can be traced on its way from
the BSmftyana through Advaghosa. There is a parallel in its

use for contrast between royalty and asceticism which is a
particularly good example both of A^va^osa’s imitative method
and of his elaboration on the epic style

B. II. ovi. 18
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fr 61 ^ i

^ I

B. VI. 18.

And one may quote also its use for personal relationship.

«r n 1

^ ^
R. VI. Ixxxix. 14.

6f ^ i

•irnr* 6f tht r

S. VI. 19.

Compare another forcible instance in S. X. 71.
The of hope deferred which is well established in the
classical tradition, (e.g. Kadambari p. 128 Bombay ed. ^
VTiRURT etc.) has a similar history.

w g^ in^nfiT I

R. VI. V. 12. Cp. R. III. xvi. 40.

irsjrrftr n

S. XVIII. 33.

more trivial mannerism is the use of if at the end
of a lino to denote alternatives, to which Asvaghosa is parti-
cularly prone in his more routine passages towards the end of
the Saundarananda

Wrf% WT 5T WT I

8. IX. 39.

Cp. S. X. 62.

It recalls the tag ^ *r which occurs three or four
times in the Ramayana

; and might well stick in the reader’s
mind for commonplace use. (e.g. R. III. lx. 14. Ill- Iviii. II.
V. XX. 26 without ^rf^,)

In point of vocabulary there are a few words used by
Asvaghosa, and found in the Ramayana, which are so distinctive
in character that the later writer may be believed to have taken
them consciously or subconsciously from this source. Close study
of the Mahabharata would no doubt similarly reveal the prove-
nance of other unusual words something to do with
the lay-out of a city, which occurs only once I believe in the
RSmSyana, and puzzles the commentators.
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reappears in a parallel context in the Saundarananda

363

S. I. 32.

The coincidence is of some importance as tending to establish

Asvaghosa’s acquaintance with the opening Sargas of the epio

in their present form. The word in s^T’iftri^nsn' | B.
XIll. 22, which I previously suspected, seems to be established

by in R. II. i. 48, however one may interpret

Asvaghosa’s adaptation. Similarly in the sense of a loud

noise

tmr I

B. XIII. 62
is paralleled exactly by its use in the Bamayana

JTJTsf I

R. V. Iviii. 18

Cp. R. VI. xxii. 6.

Less distinctive, but worth quoting, is at the end of the
sloka in B. IX. 68. (text probably corrupt somewhere) and, in

the same context of the contrast between sinner and saint, in

R. IV. xxxiv. 8 Asvaghosa’s careful distinction of “ to

see” from fir^ “to hear” has a good deal of authority in

the Ramayana, though there are exceptions. The rather puzz*

ling verb and can be better understood by com-
parison of instances scattered through Asvaghosa and the

Ramayana.
Qawronski^ notices the frequency in Asvaghosa and the

Ramayana of the word which, according to him, tends

to disappear in the later classics.

IV

Moral Instances.

Was it vanity of Sanscrit learning or earnestness of Bud-
dhist teaching, that caused Asvahosa to introduce into his Kavya
long strings of moral instances from famous names of the past t

Not necessarily either. Here too he was carrying on the epic

tradition. The Ramayana, in passages rather of fervent appeal
than of didactic insistence, pauses to dwell on examples from
familiar names, such as those of saints who went to Heaven,
(R. II. Ixiv. 42) or of faithful wives. (B. II. cxviii. 10*12.
V. ixiv.9-13.)

1 G. N. S. p. 17.
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'•t nfir fnnc* i

aranft HSWW?6 WWTS wt w^ I
'* R. II. Ixiv. 42

A^vaghosa, in consonance with the spirit in which he follows

the epic, elaborates this type of writing. In place of a few lines of

incidental references he piles up whole batteries of moral ins-

tances to support the argument. He has, of course, a still

wider range to draw on than had the epic
;
for in addition to

the epic stock he has behind him the Jataka legends, that of

Sivi for instance being a typical example. (S. XL 42. B. XIV.
30.) Not only so but apparently he does not exclude even quite

recently deceased Buddhist divines. At the same time.it is

characteristic of the rather li4y[^d and academic range of his

literary powers that his mind is constantly recurring to the

same stock examples, and in very much the same language.

In fact he is often not fashioning an instance from his epic

material, but making use of an old stock instance that had
served the epic.

And naturally the application of these instances takes on
a new philosophic tone. Faithful wives interest Asvaghosa
less than deluded saints and erring women, whether adduced
as a warning against the frailty of the flesh (B. IV. 16-20 and
S. VIII. 44-46) or as a temptation to the waverer. (B. IV. 72-

80 and S. VII. 24-46). Nahusa, named in the sloka from the

RftmSyana quoted above, now appears, among a number of

other examples, to illustrate not the attainment of Heaven
but the transitoriness of the heavenly state as of all ot^er

sensual delights. (S. XI. 42-61 and B. XI. 13-18.) Other topics

similarly instanced are problems of the religious conscience

such as the breaking of ascetic vows, (B. X. 68-61 and S.VI1.

51) the fulfilment of dharma by royalty (B. IX. 20) and methods
of attaining Moksa. (B. XII. 67.) Incidentally it is worth
noticing how this essentially didactic method, as it is in

Asvaghosa, becomes of purely literary value, or is perhaps
consciously parodied, in a well-known passage of the DaiakumSr-
charitam, the harlot and the saint, where one of Asvaghosa’s
instances actually reappears

Dasak: Kale 1917, p. 70.

It would obviously be the task of years to fix on the source

from which each legend is quoted. All that one can attempt
to do is to show that the Bfimftyana was one of the sources

specifically in mind. To begin with, many of the names men-
tioned in the brief passages cited from the epic are scattered

through Asvaghosa’s poems in one context or another. But
a few more precise parallels may be picked out.
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The legend of Indra and AhalyS for inatanoe, twice

referred to by Advaghosa as an instance of surrender to the

passions, (S. VII. 25 and B. IV. 72) is an incident in the mass
of loosely connected legendary material which swells th6

Uttarakfinda (B. VII.xxx); and must surely be part of its latest

stratum. A^vaghosa appears to be drawing directly on the

legend as here set forth, and not without verl^ reminiscence

«T WVT irf^err Twr i

B. VII. xxx. 30

B. IV. 72.

The household legends of Yayati and Nahusa occur in the
same Kanda, (B. VIL lix) but cannot be shown to have
provided material for Asvaghosa in the form in which they
are there related. All that can be said is that, like the epic

writer, he has a peculiar fancy for the two names often in

conjunction, (B. II. 11, B. IV. 78, B. XI. 14, S. XI. 44 and 46).

And what he does definitely adopt from the epic is the use in

the earlier Kandas of Yayati’s fall from Heaven as a stock

legendary instance.

B. II. xiii. 1

B. II. xxi. 47

Gp. also B. III. Ixvi. 7 ; IV. xvii. 9

S. XI. 46.

There is a still closer verbal reminiscence in the allusion

to Visv4mitra and GhrtacI among the many instances of women
and saints

•snrfwT I

B. IV. XXXV. 7

« jnfmmumat ga rtit few i

8. VIII. 36.

The allusion to MSndhSta seems again to imply knowledge
of the Uttarakfinda ; and at the same time, unless some other
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source more relevant can be quoted, is an interesting little case
in which Asvaghosa rather strays from the point in repeating a
stock instance. Sarga Ixvii of the Uttaraknnda tells how
Mandhata was deluded by Indra into leaving Heaven to com-
plete the conquest of the world

R. VII. Ixvii. 8.

Half Indra’s throne was not satisfaction enough. The Buddha-
charita quotes the legend, with an unmistak^able verbal allusion,

to illustrate the insatiability of sensual desire, where it is very
much in point

B.XI. 13. Cp. S. XI. 43.

The Saundarananda however refers to it in illustration of the

transitoriness of the heavenly state, an application which

distinctly loses relevance if this is the legend still in mind.
Sagara, twice alluded to by Asvaghosa (B. 1. 49 and S. I. 25) is

an important figure in the legendary Sargas of the Balakandam,
and it may be noticed, .leads off the list of successful saints in the

Sloka quoted. (And incidentally it is worth drawing attention

to this tendency of Asvaghosa’s to think of the same names,' not

merely in the same context, but even in corresponding stages of

his two poems.) Finally one may mention the purely verbal

reminiscence in the allusion to the divinity Maya

f^fsT I

S. II. 49

II

R. III. liv. 14.

On the other hand, these points of contact being established,

it is surprising to find how far away from the Ramayana
Asvaghosa is in his allusions to some of its most familiar names,

such as Pururavas and Urvasi. In such cases he has obviously

in mind an entirely different set of legends. Gawronski’s

identification of Gotama Dlrghatapas in S. VIII. 45 is an

excellent case of fixing a rather obscure allusion definitely on

to a passage in the Mahabhara'ta. Cowell quotes Manu IX. 23

on the reference to Aksamala and Vasistha in B. IV. 77. Such

instances .to the contrary are a warning against attaching

exaggerated importance to these allusions to legends found in

the Ramayana.
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Conclusion.

To sum up, it is sufficiently clear that the Buddhist
scholar in composing his Kivyas was very much under the

influence of the epic tradition, and one may say perhaps
especially of the Ramayana, with its initial theme so akin to

his own. But the ultimate question about his relationship

to the epic stratum of Sanscrit literature, and one on which
this bare comparison throws little light, is this. Was Asvaghosa
carrying on a still living K«avya-epic tradition, or was he looking

back across the dust of ages, and over a great gap in Sanscrit

culture caused by Buddhism, to epics which were for him a
dead language? Was his position analogous to that of the cyclic

poets or even of Aeschylus in the Homeric tradition, or to that

of Apollonius Bhodius who wrote a consciously imitative and
artificial epic in the grammar schools of Alexandria. Close

study of the later Kavya elements in the Ramayana might
throw some light on this question, which is of fundamental
importance for the history of Sanscrit literature.

In conclusion I must express my sense of the imperfection

attaching to an article of this kind. It is a subject to be
studied piece-meal and not on the grand scale. In the great

bulk of the Ramayana other readers will find other aspects for

comparison, and other parallels, many no doubt more apposite,

than those I have noticed. And some of these inevitably slip

from one’s grasp in the course of working the comparison up.

Mymensingh.

The 26th Feb., 1928.





Abtiols No. 30.

The Historical Stone Horse in the Lucknow Museum.

By Jaoannath Das Ratnakar.

In an article headed ** Discovery of a new Historical

Stone Horse,’* published in the Indian Historical Quarterly of

December, 1927, a Hindi version of which had previously ap*
peared in the Nagari-Pracharini Patrika Vol. VIII, I made an in-

cidental reference to the Historical Stone Horse preserved in

the Provincial Museum of Lucknow. From a historical point of

view, the horse appeared to me very interesting and deserving
of more minute and serious attention than has hitherto been
paid to it. I therefore devoted to its critical study as much of

my time as I could spare. The results of my study, as well as

the theories and ideas that suggested themselves to me, are

embodied in this article for the information and consideration

of the scholars of Archaeology and Epigraphy. Even if my
attempt be regarded by the Archaeologists and Epigraphists as an
undue meddling, I hope, they will look upon it with indulgence,

as it will have the merit at least of inviting their attention to a
hitherto neglected relic of yore and suggesting a key to the

decipherment of the so-called conch characters.

Below I give, for reauly reference, the informations that I

could find about the horse in different books.
** Another memorial of the event seems to exist in the

rudely carved stone figure of a horse which was found in north-

ern Oudh and now stands in the Lucknow Museum with traces

of a brief dedicatory inscription incised upon it apparently re-

ferring to Samudra Gupta.”
(Vincent Smith’s Early History of

India, 3rd Ed. p. 288.)

“The fact that the mutilated inscription ‘ dda-

guttasa deyadhamma— ’ is in Prakrta suggests a shade of

doubt. All other Gupta inscriptions are in Sanskrta (J.B.A.S.,

1893, p. 98 with plate). See Fig. 11 in plate of coins. The
horse having been exposed to the weather, outside the Lucknow
Museum for years, the inscription has disappeared. The image
is now inside the building. The inscription was legible when
the first edition of this book was published.”

(Vincent Smith’s Early History of India

3rd Ed., p. 288, Footnote.)

“ The fact that Samudra Gupta actually performed the

solemn rite is vouched for by the inscriptions as well as the
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reverse legends of the medals. It seems also to be commemo-
rated by a very curious sculpture preserved at Lucknow. This
is the life-size figure in stone of a small horse which was dug up
some years ago near the ancient fort of Khairigarh in the Kheri
district, on the border between Oudh and Nepal. Khairigarh
was evidently a place of importance in ancient times, and
Gupta coins are found in the neighbourhood. The stone horse
bears on the right side of its neck an inscription of which the
letters ‘ dda guttasa deyadhamma— ’ are legible.

The first word must clearly be restored as ‘ Samudda * and the
three words must be translated as * the pious gift of Samudra
Gupta.’ The sculpture which stands in the open air, at the
entrance of the Lucknow Museum, is accordingly labelled as

being the sacrificial gift horse of Samudra Gupta.”
“ The artistic merits of the work, as will appear from the

accompanynig plate I., prepared from a photograph kindly
supplied by Dr. Fiihrer, are contemptible. The letters of the

inscription are so faintly engraved that they are barely discer-

nible in the original photograph, though the reading appears to

be quite certain. All other Gupta inscriptions are in purely

classical Sanskrta, and it is curious that this brief record should
be in Prakrta. I do not think that the word ‘ deyadhamma ’ is

found in any other Gupta record.”

(Observations on Gupta Coinage by Vincent Smith,
published in the J.R.A.S. 1893, p. 98.)

“ About two miles north-west of the fort (Khairigarh) stood

till 1885 the life-size stone figure of a horse buried in dense

jangal
;
though of a rude workmanship it is nevertheless in-

teresting on account of a fragmentary Gupta inscription of

Samudra Gupta being incised on the right side of the neck.

The attitude is stiff and the workmanship of the legs is hard,

weary and unnatural, but the back is skilfully caparisoned

Judging from the inscription, it is meant to be a substitute for

a real, but costly, sacrificial horse. The stone horse is now
standing in the compound of the Lucknow Provincial Museum.”

(Fiihrcr. Monumental Antiquities of N.W.P.
and Oudh, p. 285.)

“ The earliest relic which can be dated with some certainty

is a stone horse which formerly stood in thick jungle two miles

from the fort of Khairigarh, and is now at the Lucknow
Museum. Its attitude is stiff and conventional

;
but it resem-

bles closely the figure depicted on a rare coin of Samudra
Gupta, and a fragmentary inscription mentions that monarch,

who flourished in the fourth century A.D.”

,
(District Gazetteer of the U.P-

Vol. XLII. Kheri, p. 135.)
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All these extracts with slight verbal differences practically
come to the same thing and can be summed up in the following
few lines :

A rudely carved life-size stone figure of a small horse was
found standing in dense Jungle about two miles south-west to
the ancient fort of Khairigarh, in the Kheri district of Oudh.
It bore on the right side of its neck a mutilated inscription of
which the letters “ dda guttasa deyadhamma,’’ could
be deciphered. The first word was restored as “ Samudda,
and the whole inscription was translated as “ the pious gift of
Samudra Gupta.” The horse was regarded as a memorial of
tlie Horse-sacrifice of Samudra Gupta. After 1885 it was
brought to Lucknow and is now preserved in the Provincial
Museum. The inscription was legible when the first edition of
Mr. Vincent Smith’s Early History of India was published ; but
having been exposed to the weather for some years it quite
disappeared by the time the book was prepared for its third
edition. Its being in Prakrta has suggested some doubt to
scholars, as all other Gupta inscriptions found up to the time
are in Sanskrta. The horse resembles closely the figure found
on a rare coin of Samudra Gupta. There is an artistic engrav-
ing on its back which has been regarded by Dr. Fiihrer as a
skilful ornamentation of the caparison. Mr. Vincent Smith is

quite certain as to the reading of the inscription which was
discovered on the neck.

Besides the doubt that was created in the mind of Mr.
Smith, owing to the inscription being in Prakrta, the fact that
an inscription, that could maintain its legibility, under all the
inclemencies of weather in the Jungle of Khairigarh, for more
than 1500 years, should totally disappear in so short a time
after that in the Lucknow Museum, also appeared to me some-
what curious. I consequently, proceeded to Lucknow and
personally inspected the horse and examined the spot where the
inscription is said to have existed. The result of my inspection
and examination is given below.

Besides the information given above, I noted the following
additional points in respect of the horse :

—

It consists of a hard variety of reddish stone and is carved
together with the pedestal in one block. Its fore legs are Joined
together by the extra stone left between them and the hind legs

are also so. The tail is practically destroyed ;
but it is evident

from what is left of it that it was connected to the unremoved
stone between the hind legs. In these respects it resembles the
Benares horse, described in the article mentioned above. Both
of its ears are wanting. Nor do they seem to have ever been
made in relief. The spots where they should have stood are a
little raised and enclosed with lines engraved round them.
Prom this fact it may be inferred that the figure was meant to
imitate a horse whose ears had been cut off. The facial
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appearance is sombre and gloomy as befits a doomed creature.

It measures 6' 11* by V 2*. It is represented in plate No. 10.

Besides the passages quoted above and the points noted by
myself, I could collect no other information ateut the horse.

It is quite possible that an estampage of the neck inscription

with some notes about it may be found in some book, but I

could lay my hand on no such work.

1 looked for the inscription referred to above on the neck,

but in vain. No trace of any letter could be found on either

side of the neck. Some indefinite marks could of course be
seen. But they could well be said to be the marks of the
chisel of an unskilful workman. My friend, Rai Prayag Dayal
Sahib, the Curator of the Museum, who has always been good
enough to help me in all such matters, however, told me that

there were some marks resembling old characters visible on the
neck some years ago. In an impression of the inscription

taken on the occasion some old characters were faintly dis-

cernible too. But they were quite illegible.

Though my curiosity as regards the neck inscription was
not satisfied, yet my trouble in visiting Lucknow did not go
unrewarded. On scrutinising the ornamental design on the

back, which was taken to be only a decorative design of the

caparison by Dr. Elihrer, and left unnoticed by Mr. Vincent
Smith and others, up to the present, with the same or similar

thought, 1 was inspired by the idea that it might contain some
inscription in ornamental characters of the time. It consists of

a line of some floral marks in the middle of the back, running
lengthwise, from near the loin to near the withers, with some
other .marks of different shapes and sizes on both sides of the

line, and both above and below it (see Plate No. 11). The
engraving, as a whole, is in a fairly good state of preservation

and has well defied the ravages of more than 1500 years.

When I communicated my idea to Rai Prayag Dayal Sahib, he

said it was probably some pictorial writing or a conch ins-

cription as the archaeologists designate it.

I tried to decipher the same, but could not do so at the

time. I then requested the said Rai Sahib to supply me with

an estampage of the full engraving on the back of the horse,

which he did cheerfully with his usual obliging courtesy. On
bringing it home I tried to find out some clue for reading the

line : but all my attempts failed for the time being.

One day, however, while looking at it, an idea struck me
that if the engraving was really a floral inscription it must
necessarily contain lots of superfluous ornamental strokes,

which should be left out of consideration in -trying to decipher

it. With this idea I concentrated my attention only on the

middle line, leaving aside the surrounding strokes which

appeared to me to be superfluous and merely ornamental
extensions.
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This line, which reflembles somewhat a chain, seemed to

me to consist of six links. But then the shapes of these links

resembled one another so closely that no advance could be
made towards their deciphering. The similarity between the
slanting lines both above and below each part led me to think

that the idea of their being letters was merely a mistake, and
that the engraving was really some ornamental design, for, I

thought how could the letters of an inscription be so similar to

one another. With this idea, I was Just about to give up all

hope of deciphering the line, nay, even of the possibility of its

being an inscription, when my attention was suddenly attracted

to the dissimilarity between the middle portions of those simi-

lar lines. It then struck me at once that those similar strokes

were also ornamental portions, and that if there were letters,

the portions lying between those similar lines alone could be so.

With this idea I gave my thought only to the middle portions,

discarding even those similar slanting strokes (see Plate

No. 12).

Having got rid of the ornamental superfluities, all the parts

of the line presented marked difference in their shapes, which
supported the possibility of their being letters, though still the
difference between the first and the second letters was not
clearly discernible, and the fourth and the fifth letters appeared
to be quite similar. In this simplified form though it became
fairly certain that the line was some inscription, yet it re-

mained still a puzzle.

After repeated attempts at guessing, I was one day led to

regard the third letter to be ^ (g), (see the Palaeography of

India, Plate 16), and in the light thus received the fourth letter,

together with the semicircular stroke beneath it, which was at

first discarded as superfluous, appeared to be TT (pta), (see the
same plate). Thus the third and the fourth letters together
were guessed to read as ^ (Gupta), though the U-vowel mark
beneath the ir (g) was still indiscernible.

This guess made me pretty sure that the inscription con-

tained the name of some Gupta king. Now, having regard to
the fact that there were only two letters before the word
(Gupta), it was also certain that the word formed by them
must necessarily consist of two letters, such as (candra),

(Skanda), wn (Budha), etc. But the first letter resembl^ the

^ (c) of the Gupta period so closely, (see the same plate of the
Palseography of India), that I concluded the first two letters

to be (Candra), though there was considerable doubt, at
the time, as to the second letter being ^ (ndra). But then I

could hit upon no other name amongst the Gupta emperors
having ^ (ca) as its first letter. Thus the first four letters were
guessed to be (Candragupta).

The fifth letter being similar to the fourth it could also
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presumably be regarded as ^ (p). But I could make no definite
guess, at the time, in respect of the sixth letter.

I consulted my friend, Rai Syam Sundar Das Sahib, about
my reading. He said it was quite a reasonable guess and
might prove to be correct in the end.

I then again proceeded to Lucknow to examine the origi-

nal inscription more minutely, so that the uncertainty and
doubt in the real shapes of the letters, commonly caused by the
imperfectness of ordinary impressions, might be removed. In
this visit I directed my attention more particularly to those

points which were doubtful, and I was glad to find that my
guesses were strengthened by the re-examination.

I must here express my sense of obligation to Rai Prayag
Dayal Sahib, who gave me every facility for examining the

inscription and kindly made all necessary arrangements for my
studying the same.

The forms which the letters presented after aminute scrutiny

of the original amply Justified my reading of the first four

letters as (Candragupta), and enabled me to read the

fifth and the sixth letters together as (pituh).

In plate No. 12 given with this article, the misleading

stone marks have been filled up, and the shapes of the letters

and ornamental lines, as determined by the re-exaraination,

have been clearly brought out. Besides, for the convenience

of the readers, the ornamental lines have been printed in colour,

so that the letters may bo quite distinguishable from them. ‘

The form of the first letter, as shown in plate No. 12 of

this article, needs no comment as regards its being ^ (ca). v

The second letter (ndra) of this inscription, as shown in

plate No. 12. differs a little from the (ndra) of the Gupta
inscription reproduced in plate No. 16 of the Palaeography of

India. The upper parts of both of them, representing g (n),

are, however, quite similar. But their middle portions, form-

ing ^ (d), differ in form. In addition to the difference in the

direction of their curves, the lower end of the ^ (d) in this

inscription, after turning to the left, terminates in a small

downward stroke ;
while that of the ^ (d) in the said Gupta ins-

cription turns to the right. The ^ (d) of this inscription corres-

ponds in shape to that of the plate No. 4 of the Palajography

of India. The x (ra) attached to the lower portion of ^ (d)

in this inscription is somewhat more curved and extended than

the X (ra) found thus attached in the Gupta inscription of the

Palaeography of India. This may be said to be due to its

occurring in an ornamental writing. Moreover, somewhat more
extended and curved attached X (ra) is to be seen in plate

No. 18 of the said book also.

In re-examining the original, a small hook-like turning to

the right was discovered in the lower end of the right leg of the

third letter u (g), which might well be taken to be the w-«rw
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(U-vowel mark) attached to it, (see the U-vowel mark attached

to in plate No. 16 of P. I.).
' As regards the fourth letter being K (pta) there was not

much doubt even in the beginning. I have, consequently, to

add nothing to what 1 have already said about it.

Thus my reading of the first four letters as (Can-

dragupta) was amply supported and confirmed by the re-exami-

nation of the original.

The fifth letter being similar to the fourth, no comment is

necessary to identify it with ^ (p) . The curved line, which
starting from its middle proceeds upwards inclining to the right

and which after a turn has been converted into an ornamental
spiral circle, has been taken b^' me to be the (i-vowel

mark) attached to ^ (p). In plate No. 16 of the P. I., the
Matras of ^ (i-vowel marks) are no doubt, found inclining to

the left, but in the 10th and 20th plates of the I. P. they are

seen inclining to the right also.

The identity of the sixth letter was in some doubt for a
long time. Its appearance did not, at first, seem to correspond
with any such letter which, in combination with the fifth letter

fv (pi), could form a fitting word. I was often tempted to

regard it as w (t), but the small line in its belly which seemed
to be joined to, or to be an extension of, the curved ornamental
line over it, proved repulsive to the presumption. In the end,
however, an idea suggested itself to my mind that the thick
line in the bellj^ was neither joined to nor was a part of the
ornamental curved line over the letter

; it was rather an exten-
sion of the small ornamental line wdiich shoots off from the
bigger one to the right of the letter, as shown in Plate No. 12,

and that it seemed separated from the small ornamental line

only owing to the stone of the spot being worn out. Then, on
looking more carefully, a small protuberance was also discer-

nible on the top of the letter. These tacts identihed the sixth

letter with fT (t). The semicircular stroke beneath it was then
taken to be the (U-vowel mark) attached to it, and the
two indistinct dots to the right of the letter were guessed to form
the Visarga mark. Thus the sixth letter was read as g: (tuh).

In this way the fifth and sixth letters together were read
as fvg

:
(pituh), and the whole of the middle line as—

(Candraguptapituh .)

Besides the letters in the line, there are two more letters

in the inscription, one over the first and the other over the
fourth letter of the line. At first 1 had thought them to be
some ornamental forms. But in my second visit to Lucknow I

marked some such figures in a hitherto undeciphered stone

inscription preserved in the Museum. I consequently took
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them also to be some letters, and applied myself to their

deciphering.

The form of the first letter, as shown in Plate 12, leaving

aside the arm attached to the right, corresponds to ^ (a) of

the old characters, (see I. P., plate 16). Now if the arm at-

tached to the right be taken to be the (o-vowl mark)
attached to it, as seen in plate No. 10 of 1. P., then the
letter may be read as ^ (o). If it can be presumed that the
Anuswar-vindu (n-sign mark) is merged in the ornamental line,

that begins from above the letter, or that it has somehow or

other been effaced, then the letter can be read as^ (Om).
The form of the second letter over the line is that of a

horn, of which the top inclines to the left, and which has a
horizontal line within it. This may be said to be of the form
of n (s) in old writing. In the aforesaid plate No. 16 though
the top of (s) is seen to be fiat and rounded, yet the top is

also found pointed in old inscriptions (see plates Nos. 1 and 2,

in 1. P.). The left*ward inclination and horn-like appearance
of the letter may be said to be due to its ornamental character.

There is a curved line attached to the foot of the right side of

the letter which advancing to the left meets the ornamental
line to its left. This can very well be taken to be ^ (ra)

attached to (s). The curved line, which starts from the top
of the letter and advancing upwards becomes an ornamental
line running to the left of it, may be regarded to be the
(I-vowel mark), (see I-vowel mark in plate No. 19 of I. P..).

Thus the second letter over the line may be said to be ^ (Sri).

According to what has been said above the reading of the

whole inscription may be said to be as follows :

—

Om Sn
Candraguptapituh

.

It may be noted here that I am not yet quite sure as to the

reading of the two letters over the line.

If my reading of the line be regarded as correct and that of

the effaced inscription, as decipher^ by European scholars Dr.

Fuhrer and Mr. Vincent Smith, also so, then we have to face

two difficult questions, requiring satisfactory explanations.

The first question would be as to who did actually set up the

horse, i.e . ,
Samudra Gupta or Candra Gupta ; and the second

point would be as to why one inscription should be in Sanskrta

and the other in Prakrta.

If we regard the horse as having been set op by Samudra
Gupta, the father of Candra Gupta, then we are confronted

with the curious fact of his designating himself by the name of

his son, thb generid practice being to designate oneself by the
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name of one’s father and not by that of one’s son. If, how*
over, this horse be said to have been set up by Candra Gupta,
then the question arises as to why he should have inscribed it

as his father’s and not as his own. A plausible reply to this

question would seem to be that the horse was installed by
Candra Gupta in memory of his father after his death, and
consequently he got it inscribed over with the words *

(* Samudda guttasa deyadhamma’) and identified

Samudra Gupta as his father. But we have to bear in mind
that the stone horse ‘ resembles closely the figure depicted on a
rare coin of Samudra Gupta’ or his medal, which raises the
presumption that the horse was in existence at the time of
striking the coin or medal, i.e., in the life-time of Samudra
Gupta. This objection may be met by holding that the figure

on the coin was not made after the stone horse, but, rather,

the stone horse was made, by Candra Gupta, in imitation of

the figure on the coin of Samudra Gupta, to commemorate the
Horse-sacrifice, on the occasion of which such coins were struck.

This would, of course, be a very reasonable reply to the objection.

But it must be remembered that Candra Gupta came to the
throne after the death of Samudra Gupta, when AJodhya, if

not actually the capital of the vast Gupta empire, was one of

the most important seats of government, as Mr. Vincent Smith
has rightly said in his Early History of India. So, had the
horse been set up by him after his accession, it must have
been placed at the capital or some important sacred city, and
not at Khairigarh, which, though an important place owing to
its being on the border between Nepal and Oudh, could
not enjoy the rank of a capital. Nor was it any important
sacred place.

The difference of language and place of the two inscriptions

raises the question as to whether the two inscriptions are to be
regarded as parts of one and the same inscription or as differ-

ent ones.

If we regard the neck inscription to be in continuation of

the back one, then the whole inscription would run thus

—

‘ Qandraguptapituh Samuddaguttasa deyadhamma.’

On this supposition one-half of the inscription would be in

pure Sanskrta and the other half in Prakrta, which would be
repulsive to the established custom. Besides, there would be
the unreasonableness of dividing one sentence in two places,

inspite of there being sufficient room on the back for both of

them. If, however, the two inscriptions be regarded as inde*

pendent of each other, then an explanation is necessary as to

why there should be two inscriptions having the same meaning,
as the purport of both of them is practically the same.
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I venture to make the following suggestions, for the con-
sideration of the experts as affording a satisfactory explanation
for both the difficulties.

Qandragupta, as we learn from Mr. Vincent Smith’s history,

had made himself an important factor, even in the life-time of his

father, both in administrative and military affairs. If we now
assume that the politically important district of Kheri, with
the surrounding country, was placed under his governorship,
where he acquired popularity and fame owing to his adminis-
trative and militaiy qualities, then both the anomalies may
be thus explained. When his father performed the Horse-
sacrifice he set up in his province, a stone horse, resem-
bling the figure of the horse depicted on the medals, struck on
the solemn occasion, in commemoration of the important event,

both as a token of his paternal love and as a political step to-

wards raising the dignity and prestige of the empire, in the

eyes of his troublesome neighbours. As he was the most re-

nowned and popular personage in the vicinit.y, he got an
inscription engraved on it in Sanskrta, saying that it was his

father’s (Ca^ndraguptapituh). Then seeing that

the pictorial writing was difficult to be read by the people, as it

always is, he got another inscription engraved on the neck in

ordinary characters and popular language of the time, meaning
practically the same thing. In this inscription instead of

(Candraguptapituh), he put (Samudda-

guttasa), and expressly mentioned (deyadhamma), which was
understood in the Sanskrta inscription.

As regards the horse having been made without ears> I

hold the same opinion as 1 have already expressed about the

Benares horse having been made only with one ear.

As regards the reading of the neck inscription, 1 may

observe here that though the compound (deyadhamma)
is quite a good one, yet it is of very unfrequent occurrence, as

Mr. Smith has himself frankly noted. So, if we regard the word

to be misread for (dayadhamma), we can have quite an

appropriate compound for the sentence, and of frequent use

with the Jainas and Boudhas. In such a case the inscription

would mean ' Samudra Gupta’s compassion- duty,’ signifying

that the earless horse was intended to indicate the compassion

which Samudra Gupra religiously cherished tow^ards God’s crea-

tures, as showing that, even on the occasion of a Horse-sacri-

fice, he refrained from destroying the life of an animal.

If, however, the reading of Mr. Smith be taken to be

right, its English rendering as ‘pious gift of Samudra Gupta’
cannot be said to be quite accurate. It

.
should in such a case

be ‘ giving (dedicating or endowing) piety of Samudra Gupta.’

Before finishing the article, I must express my sense of

gratitude to my old friend, Rai Syam Sundar Das Sahib, who
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has taken a deep interest in the reading and publishing of the
inscription and made valuable suggestions towards the same.

(It may be noted here that, an article on the inscription
has already appeared in Hindi, in the Nagari-Pracharini Patrika
of Benares, in Vol. IX, Issue I.)

Shivalaghat, Benares.

12th May, 1928
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Artiolb No. 31.

Ishwarchandra Vldyasagar as a Promoter of Female
Education in Bengal.

{Baaed on unpublished State Records.)

By Brajbndbanath Banrrji.

If the iSth century saw a revolution in the political

history of Bengal, the 19th century saw another and equally
far-reaching revolution in our life and thought. This second
change has been rightly called the Renaissance of India. At
the time of the En^ish conquest, not only were our indigenous
kingdoms in utter dissolution, but our society also was decayed
and our mediaeval civilization was dead. The old order was
dead, but the new order did not come into being till seventy-
five years after the battle of Plassey, f.e., in the age of Lo^
William Bentinck.

This beneficent revolution in intellect and morals received

its start from Rajah Rammohun Roy. It went on gathering
force and volume till it created a new literature, a new faith,

a new social organization and a new political life—in short, a
new civilization in India.

In the intellectual sphere it took two forms ;
first the

acquisition of the new learning and scientific method of the

West, and secondly the recovery of the literature, thought
and spirit of our ancient forefathers in their true and pure
original form. In both of these fields Ishwarchandra Vidyasagar
took a leading part. He was not only the first great critical

Sanskrit scholar among the modern Bengalis, he was also the

founder of vernacular ^ucation on sound modem lines and the

creator of the first English college conducted entirely by
Indians. Great as Vidyasagar admittedly was as a social

reformer and philanthropist, he was not less great as an edu-

cational pioneer in two very important and untried fields. A
study of this aspect of his career from original records is,

therefore, a source of instruction to us, who are easefully

reaping where he sowed with so much toil and anxiety.

The education of Indian women did not form a recognized

part of the Government’s duties before 1860, although a
beginning in this direction had been made by some respectable

Indians (notably Rajah Radhafcanta Deb) and the Christian

missionB. In 1849, a very successful lay school for girls was
opened in Calcutta by Drinkwater Bethune—a great well-wisher

of the Indians. It was at first named the Hindu Female
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School and afterwards the Bethune Female School. Bethune
was fortunate in having Pandit Ishwarchandra Vidyasagar
as his co-adjutor and fellow-worker from the beginning.

During his Presidentship of the Council of Education he had
known the pandit as a highly talented and untiring worker, and
so he now induced him to accept the Honorary Secretaryship of

his institution (Dec. 1850). Soon after Bethune passed away
on the 12th of August 1861. From October 1861, however,
Lord Dalhousie had borne all the expenses necessary for keeping
the institution going, and on his Lordship’s departure in March
1866 it became a recognized Government institution, supported
by the State, and was placed by the Lieutenant-Governor
under the superintendence of Mr. Cecil Beadon. In his letter,

dated 12th August 1856, Mr. Beadon submitted a scheme to the

Bengal Government, proposing certain measures as likely to

bring the character and objects of the school more prominently
to the notice of the higher classes of the Hindu community, and
to induce them to educate their daughters in this institution.

The appointment of a Committee was also suggested, including

among its members Rajah Kalikrishna Deb Bahadur, Rai
Harachandra Ghose Bahadur, Babu Ramaprasad Roy and Babu
Kashiprasad Ghose. Mr. Beadon was anxious to secure the

services of Vidyasagar as Secretary to superintend the affairs of

the Bethune School. He remarked in his letter to the Lieut.-

Governor :

—

“ It may I'e thought by His Honour no less than justly due to the
past services and distinguished position of Pandit Ishwarchandra
Sharma to appoint him Secretary to tho Committee.” i

The Bengal Government gave its assent to the proposal.

Mr. Beadon was elected President and Vidyasagar Secretary of

the Committee. *

Like Drinkwater Bethune, Vidyasagar was a staunch

advocate of female education as a means of improving the

condition of his countrymen. But his zeal and activity were

not solely confined to the Bethune Female School.

The Home authorities, in the famous Education Despatch of

1864 and elsewhere, had expressed the intention of giving

full and cordial support to female education, and early in

1857 Halliday found himself in a position to take up the

problem of the establishment of female schools in Bengal.

He sent for Vidyasagar, then the Principal of the Calcutta

Sanskrit College and an Assistant Inspector of Schools, South

1 Letter from C. Beadon to Vf. Qrey, Secretary to the Government
of Bengal, dated 12th August 1856.—Education Con. 4 September 1856,

No. 166.
* Bengal Government to C. Beadon, and to Vidyasagar dated 30th

August 1866.— i^d. Con, 4 Septr. 1856, Nos. 168 A 170.
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Bengal, and had a free disoussion with him on the subject.
They fully realized the difficulty that was then to be expect^ in
attempting to establish a female school, the chief obstacle
being the reluctance with which respectable Hindus could be
persuaded to allow their girls to attend a public school.

Vidyasagar, however, felt that, by energetic exertion, he
would be able to enlist the sympathies of the people in such
a good cause.

The Pandit was soon able to report the opening of a
girls’ school at Jowgong in Bardwan. He made an application
for a monthly grant on its behalf, as will be seen from the
following letter which he wrote to the Director of Public
Instruction on 30th May 1867 :

—

“ It is with great pleasure I have the honour to report that the
inhabitants of Jowgong in Bardwan have at the suggestion of
the Head Master of the Model School at that village established
a female school there. It was opened on the 15th of April last

and now musters on its rolls 28 girls of different ages, ranging
from 4 to 1 1 years, the majority of whom are daughters of respect-
able Brahmans and Kyasthas of the place. The school is at
present located at the dwelling house of Babu Nabagopal Mazum-
dar the most influential man of the village and opens in the
mornings when the Head Master of the Model School, assisted

by another, performs the duties of teachers. The establishment of
the institution was intimated to me at the commencement,
but as I felt doubtful about its stability, I did nob think it proper
to report the circumstance to you at that time. Having however
visited it during this week 1 have been led to hope that there
is every chance of it flourishing within a short time. Not only do
the inhabitants take the liveliest interest in its success, but the
girls themselves appear to prosecute their studies with great
delight and attention. Arrangements for the management of
the school are, therefore, urgently required, and 1 bog to

submit them in the accompanying tabular statement for your
sanction.

** It will be seen that in the statement I have applied for two pandits
as, under present circumstances, I do not think the school
can bo properly managed with a less number. It is true that
the number of girls is only 28 but as each girl has a separate
lesson to learn, one man cannot conveniently teach them all.

The contingent charges have been estimated at Rs. 5 per
month. This sum includes the cost of class-books which it is

intended to supply gratis to the pupils, because the inhabitants

claim the same privilege in this respect as that allowed in the
Bethune School.” i

Tabular Statement Rs.

Female School at Jowgong, Zila Bardwan : Head Meuster . . 25
Asst. Master . . 15
Maidservant . . 2

Contingencies , . 5

Rs. 47

1 Education Con. 22 Oct. 1857, No. 72.
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However, it seemed to the Director that two masters
were unnecessary for the school,—at all events in its Brst stage—
and after a personal conference with the Pandit, he recom-
meiided to Government a monthly grant of Rs. 32 for the
institution.

Some months before this the Director had submitted
to Government three applications of a similar nature, dated
18th March 1867, receiv^ from Mr. Pratt, the Inspector of
Schools, South Bengal, for grants-in-aid to three female schools,
which were proposed to be established at Dwarhatta (thana
Haripal) and Gopalnagar (thana Baidyabati) in zila Hughli,
and at Narogram in Bardwan. ^ The Lieutenant-Governor
sanctioned monthly grants for the support of all the female
schools in question, the inhabitants of the villages undertaking
in each case to provide a suitable school-building. In sanction-
ing these grants the Lieutenant-Governor desired to be informed
of any other applications for grants-in-aid to female schools
which the Director might have received from the Divisional
Inspectors ‘'as he would be glad to have them submitted
for his favourable consideration.” *

The attitude of the Bengal Government towards the educa-
tion of Indian women appeared to the Pandit to be encouraging.
He had already put the Model Vernacular Schools for boys into
worUng order, and now directed his attention chiefly to
opening female schools. He naturally assumed that his plan

—

similar to that followed in the case of the Mbdel Vernacular
Schools for boys—had generally been approved by Government,
and under this impression he opened a number of female
schools in the districts under his charge. As usual he reported
the opening of the schools to the Director of Public Instruction
and applied for monthly grants. That ofiicery in accordance
with previous instructions, sent up the Pandit’s applications,
along with others, to the Lieutenant-Governor for considera-
tion.®

Between November 1867 and May 1868 Vidyasagar estab-
lished 36 female schools with an average total attendance
of 1,300 girls. The following is a list of the villages where
these schools were located, the dates on which they were
iopened, and the monthly expenditure involved in maintain-
ng them ® :

—

1 D.P.I. to the Govt, of Bengal, No. 384 dated lat May 1857 ; No.
709 dated 9th July 1857.—Educaium Cona. 22nd October, 1857, Nos. 68,

71. For Mr. Pratt’s letters, ibid.. Nos. 69, 72.
2 Govt, of Bengal to the Offg. D.P.I., dated 21st October 1857.

—JE7d. Oon. 22nd Oct. 1857, No. 74.
2 Letter from the D.P.I. to the Govt, of Bengal, dated 15th Feby.

1858. For t^e tabular statement, see Ed, Con. 24 June, 1858. No. 167C. ,

^ Education Con. 5 August 1858, No. 16. See also Ed. Cons. 24 June 1858
Nos. 167 A and B, H-I-K-L ; Ed. Con. 2 Deer. 1858, No. 6.
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HnoHU . . Potbah 24 Nov., 1857 Rs. 29
Daspui* 26 „ .. 99 20
Boinchi 1 Deo. „ 99 32
Digshooi i» 99 32
Talandu •» *t 99 20
Hatinah 15 ,, ,, 99 20
Hoyera 15 ,, , 99 20
Nopara 30 Jany. 1858 99 16
Udairajpur 2 March „ 99 25
Ramjibanpur 16 „ 99 25
Akabpur 28 ,, ,, ,, 25
Shiakhala 1 April „ 99 20
Mahesh 1 99 9t 99 25
Birsingha 1 99 99 99 20
Goalsara 4 .. 99 25
Dundipur 5 99 99 99 25
Daypur 1 May „ 99 25
Raujapur 1 » 99 25
Malaipur 12 „ *9 26
Bishnudaapur 15 *9 20

Bardwan . . Ranapara 1 Dec. 1857 99 20
Jambooi 25 Jany. 1858 99 30
Srikishenpur 26 99 26
Rajarampur 26 99 25
Jot-Srirampur 27 99 25
Dinehat 1 March „ 99 20
Kashipur 1 99 99 99 21

Sanooi 15 April „ 99 25
Rasuipur 26 „ '

„ 99 31

]3anteer 27 »» 99 99 20
Belgachi 1 May „ 99 20

Midnafur . . Bhangaband 1 Jany. „ 99 .30

Badanganj 10 May „ 99 31

ShantipuT 15 „ ,, • 9 20

Nadia . . Nadia 1 99 99 99 28

Rs. 845

On 13th April 1858 the Lieutenant-Governor reported to the
Supreme Government that he had received some 26 applications

from the Director of Public Instruction for grants-in-aid to female
schools which it was proposed to establish in the different dis-

tricts of East and South Bengal, but that he could not sanction

them unless the rules for grants-in-aid were to some extent
relaxed. He pointed out that the Home authorities, in their

despatch of 1st October 1856, had held out hopes that school-

fees would not be required in the case of female schools, but be
thought that some further encouragement was required. He
accordingly proposed that the grant-in-aid rules should be so far

modified in favour of female schools, that whenever a suitable

school-building was provided, and the attendance of not less

than 20 girls was promised, all other expenses for maintaining

the school be defrayed by Government. ^

1 Educaiion Con. 24 June 1858, No. 167 N.
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The Supreme Government, however, replied, on 7th May
1858, refusing to allow the abrogation of the grant-in-aid rules,

in favour of female schools, and holding that unless female
schools were really and materially supported by voluntary aid,

they had better not be established at all.^

These orders of the Supreme Government greatly affected

Vidyasagar’s activities, because, he had, in anticipation of

Government’s sanction, established quite a number of female
schools on the understanding that the inhabitants would
provide suitable school-buildings, while their maintenance
charges Avould be defrayed by Government, and it now appear-
ed to him that all his labours had been fruitless and the
schools set up by him would have to be closed immediately.
Another problem was the payment of the salary to their

staff. They had not received their pay from the commence-
ment, and the amount due up to 30th June 1858 was Rs.
3,439-3-3. The following letter, which the Pandit addressed to

the Director of Public Instruction on 24th June, explains

the situation:

—

“With reference to the orders of the Government of India bearing
date the 7th ultimo forwarded with your circular letter No.
1316 dated 29th idem, I have the honour to state that in

anticipation of the sanction of Government, female schools were
opened by me in several villages in the districts of Hughli,
Bardwan, Nadia and Midnapur and the requisite establishment
entertained in them. The schools were opened on the condition
that the inhabitants of each village would provide a suitable

school house, the expenses for their maintenance being defrayed
by Government. The Supreme Government, however, have
in their orders quoted refused to grant any aid to the schools on
the above condition and the institutions must therefore be closed.

But it is necessary that the establishment should receive their

pay which they have not had since the commencement and
which, 1 trust. Government will be pleased to pass.

2. It is true that the establishment was entertained by me
without orders. But I must be permitted to mention that

at the commencement of my operations I was not discouraged
either by yourself or Government. If I had been, I would never
have ventured to open so many schools nor been placed in

my present difhcult position. The establishment, having been
appointed by me, naturally look up to me for payment, and
it will certainly be a great hardship if I am made responsible

for it, especially when the expenditure has been incurred

on furtherance of an object of public utility. *’2

The Director recommended the Pandit’s case to the Bengal
Government in the following terms :

—

“ I would venture to recommend to the generous consideration of

Government the Pandit's petition to be shielded from personal

and pecuniary liability on account of the female schools which,

1 Education Con. 24 June 1858, No. 167 O.
2 Letter from Ishwarchandra Sharma, Special Inspector of Schools,

South Bengal,* to W. Gordon Young, Director of Public Instruction, dated
24th June 1858.—Education Con. 5th August 1858, No. 15.
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in anticipation of the sanction and approbation of Governmont,
he was the means of establishing.

2. 1 would solicit attention to the memorandum annexed to the
Pandit’s letter, as the Government may perhaps hardly be
aware of the extent of this officer’s voluntary and unosten-
tatious labours in the cause of female education. If so much
can be done in the villages by one individual burdened with
other and distant duties, occupying a position of no groat
authority, and almost without aid or countenance from his
superiors, how much might not be done in the same way
if the Government were to afford its sanction and support ?

On the other hand, what discouragement may not be inflicted

on the cause if the benevolent exertions of the officer referred to
are seen to lead only to his discredit and i)eciiniary loss.”!

The Bengal Government in turn placed the whole matter
before the Government of India, on 22nd July 1858, with
the following remarks :

—

“The Lieutenant-Governor desires earnestly to support the recom-
mendation of the Director of Public Instruction, and His Honour
is not without hope that when the Hon’ble the President in

Council is made aware of the number of promising female
schools which had been actually established by the unosten-
tatious zeal of the very intelligent and meritorious Principal
of the Sanskrit College, and which will now, together with
the keen and anxious hopes and anticipations to which they
have given rise, be suddenly extinguished, ho may perhaps
be disposed spontaneously to reconsider the orders of the 7th
May. ”2

The Supreme Government, before passing orders on the
subject, demanded a full explanation of the circumstances
under which the Pandit was, or conceived himself to be,

<‘ncouraged to incur so heavy an expense in establishing the
schools in question in anticipation of sanction, and also

desired to know who was responsible for the encouragennmt
under which the Pandit had claimed to have acted. As at
least one-half of the schools had been established, some of

them for several months before the Bengal Government’s
letter dated 13th April 1858, the Supreme Government enquir-
ed whether the circumstance \vas known to the Lieutenant-
Governor at that time and, if so, why it was ilot then
mentioned.®

•In reply to the inquiry of the Government of India, the

Pandit wrote thus to the Director of Public Instruction on
30th September 1858 :

—

** 1 have the honour to state that as some female schools on this

footing had already been established with the sanction of the
Government, I believed that the plan was generally approved.
I invariably reported to your office the establishment of every
new school, and usually in the month succeeding that in

1 Education Con. 5th August 1858, No. 14.

2 Ibid., No. 17.
3 Education Con. 18th September 1868, No. 1.
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*

which it was opened. My several applications for the establish-
ments required in these schools were always entertained by
you though no orders were ever passed, and during a period
of several months I was not in any way discouraged in tho
course I was taking, which I believed to be in accordance
with the wishes of the Government.**!

The Director forwarded the Pandit’s letter to the Bengal
Government, supporting his own case with the following
observations :

**For my part, knowing or believing that the Pandit had been
in personal communication with the Lieutonant-Govemor on the
subject during my own absence from Calcutta, and inferring
from your letter (No. 503) of the 21st October that the
Government was prepared to regard his exertions with favour, I

did not hesitate to send on his reports to Government (as

Mr. Woodrow in my absence had done) without delay, dis-

couragement, or remark.
T regret to say that the untoward result with which the action

of the department in this matter had been attended has given
a * heavy blow and great discouragement* to the cause of

female education, from the effects of which, I fear, nothing
that is likely to be now done will enable it speedily to recover.”2

However, the Lieutenant-Governor settled the question more
equitably, as his reply to the Government of India (27th Nov.

1868) will show

:

3. The Lieutenant-Governor desires to submit the explanation of the

Pandit for indulgent consideration, as it appears he has been
acting under a misconception. It appears that previous to the

application made to the Government of India in my letter

of tho 13th April last for sanction to grant to 26 female
schools recommended by the Pandit aiid the Director of

Public Instruction, which application was not complied with,

four grants on similar terms had been sanctioned by the

Lieutenant-Governor on the 21st October 1857 under a mistaken
view of his authority. This was afterwards overlooked by
the Lieutenant-Governor cuid the irregularly sanctioned grants to

these schools continuing uninterrupted, seemed, not unreasonably,
to have led the Pandit to suppose that all other such schools

would receive grants on similar terms. This must have fully

excused him for continuing to recommend grants to schools

of a similar kind, but the question still remains why did the

Pandit set the schools going and incur expense for their

establishments before he had received sanction for them from
Government. This question the Pandit has not answered, but

he might have submitted a not unreasonable excuse for his

irregularity had he stated that the wording of his application

always expressed that the schools about which he wrote had
been established, and specified the dates on which they had
each been opened. And the Director of Public Instruction

understood this as requiring retrospective sanction and so

entered it in his prescribed tabular statement. But this was

! Education Con. 2nd Deer. 1858, No. 4.

* Letter from W. Gordon Young, Director of Public Instruction,

to the Junior Secy, to the Government of Bengal, dated 4th October

1868.—Education Con, 2 Dec. 1868, No. 3.
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undoubtedly overlooked when my letter was written dated
13th April last. There hits been evidently a general miscon-
ception about these grants. For some time the Lieut. -Governor
was under the impression that he could sanction them himself
and when he became better informed he found that it was
little more than a form to send them up the Supreme Government
for sanction, believing that the Supreme Government was certain
to approve and sanction them and to applaud all extension
of such female schools, especially when established at the
desire of the people themselves and partly at their expense.
This useful view naturally commended itself to the Lieutenant-
Governor’s subordinates so that the I’andit thought ho could
not please the Government better than by encouraging female
schools, and the Director of Public Instruction supposed he
had only to sanction a recommendation to aid a promising
girls’ school and it was sure to be sanctioned. The Lieutenant-
Governor states all this merely as a fact without attempting
to defend or extenuate the error into which he him.self, not
less than his subordinates, is shown to have fallen. But he
trusts it may be viewed indulgently, all the circumstances
having been considered.

The biographers of Vidyasagar are responsible for the story
which has obtained currency that the Government did not
tlo Justice to the Pandit and refused to relieve him of the
pecuniary liability which he had incurred by doing Govern-
ment’s work and which he had ultimately to meet out of his

own pocket! The Supreme Government’s letter, dated 22nd
December 1858, conveying its final orders on the subject of the
female schools established by Vidyasagar, conclusively proves
that the Pandit was paid all his expenses :

—

“It is to be regretted that the Pandit’s scheme of opening female
schools on a plan opposed to the orders of the Hon'ble Court,
but in the name of the Government and in anticipation of

sanction, should not have been discouraged at once. A.s it

is evident, however, that the Pandit acted in good faith, and
with the encouragement and approbation of his superiors. His
Honour in Council is plca>«ed under all circumstances, to
relieve him from responsibility for the sum of R». 3,439-3-3

actually expende<1 on those schools, and to direct that it bo paid
by the Government.

“ With regard to the future the President in Council observes that,

so far as can be gathered from these papers, there is no
security for the permanent character of any of the schools,

and that the only sound material guarantee for their success,

namely the voluntary support of the neighbourhood, is wholly
wanting. It is not even stated that school houses have been
built. Not an argument is brought forward to shake the
decision of the Government of India already taken, that the
main principle of the grant-in-aid rules shall not be relaxed

in favour of these fem^e schools. If keen and anxious hopes
really exist, a small monthly payment is no very violent test

of them.
“ W ith reference to the above considerations and to paragraph 38

of the Hon’ble Court’s despatch, dated the 22nd June last.

1 Education Con, 2nd December 1858, No. 6.
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the President in Council must decline to give his sanction to* the
grant of any public money for the continued support of the
female schools opened by Pandit Ishwarchandra, or for tho
establishment of the Government schools it is proposed to set up
in their stead. The correspondence will be forwarded for the
consideration of the Rt. Hon*blo the Secretary of State, with
a recommendation that a grant not exceeding Rs. 1,000 per
mensem may be made for the establishment of female schools<

in Hughli, Bardwan, and the 24-Parganas, a portion to be
expended in assisting such schools as were established by Pandit
Ishwarchandra Sharma, and a portion on a few model schools to

be supported by the Government.” i

On a reference from the Government of India (10 January
1859) the Secretary of State for India replied (12 May 1859)
that owing to the financial pressure caused by the Mutiny
Government was not then in a position to entertain the pro-

posal of making a permanent grant in aid of female schools,

but reserved its consideration for a future occasion. ^

Vidyasagar had retired from Government service in

November 1858 and, it is said, that his resignation was due
in part to his differences with the Director of Public Instruc-

tion on the question of the establishment of female schools.

But even the loss of a monthly income of Rs. 500 and the

refusal of all financial support by the Government did not

make Vidyasagar despair of the future of the institutions

he had established. In order to set the girls* schools going,

he opened a Female School Fund to which many distinguished

Indians (notably Rajah Pratap Chandra Siiigh of Paikpara)

and high Government officials contributed. It will be seen

from the following letter which the Pandit wrote to the

Hon’ble Sir Bartle Frere on 11th October, 1863 that his efforts

generally in the cause of female education were appreciated by

his countrymen:

—

.You will no doubt bo glad to hear that tho Mofussil Female Schools

to the support of which you so kindly contributed, are progressing

satisfactorily.^ Female education has begun to be gradually

appreciated by the people of districts contiguous to Calcuttn

,

and schools are being opened from time to time.

Lieutenant-Governor Beadon also encouraged the Pandit by

subscribing to the Fund :

—

*T have now the pleasure to enclose a cheque for Rs. 330 on

account of Sir Cecil Beadon's subscription to the Female Schools

for tho half year of 1 866. This would have been sent before

1 Letter from C. Beadon, Secretary to the Govt, of India to C. 'J'.

Buckland, Junior Secy, to the Govt, of Bengal, dated 22nd Decem-
ber 1868.—Education Con. 20 Jany. 1859, No. 9.

For the minutes of the members of tho Supreme Council, indemni-

fying the Pandit, see Education Branch Con. 24 Dec. 1858, No 6. (Ini-

perial Records.)
2 Education Con. 14 July 1859, No. 27.

* Mitra's, Isvar Chandra Vidyasagar, p, 173.
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• but the cheque book was accidentally left liehind.” (17
August 1866,)' •

Vidyasagab’s servicks to the Bethune School.

Vidyasagar was made Honorary Secretary of the Bethune
School Committee in August 1856, and a member ^ of the
Committee in January 1864. In spite of the numerous
demands on his time and attention, he alwa^^s took a lively

interest in the welfare of that institution. We get a glimpse of

the condition of the school and the progress made by it

during his Secretaryship in the following report (dated 16
Dec. 1862)

Reading, writing, arithmetic, biography, geography, and history
of Bengal, with gallery lessons on objects form tlio course of
study. Neodle-work and stnving are likewise taiighl. Instruc-
tion is imparted to the pupils tlirougb the medium of the
vernacular. The tutorial staff consists of a Hoad Mistress,
with two femalo assistants and two pandits. Besides general
supeiintendence, the Head Mistress teaches needle-work to
the first and second classes, and revises the lessons given to

them by the pandits. The second mistress tt^achos needle-
work and sewing to the remaining classes, assisted by the
third mistress. The third mistress teaches in addition the eluss

consisting of beginners in which the phonetic system is being
experimentally introduced. The pandits teach all the books
read in the several classes

“ As regards the number of admissions, the Committee beg to observe
that there has been a steady increase from 1859. Thenumber
at present on the rolls is ninety-three. It would have exceeded
160 ere this, if the Committee had not been obliged to reject

applications for admission for some time from want oi the
means of conveyance. The inconvenience has since been remov-
ed by the provision of a third carriage, and it is hoped that
the anticipated increase will soon take place. It may be as
well to mention, with reference to this third conveyance, that,

Rajah Pratap Chandra Singh Bahadur presented an omnibus,
and that some of the members of the Committee, and a few
other native friends of female education, subscribed for a pair

of horses
“ As regards the proficiency attained by the first class, the Commit-

tee regret to observe that, owing to early withdrawals, the
majority of the pupils are unable to prosecute their studies up to

the desired standard. In cases, however, where girls are admit-
ted at an early age. and permitted to remain at school till the

age of eleven or twelve, they attain a fair amount of know-
ledge in the different subjects taught.

“ From the manner in which the number of admissions has recently

gone on increasing, the Committee trust that the institution

is rising in the estimation of those classes of the community
for whose benefit it was originally established. The wealthier

classes of native gentlemen do not indeed seem as yet to be

' Mitra’s, Isvar Chandra Vidyasagar, p. 173.

* 8. C. Bayley, Junior Secy, to the Govt, of Bengal, to Pandit
Ishwarehandra Sharma, dated I9th Jany. 1864.

—

Ed, Con, Jany. 1864, No.
B. 160.
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availing themselves directly of the advantages offered by the
school; a very few admissions have as yet been made from
those classes. The Committee, however, are happy to believe
that home education for females is being resorted to in many
families amongst the wealthier classes; and this result, they
believe, is in a considerable degree owing to the beneficial in-

fluence of the Bethune School.
If a large number of conveyances were at the disposal of the Com-

mittee, the school might be made more extensively useful. It will

be understood, however, that if the number of children should
exceed a certain limit, increased resources will then be required in

order to supply an extra staff of instructors, etc

Miss Mary Carpenter’s name is well known in this country
as a philanthropic worker and friend of the Indian people.

She paid a visit to Calcutta during the^ latter part of 1866.

She wished very much to promote female education in India,

and on her arrival in Calcutta sought- to make the acquain-

tance of Vidyasagar who was well known as a champion of

the cause of female education. Mr. Atkinson, the Director of

Public Instruction, wrote a letter to the Pandit on 27th Novem-
ber 1866 making an appointment with him to meet Miss

Carpenter at the Bethune School.

She visited some of the female schools in the vicinity

of Calcutta, accompanied most of the time by Vidyasagar, with

whom she had contracted a sincere friendship at her first

meeting. In December 1866 she visited the Uttarpara Girls’

School along with Vidyasagar, the D.P.I., and Mr. Woodrow

—

an Inspector of Schools. On the return journey the Pandit

met with a serious accident—his buggy (dog-cart) capsizing

and causing severe injuries to his liver, jn consequence of

this accident liis health was greatly impaired, and it paved
the way for the fatal malady which brought about his death in

July 1891. But Vidyasagar paid no heed to the decay of

his health and, like a true patriot, continued to work hard for

the good of his country.

Miss Carpenter moved the Government to undertake the

establishment of a Normal School for the training of native

female teachers to be accommodated temporarily in the premises

of the Bethune School. On 1st September 1867 Sir William

Grey, the Lieutenant-Governor of Bengal, asked for Vidyasagar’s

views on the proposal. The Pandit, however, was opposed

to the measure and he gave the following reply :

—

** Since we met last, I have made careful enquiries and have
thought over the subject, but I regret to say that, I see no
reason to alter my opinion as regards the difficulty of practi-

cally carrying out Miss Carpenter’s scheme of rearing a body

^ From Pandit Ishwarchandra Sharma, Hony. Secretary, Bethune
School Committee, to the Hon’ble A. Eden, Offg. Secy, to the Govt, of

Bengal, dated the 15th Deer. 1862.—Education Con. Deer. 1862, Nos-

A. 59-62.
•
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of native female teachers either in connection with the Bethune
School or independently, such as may be acceptable to the
bulk of the Hindu community and worthy of their confidence.
Indeed, the more I think about it the more am I convinced
that [ cannot conscientiously advise the Government to take the
direct responsibility of setting in motion a project which, in
the present state of the native society and native feeling,

I feel satisfied, will be attended with failure. You can easil3’^

conceive whether respectable Hintlus will allow their grown-up
female relatives to follow the profession of tuition and noceaaarilj'

break through the present seclusion, when they do not permit the
young girls of ten or eleven years to quit the zenana after they arc
married. The only persons, whose services may be available, are
unprotected and helpless widows, and apart from the consider-
ation whether morally they will be fit agents for educational
purposes, I have no hesitation in saying that the very fact
of their dispensing with the zenana seclusion and offering
themselves as public teachers will lay them open tt> suspicion and
distrust and thus neutralize the beneficial action aimed at.

“ I think the Governinent cannot pursue a bettor course on this sub-
ject than what has been indicated in the India Government’s
letter lately published in the papers, ’fhe best test of po[)ulni'

feeling will bo the application of the grant-in-aid principle. If

the people are willing to carry out Miss Carpenter’s idea, they
should be assisted with liberal grants by Government. Altliough
the groat bulk of the Hindu community, so far as I can per-
ceive, will not avail themselves of such a.ssistanee, still there
are particular individuals who seem to bo very sanguine on
this s\ibject and if they are sincere and earnest they will, at
any rate, it may bo hoped, corno forward and with Govern-
ment aid, begin the experiment.

** I am free to confess that I do not place much reliance in them ;

but they will have no right to complain under the rules

announced by the Government of India,

“ I need hardly assure you that I fully appreciate the iinpju’tanco

and desirableness of having female teaclu'rs for fomiilo learn-

ers; but if the social prejudice of my countrymen did not
offer an insuperable bar, I would have boon the first to

second the prop<jsition and lend my hearty co-r)poration to-

wards its furtherance. But when I soo that success is by no
means certain and that the Government is likely to place itself

in a false and disagreeable position, I cannot persuade inysoif

to support the experiment.
“ Aa regards the Bethune School, I entirt>ly go with you that the re-

sults are not proportionate to the amount expended upon it, but
at the same time I cannot recommend its abolition altogether.

As a memento of the services to the cau.so of fomalo enlighten-

ment in India of the groat philanthropist whoso name the Insti-

tution bears, it has, I submit, a claim to the support of Govern-
ment. In the next place, it is very desirable that there should
be a well-organized female school in the heart of tho metropolis,

to servo as a model to sister institutions in the interior. The
moral influence of the present institution in native society has
been undoubtedly great. It has, in fact, paved the way to

female education in surrounding districts and this, in my humble
opinion, is no mean return for tho large sums which have been
annually expended upon it. But 1 must say that there is great

room for economy and improvement. The expenses, 1 think,

can be reduced to nearly half the present amount without
detriment to the efficiency of the institution.
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** I intend to go to the North-Western Provinces shortly for prolon^er]
change for the benefit of my health and if you wish to know
my views on the re-organization of the Bethune School, I shall bo
happy to await your return to Calcutta and confer with you
on the subject.’* (Ist Oct. 1867.)

The Lieutenant-Governor acknowledged receipt of the
Pandit’s letter on 14th October, 1867 in the following terms :

—

“I am greatly obliged to you for your letter of the 1st instant ; it

is both useful and interesting. I hope you will not, on any
account, postpone your visit to the N.-W. Provinces, and I trust
that you will obtain a revival of health from the change.

“ Should I find you in Calcutta however a few days hence, I shall

be most happy to see you and to hear your views as to the
re-organization of the Bethune School. Otherwise you can
perhaps find leisure to write to mo on the subject from the
N. West.

" If you should desire to have letters of introduction to any of the
Government officers in the N.-W. Provinces, I shall be glad
to assist you in that way. I shall be at Belvedere from the
18th inclusive.”

The Government of Bengal, however, favoured Miss

Carpenter’s scheme, and an opportunity for giving it a trial

soon arose.

Some time about the middle of 1867 the Bethune School

Committee were led to believe, from the falling off in the

number of pupils, as well as from other circumstances, that the

condition of the school required a searching enquiry and.

accordingly, at a special meeting held for the purpose in July

1867, a Sub-Committee, consisting of Ishwarchandra Vidya-

sagar, Kumar Harendra Krishna Deb and Prasanna Kumar
Sarvadhikari, was appointed. The Sub-Committee met, en-

quired fully into the subjects, and submitted their report

on 24th September, 1867. This report disclosed the fact that

gallery teaching had been neglected, the children were not

well taught, the promotions were not properly made, and

that the distribution of the teaching agency had not been

very Judicious. The Bethune School Committee maintained

that the school would not flourish or recover its position as

long as Miss Pigott was at its head.^

In its letter dated 3rd March, 1868 the Bengal Government

.

while concurring with the desirability of an early termination

of the service of the Head Mistress, wrote to the Committee
of the school as follows:

—

am to request at the same time that the Committee will be

good as not to proceed to the engagement of another Mistress

without communicating with the Lieutenant-Governor.
Honour ia disposed to think that the opportunity should be taken

to render the building bequeathed by the late Mr. Bethune and

the large annual grant from the general revenues which is non

connected with it more useful in the promotion of female educatioi'

1 Education Con, March 1868, No. A. 8.
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than he believes it to be under present arrangements, and
this end, the Lieutenant-Qovemor is led to believe, may be
materially served by combining with a Female School on a
more moderate. scale than the present one, a Normal School
for female teachers.

*<If it is determined to utilize the Bethune School building, and
the funds connected with that building for such a purpose,
it will be desirable to bring the whole institution into more
close and direct connection with the Education Department than
it is at present. The Lieutenant-Governor will be glad to
know if in this event the Committee of native gentlemen who
have hitherto, with an English President, conducted the
affairs of the Bethune School, would be willing to act as a
Consultative Committee in co-operation with the Divisional
Inspector of Schools.

The Committee refused to take part in the management
of the institution in future if they were placed on the footing
suggested, and their Hony. Secretarv, Pandit Ishwarchandra
Vidyasagar gave the following reply to the Bengal Government
on 13th June, 1868 :

—

**As regards the establishment of a Female Normal School, the
Committee, in their letter to the Director of Public Instruction, 2

have stated at length their views, and they desire mo to forward
a copy of the same for His Honour's information.

** The members of the Committee, 1 am desired to state, regret
much their inability to act in the proposed Consultative
Committee under the Divisional Inspector of Schools for the
management of the Normal iSchool.'* 2

The Lieutenant-Governor, before passing final orders in this

important matter, desired the D.P.T. for a full expression
of his opinion after consulting Mr. Woodrow, the Inspector
of Schools, Central Division.*

The D.P.I. held that both economy and efficiency would he
best ensured by combining the Normal School and the Bethune
School in one institution under a single Superintendent,

subject to the direct control of the Education Department.®
The Lieutenant-Governor approved the scheme proposed by

the Director.® One Mrs. Brietzche was, on 27th January 1869,

1 Education Con. March 1808, No. A. 9.

2 This is a lengthy letter which W. 8. Seton-Karr (the President of the

Bethune School Committee) addre.ssed to the ’D.P.T. on 18th Feby., 1887,

negativing the proposals of Mary Carpenter for the establishment of a

Female Normal School in Calcutta, contained in the D.P.I.’s letter to the

Bethune School Committee, dated 16 Feby., 1867.—See Ed. Con. July 1868,

No. A. 69.

2 Education Con. July 1868, Nos. A. 68-70; Supplement to the Calcutta

Gazette, dated 3rd Feby., 1869.
* Bengal Govt, to D.P.I. dated 20 July, 1868.

—

Ed. Con. July 1868,

Nos. A. 68-70.
5 D.P.I. to Bengal Govt, dated 28 Doc., 1868.

—

Ed, Con. March 1871,

Nos. B. 43^6.
® Bengal Govt, to the D.P.I., dated 26th January, 1869.—Ed. Con,

March 1871, Nos. B. 43-56.
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•

appointed Lady Superintendent of the Bethune and Normal
Schools for three years on a salary of Rs. 300 per month.
The Bethune School Committee was disi^olved, and the D.P.I.
conveyed thanks to the members of the Committee— specially to

Vidyasagar, their able Secretary—for their past services.

Vidyasagar, although not very hopeful of the success of

the new arrangement, gave the authorities every possible

assistance whenever asked, as will be seen from Mr. Woodrow’s
letter to the D.P.I. , dated 2nd March, 1869 :

—

** I have the honour to report that Pandit Ishwarchandra Vidyasagar
made over to me the documents relating to the UethuiK^
School on the 2.‘lrd instant [February], He also spent a long
time in going with me over the school and its grounds and
discussing the means necessary to make it suitable for the
residence of Hindu ladies.

“He kindly offered to give me every assistance in his power in

the establishment of the Normal School though he entertains
but slight hopes of its success while placed in Calcutta.’’^

But the Pandit proved a true prophet and, before som(‘

three years were over, Sir George Campbell, the next Lieutenant-

Governor, ordered the Female Normal School—attached to the

Bethune School—to be closed after 31st January, 1872, c'ls

he was satisfied that if an undertaking of this nature wm-^

to succeed in the existing state of Indian society, it must be

started and managed by the people of the country according to

their feelings and fashions.^ The order for the immediate
abolition of the Normal School was convcAyed to the D.P.I.

in the following letter :

—

“On a general review of the whole subject, it. is clear that after h

three yearn* experiment the Female Normal School has un-

questionably failed The Lieutenant-Governor is himself too

inclined to think that there is much in the view taken by tin*

ladies most experienced in those matters, viz., that it may b(‘

very dangerous to give women education and a certain free-

dom of action without the sanction of some religion
“ The Female Normal School will, therefore, be closed after the 3lsi

January, 1872.”8

It will be seen from the foregoing what ardent interest

Pandit Ishwarchandra continued to take throughout his life in

the cause of female education in Bengal. After his demise

1 H. Woodrow, Inspector of Schools, Central Dvn. to the D.P. f..

dated 2 March, 1869., Ibid.
2 “ A rival school [was] opened by Babu Keshav Chandra Sei

with funds supplied by Miss Carpenter, but in direct opposition to hei

wishes ....Babu Keshav Chandra Sen is now about to close his school on tho

strong remonstrances of Miss Carpenter, who has refused to allow th<‘

funds supplied by her to be spent on its support.”—D.P.I. to Bengt^'

Govt., dated 27th Dec., 1871.

—

JS/d. Con. Jany. 1872, Nos. A. 30-36.
8 The Under-Secy., Govt, of Bengal to the D.P.I., dated 24th Jany.

1872.—JE7daca£i07» Con. Jany. 1872, Nos. A. 30-36. See also Ed. Con.

April 1872, Nos. A. 64-58.
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in July 1891, a body of Hindu ladies perpetuated the great

l^andit’s memory in the following manner ;

—

“The Committee beg to announce that they have recently received
the sum of Rs. I,fi70 from the Secretary to the Ladies* Vidya-
sagar Memorial Committee in Calcutta, for the establishment
of an annual scholarship tenable for two years to bo awarded
to a Hindu girl who after passing the annual examination in

the third class of the school, desires to prepare herself for

the University Entrance Examination. The late Pandit Ishwnr-
chandra Vidyasagar was the co-adjutor and fellow-worker of Mr.
Bethune, when the school was founded, and since then continued,
so long as he lived, to take the keenest interest in its welfare.
It is, therefore, a source of great gratification to the Commit-
tee to find that a body of Hindu ladies in Calcutta sliould

have interested themselves in this manner to perpetuate the
memory of the late Pandit Vidyasagar who, during his life-

time, in addition to the philanthropic work to which he devoted
his whole life, had done so much to promote Female Education
in Bengal.”!

1 In the presence of H.E. the Viceroy and fJovernor-General of

India—Lord Elgin, and many other notable European and Jndian
gentlemen—liethune College—5l.h March, 1894. Annual Report.
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On the Dates of Publication of The Fishes of India by
Dr. Francis Day.

By B. Prashad.

(Published by 'permission of the Director^ Zoologicai Survey
of India^ Calcutta.)

The Fishes of India by Dr. FranciH Day is a fairly com-
plete illustrated account of the fishes of the Indian Empire
including Burma and Ceylon, and, though published in the
eighties of the last century, is the most standard work of

reference on the subject even to-day. The main work was
published in four parts between 1875-1878, and a Supplement
with its pages in continuation of those of the main volume
was issued later in 1888. Practically no information has so

far been available regarding the exact dates of publication

of the various parts, and the information published in the
Zoological Record is inaccurate in several respects. Many new
species were described and illustrated in the Fishes of India for

the first time, and to settle the questions of priority in. connec-
tion with nomenclature of these forms it is desirable that

accurate information on the dates of publication of the various

parts should be available. In Dean and Eastman’s work on
the Bibliography of Fishes^ there is no information about the

various parts either with reference to the text or the plates and
the date of publication of the whole work is given as 1875-

1878, while the Supplement issued in 1788 is listed separately.

Similarly no information is available in the Library Catalogue
of the Books, etc., in the British Museum, Natural History,

London, ‘ which is a mine of information on such questions.

Fishes of India is catalogued as a quarto publication issued in

London (1875-) 88 consisting of pp. xx, 778 (-816); the

pages in brackets being those of the Supplement which was
issued ten years after the main work. In the introduction of

the first volume on the Fishes^ in the Fauna of British India

Series the then Editor Dr. W. T. Blanford wrongly gives the

dates of issue of the Fishes of India as 1876-78. Dr. B. L.

1 Dean, B. and C. R. Eastman

—

A Bibliography of Fishes^ Vol. I,

p. 304 (New York, 1916).
* Woodward, B, B.

—

Cat. Books, Manuscripts, etc,, in the Brit. Mus.
{Nat. Hist.) Vol. I, p. 430 (London, 1903).

3 Day, F.

—

Fishes in Faun. Brit. Ind. Vol. I, Introduction, p. iii

(London, 1888).
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Chaudhuri^ in his valuable paper on the Bibliography of

Indian Fishes gives the dates of the work as 1875-78 and does
not mention the Supplement, which, as we noted above, was
published in 1888.

In most of the coi^ies of the whole work, which I have
seen, all the parts are bound together and the title pages of

the several parts are not preserved. A further difficulty in this

connection arises from the fact that apparently two distinct

issues of the woik were issued ; this does not seem to be indi-,

cated anywhere. In the first issue the work, excluding the

Supplement, was published in four separate parts, while in the

second issue the idea of dividing the text and plates into two
volumes appears to have been adopted. In this issue the only

difference about the text apparently was tb print an additional

title page wdth the w'ords “ Vol. I*’ on it, the words “ End of

Vol. I about the middle of page 320 of the text and the issue

of an Alphabetical Index for this volume (pp. i-xii)
;
these

additional pages were evidently, as appears from the title page
of this issue, printed in 1876. The second volume of this

issue has on the title page “Vol. II, Atlas—Containing 198-

plates and contains the Preface, the Introduction and Syste-

matic Index (pp. i-xx) and the General Alphabetical Index at

the end (pp. 749-778). The date of issue of this volume was
1878.

In a volume consisting of the first two parts of the work
only belonging to the late H. Milne-Edwards of Paris and now
ill ray possession, the title pages of the parts are fortunately

preservedland the two parts are bound apparently as they were
received from the publishers. Of the third part also I have
before me a copy of the plates only (Ixxix-cxxxiii) in boards

with a printed title page and the following additional informa-

tion :—On the left hand top corner is printed “ Part III,*’ while

on the right hand top corner in two lines “ In Four parts.

Subscription price for the whole work £12 12 s” and the date

at the bottom of the page “ August 1877.** In another copy I

found a pencil note giving the date of issue of the first part as

August 1875.

There is a ourious inaccuracy in the information about the

introduction in the Zoological Record for 1878 (Vol. XV, p. 5

Pisces) where the Recorder—A. W. E, O’Shaughnessy—states

that “The work is preceded by an introduction occupying nine

pages” and does not mention the Preface. Similarly in

Vol. Xll, of the Zoological Record the same author does not

include pi. xl, which was issued with the first part; he also

1 Chauduri, B. L.

—

Journ, Asiat, Soc. Bengal, Vol. XIX, p. cxiix,

(1918).
2 This is apparently a misprint, for the number of plates issued with

the work in all the copies I have seen, is 195 and not 198.
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makes no mention of it in the information about the subse-
quent parts.

It is of interest to note that the Supplement of this work
which, as noted already, was issued 10 years after the publica-

tion of the main work, is very rare, and is missing in most
copies in India. Though consisting only of 38 pages with

7 text-figures, second-hand copies of it fetch as much as £1.

The results of my collation of the dates of this work are

as follows :

—

Part, I. pp. 1-168, pis. i-xl (1875, probably August)
Part, II. pp. 169-368, pis. xli-lxxviii (1876).

Part, III. pp. 369-552, pis. Ixxix-cxxxiii (1877)
Part, IV. pp. i-xx consisting of Preface, Introduction
and Systematic Index, and text pp. 553-778, pis.

cxxxiv-cxcv (December 1878).

Supplement pp. 779-816 with 7 text-figures (1888).





AttTiOLS No. 33L

Precession and Libration of the Equinoxes
in Hindu Astronomy.

By SuKUMAR Banjan Das.

The observation of the Sun’s motion with reference to the
signs of the Zodiac must have very early led to the discovery of

the phenomenon, namely, at succeeding equinoxes the sun does
not come to the same stars, but that the signs and the stars are
observed to have a motion relative to the point, which the sun
occupies at either equinox and that the direction of motion is

opposite to the sun’s observed annual motion among the stars.

In 134 B.C. Hipparchus in Greece discovered this fact on
observing a star which was new to him, but the precession was
apparently long known to Hindu astronomers, and its rate

determined by them roughly to a near approximation.
Now it was a very remarkable achievement for the ancient

astronomers
;
for the discovery of precession was essential to

the progress of accurate observational astronomy. Hence
we like to put in here a few words to explain the phenomenon
following the method of synthesis as far as practicable. We
know that the path of the sun in the celestial vault is accurate-

ly a circle and it follows that its orbit must be a closed

plane curve. An observation of the stars which may be
regarded as fixed to the celestial vault and in space, leads to

the conclusion that this plane is fixed in space. The line

perpendicular to this plane through the centre of the celestial

vault is, therefore, fixed in direction in space and precession

consists in the rotation of the earth’s axis about this line in a

period of 26,000 years. The point at which the polar axis

meets the celestial vault thus describes a small circle in space

as a necessary consequence, the stars that occupy the region

marked by this circle become pole stars in succession. While
this goes on, the line of intersection of equator and ecliptic

(which passes through the sun at an equinox) points to different

stars at different epochs.

There is no mention of precession in the Jyotisa Vedanga
which was probably composed in the 12th century B.C. Nor
is it dealt with

^
in the Brahma Sphuta Siddhanta of Brahma-

gupta and the Sisyadhlv^dhida of Lalla. It is not also found
in the original text of Surya Siddhanta, though found in the

present form of Surya Siddhanta, as there is no mention of this

phenomenon in the text of Sur3^a Siddhftnta included in

Varahamihira’s Paficha Siddhantika.^ Of the Siddhfintas,

1 Vide page 326, BhSrattya Jyotih dastra by S B. Dikshit.
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now extant, the Soma, the Brahma, the Saura and the Vasistha
of the first or inspired period deal with this doctrine. It has
also been mentioned by Aryabhata II (950 A.D.), Munjala and
Bhaskara of the second period. Hence it is evident that

precession was known from the time of the Samhitas, as Brahma
Siddhanta forms a part of the Sakalya Samhita, ^ the principal

parts of which were probably written about a century later than
the Jyotisa Vedanga. (Vide page 62, Prof. J. C. Roy’s “ Our
Astronomy and Astronomers”.)

(1) in the Soma Siddhanta we get the following rule for

finding out the precession^ :

—

In one mahayuga the circle of asterisms librates 600 times.

Multiply this hgure by the number of days elapsed since the

beginning of creation and divide the product by the

number of days in one yuga. The result will be the total

distance in arc moved owing to precession by the star which
was taken as the initial point of starting, since the beginning

of creation. The arc after deduction of the complete revolu-

tions will give the amount of longitude of the ayanagraha*^

(the initial star). This multiplied by 200 and divided by 600
will give the amount of precession of the 6rst point of Aries on

a particular day. If the ayanagraha be within the six signs

beginning from Libra (Sanskrit g^T), the amount of precession

will be added to and if within the six signs beginning from
Aries (Sanskrit ^^), it will be subtracted from the ayanagraha
for correction

;
and this is required to find the position of

the equinox.^
For example, to find the precession on the 1st of Vaisakha

in 1844 Saka or 1922 A.D.
Find the number of days which have elapsed since the

creation.

Number of years elapsed since creation to the beginning of

Kaliyuga is 1969920000,
Number of years from the beginning of Kaliyuga to the

beginning of Saka era is 3179.

Hence the number of days elapsed since creation up to the

1st Vaisakha 1844 Saka is (1969920000 -h 3179-1- 1844) x
number of days in one year.

1 Some are of opinion that portions of the Sakalya Samhita are

written at a later date. But 1 believe that the portions in which the

precession appears are of a considerable early date. For, we know
that Brahmagupta refers to Vi^nuchandra’s theory of precession and
refutes it. It is believed that Visnuchandra got the clue from earlier

writers. However, this is a dispute point.
2 Soma Siddhanta, Spastadhikara, verses 31 and 32.
3 A planet's longitude as corrected for ecliptic deviation. Monier

William’s Dictionary.
^ Vide ap article on ** Precession ” by Dr. Ekendra Nath Ghosh

published in Bangfya Sahitya Parisat Patrika.
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Total distance in arc travelled by the ayanagraha is

600 X 1969925023 x No. of days in one 970^0 5023

4320000 X No. of days in one year
~ ^ 7200

5023
273600 complete revolutions

-f-^2oo
*‘®volution= 273600

complete revolutions + 251° 9'.

Hence deducting the complete revolutions, the length of
arc is 251° 9'.

Therefore, the longitude of the ayanagraha is 251° 9'

—

71° 9' *>00
180°=71° 9'. Therefore precession= — =23° 43'.

According to the Soma Siddhanta the first point of Aries
moves 30° on both sides of the Nira3^ana bindu, the fixed ini-

tial point, so that in the time when tlio ayanagraha makes one
complete revolution, i.e., moves through 360°, the first point of
Aries (Krantipata bindu) moves through 30x4=120°.

Hence to find the precession we multiply the longitude of

.u I u 120
,

200
the ayanagraha by or J or

(2) Next wo come to the Brahma Siddhanta. This work
is different from Brahma Sphuta Siddhanta. The problem of

precession was treated at a considerable length in this work.
In discussing the theory of libration, it says that the circle of

a.sterisms librates 600 times in one Mahayuga' and lays down
a rule to find out the precession which is the distance betwc‘en

the position of the first point of Aries at any time and the ini-

tial point of starting. The process is a bit different from that

of the Soma Siddhanta. We find the total distance in are

moved by the ayanagraha and thence its longitude, then

multiply this by instead of or J. For example, if you

want to find the precession on the 1st of Vaisakha, 1844 Saka, by
this method, we get as before the longitude of the ayanagraha to

be 71° 9'. The precession is
, 0 nf 71° 9'=21° 20' 42*.

(3) Next we come to the Surya Siddhanta.* It says,

that the circle of asterisms librates 6(3o times in a groat yuga,
that is to say, all the asterisms, at first, move westward 27°,

then returning from that limit they reach their former places,

then from those places they move eastward the same number
of degrees, and returning thence come again to their own

^ Brahma Siddhanta of the Sakalya Samhita, Chap. II, verses
184-194.

2 Surya Siddhanta, chap. Ill, verses 9,10.

Pandit Bapudev Sastri says that this portion of Stlrya Siddhanta
is of later origin, as it does not occur in the original text included in the
Paflcha Siddhftntika of Var&hamihira.
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places ; thus they complete one libration or revolution, as it *is

called. In this way the number of revolutions in a Yuga is 600
which answers to 600,000 in a Kalpa.

Multiplying the Ahargana (or the number of elapsed days)
by the said revolutions and dividing by the number of terres-
trial days in a Kalpa, we get the quotient as the elapsed revolu-
tions, signs, degrees, etc.

Rejecting the revolutions, find the hhuja of the rest (i.e.,

signs, degrees, etc., as mentioned in verse 30 of the second
chapter). The hhuja, just found multiplied by 3 and divided
by 10, gives the degrees, etc., called the Ayana.

For example, we find the precession on the 1st of Vaisakha
1844 Saka, thus :

—

The number of elapsed days is 1969925023 x No. of
days in one year.

The distance in arc travelled by the Ayanagraha

1969925023x366x600
4320000x366

273600 complete revolutions -f

25I°9'.

Hence, the longitude is 261®9' — 180°=71° 9'.

The precession is of 71® 9'=21° 20' 42"'.

(4) In the Vasistha Siddhanta the method of finding out
the precession is this ^ :—Multiply by 27 the remainder of the
division of the number of years elapsed since creation by 1800
and divide the product by 1800. When the amount of preces-

sion is greater than 27®, the position of the equinox is found
by subtracting the amount from 54®

; if greater than 54® then
subtract from 81®. In one yuga or 4320000 years the circle

of asterisms librates 600 times. Therefore, in
4320000

600
or 7200

years the circle librates once. In this time the first point of

Aries moves 27x4 or 108® eastward and westward. It

7200
moves 27® in —^ or 1800 years. For example, to find the

precession on the 1st of Vaisakha, 1844 Saka, we get as before

the number of years elapsed since creation =1969925023.
The remainder of 1969925023 1800 is 1423.

Therefore, precession= or 21® 20' 42".
loW

(5) In the Vrddha Vasistha Siddhanta, the process is only

referred to in passing.* Divide the number of years elapsed

since creation by 7200, and then find out the longitude in de-

grees, etc. Multiply the longitude by For example, to

1 Vadiatha Siddhfinta, MadhyamSdhikSra, verses 36-38; also Spast

adhikBra, verse 56.

2 Vrddha VaBistha Siddhanta, chap. IT, verse 36.
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Olid out the precession on the Ist of Vaisakha, 1844 Saka, we get.

1909925023,. ,, 1969926023 x 600 „“—

^

0000
—

Siddbanta or Brahma Siddhanta)=273600 revolutions -{-251^ 9'.

The longitude is 251'* 9'- 180°=7P 9'.

Hence, the precession is of 71°9'=21® 20'42\
The principle followed by Brahma Siddhanta is the same

as that followed by Saura Siddbanta, Vasistha Siddhanta and
Vrddha Vasistha Siddbanta. They say that the first point of

Aries moves 27° x 4 or 108° when the Ayanagraha makes one
complete revolution, i.c., the first point of Aries moves 27°

when the Ayanagraha moves 90°. Hence the multiplier is
;

or

(6) Next we come to Munjala. Munjala in his Laghii
Manasa (854 Saka or 932 A.D.) says that there arc 199669
revolutions in a Kalpa. At the time of Munjala the precession

was one minute and the Saka year of 449 was of zero preces-

sion. He states that the annual precession=59 0007 seconds
of arc.^

(7) Next we come to the Mahasiddhanta of Aryabhata
II (875 Saka). There we find the mention of different kinds
of motion. Mention is first made of the revolution of the

Saptarsi asterism (Saptarslnam Kunidhudhidhudhija) in the

11th verse of Madhyamadhikara, t.e., the Saptarsi asterism

makes 1599998 revolutions. Next is mentioned the revolution

of the Ayanagraha which is 578159 times in one yuga (masi-

hataitiudhah ayanagrahasya). Then is found the precession

in the 13th verse of the Spastadhikara. Find the longitude
of the Ayanagraha from the revolution of the Ayanagraha,
hence find the declination. The arc thus found gives the

precession. In the opinion of Aryabhata II the precessional

motion is 24° x 4=96° when the ayanagraha makes a complete
revolution or moves 360°. Hence, the annual precession is thus
found. The Ayanagraha moves in one year

578159 X 1296000^

“4320d00C)00
(where 360®= 1296000')= 173*4477".

[Here 4320000000 is the number of years is one yuga.]

Hence the annual precession

=

173j4477^X 96

360
=46*2527".

The procedure laid down in the Mahasiddhanta is entirely

different from that in the other Siddhantas. It is mainly that

Aryabhata II deduces the precession from the declination of the

solstitial point whose movement about the initial point he takes

^ Vide Bharatiya Jyotih iSstra by 8. B. Dikshit, page 313 and
page 330.
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into account instead of the movement of the first point of Aries,

and that the movement is 24® eastward and 24® westward.
This, of course, brings the amount nearer to that found in

modern astronomy which is 24® 30'.'

(8) Lastly, let us come to the discussion on precession in

the Siddhanta Siromani of Bhaskara where he lays down the
following :

—

The point of intersection of the equinoctial and ecliptic

circles is the Krantipata or intersecting point for declination.

The retrograde revolutions of that point in a Kalpa amount
to 30,000 according to the author of Surya Siddhanta. The
motion of the solstitial points spoken of by Munjala and
others is the same as this motion of the equinox

;
according to

these authors its revolutions are 199669 in a Kalpa.^
The precession found by Munjala and Bhaskara is different

from that found in Siirya Siddhanta and other works. Bhaskara
has done very little justice to this matter. Burgess and Whit-
ney have rightly remarked, “Now it is not a little difficult

to suppose that a phenomenon of so much consequence as this,

which enters as an element into so many astronomical processes

should have been hidden away thus in a pair of verses.*’

It is curious why Bhaskara has made the mistake of putting

30,000 for half of a revolution, or for the retrograde motion of

the libration instead of 300,000. There must, therefore, have
been some mistakes in the transcript.

Bhaskara supposes the equinoctial point to be in motion,
whereas the Surya Siddhanta assumes that the entire circle of

asterisms oscillates, first 27® on one side of a mean point and
then 27® on the other side of that point. This supposed
motion of the whole of the constellations might have led

Bentley to assume that the ancient Hindu astronomers had
two systems of Lunar asterisms, the one fixed and the other

moveable, the latter of which he called the Tropical Sphere,

which was at one time in coincidence with the Sidereal Sphere,

and from this it has been separating at a rate equal to the

annual precession.®

Now we shall refer to the discussion on the two theories

—

one of complete revolution through the whole of the asterisms

and the other of oscillation of the equinoxes.^ Munjala, the

author of Vasistha Siddhanta, Prithudaka and several others

maintain that there is a complete revolution through the whole

of the asterisms, while Surya SiddhSnta and the other four

Siddhantas state that there is oscillation of the equinoxes

Vide a paper on ** Precession” by Dr. Ekendra Nath Ghosh, M.D.,

in the Bangtya Sahitya Pariaat Patrika.

2 Siddhanta Siromani, chap. VI, verses 17 and 18.

3 Brenn^nd's Hindu Astronomy, page 78.

* Bharatiya Jyotih ^fistra, page 332.
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eastward and westward. Thus Revatl is supposed to librato

27 degrees to the east and then 27 degrees to the west accord-
ing to the Surya Siddhanta, but 24 degrees to the east and
24 degrees to the west according to the Mahasiddhanta of

Aryabhata II. We have already said that in 445 Saka or 623 A.D.
the amount of precession was supposed to be zero and the annual
precession was about 60^. According to the Aryasiddhanta of

Aryabhata II, the amount of precession would be 24*^ in Saka
1885 or 1963 A.D., and according to the Surya Siddhtota the

amount of precession would be 27® in Saka 2221 or 2299 A.D.
Here it may be noted that the theory at present recognised by
modern European astronomers is both of oscillation and
continuous motion either forward or backward; whereas the

generally recognised theory of the Hindu astronomers is of

oscillation only.

The Hindu astronomical works state that the first point of

Aries (Mesa kranti bindu) moves along the Ecliptic (krdnti

vrtta) twenty-seven degrees on each side of the Nirayana
bindu, the fixed initial point; that is to say, in a certain

number of years it goes twenty-seven degrees away from the

Nirayana bindu, then returns to it, again goes twenty seven

degrees the other side and comes back to the Nirayana bindu
in a certain number of years.^ This was the {doctrine of a
libration of the Equinoctial and Solstitial points. Colebrooke,
in his essay on the equinoxes, has given the views of a number
of writers on the subject, by some the motion is considered to

be an entire revolution, through the whole of the asterisms
; by

others, and those the most numerous, it was a libration between
certain limits on each side of a fixed point

; by a few amongst
whom was the celebrated astronomer, Brahmagupta, who (though
he was aware of the fact that the southern solstice had been
formerly in the middle of Aslesa, and the northern in the
beginning of Dhanistha) had doubts regarding the motion. He
remarks upon the passage in the text, relating to their former
position, '‘this only proves a shifting of the solstices, nor
numerous revolutions of them through the Ecliptic.” Brahma-
gupta attributes the cause of the seasons to the Sun’s motion
only and not to the precessional motion of the equinoxes ^

He quotes the view of Visnuchandra supporting the preces-

^ioiial motion and refutes it. But Prithudakasvami, Brahma-
gupta’s commentator, supports Visnuchandra’s view and refutes

Brahmagupta.^
This theory of libration has been refuted by modern Euro-

pean astronomers. But Tilak says in his Orion, ^ “This

^ Brennand, Hindu Astronomy, page 77.

2 Brahma Sphuta SiddhSnta, chapter IT, verse 64.
3 Vide page 329, Bharatiya Jyotih^Sdstra by S. B* Dikshit.'
* Orion, page 82.
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hypotheBis is now given up by modern astronomers as mattie-
matically incorrect; but no reason has yet been assigned why
it found place in the Hindu astronomy. A theory may be
erroneous but even an erroneous theory cannot become preva-
lent without a good cause. It has been suggested by Bentley
and approved by Whitney that the limits of the libration might
have been determined by the fact that the earliest recorded
Hindu year had been made to begin when the Sun entered th(i

asterism of Krttika or 26°40' in front of Revatl. But this

alone is not sufficient to suggest the theory of libration. For,
unless the Hindu astronomer had grounds—conclusive and
otherwise inexplicable—for holding that the vernal equinox fell

27° on each side of Revati, he would not have proposed the
libration of the equinoxes. So far as I know no such ground
has yet been discovered by modem scholars.”

The theory of a libration had been prevalent in India from
very early times and it was a doctrine maintained by most of

the Hindu astronomers. The conception of a libration was,

without doubt, suggested by the peculiar motion of the Pole of

the Equator about the Pole of the Ecliptic.

Precession plays an important part in various astronomical

calculations. Of this Rai Bahadur Jogesh Chandra Roy says

in his introduction to the Sahitya Darpana “ Before any
reformation of the Hindu almanac is attempted, an exact deter-

mination of the amount of precession becomes a question of

paramount importance. In the Hindu system, the longitudes

are measured from a fixed point—say a star—in the ecliptic,

instead of from the moveable vernal equinqx as is the practice

in Europe. The question has therefore the same bearing upon

our calculations, as the position of the so-called First Point of Ar-

ies upon those of the Nautical almanac. * * The above fixed

point is the starting point of our zodiac, and its longitude is

known as ayanamsa, which literally means amount of sols-

tices. * * The exact amount of the ayanarpsa may be appar-

ently determined in different ways. First, the Siddhantas furnish

a rule for computing it, which is in principle the same as the

method of finding the longitude of a star at any given date

by applying the amount of precession to its longitude, at some

other date. Second, defining the initial point with the help of

other data, such as the recorded longitudes of stars, its

present longitude from the equinoctial point may be ascer-

tained. Third, knowing the exact year when the initial point

was fixed, its present longitude (Ayanamsa) may be calculat-

ed from the known rates of precession. But it so happens

that the results obtained by these three methods do not

Agree,”

1 Jogesh Chandra Roy’s Introduction to the SiddhSnta Darpana

by Chandra Sekhar Sinha, pages 38-54.
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We have already said that the different astronomical works
do not agree, either in the nature of the processional motion or
its annual rate. According to some, the equinoxes have an
oscillatory motion, turning to the east and to the west of the
initial point within certain limits, and extending over a large
interval of time

;
while the others maintain their continuous

motion backwards. A comparative statement of the views of

the libration and revolution theorists is given below.^

Libration Theory Annual Rate.
Surya-Siddhanta . . . . 5V
Soma
Sakalya „ . . . . „
Laghu Vasistha Siddhanta . * . . „
Parasara, ,, .. .. 52''.35

Aryasta-Satika (quoted by Munisvara) 46'^.25

Revolution Theory
Munjala (quoted by Bhaskara) .

.

Bhasvati .. .. 60"

Grahalaghava . . . . . . 60"

For the third method mentioned above, wo have to analyse
the dates in which there was np-ayan§msa^nd we require also

the rates of precession assigned by nT^ronomers. Mun]ala is

the earliest writer who has given the date of the year of no
ayanamsa, as well as the rate of precession observed by him.
He wrote his work in Saka 854, and the x^r^cessional rate

assigned by him was 59".9 a year. According to him, Saka 434
was without ayanamsa. The next work we should refer to is

Bhasvati by Sataiianda, which is still regarded ,as an authority
for the calculation of eclipses, written in 1021 Saka

;
this work

gives the rate of precession to be 60" per year and the Saka
year 450 as the year of no ayanamsa. The Grahalaghava,
written by Ganesa in^Saka 1442, gives the rate of precession to

be 60" per year and Saka 444 as the year without ayanamsa.
The early Hindu calendar was computed with equinoctial

or sayana year. According to this method of computation one
year is the interval of time that elapses between two successive

returns of the Sun to the vernal equinox, and owing to the

precession of the equinoxes the year beginning had to be chang-
ed several times. There are sufficient traces of these intermedi-

ate changes. Of all the ancient nations the Hindus alone had well

nigh accurately determined the rate of the motion of tlie

precession of the equinoxes. Hipparchus considered it to be
not less than 36", while the actual motion at present is 50" per
year. Ptolemy adopted, as observed by Whitney, the mini-

mum of 36" determined by Hipparchus ; and it is evident that
the Hindu astronomers who fixed the rate at 54" per year could

1 Colebrooke’s Essay on the Equinoxes.
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not have borrowed it from the Greeks. Owing to the shifting of
the equinoxes the year-beginning was changed thrice and there
are sufficient materials in the literature of India to corroborate
the above assertion.

Let us refer to the tradition of Rudra killing Prajapati,
the god of time for receding towards his daughter Rohini.
The Aitareya Brahmana (iii, 33) and the ^atapatha Brahmana
(ii. 1. 2. 6.) describe this conduct as akrta (^oirr) or unprece-
dented and such as deserved severe notice by the gods. “ This
gives the fact that the Sun was gradually receding towards
Rohini, by the precession of the equinoxes.*** Prajapati,

however, was punished for his unusual conduct, and there the

matter ended for the time being. But t]ie question was again
taken up when the equinox had receded to the Krttikas.

The seasons had fallen back by one full month, and the priests

altered the year-beginning from PhalgunI full-moon to Maghn
full-moon, while the list of Naksatras was made to commence
from the Krttikas, instead of from the Agrahayana * * *.

The calendar was mainly used for the sacrificial purposes,

and when the priests actually observed that the Sun was in the

Krttikas, and not in Mrigasiras, when day and night were*

equal, they altered the commencement of the year to the

Krttikas, specially as it was more convenient to do so at this

time when the cycle of seasons had receded by one full

month.'* * The Vedanga Jyotisa introduced the next

change, when the seasons had farther fallen back, not by a

month, but by a fortnight. Tilak says, “It was probably

during this interval that the beginning pf the month was

altered from the full-moon to the new-moon, and when this

beginning of the month was so altered, advantage was taken

of the receding of the seasons by a fortnight, to commence the

year with the new-moon in Dhanistha as the Vedanga Jyotisa

has done.*’* From this the next recorded step is to Asvini

and this is the present year-beginning. The present Asvini

phase was introduced by Varahamihira of Avanti in the begin-

ning of the sixth century A.D. Varahamihira says in his Pancha

Siddhantika, “When the return of the Sun took place from

the middle of Aslesa, the tropic was then right. It now takes

place from Punarvasu.” Again in the Brihat Samhita, ^ he

mentions the same older position of both the solstitial points

and appeals to his readers to ascertain for themselves by

actual observation what position of the solstices is the correct

one.® There is, however, one interesting story related in the

Mahabharata referring to an abortive attempt to reform the

calendar when the seasons had again fallen hack by a fortnight.

1 Itsrnifir* | | Ait. Br. U. 17, data. Br. xi,

2 Oridn, page 213. 2 Orion, page 215. ^ Orion, page 2p.
2 Brihat Samhita, Chap III, Verses 1 and 2. 2 Orion, page 35.
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In the 71st chapter of Adiparva we are told that Visvamitra
attempted to create a new world, and to make the Naksatras
commence with SravanS, instead of Dhanistha ; and the same
story is alluded to in the Asvamedha Parva, chapter 44.' It

appears, however, that he did not succeed, and the Krttika
system as modified by the Vedanga Jyotisa, continued to
regulate the calendar until the Asvinl phase was introduced
by Varahamihira.

The question of precession and libration of the equinoxes
and the discussions thereon form an interesting part of Hindu
astronomy and a careful study of all these observations leads
us to the detailed regulation of Hindu calendar and sacrifices.

We have, therefore, given here an almost continuous record of

the discussions on the subject from the oldest time down to

the present found in the astronomical and other literatures

of India.

1 Orion, page 216.





Article No. 34,

Remarks on GUnther-Day Controversy regarding

the Specific Validity of Hamilton-Buchanan's

Gyprinus Ghagunio.

By Sunder Lal Kora.

(
l^ublishedhjf permission of the Director, Zoological Survcij of India, Calcutta.)

In the late sixties and early seventies great controversy
raged between Gunther and Day, the two eminent British

ichthyologists of the period, regarding the relations between
Barbus heavani, Gthr. and Cyprinus chagunio Ham. Buch. The
details of this dispute are recorded in the Proceedings of the

Zoological Society, London. Recently there have come to me
certain facts bearing on this point and I have taken the trouble
necessary to go into the matter fully. Having the facts at
hand I have thought it worth while to make a record of them
here.

In 1868, Gunther in his Catalogue (VII, p. 96) described
Barbus beavani from two specimens (one * adult ’ 145 mm. and one
young) collected in the “ Cossye River and presented to the
British Museum by Lieut. R. C. Beavan. At the same time
Gunther considered Cyprinus chagunio of Buchanan a doubtful
synonym of Barbus clavatus McClelland (p. 97). In 1869, Day
while writing notes on the fishes of Orissa {P.Z.S,, p. 373)

relegated Gunther’s beavani to the synonymy of chagunio. A
large number of young specimens of the species up to 3*5

inches in length were collected by Da}'^ at Midnaporo in the

Kossye River, but he mentioned that the species is said to grow
to 18 inches (Buchanan also mentions that his chagunio attains

to about a foot and a half in length). In the course of certain

“ critical observations ” made in the “Zoological Record” for

1869 (p. 136) Gunther doubted Day’s determination and pointed

out that “a fish described as having large scales and minute
barbels is not likely to be the B. beavani'* (both the characters

referred to here are taken from Buchanan’s description of

Chagunio). In 1871, Day, in order to confirm his determination,

referred to the MS. drawing of “? C. chagunio" in the posses-

sion of the Asiatic Society of Bengal {P.Z.8
, p. 637), but

Gunther deferred the consideration of this point in his notes

published in 1871 (P.Z.S., p. 764) until he obtained a copy of

the drawing referred to by Day. Having obtained an “ Accur-

ate tracing in pencil of the drawing” from Mr. J. Wood-Mason,

Gunther again takes up the subject in 1872 (P.Z.S., pp. 875-878)
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and gives a figure of the head and of the dorsal fin of the
species. He admits that the species figured by Buchanan is

the same as his beamni, but he does not consider it to be iden-
tical with Buchanan’s chagunio. His Judgment was based on
the fact that the barbels in the drawing are not minute as des-
cribed for chagunio and secondly the drawing represents only
11 rays in the dorsal fin and not twelve as in chagunio. He
also directs attention to the name ‘‘ Cy'prinus Runt ” given on
the drawing. ... “a name which does not occur in Hamilton’s
works, but which is evidently the same as kunta.** Lastly
Gtlnther points out that C. kunta was considered by McClelland

(
Ind. CyprinidcB p. 340) to be a S3aionym of Cyprinus sarana
Ham. Buch. While intimating to the Zoological Society the
discovery of “the long-missing papers of Dr. Buchanan on
natural history” in 1873, Day offered certain remarks on the
“Fishes of Bengal” based on extracts from Dr. Buchanan’s
manuscript notes (P.Z.8., pp. 743-748). Among his remarks he
refers to this controversy again (p. 745) and gives three verna-

cular names for chagunio viz., Qdrhdn at Puraniya : Daranggi
of the Tista and Kunta of some other places. The following

statement occurs in a foot-note on p. 746 :
“ The native name

Ghaguni, employed in the ‘ Fishes of the Ganges,’ finds no place

in the MS. notes
;
but this is by no means a solitary instance.

However, in the MS. notes the Kunta is the only fi.sh likened to

the C. curmuca
;
and in the * Fishes of the Ganges ’ the Chagunio

is the only fish compared to the Curmuca, whilst Kunta and
Chagunio are both on the same drawing

;
the first name is only

found in the MS. notes, the second only in th^ published work.”

In the Fishes of India Day Justifies his identification and leaves

his critics to answer the following two questions (p. 560) : “If

O. kunta is not C. chagunio, what does it represent ? and where
is the figure of chagunio ?”

It is, therefore, clear that the points raised in this contro-

versy could be settled if a reference had been found to the local

name Chaguni in Buchanan’s MS. notes. I have great pleasure

in announcing that a very clear reference on this point is found

in the manuscript volume of the original notes concerning the

Gangetic Fishes in the Library of the India Office. The name
Kunta, Chaguni and Daranggi are found in one place above the

description (in Latin) of Cyprinus chaguna, which name in

these notes replaces Cyprinus kunta. Kunta appears to be the

name of the fish at Dinajpur, Daranggi at Baruni and Chaguni
is the name in the Yamung River. Among the habitats of the

species are mentioned Tista, Kosi. The most noteworthy entry

here is D. 11 ;
A. 8. How Buchanan came to describe twelve

rays in the dorsal fin when he noted down only eleven in his

notes is a mystery to me. It has already been shown by Day
(P.Z.8., p.*746, 1873) that the descriptions of the Gangetic
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Fishes are full of such mistakes. This incidently clears up
another point of contention between Gunther and Day. 1 need
to refer here only to the dispute over “Has Cyprinus bata

(Ham. Buch.) nine or ten branched rays in the dorsal fin ?
” ^

which can be followed by a perusal of the papers cited above.
There seems to me no doubt that Barbus beavani Gthr. is

identical with Cyprinus chagunio Buchanan. I have verified

this fact by an examination of the types of beavani in the British

Museum of Natural History.
1 have referred to this discussion at some length firstly in

order to clear the specific validity of Barbus chagunio and
secondly to direct attention to the great harm that has resulted

to science by the withholding from Buchanan of his drawings of

natural history objects. It is after a lapse of over a century
that an indisputable taxonomic position has now been assigned

to a common species of considerable economic importance in

India.

I have here to offer my sincere thanks to Mr. J. R. Norman
for the facilities so kindly extended to me for work in his

department.

British Museum {Nat, HisL),

August^ 1928.

1 In the original notes there are two entries regarding the number of

rays in the dorsal fin. The older one is as follows :
** pinna ani rodiis S

dorsi 12,” but a later entry is, ‘'radius dorsalibus 11 sen 12analibus 8.”





Article No. 35.

Marriage Customs in Behar.

By Kaltpada Mitra.

The following general observations have been based uy)on
enquiries made amongst Bihari Kayasthas.

In the selection of parties to the marriage the four houses
are abandoned, viz.^ persons consanguinely related to (1) the
bride’s father, (2) his maternal grandfather, (3) the bride’s

mother, (4) the latter’s maternal grandfather
;
similarly these

relations of the bridegroom must not be common. This exclu-

sion is technically called gharamrjani.

[ Amongst the Brahmans of the Bhagalpur Division

fjharavarjani is limited in the following way, viz., persons

consanguinely related to the bride’s father and mother and those

consanguinely related to the bridegroom’s father and mother u]>

to the seventh degree in ascent must not be common. Besides

the goira and the mulct must not be identical, or in other words
the descendants of the first ancestral father or eponymous
ancestor and the first ancestral mother must not be bound in

wedlock.]

Then the horoscope of the parties is consulted. If nothing
is amiss, then the shagun ceremony is fixed. A priest, a barber,

and any relation of the bride,^ e.g., her brother, go from the

bride’s side to the house of the bridegroom. The Tatter gives

five handfuls of paddy, q)dn (betel) supdri (betel nuts) dub (durvd,

cynodon dactylon), turmeric {curcuma longa), and coins into the

hands of the priest. With the following benedictory verse :

—

Mangalam Bhagavdn Visnu
Mangalam Garudadhvaja
Mangalam Pundarikaksa
Mangalam tanoti Uari

the priest sprinkles on the bridegroom the contents in his hands.

The ceremony is in fact tantamount to an announcement to

the village that tilak has been fixed, and arrangement for

marriage has been made.
Then follows the Tilak ceremony. An odd number of

people, headed by or in company with, the priest start at an

auspicious moment from the bride’s house with presents and

proceed to the bridegroom’s. The things are placed at the yard

of the groom on a spot which was previously scrupulously

1 But custom differs; it is not necessary. Shagvn is not observed
amongst the Brahmans ; consulting the horoscope is optional.
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cleaned, e.g., by means of a cowdung wash. The ladies of the
basti or the village of the bridegroom sing songs allusive of the
marriage of Hara and Parvati, or of Ramachandra and Sita and
often substitute the name of the bridegroom for Hara and
Ramachandra, and that of the bride for Parvati and Sita. The
carriers of the things from the bride’s side are regaled with
songs in which they are humorously abused.

In the tilak rite the bridegroom does not squat, but sits on
his haunches. Unhusked paddy or drtid rice smeared or tmged
with turmeric is touched to the feet, the knees, shoulders and
the head of the groom by five women belonging to the family
of the groom, or his female friends and relatives. They must
be women whose husbands are living {sohdgini, sadhavd).

[5 or 10 per cent, of the tilaka money is given to the priest

of the bride as dachchind: But this is now becoming obsolete,

Zddrd or lump sum being given to the priest for his services.]

Immediately after the tilaka ceremony the bride’s party
sends to the groom’s party a letter containing the names of the

relatives and the villagers in humorous verses. This is called

ndma lekha, or ishm-nabisi. The date of the marriage is fixed

herein, and communicated. The groom’s xmrty in its turn sends
a letter to the opposite party containing the names of the

relatives of the groom and bis villagers. This is called the

patri, which often takes the form of amusing verses. The letter

carriers {patra vdhaka) from the bridegroom’s party must be

odd in number, and one and a half of or more than those who
come from the bride’s j^arty. Letter carriers of both i^arties are

of course rewarded.
The day of lagan is then fixed at a performance of laganbarl

rite. Five baris (a sort of a cake made of pounded gram made
into a paste three or four inches in length) are placed in the

hands of the bride and the groom at their respective houses,

together with drud rice (sunned), yat)a (barley), and eindura

(vermilion) by the mother. These are touched to the feet,

knees, shoulders and the head of the parties, as in the tilaka.

The bride, as well as the groom, empties the contents on a

Khdiidy or chdrpdi. Merry songs are sung by females who
crack Jokes at the expense of the parties. Unmarried boys and

girls must not touch the baris.

Then follows the uviana ceremony.^ Barley must have been

previously carried in procession, sometimes accompanied by

music, to the Kanadr. The Kanadr is a place kept generally

by a female of the Kano caste, whose business it is to fry gram,

barley, maize, etc. She fries the barley which is carried back

1 This order is not invariable. This takes place once at the time of

Shagu7iii ceremony, once at the time of tilaka, and then' tlaily after the

lagan (the ei\tire period from the fixing; of the auspicious time to the day
'when the bridegroom starts for the marriage).
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iii\he same way. She is of course rewarded for her office with
money and Sdfis.

Frying the Java is essential. It is then pounded. Besides
pounded barley the following ingredients are also used: viz,,

pounded mustard, turmeric, Kachur^ root of muihd (Sans.
musta, mustaka, Beng., muthd, cyperus rotundus), jatdmdmsi
(nardostachys jatamamsi. Spikenard), sesame and mustard oil.

Five women whose husbands must bo living, besmear the bride
and groom, at their respective houses, with this unguent for

seven days, at least once daily, it may be thrice. The groom is

not allowed to bathe all these days. He wears a cloth tinged
with turmeric. He must not leave the compound of his house
for these days, apparently to avoid the evil eye. He must not
look into the well or undertake to do anything which is

regarded risky.

The practice of besmearing uva^na was prevalent in Bengal
as is evident from the old Bengali literature, e.g,, the Manasd
mangala where we read :

—

Uvatana haridrd mdkhdya Behuldr ange

Even during modern days it is used among the Rajput castes

in Jangipura in Bengal. A gentleman told me that it is prac-

tised in some parts of Orissa where it has become rupidfia

by a curious process of folk-etymology (cf. rupakalha for upa-
kdthd) which is taken to mean a beautiiier (lit. that which when
used draws out beauty).

In the districts of Gaya, Patna and Monghyr the ceremony
of ddl dhoi (washing of the cereals) takes place one or two days
before the marriage either on the day of the Madwd or the day
before. Five women touch rice and turmeric to the feet, knees,

shoulders and head of the groom, then put ddl (])ulses) in

new baskets, which are then placed on the head of a ddi (maid

servant, generally a Kahar woman). The baskets are covered

over with a new cloth, tinged with turmeric, and portion of this

is stretched over the heads of five women who in procession go

to a well,—which is generally used on such auspicious occa-

sions—or tank, or river, with music and song. This takes

place at the first part of the night. The sister of the bride-

groom washes the cereals with water raised by one hand only.

She then scatters the pulses to the four quarters addressing

the guardian deities (as he pachchhim kumdr^ he pilrah kumdr)
with prayers to them not to harm. Then these are distributed

amongst those present. The bridegroom remains at home.

1 Sans, Karchura, Karvura, Shadgranthikd ; Bengali, Kachoora^ tulx^rs

inwardly of a pale, yellow or straw colour, and possess an agreeable earn-

phoraoeous smell and warm bitterish, spicy taste,** of the curcuma species.

See W. Roxburgh, Flora Indica, p. 7. My informant says that this is

supplied by a low caste people named Kadar.
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The scattering of the pulses seems to be a magic device of charg-
ing away the evil and bringing in of good luck and protection
from harm which appears to receive corroboration from the
explicit invocation to the guardian deities of the quarters for

protection.

On return they x>ut in some unhusked paddy, often red, in

a Ukri (wooden mortar). Five women and the bridegroom
together hold the samdt or musal, i.c., the pestle, and strike

together the contents five times. Then with one hand each
takes five or seven grains of rice thus husked out of the

ukri. All these rice grains are placed on a mango leaf which is

then rolled up with a red string and wound round the wrist

of the bridegroom who takes it off only on the fourth day of

bathing after the marriage.

According to some this ceremony takes place at the

janvdsd. Eight men including the bridegroom strike the iDaddy

eight times. This is called dihohgar. If it be the bridegroom’s
first marriage then all the seven other peojdc must be ‘ first

married.’ Aon-married persons must not particijiate in the

ceremony. In case of the bridegroom’s second marriage the

people may be ‘ first-married ’ or ‘ second married.’ This looks

like an instance of homeopathic magic.

The working of the husking pestle and mortar, the

anointing of the bride and bridegroom with exchange of

unguents in most idaces, and the several ingredients used in the

ointment such as barley, turmeric, etc. credited with evil-

scaring and vegetative properties make uj) an elaborate

fertility charm.^
Following the ddldhoi the mddwd ceremony takes place.

A mdfwd (marida'p or yapiaHld) is raised. Earthen elephants

and other earthen wares are placed and worshipped. Dhdn
(paddy) of natural red colour is placed on the elephant which
supports a hdndi, on which a lamx> is lighted. On the top of

a kalasa (jar) which is filled in with water consecrated by
mantra is placed an earthen lamp having four beaks (catur^

muhhi pradipa) fed with ghee. On the return of the bride-

groom from the marriage both husband and wife are bathed with

water poured by his elder brother or his maternal uncle over

them from the earthen jar. The bridegroom’s party feed all his

caste-people on the mddwd ceremony day. The mandapa is

specially very important at the bride’s house, whereit is de-

corated as splendidly as possible, esijecially because at this

place the marriage is performed.
Associated with this is the hardi-chafdond ceremony.

Some turmeric {hardi) paste is liquefied and in this liquid a

stone is placed on a plate. People make presents. Then follows

1 Crook6, Religion and Folklore of Northern India^ 1926, p. 245,
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th« ghi-dhdri ceremony. Some ghee is dedicated to the hila-

devatd or the household deity, which is then poured over the
bridegroom by his father and mother who should fast. Some-
time.s the brother or the uncle officiates. Songs are sung at

the time. The uvtana is suspended on this day. Ghi-dhdri is

not performed for the bride on the same day. When the
bridegroom’s party is in sight in the village of the bride, this

takes place at her house. Ghi-dhari happens once in the life-

time of the groom, hence in case of his second or subsequent
marriage this is omitted.

Kayastha grooms whose family custom is to wear jatmu
which is ceremonially performed omit mddivd and ghi-dhari

ceremonies, especially the Karana Kayasthas
On the next day the interesting ceremony pdnikdtd (lit.

cutting the water) is gone through. Pdiwdsi (a brow-plate madt‘

of cork) is hung on the brow of the bridegroom by his sister (or

in her absence, his father’s sister) and his sister’s husband (or

in his absence, his father’s sister’s husband). They start

with an earthen pot or lota to a water-])lacc (which is generally

resorted to on marriage occasions) accompanied by a procession

of females. The sister’s husband has a sword in hand on the

point of which is fixed a pakwdn (some cake of Hour cooked in

ghee), or mahgror (Vmlls of flour cooked in ghee), which must
have been offered to the kulad,evatd at the time of the gM’dhdrl.

He draws water and pours it on the blade of the sword which is

held on an earthen pot {cukdi) with its keen edge upward by the

sister so that the w^ater divided by the edge (lit. cut) falls into

the cukdi. The water accompanies the bridegroom’s party
(barat). The ceremony is also performed at the bride’s house.

On return the rite of ldvd~hhunjd (the frying of paddy) is

performed. The sister’s husband sits on a morhi (grainstore)

made of straw. On a new oven which must face the north is put
a new earthen pot on which the groom throws a few handfuls

of paddy at intervals. The sister fries the paddy and the

husband stimulates the fire in the oven. The fried paddy is

then sold by the sister’s husband to the groom, and his father,

mother and relatives also purchase it for money.
The water of pdnikdtd and the fried paddy accompany

the hardt and are subsequently used on the vedi.

In some places two days before the bridegroom starts foi*

the bride’s village an interesting ceremony (vidh) takes place.

This is called dm mahud kd bihdnd, or the marriage between the*

mango and the mahua (haasia latifolia) trees. Before starting

for the place the elder sister of the groom puts collyrium (which

charms away evils) on his eyelids. He holds in his hand a knife

on the blade of which is fixed a betelnut. The sister holds in

her hands the half portion of a yellow cloth, the other half of

which is placed on the head of the groom. He then starts fol-

lowed by her. The female relatives of the groom take him
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to a place where mango and mahud grow. With a branch of ibhe
mango vermilion is placed at the foot (lit. jad^ root) of the
mahnd. The mango in this case is the male and the mahud,
the female party. The ceremony is regarded auspicious and
I think is an instance of sympathetic magic. The object
may be to secure the spending out of all malignant
influences, if any, on this preliminary troe-marriage so

that the actual marriage becomes unimpeded and smooth
in its course, or it may be a case of fertility charm. Instances
of association of the tree with marriage in varying forms
have been given by Crooke.^

Just before the groom starts for the marriage from his

house the nails are pared by the barber and he is shaved. This
is called nahauotnahchu. At this time the bridegroom is blind-

folded and the little finger of his right hand is slightly punc-
tured. The blood is drawn on a betel leaf which is subse-

quently administered to the bride in the belief that mutual love

between the pair will increase. Similarly the little finger of

the left hand of the bride is punctured, the blood drawn on a

betel leaf and likewise administered to the groom. This ad-

ministering is pretended to be clandestine, and the persons do
not know it. This process is technically called Sineh kddnd
(increasing of love). This is also variantly called yog pilay

(lit, union drink).

Then a washerwoman bathes the groom who is seated on a

polo (yoke) (in some places the yoke is put on a small pit dug
for the purpose). With kdjal or collyrium the eyelids are

painted. Music accompanies. When the groom sits in the

palanquin just before starting, his mother Comes and applies

her teats to his mouth. This probably serves to remind the

son of his primary duty of affection for the mother and his

love should not be wholly monopolised by the wife he is going

to wed, or this may be a magic in disguise established by the

superior claims of the mother to the love of the child over that

for his new wife.

After the pdnikdtd ceremony at the bride’s house the party

return from the water place to the house and then the women
start in procession in the direction from which the groom i.s

expected to come. Accompanied by music and songs they go

outside the village in the fields. Then some female lies down
with the cukdi containing the water of the pdnikdtd ceremony
under her bosom. The mother carries the bride in her arms
and leaps over the lying female. The bride’s brother brings a

sprig of cidcidi (apdmdrga, achyranthes aspera) to the party.

This is call^ yoga mdngnd (or praying for the union).

Apdmdrga is largely used in magic. In the Atharvaveda

^ Op. cit.9 pp. 404, 416.
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(I\^. 17) its use is prescribed in warding off death co,usable by
hunger and thirst, aterility, want of cattle, etc. along with
charmed water in which darbha {poa cynoauroides) and aahadevi
have been put. In the Aiharvaveda (VII. 65) it was used in
baffling the effects of curse. The whole ceremony in which
the consecrated water of pdnikatd is used, the mother leaps
with the bride over the prostrate female, etc. looks like a magie
performance to ward off evil from the bride, to keep from harm
the direction from which the bridegroom comes, to secure a
successful termination of the engagement, and to prevent dan-
gers of sterility.

When the bardt arrives at the village of the bride and
before it is accommodated in the janavdad (temporary quar-
ters), the bride’s party sends a letter to it known as bara
nimantrana (lit. invitation to the bardt).

Then the bride’s father and the groom’s father meet and
the former pays money to the latter. Tliis is known as the
samdhimilan (or the meeting of Vaivdhikaa).

The bardt then comes to the janavdaa or temporary residence
for the bridal party to put up.

Meanwhile the groom is carried in a pdlki (palanquin)
to the door of the bride’s house, and the interesting rite of
dwdrddgdi is then performed. The bride’s father, or in his

absence any other relative, gives money or any other presents
to the groom. Some one then brings milk from the teats of the
bride’s mother, or in its absence some aherbet which has previ-
ously been touched to her teats. This the groom drinks. This
is a sort of affiliation and the groom is regarded as the son of
his being mother-in-law. Then he returns to the janavdsd.

Now when all are in janavdad five (or even one) maid-
servants of the bride’s party accompanied by the priest and
the relatives of the bride go there. They carry on their heads
five (or one) pots (or pot) filled with water and covered over
with one piece of yellow cloth. The woman in front carries
a sword in her hand (but the practice is not invariable). They
are received by the groom’s party and paid in coins. This is

called the dhoydpdni. The priest of the groom asks the fore-
woman of the party thus :

Q. Whence do you come ?

Ans. From Kamarup.
Q. And for what purpose ?

Ans. To seek the groom for the bride, or after touching
the bride we have come to touch the groom.

After this conversation uvtana is scattered among the
hardtia.

It is w'ell known that Kamrup is regarded amongst the
Hindus to be the land of magic and taniraa, and believed to be
the place where youngmen going there were turned into sheep
and kept under complete control by the fair damsels of that
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fairy land. The insinuation is that the husband would *be
sheepish and quite submissive to his future wife, perhaps credi-
ted with all conceivable Circean charms.

Then hahas or intricate questions and their answers are
exchanged between the parties, as merry intelligence tests, for
the questions are so designed that they are riddles and enig-
mas and are difficult to answer.

After the return of the females of the dhoydpdni the
groom in a 'pdlki is borne by carriers (of the Kahar caste) of the
bride’s house. He is there received by the females, and then his

drati or parchhand takes place. On a plate are put betel, ghee,
lighted camphor, dub, curds and drud rice. All the women, with
hands or with leaves of pan, warmed gver the light, indivi-

dually foment the cheeks of the groom and put a mark of curds
(dahikd tikd) with finger tip on his brow. This is called gdh ti.

The drati is a mode of worship or a manner of showing
respect to gods or to those to whom honour is due. ‘ The man-
tras of the marriage show that the bridegroom is regarded as an
honoured guest who deserves to be welcomed in the way men-
tioned above or it may have a magical significance. N. M.
Penzer says.^ :

—

In Upper India the customs at Hindu weddings connected
with the warding away of spirits is called paracchan. or it

may be a charm against the evil eye.

After this the mother-in-law comes and spreads her apron

before the groom who throws therein a whole hdn^i of sweets.

Images of Hara and Parvati made of dtd (flour) taken there

by the groom are then given to the mother-in-law.

Then follows pdn bichchhi or the scattering of pdn leaves.

The groom alights from the pdlki ; the bride then gets in there

accompanied by her elder brother’s wife, or in her absence, her

mother. A woman on each side of the pdlki stands holding

a new and a turmeric-tinged cloth passed underneath it. Then
the bride throws five betel leaves on one side. They are picked

up by the groom and handed over to the bride who again

throws them on the other side. The groom goes to that side

crawling under the pdlki and again picks them up and

hands them over to the bride. During this process he is beaten

with a shoe by his brother-in-law. The mild form of the treat-

ment is salutation to the shoes by the groom. I doubt not

that this is intended to bring in good luck Just as in English

weddings this is lustily practised for the same purpose as I have

been informed by an Englishman. Is it a form of flagellation

which is reputed to chase away evil spirits or evil influences

and thereby bring in good luck ?

^ N. M. Penzer, Ocean of Story, Vol. VL (1926), p. 109, Footnote 1.

flee also Crooke, op. cit., p. 293.
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Then the bride and her bhojdi (brother's wife) sit together,
or lie together, covered over with a cloth and then the groom is
asked to find out his wife. The bhojdi kisses the bridegroom.
Sometimes a lad takes the place of the bhojdi.

When the bridegroom comes to the mandap he is presented
with a new cloth. Seven married men and the bridegroom
place eight handfuls of red paddy in a ukdi. They are bound
round by a thread by the priest. They then hold the ]iestlc

together, strike eight times the contents, take a few grains of
rice which are then wound up and strung round the wrists of

the bride and the bridegroom.
The most important ceremony takes place at the mandap.

To the accompaniment of the recitation of sacred texts the
priest places the hand of the bride on that of the groom and
both tiieir hands rest on the upraised palm of the bride's

father. This is pdnigrahana or the taking of hands. Water
is then poured by the father through a chank which is placed
on the hand of the bride who is embraced by the groom. This
is called Sahkhpdni. In the absence of the father, the brotlier

or any other relative officiates. This is the celebrated water
of donation (daksinodaka) which from time immemorial sanctifies

all. gifts, and therefore, also the gift of the bride.^

Then the agnihoma, or sacrificial fire is lighted and the
necessary ceremony follows. The bridegroom and the bride
then circumambulate the Vedt, or step what is known as the
saptapadi, or the seven steps ; this is also called the bhdmar^ or

going round. They do it seven times. The bride steps in front

with the groom behind who holds a hand of the bride in his own.
Thereafter fried paddy is scattered round. This is called

Idvd-chiXnd. A small winnowing fan (supa) is x^ln^^'^d on the
hands of the bride, and on the fan some fried paddy (Idvd) is

placed by the bride’s brother. It is then scattered round. This
has also a magic significance, viz,, evil scaring. This is also

regarded as a fertility charm by Dr. Crooke.*

Then the ceremony of sindurddna or the application of

vermilion takes place. The bride's brother and his wife spread
a thin cloth, held at both ends by them, over the head of the

bride, which is uncovered, just close to and above her eyebrows.
The vermilion on the clotli is stirred by the groom which falls

on the point of the parting of the hairs of the bride. Or ver-

milion is applied by the groom with a flaxen pellet (lit. S'an),

or a fruit called sohagilla, or a small ring, to the slihi (parting of

the hairs).

After Sindurddn when the imir are taken to the Kohbar or

the marriage bower or the chamber, the bride's brother makes a

feint of opposing the procession. He is pushed away and the

party proceeds to the Kohbar, This is a reminiscence of

1 N. M. Penzer, Ocean oj Story, Vol. VII, p. 79. “She brought
water and poured it on the hand of that thief and said : * I give you this

my maiden daughter in marriage*.*’
2 Op. cit. p. 327.
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marriage by capture. The bridal chamber is sometimes decora-
ted with dlipand painting, done with finger-ends dipped in a
solution of xoowdered rice, on the floor and the walls of the room.

Marriage takes place both at day and night.

We have already noticed the peculiar rite of drinking the
blood as yoga pildy (union drink), or Sineh Kddnd (increase of

love) drawn from the punctured little finger of the bride and
the bridegroom. In some places, in addition, another sort of

love potion is administered. Leaves of sensitive plant (lajauni.

mimosa pudica) together with other herbs, are ground with
water and made into a potion which is offered to the groom at
the bride’s house by the vidhkari, or one who performs the rites.

The custom of mixing or exchanging blood prevails among
certain Bengal tribes. F. C. Conybeare alludes to the custom in

Brittany where the bridegroom sucks a drop of blood from an
incision made below the bride’s left breast.^

Then there is the XJractice of application of vermilion, or the
fixing of HkK, or spangles worn by Hindu women of good
caste, which forms part of the sohdg or the lucky trousseau. It

is affixed to the girl’s forehead at the marriage, and is worn
until her husband’s death. The basis of Uklt being vermilion, if

it is worn, vermilion may be dispensed with.^

Evidence seems to point to the fact that all these uses of

vermilion or red lead are later survivals of the original blood

rite by which a woman was received into her husband’s clan.

This explanation has not however found universal acceptance,

and Westermark {History of Human Marriage^ vol. Ill, pp, 446-

448) considers that colour red is used iii>: marriage rites in

circumstances which do not allow us to presume that the use of

it is the survival of an earlier practice of using human blood.

Although he does not advance proof to the contrary, he gives a

large number of useful references on the use of red in wedding
rites. Dr. Crooke in a paper on “ The Hill Tribes of Central

Indian Hills'^ {Journ. Anthropol. Inst. Gt. Brit., New Series, vol.

1, 1899, p. 220, et seq.) in which he mentions a case of marriage

by capture in which a Bhuiyar girl wrestles with a youth as he

applies vermilion to her hair. He says More obvious still is

the motive of the blood covenant. Here we can observe the

stages of the degradation of custom from the use of blood drawn
from the little finger of the husband which is mixed with betel

and eaten by the bride among some of the Bengal tribes (Bisley,

Tribes and Castes of Bengal, ii. 189, 201). The next stage comes

among the Kurmis where the blood is mixed with lac dye,

lastly comes the rite common to all the tribes, by which the

bridegroom, often in secrecy, covered by a sheet, rubs vermilion

1 F. C. Conybeare, A Brittany Marriage Custom in Folklore, Vol.

XVIII, p. 448 (1907).
2 N. M. Penzer, Ocean of Story, Vol. II, p. 22 ff.
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on the parting of the girl’s hair, and the women relatives smear
their toes with lac dye—all palpable degradation of the original

blood rite. That this rite is sacramental is clearly shown by the
fact that the widow after her husband’s death solemnly washes
off the red from her hair, and flings the little box in which she
keeps the colouring matter into running water.^ ” I have my-
self seen that when a Hindu Bengali husband of the Kayastha
caste was dead, on the litter on which his corpse was placed,

was put the Sindur Kautd (box) which was consumed along with
his mortal remains.

Blood covenant was necessary in an age of distrust and
mutual hostility and solemn pacts were entered into by the
transfusion of the blood of the covenanting parties into each
other’s veins, which knit them together for life.^ Amongst
many tribes, this is still practised, commonly styled ‘‘blood bro-

therhood,” or if the parties be a male and female, they aro looked
upon as brother and sister, who though belonging to different

septs or different tribes are faithful to each other unto deatliand
never do an unfriendly thing.

From the time of the Atharvaveda down to our modern
days numerous devices are practised as love charms and the

literature is redolent of them.
The bridegroom is invariably accompanied by his younger

brother or some young person as ho starts for the bride’s house
called Shdhbald, ‘ corresponding to Nitbara (in Radh, Bengal)

or Miibara {miira-bara, friend of the groom, being his playfellow

of younger days) in Bengal. Does it point to a relic of the one-

time prevalent custom so widely practised of the levirate ?

The rather free behaviour of the wife towards her husband’s

younger brother noticed in the account of kinship relations

of various tribes, and races—her i^otential future husband

—

tends to add strength to the hypothesis.

The sister of the bridegroom figures prominently in some
of the marriage rites, e.g,, Ddl dhoi, Idvd bhunjd and dm-mahud
kd vihdnd ; the sister of the bridegroom’s father takes the

next place. It is the lingering trace of matriarchate in these

rites.

I am appending eighteen marriage songs some of which

have been collected for me by my student, Chandrika Prasad,

for which I am very much thankful to him.

I have tried my best to translate the songs which also

I am appending. I hope I have succeeded in preserving the

sense, though, perhaps, I may have erred in one or two words

or passages.

The songs possess a charm all their own, both for the

quaint language and the sense they convey.

1 Ibid, loc cii.

2 Frazer, The Golden Bough (1923), pp. 202. 113.



APPENDIX A.

Text of Mabriaoe Songs.

( 1 )

Oen&ral Songs,

Raja Janakji ko kanya kumarl,
ghar ghara piiiati pathavata hihai,

Raghunandana candana khabar diyo,
gajavaji u^avata avata hinai.

Raja Dasrathaji ko cariyo putra,
Raghuvara capa cadavata hmai,

Raghunandana candana khabar diyo,
gajavaji udavata avata hiiiai.

Yo bariyat sadaka bic ayo,
rahi musafir gher liyo ;

Raghunandana candana khabar diyo,
gajavaji udavata avata hnmi.

Yava Raghunath bangla bic ayo,
Sala sasuran gher liyo,

Raghunandana candana khabar diyo»
gajavaji udavata avata hihai.

Yava Raghunath mandap bic ayd,
pandita vcda padha vata hniai

Raghunandana candana khabar d^o,
gajavaji udSvata avata hniai.

Yava Raghunath kohbar bic ayo,
sail sarhajan gher liyo,

Raghunandana candana khabar diyo,
gajavaji udavata avata hmai.

Yava Raghunath mahal bic ayo.
chotl aisi lado ne gher liyo,

Raghunandana candana khabar diyo,
gajavaji udavata avata htliai.

(2)

General Songs,

{Kumarl git),

JhadokhS baithali Sltasundarl. kanta dekhi naynS ^hare,
PStar hai Raghunandana ; kathina dhanukha bhaye.
Eho dulahS yava hari hifiai, kona vidhi viySha huye,
RS&ihi to^la dhanusa oahthi. Muni Sa'^jay jay kare.

Parasurama khabar janaula. Ram Slya viyah huye.
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"
(3)

General Songa^

Janak grha Sita Kumari aurRama dulahS bhaye :

Muni sava mil sava hSla likhi patra Avadha cale.
Munike vacana yava sunala Rftja, mana cita haraslta bhaye ;

pala bhari sona dehge, mSlin, ajab jahaja bane.
Mali guthe campa maurl, soncka chatra dharo ;

gajbar diya hai nagada, nfpati bariyat cale.

w
Tilak Song,

Ganapati carapa manaiye raciye, sariso sohiig kiya stiriso,

Sohag Rukmini Krsnaker so kaminT ihma dahi do jannmdohri,
Racahi ko rasakam koi sakhi he sajahi devai patrol maiiai ke.
Koi hasti cadke dan dijo K'var Riiktninike,
RukminT ker viya haRukmagaja thihml hoye than Rukma jo thSii

Rukma jo do tavse Sisupalse
Ah RukminT jo v5t janavo, Krana iiyo duare ayo.

(S)

Tilak Song.

Janak KumarT ko viyaha, so mangala gaiye gayi.

Mahgala cahu yuvatt yuvatl mukha ancala divo» cTra pahtran
kanak abharan, pan mukh me bhari divo.

Sir 5obhe sindur bindur rabiyan iigi parato Sye,
Candar badan utejita unko, jiulakita sur gtiyiye.

Lai piyar khulo madva pan mukh me bhari divo,

Cirapahiran kanakabharap, piln rniikh ino bhari divo.

Kanak thambhbcsi tar kanako kanak kalsa yuhiTia, dhar bhurpur
jalkar amrapal haldi upar phulhar dharo,

Purahar to tapus chaiye vipara boliiiyo, virlhi so chonkii puriilye,

vipra bolalye.

(6)

TUak Songo

Ganapati gahiye GaneS, Idvara gahiyo GopSi.
So SitSker dulaha nandan, nahi o jagatar cand,
lye STtaker natha sanatha hriiai, Raghukula ko ariarid.

Avadhpati, Avadhpati, anaho bolni ho,

Ahe nanha Sana purukha Raghunath, tako vijaya aye.
Baitho Ram samharo asan, jhalak hTra lal dai ;

thar bhari gajmoti anala, hira mftnik lal hai.

Ahe, malinfke paral hai kar sirahi bhari sindur;
hath hastini diyo kapthe vajo neimr vaje hai

;

harakhi ke jab calala malinf. Ram Candra dohai hai;

Aho, mallnlke Sro cahiye pator sirahu bhar sindura hai.
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(7)

Lagan Song,

Subha ghari lagan dharao, viyahan ciravi rakhavan ;

Govarahi ahgna nip&o, gajomoti caok purao.
Suvaranahi kalasa dharao, dipa varao, Raghunatha

—

viyahan ciravi rakhavan.
Ani baithao Dasrathjike beta, matiyan ajhuri bharao,
Ani baithao Janakjlke betl, sindurani mangiya bharao.

viyahan cTravi rakhavan.
Ani baithavala diilraitS Babuko, matiyan ajhuri bharSvala;
Ani baithavala dtilari betike, sindurani mangiya bharavala

viyahana ciravi rakhavan.

(8 )

Mabkiagis Songs.

Bete Ka sehla,

Khoj^to khojiito malin sahar paisgele Are kaun Raja ghar ^adi re,

Motidarso giithega sehla, guthila aiiro merl gorl mtllinlya
Eh dekhiin malini uihc darwajwff.

Haihi lade ghoda avoro, Are hathi ghoda avcrc,
Moti darso guthega sehla guthila aure morl gorl maliniya.

Avo avo malini bete darwajweme, Are, kani bhari yak! mol re,

Moti darse guthega sehla guthila Sure meri gori maliniya.

Lakhon maliiu mol karatuhain. Are, aro, nav baba dila aiir are
nav cacfidila; aur moti darse guthega .sehla guthila Sure merl
gorl maliniya.

(9)

Bete ka sahana.

Song ke khadmg cadhi thad dulraiia Babii,
Maliya malini hihak pare, go mai,

Maliya jo sutal bggro bagicva,
Malini sutal phulbariya, go mayi.

Uthi kihaye malini maliya jagavaye,
Duaro dulraita Babu th^, ge rnayi.

An roj are ganirua galiynio na avaye,
aju kaise duare hi thad, ge mayi.

Kiya tor ghatlu gamru ga i re gadpua,
Kiyetor VihatijS mudanviha, ge mayi.

Nahi mor ghatle maliniya gad re gadpua
Nahi mor bhatija mudanva, ge mayi,
Hamrahmu ghar maliniya laganfi utahul,
Ato gaj maUrS giithi deho, ge mayi,

aro gaj aro gaj ghosrhoho dularua,
aro gaj mor kaisan hoi, ge mayi.
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Atho hati guthi hSi mSliniya Slro jhSlre
Bic me guthal ciiiad surajva, gemayi.

Sehe pahari yava niksu Raniji I3abu,
Mohi rahle parivarva, ge mayi.

Bat hi rijhatr) dularua bat re batohiya,
Kmuyeviiia rijhato pani bhariii, ge mayi.

Madva hi rijliato diilaniu beti ke bap,
VedI tar beti ke mayi, go mayi.

Kohbar rijhato dularua sali sarhajiya,
Palahga rijhato dulhiiiiya, go mayi.

Dhany tohar mayi dularua dhany tohar bap,
Jihi kokhi lelohe avatar, go mayi.

Yakhni hi amma mori bari ro vayaisvii.

Pair gholiye gholi pailani, ge mayi,

Kiichhii khaili kuchu pair ])aiLi

Kuchii pair dui dhalknilau. go mayi.

( 10)

Gapipaiiji ka—uvtan laganeke samat/ gaijd jatu hai,

6ri Ganpati vandiyc Hari Haii
'Fahma vetu iiidhir manda]) carii

• Lagaiiio Hari uvatana.
Tahiha gai ke govar angnii lipaiiio

Lagaiiio Hari uviibiiia.

TahiJia gajmoti cauk pilraino

Lagaiiio liari nvataiia.

Suvarn kalas* lihayo pflrhar dhariiiu

Lagaiiio lluri uvataiia.

Tahilia manimaya d7])a bharayo
Lagftmo Hari uvatana.

»Sona ke slhasona a.sana lilyriiu

Lagaiiyo Hari uva^na.
TahiTia Rftdho Kfana iliii bitliaval

Lagaiiio Hari uvatana.
Yav aur gahihua kcr uvatana lagaiiio

Lagaiiio Hari uvatana.
Tahilia raisarisva tel

Lagaiiio Hari uvatana.
Sonii ke siiiidura bhari stiiidura

Lagaiiio Hari uvatana.
Tahiha prhae .sohagiii mangal giival

Lagaiiio Hnri uvatana.
Tul.si<las prabhu eho manga 1 giive

Lagaiiio Hari uvaUna.
Tahiha le darpan mukh dokhiiio

Lagaiiio Hari uvatana.
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(11 )

Mandapa Song.

MSdva sobhe Rfim Janaki

;

Caukab aithe samadhi samadhin,
Janakgfharne cahal pahi

;

Bhiipa aajike barat ayo,
Suyana ampta yahiiia rahe.

Barat sarat siha bhamari khuliliahi,

Madva sobhe jodi.

Rahga kesari pag jama,
Kan motihu lahi,

Dasratha Janaka parbodhiye,
Bhayo man mani.

Sira dina sindur Ram dulaha
Stya sundar khulthnhi,

Vftju vajii Janaka gana guna karu,
Nita amrta jaya bolo

;

I Siya Ramse ananda bhayo,
Suraloksc phul jhari pare.

(12)

A^irvad^ivah ke samay,

Hari bol sindura dan
Caya Gajadhar Pariyag Madhav
Har la jorl Baijnath.

Rani yngo ynge tohar ehivat
Rani yngo yuge.

Badi tap kailehe rani, gaiira rani,

Swam! milalo Bholanath,
Rani yuge yugo tohar ehivat,

Rani yuge yuge.

Jithiuu Ifivar Mahadev rani
gaura ke ehivat.

Rani yuge yuge tohar ehivat,

Rani yugo yuge.

Badi tap kailehe Rani Radharani Pyari
Svami milalo Krsnacandrajl

Rani yuge yuge tohar ehivat,

Rani yugo yuge.

Yuge yuge jivahiTiu Sri Kfsnacandraji
Rani Radhika Pyari ke ehivat
Rani yugo yuge

Tohar ehivat. Rani yugo yuge.
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(13)

Cumana Song,

iSrI Bamjrke sehla viraje,
£k tilak sobhe IHar,
Cal ho, sakhi, RSm curaSve.

KanahT Ramjike sona virajo,
tilak sobhe, lilar.

Cal ho. sakhi. Ram cumave.
Cal ho, sakhi, Slyaji cumSve.

RamjTke sirapara chatra virajo.
Slya gale vaiia mal.
Cal ho, sakhi. Ram cumave.
Cal ho, sakhi, SiyajT cumave.

(14)

Kohbar Song,

Pmac gota gueba pthaci4 gota pau,
palanga baithal hain Ramji Babu

khacle gua pan,
Palanga baithal hain Ramji Babu khade gua piln,

Maciya baithahli hain Sits pyari Rani badana nehSri,
Kiya muklia ahe prabhu kunno kunaval,

Kiya mukha ahe prabhu gadhlo sonar,

Abujha age Rani abujha ajfian

Manusya ago dhftni na gaclho sonar,

Nagr buliye bull bole kotvul
Raja gharo ahe Ramji Babu paral hankur,

Man mor daga maga citta hai udas
Aisani sundarl choi i na jaiba divan ;

Divan jaibo he prabhu khailjo gua p&n,
Baithale cautr cadhi sunbe piTrftn ;

Mukhe khayibe, hai prabhu, bari guii pan,
Vacana bujhaibe he prabhu raj a darbar.

(15)

Kohbar Song,

Kajijike bftg me cand hai »Surujva,

Are tahitara Ramji Babu dihasal hain sojia.

Are hdiaaate khclato geli ladJi Sita pySrl rSnl.

Are lapaki (hail chela dahni hai bahihiya,

Are aju la^o yane na deiige

Sohag ki hai ratiya.
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Are chod chailachod chaila dahni hai bahmiya,
Are phut jayeiige fiahkhcudi masak parih^ b^iihiya
Are ajii sohag ko ratiya.

KSho ke hai sahkhcud! kahe ke hai bahmiya.
Are aju sohag ke ratiya,

Sohag ki hai ratiy&.

Are aju gauriko yane na dehge,
Sohag ke hai ratiya.

Are sona ke hai sahklicudi saiijal ke hai bahniiya
Are aju lado ke yane na dehge,
Sohag ke hai ratiya.

Are kini dehge sahkhcudi jodai dehge bahmiya,
Are aju l^o ke yane na dehgti,

Are aju gaurl ke yane na dehge.

(16)

Kohhar Song,

Ghar pichuare beliya ki gachiyitm.
Age mayi phul phulale caknanyii (Kacuariya).

Seo phula lodhe gela Babu Ramji Babu,
Age niayi lodhehge phul kaise kaise loclheiige,

Lodhehgo mai to sona ke dalanava,
Ago mayi guthehge har kaise kaise,

Guthehge inai to patkere doriya.

Age mayi pahnooge har kaise kaii^e,

Seho har pahinc Babu Kamji Babu;
Age mayi pahin calalc sasurariya.

Dhlre calu, dhire calu. Babu Rnniji Babu.
Age mayi najugi hai dulhiniya.
Age patari hai dulhiniya,

Ek ok kos gela Babu, doi kos gela,

Age mdyi tuti khasl phul harva ge mayi,
I’aniya bharate to hain kuiiia x)ani harani ?

Age mayi loki na Inialhe phul harvage mayi

;

Eho har lokato maiyare bahiniya.
Age mayi our lokto dulhiniya ge mayi,

Maiya bahniya samalt gharhi me charlmu.
Age mayi komal hai dulhiniya.
Ago mayi najugi hai dulhiniya.
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(17 )

Kohbar Song.

Kahvihahi upajala nariyal gueva,
Aho kahvihahi dihatrivo pan re, albela,
Albela duLha nind ghurme hai.

MadwS hi upajala nariyal gueva hai,
Aru kohbara dihatrivo pan re, albela,
Albela dulhS nind ghurme hai,

Seho pan khai gcla ladila Ramji Bobu hihai,
Aho rahgi gela battTso dihat re, albela,
Albela dulha nind ghurme hai.

Hansi puche behansi puche sundarT SIta pyari rani hai
£rabhu dekhe deho dihatiya ko jyoti ro, albela,
Albela dulha nind ghurme hai.

Kaise hame dekhe devo dihatiya ke jyotiyft he.
Rani kohbar sas bahut ro, albela,

Albela dulha nind ghurme hai.

Dokhalihu mai, dekhalihu mai, dihatiya ke jyoti he prabhu,
Jaisana purnima naya cSnd re, albela.

Hansi puche behansi puche Babu Rumji Babu hain,
DhSni, dekhe deho mahgiya ko jyoti ro, albela,
Albela dulha nind ghurme hai.

Kaise hame dekhe devo mahgiyft ke jyoti ho.
Dekhat hi lagata sneh ro, albela,

Albela dulha nind ghurme hai.

Jaisana purnima naya cand re, albola,

Albela dulha nind ghurme hai.

( 18)

Kohbar Song,

Karni ko bag mahe acche acche hain kaliyiTia,

Tahitara Ramji Babu dihasal hain sejiyit,

Hihasate khelate geli liulli SIta Pyfiri Rani.

Lapaki chail chela dahiniya hai bahiyrha,
Chodo chela, chodo chela, dahini hai bahiyiiia,

Aho phuti jat tfahkh cudi muruk podehi bahiyiTia,

dankh cudi phu^to he sohave sonS cudi pahraib,
Aho, pheru ke gaclhaye devo sona ke kiingna
Sabhvdia baithala trhohe sasura (Narayan Babu)

Aho tore putiTia Ramji todi del hain kaiigna.

Kathi ker kahgna hai dulhin kathi ke khelanva
Aho kathi hi jadal accha c^ho bhal kangna.

Sona ker kahgana hai sasur rupake khelanva,
Aho motiya ja^al accha eho bhal kaiigna.

Hove de dulhin pasarati hai hatiya,

Aho pheru ke aisahi dev sonaker kahgna.
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Sabhviba baithala tthohe sasura (bride’s father or grandfather)

Aho, raura ke mahalva me bhulfii gele he churiyS.

Khathiker curiya hai Babu kathi ke khelanwma.
Aho kathi ke jadal acche eho bhal churiya.

Sonaker ohuriya hai saheb rupa ker hai muthiyS,
Aho hirva jadal accha eho bhal churiya.

Hove de prat BSbu pasrati hai hatiya

Aho churiya oisahi ke jamSiya hath hai daiv.

Yava hama hoaib NSrayan Babu ke betva

Aho ulti na herab dhani eho bhal hai churiya.

Yava hama hoaib Kuldip Babu ke betiya

Aho kanakhi no horab Prabhuji, eho bhal hai kahgna



APPENDIX B,

Translation of Marriage Songs.

( 1 )

General Songs,

There is the maiden daught<^r at the house of Raja JanakjF,
Sends he letters to house and house.
Sends the news to Kaghunandan, the sandal (of the family),
Comes he fleeting with swift horses and elephants.
There be the four sons of Raja Dasaratha ; and Ram strings
the bow.

Sends the news to Raghunundan, the sandal (of the family) ;

Comes ho fleeting with swift horses and elephants.
When the procession came to the middle of the street,

The wayfarers and passengers did it surround.
Sends the news to Raghunandan, the sandal (of the family),
Comes ho fleeting with swift liorses and elephants.
When Raghunandan reached the outer chambers.
His brother-indaw and father-indaw did him encircle ;

Sends the news to Raghunandan, the sandal (of the family),
Comes ho fleeting with swift horses and elephants.
When Raghunandan reached the mani^p.
The Pandit was causing the Vedas to bo r^itod ;

Sends the news to Raghunandan, the sandal (of the family).
Comes he fleeting with swift horses and elephants.
When Raghunandan reached the kohbar ;

Gathered round him his sisters-in-law (wife's sisters and wives
of her brothers).

Sends the news to Raghunandan, the sandal (of the family).

Comes he fleeting with swift horses and elephants.

When Raghunath reached the inner chambers,
The little wife did him embrace.
Sends the news to Raghunandan, the sandal (of the family),

Comes he fleeting with swift horses and elephants.

(2)

General Song*

(Kumarl GH),

Song before marriage.

Sits on the window the beautiful STtS, her eyes >.»edimmed

with tears at the sight of her lord.

Lean is Raghunandan an4 hard (mighty) is the bow (he is to

break) t

(Thus muses she), “If this groom fail (in the attempt, tnz., to

break the bow) how is the marriage to take place ?”

1 The reference is to the celebrated story of the breaking of the bow

of Hara related in the Ramayana at the place of Janaka who promised

to give his daughter to wife to the hero who would break it.
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There did Ram break the bow» shouted the munis all the
of victory (in applause).

The news did reach Parsurama ;

That Rama and SIta were married.

(3)

Song before marriage.

At the house of Janaka bo SltS kumarl
(maiden virgin) and the groom, Rama.

All the munis meet and write down all the information in lettei

which is sent to Avadh (Ayodhya).
When the Raja heard the words of the Munis,
Gladdened was his heart and his soul.

Filling the plate with gold shall I give thee, mairnt, if a

wonderful ship thou makest.
The mftli wreathes the bridal crown with campa flowers,
Casts ho a golden crown ;

Mount they the excellent elephant and sound the drums that

the king starts on the bridal procession.

(4)

Tilak Song,

Salutation to the feet of Ganapati

;

Make ready with care the receptacle for sohiig (sindur^ vermilion)

:

For betokening the blessed life of RukminI and Krishna (thr

bride and the groom) sprinkle dahi (curds) on the door frame

;

For increasing the happiness of Idvar and ^ RukminI let some onv
{sakhi) make suitable decorations ;

In honour of the patra let some one ride the elephant and scatter

gifts therefrom ;

It is the marriage of RukminI,
Rukma stands at a place with the elephant, ready to give her

over to di^upala ;

Ah, when RukminI sent word to Krishna,
A letter arrived at the door that Krishna was coming.

(5)

Tilak Song.

It is the marriage of Janaka kumari.
Therefore sing auspicious soif^, O sing,

O pray for auspices {tnaUgala), O youthful girls, and I will

reward ye with scarfs {mukha-aficala), wearing apparels, gold

ornaments, and betel to All the mouth ;

Shine tiie dots of vermilion on the head.
As doth shine the sun when peeping in the morning ;

Her moon-face doth beam blooming ; sing ravishing tunes.
Leh the mSdtva shine with red and yellow ;
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• (And for your pains) 1 will reward thee with scarfs, wearing:
apparels, gold ornaments, and betel to fill the mouth ;

Near the golden post arrange in greater number the golden
pitchers, filled to the brim with water, wherein place turmeric

,

mango sprigs and cover it with the lid ;

Place pan on purhar^ and call the priest ;

Make the square with proper rites, call the priest.

(6)

Tilak Song.

8ing to (in praise of) Ganapati, Ganed, sing to Idvar, Gopnl.
He i is the lord of Sita, the delightcr, not the moon of the world.
Ho is the lord of SIta, her lord, the dolightor of the family of
Raghu.

The lord of AyodhyS, the lord of Ayodhyn, ask and bring
him here.

Ahe, the delicate person like liaghunuth, like him victorious too.

8it, O Ram, sit securely, bespangled with diamonds red ;

Have we brought the plate filled with pearls, iliamonds, jewels

—

all red (resplendent).

Ahe, bedaubed with vermilion is the black head (with raven
hairs) of the nialini

To her is given a female elephant, decked with a string of

tinkling bolls.

Gladdened as she moves (she says) “Thanks to thee, (),

Ramchandra,
O, further demands the a silken cloth and vermilion

more for the head.”

(7)

Lagan Song.

Pix the auspicious time for marriage, fix it for (to secure)

long life (t.e., to the bridal pair).

Besmear the yard w'ith cowdung and paint the srpiare with

pearls (in vermilion).

Place golden pitchers, light tho lamps,
For it is Raghunftth’s marriag<% for long life.

Bring and seat him, the son of Dasmtliji,

Fill (the plate) with heaps of pearl.s ;

Bring and seat tho daughter of Janakjf ;

Paint full the mangiya with vermilion ;

For long life in this marriage.

(They) brought and seated the Ixdoved Babu,

Filled (they the plate) with heaps of pearls ;

They brought and seated tho beloved girl.

Painted full tho mangiya with vermilion

For long life in this marriage.

1 The bridegroom.

2 She says that she demands.
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(8 )

The marriage wreath Jar the bridegroom.

Proceeding in quest did the female garland-maker enter the city.
“ I say in what Raja’s house is there w’cdding ?

I shall weave wreath to resemble that of moti (pearls).”
“Wouldst thou string ? Come, fair malini mine,
Here I see the high gate, O malini.
The elephants do fight ; come the horses,
O, horses and elephant.s do come.”

** I shall weave wreath to resemble that of pearl.”
“ Wouldst thou string ? Como fair malin mine.”
“ Haste thee malin, the groom is at the door

O, greatly do wo value him ;

”

“ I shall weave wreath to resemble that of pearls.”
Many lakhs does the malin set the price on the wreath

;

O, nine (lakhs) more does the grand -father give.
And, O, nine (lakhs) more does the uncle give.

(9)

The bridal crown of the bridegroom.

Wearing golden sandals stands the beloved Babu,
And calls loudly, O mali, O malini, O mother.

i

The fnali was sleeping in the orchard.
And the malini in the flower garden .

The malin rises and awakens the mali,
“ Stands at the door the beloved Bilbu, O mother.”
** Otherdays, O rustic, you never trod this lane ;

How is it that today you stand at the door ?

What has happened to you ; fool, is it gad gadpud ?2

Or is it the mudnd 3 of your nephew ?
”

“ O nialiniya, it is not gad gadpud hapjx'iied to me ;

Nor is it the mudnd of my nephew ;

At my house, O maliniya, has lagan begun already ;

And wreathe me the bridal crown (gaj-mor) ”

“ You cry on, cry on, gaj gaj, O beloved ;

But of what other kind can bridal crown be ?
”

On the eight corners did the tndlin weave dangling frills.

And in the middle did she inlay a moon and a sun, O mother;
Wearing the crown when came out llamji Babu,
The jnenibers of the household were greatly charmed,

O mother.
The wayfarers, O beloved, will be pleased on the way ;

And the female drawers of water at the well.

And at the madwd will be pleased the father of the bride,

And at the foot of the vedl, the mother of the bncl''.

O mother ;

And at the kohbar will be pleased the sisters of the bride and

wives of the bride’s brothers.
And the bride herself at the bridal couch :

Blessed is your mother, O beloved, blessed is your father.

In whoso womb you are born, O mother.

\ O mother,—the refrain. 2 Have you become a visionary

^ Cuda karana ceremony.
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When, O mother, I was young (Lit. twelve years of ago)
I sported with pailani,^ O mother.
Spinning it round with my feet.
When I ate a little ; rubbed some (the remains) with my feet,
and pushed the rest away with my feet.

’

( 10)

SoYiQ ciddvBssBfl to Crcinpcitljt—siifig ctt thB time of applying uvfitunci.

Worship we Sri Gaiiapatl, Hari Hari,
There decked with the string of treasure looks beautiful the
mandapa

;

(hero) let us apply two lana, — Hnri !

There smear we the yartl with cow -dung,
(here) lot us apply iivatana,—Hari !

There prepare we tin? square and paint on it the pearls 2

(in vermilion).
(here) l<»t us applj' uratann, Hari !

Let us ])ring the golden pitcher and place it ns par/nir
(here) lot us apply uvatana. Hari !

There fill wo the jewelled lamps («.c., with oil)

;

(here) lot us apply uvatana^ Hari !

For seat lc‘t us bring the golden lion scat

—

(here) let us apply uvatana^ Hari !

There bring we lladhil and Krishna and seat them.
(hero) lot us apply uva\ana^ Hari !

Of barley and wheat lot us apply uvatana
(hero) let us apply uvatana, Hari !

There let us mix oil of white mustard ;

(here) let us apply uvatana, Hari !

Fill wo the golden plate with vermilion ;

(hero) let us apply uvatana, Hari !

There five sohdgin * sing mahgal '* songs,
(hero) let us apf)ly uvatana, Hari !

Lord Tulsi dasii sings this mahgal song ;

(hero) let us apply uvatana, Hari !

Ther<? taking the mirror see their face ;

(hero) lot us apyjly uvatana, Hari !

(
11 )

Mandapa Song.

Shines the mandapa (with the presence of) Hama and Jiuinki,

On the square (viz . , tlie vnandapa) sit I ho sanvlhi and the snmadhin.

' A small measure of canework or of wood, in which children out tin*

luncheon.
2 Pearls supposed to bo got from the head of the elephant.
3 The pitcher is technically so called.

^ Ladies who.se husbands are alive.

^ Auspicious songs.
® The father and the mother of the bridegroom in their relation t<)

the father and the mother of the bride, and vice versa, are called samdhi
and samdhin respectively.
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Bustle and hubbub run high at the house of Janak.
The Raja (Dasarath) loads in the harat in pompous array,

to where the nectar of the son (the son who is as dear as
nectar) is.

The harat and aarat ^ now join, now separate in whirls,
Shines the mandap in their union, of the keSarl colour (yellow)

are their turbans and jamaa, in their ear-lobes are stuck the
pearls,

J3asarath and Janak converse (lit. solace) mutually, “ The
connection is quite agreeable to both of us.”

On the head of Sita Ramji applies sihdur.

Thus decked looks she more charming

;

Strike the chords (lit. lot there be music), go forth the songs
in praise of Janaka, ever cry, the shouts of victory {jn\)

in nectared tunes.
Joyous are Rama and Sita, let from the spheres of gods shower
down the flowers.

( 12 )

Benediction at the time of marriage.

Invocation to Hari (at the time of) application of vermilion,
To Oajadhara of Gaya, and Madhava of Prayag (and) to Kara
and his consort at Baijnath ; let us bring the pair.

O Rani, ‘*2 be your ehival 3 for yugna 4 and yugaa.

O Rani for yugaa and yugaa.

Great penance ^ hast thou done O Rani, O Gaura*rani ®

And hast gut Bholanath for thy husband.

O Rani, bo your ehivat for yugaa and yugaa,
O Rani for yugaa and yugaa.

Live I^vara Mahadova—ehival of Gauray.rani ;

O Rani, be your ehivat for yugaa and yugaa
O Rani for yugaa and yugaa.

Great penance hast thou done O Rani, Rndha-rani, Pyarl (clear)

And hast got Krishna for thy husband.

O Rani, be your ehivat for yugaa and yugaa ;

O Rani for yugaa and yugaa.

Live for yugaa firi Krishnacandraji,
Ehivat of Rani Ra^a piyarT.

O Rani, be your eWbat for yugaa and yugaa,

O RSni for yugaa and yugaa.

1 The bride’s party who receive the bridegroom’s party ; the idea

that they meet and go round so that there are ever-forming, ever break-

ing groups of the meeting.
2 The bride.
2 The married state when husband is alive, lit.—beest thou ever

united with thy husband.
4 .^ons.
2 The reference is to the great tapaa resorted to by Gauri, the

daughter of Himalayas for getting for her husband 6iva ( see Kalidap.

Kumar-cBxito V.).

® Fafr complexioned.
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( 13 )

CunianU ^ tSong.

Shines the wreath on Ramji : shines a on his forohoud,
Let us come, O Sakhia/^ let us eoine and toiieli Hama ;

Shines gold (some small golden I’arring),

On the ear-lobe of Riinijr ;

Shines a tilak on his forohoad.
Let us come, () Sakhis, let us touch Kftma,

Let us come, O Sakhia^ let us toucli Siyaji (Sltaji)

Shines the crown on the head of Rama ;

On the neck of Slya, garland of wild flowers,

Let us come, () Sakhis, lot us touch Siya.

(U)

Kohbar Song.

Five betel nuts and twenty-five betel leaves ;

Sits Kamji Jlabu on the bed stead :

Rabii 4 stands with lietel and betel leaves.

Habu stands with betel and betel loaves
On the couch sits 8Ttfi Rani <lear ;

Seeing the fact? (the bride wonders)

“What a (beautiful) face, O Lord, has the carver carved,
What a (beautiful) face, O Lortl, has the goldsmith made ” •>

“Undiscerning art thou, O Rani, undisi'erning and without
knowledge,

O Dhani ^ no man (no human face) iloos the goldsmith make.’*

Walking, walking in the city says the kotwal,

“O Ramji Babu, thou hast been suinmonetl to the court of the
Raja.’’

“ My mind is in suspense, my mind is sad.

Leaving such a beautiful girl I won’t go to the court.” 7

“*^1£ you go to court, you will chew betel nuts and betel.

Mounting and seating on the chubutrd ^ you will hear Furiina

discourse ;

You will chew (in your mouth) excellent betel and betel nuts.

(Then when the purpose of your summon is told you) yo\i may
explain your words (the mutter) before the court.”

^ Touching the bride or the bridegroom with dub, paddy, and
tunneric (see ante),

2 Tilak mark of sandal wood paste generally worn by persons,

between the eyebrows, stretching to the hairs ; here an ornamental decora-
tion of the groom.

^ Female friends. ^ He stands ; the idea is of service.

^ In her infatuation.
0 Address for the bride ; generally a female lover is thus addressed.
^ Divio—the couch ; the throne, and therefore the court.

’

* Then his wife urges him to go. ® Platform.
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(15)

Kohbar Song,

In the garden of Kajljl rise the moon and the sun ;

Are, underneath Ramjl Babu has spread the couch ;

Are, there went laughing and playing the beloved Srta Rani dear,

Are, on a sudden the beautiful boy caught hold of her riglit arm;
“ O dear, I won’t let thee go to-night,
Tho*night of love is to night.”

Are, let go, lad, let go, lad, right arm mine,
Are, will split my chank bracelet, and be sprained my arm.
Are, the night of love is to-night.”

“ What is thy chank bracelet made of and of what thy arm ?

Are, to-night is the night of love.

The night of love.

Are, to-night I won’t let thee fair one, go
The night of love is to-night.”

** Are, my sankhcudi is made of gold, my arm a compound of

bone and muscles.”

** O dear, I won’t let thee go to-night,
To-night is the night of love.

Are, 1 shall buy thee Sankhcudi, and get thy (broken) arm joined.

Are, I won't let the dear one go, to-night.
Are, I won’t let the fair one go to-night.”

(16)
•

Kohbar Songs.

Behind the house is the veil plant,

There Bne flowers have blossomed ;

Those flowers hath Ramji Babu gone to pluck ;

0 mother, how should T pluck the flowers, how should I (pluck) ?

1 shall gather the flowers in golden baskets,

0 mother, how should I wreathe the wreath ?

Let Ramji Babu wear the garland,

1 shall wreathe it, indeed, with the string of silk.

O mother, how shall I wear the garland ?

O mother wearing (this) I co to father-in-law’s house.

“O Ramji Babu, walk slowly, walk slowly.”

" O mother, the bride is tender,
O, slender is the bride.”

He walked one koa, and one koa and two ;

** O mother the flower garland falls broken.”

TYifi females are drawing water from the well.

O mother, but they do not catch up the flowers (before they fall •

to the ground).
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» “ This wreath, thy mother and sister will catch up,
O mother, and will catch up thy bride.” i

” Mother and sister have I left behind at home, () fair ones,
O mother, and my bride is tender.”

(17)

Kohbar Song.

“ Where have sprung coconut and betel nut ?

O, whence has sprung the betel creeper with the stalk ; O beauti-
ful, spruce (Rnni) !

The beautiful bridegroom is dosing.

From the marwa have sprung the coconut and the betel nut.
Are, from the l:o/i6ar has sprung the stalked betel, O, filbela, (dear)»
The beautiful bridegroom is dosing.

That betel has Ramji Rabu eaten,
Ris thirty -two teeth have gone coloured, () albela,

'rhe beautiful bridegroom is dosing.

Asks laughing, asks laughing more, tho beautiful dear SUa riSni,
“ () Lord, let me see tho sheen of thy teeth ;

”

'Phe beautiful bridegroom is dosing.

“ Wow should 1 let then) see the sheen of my tt^eth, he ?

() Rani, in the kohbar^ are many moth(u*-in-law9 , “ilbela,''

'Phe beautiful bridegroom is dosing.

“ <) Lord, have I seen, have 1 seon tho sherai of thy teeth
beautiful.

.As is tho sheen of the beautiful full moon.”

.Asks laughing, asks more laughing, Kainji Rabu,
“ Let me, dear, see tho sheen of tliy mahgiya^'^ alb'd'i.*'

The beautiful bridegroom is dosing.

“ How should I let thee see the sheen of my mafigiya ?

As thou seest it, will spring thy love.”

The beautiful bridegroom is dosing.

“ 'Phe sheen of thy parted hair, have I seen, have I seen, Rani,

As is the sheen of the beautiful full moon.”
The beautiful bridegroom is dosing.

(18)

Kohbar 6'ongr.

Numberless are buds beautiful in the garden of Karni ;

Underneath has spread Ramji Rabu his bed.

There goes laughing and pla;png the beautiful Sita dear.

Of a sudden catches the beautiful lad her right arm.

1 This is the abusive retort to the bridegroom made by the female

water drawers at the well.

2 The line on the head showing the parting of the hair.
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** Let go, lad, let go, lad, right arm mine ;
*

‘ Oh, my chank bracelet will break, my arm will get sprained.”

“ If the chank bracelet breaks, my dear,
I will give thee gold bracelet to wear,
O, again, I will have thee made golden bracelet” ikahkana).

** In the sahha (assembly) yon are sitting, Narayan Babu, (the
father-in-law).

And your son Ramji Babu has broken my bracelet ;

”

“ Of what stuff is thy kangna made, O bride, and of what stuff thy
toys ?

O, with what is embroidered thy good kangna ?”

” Of gold is good kangna mine, O father-in-law, and of silver my
toys.

And (pearls) form the embroidery of gdod kangna mine.”

“ Let dawn break, O bride, and the markets open,
O, again shall I give thee kangna exactly similar.”

** In the assembly sit you, O father-in-law.
In your mahal (house) is lost my knife.”

“ Of what stuff i.s made your knife, and of what your toys ?

And what was sot in your knife ?”

** Oi gold was my knife, O saheb, and of silver the handle.
And diamonds were set in my good knife.”

** Let the dawn break, O Babu, lot the market open,
And exactly similar knife I will give in the hands of the
bridegroom.”

' * If I am the son of Narayan Babu,
I will not turn my looks on thee, so priceless was my knife
(now lost).”

(Retorts she) ” If I am the daughter of Kuldip Babu,
I will not so much as favour thee with a wink (look from the
comer of the eye)

So priceless wa,s my bracelet !”
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A Note on a Double Chick Embryo.^

By Jnanendra Lal Bhaduri.

Zoology Department, University College of Science, Ballygunge,

Calcutta.

During my einbryological class work in this College in tlie

\ car 1926, I have come across a case of two clearly formed
embryos developed within the limits of a single blastoderm.
It was the only abnormal embryo found in a batch of eggs

(20 in number), which were put together in the incubator. All

the others exhibited normal development
;
the duplicity of the

embryo cannot, therefore, be considered as the result of any
faulty incubation. A large number of cases of partial or

c’omplete duplicity in the development of hen’s eggs have
already been reported and described, but this case is parti-

(jularly interesting by reason of its nearly symmetrical orien-

tation and its particular stage of development. I, therefore,

take this opportunity of putting this further iiistance on
record.

The egg was incubated for nearly forty hours. The
blastoderm with the two embryos was removed in tepid normal
saline solution and was fixed in Bouin’s fluid. The specimen
was later stained with Borax Carmine, differentiated in

Acid Alcohol, dehydrated, cleared in Clove Oil and mounted
in Canada Balsam. The figure 2 was then drawn with the

Camera Lucida, and a Micro-photograph was taken.

Description of the Specimen.

The area pellucida was circular and regular, and the two
embryos were so placed that their anterior cephalic ends

touched each other in the middle line of the area, while their

caudal ends diverged towards opposite ends of the area (Fig. 1).

The posterior regions of the two bodies were similar to each

other in possessing a >vell formed neural canal (Fig. 2, N.C.), a

notochord (Fig. 2, Ntc.), and a series of mesoblastic somites

(Fig. 2, M.S.), but the number of the segments differed in the

two cases,—the left hand embryo possessed a double row of

sixteen somites while the right showed only eighteen. The
neural canal was in each case open and the primitive .streak

^ Read before the Fifteenth Session of the Indian Science Congress

held at Calcutta, 1928.
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visible (Fig. 1). Each anterior end showed normal features^ in

the swelling out of the Central Nervous System to form the

fore-, mid-, and hind-brains (Fig. 2, F.B., M.B., and H.B.).

There were well-formed optic vesicles (Fig. 2, O.V.) growing
out of the fore-brains but the auditory pits, which are generally

seen at this stage, could not easily be distinguished. The two
chicks had separate hearts (Fig. 2, Ht.) but the vessels opening
into them could not be followed. A single amniotic fold

(Fig. 2, Am.) covered the head regions of both the embryos.
The above description shows that no organic fusion of the

two embryos had occurred, though very close approximation
of the anterior cranial portions had taken place. This leads

one to believe that these two embryos, were independent of

Fig. l. Microphotograph of the entire Double
Chick Embryo x 6.

each other. In this respect this instance approaches the cases

described by Spencer (12), Kaestner (7a), and Bruckhardt (3)

;

other instances have been reported where the double embryos,

though independently formed, are oriented differently, as for

example the cases reported by O'Donoghue (10) and others.

Further, the conditions revealed in the present instance may
be called autositic, a term used by Saint Hilaire (13) to denote

those conditions in which the two embryos are practically

equally developed.
There are numerous teratological theories regarding the

malformations of chick or other embryos naturally and artifi-

cially produced ; but it has been admitted by many that such

double monstrosity has arisen from a single ovum by fission,
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as^opposed to the rival theory of original duplicity with sul)se-

quent fusion. The present case would appear to come under
the former category. As to the theories that have been put
forward to account for the splitting of the originally single
germinal area the irritation theory of Clealand (5) seems the
more probable; but in the absence of sufficient data, and
especially in view of the fact that the other eggs, incubated
along with it and opened on the same day, showed normal
development, the exact nature of the irritation responsible for

the formation of the double embryo in the present case cannot
be indicated.

I am indebted to Lt.-Col. R. B. Seymour Sewell, I.M.S.,
Director of the Zoological Survey of India, for kindly going
through the manuscript.
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FOREWORD
The following pages contain a bibliography of papers

of meteorological interest in the publications of the Asiatic
Society of Bengal. The publications that were consulted
in compiling the lists are

—

I. Asiatic Researches . . 1788-1836
II. Gleanings in Science .. 1829-1831

III. Journal . . 1832-1904
IV. Proceedings .

.

1865-1904
V. Journal and Proceedings .

.

1905 onwards
VI. Memoirs . . 1905 onwards

VII. Proceedings of the Indian Science
Congress . . 1914 onwards.

2. The papers seem to reflect, in k way, the history of

meteorology in India. In the pioneer days, until 1875, one
finds an abundance of papers on meteorological subjects

pertaining to various parts of India and adjacent countries.

Piddington’s historic series of Memoirs on the Law of Storms
forms one of the important contri])utions of these earl}^ days.

After the constitution of the India Meteorological Department
we find a number of papers from the authoritative pen of

Mr. H. F. Blanford, the first Director-General of Observatories

and for some time an Honorary Secretary of the Asiatic Society.

With the transference of the headquarters of the Meteorological

Department from Calcutta to Simla, the output in the Society’s

publications se^ms to languish, one of the main reasons pro

bably being that the Department commenced to have its

own publications.

3. A new era, however, commenced "when in 1914 the

Indian Science Congress started under the auspices of the

Asiatic Society; and since this time one finds again an efflo-

rescence of papers, contributed now to the Indian Science

Congress.

4. The first part of this bibliography contains a list

of papers arranged in series corresponding to the different

publications. In this list the full title of each paper, and

author (wherever known) are given with a reference to the

original publication in which it appeared. Also, a serial

number is assigned to each paper. The parts following com-
prise an author index, a subject index and a geographical

index, containing references to the serial numbers in the

first comprehensive list. In many cases spellings, jiarticularly

of place names, are not according to current usage
;
but these

have been retained exactly as in the original.

V. V. SOHONI.

The Observatory,

Alipore, Calcutta.

The 4th June, 1928
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W. R. N.
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Magistrate of the 24-Pargaiias.)

Account of the Hurricane or Whirlwind of the 8th April, 1838.

126. VII, Pt. I, 1838, pp. 92, 172, 280, 370, 468, ami 582.

Meteorological Registers for January to June.

127. VII, Pt. II, 1838, pp. 070, 750, 838, 918, 990, and 1004.

Meteorological Registers for July to December.

128. VIII, 1839, p. 313. Everest, Rev. R.

Remarks upon the Rain and Drought of the last eight soa-sons in

India.

129. VIII, 1839, p. 495.

Mr. Middleton on the Meteors of August 10, 1839.

130. VIIl, 1839, pp. 559, 031. Piddington, H.

Researches on the Gale and Hurricane in the Bay of Bengal on the

3rd, 4th, and 5th of June, 1839; being a First Memoir on the

Law of Storms in India.

131. VIII, 1839, pp. 70, 158, 250, 346, 442, 443, 444, 621, 092, 777, 8tl7,

971, and 1069.

Meteorological Registers for 1839 (omitting Nov.) and for January

and February, 1840.

132. IX, Pt. I, 1840, pp. 107, 397. Piddington, H.

A Second Memoir with reference to the Theory of the Law of

Storms in India, being researches relating to the Storms of the

19th to the 21st September at the head of the Bay of Bengal ;
to

the great Hurricane at Coringa on the 16th November 1839; ami

to another off the island of Prepari.s on the 22nd November.

133. IX. Pt. I, 1840, pp. 95, 217.

Meteorological Tables, April and May, 1840.

134. IX, Pt. I, 1840, p. 277. O’Shaughnessy. B.

Official correspondence on the attaching of Lightning Conductors

to Powder Magazines—Communicated by permission of Govern-

ment.

135. IX, Pt. I, 1840, p. 1009. Plddlngton, H.

A Third Memoir with reference to the theory of the Law of Storms

in India, being researches relating to the Hurricone in the Bay of

Bengal and at Cuttack, from 27th April to Ist May, 1840.

136. X, Pt. I, 1841, p. 6. O’Shaughnessy, W. B,

On Lightning Conductors to Powder Magazines.

137. X, Pt. II, 1841, p. 895. Plddlnftton. H.

A Fourth Memoir on the Law of Storms in India being remarks

and documents relative to the loss of the ship Golconda, in the

Tyfoons of 22nd to 24th Sept. 1840, in the China Sea.

138. X, Pt. II, 1841, p. 957. Bolleau, Capt. J. T.

Remarks on the Construction of Newman’s improved Portable

Barometer, and on the mode of renewing the Gauge Point when

lost.
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139. X, Pt. II, J841, p. 964. Communicated by Boileau, Capt. J. T.
Observations of Meteors, on the night between tho 12th and I3th
November 1841, made at the Magnetic Observatory at Simla.

140. XT, Pt. I, 1842, p. 6. Piddington, H.
A Fifth Memoir with reference to the Theory of the Law of Storms

in India, being researches about the Madras Storms of May 16th
1841, and an account of a whirlwind experienced by the French
ship “ Paquebot des Mers du sud,” Capt. P. Saliz off the Cape.

141. XI, Pt. I, 1842, p. 49. Grifith, \)v.

Tables of Barometrical and Thermomotrical observations made in

Affghanistan, Upper Scindi and Kutch Gundava during the years
1839-40.

142. XI, Pt. I, 1842, p. 211. Trotter, Robert.
Notes regarding tho Meteorology and cljmate of the Cape of Good
Hope.

143. XI, Pt 11, 1842, p 605. Piddington, II.

A Sixth Memoir on the Law of Storms in India, being Storm.s in

the China Seas from 1780 to 1841.

144. XI, Pt. II, 1842, p. 959. Shortrede, Cai)t.

Meteors observed at Allahabad on tho 10th August 1842.

145. XT. Pt IT, 1842, p. 971. Piddington, H.

A Seventh Memoir on the Law of Storms in India, being the

Calcutta hurricane of .3rd and 4th Juno, 1842

146. XIT, Pt. I, 1843, p. 226. Hunnyngton, Capl.

Barometrical observations taken to ascertain the Altitude of tho

station of Purulia, Ramghur district.

147. XII, Pt. I. 1843, p 293. Shortrede, Capt. R.

Uemarks on some of tho disturbing causes in Barometric obser-

vations.

148. XII. Pt. I, 1843, p. 298. Shortrede, Capt. R.

On Barometric heights.

149. XII, Pt. I, 1843, p. 340. Piddington, H.

An Eight Memoir on the Law of Storms in India, being researches re-

lative to the Storm in the Bay of Bengal, at Madras, and in tho

Arabian Sea, of 22nd to 31st October, 1842.

160. XII, Pt. I, 1843, p. 461. Piddington, H.

On an improved Simpiesometer, “ The Tropical Tempest Simpie-
* someter,” just received in Calcutta.

161. XII, Pt. II, 1843, p. 749. Gerard, Capt. Patrick.

A general statement of the weather at Kotgerh and Subathu, for

1819-20-2].

162. XII. Pt. II, 1843, p. 768. Robinson, Capt. G. H.

Meteorological Register kept at Cathmandu, Valley of Nepal

for the month of March, 1834.

153. XII, Pt. II, 1843, p. 771. Piddington. H.

A Ninth Memoir on the Law of Storms in India ; being the Puri

and Cuttack storms of 2nd, and the Gya and Patna storms of the

6th and 6th October 1842.

154. XII, Pt. II, 1843, p. 1104. Reid, Lieut-CoL. Governor of Bermuda.
A note on the winds, as influencing the Tracks sailed by Bermuda

Vessels; and on the advantage which may be derived from sail-

ing on curved Courses, when meeting with Revolving Winds.

1 55. XIII, Pt. I, 1844, p. 69. Piddington, H.

Tenlh Memoir on tho Law of Storms in India, being the Madras

and Masulipatam storm of 2l8t to 23rd May 1843.
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I5<f. Xlll, Pt. I, 1844, p. 136. Under the direction of Cnpt. J. T.
Boileau.

Tables for determining the Elastic Force of Aqueous Vapour in the
Atmosphere and the temperature of the Dew-point by obser-
vations of a dry and wet bulb Thermometej’ ; computed agree-
ably to Dr. Apjon’s Hygrometric formula.

157. Xlll, Pt. ir. 1844, p. 700, Middleton, J.
On the Specific Gravity of sen water.

158. XIV, Pt. 1, 1845, p. 10. Piddlngton, II.

An Eleventh Memoir on the Law of Storms in India; being the
storms in the Bay of Bengal and southern Indian Ocean, from
26th November to 2rid December, 1843.

159. XIV, Pt. 1, 1845, p. 213. Laidley. T. W.
Observations on the rate of Evaporation in the open .sea ; witli a
description of an instrument used for indicating it.s amount.

160. XIV, Pt. 1, 1846, p. 357. Piddington, II.

A Twelfth Memoir on the Law of Storms in India, being the
Storms of the Bay of Bengal, 9th to 14th November, 1844.

161 . XIV, Pt. JI, 1845, p. 703. Piddington, H.
A Thirteenth Memoir on the Law of Stinrns in the Indian and
China Seas being the Charles Heddlc's Hurricane in the Southern
Indian Ocean, 22nd to 27th February, 1845.

162. XIV, Pt. II, 1845, p. 878. Piddington, 11.

A Fourteenth Memoir on the Law of Storms in India l>eing the Bay
of Bengal, Ceylon, Malabar Coast, and Arabian Sea Storms of

29th November to 5th December, 1845.

163. XV!

.

Pt. II. 1847, p. 847. Piddington, 11.

Note to accompany a, Chart of the Bay of Bengal, with th(i average
courses of its Hurricanes from A.D. 1800 to 1846.

XVI, Pt. 11, 1847, pp. 850, 1002, 1094, 1182, 1278.

Meteorological Registers from July to November.

XVII, Pt. I, 1848, p. 144. Piddington, U.

A notice of a remarkable Hot Wind in the Zilluh of Puriieah.

XVil. Pt. 1, 1848, p. 150. Ravenshaw, C. E.

On the fall of rain at Patna.

167. XVTT, Pt. 1. 1848, p. 236,

Daily rate of Evaporation in Calcutta.

168. XVII, Pt. I, 1848, p. 349. Thuillier, Captain H. E. L.

A tabular view of the fall of rain, and of other M<deorol6gieal

Phenomena in Calcutta from 1829 to 1847.

169. XVll, Pt. I, 1848, p. 533. Hannyngton, Capt. J. C.

Method of determining the neutral point of Barometers.

170. XVll, Pt. 1, 1848, pp. 27, 617. Piddington, H.

Fifteenth and Sixteenth Memoir.s on the Law of Stoririw.

171. XVll, Pt. II, 1848, pp. 126, 239, 353, 475, 591 and 707.

Meteorological Registers from July to December 1848.

172. XVIII, Pt. I, 1849, p. 1. Piddington, H.

A Seventeenth Memoir on the Law of Storms in India, being

storms of the China Seas from 1842-1847 and some of the northern

Pacific Ocean from 1797.

173. XVIII, Pt. I, 1849, pp. 88a, 182a, 286a, 418a, 652a and 649.

Meteorological Registers from January to June 1849.

174. XVIII, Pt. II, 1849, p. 701. Parish, W. H,

Influence of forests on climate.

164.

165.

166.
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175. XVITI, Pt. II, 1840, pp. 826, 869. Plddington* H.
An Eighteenth Memoir on the Law of Storms in India being the
Cyclone of the 12th to 14th October 1848, in the Bay of Bengal.

176. XVIll, Pt. II, 1849, pp. 769, 866, 981.

Meteorological Registers for July to September.

177. XIX, 1850, p. 242. Plddlngton, H.
Memorandum on the storms of winds experienced in Tartary, with

suggestions relative to them.

178. XIX, 1850, p. 349. Piddington, H.
A Nineteenth Memoir on the Law of Storms in the Indian and
China Seas.

179. XIX, 1850, p. 390. Baddeley, V.

Dust Storms of India.

180. XIX, 1850, p. 394. ‘ Hannyngton, Captain.
Tables for determining heights by the Barometer.

181. XIX, 1850, p. 457. Campbell, Dr. A.

Answers to Mr. Piddington*s queries about Winds, Storms, &c., in

Tibet.

182. XIX, 1850, pp. 89, 189, 169, 349, 429, 499, 573, 576, 577, 579, 5S1

and 583.

Meteorological Registers from January to December, 1850.

183. XX, 1851, pp. 13, 195. Plddlngton, H.
A Twentieth Memoir on the Law of Storms, in the Indian and
China Seas, being the April Cyclone of the Bay of Bengal, 23rd
to 28th April, 1850.

184. XX, 1851, p. 219. Plddlngton, H.
Aneroid and Marine Barometers and Sympiesomoters in Cyclones.

185. XX, 1851, p. 275. Middleton, 5.

Influence of the Moon on the weather.

186. XX, 1861, p. 320. • Bulst, (I.

On the adaptation of the Aneroid for the purposes of Surveying in

India.

187. XX, 1851, pp. 112, 217, 289, 369, 449, 461, 454, 536, 622, 627 and
633.

Meteorological Registers from January to December (omitting

October) of 1851.

188: XX, 1851, p. 528.

Monthly means of maximum and minimum pressures for 1841 to

1849, taken from the Meteorological Register kept at the Surveyor
General’s Office, Calcutta.

189. XXI, 1852, p. 283. Plddlngton, H.

Twenty-first Memoir on the Law of Storms in the Indian and China

Seas.

190. XXI, 1862, p. 329. Shlkdar, Babu Radhanath.
Table used for reducing Barometrical Observations to 32 '’F—An

account of the.

191. XXI, 1852, pp. 140, 264, 333. Baddeley, P. F. H.
Dust Whirlwinds and Cyclones.

192. XXI, 1862, p. 383. Lamb, Dr.

Abstract 6f Registers of temperature and fall of rain kept by
• Medical Officers in different parts of India.

193. XXL 1862, p. 501.

Influence of the moon on the weather.
Beale, J. W.
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194? XXI, 1852, p. 563. Gubbins, C.
Daily register of temperature during a part of 1850, at Meerut in
the Upper Dooab,

195. XXI, 1852, p. 593. Bedford, J. K.
Meteorology of Rampur Baiileah for the year 1851.

196. XXI, 1852, pp. 520, 622. Fayrer, Dr. J.

Meteorological observations kept at the Rangoon Field Hospital.

197. XXI, 1852. pp. 103, 193, 280, 363, 443, 557, 558, 660, 562 and 643.

Meteorological Registers from January to October 1852.

198. XXII, 1853, p. 7. Piddington, H.
Geometrical measurement of the distance from crest to crest of,

Barometric waves in a Cyclone.

199. XXII, 1853, pp. 117, 508, 599, 687.

Meteorological observations, November 1852 to November 1853.

200. XXII, 1853, pp. 113, 317, 421, 502, 596.

Meteorological Register kept at the Field Hosiiital, Rangoon lor

October 1852 to April 1853.

201. XXII, 1853, pp. 217, 324, 424, 707.

Meteorological Register kept at the olhco of the Secretary to

Government, N.VV.P., Agra for July 1852 to October 1853.

202. XXIIl, 1854, p. 1. Plddington, H.
A Twenty-second Memoir on the Storms of the Indian and China

Seas, Cyclones and Tornadoes of the Bay c)f Bengal, from
1848 to 1852,

203. XXIII, 1854, p. 49. Sherwill, C apt. W. S.

Notes upon some .Atmosi)hericai Phenomena observed at Darjeeling

in the Himalaya Mountains during the Summer of 1852.

204. XXIII, 1854, p. 364. Gardon, Dr. A.
Report of the dust whirlwinds of the Punjab.

205. XXIII, 1854, p. 505. Piddington, H.

A Twenty-third Memoir on the law of Storms in the Indian and
China Seas, being the Peninsular and Oriental Steam Navigation

Company’s ship Precursor’s Cyclone of October 1854.

206. XXIIl, 1854, p. (1).

Meteorological Register kept at the Field Hospital, Rangoon
for May and June 1863.

207. XXIIl, 1854, p. (81).

Met. Reg. kept at the office of the Secretary t<i (government

N.W.P., Agra, for Nov. and Dec. 1853 and January and February

1854, (17) for March and April, (34) for May, (46) for June
and July, (64) for August, (73) for September and October and

November.

208. XXIIl, 1854, p. (76).

Met. Reg. kept at Lucknow, for the month of May 1854.

209. XXIIl, 1854, p. (57).

Met. observations taken at the Surveyor General’s Office, Calcutta,

for December 1863 and January, 1864, (9) for February, (29) for

March, (41) for April, (49) for May, June and July.

210. XXIV, 1856, p. 397. Piddington, H.

A Twenty -fourth Memoir on the Law of Storms, being the Calcutta

and Sunderban Cyclone of 14th and 15th May, 1862.

211 . XXIV. 1865.

Met. Obsns. taken at the Surveyor General’s Office from August to

October, 1854, (i), for November and December, 1864, and
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January, 1865, (xxv), for February and March, (xxxix), for May
and June (Ixxi), April (lix).

212 . XXIV, 1856.

Met. Reg. kept at the office of the Secretary to Government,
N.VV^.P., Agra, for December 1854, (xvii), for February (xxi).

213 . XXIV, 1855, p. (Ixiv).

Met. Register kept at Lucknow for August, Sept, and Nov. (1854)
(xix) and Oct. and Dec. (1854).

214 . XXV, 1856, p. xcix.

Met. Obsns. taken at the Surveyor General’s Office for July and
Aug. 1855, (i -x) for Sept, and Oct., (xxix) for Nov. and Dec., 1855,

(xli) for Janry. Fehry. and March, 1866, (Ivii) for April and May,
(Ixxxi) for June, July, August and September.

215 . XXV, 1856, p. exxv.
Met. Register kept at the office of the Secretary to the Government,
N.W.P., Agra, for Juno and July, 1865, (xi) for August, September,
October, and Nov., 1865, (xvii) for January and February 1856,
(li), for March and April, (Ixxv) for May and June, (xciii) for July
and August.

216 . XXVI, 1857, p. 63. Withcombe, J. K.

Mean temperature and fall of rain at Darjeeling, Sikkim Himalavali,
1848 to 1855.

217 . XXVI, 1857, pp. i, ix, xvii, xliv, Ivii,

Met. Obsns. taken at the Surveyor General’s Office, Calcutta, in the

month of October 1856 to December 1857.

218 . XXVI, 1857, 1
). xxii.

Met. Register kej)t at the office of the Secretary to Government,
N.W.P., Agra, for the month of September, October, November,
and December 1856.

219 . XXVIl, 1858, p. 1. Liebig, Dr. G. Von
Discussion of .some Meteorological Observations made at Parasnuth

hill

220 . XXVIl, 1858, p. 170. Campbell, A.

A register of the temperature of the Surface of the Ocean from the

Hooghly to the Thames.

221 . XXVIl, 1858, p. 177. Piddington, H.
Twenty-fifth Memoir on the Law of Storms in India, being the

• Honorable Company’s Steamer Pluto’s Cyclone in the Gulf of

Martaban, 23rd and 24th April, 1854.

222 . XXVIl, 1858, p. 323. Liebig, Dr. G. Von
Account of a Cyclone in the Andaman Sea, on the 9th and 10th

April, 1858.

223. XXVIl, 1868, p. 337. Burgess, James.
On Hypsometrical measurements by means of the Barometer and

the boiling point Thermometer.

224. XXVIl, 1858, p. xlix, Ivii-xcvi. Sickdar, Babu Radhanath.
Met. Obsns. taken at the Surveyor General’s Office, Calcutta—for

July to December 1857.

225 . XXVlll, 1850, pp. xli-xovi, i-xl.

Met. Obsns. taken at the Surveyor General’s Office, Calcutta, for

the months of June 1858 to May 1859.

226 . XXIX, 1860, p. 128. Montgomerie, Captain T. G.

Memorandum on the great flood of the river Indus which reached

Attok on the lOth August, 1858.
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221^ XXIX, 1860, p. 266. Obbard, J.
On the translation of waves of water with relation to the great

flood of tho Indus in 1858.

228. XXIX, 1860, p. 274. Pratt, J. H.
On the Physical differcnco between a rush of water like a torr»M\t
down a channel and the transmission of a wave down a river,
with reference to the inundation of the Indus, as observed
in Attok, in August, 1858.

229. XXIX, 1860, pp. i, xxv, xlix, Ivii.

Met. Obsns. taken at the Surveyor Ooneral’s Oflice, Calcutta, for
the months of June, 1859 to April, 1860.

230. XXX, 1861, p. 216. Harris, Capt. .1. C.
Notes on the rainfall in the basin of the river Mahanuddy and tho

floods consequent thereupon.

231 . XXX, 1861, pp. 32, i, xxv, xlix. Ixv.

Met. Register kept on Ross Island for December 1850 an<l Mot.
Register kept at the Surveyor General's Oflice, Cnleutta. for the
months of May, 1860 to March, 1801.

232. XXXI, 1862, pp. i, Ixxiii.

Abstract of tho Results of Mot. OI>sn8. taken at the Sur\eyi»r

(leneral'S Ofliee, Calcutta, in tho months of Ajuil, 1861 lo June,
1862.

233. XXXI 1. 1863, pp. i, xxv, xlix, Ixxii.

Abstracts of the results of Met. Obsns. taken at the .Siirvryor

General’s Office, Calcutta, for July, 1862 to Jtdy, 186;i.

234. XXXm, 1864, p. 530. Blanford, H. I\

Note on the hailstorm of Thursday tlie 24th March.

235. XXXI II, 1864, pp. i, xvii, and Ixi.

Abstract of the Meteorological observ^ations taken nt Gangaronwa,
near Kandy, CoyIon, July, 1863 to February, 1864.

236. XXXIII, 1864, pp. i, xxv, and xlix.

Abstract of the results of tho hourly Meter)rological observatiMna

taken at tho Surveyor General’s Office, Calcutta, for January, to

December, 1804.

237. XXXIV, Pt. II, 1865, pp. i, ix, xxv, xxxiii.

Meteorological observations at the Surveyor Genernrs Office,

Calcutta, January, 1865 to Juno, 1865.

238. XXXIV, Pt. II, 1865, p. xvii.

Meteorological observations taken nt Gaiigaroowo, near Ivmdy,
Ceylon, for March and April, 1864.

239. XXXV, Pt. II, I860, pp. i, Ivii.

Met. Obsns. at the Surveyor General’s Office, Calcutta, for August
1866 to February 1866.

240. XXXV. Pt. IT, 1866, p. Ixii.

Met. Obsns. taken at (-angaroowa, near Kandy, Ceylon, in May,
1864.

241. XXXVI, Pt. II, 1867, pp. xvii, xxxiii, xli.

Met. Obsns. at the Surveyor General’s Office, Calcutta, in March to

August, 1866.

242. XXXVII, Pt. II, 1868, p. Ixviv. Gastrell, Col. T. E.

Diagram of monthly mean curves of Barometer and Thermometer,
wet and dry bulb, and of rainfall, Calcutta, 1855-64.

243. XXXVII, Pt. II, 1868, p. Ixviv. Walker, Lt.-Col. J. T
Table of mean monthly readings and hourly variations of Baro-

meter, Calcutta, 1856^65.
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244. XXXVII, Pt. II, 1808, p. Ixv. •

Meteorological observations at the Surveyor General's Ofifife,

Calcutta, from September, 1866 to July, 1868.

245. XXXVIII, Pt. IT, 1869, pp. i, Ixix.

Met. Obsns. at the Surveyor General's Office, September, 1868 to
October, 1869.

246. XXXVIIT, Pt. II, 1869.

Tabular statement showing the monthly rainfall from January, 1837
to November, 1868, etc., and monthly mean of the principal
meteorological elements and actual rainfall recorded at the
Calcutta Observatory for 10 years, from 1856-67 (two table.s

after p. 200.).

247. XXXTX, Pt. II, 1870, pp. i, Ixxxiii.

Meteorological observations at the Surveyor Qeiieral’s Office, for

November, 1869 to October, 1870.

248. XXXIX, Pt. IT, 1870, p. 24.3. Blanford, H. F.

On the Normal Rainfall of Bengal.

249. XL, Pt. IT, 1871, p. Ixxxiv.
Met. Obsns. at the Surveyor General’s Office, November and

Decemlier, 1870.

250. XL. Pt. TI, 1871, p. 446. Blanford, H. F.
Note on the error of the Calcutta Standard Barometer compared
with those of Kew and Greenwich.

251. XLTV, Pt. II, 1875, p. 21. Blanford, H. F.

On some recent evidence of the Variation of the Sun’s heat.

252. XLV, Pt. TI, 1876, p. 27. Blanford, H. F.

On certain protracted irregularities of Atmospheric Pressure in the
Indian Monsoon -region, and Ihoir relation to Variations of the
local Rainfall.

253. XLV, Pt. II, 1876, p. 53. Blanford, H. F.

An account of experiments made in 1875 and 1876 in various parts
of India, for the purpose of comparing the observed Temperature
of the Dew point with that computed from the Psychrometer by
different Methods of Reduction.

254. XLV, Pt. II, 1876, p. 319. Blanford, H. F.
On the Physical Explanation of the Inequality of the two Semidiur-

nal oscillations of Barometric Pressure.

255. , XLVI, Pt. II, 1877, p. 45 Blanford, H. F.

Note on the variation of the Barometric Tides in connection with
Diurnal Land and Sea-breezes.

256. XLVI, Pt. II, 1877, p. 328. Blanford, H. F.

Catalogue of the recorded cyclones in the Bay of Bengal up to the
end of 1876.

257. XLVI, Pt. TI, 1877, p. 339. Harding, C.

Memorandum on the diurnal variation of atmospheric pressure at

the Sandheads, with a prefatory note by H. F. Blanford.

258. XLVII, Pt. II, 1878, p. 177. Lydekkcr, R.
Great snowfall in Kashmir.

XUrtl, Pt. II, 1878, p. 191. Brouftta, B. S,

On the proper relative sectional area for Copper and Lightning
Rods.

*40. XLVIIJ, Pt. II, 1879, p. 41. Blanford, H. F.
On the l^iumal variation of rainfall frequency in Calcutta (Plate

III).*
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261* XLIX, Pt. II, 1880, p. 70. Blanford, H. F.
On the high Atmospheric pressure of 1876-78 in Asia and Australia

in relation to the Sun Spot Cycle.

262. L, Pt. II, 1881, p. 69. Blanford, H. F.
On the relations of Cloud and Rainfall to Temperaturo in India,
and on the opposite variations of Density in the higher and
lower Atmospheric strata.

263. LI, Pt. II, 1882, p. 72. Blanford, H. F.
Some further results of Sun-thermometer observations with re-

ference to atmospheric absorption and the supposed variation of

the Solar heat.

264. LII, Pt. II, 1883, p. 3. Hill, S. A.
On the Measurement of Solar Radiation by Menn.9 of the lilack-

bulb Thermometer in vacuo.

265. LlII, Pt. IJ, 1884, p. 1. Blanford, H. F.
The Theory of the Winter Rains of Northern India.

266. LllI, Pt. II, 1884, p. 63. Eliot, J.
Account of the South-West Monsoon Storms of the 26th June to

4th July and of 10th to 16th November, 1883.

267. LIII, Pt. II, 1884, p. 201. Pearson, A. N.
Variations of Rainfall in Northern India during the Suns]>ot period.

268. LIV, Pt. II, 1886, p. 23. Hill, S. A.
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Ditto • • Upper Air—Objects and Methods
of Research 380

Floyd, J. s • Whirlwind of the 8th April, 1838 125

Garden, Dr. A. s • Dust Whirlwinds of the Punjab 204

Gastrell, Col. T. E. • • Barometer and Thermometer, wet
and dry bulb and rainfall at

Calcutta 242

Geddes, W. Climate of Nagpur 66

GeolFroy, L. Barometer and Thermometer at

Port Louis 98

Gerard, Lieut. P. Climate of Subathu and Kotgerh 7

Gerard, Capt. P. Meteorological Journal at Kotgarh
and Subathu and at inter-

mediate places • • 73

Godwin-Austen,
H. H. and Peal, S

Col.
\. E. Blanford, H. F. on some Drawings

of large hailstones . • 328
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Authob.

Griffith, Dr.

Gubbins, G.

Gupta, B. L.

Ditto

Hannyngton, Gapt. .

.

Ditto

Hannyton, J. G.

Harding, G.

Harris, Capt. J. G.

Harrison, E. P.

Harwood, W. A.

Herapath, J.

Hill, S. A. ..

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Hyde, Gol. H.

Jackson, V. H. and
Banerji, K. N.

Jackson, V. H. and
Mitra, S.K.

Jacob, S. M.

James, J. • •

John, Gommander H.
G. St.

Kater, Lieut. T.

Ditto

Laidley, T. W.

Brief title. Serial No.
Barometrioal and Thermometri*

cal observations at Afghanis-
tan, Upper Scincli and Kutch
(4undava . . , . i4 i

Register of temperature at
Meerut . . . . . . 194

Electricity produced by dust-
storms . . . . . . 40J

Hot-wire anemometry . , 402

Barometrical observations to
ascertain altitude of Purulia . . 146

Heights by Barometer .. 180

Neutral point of Barometers •• 169

Atmospheric pressure at the Sand-
heads .. .. .. 257,318

Rainfall in the basin of Maha-
tniddy and floods consequent
thereupon . • . • 230

Discomfort indoors in hot climate 381

Winds at various cloud levels • • 372

On the velocity of sound ami tem-
perature and pressure in the
atmosphere.. .. •• 44

Measurement of Solar Radiation
by black-bulb Thermometer . . 264, 336

Psychrometer and the condensing
Hygrometer .. .. 353,273

Solar Thermometer at Lucknow 346, 268

Solar Thermometer Observations

at Allahabad . . . • 347 , 269

Tornadoes and Hailstorms of

April and May in the Doab
and Rohilkhund . . . . 354, 274

Barometers affected by a thunder-
storm . . . . 292

Earth-air current at Patna . . 376

Potential Gradient at Patna . . 373

Correlation of Areas of Matured
Crops and the Rainfall . . 363

Thunderstorm over Calcutta, 8th

June, 1871 . . . . 296

Winds, typhoons, etc., on the

south coast of Japan . . 299

An improved Hygrometer . . 6

A very sensitive Hygrometer , . 5

Evaporation in the open sea . . 159
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Author. Brief title. Serial
Lamb, Dr. .

.

Registers of temperature and fall

of rain in different parts of
India 192

Lamb, G. W. Register of fall of rain at Dacca
from 1827-1834 94

Lee, J. Bridges A pecular Atmospheric pheno-
menon observed in the Punjab 337

Ditto .

.

Instrument for determining dew 334

Liebig, Dr. G. Von Account of a Cyclone in the
Andaman Sea, April, 1858 222

Ditto Meteorological observations at
Parashnath hill ... 219

Little, C. .

.

Calm region in the atmosphere
above Calcutta 359

Ditto Cyclone in the Bay of Bengal,
November, 1903 278

Ditto Excessive heat in Bengal 280

Ditto Himalayan summer storm and
their influence on monsoon rain-

fall 276

Ditto Himalayan summer storm of

September 24th 1903 279

Ditto .

.

Meteorological observations at
Hill stations 358

Ditto Two remarkable rain-bursts in

Bengal .

.

277

Lobar, Ghhedi Barometrical elevations—Kat-
mandhu to Gosainsthhn 118

Lydekker, R. Snowfall in Kashmir .

.

258, 325

MacRitchie, J. Meteorological tables at Bancoora,
1830 and 1831 60

Ditto Meteorological table at Bancura,
1832 69

Ditto Meteorological register at Ban-
79coora, 1833

Mahalonobis, P. G. .

.

Correlation and variation of nor-

mal North Bengal rainfall, July
400to September

Ditto Rainfall and floods in North
Bengal .

.

398

Ditto Statistical studies in Meteorology 388

Ditto Upper Air correlations 384

Marcet, F. .

.

Influence of moon on weather .

.

95

Middleton, J. Influence of moon on weather .

.

185

Ditto Specific Gravity of sea water 157

Mitra, S. K.

Montgomerie, Gaptain

See V. H. Jackson

T. G. Great flood of the river Indus,
1868 226
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Authob. Brief title. Sehtal No.

Moos, N. A. F. Seismology and Terrestrial Magnet-
ism 378

Mouat, Dr. J. Meteorological Observations
taken at Bangalore 105, IOC

Nadkarni, S. G. See Paranjpe, G. R.

Obbard, J. Waves of water in the great Indus
flood, 1868 227

Oliver, Lieut.-Col.
Thomas .

.

Meteorological observation at

Nasirabad 86

Oliver, Major T. Observations of the Temperature,
Pressure and Hygrometrical
state of the air 65

Ord, Captain R. E. .

.

Meteorological Journal kept at

Kandy .

.

97

O’Shaughnessy, W. B. Lightning Conductors and Powder
ISIagazines 1.36

Ditto Official correspondence on Light-
ning Conductors and Powder
Magazines l.U

Paranjpe, G. R. and
Nadkarni, S. G. Sensitive hot-wire anemometer .

.

401

Parish, W. H. Influonce of forests on climate .

.

174

Peal, S. £. .

.

See Godwin-Austen, Col. H. H.

Pearse, Col. T. D. Meteorological Journal of Cal-

cutta, March, 1786— February,
1786.. .. 1

Pearson, A. N. Rainfall in Northern India during
the Sunspot period.

.

267, 342,
and 352

Pedler,Alex. See Crombie, A.

Ditto .

.

Death of Mr. Blanford 357

Petit See Dulong, M. M.

Phear, J. B. Diurnal Oscillations of the Baro-

meter .

.

294

Phear, Hon'ble J. B. .. North-Westers 288

Piddington, H. Aneroid and Marino Barometers
184and Sympiesometers in Cyclones

Ditto Barometric waves in a Cyclone . . 198

Ditto .

.

Chart of the Bay of Bengal about

average courses of its Hurri-
163canes .

.

Ditto . . . . On the Low of Storms in India,

Memoir I—XXV I30,132t

135, 137, 140, 143, 145, 149, 153, 155,

158, 160, 161, 163, 170, 172, 175, 178,

183, 189, 202, 205, 210 and 321

Ditto .. . • Remarkable hot wind in Pumeah. 165

Ditto . . Storms of winds experienced in

177Tartary .

.

Ditto .. Tropical Tempest Simpiesometer. 150
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Author.

Pratt, J. H.

Pratt, Mr. .

.

Presgrave, Duncan
Prinsep, G. A.

Ditto .

.

Prlnsep, J. . •

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto .

Ditto

Ditto .

Rainey, H. J

Ramanathan, K. R.

Ditto

Rao, J. G. Kamesvara.

Ravenshaw, G. E.

Reid, Lt.-Gol.

Robertson, M.

Robinson, Gapt. G. H.

Roy, Satyendra

Ditto

Sewell, R. B. Seymour

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto ..

.

Brief title. Serial Sto.

Inundation of the Indus in Attok,
August, 1858 .. .. 228

A destructive storm in Maiman-
Singh .. .. .. 309

Register of rain at Sagar, C. India. 52
Marine observations .. .. 10

Temperature and saltness of the
Hughli . . . . . . 59

Climate of Nagpur • • . . 72
Compensation Barometer and
Observations on wet Barometers. 68

Daily range of the Barometer in
di^erent parts of India .. 110

Depressions of the Wet-bulb Hy-
grometer . . . . 109

Extraordinary fall of Barometer
during the gale of 21st May,
1833 . . . . . . 70

Meteorological Journal . . 8

Meteorological observation at Cal-
cutta, 2l8t-22nd September . . 96

Pluviameter and an Evaporo-
meter . • • • . . 9

Peculiarities in hailstones at Khul-
na • • • • 323

Thermal structure of the free at-

mosphere over north-west India. 404

Thunderstorms in Trivandrum . • 383

Variations of pressure of large

land areas • • . . 396

Rain at Patna . . . . 166

Winds as influencing the Tracks
sailed by Bermuda vessels .. 154

1st Balloon from Bengal, 21st

March, (1836) .. ..103
Meteorological register kept at
Kathmandoo, March, 1834 . . 152

Earth’s electric field . . . • 379

Earth’s electric field and the ver-

tical potential gradient . • 394

Maritime Meteorology in Indian
Seas . . . . . . 364

Temperature and salinity of the
coastal waters of the Andaman
Sea . . . • • • 365

Temperature and salinity of the
surface waters of the Bay of

Bengal . . • • • • 366

Temperature and salinity of the
deep water of the Bay of Bengal* 367
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Author. Brief title. 'Serial No.

Sherwiil, Gapt. W. S. Atmospherical Phenomena at
Darjeeling during summer,
1852 203

Sickdar, Radhanath Meteorological observations at the
Surveyor Generars Office, July
to December, 1857 .

.

224

Ditto Table for reducing barometrical
observations to 32 F 190

Shortrede, Gapt. R. Barometric heights 148

Ditto Disturbing causes in Barometric
observations 147

Ditto .

.

Meteors observed at Allahabad .

.

144

Shortrede, R. Errors to which the Barometer is

liable 47

Ditto Errors of Thermometers 48

Simson, A. .. Hailstorm at Shumnagar 333

Simpson, G. G. Some Probloms of Atmospheric
Electricitj' 371

Sinclair, W. F. Monsoon waves on the coast of
Alibagh. 18S4 341

Smith, G. Michie Climate of Kodaikanal 370

Sohoni, V. V. Thumlerstorms of Calcutta, 1900-
1926 405

Spilsbury, Dr. Climate of the valley of the Ner-
budda .

.

50

Steichen, A. ionisation of the air in India 377

Swinton, G. Rain at Tavoy, May to October,
1831 .. .. ..53

Telang, A. Venkata Rao Atmospheric Potential Variation. 389

Ditto . . . . Leakage on records of atmosphe-
ric potential . . . . 399

Thuillier, Gapt. H. £. L. Kuin and other Meteorological
Phenomena in Calcutta, 1829 to

1847 . . 1^8

Trail, H. . • . . Meteorological .Journal 1784-85
(Calcutta) . . . . 2

Trotter, Robert . . Meteorology and climate of the

Capo of Good Hope . . 142

Walker, G. T. . . Basis of Seasonal Forecasting . . 369

Ditto •• .. Correlation co-effleients .. 374

Ditto . , . . Recent advances in seasonal wea-
ther lorecustirig . . . . 382

Ditto . . . . World Weather . . . . 387

Walker, Lt.-Gol. J. T. Mean monthly readings and hour-

ly variation.s of Barometer, Cal-

cutta, 1866-65 . • . . 243

Waterhouse, Lt.-Gol. J. On Meteorology .. 355

Wlthcombe, J. R* . . Mean temperature and fall
^
of

rain at Darjeeling, 1848 to 1855. 216
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Auvhob. Bbief title. Serial TNo.

Wrath, Dr. H. . . Comparative observations of
temperature and humidity
different elevations

air

at
.. 335

Willson, W. G. . . See Fasson, H. J. H.

Ditto Whirlwind at Satkhira .. 298



SUBJECT INDEX.

The papers have been classified under the following headings i i

.

groups being placed in the order of this list. Items signed with 1 ih i ,1^

only are treated as anonymous.

(1) Pressure of the atmosphere.
(2) Barometer
(3) Temperature—thermometers and radiation.

(4) Humidity, dew etc.

(5) Rainfall.

(6) Hail and snow.
(7) Evaporation.
(8) Floods.

(9) Forests.

(10) Cloud.

(11) Electrical Phenomena (lightning, potential gradient, etc.).

(12) Optical phenomena.
(13) Wind and wind measurement.
(14) Special instruments.

(15) Storms (duststorms, thunderstorms, etc.).

(16) Cyclones.

(17) Monsoon.
(18) Marine Meteorology
(19) Upper Air.

(20) Observation.s, registers etc.

(21) Climate and weather.

(22) Forecasting and synoptic charts, etc

(23) Statistical.

(24) Biographical.

(25) Moon and the weather.

(26) General and miscellaneous (also containing roferencoH to r)thor

sciences, such as, solar physics, hygiene, etc.).

1. Pressure of the Atmosphere.

Ai^thor. Sehiai. No
Atmospheric Pressure in relation to the *

Sun Spot Cycle .

.

Blanford 261

Barometer in Asia and Australia and on
the Sun Spot Cycle Blanford 327

Barometric Curves Blanford 295

Barometric tides in connection with
Diurnal Land and Sea-breezes Blanford 255, 316

Inequality of the two Semidiurnal oscilla-

tions of Barometric Pressure Blanford 254, 313

Irregularities of atmospheric pressure .

.

Blanford 289

Protracted irregularities of Atmospheric
Pressure Blanford 252,311

Atmospheric Pressure at the Sandheads. Harding 257, 318

On the velocity of sound and temperature
and pressure in the atmosphere Herapath 44

Barometers affected by a thunderstorm Hyde 292
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*• Author. Serial* No.
Diurnal Oscillations of the Barometer .

.

Phear 294
Barometric waves in a cyclone . • Piddington 198
Daily range of the Barometer in difEerent

parts of India .

.

Prinsep 110
Variations of pressure of large land areas Rao 396
Fall of barometer at Macao during the

severe hurricane, 5th and 6th August,
1835 .

.

.... 117

2. Barometer.

Barometers Balfour 3

Calcutta Standard Barometer Blapford 250, 297

Newman’s improved Portable Barometer Boileau 138

Aneroid for the purpose of Surveying in

India Buist 186

Hypsometrical Measurements Burgess 223
Heights of the Barometer in relation to

distance of moon from Celestial
Equator Everest 91, 108

Barometrical Observations to ascertain
altitude of Purulia . . • • Hannyngton 146

Heights by Barometer Hannyngton 180

Neutral point of Barometers . . * • Hannyngton 169

Barometrical elevations—Katmandu to
Gosainsthan Lohar 118

Aneroid and Marine Barometers and
Sympiesometers in Cyclones Piddington 184

Compensation Barometer and Observa*
tions on wet Barometers .

.

Prinsep 68

Tables for reducing barometrical obser-
vations to 32‘’F .

.

Sickdar 190

Barometric heights Shortrede 148

Disturbing causes in Barometric obser-
vaitions Shortrede 147

Errors to which the Barometer is liable .

.

Shortrede 47

On the Harometer.

.

.... 14

3. Temperature—Thermometers and Radiation.

Thermal value of sunlight Barnes 368

Balfour Stewart’s* Actinometer Blanford 326

Relations of Cloud and Rainfall to Tem-
perature • . • • • • Blanford 262, 330

Sun-thermometer observations Blanford 263, 332

Variation of the Sun’s heat .

.

Blanford 251, 308

Standard Temperature for Tropical coun-
tries . . . . .

.

Bruhl 360

Measure of Temperature Dulong
12• and Petit
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Measure of Temperature :

—

Author. Serial No.

Expansion of Mercury .

.

Dulong
and Petit 29

Expansion of Solids Dulong
and Petit 38

Specific heat of solids .

.

Dulong
and Petit 41

Laws of cooling Dulong

Inversion of the temperature relations

between the hills and plains of Northern

and Petit 45

India Eliot 275, 356
Temperature of deep wells Everest 89

Discomfort indoors in hot climate

On the velocity of sound and tomper-

Harrison 381

ature and pressure in the atmosphere.

.

Measurement of Solar Radiation by

Herapath 44

black-bulb thermometer .

.

Hill 264, 336
Solar Thermometer at Lucknow

Solar Thermometer Observations at

Hill 346, 268

Allahabad Hill 347, 269

Excessive heat in Bengal Little 280

Errors of Thermometers

Comparative observations of air tem-
perature and humidity at different

Shortrede 48

elevations Wrath 3.35

Mean Temperature of the Air .... 13

Heat evolved from Air by Compression .

.

Note on the temperature of wells at

— 15

Nahen .... 82

Note regarding temperature of wells 85

4. Humidity, Dew, etc.

Experiments made fur comparing the

observed Temperature of the Dew-
point with that computed from the
Psychrometer .

.

Elastic Force of Aqueous Vapour in the

Atmosphere and the temperature of the

Dew-point

Psychrometer and the condensing Hygro-
meter

An improved Hygrometer

A very sensitive Hygrometer

Instrument for determining dew

Depressions of the Wet-bulb Hygrometer

Comparative observations of air tem-
perature and humidity at different

elevations

Blanford 253, 312

Boileau 156

Hill 353, 273

Kater 6

Kater 5

Lee 334

Prinsep 109

Wrath 335
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- Author. Serial* No.
5. Rainfall.

Influence of Indian Forests on Rainfall .

.

Blanford 270
Normal Rainfall of Bengal .

.

Blanford 248, 291
Rainfall frequency in Calcutta Blanford 260, 324
Rainfall of the Carnatic and N.W. Hima-

layas Blanford 349
Raingauge with evapometer .

.

Blanford 331
Relations of Cloud and Rainfall to Tem-

perature Blanford 262
Winter Rains of Northern India Blanford 265, 339
Rainfall at Calcutta us affected by the

Declination of the moon Everest 88
Rain and Drought of the last eight sea-

sons .

.

Everest 128
Rainfall in the basin of Mahanuddy and

floods consequent thereupon Harris 230

Correlation of Areas of Matured Crops
and the Rainfall Jacob 363

Two remarkable rain-bursts in Bengal .

.

Little 277
Correlation and variation of normal North
Bengal rainfall July to September Mahalanobis 400

Rainfall and floods in North Bengal Mahalanobis 398

Rainfall in Northern India during the
Sunspot period .

.

Pearson 267, 342

Pluviametor and an Evaporometer Prinsep 9

Rain at Patna Ravenshaw 166

Rain at Tavoy, May to October, 1831 .

.

Swintoh 53

Rain at Chirra Punji 64

Explanation of the difference in the
quantity of rain at different elevations 87

Proportion of rain for different lunar
periods at Kandy — 116

0. Hail and Snow.

On some drawings of large hailstones Blanford 328

Blanford, H. F. on some Drawings of

large hailstones .

.

Godwin-Aus-
ten and Peal 328

Snowfall in Kashmir Lydekker 258, 325

Peculiarities in hailstones at Khulna Rainey 323

Hailstorm at Shamnagar Slmson 333

7. Evaporation.

Baingauge with evapometer .

.

Blanford 331

Evaporation in the open sea . • Laldley 159

Pluviameter and an Evaporometer Prinsep 9

Daily rate of Evaporation in Calcutta .

.

— 167
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AI'TIIOU. SERIAL No
8. Floods.

Rainfall and floods in North Bengal . . Mahalanobis 398
Great flood of the river Indus, 1858 .. Montgomerie 226
Waves of water in the great Indus Hood

.

1858 . . . . . . Obbaril 227
Inundation of the Indus in Attok, August,

1858.. .. .. .. Pratt 228

9. Forests

Intluence of Indian Forests on Rainfall . . Blanford 270
Inlluence of forests on eliinnto . . Parish 174

10. Cloitd.

Remarks on letter from .Mr. Foal on move-

ments of clouds in Upper Assam .. Blanford .U7

Relations of cloud and rainfall to toin-

pcrature? .. .. .. Blanford 262,330

ll. Electrical Phenome.na (Lioiitnino, Fotential Gradient. Et*-.

On a case of lightning Brough 315

Relative sectional area for Co|)por and
Lightning Rods.. Brough 259

Electricity produced by dust-storms Gupta 403

Earth -air current at Patna Jackson and
Banerji 376

Potential Gradient at Patna . . Jackson and
.Mitra 373

Lightning (’omluctors and Powiler .Maga-

zines .

.

O’Shaughnessy 136

OlHcial correspondence on Lightning Con-

ductors an<l Powder .Magazines O’Sliaughnessy 134

Earth’s electric field Roy .479

Earth’s electric field and thr* v^-rtical

potential gradient Roy

•

394

Some Problems of .Atmo.spheric Fleet ri

city .

.

Simpson 371

Ionisation of the air in India Steichen 377

Atmospheric Potential V^ariation Telang 389

Leakage on records of atmospheric poten-

tial .. Telang 399

12. Optical Phenomena.

Observations on rainbows Deodhar .395

13. Wind .and Wind .Measitrflment.

Piddington’s queries about winds, storms,

etc. .. •• Campbell
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t Author. SebiaS No
Hot-wire anemometry • Gupta 402
Winds at various cloud levels • • Harwood 372
Winds, typhoons, etc., on the south coast

of Japan St. John 299
Sensitive hot-wire anemometer •• Paranjpe

Nadkarni
and

401

Winds as influencing the Tracks sailed by
Bermuda vessels Reid 154

14. Speciai. Instruments.

Barometers ,

,

Balfour 3
Balfour Stewart’s Actinometer ,

.

Blahford 326
Calcutta Standard Barometer . • Blanford 250, 297

Raingauge with evapometer .

.

. • Blanford 331

Van Rysselberghe and Schubart's
Meteorograph .

.

Blanford 329

Newman’s improved Portable Barometer Boileau 138

Aneroid for the purpose of Surveying in

India Buist 186

Psychrometer and the condensing Hygro-
meter Hill 353, 273

An improved Hygrometer .

.

Kater 6

A very sensitive Hygrometer •

.

Kater 5

Instrument for determining dew •

.

Lee 334

Aneroid and Marino Barometers
Sympiesometers in Cyclones

and
Piddington 184

Tropical Tempest Simpiesometer .

.

Piddii^ton 150

Pluviametor and an Evaporometer •• Prinsep 9

15. Storms (Duststorms, Thunderstorms, ETC.).

Dust Storms of India .

.

Baddeley 179

Dui^ Whirlwinds and Cyclones .

.

Baddeley 191

Hailstorm of 24th March ,

.

Blanford 234

North-Westers .

.

Blanford 290, 321

Whirlwind at Pandua .

.

Chatterjee 281

Tornadoes in Bengal with special re-

ference to the Tornado at Dacca, 1888 Grombie
Pedler

and
272

Nor’-Westers and Monsoon Prediction •

.

Dlgby 361

Whirlwind in Maimansingh .

.

•• Fasson
Willson

and
307

Whirlwind of the 8th April, 1838 .

.

Floyd 125

Dust Whirlwinds of the Punjab .

.

Garden 204

Electricity produced by duststorms .

.

Gupta 403

Tornadoes and Hailstorms of April and
May in Vhe^Doab and Rohilkhand Hill 354, 274
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• Author. Serial No.

Barometers affected by a thunderstorm .

.

Hyde 292

Thunderstorm over Calcutta, 8th Juno
1871 .. James 296

Himalayan summer storms and their in-

fluence on monsoon rainfall Little 276

Himalayan summer storm of September
24th, 1903 Little 279

North-Westers Phear 288

Remarkable hot wind in Purneah Piddington 165

Storms of winds experienced in Tartary.

.

Piddington 177

Tropical Tempest Simpiesometer Piddington 150

A destructive storm in Maimansing Pratt 309

Extraordinary fall of Barometer during
the gale of 21st May, 1833 .

.

Prinsep 70

Thunderstorms in Trivandrum Rumanathan 383

Thunderstorms of Calcutta, 1900-1926 .. Sohoni 405

Whirlwiml at Satkhira . . . • Willson 298

10, Cyclones,

Dust Whirlwinds and Cyclones Baddeley 191

Cyclones of Indian Seas Banerji 386

Catalogue of cyclones in the Bay of

Bengal up to end of 1870 .

.

Blanford 256,319

Cyclone of 1867 Blanford 285

Piddington's queries about Winds,
Storms, etc. Campbell 181

Piddington’s Storm-pamphlets Chambers 345

South-West Monsoon Storms of June,
July and November, 1883 .

.

Eliot 266, 340

Winds, typhoons, etc., on the south coast

of Japan St. John 299

Account of a Cyclone in the Andaman
Sea, April, 1858 Liebig 22:^

Cyclone in the Bay of Bengal, November
1903 .. Little 278

Barometric waves in a Cyclone Piddington 198

Chart of the Bay of Bengal about average

courses of its Hurricanes ,

.

Piddington 163

On the Law of Storms in India, Memoir
1—XXV .. .. Piddington 130, 132,

135, 137, 140,'l43, 145, 149, 153, 155, 158, 160, 161,162,170,

172, 175, 178, 183, 189, 202. 205, 210, 221.

Memo, of the fall of barometer at Macao
during the severe Hurricane, 5th and
6th August, 1836 . •

Meteorological Observations at Govern-
ment Observatory (about the recent

cyclone) 1 867 . . • •
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J

•

Author. Serial No.

17. Monsoon.

Microseisms in South-West Monsoon Banerji 391

Monsoon air currents near Bombay Banerji 390

Nor*-westers and Monsoon Prediction .

,

Dlgby 361

Himalayan summer storms and their in-

fluence on monsoon rainfall Little 276

Monsoon waves on the coast of Alihagh,
1884 .

.

Sinclair .341

18. Marine Meteorology.

Fresh-water on the surface of the Ocean Brownlow 101

Temperature of the surface of the Ocean Campbell 220

Temperature of the deep sea waters Carpenter 350

Changes in Density of the Surface sea-

water due to Aerial Disturbances Elson 271, 348

Evaporation in the open sea .

.

Laidley 159

Specific Gravity of sea-water.

.

Middleton 157

Marine observations Prinsep 10

Temperature and saltncss of the Hughli Prinsep 59

Maritime Meteorology in Indian seas .

.

Sewell 364

Temperature and salinity of the coastal

waters of the Andaman Sea . • Sewell 365

Temperature and salinity of the surface
Sewell

‘

366waters of the Bay of Bengal

Temperature and salinity of the deep
waters of the Bay of Bengal SewelK 367

19. Upper Air

Oscillations in the Upper-air currents

over Bombay
Remarks on letter from Mr. Peal on move-

mejpts of clouds in Upper Assam

Upper-Air—Objects and Methods of

Research .

.

Winds at various cloud levels i

.

Calm region in the atmosphere above
Calcutta

Upper-Air correlations

Thermal structure of the free atmosphere
over North-West India

First Balloon from Bengal, 21st March
(1836)

Afghanistan

Agra

20. Observations, Rec

(1839-40)

(July 1862 to October
1853)

Banerji 392

Blanford 317

Field 380

Harwood 372

Little 359

Mahalanobis 384

Ramanathan 404

Robertson 103

stebs, Etc.

Griffith 141

201
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• At'THOH. t^BUlAl. No.
Agra (November 1853 to

November 1854) .... 207

(December 1854 and
February 1866) 212

(June 1856 to August
1866, omitting
December, 1856) 215

- (September to Decem-
ber 1856) 218

Ambala • • • • Edgeworth 92

Bancoora (1830 and 1831) MacRitchle 60

(1832) MacRitchie 69

(1833) MacRitchle 79

Bangalore (21at-22nd March,
1836) .. Mount 106, 105

Barelly (1831) Boulderson 74

Bona res .... Prinsep 8

1

1

1

Calcutta (1784-85).. Trail 2

(March 1786 to Feb-
ruary 1786) Pearse 1

(1829-30-31) . .

.

hh

” (March and May to

September 1832) .

.

63

»* (1833) 75

(1834) 80

(January to June
1835) 99

»» (July to December
1835) .

.

100

” (21st and 22nd
September 1835) . • Prinsep 96

(21st and 22nd Decem-
ber 1836 and 21st

and 22nd March
1836) Barrow 102

99 (1836) — 111

99 (January to June
1837) .

.

112

99 (July to December
1837) .. . .

.

121

»» (January to June 1838) 126

99 (July to December
1838) .... 127

(1839 omitting Novem-
ber ; and January
and February 1840) 131

(April and May 1840) — 133
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Author. Sebial«No.

Calcutta (July to November
1847) .

.

• • » • 164

- (July to December
1848) .

.

• • • • 171

99 (January to June
1849) .

.

• • • 173

91 (July to September
1849) .. 176

11 (January to Decem-
ber 1850) 182

11 (January to Decem-
ber 1851, omitting
October)

•

187

(1841 to 1849 monthly
means of maximum
and minimum pres-
sures) .

.

188

- (November 1852 to
November 1853) .

.

• • • • 199

>> (1852 January to

October) .... 197

(December 1853 to
July 1864) 209

11 (August 1854 to June
1855) .

.

• • . • 211

11 (July 1865 to Septem-
ber 1856) — 214

(October 1856 to
December 1857) .... 217

(July to December
1867) .. Slckdar 224

(June 1858 to May
1859) .

.

.... 225

^

»

•

(June 1859 to April
1860) .

.

229

(May 1860 to March
1861) .. 231

»> (April 1861 to June
1862) .

.

232

(July 1862 to July
1863) .

.

• • • • 233

(1864) .

.

— 236

(January to June
1865) .

.

.... 237

- (August 1865 to Feb-
ruary 1866) .... 239

’ (March to August
1866) .. .... 241

if •
(September 1866 to

July 1868) .... 244
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• Author. {Serial No
Calcutta (September 1868 to

October 1869) . . 245

(January 1837 to
Noveinher 1 868

—

monthly rainfall

;

1856 to 1 867—month-
ly mean of principal

meteorological ele-

ments and rainfall) ... 246

(November 1869 to

October 1870) .. • 247

(November and
December 1870) . . 249

99 (1871) .. 293

(1872) 300

(1873) 301

(1874) 304

(1«75) .. 305

(1876) 310

99 (Januorv to March
1877)‘ .. .. 320

Cainevillc .... Bouldcrson 90

Dadupiir .... Colvin, Baker
and Durand 107

Darjeeling (April to August 1837) Chapman 119

Darjeeling (September to Novem-
123ber 1837)

Fortress Cavite .... .... 58

Gangaroowa (July 1863 to February
2351864) .

.

Gangaroowa (March and April 1864) .... 238

(May 1864) 240

Kandy Ord 97

Kathmandu (March 1834) .. Robinson 152

(1837) .. .. Campbell 115

99 (July and August
1201837) .. Campbell

99 (September 1837) . . Campbell 122

Kotgarh (1819-20) .. .. Gerard 73

Kutch Gundava (1839-40) . . . . Griffith 141

Lucknow (May 1864; 208

*» (August to December
2131854) ..

Meerut (1850) Gubbins 194

MezafFerpur Dashwood 77

Nasirabad .... Oliver 86

Kampur Bauleah (1851) .. Bedford 195
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Author. Serial «No.

Rangoon .... Fayrer 196

„ (October 1852 to April
1853) ... 200

„ (May and June 1853) 206

Ross [aland (1859) 231

Subathu (1819-20) .. Gerard 73

Tasmania .

.

302

Upper Scindi (1839-40) Griffith 141

Weather at Futtehgurh, April 1832 to
October 1833 Edgeworth 76

Barometer and Thermometer, wet and
dry bulb and rainfall at Calcutta, 1855-
84 .

.

Gastrell 242

Barometer and Thermometer, at Port
Louis, 1828 Geoffroy 98

Registers of temperature and fall of rain
in different parts of India .

.

Lamb 192

Register of fall of rain at Dacca from
1827-1834 Lamb 94

Observations of the Temperature, Pres-
sure and Hygrometrical state of the
air Oliver 65

Register of rain at Sagar, 0. India Presgrave 52

Rain and other Meteorological Phenomena
in Calcutta, 1829 to 1847 .

.

ThullUer 168

Mean monthly readings and hourly varia-
tions of Barometer, Calcutta, 1850-65 • • Walker 243

Mean temperature and fall of rain at

Darjeeling, 1848 to 1855 Wlthcombe 216

Meteorological Observations during the
Eclipse 287

21. Climate and Wbatuer.

Climate of Bengal Blanford 303

Normal Rainfall of Bengal Blanford 248,291

Rainfall frequency in Calcutta Blanford 260 , 324

Winter Rains of Northern India Blanford 265 , 339

Climate of Ava Burney 40 , 54

Blanford on Winter Rains of Northern
India Chambers 343 , 344

Revolution of the Seasons Everest 104, 113
124

Climate of Nagpur Geddes 66

Climate of Subathu and Kotgerh Gerard 7 ,
151

Meteorological Obeervations, at Parash-
nath hill Liebig 219

Himalayan summer storms and their

influence on monsoon rainfall Little 276
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• Acthor. 'Seriai No.

Himalayan summer storms of September
24th, 1903 Little 279

Meteorological Observations at Hill sta-

tions .

.

Little 358

Climate of Nagpur Prinsep 72

Atmospherical Phenomena at Dorjeoling
(luring summer, 1852 Sherwill 203

Climate of Kodaikanal Smith 370

Climate of the valley of the Nerbudda .

.

Spilsbury 50

Meteorology and climate of the Cape of
Good Hope Trotter 142

Climate of Bareilly 35

Range of the Barometer at Berhampore 57

Climate of Fattehpur Sicri 49

Climate of Vera Cruz 56

Climate of Chirra Punji 61

Meteorological averages at Canton and
Macao 62

Rain at Chirra Punji 64

Climate of Singapur 71

Climate of Seringapatam 78

Climate of the Nilgiris 84

Climat(3 of Darjeeling 114

22. Fokecastino and Synoi’TIC Charts, Etc

Nor’-westers and Monsoon Prediction .

.

Digby 361

Seasonal weather forecasting .

.

Field 397

Basis of Seasonal Forecasting Walker 369

Recent advances in seasonal weather fore-

casting Walker 382

On synoptical weather charts .... 314
1

23. Statistical.

Statistical studios in Meteorology Mahalanobis 388

Upper Air correlations Mahalanobis 384

Correlation co-efficients Walker 374

24. Biographical.

Death of Mr. Blanford Pedler 357

25. Moon AND THE Weather.

Influence of the moon on the weather .

.

Beale 193

Heights of the Barometer in relation to

distance of moon from Celestial Equa-
tor .

.

Everest 91, 108
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' Author. Serial jSo.

Influence of the moon on atmospherical
phenomena .. .. Everest 81,83

Rainfall at Calcutta as affected by the
Declination of the moon . . . . Everest 88

Influence of moon on weather . . Marcet 95
Influence of moon on weather . . Middleton 185

Proportion of rain for different lunar
periods at Kandy . . .... 116

26. General and Miscellaneous (also containing references to
OTHER SCIENCES, SUCH AS SOLAR PHYSICS, HYGIENE, ETC.).

On Meteorology Atkinson 351

Scheme of Astronomical Ephemeris for
Medicine and Meteorology . . Balfour 4

Microseisms in Southwest Monsoon Banerji 391

Atmospheric pressure in relation to the
Sun Spot Cycle . . . . . . Blanford 261

Krakatoa Eruption Blanford 338

Meteorological charts Blanford 322

Observations of Meteors at the Magnetic
Observatory at Simla Boileau 139

Atmospheric radio-activity and weather
conditions in Lucknow . . . • Deodhar 393

Displacement of the lines in the solar

spectrum towards the red . • Evershed 375

Researches at Kodaikanal Evershed 385

Sunspots and Prominences . . Evershej^ 362

Discomfort indoors in hot climate Harrison 381

A peculiar atmospheric phenomenon in

the Punjab Lee 337

Seismology and Terrestrial Magnetism .

.

Moss 378

Meteors Observed at Allahabad Shortrede 144

World, Weather Walker 387

On Meteorology Waterhouse 355

Indian Meteorology .... 67

Proposed Meteorological Combination in

Southern Africa .

.

93

Mr. Middleton on the Meteors of August,
10,1839 129

Meteorological Report .... 282

Correspondence on Meteorology, 1865 .. — 283

Correspondence on Meteorology—con-
tinued from S. N. 283 286

Meteorological Observations during the
Eclipse . V

'

• • • • 287

Suggestions of the Society for obser-

vations on Meteorology for Yunan (Ex-
pedition).* 306



GEOGRAPHICAL INDEX.

Alibagh, coast of—Monsoon waves
of 1884, 341.

Andaman Sea—Cyclone of 1858, 222.

’Temperature and salinity of

the coastal waters, 365.

Arabian Sea—Storms of 1842, 149.

Storms of 1845, 162.

Asia— Barometer and Sun Spot
Cycle, 327.

High Atmospheric pressure of

1876-78 and Sun Spot Cycle, 261.

Assam, upper movements of the
clouds, 317.

Attok—Great flood of the river

Indus of 1858, 226.

Australia—Barometer and Sun Spot
Cycle, 327.

High Atmospheric pressure of

1870-78 and Sun Spot Cycle, 261.

Ava—Climate, 40, 54.

Bareilly—Climate, 35.

Bengal—Ascent of 1st balloon, 103.

Climate, 303.

Excessive heat, 280.

Normal rainfall, 201.

Kain- bursts of 1902, 277.

Tornadoes of 1888, 272.

Bengal, Bay of—Catalogue, record-

ed cyclones up to 1876, 319.

Cyclone of 1848, 175.

Cyclone of 1850, 18:i.

Cyclone of 1903, 278.

Cyclones and tornadoes from
1848-1852, 202.

Gale and hurricane of 1834, 130.
\

Hurricane of 1840, 135.

Mean temperature deep sea

waters, 350.

Storms of 1842, 149.

Storms of 1843, 158.

Storms of 1844, 160.

Storms of 1845, 162.— Temperature and salinity of

the deep water, 367.

Temperature and salinity of

the surface water, 366.

Bengal, North—Correlation and
variation of normal rainfall, 400.— Rainfall and floods, 398.

Bombay—Oscillations in the upper-

air currents, 302.

— Rate of ascent of the monsoon
air currents, 390

Calcutta—Calm region in the at-
mosphere during cold season, 359.

Cyclone of 1852, 210.

Diurnal variations of rainfall.

324.

Evaporation, 167.

Hurricane of 1842, 145.

Rain, 36.

Rainfall and declinatijni of

the Moon, 88.

Kain and Meteorological
Phenomena from 1829-1847, 168.

Temperature', 42.

Thunderstorm of 1871, 296.

Thunderstorms, 405.

Cape of Good Hope—Meteorology
and climate, 142.

Carnatic—Variation of rainfall with
the 81111 spot period, 349.

Casia Hills Climate, 43.

Ceylon—Storms of 1845, 162.

China Sea—Typhoons of 1840, 137.

China Seas Storms from 1 842- 1 847,

172.

Storms of 1780-1841, 143.

Chirra Punji— Climate, 61.

Rain, 64.

Coriiiga—Hurricanr; in 1839, 132.

Cuttack—Hurricane of 1840, 135.

Storm of 1842, 1 5.3.

i

Dacca-^Ruin, 94.

Tornado, 352.

Tornadoc?s of 1888, 272.

Darjeeling—.Atmo.spliorical phono

-

mona of Himalaya .Mountiins of

1852, 203.— C’limate, 1 14.

Mean temperature and rain,

21G.

Doab—TurnadocH and Hailstorins.

354.
Tornadoes and Hailstorms of

1888, 274.

Fattehpur Sicri—Climate, 49.

; Gya—Storm of 1842, 153.

Himalaya—Mean temperature and

i
rain, 216.

i Himalaya, N. W.—V^ariation of

rainfall with the sun,spot period,

349.
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Hooghly—Qiavity of sea water near
and about River Pilot Station,

271.

- Temperature and saltnoss, 59.

India—Cloud and rainfall and
temperature, 262.

Dust storm, 179.

Ionisation of the air, 377.

Upper Air-objects and methods
of research, 380.

India, northern—Himalayan sum-
mer storm of 1903, 279.

Himalayan summer storms and
monsoon rainfall, 276.

Monsoon of 1902, 277.

Occasional inversion of tempe-
rature. 356.

Temperature relations, 275.

Thermal value of sunlight, 368.

Variations of rainfall during
sun spot period, 267, 342

Winter rains, 266, 339, 343,

344.

India, N. W.—Thermal structure of

the free atmo.sphere, 404.

Indian Ocean, southern—Charles

Eleddle’s Hurricane of 1846, 101.

Storms of 1843, 158.

Indian Seas—Cyclones and their

Tracks, 386.

Maritime meteorology, 364.

Indus—Great flood of the river of

1858, 226.

Jamnii—Temperature of deep wells,

89.

Japan—Winds, typhoons etc. on the

south coast, 299.

Kandy—Rain and lunar periods,

116.

Kashmir—Snowfall, 258.

Snowfall of 1878, 325.

Khulna—Peculiarities in hailstones,

323.

Kodaikanal—Climate, 370.

Kotgurh—Climate, 7.

Weather of 1819-20-21, 151.

Lucknow—Atmospheric radio -acti-

vity and weather conditions, 393.

Macao—Barometer and hurricane in

1833 117.

Madras—Storms of 1842, 149.

Storm of 1843, 155.

—— Storms and whirlwind of 1841,

140. ^ ,

Mahanuddv—Rainfall and flood,

230.

Maimansingh —Destructive Stotm
309.

Whirlwind, 307.
Malabar Co.ast—Storms of 1845, 162.
Martaban, Gulf of—Cyclone of 1854,

221 .

Mosulipatam—Storm of 1843, 155.
Meerut—Temperature of 1850, 194.

Nagpur—Climate, 66, 72.

Nahen—Temperature of wells, 82.

Nasirabad—Temperature, pressu re

and hygrometrical state of the air,

65.

Nerbudda Valley—Climate, 50.

North-western mountains—Climate,
46.

Pacific Ocean, northern—Storms
1797, 172.

Pantlua—Whirlwind, 281.

Patna—Earth -air current, 376.

Potential gradient, 373.

!

Rain, 166.

Storm of 1842, 153.

Punjal)—A peculiar atmospheric
phenomenon, 337.— Dust whirlwinds, 204.

Puri—Storm of 1842, 153’

Purnoah—Hot wind in the Zillab,

1 165.

I

Purulia— Barometrical observation

j for Altitude, 146.

I Rampur Bauieah—Meteorology ot

I
1851, 195.

j

Kewah—Storm, 21.

I Rohilkhand—Tornadoes and Hail-

I storms, 354.
* Tornadoes and Hailstorms “f

I

1888, 274.

' Satkhira—Whirlwind, 298.

Seringapatam—Climate, 78.

Shamnagar—Hailstorm, 333.

Sikkim—Mean temperature and

rain, 216.

Singapur—Climate, 71.

Subathu—Climate, 7.

Weather of 1819-20-21, 151.

Sunderban—Cyclone of 1852, 210.

Tasmania—Meteorologicalobserva-
tions, 302.

Tibet—Winds, storms, 181.

Trivandrum—Thunderstorms, 383.

Vera Cruz—Climate, 56.

Yunan—Suggestions for observa-

tions, 306.



Article No. 38 .

Social organisation of the Satakarnis and
Suhgas.

By K. P. Chattopadhyaya .

1. The dynastic lists of the Andhra kings who ousted
and replaced the Kanva rulers (and whatever was left of the
Suhga kings) varies in the Puranas.^ The three early Puraiias,

Matsya, Vayu and Brahmanda while agreeing in many parti-

culars differ on some very important points. Thus the Vayu
and the Brahmanda give a much shorter list, the former naming
17-19 kings, (one MSS only, the so-called ‘*e’* Vayu of

Pargiter naming 25), the latter seventeen. The Matsya on
the other hand name these as also numerous other kings, five

MSS. actually naming thirty kings. The summary at the end
of this dynastic list in Vayu and Brahmanda say that there

were thirty kings who ruled for 411 and 450 years respectively

(P33 N33). With this the Matsya agrees in so far as the total

regnal period is said to be 460 years. The total number of

kings is said to be ekonavimsati but this is probably a mis-

reading of ekonatrimsati owing to a possible confusion of t and
V in Prakrit (the original language of composition) in Kharosthi
(Pxxiii 39 and xxvi N3), Clear instances of this misreading

are found in the account of this same dynasty in the regnal

year of Yajffasri in Vayu and Brahmanda and in th(^ ])assag<‘

relating to astronomical particulars (P57 X4).

The list of kings in the Matsya Purana (full 30) arranged

in the order about which all the Puranas agree (except a few

MSS.), is as follows :— .

Name. Regiiul period. Name. Regnal p»

1. Simuka 23 11. Skandasvati 7

2. KrsQa 10 2 12 . Mrgciidra 3
3.’ drl-^atakarni 10 13. Kuntfihi S

4. Purnotsahga 18 14. Sv»itikarna (correct- 1

5. Skandhastambhi IS ing an ohvioim

0. datakarni .IG mi.sreHding).

7. Lambodara IS 15. Puloinavi 30

8. Apilaka 12 10. Arifltnkarna 25

9. MeghasvSti 18 17. Haiti 5

10. Svnti IS IS. IMnntalnka 5

^ The Pauranic account is taken from l*»irgi tor’s coin) >» nit ivn

“Parana Text of the Dynasties of the Kali age ’’ (1913), except whore

otherwise indicated. Reference to Pargitcr’s l>(»ok will in future he

given like P17 N3 (page 17, note 3).

2 Pargiter, ibid. Introduction, §40 for misreading nf aha’an >Iasa as
*
astadaSa.
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19.

Name. Regnal period.

Purlndrasena 21 25.

Name. Regnal period

Siva4rl Puloma 7
20. Sundara SStakarni 1 26. Sivaskandha 31
21. Cakora i year 27. YajnadrT

Vijaya
29

22. Sivasvati 2S 28. 6
23. Gautamiputra 21 29. Canda^rt 10
24. Puloma 28 30. Pulomavi 7

The Vayu usually names 1-3, 6, 8, 15-23, 27 -30.* A number
of manuscripts however leave out No. 21. The Brahmanda.
names 1-3, 6, 8, 15-20, 22-23, 27-30.

The less accurate and later Puranas, Visnu and Bhagavata
give the following lists :

—

Visnu .. .. 1-4, 6-9, 15-30
Bhagavata .. .. 1-4, 7-9, 15-20

The regnal periods given, also differ from Matsya in the case

of 3, 15, 17, 27 and 29 in the Vayu and Brahmanda Puranas. In

the case of No. 3, Vayu and Brahmanda merely state that the son
of Krsna was a great king and pass on to No. 6. The regnal

periods of the kings numbered 15, 17, and 29 are given as

24, 1, and 3 respectively, in place of 36, 5, and 10 of the

Matsya.®
From internal evidence, the Matsya appears to have been

taken from the Bhavisya Purana as it existed about the

middle of the third century A.C. The Bhavisya account was
later extended to the beginning of the Gupta rule and also

revised to some extent. This version seems to have been

borrowed by the Vayu and Brahmanda. The other Puranas
seem to have incorporated the dynastic Ifets later and are not

reliable except in so far as they seem to corroborate the above
three Puranas. (Pxxvii 44-51.)

2. It is evident that all three Puranas—Matsya, Vayu and
Brahmanda represent tradition current at the period imme-
diately following the time of the Andhras. The discrepancies

in the revised texts are however so great that it cannot be due

to any oversight or slip on the part of the editors. Unless we
are prepared to reject the whole Pauranic account as utterly

untrustworthy—an easy solution of a difficult problem—we
have to examine the Puranas themselves to see if they throw

any light on this discrepancy.

Let us first of all examine the accounts common to all

three Puranas. The kings named in the later text are all found

in the earlier text. The total of the number of kings stated

1 P. 42, ; and Appendix 1, § iii. That the reading should have

“tayo” (=trayan; appears to be almost certain as otherwise “samah’
would have no nioaning.

2 Although on page 36 Pargiter states that Vayu mentions 6-8.

note 43 of,page 39, makes it clear that this is not the fact and that only

6 and 8 are given. <

. 2 See page 6 for Nos. 2, 3, and 27.
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ill the revised text is the same as actually found in thc^eoinplcto

Matsya list.^ Also the total of the regnal periods of the Vayu
agrees closely with the total of the reigns of the kings named

in the Purana plus the regnal period of kings occurring only in

the Matsya (neglecting the corrupt text of the e VjIvu MSS.).

At the same time, the revised texts expunge no less than 12

(Vayu)—13 (Brahmanda) names leaving 18-17 kings with

a total rule of 262| to 262 years. The inference is that the

later editors admitted that there were really thirty kings as

named in the Matsya, with a total rule of over four centuries,

but at the same time a large number of the kings did not have

an}'^ place in the dynastic succession recorded.

As some of the kings mentioned in the Matsya stand in

the relation of son to the kings shown in the Vayu and

Brahmanda texts, it is evident that the kings excluded from

the revised version were not of another dynasty ci>nhtituting

successors or predecessors, as a whole, to the royal line given

in the later text. The internal evidence of the two versions

therefore indicate that we are dealing with two sets of kings,

only one of whom was however considered by the revising

authorities to possess the privilege of having the names preserved

in the Puranas.

The question arises as to why, in that case, an (>xtra set

of kings were incorporated in the earlier account, ibis

involves the question as to why certain lists arc pn^served

in the Puranas in so much detail, others obtaining only a bare

mention of totals. The principal lists (showing detail) given

in the Puranas, themselves indicate the reason. A number

of kings of the Paurava, Iksaku, Barhadratha, and Saisunnga

lines are mentioned as having ruled the earth (P4-22). in

the case of the two earlier dynasties, the accounts end in each

case with the statement “ In this connection^ the genealogical

verse was sung by ancient brahmans, etc.’ (P06i 67. J ext

P8, 12). The later dynasties of Maurya, Suhga and An(\hra

kings are known to have been sovereign powers and in the case

of the two latter dynasties, some of the members are known

to have performed the Rajasuya ceremony with success. Ihe

principal dynastic lists thus appear to have been drawn up

showing the genealogy and succession of sovereign kings and

recited on their ceremonial investiture as lords paramount.

We are therefore led to conclude that the kings retained

in the revised list satisfied the above conditions while those

excluded, did not. The fact that the names expunged are

included in the earUer version, however, points to the fact

that one at least of the three conditions—genealogical con-

1 The triihiati of BrahmSuda cannot bo taken as misneading for

,
vimSati as the number is below 20 definitely.
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nection, succession and paramount position must haVe been

'satisfied by these kings, in common with the rulers retained.

If it were the condition of sovereignty, then they^ would

have found a place in the revised text separately besides tln^

kings shown in that version. Apart from the above condition,

the contemporary character of the Q rulers with the R rulers

stand in the way of the above common factor. The same

factor rules out the possibility of succession as the common
factor. Further as the Q rulers are strewn among the whole

list in the Matsya along with B rulers, the lack of paramount

power on their part would not have led to their wholesale

exclusion from the Puranas—even from a summary list. Foi

the whole Pauranic account, although tvritten from the point

of view of the Magadha kingdoms (Px. 13) mentions the

contemporary Pauravas and Iksakus, both of which lines

(according to the Puranas) produced paramount kings along

with the Biirhadrathas.

The third and remaining factor—of genealogical con-

nection would seem at first sight to be equally incompatible.

For, to the Brahman compilers of the Puranas, genealogy

meant descent from father to son and so on, in the male line.

Hence, as the rulers were all males, succession would appear

also to be patrilineal and to coincide with descent. Therefore

the exclusion of the former as a common factor would appear

to exclude the latter as the possible link. This is not however

the case. Ethnologists are familiar with tbe fact that descent

or genealogical relationship may be counted through the

mother as well as the father. Succession (transmission ol

rank or other similar social distinction) also may follow

either of the lines and the two, descent and succession do not

even always go together.*

3. The exclusion of royal succession as the common factor

therefore does not rule out genealogical connection as the

pos?}ible connecting bond. Before however we can conclude

that genealogical connection is indeed the determining factor,

we have to consider an alternative view suggested by Sir R. G.

1 Tho Rulers whoso nnnics wore expunged in the later text wil!

be referred to an Q Rulers for convenience. The others will be shown

as R Rulers.
2 The best example of descent and succession following tliiterciii

lines are found in Melanesia. W. H, R. Rivers, History of Melanesian

Society, Vol. I.
, . , , w n i »»

Codrington, “ The Melanesians, their anthropology and folklore.

1 have considered it necessary to draw tjie attention to this point

in detail to point out that although the Puranas mean by genealogy,

patrilineal descent, the actual mode current among Satakarnis ina\

have been different. Further, even if the actual mode of descent won*

patrilineal, the succession might follow a.different rule. The Melanesian

examples •referred to illustrate patrilineal succession combined witn
^

matrilineal descent.
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Uhcindarkar.^ According to him, the smaller number of kings
with a total of 272J (?) years, given in the Vayu Piiraiia refers
to the main dynasty, with the royal seat at Dhanakakata.
The additional names and periods found in the Matsya are
referred to younger princes of the family who ruled at dilYerent
places but more often at Paithan than elsewhere. “When
the throne became vacant, the Paithan princes succeeded.
I5ut some probably died before their elders and never became
kings of Dhanakakata” (RB 33). This suggestion of Sir R. G.
Bhandarkar is based on

—

(1) The discrepancy between the Matsya and Vayu ac-
counts in the number of kings as also regnal periods.

(2) The existence of more than one line of Sjxtakarni

kings ruling in different parts of the peninsula.

(3) The reference in Ptolemy’s geography* tn Puliimavi
as ruler of Paithan and to one Baleokuros ruler at

Hippokura in the south—coupled with the finds

of the coins of Gotamiputra Vilivjiyakura and
Vasisthiputra Vilivayakura at Kolhapur ^

(4) Gotamiputra ruled at Dhanakakata while his son
Pulumavi ruled at Paithan.

Regarding the third point, discussion is not necessary
here as the statements in Ptolemy nor the coin legends show
that the Vilivayakuras were Satakarnis of the main line.

These will be considered in their proper place.

The second and fourth arguments in support of Sir R. (ii.

Bhandarkar’s hypothesis are based on inscriptions. * But
the rulers mentioned in the Banavasi inscriptions cannot b(i

shown to have been contemporary with so called Paithan rulers

and those of the main line or to have found a place in the

Matsya list. The statement that Pulamavi ruled at one place

and Gotamlputr^ at another-’* docs not prove anything

beyond the fact that the father and the s(m ruled contempora-
neously as kings at different places.

1 Sir 11. O. Bhandarkar, ** Karty history of Ihn Deccan. Bombay,
1S95. Hoferences to this work will in futiiro bo givoii as UB 30 (Sir B. <1.

Bhandarkar, ibid., p. 36).

2 J. W. McCrindle, Ancient India as described by Ptolemy, IHS.*).

The actual mention is of Baithana as the royal soat of Siro Polemaios

and of Hippokura as the royal scat of Baleokuros (p. ITo).

3 Journal of the Bombay branch of the Royal Asiatic Society, Vol.

XIII. p. 305, Vol. XIV, pp. 153-54.

E. J. Rapson, Catalogue of the coins of the Andhra dynasty, etc,

Kolhapur Nos. 13—21, 47—51, etc.

In future Hapson’s catalogue will be referred to as BMC. No., etc.

^ Epigraphica Indica, Vol. X, Liiders* list No. 1021 and 1195

(Kanheri Buddhist cave inscription and Malavalli pillar in.scription).

5 On the strength of the interpretation given by hipi to the

phrases in which Dhanakakata and Navanara occur in the inscription.s

numbered 1125 and 1124 respectively in Luders* list.
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A very strong piece of evidence against Sir R. G.
Bhandarkar’s views is based on the law of chances or probabi-
lity. As any Life Insurance Company will certify, and as
common experience bears out, the chances of an adult son
surviving his father are on an average much greater than the
reverse (of the father surviving his grown up son). On Sir

R. G. Bhandarkar’s view, the 17 kings in the Vayu list would
represent princes who outlived their fathers, after having
ruled earlier (certainly not before attaining adult age) at

Paithan. The thirteen names left out and found only in tho

Matsya stand for princes who did not survive the fathers but
merely ruled at Paithan.

The above figures mean that on 'Sir R. G. Bhandarkar’s
view it is necessary that only in four cases out of seven could

an adult prince—with an average rule of 13 years at Paithan

—

survive his father (the average rule of the main line being

16 years).

At first sight it might appear that the discrepancies in

the actual regnal periods of certain kings {e,g. Nos. 2, 3, 15, 17.

27, 29) in the two versions are in favour of Sir R. G.

Bhandarkar’s view. For, the Matsya list might be held a.^

giving the regnal periods cat Paithan plus those at the principal

seat. The corrections in the Vayu would then stand for

deductions for the rule at Paithan, to get the balance represent-

ing the rule at the chief seat of Government. But the regnal

periods of every king common to the two versions, should, on

this view, differ in the two lists. Actually however, only

three ^ out of seventeen really show such discrepancy. The
corrections in the later version do not therefore require

an assumption of the kind made by Sir R. G. Bhandarkar. They
are in fact against it inasmuch as the careful revision of

the text has resulted only in three corrections—which are

within the bounds of mistake in the earlier text—instead of

a wholesale revision expected on Sir R. G. Bhandarkar’s view

(unless we treat the regnal periods given in the Matsya as

excluding Paithan rule which would however render the

inclusion of the Paithan rulers quite meaningless).

Another piece of evidence of very great weight against

the hypothesis of Sir R. G. Bhandarkar is that the name of

Pulumavi, son of the famous Gotamiputra does not occur in

the Vayu and Brahmanda lists. Pulumavi is known to

have ruled at Paithan^ and was lord of Daksinapatha and

1 Although the number is apparently six, we cannot class No.s.

2, 3, and 27 with the rest as in the case of 2 and 27 the regnal periods

appear to differ owing to obvious misreadings. No. 3 is mentioned bs

a great king without any regnal period,—which is different from a dis-

crepancy in actual periods. _ .

2 The reference to Paithan as tho royal seat of Pulumavi
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jutHved his father.! Sir R. G. Bhandarkar ha.»i actually
assigned 4 years to PulumSvi as the period of his rule at the
principal seat of the dynasty (RB 34). As Puluiiiavi’s nanio
was known in distant Egypt, the iionocciirreiice of his name
III the Vayu and Brahnianda lists cannot be due to igiioraiico
or carelessness of editors who had the earlier version before
them (as the concluding verses .show). Wo are therefore
coinpeJled to conclude that Pulunifivi did not succeed Ins
father Gotamiputra although he outlived the latter aiul was
lord of Daksinapatha at that time.

4. We may now return to the possibility, noted previously
that the connection between the two sets of kings was
genealogical, but that the succession did not coincide with
the mode of descent. It is neccessary, for this ])urj)os(^ to
examine the availal)lc evidence to deterniino the actual mode
of succession as well as the genealogical relationship recoidcd,
bearing in mind that the two are different things :ind that
the latter was probably patrilineal, this being the meaning
attached to genealogy by Brahmanic writers of the Pnranas.

If the Vayu and Brahnianda lists are eonsulted ioi- the
successor of Gotamiputra, the fatlier of Piilumavi, we find
the name of Yajilasn. On a reference to inscriptions and
coins, it is found that this king, like the father of Ihilninavi,
is styled Gotamiputra.^ Being a Gotamiputra, Yajuasrl may
of course bo a younger brother of his predecessor. But the
Puranas mention no such relationshi])—although in th<; <!as<5

of an early king like Krsna, tlie second of the line, this

relationship to Simuka is noted. As Yajnasri was a powerful
sovereign ^ and part of the compilation of th(‘. dyanastie list

seems to have begun in his timo^ indifftnence c>r ignorance
Iiave to be ruled out and we have to conclude that the
relationship to Pulumavi’s father was not of a brother. To
elucidate the nature of the succession, wo have to look for

a very near relative (close enough to displace a son) 4>ther

than a younger brother, and who can yet be a Gotamiputra.

in Ptolemy’s work certainly establishes this, although it may not give
his date.

* Liiders’ list Nos. 1123 and 1124.

Sec Appendix A, for a full discussion of this sorios of insf;rii>tions, of

Pulumavi, his father, his mother and his father’s rnr>thor.

2 Inscriptions: Liiders’ list Nos. 987 and 1021 (Kanhori) 1140 (Nasik),

1340 (China).
Coins: Sopara coin of Yajfia4rT vide Vol. XV;

Andhrade4a, BMC Nos. 135-38, 40, 149, 154, 157, 161 ; (Jhanda district,

BMC Nos. 165-168, 170.
® The wide distribution of the coins and the inscription leave no

doubt of the extent of his kingdom.
* The Bhavisya Purana was much older and some compilation may

have been made at the time of the Paiirava, Aiksaku and i;{arhadratha

kings. See Pargiter, XXVII, 49, and note 1 re 11.
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For tfais purpose it is necessary to ascertain the exact
significance of the term Gotamiputra from contemporary
documents of the same area as was ruled over by these
kings.^

In the Nasik inscription of the 19th year of Pulumavi,
the mother of Gotamiputra is termed GotamI Balasiri.^

GotamI is therefore part of the name of the mother of the
royal Gotamiputra (and grandmother of king Pulumavi).
Pulumavi styles himself Vasisthiputra. Therefore Vasisthi is

a part of his mother’s name. This of course agrees with the
grammatical derivations of the words Vasisthiputra and
Gotamiputra.

The Satakarni ^atavahana kings known from inscriptions

and mentioned in the Puranas are :

—

I. Simuka (No. 1) the founder of the line.^

II. Krsna (No. 2) the brother of Simuka.*

III. ^ri Satakarni (No. 3) the son of Krsna ^

IV. Gotamiputra Satakarni (No. 23).®

V. Vasisthiputra Pulumavi (No. 24).^

VI. Gotamiputra Yajnasrl (No. 27).®

VII. Vasisthiputra Candasri (No. 29).®

In addition there are inscriptions of King Vasisthiputra

Chatarpana^® and king Harltiputra Satakarni.^^

Two other rulers whose inscriptions have been found and
who have been ascribed to this dynasty are Jdadhariputra Saka-

sena (or sata) and ^ri Sivamakasada.^®

1 For in the case of records in other areas and of other lines wc*

cannot be sure whether the evidence is applicable to this particulai-

case.
2 Liiders’ list No. 1123, Archmological Survey of Western India, Vol.

IV, Nasik No. 18, lino No. 9 of the inscription.
3 Liiders’ list No. 1113, Nanaghat cave inscription.

4 .X'udors’ list No. 1144, and Senarl in Epigraphica Indica, Vol. VJTT.
5 Liiders’ list No. 1114, and 346. A certain amount of difficulty

would appear to be caused by the omission of Krsna’s name in the

Nanaghat cave inscription. The mention of Simuka’s name and
inclusion of his image would point to this king as the father of

iSri Satakarni. The difficulty disappears if we take the torm“putra”
used in the Purnnas in a classificatory sense—extended to sons of brothers,

just as ** tata ” is used for the father and his brothers.
0 Liiders’ list No. 1125 and 1105 (for 1126 see Appendix A).

7 Liiders’ list No. 1142, 1122, 1100, 1123, 1124, 1 106, 1248 and Myakdoni
inscription.

^ See before.
® Liiders’ list No. 1341.
10 Bhagwanlal Indraji : J.B.B.R.A.S., Vol. XV, p. 313 (Nanaghat

cistern inscription).

Liiders’ list No. 1195 and probably 1021.

12 Ibid., Nos. 1001 and 1002. For the latter part of the name see

later.

13 /6id,,‘No. 1279 (Amaravati).
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, The coins of the kings so far found ^ are of thes follow ing
kings :

—

iri S^^karni 1
same king and same as No. 3

(BMC No. 1, 2, 9 Western India).

Gotamiputra Satakarni (BMC 253-8 restruck coins of

Nahapana).
Vasisthiputra Pulumavi (BMC 88-93—All areas).

Gotamiputra Yajtlasrl Satakarni (previously given).

Vasisthiputra Canda Satakarni (BMC 117-25, 127, 129-31).

Vasisthiputra ^ivasri Satakarni (BMC 115=16) (No. 26 of

Pauranic list).

Coins of other Satakarnis (mentioned or recognisable as

such) are also found, as of Rudra Satakarni* or of a later

Krsna ^Jatakarni.* These however do not bear the legend

rano (of the king) nor is there any prefix mentioning the

name of the mother. As previously indicated there is another

class of coins found at Kolhapur which bear the legend rano

and also the epithets Gotamiputra etc. The coin legends are ;

—

Rafio Vasithiputasa Vilivayakurasa— (Vasisthiputrasya)

;

R. Gotamipiitasa Vilivayakurasa ;
and

R. Madhariputra Sivalakurasa.

5. Leaving out for the present, the case of the Mndhari-

putra Sakasena (or Sata) and the kings of the Kolhapur coins

and confining ourselves to kings whose names can be identified

w'ith certainty in the Pauranic lists, we find that a number

of kings bear the name of Gotamiputra and Vasisthiputra.

This makes it doubtful if Gotaml, VasisUiI are, really proper

names. The name of the royal motlier of the Satakarni king

of Banavasi is Harltl. The Kadamba king who confirmed

the grant of this ruler and who from the evidence of his own

inscription* followed the above Satakarni by some Icngui ol

time also styles himself Harltlputra. This is also found in

the inscription of the Chalukya kings.^ As we have seen

there were other contemporary kings who also styled them-

selves as sons of Gotaml, Madhari and Vasisthl*'. It nuu

1 For convonienco references have been f^iven only to KapsoirH

(.atalogue.^on^
BMC No. 179, and PI. VI I to pp. 2 I.

4 Luders’ list No. 1190. Malnvalli pMir tn>icriptio,i of Hur,tiii»tru

f^ivaskandhavarman, of manavyasa gotra, king of the

graphica, Carnatica, Vol. VII. Shikarpur Taluq inscription

Talgunda pillar inscription of Haritiputra Kakutslhavorrnnn ftc hp. f or,,

Vol. Vllt SK., No. 176.
. .

& Ep. Car., Vol. VIIT. Sorah Taluq inscriphnn No oil.
,

In questions on social organisation and enstorn. tlw* teinr
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therefore be concluded that these do not represent the prdpei*

names of the royal mothers but something else which is

common to the general groups of queen mothers (Vasisthi.

HMtl, etc.).

To determine this common factor, we have to examine the
evidence of other inscriptions of near about this period and
of this locality. Almost all the relevant inscriptions will be
found summarised in Liiders* list of Southern Brahmi inscrip-

tions. For convenience references will be given to this list

with the number of the inscription (as L 105, etc.), original

sources being quoted only where necessary. The inscriptions

which contain a similar mention of the mother’s name as in

the case of the Satakarni kings (other -than those previously
noted) are as follows :

—

Vasisthiputra Anaihda, the foreman of the artisans

(avesanin) of the king 6ri l^ataknrni (L 346).'

Mahabhoja Mamdava Kautsiputra Velidatta (L 1058).

Maharathi Kausikiputra Visnudatta (L 1079).
Maharathi Gauptlputra Agnimitra (L 1088).

Maharathi Vasisthiputra Somadeva son of Maharathi
Kausikiputra Mitradeva (L 1100).

Rajan Madharlputra Isvarasena the Abhira, son of Siva-

datta the Abhira (L 1137 ).

Rajavaidva (royal physician) Vatsiputra Magila (L 1191-

92).

Harltlputra Kondamana (a Brahman) of Kaundinya gotra

(L1195).
Kausikiputra Sri Nagadatta (a descendant of Kondamana

above) of Kaundinya Gotra (L 1196.)

Rajan Madharlputra Sri Vira Piirisadatta of the Iksakus

(L 1202-^4).

The fragmentary inscription of one Vasisthiputra (L 1197).

Rajan Harltlputra Sivaskandavarman of manavyasa gotra,

of the Kadambas (L 1196).^

Rajan Harltlputra Kakutsavarman of mRiiavyasa gotra

of the Kadambas.^

According to the last inscription (Talgunda pillar) the

title Harltlputra had come to be considered hereditary and like

a pravara in the family of the Brahman kings of the line founded

by Mayura Sarman. This point is of great interest and will be

tempornry may bo justifiably extended to documents dating one or two

centuries before or after the exact period treated inasmuch as social

forms do not change appreciably over such periods.
1 This is a Northern inscription, of the Sanchi Stupa but has been

included as being definitely of an officer of the iSstakarnis.
2 Ep. Car., Vol. VII. Sk. 264.
8 Ep. Our: Ibid., Sk. 176. Other Kadambas also bore the title

HBritlputra as noted previously.
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ooiftidered separately.^ Here it is sufficient to note that
Haritlputra was used in this royal Brahman family to denote
the descent from the mother and that laccordiiig to the tradition
current at the time of the king fourth in descent from the
founder, this usage had been prevalent before their attainment
of royalty.

While the evidence of the inscriptions of Maharathis, etc.
confirm the conclusion arrived at earlier in this essay, regarding
the metronymics, their use b}^ certain Brahman families indicate
the true nature of the same.

The contemporary and slightly later inscri])tions n\eiitioning
Brahmanic gotras are as follow s :

—

The Hirahadgalli plate inscriptions (L 1200 )
of tlu' Vallava

king Sivaskanda varma mentions Brahmanas of tlic following
gotras—Atreya, Harita, Bhiiradvaja, Kausika, Vatsya.

The Mayidavolu copper plate inscription (L 1205) gives the
Agnivesa gotra.

The Kondamundi copper plate seal (L i:52S) of nijan
Jayavarman mention Brahmanas of th(^ following gotras :

—

Gotama, Tanavya, Kaundinya Bharndv;ija, K.irsnayana
.\upamanyava and Kausika.

The inscription of the Kadarnba kings mention Brahmanas
of the foliowdug gotras ( apart from thos(5 noted )

:

—

King Mnndhatrvarma: Kaundinya gotra \ King
Madhuvarman—(^lautaina gotra "

; King Mrgesvaru'vaiinan

—

Gautama Gotra.^

As we know" from the evidence of the Kadarnha inscrip-

tions, the earlier Kadambas ruled over the Satakarni kings of

Banavasi and the later ones followed them. Knrtln'r the

Kadarnba line w^as founded when the Pallavas wcn-e already in

power. If tlie Banavasi Satakarnis are taken as of lli(‘ same
stock as the Andhras of the Pur;mas (P45),—an assumption

which will be justified later on in this (‘ssay— the; Jihove

gotra names come out as current al)out a century after tlui fall

of the Satakarni (Andhra) dynasty, in the southern portion

of their kingdom. As we have seen pr(;viously, some <jf the

Brahmanas mentioned in the inscription an; styled Kaiisikiputra

and Haritlputra bc.sidcs giving their gotra. These Brahmanas
are of these area—one family being of the Banavasi kingdom
and the other (the Kadambas) also presumably of this Southern

area from the evidence of inscriptions.

In their case the terms KausikI, Haritl forming parts

of the corresponding compounds, certainly denote the feminines

of the gotra names Kausika, Harita. But the gotras of these

Brahman families are also mentioned and are shown by

1 Ep. Car., Vol. VII, SK. 29.

2 Ibid., Vll, SK. 66, 3 Ibid., VJII., Sb33.
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the same inscriptions to be descending patrilineally (Kauninya.
Manavyasa). Patrilineal Brahrnanic gotras are known from the
marriage rules in the Dharma Sastras (written by Southerners
like iSpastamba as also those compiled in the North, like the
Manusamhita) to be exogamous clans in the strictly ethnological
sense of the term. Therefore, in the case of the Brahman
families the terms Kausiki, etc. stand for the clan name of the
mothers. As the terms descriptive of the mother’s name in the
Satakarni and other coins and inscriptions are (with the
exception of Madhari) found to be the same as those which are

known to be clan names among contemporary Brahmanas, we
may conclude that all these prefixes * describing mothers are the
clan names of those ladies. The conclusions thus arrived at

agree with the grammatical significance of the term “Gotarniya
Balasiri” occurring in the Nasik inscription of the 19th year of

Pulumavi—the single instance where the full name of the
mother is available.^

6. With the exception of the Kadambas and the Brahmans
mentioned in the Malavalli pillar inscriptions, the names of

Brahmans in the inscription have only their patronymic gotras

recorded without any reference to the mother’s gotra. This

agrees with the fact that Brahmans follow the patrilineal gotra

in the matter of descent. When, therefore, some Brahmans
are found, in addition, to mention the gotra of the mother, we
may conclude that some social (including socio-economic)

regulation regarding the mother’s clan was .of about the same
order of importance as the father’s gotra. Further, the mention
of the clan on the mother’s side is made d<?finitely in the form
of “ son of a woman of such clan” i.e the relationship to the

maternal clan is indicated definitely through the mother, unlike

the general way in which the relationship of patronymic ancestral

gotra is mentioned. Hence the presumption is that the social

regulation relates to some clan function limited to the family,

using this term in the strict sense of the social group of the

father, mother and their children.^

For, a term of social relationship * T ’ may be looked upon as

determined by functions relating,to the family, clan and tribe,

separately or together. Representing these by * I ’, ‘ c ’ and * t
’

respectively and considering ‘ f ’ to denote function we get T=f
(1, c, t).

If in any particular case, the descriptive term or some

1 Griiinmatlcal derivations by themselves nre not nt all reliable

as is seen in the case of derivation of Maurya from a hypothetical mother
Mura or of ^atnkariii from Satakarna.

2 The terms family, clan, tribe, descent, inheritance, succession am
used in this essay* (except where the context shows a loose general use) in

the sense they are considered to convey according to the Notes and

Queries ou^ Anthropology, edited for the British Association (fourtii

edition)
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iissQpiated known custom is found to give definite in/orination
or value regarding these unknowns, a solution may he obtained.
In the particular cases treated here, the terms gotainiputra, etc.

show that tlie tribe is excluded. In other words t=o in the
above. Therefore T=f (l,c).

Again the connection with the family is indicated as the
mother-son relationship, which is very definite, and always gives

only one value (for the mother). The term T is thus shown to be
determined by some function of the clan which is restricted to

the family group of mother-son.^ The afiiliation to the (dan
determines descent, using the term in the sense of the condition
in which a person belongs to the social group of his father or

mother. With reference to the family i.e in the matter of

discrimination of rights determined by the father-son

relationship and mother-son relationship, the affiliation deter-

mines or affects the rules of

—

(1) Union of the sexes—usually termed marriage regulation.

(2) Succession— in the sense of transmission of rank or

other similar social distinction.

(3) Inheritance—restricting the term solely to property.

In the case of th(5 Brahmans who mention the

patronymic gotras, and also the mother’s gotra, it is apparent
that the metronymic term T cannot have any exclusive reference

to gotra affiliation i.e. it is not a result of inatrilincal gotra affilia-

tion. For the application of the patronymic gotra to the actual

person concerned (not to his father or mother) as distinguished

from the coupling of the mother’s gotra with the term denoting

mother-son relationship shows that their gotra affiliation is

definitely patrilineal. The metronymic was therefore of

secondary importance for the gotra of these persons and its iis(^

cannot mean that the clan affiliation of the mother by itself

determines all three set of rules of marrige, sncciission and

inheritance. Its use was therefore brought about in the case

of the above Brahmans by one or at most two of the at)ove

factors.

7. The other inscriptions which mention the mother’s clan

name maj^ now be examined in the light of the above

conclusions. The}^ fall into three groups :

—

() Inscriptions which mention only the clan name; of the

mother. These are of some of the Maharathis, the royal 7)hysi-

cian and the royal foreman of artisans.

() The Satakarnis also usually record only the mother’s

1 I havo taken the above from soino nnpnbliHJiod wrirk of inirnj

incorporated in the lecture.? on social organisiilion t»» posi

firaduato Students of the Calcutta University. A iletnilod

fliscussion of the detemjinatives of terms of .social rclationshij) will

bo found in We-stermurck’s History of Human Marriayc^ as also in

W. H. R. Rivers’ History of Melanesian HocieAy,
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olan namb
; but as indications are given in many cases of ‘the

ancestry of the father they may be classified in a separate group.
(c) Inscriptions which mention the clan name of the mother

and also the proper name of the father. To this last class

belong that of the king Isvarasena (provisionally accepting
Madhari as a clan name), the Maharathi Somadeva, and the son
of the ro3^al physician.

The inscription of the Abhira King, son of Sivadatta, we
may compare with the Gunda stone inscription of the time of

rajan Ksatrapa svami Rudrasimha son of rajan Mahaksatrapa
Rudradaman. The record is of a digging of a tank by his

senapati (general) Rudrabhuti son of the senapati Bapaka the

Abhira. There is no mention of the name or clan name of the

mother. The presumption is that the Abhira noblemen did not
cite the gotra name of the mother as a matter of general

practice but indicated the father’s name like the Ksatrapas. The
case is different with the maharathi or the son of the ro.yal

physician. As the inscriptions of class (a) show, the general rule

in their case seems to be to mention the clan name of the

mother, the father being mentioned with his full title in

addition to tlie use of the metronymic.
The case of the ^atakarni kings is different. They

mention (except the first three kings Nos : 1-3) uniformly, the

mother’s gotra. Also sufficient indication is given by a number
of their kings that they all belong to some definite kula In

the case of the Andhra Satakarni kings (afe distinguished from
the Andhra bhrtyas) this kula is the Satavahana kula. The
inscriptions mentioning the kula are as follows :

—

Simuka: L 1113 (Nannght cave inscription).

Krsna : L 1144 (Nasik inscription of one of liis officer.'^

Srl-^atakarni : L 1114 (Nanaghat cave inscription of

his queen).

Vasisthi putra Pulumavi - Myakdoni inscription of this

• king.

His father, the great Gotamiputra : (Nasik inscription ot

Pulumavi’s time : L 1123).

Kuntala is known to be a Satavahana from Vatsyayana’s

Kamasutra (11-7-28).

Hala is so indicated in Bana’s Harsacarita and a verse of

the saptasatl (R B 39).

As pointed out above, both Pulumavi and his father

Gotamiputra belonged to the Satavahana kula. Therefore the

“ Kula ” was capable of transmission from father to son i.e., was

patrilineal.^

1 See also Patafijali in corroboration of above resemblance of kula

to gotra. , Mahabhasya, IV, I, 79 (chowkhamba Sanskrit series ;
the

patrilineal character of gotra itself is definitely stated in IV, 1» 162.
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.The “Kula” is mentioned only in the body of the
inscription, often apart from the name of the king and never
like the metronymic which is invariably adjacent to the royal
name and epithet. Therefore the kula which represents a
patrilineal clan in embryo was less important than the nioth(T*s
clan in the matter of regal title. The function of the “Kula'’
seems to be to point out the genealogical connection through
the males. As the founder as well as the interinediate king
Hala, were Satavflhrinas the genealogical connection between
the different members of the dynasty is shown to be
patrilineal.

We may now consider the conclusion that the use of the
mother’s clan name by Satavahana kings was due to one gr
more of the three factors—marriage rules, succession, and
inheritance. If marriage rules were tl)e solo rcvison for the use
of the metronymic, there would be no point in giving prominence
to the gotra name of the mother or even any mention of it in

royal inscriptions and coins. Wliile, therefore, marriage
regulations m«ay be one of the factors^ this cannot he the sole

reason for it. Inheritance in the case a of king refers to the
succession to a kingdom. Theoretically of course inlunitance of

private property accumulated by a king may be considered

;

but this is not a possible solution in as much as a rule regarding

purely private property cannot affect royal d(\signation. The
rule of succession is therefore shown to be the principal factor

determining the use of the metronymic in tlic (;ase of the

Satavahanas. This is in agreement with the conclusion arrived

at earlier in this essay that the connection between the X rulers

and R rulers was genealogical and probably through males l>u<

that the rule of succession was different. As wo have scsen, the

kings Pulumavi as well as Kuntala of the X line were S.afava-

hanas like the founders. Genealogical connection for both line.s

was therefore definitely through males, whence it follows that

the succession was not through males i.e. was through females,

this being the only alternative.

8. The conclusions arrived at in the preceding seetion

regarding succession can be supjported directly from the evidence

of coins and inscription of the Satavahanas.

The coins of the Satakarnis fall in two classes

() Those which mention the mother’s clan name.

() Those which do not mention the mother’s clan name.

The coins which mention the mother’s clan name arc

Of Gotamlputra
Of Vasisthiputra Pulumavi
Of Gotamlputra Yajnasrl

Of Vasisthiputra Canda srl

Of Vasisthiputra Sivasn.

1 Such as exclusion of the mother’s gotra from marriageable units.
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These all have the word “ Raho ” (of the king) at the beginnino
of the coin legend just preceding the metronymic. The coins
of the vilivflyakuras and the Sivalkiira are also of this type.

The other coins which can be definitely ascribed to this

dynasty are as follows :

—

Place of Find.
Western India

Do.
Central India

(Chanda Dt.)

Coromandel Coast .

.

A*ndhradcsa
(Kistna and Godavary

districts.)

Chanda Dt.

Surashtra

Uncertain
Krishna and
Godavary Dts.

Chanda Dt.

Inscription
Rano Siri Satasa
Raho Satakamnisa
Siri Pulumavisa

Siri Pulumavisa
Gha Sadasa
(probably Meghasvati of

the Puranas).
SiriYaha Satakamnisa
Satakamnisa
Siri Ruda Satakamnisa
Siri Ruda Satakamnisa

Coin No.
Nos. 1 and 2.

No. 9.

Nos, 88 and
89.

Nos. 90-93

No. 164.

Nos 165-168

170.

No. 179.

Siri Ruda Satakamnisa
Siri Kanha Satakamnisa PI. VII
(not No. 2 of Puranas) G. P. 2-4.

With the exception of the coins Nos. 1, 2 and 9 which arc

apparently of the third king of the line, the same as that of the

Nanaghat inscriptions, none of these coins bear the royal prefix

although some of the names are of royal rulers who have
elsewhere given the title before the name, invariably accom-
panied by the mother’s clan name.

It therefore appears that on the coins of the Satavahanas,
the royal prefix and the mother’s clan name are associated

together and also disappear together except in the case of the

thirc\ king of the line. In the inscriptions also, the as.^sociation

is invariable (excluding the doubtful case^ of ^Siv{\maka sada),

except in the case of the third king, SrI-Satakarni of the

Nanaghat cave inscriptions. It has therefore to be concluded

that except for the third king of the line, the royal title and
relationship to the mother went together. In other words, the

succession was matrilineal (the holder of the royalty however
being always a male).

This is a mode of succession well known to ethnologist?*

and the general feature of it is that the sister’s son succeeds

the mother’s brother. In many cases however, the succession

goes first to the younger brothers if there are any (one after

the other) and* then to the sister’s son, the same process being

repeated at each generation. Strictly speaking, these males

may be considered as acting on behalf of the sister or sister’s

daughter who is the real heiress. The sons do not inherit the
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an(?bsfcral property in such cases, but are generally Villowod to
take what the father has himself earned.'

9. We may now return to tlie question of relationship of

YaJnasrI to the famous Gotamlputra. Reasons have been
adduced in § 2 of this essay for concluding that the two cannot
be related as father and son or as brothers. As a younger
brother’s son cannot exclude the son of the king and as all

other patrilineal relations would be still more removed, we
have to turn naturally to the sister’s son, who is besides in-

dicated by the rule of succession holding in this dynasty. As
Yajnadri was a Gotamlputra we have to conclude that his

mother was a GotamI, like the grandmother of Pulumnvi and
his own mother’s mother. In other words, descent is through
the mother in her clan. The remaining function of clan
affiliation—marriage rules—is also thus shown to depend on th(‘

mother clan.

As we have seen previously, the kings who thus a])pear to

follow matriliiical succession and descent, are at the same time
united in the patrilineal Kula of the Satavahamis. Working
with actual kings, let us see how this is possible.

Wc know that GotamI Balasri was Gotamiputra’s mother.
Also that the latter, according to all the Puranas, was ])roccded

by Sivasvfiti. Hence this king was GotamI Balasrl’s broth(‘r

(at least in the classificatory sense of the term— the nearest clan

brother). Using capitals for males and minors for feniales,

the symbol of addition for marriage and the abbreviations v,

g, for the gotra names Vasi.stha and Gotama, we get (for

practical purposes).

Sivasvati Gotami balasri -hX

Vasisthi and Gotamlputra g2

= Vi =G2
Pulumavi

V*.

Now Pulumavi as well as Gotamlputra, being Satavahamis, it

follows that the father of the latter, namely X, was also a Sata-

vahana in addition to Sivasvati and Gotami. Both partners of

the royal pair therefore belong to the same kula. As in marriage

inside the kula the likelihood w'ould be for the partner to belong

to the same generation, the royal pair would b(j related as cousins

of some degree, if not of the first. As members of the same

1 The lM?st summary on this subject will be found in ti^e Hi ticle »)ri

mother right : Having'a Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics.
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mother-claii generally do not marry in such cases—and this» is

supported by the different metronymic of Pulumavi, sou of
GotamTputra—the relationship between the royal pair must have
been that of cross-cousins i.e. children of a brother and of his
sister. As Sivasvati and Gotami are presumably so related,

at least in the classificatory sense, the queen of Gotamiputra
is probably Sivasvati’s daughter. This is confirmed by the
inscription of this queen regarding gift of crownlands which
she bestows in her own right. ^

The slightly later work of Vatsyayana ^ as well as the
earlier work of Bodhayana ^ mention marriage with the
mother s brother’s daughter as orthodox in this part of India,

thereby confirming the above conclusions.

10. The available evidence concerning other kings and
their consorts—in the Puranas and inscriptions—confirm the
above conclusions.

The Sopara coin of Gotamiputra Yajnasri bears on the

reverse the inscription “ Gotamiputa kumaru Satakani (Chatar)

panasa.” As Sir R. G. Bhandarkar has pointed out, the
“Satakani Chatarpana ”"is evidently the son of Gotamiputra
Yajnasri, whose name the coin bears on the obverse as that of

the reigning king.^ The Nanaghat cistern inscription found
by Pandit Bhagwanlal (the finder of the above coin) records

the name of a rajan Vasisthiputra Chatarpana—identified by
him with good reason with the above mentioned chatarpana
son of Gotamiputra. Therefore the son of this Gotamiputra
was also a Vasisthiputra.®

Again, Vijaya the successor of Yajnasri had a son called

Candasri, who was a king (No : 29 of the Puranas). From the

inscriptions we know of a Vasisthiputra Sri Canda Sataka

—

identified with the above. As Vijaya was the successor of

Yajnasri and was not his son, he must have teen a Gotamiputra
(being the sister’s son). We therefore get an alternation of

Gotamiputras and Vasisthiputras for three successive royal

rulers and their equally royal sons. The Gotamiputras there-

fore all married^ their mother’s brother’s daughters. The
genealogy from Sivasvati to Candasri therefore works out as

follows ;

—

1 Liider’s list No. 1126, see Appendix A, and A.S.W.I., Vol. IV, Nasik

No. 14.

2 Vatsyayana, KSmasutra III-3-3. The references to the Kamasutra
is given with respect to the arrangement followed in the Chowkhamba
edition, Benares,

8 Bodhayana, Dharmasutra, I, 1, 19, (Edition of Pandit SrinivSsaca-

rya, Mysore, 1907).

4 R.B 21, note 1. The unworn coin found by the Pandit had
** panasa’* and traces of **chatara*’ (the coin was badly stamped); the

cistern inscription is **Ra{lo vasathiputasa chatarapana satakanisa”

showing that chatarapanasa is the correct form.
6 See Appendix B.
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V’34isthi+ Sivasv&ti

-»l
1

—
Gotami +X

1

Vg VSSisthl
V2

1

-h Gotamiputra Gotami x X«
1 P2

PulumBvi
V3

V^iathl
V3

1

„ . 1

Yajfla4rl

Gs
Gotami + X4

P3

1

l^ataLarni

Chatarpana

1

Va4iathT

V4*

Vijayii

Gi

1

Gotami X X ,

K4

Canda^ri
V5 V,;-

We have now to consider who are the husbands of the (3otaniTs

gi> 82 * 83 * 84 royal mothers. As concluded in the preclu-

ding sections, the succession was matrilincal in tin's dynasty,
but at the same time the royal sons Puluinnvi, and Candasrl
were rulers over considerable kingdoms. Tlie Hatakarni Chatara-
pana had certainly royal rank as he is definitely styled rajan in

the cistern inscription, though in the coin he is not so styled.

Above all, the great Sri Satakarni, son of Krsna was not only
an independent king, lord of daksinapatha, but tlie sovereign

power of his time, established by the successful performance of

the Rajasuya ceremony. The presumption is that th(i royal

sons are represented in the line of rulers excluded from the

Vayu and Erahmanda accounts.

Let us now examine the relationship of three of tliese royal

sons represented in the genealogy given above. It is at once

noticed that each succeeding ruler is the sister's son of the pre

ceding king. As these Vasisthiputras thus follow the same law

of succession as the Gotamiputras, mention the mother’s plan

name Just like them and are also Satakarnis and very near rela-

tions of the latter kings, belonging, like them, to the iSatavaliana

Kula, we are Justified in concluding that their marriage rules

were also the same as that of the Gotamiputras. That is, the

Vasisthiputras also married their mother’s brother’s daughters.

in the Nasik inscription of Gotamiputra and Pulumavi,

Gotami Balasri is styled Mahfidevi, a title applied only to the

principal queen bf a king. That the Satakarni ISStavahanas

followed this mode of address is shown^ by the mention of

Mahadevi Malayavati queen of Kuntala Satakarni in Vatsya-

yana (II-7-28). The father of Gotamiputra was therefore a

kiM. As he could not have preceded Gotamiputra, in place

of iMvasvati, his rule must have been over some other kingdom.

The fact that several generations of fathers and their rqyal sons

I had ruled over the realm of the R rulers and the Paithan king-
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dom of tke Q rulers, create a presumption that the father of
Gotamiputra may have been a ruler of the latter kingdom.

A question might arise that the Q rulers do not necessarily
represent rulers over the same kingdom. But their inclusioii

in the Pauranic list (Matsya) shows that they were very power-
ful kings. This is borne out by references in literature (Katha-
sarit sagara, etc.) which associates them with Pratisthana and
the Deccan. Inscriptions show that two of these kings were
acknowledged to be lords of daksinapatha, while one of them
performed the Rajasuya. Distribution of coins and inscriptions

of the Vasisthiputras show that this area was largely within
their realm. The genealogy so far drawn up also postulate a

continuity in the line of Q rulers. Also, we know of no other
line of l^atakarni l^atavahana rulers. The Harltiputras and
others were of different kulas and besides do not seem to have
been powerful enough to have been given a place in the Paura-
nic main lists.

The homogeneity of Q rulers may therefore be taken as

established. The presumption that the father of Gotamiputra
was a Q ruler may now be examined in the light of further

evidence from the Purahas. The Matsya list names three kings

(6-8) Satakarni, Lambodara and Apllaka who follow one

another, as related patrilineally in the descending line—Lambo-
dara being styled son of No : 6 and Apilaka son of Lambodara.
According to the succession postulated, however, Lambodara
cannot succeed Satakarni. In agreement <\dth this we find that

Lambodara is excluded from the revised versions.
^
But tho

question arises, how could Apllaka, the son’s son of Satakarni

succeed him in place of the sister’s son. This may of course be

possible if Lambodara married his father’s sister. As we have

no evidence of this form of marriage among the Satakarnis, and
other explanations^ suffice, this possibility may be ruled out.

The long reign of Satakarni (66 years) is sufficient to account

for 'the royalty passing on to the second generation after him.

The rule of succession however requires that this successor

should be the sister’s son of the sister’s son of Satakarni i.e..

his sister’s daughter’s son. This means that the mother of

Apllaka was Satakarnis sister’s daughter, while the father of

Apllaka was Satkarni’s son.

Satakarni — Sj

I I

Lambodara + S2

Apllaka
«

(8|, Sg represent the sister and sister’s daughter of Satakarni.)

This agrees with the inferences about X, father of Gotaml putra.

Such a conclusion would be in harmony with the fact that sons

of R rulers were provided as Q kings ;
.whence, the latter being •
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ven^ powerful, in their own right, they might, in theii^ turn try
to provide their sons in the R kingdom. The equation ti)

Xp V2 to Xg and so forth, foreshadowed by the cast' of
(^otamlputra’s father and greatly strengthened by the siibse-

(juent analysis may therefore be definitely populated. It

amounts to marriage with the father’s sister’s daughter in addi-
tion to the previously proved system of marriage witli mothers
brother’s daughter. It is in fact the fully developed cross-eousin-

marriage. As these two forms of cross-cousin marriage often go
together, especially in South India this would be nothing un-
usual.^

One important effect of it is that the mother’s brother and
father’s sister’s husband are the same person and also the father

of the wife or husband. This peculiar state of multiple relation-

ship enables us to understand why the Pauranic^ writi'rs,

although recording names of kings known to be related as

father and son in series, could not generally indicate the
relationship of any king to his successor. For the social rules

must have led to a definite terminology of relationshi]) ^ and a
special term used to denote the multiple relationship betwec'ii

succeeding kings of each line (sister’s son, daughter’s husband,
etc). As the language in which the Pnranas were written were
of a societ}^ lacking in such social rules and terminology (»f

kinship, it was not possible to translate the same and indicate*

the relationship. This removes a difficmlty which would other-

wise stand against the view that the writers of the Puninns
really knew the succession and that the revision was based on
genuine scholarly work.

II. In the final paragraph of the preceding section, I

have tacitly assumed that the Satakarnis were a homogeii<*oiis

group of people, among whom this special type of marriage pre-

vailed. For the terminology of kinship cannot be fixed or

altered by a peculiar practice of a single family like the kubi of

Satavahana. To justify the assumption we have to cxamiiu*

the contemporary inscriptions and literary records.

Out of a total of nearly 400 inscriptions collected by

Liiders in his list of the southern records, only those which

liave been previously indicated mention the mother in the

prominent fashion noted. The remaining inscription record tlie

name of the donor and (usually) his profession, the place of his

birth or the father’s name or both. The records include people

1 W. H. R. Rivers, Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, HK)7, p. 01 1 ff.

2 The dependence of the terminology of kinship, including Indian

examples of the same will be found in W. H. R. Rivers, Kinship and

social organisation.

See also K. P. Chattopadhyay» Kinship and Levitate in India, Man,
• March, 1922.
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from Kklyan^ Nasik* Sopara® Chemula^ VaiJayiChti

Dhanakakata ® and Pratisthana ^ The professions or castes of

these donors are of merchants ® bankers ® goldsmiths
jewellers “ black smiths officials Brahmans gardener
ironmongers traders carpenters ploughman hshermaii
perfumers and corndealer.®® In no case do they record tin'

mother’s clanname or record her name before the father’s name
(where these are given). The parentage is given with refer-

ence to the mother only in two cases, and these bear no special

import as not mentioning the clanname of the mother (L1252,

1260).

As we have seen, the people who lay stress on the maternal
side in their indication of descent, are the Satakarnis of the

Satavahana and other kulas, certain of their officers, and the

Maharathis. Further, all officials of the Satakarnis did not

follow this practice. It was not therefore followed (by such as

those who did so) by virtue of their office.

The case of the Maharathis has to be considered in detail

owing to different interpretations given b\^ different scholars tn

that term.
The Kanheri Buddhist cave inscription of the time of rajan

HarItTputra Vinhu kada Chutu kulananda Sata karrii (L 1021)

describes the donor as the daughter of a maharaja and a

mahabhoji
;
a maharathini and the mother of Skandanaga

Pataka.
The Nanagliat inscription describes the queen of Sri-

Satakarni as the daughter of the Maharathi Kalalaya, the scion

of the Amgiya kula (L 1112). v

The Banavasi stone inscription of the time of the rajan

Harltiputra Vinhukada Chutu kulananda Satakarni mentions a

mahabhoji who is the daughter of a maharaja. The Kiida

Buddhist cave inscription mentions the donor as lekhaka or

writer to the Mahabhoja Mamdava Skandapalita son of

Mahabhoji (L 1037).

Coins have been found in Chitaldrug in Mysore, (B. M. No.

233 and others) bearing the legend “ Sadakana Kalalaya

MahSrathisa.”
The BanavSsi inscription mentions a Mahabhoji a?

1 LiiderB’ Ust, Nos. 986, 998, 1000, 1001, 1005, 1032, 1177, etc.

2 Ibid., 985 and 1109. 8 Luders’ list, 995.
i Ibid., 996 and 1033. 8 Ibid., 1087.
8 Ibid., 1090, 1092, 1097 and 1121. 7 ibid., 1187.
8 Ibid., 995, 998, 1000, 1001, 1024, 1214. etc.

0 Ibid., 1063, 1064, 1073 and 1109. lo Luders* list, 986 and 1177.

11 Ibid., 1005. 12 Ibid , 1032.
18 Ibid., 996, 1033, 1037, 1045, 1139, etc.
18 Ibid., 1036 and 1060. 18 Ibid., 1051 and 1061.

18 Ibid., 1055. 17 Luders’ list, 1062, 1065 and 1066.
18 Ibid., 1092. 10 Ibid., 1121. 20 Luders* list, 1129.
*1 Ibid., 1187. 22 Ibid., 1180.
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daughter of a Maharaja; the Kanheri record shows! that a
MaharathinI was daughter of a Maharaja and a Mahabhoji his
wife. The fact of being Mahabhoji and MaharathinI were there-
fore considered worthy of mention along with the relationship
to a king. The Nanaghat inscription shows us a royal queen
who is daughter of a Maharathi. The coins of Kalalaya indi-

cate that the fact of being a Maharathi was considered im-
portant enough to be mentioned in^the coin legend. From a
comparison of the coins of the Satakarni kings, the term
Maharathi appears to indicate a title, presumably inferior to

that of a king. The Kuda inscription shows that the donor
considered his employment as lekhaka to the Mahabhoja im-
portant enough to mention it in the record. From a compari-
son with the inscription of the foremen of artisans and other
officials of the royal ^atakarnis, we have to inftT that
Mahabhoja also indicates a ruler of some kind, presumably
inferior to a king. The Hirnhadagalli plates contain a noti-

fication of certain gifts by the Pallava king to rajakumaras,
senapatis, ratthikas, madabikas, deSadhikatas, bhojakas of

various villages and others in the Satahani ratha, i.o. province

of Satakarnis or Satavahanas. The terms ratthikas and bhoja-

kas here undoubtedly refer to titles and privileges. The terms

maharathi and mahabhoja, from the known force of the

affix mahS in mahaksatrapa, mahadevi, maharaja, therefore

mean overlords of ratthikas and bhojakas or a superior grade

of ratthikas and bhojakas. The closeness of ratthika to the

terms senapati and rajakumara suggest that it (and consequent-

ly Maharathi) betokens a higher dignity than bhojaka (and

hence Mahabhoja). These conclusions agree with the evidence

of the coins and inscriptions. They further bring out that the

Maharathis and Mahabhojas were often connected by ties of

marriage and descent to the kings and some are mentioned as

Satakarnis. It may therefore be concluded that they represent

the ruling aristocracy and belong to the same tribe or group of

people. The officials who differed from other officials in fr>llow-

ing the aristocratic custom of mentioning the mother’s class

name also presumably belonged to the same stock.

The Maharathi Somadeva son of the Maharathi Mitradeva

seems to differ from the above people in mentioning the father s

name in addition to the mother’s clan name. His case has

been briefly considered along with other members of the group

(c) of § 7 of this essay. As pointed out there, the son of the

royal physician also records the name of the father in addition

to the metronymics. These two cases are not quite parallel to

that of the Abhira king. The distinction in the case of the son

of the royal physician certainly cannot indicate difference of

custom inasmuch as his father uses only the metronymic. In

his case the name and official position of the father seems to be

' mentioned as indicating the position at court, held by the latter^
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and incidentally the social elevation reflected on the son. •The
case of the Maharathi Somadeva may he parallel to that of

the son of the royal physician or it may point to a real differ-

ence of social custom. With the meagre data available from a
single inscription, nothing further can be said. The alternative
that the divergence found in this record mav be due to a differ-

ence of social custom does not go against the previous conclu-
sions regarding other Maharathis, inasmuch as all Maharathis
need not have been of the same social group, although they
generally seem to have been drawn from Satakarnis and their

relations.

12. We may now proceed to recast the Pauranic genea-
logies in the light of the conclusions so far made. As we have
seen, there were two lines of rulers, with matrilineal succession.

The line associated with Paithana and the title “ lord of

daksinapatha ” is that excluded in the later account. As how-
ever the original list of the Matsya (and Bhavisya) was a joint

list of both lines and the two sets of kings very closely related,'

it is quite possible that one or two cases may have been over-

looked in the final revised list. The Vayu shows in some Mss.

such incomplete revision with respect to No : 7, Lambodara
son of Satakarni, No: 6 As we have seen, the succession was

to the sister’s son, the own son being heir to the other kingdom.
Lambodara must therefore have been a king of the Q kingdom
and not of the R realm. This agrees with the general Vayu
and Brahmanda lists. The peculiar manner in which the sou

of Krsna,—Satakarni (No : 3)—is mentioned leaves no doubt

that he was not a king of the B line Fpr it is stated that he

was a great king
;
but there is no mention of regnal period

although it is given in the earlier account. The obvious mean-

ing is that his name is mentioned only as he was a great king

and son of Krsna (and as we shall see, one who performed the

Rajasuya)—but no regnal periods were given as he did not

rei]^n in the R realm. The only genuine case of overlooking in

the process of revision seems to be that of CandasrI, son of

Vijaya. He could not, on the hypothesis put forward, have

reigned in the R kingdom but must have been a Q ruler.

As the two Satakarnis, No. 3 and No. 6 were of the same

generation, and No. 3 ruled only 10 years Lambodara should

come before Purnotsanga • CandasrI will come after Siva?^-

kandha Sataka.

According to the Puranas, Simuka was the founder of the

line and was succeeded by his younger brother Krsna. The

next king named in Matsya is 6rl—Satakarni, who the later

1 The relationship at any point may best be described as follows

The son of the king of one of the kingdoms was the heir to the other

realm. The son of the king’s sister was the heir of his realm. Also, every

^
king was related as grandson in the male line to his second predecessor *
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vei^ions make it clear was not a R ruler. As the mscriptions
at Nanaghat show, he was lord of daksinapatha i.e. he was
associated with what has been called the Q kingdom. In the
revised list, the next king is Satakarni (No : (5) who ruled for

56 years. On our hypothesis, he should be the sister’s son of

Krsna, being his successor in the R Kingdom. As the inscrip-

tion of Krsna’s officer at Nasik shows, part at least of the Q
kingdom had been ruled over by him The southern home of

the Satakarnis and their recent rise to power however make it

clear, that it was probably conquered territory. This would
mean that the son succeeded to the conquered realm, and the

sister’s son to the inherited kingdom. This agrees with the

fairly general practice, among matrilineal people, of the sbn

getting the property acquired by the father, while the sister’s

son takes the inherited ancestral property.

Treating this as the point of separation of the two lines of

Satakarnis we get :

—
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26.

divaskandha

SStaka

27-

YajSaSri

(Ma=3)

(29)
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It 4s apparent that the correctness of the hypothesis put for-
ward and the genealogies reconstructed on its basis can be
rigorously tested by means of dating derived from independent
sources.

The date of the rulers of this dynasty inav be obtained
from

(a) The Synchronism of Kharavela with S.itakarni,
generally accepted as No : 3 of the Nanaghat
cave inscriptions.^

(ft) The position of the Andhras as successors of the
Kanvas and Sungas in the Pauranic accounts

(c) The synchronism of Sntakarni lord of daksiimpatha
with Mahaksatrapa Rudradnnian (L 965).

The two first modes involve determination of the chronology of
other kings. They will be discussed later. The last way of
approach is easier as inscriptions of Rudradaman are dated in

the Saka era. This avenue will be e.xplored first.

13. The Nasik inscription of Mahadevi Gotami Brdasrl
mentions the uprooting of the Ksaharatas and the restoration of

the glory of the house of ^atavahana by GotamTputra. Th(^

provinces mentioned in this inscription as conquered by the
latter, are found from the inscriptions of Rsavadatta (LIOOO,
1131-35, etc.) son-in-law of Nahapana, and of Ayama the
minister of this Mahaksatrapa (L. 1174), to have been largely

in possession of the Ksaharata ruler. The coins of Nahapana
restruck by Gotamlpulra^ in Nasik district, along with the

above facts, leave no doubt—as Sir R. G. Bhandarkar has

pointed out® that the victorious arms of Gotamiputra were
carried against Nahapana and his successors. As the X king-

dom of Satakarni Satavahanas had its capital at Paithan * it

proves that the satraps had overrun and conquered the greater

part, (if not the whole of it) of this Northern realm at some
period anterior to this. Such a conclusion agrees with the

interregnum revealed in the Paithan rule if we add up the

1 See § 17 of this essay for references.
2 B. M. Nos. 253-58 Of the Jogalthombi hoard of 14fX)0 coins of

Nahapana about two thirds wore rcstruck coins of CJotnniiputra.

J.B.B.R.A.S., XXII, P. 224.

3 R. B. p. 28.

Most or all of the assumptions made in drawing the above conclu-

sions have been challenged by different scholars. I have not considered

it necessary to treat each point separately as arguments and verifications

that follow have appeared to make that unnecessary.

Mr. R. D. Banerji*s article on ** Nahapann and the Saha Kra Part JI

J,R,A.S,, 1925, and Mr. K. A. Nilkanta SSstri’s article on SaUi vahanas,

in J,R.A.S., 1926, may be read for a summary of the objections.

* Kathasaritsagara, Bdition of Durgaprasad revised by Kasinath

Sarma, Bombay, 1883. •

VI-VIII Taranga.
McCrindle, Ptolemy, p. 175.
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regnal periods on both sides of the table of Satakarni nilers*up
to the accession of Gotamiputra and his son Pulumavi. For,
the total from Simuka down to the predecessor of Gotamiputra
is 206J years ;

and down to the predecessor of Pulumavi, only
162 years. Before considering this point further, the actual
dates have to be settled first.

As the last recorded date of Nahapana is 124 A. D. and
as he was then styled Mahaksatrapa, it is apparent that the
Paithan kingdom of the Satavahanas was then practically non-
existent. Pulumavi son of Gotamiputra must therefore have
come to the throne of Paithan after this date. As his regnal

period is given as 28 years, it follows that his rule could not
have ended before 152 A. D. As the Junagad inscription of

Pi^udradaman is dated in Saka 72 i.e. 160 A. D., the Satakarni

lord of daksinapatha referred to by him must be Pulumavi.
According to the Nasik inscription of GotamI Balasrl, inscribed

in the year 19 of Pulumavi’s reign, the grandson of the queen,

the lord of daksinapatha gave a village to allow the cave to be

taken due care of, intending it as a bridge of merit for his

father.** ^ Gotamiputra was therefore just dead, the cave being

inscribed with a eulogium to him and a village given by his son

for his happiness in after life. As his regnal period was 21

years, it follows that Pulumavi came to the Paithan throne two
years after his father’s accession to the B Kingdom. As
Nahapana was over-thrown by Gotamiputra, this raises the

lower limit of PulumSvi’s accession to 126 A. D.
The Nasik inscription of Gotamiputra records that, from

his victorious camp, Gotamiputra ordered the^^minister in charge

of the Nasik district to make over certain roy4l lands till lately

in the possession of Ksabhadatta to certain monks. The begin-

ning of the inscription corresponds with records of this class

dated from “victorious camp” where the king stopped during

progress.® This was in the eighteenth year of his reign and

therefore the sixteenth of Pulumavi. This reconquest of Govar-

dhana shows that some one had occupied this territory between
the overthrow of Nahapana and the sixteenth year of Pulumavi.
The lower limit for this reconquest therefore comes out as 142

A. D. The inscriptions of Pulumavi at Nasik in the 19th and

22nd year and at Karle in the 24th year of his reign show that

he had remained in possession of this area since the reconquest.

The Nasik inscription of Yajnasrl in the seventh year of bis

reign and therefore 26th year of Pulumavi (since Yajnasrl

succeeded Gotamiputra, father of Pulumivi) confirm this con-

clusion. The lower limit for Pulum&vi’s 24th year is 160 A. D.

1 Archaeological survey of Western India, Vol. IV, Nasik No; IS,

Sir R. G. Bhandarkar*s objection is based on the idea that Gotamiputra
had been for 19 years and is not valid.

2 il.iS.Tr./., Vol. IV, Nasik No. 13, pp. 104-5
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arfd of his 26th 162 A. D. But according to the Junagad
inscription of Rudradaman, the lord of daksinapatha had been
crushingly defeated and Aparanta occupied by 150 A. D.

Overlordship such as claimed by Rudradaman in 160 A. D.
means subjugation of Nasik and reduction of Pulumilvi to an
inferior position. As however the Nasik area and position of
lord of dakainaimtha seems to have remained to Puluinavi
since his father’s reconquest of Govardhana, it is evident that
the date of this latter event must be placed after 150 A. D.
We thus get a more approximate lower limit for Gotamiputra s

accession. He could not have come to the throne before 132
A. D.

14. According to the Andhau inscriptions, Rudradaman
was ruling at Cutch as the viceroy of his grandfather Castaiia ^

in 130 A. D. This explanation implies that the latter had
become Mahaksatrapa by that time.

As Nahapana is found claiming the same overlordship in

124 A. D. it is evident that he had lost his suzerainty at this

date, in favour of Castana. It would tlu^refore appear that

Gotamiputra had crushed him at a time when he had already

been losing ground to the Saka Satraps. The inscription of

Gotamiputra from his victorious camp makes it ekuir that

Rsabhadatta son-in-law of Nahapana had been fighting

against him in that campaign. This would mean that the

latter after Nahapana's death had allied himself with the »Saka

Maha ksatrapas. This would agree with the statement in the

eulogium in Gotaml Balasri’s inscription that he had uprooted

the Ksaharata race and destroyed the 8akas, Yavanas and
Pahlavas. The statement of Ptolemy that Tiastencrs (Castana)

had his capital at Ozene (UJjain) and Polemaios (Puloimivi)

at Baithana (Paithan) * without any mention of Nahapana
agree with the above conclusions. As the growth of a rival

power at the expense of the Ksaharata ^Ksatrapas was soon

bound to bring it into conflict with the Saka Mahnksairapas,

it is evident that the acces-sion of Pulumavi must have

been followed by war with these rulers. According to

Rudradaman’s Junagad inscription the title of Mahaksatrapa

was won by him by his own valour. This shows that cither

Castana or his successor had lost the Mahaksatrapa title and

Rudradaman had begun his independent rule, as a mere Satrap

1 Archaeological Survey oj India^ Annual Report, 100.5-0, pp. 160-7.

D. R. Bhandarkar, J, Bomb. Br. R. A. S., Vol. 23.—Epigraphh*

notes,—gives a different interpretation. For the final view see D. K.
Bhandarkar, Indian Antiquary, June 1918, p. 164. This conclusion was
in modification of his earlier views at the suggestion of Mr. R. C.

Mazumdar that the occurrence of the two sets of names was in ac^'ord-

ance with the practice of a Mahaksatrapa having his successor as his

viceroy with the title Ksatrapa. »

2 McCrindle, Ptolemy, Ibid,
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The menticfEi of relationship with the lord of daksinapatha in

the same inscription and the occurrence of the name of a
^atakarni queen as a daughter of a Mahaksatrapa, probably
Rudradaman, suggests that the victory of the l^atavfihana

ruler was followed by a treaty and marriage, the defeated
ruler being allowed to continue to rule in an inferior position.

Pulumavi*s defeat sometime before 150 A. D. by Rudradaman
is mentioned as the former’s second reverse of great magnitude.
It seems to have cost him Nasik. The inscriptions of Pulumavi
at this place in the 2nd and 6th years of his reign show, he had
not suffered any such loss of territory up to that time. His
first serious defeat at the hands of Rudradaman must therefore

have taken place after this time. Allowing at least two years

for the first conquest of Rudradaman and the l§atavahana re-

conquest, and an interval of at least of the same length between
this reverse of Rudradaman and victorious campaign, we come
to the conclusion that Pulumavi must have come to the throne
before 140 A. D.

This upper limit of Pulumavi’s accession is obtained by
alloting only four years to three great military campaigns in-

volving serious reverses on both sides. By the same computa-
tion, however, Gotamtputra should have undertaken the re-

conquest of the lost territories within a year or so of its loss.

In that case we should get the year 150-51 A. D. as the

eighteenth year of Gotamiputra’s reign for RudradSman
appears to have (and been also assumed to have) but recently

defeated Pulumavi. This would make the date of accession of

Gotamiputra 132-33 A. D. and Pulumavi 134f35 A. D. This

agrees with all the previous deductions and does not necessarily

require the allotment of an increased period for the victorious

campaigns of Rudradaman. As they appear to have taken

place after the 6th year of PulumSvi, we get a maximum inter-

val 9-10 years for all four campaigns. As Rudradaman’s first

victorious campaign need not necessarily have been undertaken
at the end of the sixth year of Pulumavi, the above interval

cannot be said to go against the computations.
15. We may now return to the question of the inter-

regnum. As we have seen, the two totals of regnal periods of

rulers before Gotamiputra in the R kingdom and Pulumavi in

the X kingdom do not tally. The total for the X kingdom
falls short of the other by 64^ years at the accession of

Gotamiputra and therefore by 66J years at the crowning of

Pulumftvi. Assuming that there was only one interregnum

the point of breach in the Paithan line may be easily obtained

As the overthrow of this kingdom took place.64} years before

the accession of Gotamiputra, it would correspond to the end of

the year one, of Mantalaka, in the R kingdom. Calculating

down from Bimuka, we find that Mantalaka of R kingdom and

Svfttikarna (No. 14) of the X kingdom came to the throne in
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the same year. As Svatikarna ruled for one year only and
there is no other king between him and Puliimavi, son of
Gotamiputra, the break in the line must have occurred at the
end of his reign of one year.

The other kings with short reigns are Nos 11-13, 17-18, 20,
21, 25, 26, 28, 29, and 30. As is evident from the tables, rulers
numbered 28 and 30 represent the two last kings of the H lino
and 25, 26, and 29, of the X line. Those numbered 11-13 are the
immediate predecessors of Svatikarna and 17, 18 the contem-
poraries of this ruler in the R kingdom. As thekiiigdom broke
up shortly after Yajnasrl’s and Pulumavi's reigns, and as a
similar break up took place at the time of Svatikarna, the short
length of regnal periods compared to the average (17 foi^ K
kings and 13 for X kings) agree with the other facts. Regard-
ing rulers 20, 21 which might be considered as not fitting in

with the above facts, we find that the accession of Hala in the
R kingdom was immediately before the ovc‘rwlielming of the
daksinapatha kingdom. Mantalaka who begun his rule at the
time of this catastrophe is described ns a very powerful
sovereign. This can only mean that lie carried on vigorous
warfare against the invader and was successful. The long reign
of his successor supports this conclusion. The extremely short
reign of the two immediate successors of Purikasena therefore

indicates a weakening of the R kingdom. This agrees with the
fact tliat we do not get an X king until a rnucli more stable^

condition is reached in the R kingdom. The recovery seems t(>

have again begun under Sivasvati and the kingdom attained its

full vigour with the accession of Gotamiputra.
One objection may be raised here. We have previously

postulated that the mother of Gotamiputra being styled

Mahadevi, bis father must have been a royal ruler. It was
concluded that his rule was over the X kingdom. But wc do
not find mention of any such king in the Pauranic lists. The
objection is not however serious. The title and succession may
have been passed on from uncle to nephew as before, without

there being any remnant of the actual kingdom or at any rate,

of the sovereignty. Also, GotamI BalasrI being the actual heir

to the R crown, was styled Mahadevi. Her brother, and after

him, her son, ruled as her representative, their titles being

derived by virtue of the powers exercised by them by delega-

tion. Her title would not therefore be affected by her cousin

—

husband having lost his kingdom.
We may now proceed to the far more important question

of actual dating of the reigns of the monarchs. The Nanaghat
inscription of 6ri Sfitakarni shows that he performed the

Rftjasuya ceremony. As the successor of the Kanvas and

Sungas in the Pauranic list, this was a vindication of the claim

of the ^fttakarpis as the paramount power of India. Their

overthrow by any other ruler would practically mean that the
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latter became the suzerain power of India. The Hathigumpha
inscription of Kharavela ^ shows that at least one aspirant to

overlordship undertook an expedition in defiance of the

^atakarnis, though not against them. Actually the latter were
finally destroyed by the 6aka Satraps who thereby became the

greatest power in Western and Southern India.

In the preceding section we have seen that Gotamiputra
came to the throne in 132-33 A. D. As this is Saka 54-55 and
the overthrow of the X kingdom took place 54^ years earlier,

ft follows that the ^beginning of the l^aka era and the over-

whelming of the Paithan rulers by the Satraps synchronised. In

as much as these Ksatrapas and Mahaksatrapas mark their

records in the years of this era, it is evident that the beginning

of the era commemorates the overthrow of the then paramount
power of India by the Sakas (whether these were actually the

Ksatrapas or were their overlords, being left open). ®

Although the name of the era is Saka and is mentioned in

the earlier inscriptions as ^aka-nrpakala, later records show
them as ^alivahana ^aka and in one case as the era of Satava-

hana. ^ This latter piece of evidence and that of the lexicon

Hemacandra to the effect that l^alivahana is a corruption of

Satavahana, show that the era had some connection with the

^atavahanas as well as ^akas. This is of course true in as

much as it is connected with the overthrow of the Paithan

^atakarnis and probably to some extent also of the other king-

dom of this people. The immediate recovery of the latter

under the powerful Mantalaka who came to the throne in 78

A. C. agrees with the tradition of the defeats: of Vikramaditya
of UJjain by Salivahana to whom popular Western Indian

tradition ascnbes the Saka era.

The above view of the Saka era is not the one generally

accepted. A criticism of other hypotheses appear however
superfluous as the evidence adduced in support of this view

appears to be conclusive.

The chronology of the Satakarnis thus arrived at may now
be put down in terms of the Christian era, assuming that there

was no other interregnum except the one discussed.

No. Name. Regnal Period.

1 Simuka . . , . 75-74 B.C. to 63-52 B.C.

2 Krsna . . . • 52-51 B.C. to 43*42 B.C.

1 K. P. Jayaswal, «7. B. O. B. B., 1918, p. 364 ft,

s The term daka is here used in the sense in which the era is termed
Sakanrfmkala, without any ethnical reference as to who these people
termed Saka by the Indians, actually were.

8 Ep. Caru Shimoga, Vol. VII., Introduction, page 38, on SK. 281.
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• X. KINGS.

3 Sri ^atakarni .

.

. . 42-41 B.C. to 33-32 B.C.
7 Lambodara . . 32-31 B.C. to 16-14 B.C.

4 Purnotsahga .

.

. . 14-13 B.C. to 4-5 A.C.

6 Skandhastambhi . . 6-6 A.C. to 22-23 A.C.

» Meghasvati . . 23-24 A.C. to 40-41 A.C.

10 Svati . . 41-42 to A.C. 58-59 A.C
11 Skandasvati .

.

. . 59-60 A.C. to 65-66 A.C.

12 Mrgendra Svatikarna .. 66-67 A.C. to 68-69 A.C.

13 Kuntala Svati . . 69-70 A.C. to 76-77 A.C.

14 Svatikarna . . 77-78 A.C. to 78 A.C.

Interregnum from 78 A.C. to 133-34 A.C.

24 Pulomavi 134-36 A.C. to 161-62 A.C.

26 Sivasri Puloma . . 162-63 A.C. to 168-69 A.C
26 ^ivaskandha Sataka .. 169-70 A.C. to 171 -72 A.C
29 Candasri .. 172-73 A.C. to 174-76 A.C.

(See Appendix B for Nos. 26, 26 and 29)

R. KINGS.

6. Satakarni . . 42-41 B.C. to 14-16 A.(^

8 Apllaka . . 15-16 A.C. to 26-27 A.C.

16 Pulomavi . . . 27-28 A.C. to 60-61 A.C.

16 Aristakarna .. 61-52 A.C. to 75-76 A.C.

17 Hala . . 76-77 A.C. to 76-77 A.C.

18 Mantalaka .. 77-78 A.C to 81-82 A.C.

19 Purikasena . . 82-83 A.C. to 102-103 A C.

20 Sundara . . 103-04 A.C. to 103-04 A.C.

21 Cakora 104-05 A.C. to 104-05 A.C.

22 Sivasvati . . 104-05 A.C. to 131-32 A.C.

23 Gotamlputra .

.

. . 132-33 A.C. to 152-53* A.C.

27 YajnasrI . . 163-54 A.C. to 181-82 A.C

28 Vijaya . . 182-83 A C. to 187-88 A.(;.

30 Pulomavi . . 188-89 A.C. to 194-95 A.C.

The other kings with metronyraicw similar to that of

Satavahanas do not concern the above chronology. Their place

in the scheme of things will be found discussed in Appendix B
of this essay. It will be evident that the above chronology fits

in extremely well with the known facts about Satakarnis and

their relations with the l^akas.

16. We may now proceed to discuss other evidence near-

ing on Sfttakami chronology. As noted previously, they are

derived from the inscription of Kharavela at Hftthigumpha and

from the*Pauranic chronology of Sungas, Kanvas and Mauryas.

Both lines of approach require that there should be some definite
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point fromwwhich to measure the interval. The best fixed pcrtnt

for this purpose is furnished by the accession of Candragupta
Maurya to the throne of Magadha.

The date of this event has been generally taken to be
321-22 B.C. on the ground that (a) Candragupta came to the
throne after Alexander’s invasion of the Punjab and (5) that he
was ruling over India when Seleucus tried to win back Alexan-
der’s lost dominions. The Indian and Greek data relevant to the
matter has been examined at some length by Lassen and others
and the conclusions regarding the upper limit of Candragupta’.^'

accession rest essentially on the same.' The analysis is however
vitiated by the fact that the scholars depended on the misreading
ill Justin— “ Alexandrum ” in place of “ Nandrus ” ^ as support-
ing Plutarch’s statement regarding the presence of Androkottos
in Alexander’s camp.® The underestimation of the value of the

tradition preserved in the Mudraraksasa also led to reliance

being placed on statements which will be shown below to be
untrustworthy on this point.

The statement of Plutarch referred to above, is as

follows :

—

** Androkottos who was then but a youth, saw Alexander
himself and afterwards used to declare that Alexander could

easily have taken possession of the whole country; since the

king was hated and despised by his subjects for the wickedness

of his disposition and meanness of his origin.”

On the face of it, the latter part of the statement regarding

Alexander’s chances of conquest seem to be unreliable, in as

much as the information about Candragupta ^after Alexander’s

times was derived from Megasthenes. The latter was an envoy
at Candragupta’s court from the defeated monarch Seleucus,

and statements like ** afterwards used to declare, etc.,” look

extremely untrustworthy In such case. Apart from this how-
ever, there is sufficient evidence to show that Plutarch’s state-

ment;has no more value than an idle tale.

The other historians of Alexander do not mention any-

thing like the alleged meeting of Candragupta and the Mace-
donian. Justin who mentions Candragupta’s humble birth,

his flight from Nanda to escape his wrath, the omens of his

future greatness and also of his mle contemporaneously with

Seleucus,* has nothing to say about this remarkable circum-

1 Lassen, Indiache AUertumakunde^ Vol. II. Leipzig, 1876.

For his disoussion of Justin, whom he quotes, see p. 207, note 3; for

Plutarch, see note 2 of the same page.
2 W. McCrindle,. The Invasion of India by Alexander the Qreai as

described by Arrian;' Curtis; Diodoros, Plutarch and Justin,

Justin—Book 12, Cap. VIII, Footnote to page 327.

2 Plutarch, Cap. LXIl.
' 4 MoCrindle, Ibidr.; Justin ; Book 12, Cap. VIII.
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stance. Diodoros and Curtins do not mention it ami agree
in putting the account of the low origin and unpopularity of
the reigning king of the Prasii and the Gangaridfc in the nioutli
of Porus.^ Arrian in his Anabasis states nothing about this
ruler beyond the power of his army, but in the Iiulika, he
makes the following statement apropos of previous foreign
invaders of India.

“ However they admit that Alexander came and overcame
in battle all the nations whom he visited and that he had
conquered them all if his army had been willing.” *

This statement of Arrian shows it to have been a general
view current among Greeks regarding the opinion of Indians
on the respective strength of Indian States and Alexanchn-’s
empire. It is practically the same as that wliich Pliitarcli

puts in the mouth of Candragupta, regarding this ]H)int. This
portion of Plutarch’s statement regarding alh'ged views of

Candragupta therefore turns out to have been foisted on that
monarch although the actual opinion was of Greek admirc'rs

of Alexander. The other part of Plutarch’s statement being
totally unsupported, loses correspondingly in value.

Except on this point of Candragupta’s presence in Alexan •

der’s camp, the statements about the ruling Hovereign whom
Alexander’s army was not prepared to fight, are however
the same in Plutarch as in others and thus support each other

on those points. According to Diodoros and Curtins.

—

() This ruler was very powerful.*

() His name was Xandramos (Diodoros) or Agrammes
(Q. Curtius).

(c) The king had overthrown and killed his predecessor

and his sons, and occupied their throne.

{d) The predecessor had stood in the relation of father

to him but was not really his father, the usurper

being the illegitimate issue of this predecesSor’s

queen by her paramour.

The name Xatidrames is equivalent to Candramas just a-«

Sandrocoptos stood for Candragupta. Agrammes was probably

a corruption of the same order as Androkottos.

Therefore the available information from Greek sources

show that the ruler of Magadha at the time Alexander’s

defeat of Porus (326 B.C.)

—

() was of name Candramas, or something like it

;

() had overthrown and killed his predecessor and

his sons, usurping the throne

;

1 Ibid., Diodoros. Book 17, Cap. XCIII, Curtius Book 9, Cap. IL

* Arrian*a Indica (Translation by E. J. Chinnock, Cap. IX, pp.

410, London, 1803). . ,
. . „ ,

* Arrian also mentions this. See McCrindlo, Ibid. Arrian Book

5, Cap. XXV.
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(c) was the illegitimate child of his predecessor’s queen,
being looked upon as a sort of son to the former
ruler.

Although this king of Magadha has been identihed with
Dhanananda of the Mahavamsa account, there do not appear
to be any grounds for doing so, as will appear from an examin-
ation of the relevant data.

First of all let us find out the kings who are possible as

rulers of Magadha in 326 B.C. The identification of Candra-
gupta Maurya with Sandrokoptos who repulsed Seleucus is

a piece of definite information which enables us to do so on
the basis of contemporary evidence. -As Seleucus was on
his way back from the Indian campaign in 302 B.C. to Join

in the war that led to the overthrow of Antigonus at the battle

of Ipsus in 301 B.C., the lower limit for the Indian invasion
comes out as 303 B.C. The upper limit is probably fixed

by 306 B.C. when Seleucus assumed the title of king. The
actual date of the invasion has been taken as 304-5 B.C.^ As
Candragupta was visited several times by the envoy of Seleucus,

Candragupta may be taken as ruling in 303-4 B.C.

According to the unanimous evidence of the Puranas,
as well as of the Buddhist chronicle Mahavamsa and the Jain

account Sthaviravali carita, the predecessors of Candragupta
were the Nandas whom he overthrew.® This agrees also with

the statement of the foreign authority Justin. The lowest

estimate of the reign of the Nandas in the different chronicles is 22
years. As Candragupta was powerful enough in 304-5 B.C. to

repulse Seleucus, it is apparent that the lower limit for his acces-

sion and overthrow is earlier than this date. Hence the Nandas
are the earliest possible rulers in 326 B.C. according to the

unanimous evidence of Indian and foreign authorities. But
Cai^dragupta is himself given a reign of 24 years in all the

Indian chronicles. As he seems to have been ruling in 303-4

B.C. the upper limit of his accession comes out as 326-27 B C.

In other words he is the latest possible ruler in 326 B.C.

We have therefore to select the actual ruler in 326 B.C.

from among Candragupta and the Nandas. The latter formed
two generations, the father and the sons. Their succession was

apparently peaceful. The earlier Nanda is deiscribed as the

legitimate son of a previous sovereign by his Sudra wife in the

Puranas ®—though not in the Buddhist and Jain accounts. The
Puranas however recognise no violent overthrow of his prede-

1 CambridgA History of India, Cap. XVII, p. 430, Vol. 1.

* Mahavamsa, Tumour, Coylon, 1837,
Introduction pp. XXVIII to XLII.
SthamYavalicarita by Hemacandra (H. Jacobi’s edition) Calcutta, 1891»

Cantos VI—yill. •

8 Pargiter : Dynasties of the Kali Age, pp. 24-26.
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oessor by any of the Naiidas.^ The only break in thfe succos-
.sion of rulers about this period is in fact the destruction of the
Nandas by Canakya and the placing of Candragupta on the
throne-circumstances which are corroborated by the Jain and
Buddhist chronicles. Regarding the origin of Candragupta. the
Puranas are silent. The Mahivanisa ascribes his descent to a
prince of the Sakya race * As however this chronicle is of
Ceylon and was compiled by Buddhists of that country after
Asoka^s championship of Buddha’s religion, and as it mentions
the Indian king quite incidentally, this piece of information
requires corroboration. Maurya is here derived from iVToriya,

the name of the family of the t^akyas to whicli Candragupta’i)
descent is ascribed. In the Sthaviravalicarita, Candragupta is

described as the daughter’s son of the keeper of Narnia’s pea-
cocks.® The connection of the name Moriya with peacocks is

found here as well as in the commentary of the Mahavaiiisa,
though not in the text.

A different and apparently much more authentic tradition

appears to have been preserved in the Brhatkathrl, composed
in the Pisaca language, under the Satavahana king of Pratis-

thana. Of the original nothing has survived. Fragments, pur-

porting to be taken from that work are however quotc'd in

some authors. There are also two abridgements based on the

original ^ Further, the play Mudranlksasa (com])osed about
700 A. D. or earlier) is said to bo based on Brluitkatha.®

According to this dramatic work, the Brahman (Mnakya had
been deeply insulted by king Nanda, in revenge for which, ho

uprooted the latter’s family, consisting of king Nanda and his

progeny,® and placed Candragupta on the throne. Tlu^ latter

was of no pedigree (Kulahina) ‘ but from his childhood had

given proof of his future greatness.® Although de.scribed as

1 Ibid. The overthrow of the oltl Ksatriya kin^doing and the nfttah-

lishment of his own suzerainty by Mahapadina Nanda cannot of course

be meant. The known synchronisms of the Mauryas approximate MlOll^il

they are, make it impossible for Muhiipadma Nanda to have come to the

throne just before Alexander’s invasion.

«

2 Mahavaikha, Tumour, Ibid.

3 Sthaviravalicarita, Jacobi, Ibid.
^ KathAsaritsagarn of Somadeva. [The refon*nceH given in this

essay are to the edition of Durga Prasad (Nirnayasagar Press, ISoinbay,

8aka 1811)] and Kathamanjari of Ksementlra.
3 Regarding the reliability of the plot of the MudraraksaKa, see V.A.

Smith. The Early History of India (revised edition of 1924) p. 45, foot-

no*te (1) agreeing with Ilillebrandt’s view* that the plot is based on accu-

rate information and ancient court tradition See also Cambridge. History

o/Jndto, vol 1, p. 471.
® Mudrardksasa, Edition of K. T. Telang, Bombay, 1884. (Bf>mbay

Sanskrit Series No. XXVII, pp. 25, 27, 29, 30, 119 and 143.)

7 Ibid., p. 76, “ prthivyam kirn dagdfiaa prathilakulaga bhumtpalayas

pati pape mauryam yadasi kulahhiam vftavatV
^

8 Ibid., p. 273.
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the son of Maurya ^ he is considered practically a member of
the kula of Nanda.® Raksasa, the minister of Nanda, is said
(to be likely) to be considered as having come (to Candragupta
as minister) in the paternal succession, thereby® suggesting
that the relationship between Nanda and Candragupta was
looked upon as of father and son. This is explicitly stated
later on.* Candragupta, according to the drama, therefore
passed for a son of Nanda, although really the son of one
Maurya, and of no pedigree, i.c., an illegitimate child.

It follows therefore that he was held to be the issue of the
illicit union of Maurya (or a Maur^^a) and the queen of Nanda.
That Candragupta passed for a son of Nanda w'as known to the
commentator of Visnupurana ® as well as the annotator of Mud-
raraksasa,® although the actual details given by them regarding
the origin are erroneous. The derivation of Maurya (Candra-
gupta) from Mura, a queen of Nanda is purely grammatical
and is in glaring contradiction to the definite statements in the

play. The phrase purvananda suta in the quotation pur-

porting to be from Brhatkatha is also in agreement with
the conclusions drawn regarding Candragupta's origin in as

much as he passed for a son of the purvananda, i.c., the Nanda
of the earlier generation who had x)receded' the several brothers

who belonged to the succeeding generation. A somewhat
different explanation of this phrase has been offered but that

seems to be unnecessary.*^

The above pieces of evidence from the Sanskrit (and

Pisaca) works receive unexpected confirmation from ancient

Tamil literature. In a number of works^:of ancient Tamil,

considered to date from the first century after Christ, ® there

are references to the Mauryan invasion. In one of their

^ Ibid, 9 p. 76, ** Anandahetumapi devamapasya nandam aaktdsi kim
kaihaya vairini mauryaputre,^^

2 Ibid,, p. 168, nanddnvaya evdyam (in speech of Malayaketu refer-

ring to Candragupta).
3 Ibid.f Candragupta pi pitrparydyaydta evdyamiti samdhimanuman-

yeta, (Referring to Raksasa.)
4 Ibid,, p. 169, **ta8tukhalu nandahdamanena pitrbhutam ghdtitam''

(R&ksasa on reason of discontent of supporters of Nandakula under
Candragupta); p. 218: Mauryosau svdmiputraa (Malayaketu to

Rakaasa.)
That Candragupta was not really of Nandakula is however made

clear by Raksasa’s speech. See also pp. 29-30,09 and 102 regarding their

extinction.
3 Vimupurdna, H. H. Wilson, pp. 469 note.
0 Mudrdrdksaaa, Ibid,, pp. 4-6, slokas 27-35.
7 Harit. K*. Deb : J,B,0,R,S„ Vol. Ill, 1917, pp. 91-6.
2 Kanakasabhai : Tamila 1800 years ago.

Cambridge Hiatory of India, Vol. I, XXIV. Although the dating has

been questioned by other Tamil scholars, the point is not very important as

the arguments regarding Candragupta and Mauryas are not affected by a i

.difference of 3-4 centuries in the date of Tamil records.
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expeditions they came to the assistance of a people called
Kosar, apparently their allies when the latter were repulsed
by the chief of Mohur. These Mauryas arc termed “ Vamba-
Moriyar ” or “ bastard Mauryas.” ^ Dr. Barnett in the chapter
on South India in the Cambridge History of India has
taken the above terms to refer possibly to Konkani Mauryas.*
That this is not so, and that the great Maiirya emperors are
meant is made abundantly clear by the reference to Nandas
and their capital at Patali (putra) on the Ganges,'^ by the
same author shortly afterwards. It is therefore evident
that the description in the Greek accounts, of the ruler of
Magadha whom Alexander’s army refused to fight, agree
in every detail with the traditions current in India at about
the same period, about Gandragupta. As previously pointed
out, the name recorded in the Greek account, is very like

that of the Maurya king Candragupta.
It has therefore to be admitted that Candragupta had

overthrown the Nandas and was on the throne of Magadha
at the time of Alexander’s victory over Torus. The practical

independence of the frontier princes, the ambitious s<;hc!nes

of Porus, and the discontent among the subjects against the

ruler of Magadha, mentioned by the Greek writers, shows
that at the time Candragupta had not been able to consolidate

his position. Ho was probably then busy putting down the

disaffection among his allies and winning over tho adherents

of Nandas in which object, according to the ])lay

Mudr.iraksasa, he succeeded within a short period of time

owing to the cleverness of his minister. Candrngupta’s

accession thus comes out as having taken place shortly before

Alexander’s defeat of Porus. The actual date may therefore

be taken as 327 B.C. with a very small probable error.

This is in agreement with the uppiu* limit of 32()-27 B.C. for

Candragupta’s accession, arrived at from independent data.

17. The date of accession being thus sharply deffned

as 327 B.C , we may proceed to calculate other dates with

reference to it. A very important document, of which the

chronological value has been undervalued by some scholars is

furnished by the Hathigumpha inscription f)f Kliaravela.

The fourteenth line of the inscription contains an

undoubted reference to the time of the Mauryas,^ although

1 Tamila 1800 years ago. Ibid, pp. 50-51, and 198 quoting Maraulanar,

250.
2 Cambridge History oj India, Vol. 1, p. 696.

2 S. K, Aiyangar ; Some conlrihtUions of South India to Indian Culture

(Calcutta, 1923) pp. 23-27. Mamtdanar Aham, 261 and 264.

4 K. P. Jayaawal and R. D. Banerjee, J,I3.0.R,S,, 1918 (Dec.

The text of the Hathigumpha inscription is given on pp. 397-403 of Mr.

Jayaswal's article. The 16th lino runs as follows: MOriyakSlam

vochhimnam cha choyathi agasatikamtariyam upddSyati-Muriyakftlam
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objections have been raised to this reading by Mr. R. P.
Chanda and others.^ The principal difficulty raised seems
to have been the conclusions regarding dates drawn from it by
Prof. Jayaswal. He has taken this line to mean that aii

interval of 164 years elapsed between the time of Candra-
gupta and the 13th year of Kharavela when the inscription

was engraved. This is however an obviously wrong interpreta-

tion. The actual sentence shows that the interval of 164
years was “ vyvacchinnam/* i.c., separated, from the time
of the Mauryas, thus excluding the ruling period of the
Mauryas. Hence the reckoning should be from the date
•of the ending of the Maurya dynasty. As regards the

duration of this dynasty, all the Purands agree that it lasted

137 years. The more reliable Vayu and Brahmanda Puranas
give an actual total of regnal periods of 133 years. * As
Asoka is said to have been crowned four years after the deatli

of his father, the discrepancy between the two actually

supports the correctness of the accounts. We may therefore

take 137 years as the duration of this dynasty. Subtracting

this from the date of accession of Candragupta we obtian 100

B.C. as the date from which to count the interval of 164

years. Kharavela’s thirteenth year therefore corresponded

to 26 B.C. The date of his accession therefore comes out

as 38 B.C.
On palseographic grounds, the Hathi^umpha inscription

of Kharavela and the Nanaghat inscription of Naganika.

the queen of Satakarni have been held to belong to the same
period to which belongs the Nasik inscription of the time of

Krsna. * A reference to the chronological tables of Satavahana
kings reconstructed on the basis of other data, shows that rule

of Krsna was from 52*51 B.C. to 43-42 B.C. and of Sri-

l^atakarni (of the Nanftghat inscriptions) from 42-41 B.C.,

in remarkably close agreement to the palseographic data. The
reference in the 4th line of the Hathigumpha inscription

has been taken to mean a reference to the Satakarni of the

Nanaghat inscriptions, i,e,, to Srl-Satakarni. An invasion in

defiance of the latter in the second year of Kharavela’s reign

would be in 37 B.C., t.e., about the middle of the reign of

Srl-Satakarni. The language shows that Kharavela did not

attack Satakarni actually. Kharavela’s campaign of universal

(Indian) conquest was undertaken in his tenth year, i.e., 29 B.C-

vyavachchbinnam cha chatusaatyagra^atikantariyam
^

upadftpayati.

Mr. Jayaswal has recently put forward another reading,^ apparently

on account of his* inability to solve the chronological difficulties raised

his interpretation (see J.B.O.R.S.p 1927, pp. 221--246).

1 J.li.A.S , 1919, pp, 396-99, I. A., Vol. XLVIT, 1918, pp. 223-4.

Vol. XLVIII, 1919.,p, 187-91.

.. 2 pargiter. Dynasties aj the Kali age, pp. 27..

8 Arehasological Survey of Western India, Vol. V, p. 71 (BOhler).
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arid therefore after the death of Srl-^atakarni. reference
to the Nanda king (in line 6 of the inacri])tion) who ruled
three hundred years before (the fifth year of Kharavela)
raises no difficulty as the date referred to comes out as 334
B.C., when the Nandas are known to have been rulers of
Magadha, and according to the testimony of the Puranas,
to have established universal sway. ^ The reference to the
attack on Rajgrha in the eighth year of his reign and the
consequent flight of its ruler to Mathura, and the forcing
of Bahasatimitra king of Magadha to acknowledge' Ins ovor-
lordshiji in the twelfth year of his (Kharavela’s) leign shows
that in 31 B.C. and 27 B.C., in addition to his great campaign
of 29 B.C., he aimed at the subjugation of Magadha and Mn
acknowledgment of overlordship from its ruler There is

therefore no question of identification of Bahasatimitra with
Pusyamitra involving extraordinary difficulties of chronology
and palaeography.

It may be said that the above hypothesis is open to objec-

tion as the Bahasatimitra of the Rabhosa inscription ruled,

according to Mr. Jayaswal, at a much earlier date, being of

the time of the ^unga king Odraka or Andhra ka.'-^ This date
of Bahasatimitra is however based on a wrong identification.

The Hathigumpha inscription makes it clear that

Bahasatimitra was ruler of Miigadha, as the successor of

Nandas, at the time (possessing the trophies carried by the

Nandas from Kalinga). The finds of the coins of tin's king,

Bahasatimitra, at Kosam and Ahicchatra as also the genealogy

given in the Pabhossi inscription shows that he was lord of

the above two kingdoms. His flight from Uajgrha to Mathura
to escape Kharavela agrees with the above facts. It is therefore

apparent that Bahasatimitra ruled over the realm of the

imperial iSurigas in North India, excluding only Vidisa. Very

little room is left for his supposed overlord of the Sunga line of

whom the Panranic name is not Udaka but f)nly bpars a

resemblance to it.

On the other hand it is clear that the Pabhosa inscription

was recorded in the tenth year of a king termed Odraka or

Udraka. When therefore we find that in the eighth year of

Kharavela, Bahasatimitra has to flee to Mathura; in the

tenth year the king Kharavela goes forth on a victcjrious career

of conquest of India presumably overrunning Magadha and

Kosam
;
in the twelfth year. Bahasatimitra makes full sub-

mission to Kharavela and recognises his ovcrlordship and

that Kharavela is lord of Odra 5r Udra ^ we are more likely

1 Fargiter, Dynasties of (he Kali Age, p. 25.

2 The above suggestion regarding the Pabhosa inscription has been

made only to point out that Mr. Jayaswal’s interpretation does not agree

with the available facts and therefore forms •ao real objection to the
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to Gonclu(}e that the reference to the tenth year of Udrtfka
by the uncle of Bahasatimitra, is to the time when Kharavela
had overrun Northern India. This agrees with the chronology
arrived at previously on other considerations.

The palaeographic evidence regarding the Pabhosa inscrip-

tion agrees with the above conclusions. Hoernle, working
on an eye copy, judged the characters to belong to about
the beginning of the Christian era. Fiihrer with more accurate
data based on actual inspection considered the inscriptions

to be in characters “ of the second or first century B.C.” Nu-
mismatists have placed the early Kosam coins in the third

or second century B.C. ; but there appears to be no ground
for concluding that the coins of this particular king cannot
be placed in the first century B.C. The coinage of the kings

of this realm extended over a space of about three hundred
years beginning with the period indicated.

The evidence of the Hathigumpha inscription is therefore

(slearly in favour of the chronology of ^^atakarnis. arrived at

in this essay.

18. It may however be objected that the dating leaves no
room for the reign of Sungas and Kanvas as made out in the

Puranas. This point may now be discussed. All the Puranas
state (taking the corrected reading of Matsya) that the Sungas
ruled 112 years, while giving an actual total of 118 years.

The Kanvas are said to have ruled 45 years, the total agreeing

with the actual periods.^ This gives us 163 years for the two
sets of rulers. The interval between the end of the Maurya
lino and the coming of tlm Andhi’cas is however according to the

chronology of this essay only 115-16 years. The interval

between the Mauryas and Andhras has been taken by most
Indologists as filled by the Suhga rule, the Kanvas being
considered contemporaries of the former.^ While this agrees

fairly well with the chronology of this essay, there is a very

serious objection to it. It has been shown that, barring the

statement of relationship of the kings, the Pauranic account
of Satakarnis is very accurate. Therefore, when we meet with

a clear statement in all the Puranas that the last of the

Sungas, Devabhumi was killed by his minister Vasudeva who
thus became the first Kanva king,® we have to conclude that

the Kanvas did not attain supremacy before Devabhumi’s
time. Therefore the Kanvas must have ruled after him there-

conclusLons of this essay. The cqrrectnesss or otherwise of the interpre-

tation of the term ** Udakasa ’* suggested does not affect the main conclu-
.sions of this essay.

1 Pargiter, pp. 30-35.
2 Sir K. G. Bhaiidarkar. Ibid,^ pp. 30-31. Camb, History of India,

Vol. I.

S Pargitec : Ibid., pp. 33-34. See also Harsacaritam (Edition of

Pandit lawara Chandra<Yidyasagara, Calcutta, 1883) pp. 173.
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by Inaking it impossible to accept the current view TegardincSunga-K^nva chronology. At the same time it is clear that
It the other conclusions of this essay are correct, tliere must
have been an addition of contemporary reigns so as to make
f vears deduced
from the Maurya-Andhra dates. To settle this ‘point we have
to exaniine the inscriptions, coins and mentions in literature

u
Kanvas we know nothing beyond

the information supplied by the Puranas. The case is different
with the Suhgas.

The drama Malavikagnimitra, (Circa 4()() A.D.) written
at a time when the tradition of the imperial Snhgas was still
fresh in^ the minds of tlie Brahman ical people, portrays a
love intrigue of king Agnimitra, son of Pusj^amitra the founder

X Tr
f-o this work, Agnimitra was a king

of Vidisa. He waged a war and concluded tivaties like an
independent king,^ while his father IMisyainitra was biis>'
performing the Rajasuya to obtain recognition as tlie paramount
power of India as the successor of the Mauryas. II is tith?
at the court of his son is however senapaii. not king like his
son. 2 The Ayodhya inscription of a descendant of Pusya-
initra 2 also mentions him as senapati and as ])erformer of
the Asvamedlia. It has therefore to ])0 concluded that before
seizing the throne of Magadha, Pusyamitra had no right to
the royal title although his son held tliat dignity. Some
scholars have sought to explain this peculiarity of' titles of
the two Suhgas by suggesting that Pusyamitra seized tiu*

throne of Magadha in his son’s name. This view is hovviwer
untenable in as much as (a) the Asvamedlia was performed
by Pusyamitra and not his son, (b) tlie Puranas and other
iSan.skrit w'orks mention him as the first king of the line and
(c) from the narrative in the drama, Agnimitra seems to have
been a king, for quite a long time before the perfonnaiuM*
of rajasuya which obtained the recognition of Siihgas as (A^cr-

lords of India. We have therefore to conclude that Aguimitra’s
crown did not come to him from his father and that the latter

was not a king although the son held the royal dignity. The
Ayodhya inscription previously referred to, styles the father
of Kausikiputra dharma rajan Dhanadeva, lord of Kosala,
merely as Phalgudeva. As the inscription records the setting

up of a staff by the royal son in memory of the father, there
is no question of carelessness or disrespect. It clearly shows
that in this case also, the son did pot inherit the crown from

1 Malavikagnimitra, Edition of Shankar Pandit, Hombay, 1809. pp.
8-9 and 105.

2 Ibid,, pp. 106-7.
2 N. C. Majumder. Annals o/ the Bhandarkar Institute, 1925-26,

"Vol, VII, pp. 160-63. See Appendix A. ‘
,
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his father. ^ If the Pauranic lists are looked through it* will

be found that the successor of Agnimitra is not given as his
son Vasumitra, although the latter’s name also occurs as that
of a king. As, in the case of the Sungas, no less than five

out of ten kings are mentioned as sons of their predecessors
in the Puranas and as Vasumitra was known to much later
writers as son of Agnimitra,^ it follows that there cannot
be any question of mistake. *The successor of Agnimitra was
therefore not his son.

* We therefore see that in a number of cases where sufficient

details are available the succession to the crown was not from
father to son among the Sungas. We have alrecady seen
Dhanadeva styling himself Kausikiputra, though nothing is

said of his father’s gotra. If we look up other royal inscriptions

of the time of l^ungas, we find the same use of metronymics :

—

Liiders’ List Nos. 687 and 688 :

—

Bharaut Inscription of Vatsiputra Dhanabhuti son of

Gauptiputra Angaradyuta, grandson of rajan Vis-

vadeva Qafgiputra during the reign of the Sungas.

Liiders’ List No. 869, (Bharaut) :

—

Kumara Vadhapala son of rajan Dhanabhuti.

Liiders’ List No. 125, (Mathura) :

—

Vadhapala Dhanabhuti Vatsiputra. . • .of Dhanabhuti.

Liiders’ List No. 94, (Mathura) :

—

Sivamitra the son of KausikI, [wife] of a Gauptiputra.

Liiders’ List No. 904 and 5, (Pabhosa) —
Asadhasena, son of Gopall, of Vaihadari, mother’s

brother of king Bahasatimitra son of Gopali.

Asadhasena son of Vaihadari and king Bhagavata, son of Tevani

and Vangapala son of Sonakayana and king of Ahicchatra.

The inscriptions show that the royal families at Bharaut

and Mathura were connected. ‘The Mora inscription^ taken

with the Pabhosa record reveal a connection between the rulers

of Mathura Jind Kosam at the time of Bahasatimitra and also

of his predecessors. ‘The records are therefore of a closely

connected
^
group of people who formed the ruling aristocracy

under the Sungas.
The record of Asadhasena mentions his great grandfather

Sonakayana, a term which can be used only by the twice-born

people of Vatsya gotra. .Therefore, they like the Sungas were

or claimed to be twice born.*

1 Malavikagrii Mitramt Ibid.f p. 107 Hareacaritam, Ibid., p. 173.

2 Vogel ; J.R.A.S, 1910-11, p. 120.
‘

2 MahSmahopadhyaya Harapriwad Sastri, J.P.A.S.B., 1912, p* ,

,267. Jayaswal : J.B.O.R.S., 1918, p. 257. See Principles of Qotra ana
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As the Ayodhya record of Dhanadeva shows? a descen-
dant of Pusyamitra also used the gotra metronymic. The
Sungas and their feudatories (Avho were very probably related
to them) therefore had this practice in common

;
in other words

they were members of the same social group.

We may now examine the metronymics in details. Al-
though Vatsiputra has been taken to mean son of a ])rincess of
Vatsa, by some scholars, it evidently means the gotra of the
mother as well, like the other terms GargTputra and KaiisikT-
putra. Again in all three cases where details are available, the
gotra of the wife and of the mother are different (in case of
the father and grandfather of Dhanabhuti and the father, of

^ivamitra). The mother’s gotra was therefore not married
into by these people. Finally, the Pabhosa record shows that

the sister as well as the mother of Asadhasena had the same
gotra, gopali.^ The placenames attached to the name of the
mother of king Bhagavata and also of his wife make it clear

that the term gopali in the first inscription does not refer to

any locality but to gotra. Therefore, the gotra of the daiiglitei

came to her from her mother. We have already seen that tln^

son also mentioned the gotra of the mother, ignoring that of

the father. The conclusion is that the gotra was matrilinoal.

The avoidance of the mother clan in marriage agrees with this

inference.

19. We have already discussed the significance of the oc-

currence of such metronymics in royal and princely records when
discussing the ^atakarnis. The same ground need not there-

fore be covered again. Here it is sufficient to note that in view

of the facts that, (a) among Sungas the succession was not from

father to son in those cases where we can say anything about

the matter, (6) among them and also their feudatories (who

formed a homogeneous group with them), the gotra was ina tri-

lineal, (c) metronymics are used in royal and princely Records

but the father's gotra is not mentioned,—it may be concluded

that royal or princely succession was through females, the

actual ruler however being a male. The succession may there-

fore be taken as from mother's brotlier to sister's son unless

otherwise indicated. As in the case of Satakarnis, the sons of

kings have come in owing to the patrilineal tradition of the

society from which the Purana writers came.

The genealogy, succession and regnal periods given by the

three Puranas areas follows (corr§cting minor errors).

Pravara" P. Chentsal Rao. (Mysore, 1900) pp.. 57, 29, and KiiAikfi :

( Conimentary on Panini’s text); Benares, 1898. (E<ln. of Pandit Bala

Ssstri) IV, 1, 102, page 279 and IV, 1, 117, p. 282. (For Sonakayana and

liauhga respectively.)' •

1 See •• Principles of Ootra and Pravara**—P. Chentsal liao, p, lie.
^
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Mats3:a.

Pusyamitra (36)

Vasujyestha (7)

Vasumitra (10)

Antakah (2)

Vayu.

Pusyamitra (36)

Agnimitra (8)

Sujyestha (7)

Vasumitra (10)

I

Andhrakah (2)

Brahmanda.
Pusyamitra (36)

1

Agnimitra (8)

Sujyestha (7)

Vasumitra (10)

Bhadrah (2)

Pulindakah

Grhosah (3)

Vajramitra (7)

Bhagavat (32)

Devabhilmih 10)

Pulindakah (3) Pulindakah

1

Yomegha (3) Ghosah (3)

(Some possible mis-
reading of Ghosa oc-

curs in a few MSS.)

Vajramitra (9) Vajramitra (pro-

bably (7)

Samabhagah (32) Bhagavat (32)

I I

Devabhumih (10) Devabhumih (10)

It is evident that the Vayu and Brahmjliida lists are fuller

;

also that the Vayu cannot be trusted in the matter of relation-

ship unless supported by one of the other Puranas. Vasu-
mitra known to be son of Agnimitra from other sources is

shown as son of Sujyestha. Ghosa will not therefore be con-

sidered as son of Pulindaka. The name and genealogy of the

fifth ruler seems however to be better preserved in the Vayu
than in the Brahmanda. The succession may now be put
down :

—

Pusyamitra S

^
(36)

I

Agnimitra Sujyestha S

(8) (7)
1

Andhrakah
(2)

Vasumitra S

I
(10)

S Pulindakah
! (3)

S Ghosa

I
(3)

Sp Vajramitra
I (7 in Brahman()a, 9 in Matsya).

Bhiigavata

i (32)

Devabhumih
(10 )
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’Andhrakcah and Devabhumih were apparently kings of
VidisS like Agnimitra and not emperors.

The chronology may be obtained from the date of overthrow
of the Maurya empire previously ascertained. It comes out
as follows :

—

Serial

No.
Name. Regnal

Period.
Dates.

1. Pusyamitra 36 190 B.C to 155 B.C.
3. Sujyestha 7 164 B C to 148 B.C.
4. Vasumitra 10 147 B.C. to 138 B.C.
6. Pulindakah 3 137 B.C. to 135 B C
7. Gliosa 3 134 B.C. to 132 B.C.
8. Vajramitra 7 (Bd 7) 131 B C. to 125 B.O.

[(Ma9) 131 B.C. to 123 B.C.l
9. Bhagavata 32 124 B.C. to 93 B.C.

[(Ma) 122 B.C. to 91 B.C
]

The total regnal period comes out as 98 or 100 according
to the number of years allotted to Vajramitra. The smaller
total is probably more correct as the Brahma nda lias generally
been found to be more accurate than the Matsya Purana.

The Besnagar pillar inscription of the ambassador of

Antalciades shows him to have been reigning at Taxila in

the fourteenth year of Bhagavata. As Antalciades came to

the throne circa 120 B.C.' the dates agree excellently.

20. One curious conclusion which conies out from the above
hypothesis of succession is tluit the ruler assassinated by th<^

founder of the Kanva lino, was not the Sunga emperor but

his son, the ruler of Vidisa, the kingdom of Agnimitra. This

agrees with the facts that :

—

() The overthrew of Devabhumih and usurpation by
Vasudeva Kanva did not wholly destroy the

power of the Suhgas. •

()

‘“The l^atakarnis who overthrow the Kanvas were

a southern power, showing that the kingdom
taken away from Kanvas was in Central India.

This agrees with the extent of the rule of Sata-

karnis attested by their coins and inscriptions.

'All that Vasudeva seems to have done, in fact, seems

to have been to force the acknowledgment of suzerainty

of the other l^uhga rulers (^uhgesu Carita nrpah).

This and the succeeding portion of the discussion is

necessarily hypothetical owing to lack of data.
^

For a justi-

fication of the views put forward in this essay, it is however

necessary to reconstruct not only the changes in this period

but those of the time of the Kanvas. The only test of corrcct-

^ Cambridge History of India, Vol« I, p. 522.
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ness will the agreement with the other conclusions and
the history of the period in general. Bearing this in mind, the
discussion of the Pauranic data on the Kanva rule may be
taken up.

As before, the discrepancies and agreements between
the different accounts furnish some guide in drQ,wing up a
hypothetical picture of the actual events. While the total

ascribed to this dynasty is the same in all the accounts (45
years), the regnal periods vary. The actual total of the
Brahmanda and Matsya comes out as 45. The Vayu gives

an actual total of 55—which in the face of the general agree-

ment regarding the total must be considered as due to in-

accurate recording of the regnal periods- in the Vayu. The
succession and regnal periods may now be considered in detail.

The different accounts are as follows :

—

Matsya. Vayu Brahmanda
Vasudeva Vasudeva Vasudeva

(9)

Bhumimitra
(9)

Bhumimitra
(5)

Bhumimitra
(14)

NarSyana
(12)'

Sonarman

(24)

Narftyana

(li*
Su^xrman

(24)

Narayana
(12)

Su^arman
(10) (10) (4)

It is evident that the regnal period of Narayana was
12 years but that there is doubt about the preceding and
succeeding reigns. It is quite possible that an error may
have crept into the number of years ascribed to the second

king and this might have led to necessary alterations in the

two other reigns Or it may be due to actual uncertainty

of the regnal periods.

j^ccording to the Besnagar column of Bhagavata, he was
ruling there in his fourteenth year. The fragment found at

Bhilsa shows him to have been in occupation of it in his

twelfth year.^ But according to the hypothesis of this essay,

Bhagavata was ruling elsewhere as the Sunga emperor, Vidisa

being governed by his son. We have however seen that

Agnimitra was ruling as king at Vidisa before his father had
established his right to a crown. It is therefore not in itself

improbable that Dovabhiimih came to the throne of Vidisa

during the lifetime of his father. In that case, the presence

of Bhagavata at Vidis/i can be interpreted as a reconquest

after the overthrow of Sunga rule by Vasudeva. As the latter,

according to all accounts, killed Devabhumih and usurped

the throne, the * reconquest of Vidisa must have terminated

his rule. As Bhagavata was in occupation of Vidisa in his

1 Vol. 23, Lake, Besnagar, pp. 135-46.
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•

twelfth year and as he received an important embassy tliere
in his 14th year, we may take it tluit Vasiideva’s rule ended
before the twelfth year of the Suhga emperor. The successor
of Vasudeva is said to have ruled for 14 years ac(*ording to
one account and 24 years according to another. In either
case his reign fell partly at least within the remaining 21
years of the reign of Bhagavata. The third king is agreed
to have ruled for 12 years. About the last king again, one
version gives 10 years and the other only four. As the four
generations of patrilineal Kanvas succeeded each otiicr with-
out a break, giving a total rule of 45 years agreeing willi

the actual sum of reigns, it is evident tbat the number of

years of their rule which fall outside the sovereignty of

Bhagavata comes out as 15 or 19 years according to the differ-

ent versions.^ As Bhagavata has been (3on8iticr(*d the last

Suhga emperor, tins period comes out as the actual Icngtii

of independent Kanva rule. The Matsya account placed the
reign of tlie second king wholly within Bhagavata’s rule

of 32 years. The Brahmanda computation gives him a reign

of 3 j^ears outside this rule. It also places Narayana's
rule clearly outside Bhagavata's time. As Bhumimitra was
recorded to bo an independent sovereign, it is more likely

that the Brahmanda computation, giving him some years of

independent sovereign royalty, is nearer truth. The agreement

regarding Narayanans rule also supports this view. In this

case we have to accept the Brahmanda computations of 4

years for Susarmanns and 5 years for Vasudeva's ndgns. to

preserve the total of 45 years. The maximum total non-

cotemporaneous reign of the Kanvas thus comes out a.s 10

3^ears. This is very near the actual interval of 17-18 years

left by the chronology of Satakarnis and Sungas arrived at

in this essay. The overthrow of V-isudeva has therefore to

be taken as having occurred in the 0th or 10 year of Bhagavata.

Accepting the Brahmanda computation of the length of the

reigns, we get the following dates:

—

Serial

No.
Name.

Regnal
Period

.

Dates.

1. Vasudeva . . 5 120-119 B.O. to

116-115 B.C.

2. Bhumimitrah 24 116-14 B.C. to

92-91 B.C.

3. Narayafia 12 91-90 B.C. to
• 80-79 B.C.

4. Susarman* 4 79-78 B.C. to

76-75 B.C.

3 The Vayu version of the regnal periods is .evidently a mix up of

the two and its actual total does not tally with the stated total. ,
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Although the above restoration of the reigns of Bhagavata,
Devabhumi and the Kanvas are mainly conjectural, it is

evident that it is far more rational than the current view
which considers the Kanvas as wholly contemporaneous with
Suiigas and decries the Pauranic account because it goes
against such an assumption. In addition, the hypothesis
put forward has the merit of reepneiling the conclusions, based
on other data, about Sunga and Satakarni chronology.

Before concluding this section, certain objections have
to be met. It may be asked why only a lew Suhga kings

of Vidisa are named in the Pauranic list and others are not.

It is obvious that Agnimitia, Andhraka and Devabhumih do
not represent the whole lino of royal rulers in Vidisa. There
must have been other kings—presumably not Suhgas—in

between.

In the case of the Satakarnis it was found that alternate

kings of each of the dual realms were related patrilineally in a

peculiar fashion owing to the existence of the reciprocal form of

cousin-marriage. Here we find that Vasumitra, the sister’s

daughter’s son of Pusyamitra (according to the hypothesis

put forward) is also the son’s son. This shows that Agnimitra
had married his father’s sister’s daughter. Again, the son of

Vasumitra was a ruler of Vidisa. Normally, the successor

to it in that generation should be the sister’s daughter’s son

of Agnimitra. In Vasumitra’s case also, we therefore have a

presumption of marriage with the father’s Sister’s daughter.

Between Andhraka and Devabhumih there is a big gap. We
also miss the rulers between Agnimitra ayid Andhraka. If

these intermediate kings had been Suhgas in the patrilineal

line, their names—on the hypothesis of this essay—might be

expected in the Pauranic list. The absence of such names
suggests that the kings who are not included were not patri-

lineally connected to their predecessors. In other words the

reciprocal form of cousin-marriage was not rigorously practised.

This agrees with the different political condition of the Suhgas.

The Satakarnis, had two equally powerful line of kings, both of

which had obtained the paramount position at different

periods. In the case of the Sungas, there was one imperial

line, with powerful branches of kings who were not however

of equal status with the emperors. Here the conditions would

not favour the formation of a dual organisation. This can be

made clear by a diagram. Let S represent the iSuhga

emperor and A, V, the kengs of two powerful realms, say

Ahicchatra and Vidisa. Using the ordinary convention of

capital for males and minor for females, we get the ruling

families diagrammatically as follows :

—
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J"

I

S+x
I

r
Si Si+yi X|

I I

a A
I

I I

fti Ai vi

V

The ^uhga emperor presumably married a royal princosa,

and his son Xj would succeed to the kiii^dom of liis motlier’a

brother. The successor to tlie imperial tliroiie would Sj.

the sister’s son. The next imperial ruler would be the son of

Sj, sister of Sj. The king Xj son of the emperor migh't

naturally wish to have his son succeed to tlie im])erial domain
of his grand father. To secure tliis lie has to marry his

father’s sister’s daughter. In tliis, being son of the emperor,

he is likely to be more successful than other kings. The
heir-apparent Sj would not however have any such predilt^ction

to marry the mother’s brother’s daughter x as he can secure a

kingdom for his son by marrying any other royal princess.

In other words, and y^ would be princesses of different

kingdoms. Let us put x=v and yi=ai. Then we get a system

of marriages like this :

—

i a s

Ai ai + Si Si

n2 A2 + 82

+

+ Vi

S2

V

Vi + Ai

V2 V2

83 Sg

It is evident that if we put S=Pusyamitra, we get Vi=
Agnimitra, S2=Vasumitra, Si=SuJyeHtha, S3

=rulindakah, the

kingdoms being as postulated. It is further evident that the

continuity of the Suriga line through males is preserved—though

the succession is not from father to son. This is required by

the fact that the emperors are called Suhgas and »Sauhgas

in the Puranas. It is further apparent that the interval

between two emperors in the same patrilineal line rnay

occasionally be greater even, with a tripartite organisation.

For, the son of an emperor may pccasionally fail to *^*‘'^*’*‘y

his mother’s brother’s daughter For example, let Ag tail

to marry Sg, she being espoused by Vg.

three families, the father of Vg would probably be Ai. ror

the same reason, the father’s father of Vg cannot be an

emperor.
, ,

*

i.i 4.

The evidence of the inscriptions support the view that th^
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reciprocal form of cross cousin marriage was not practiced.

The records definitely prove that alternate generations of

royal mothers did not have the same gotra—unlike what
was found in the case of Satakarnis. The explanation of

the apparent objection arising out of the peculiar absence

of names of sons of emperors is therefore confirmed so far as

the available data goes.



APPENDIX A.

1. NaSIK iNSOBIiPTIONS.

The Nasik inscription No. 14 (Liiders list No. 1126) has

been taken by Senart (E.I., Vol. VIII) and Blihlcr (A.S.W.I^

Vol. IV) to be a joint one of Gotamiputra and liis mother

on the strength of the interpretation given by them to tlio

seventh line of the record. The line runs as follows ;

—

Raho Gotamiputasa Satakanisa mahadcviya cha

jivasutaya rajamatuya vachanena/* etc.

But this inscription records clearly at the end that the
‘‘ charter has been drawn up by Lota, the chief lady-in waiting

(to the queen mother) who received oral instruction and it has

been done in writing by Pujiti on the 6th day of the 4th

fortnight of the rainy season of the year 24.'*

The charter was drawn up “on the 10th day of the 2nd

fortnight of the hot season of the year 24.**

The point regarding oral instruction is emphasised in the

])ody of the inscription in line 7 (quoted above) but there

is no mention anywhere of any direction by Gotamiputra or

any king like what wo find in the other records. On tlie other

hand if the portions (of line seven quoted) separated by the

conjunction “ cha ** (=and) are translated as such wo get :

—

“By the (principal) queen of king Gotamiputra’* and

“ mother of a king, the mother of a living son.**

This refers clearly to the mother of Pulumavi and wife

of Gotamiputra.
i i ^

The Nasik inscription No. 18, which was recorded at the

instance of GotamIputra*s niother, by her grandson Pulumavi

states the former relationship in line 9 as follows

;

“ Siri Sfitakanisa matuya mahadeviya Gotamiya Balasiriya
”

without dragging in Pulumavi*s name.

The construction of the two relevant lines m the two

records make it clear that there is no evidence ®

inscription in the first. On the contrary, it

a gift made by a queen in her own nght (lines 8-9) the record

behig communicated to the officials through the queen s female

attendant. .

II. Thk Ayodhya Inscbiptiom.

Mr. N. G. Majumdar’s translation of the inscription is

as follows :— . .
’ .

“This staff in memory of Phalgudeva .has “P

by bis son the Dharma king (Dharmarftjan) Dhanadeva, Lord
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of Kosala, son of Kausik! and sixth in descent from Senapati
Pusyamitra, who twice performed the Asvamedha sacrifice.”

The epithet “dharma” before “ rajan ” probably means
“ rightful” as in the compound “ dharmapati.”

I have followed Mr. Majumdar’s, interpretation in pre-

ference to Mr. Jayaswal’s, as being far more logical and in

agreement with the available data about the inscription in

question.



APPENDIX JB.

According to the chronology of this essay, the succes-
sors of Pulumavi in the Paithan kingdom ruled from 162—
3 A.C. to 174-6 A.C.—assuming that there was no break
in the rule in between. But the reign of YajnasrI extended
beyond this, to—181-2 A.C. From the contemporary coin
records of the descendants of Rudradaman, it would appear
that they held the title Mahaksatiapa, from time to time
(B.M.C. No. 288 of M. K. Jivadaman is dated 178 A.C.
His father had issued coins as Ksatrapa as well as Mahak-
satrapa B.M.C. No. 281-5 and 280-7 respectively) at least,

during Yajfiasri’s rule. The Surastra coin of this monarch
shows that his rule extended right into the domiiuons of
these Mahaksatrapas and that his son acted as Viceroy
there on his behalf. These facts may be interpreted to in-

dicate that the northern kingdom, laid come to an end
during YaJnasrT’s time, and that the latter had reconquered
the lost dominions back from the Mahilksatrapas. The fact

that these silver coins of YajnasrI closely follow, as regards
type, weight and size, the ordinary silver coinage of the
Western Satraps, agree well with the above conclusions. A
further piece of concordance is supplied by the inscription

on the coin. The Viceroy’s name and title are recorded as

Gotamiputa kumaru yana Sfitakaiia (Chatar) panasa.

As Rapson has pointed out, the last part of the inscrip-

tion chatarpanasa ” coiTesp<mds to the usual rec»)rd of royal

title. As the term “ chatarpa ” often occairs on records of the

Ksatrapas (in Kharosthi) to denote their title and as “ K.sa-

trapa” is held to be a derivative of ksatrap-avana, the term

chatarpana turns out to be a derivative of the comf)lete form

of the title Ksatrapa. The “Chatarpana” of the Njinffghat

cistern inscription was therefore, also, a Ksatrapa. The char-

acters of this inscription are those of the [)eriod of Yajna-

sri (Bhagwanlal Indraji, J .B.B.Ji.A S., XV, p. 314). Taking

into account the fact that the use of this title is unusual among
i^atakarnis, the two Ksatrapas may be equated.

The Junagad inscription of Rudradaman refers to a, mar-

riage relation with the lord of djiksinapatha, Vasisthiputra

Pulumavi. The inscription of the Satakarni queen, apparent-

ly the daughter of Rudradamaiv shows that the son-in-

law of the Mahaksatrapa was a Va.’^isthlputra. The occur-

rence of the phrase “ non-remoteness of relationship” with

regard to Pulumfivi, rules out the possibility that the latter

was the Vasisthiputra mentioned in the Kanheri inscription

—

for such a description cannot be applied^ to a feon-in-law

by a Hindu monarch. YajnasrI and his uncle the great
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OotamTpu^ra have to be ruled out as they were not
Vasisthlputras. The Vasisthiputra was presumably the heir-ap-

parent of Pulumitvi. This is reasonable in view of the fact

that the marriage was intended to promote friendliness (al-

though unsuccessfully) between the ^aka Satraps and their

neighbour the Paithan kings.

According to the system of descent and succession proved
in this essay, this Vasisthiputra would stand in the relation of

a son of Ya]na4ri. The regnal year noted in the cistern ins-

cription is 13. Apparently, none of the successors of Pulu-
mavi (No. 24) can be identified with him. As a working hypo-
thesis, we may hold that shortly after his accession, he was
reduced to a subordinate position by his marriage relations, the
Mahaksatrapas; that although he submitted and thus conti-

nued as a Ksatrapa, this was not acquiesced in by the royal

^atavahanas, who set up some other king (standing in the rela-

tion of brother to this ruler) as the ruler, over the remnant of

the Paithana kingdom. The succession in this reduced king
dom would be recorded in the Puranas, but they would not
note the name of the subject king. The fact that the records of

the Vasisthiputra Ksatrapa are in the north west part of the

realm, nearest to the area of rule of the l^aka Satraps and that

the coins and inscriptions of the successors of Pulumavi are all

in the Kistna and Godavery districts, agree with such a view.

Subsequently when YajnasrI reconquered the lost territory, he
seems to have allowed his son to continue to rule as before, as

a Satrap under him. The northern kingdom apparently ceased

to exist separately from this time. The recorded year of the

Vasisthiputra as a. royal Satrap
^

is 13—which covers the

total of the reign of Sivasri Puloma, Siva skandha Sataka and of

Canda l^atakarni. The successors of YajnasrI probably had
no hold over any part of the Paithana kingdom. The coins of

MahaJ^satrapa Rudrasimha son of Mahaksatrapa Rudradaman
extend from 181 A.C. to 196 A.C. (B.M.C. Nos. 296-304 and
317-23) with a short break at 188-190 A.C. (B.M.C. Nos. 306-
10 and 313-16). The coins of Jivadaman, brother’s son of

Rudrasimha mention him as Mahaksatrapa in 178 A.C. (B.M.C.

No. 288) and again in 197-98 A.C. (B.M.C. Nos. 289, 291,

293). The coins and inscription of Rudrasimha show him to

have been a Ksatrapa in 180-81 A.C. (B.M.C. No. 296 and
Gunda inscription L. 963). The closing years of Yajnasri’s

reign appear therefore to have been full of struggle with the

two Mahaksatrapas who seefn to have won back the overlord-

ship by turns, Rudrasimha finally consolidating his position by
the end of Yajfiasri’s reign. The short gap from 188-90 A.C.

in Rudrasimha’s'rule as Mahaksatrapa may be due to some
renewed attempt at reconquest on the part of Yajnasri’s suc-

cessor (or may be« due to the dynastic revolution that was
taking place in the Paithan kingdom).
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We are now left with the Vilivayakuras and Mkdhariput-
ras. These are

Gotamiputra Vilivayakura
Vasisthiputra Vilivayakura

and
Madhariputra ^akasena
Madhariputra Sivalakura
Madhariputra Siri Vira Purisadatta of the Ikaakus
Madhariputra Isvarasena the Abhira.

As Baleocuros (Vilivayakura) was mentioned as a king by
Ptolemy in his Geography (Ptolemy, Ibid., p. 176), along witii

Castana and Pulumavi, lie would seem to be a ruler of certain
repute. It is not unlikely that, like the Harltlpiitra ^^atakarnis

of later times, he was a local chieftain who liad claimed and
maintained independence as a sovereign, in a part of tiie dis-

membered Paithan kingdom, presumabl}^ before the recovery
under Gotamiputra and Pulumavi. According to the evidence
of the coins the Vasisthiputra Vilivayakura was the earlier of the
two (B.M.C. Nos. 13,16,-21); some of his coins having been
restruck by Madhariputra Sivalakura (B.M C.) Nos. 25,26,20,30
and one by Gotamiputra Vilivayakura (B.M.C.) The fact that

latter restruck also coins of Ma^iariputra Sivalakura (B.M.C.
No 52) shows that he (Gotamiputra) was the last of the three

kings.

^

Of the four Madliariputras, the ^akasena may, as a work-

ing hypothesis, be held to be the son of the Satrap ^atakariii

and of the daughter of Rudradaman. For the name of the

king and of his mother point to connection with the Sakas
(R. B., p. 21, footnote 2) while the use of the metronymic

is definitely due to ^atakarni influence and connection The
locality where the inscription occurs also agrees with this view

As the sister’s son of Damajadasri and Rudrasimha the succes-

sion to the satrapy under the »^akas would not violate the

Satakarni ideas of succession ;
the succession to the pater-

nal satrapy at the same time, would agree with the Saka
practice. The other three Madhariputras may have been

sisters’ sons of this king and divided the remnants of the

Paithan kingdom among themselves, using the metronymic to

indicate that they all h^ (some kind of) legitimate claim to the

royal title formerly held by »Sfttakarnis. The characters of the

Jaggayyapeta inscription (of Madhariputra Siri Vira Purisadatta)

^ Sir R. Q. Bhandarkar’s suggestion that they were viceroys of

Gotamiputra and Pulumavi is not tenable.

See D. R. Bhandarkar /.A., February 1920, Appendix
2 Dp. D. R. Bhandarkar reads “fiftta** for ‘*Sena** in this inscrip-

tion, see Indian Antiquary, June 1918, p. 165-6. This would make the

name a compound of daka ” and “ Sata,” indioatipg both lines of royal

ooDneotions. t
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are held t6 be similar to those of the ^atakarni records, but to
be of later date.^ This agrees with the hypothetical recon-
struction offered above.

This would bring the Gotamiputra Vilivayakura to the
time when both the northern as well as the southern kingdom
of the Satakarnis had broken up. There would be nothing
improbable in a chieftain of the family (if Kura=Kula) that had
once asserted independent sovereignty, again driving out the
Madhariputra Sivalakura, who may have succeeded to this

part of his uncle’s dominion. The Haritiputra Satakarnis were
probably another branch of the royal family, who succeeded in

asserting their sovereignty and holding it for sometime in the
extreme south west of the realm, nearest to the district known
as that of the Satakarnis.

It need hardly be added that the above suggestions regard-

ing the Chatarpana, the Vilivayakuras and Madhariputras are

more or less hypothetical and have been put forward only for

the sake of completeness. They do not affect any of the

major conclusion drawn in the body of the essay proper.

^ A. S. S. I,, Bvddhiat atupaa of Amaravafi andJaggayyapeta, 1887,

pp. 107-11 and E. Vol. X, Liiders list.
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PROCEEDINGS OP THE ANNUAL MEETING, 1927.

The Annual Meeting of the As<iatic Society of Bengal was
held on Mouda3% the 7th February, 1927, nt 6-30 p.m.

Present

:

His Excellency the Right Hon’ble Victor Alexan-
der George Robert Bdlwer-Lytton, Earl of Lyttok,
P.C., G.O.IE., Governor of Bengal, Patron.

G. H. Tipper, Esq., M.A., F.G.S., M.I.M.M.. F.A.S.B.,
President, in the Chair.

Members :

Agharkar, Dr. S. I*.

Ahmad, Khan Bahadur Kamalud-
din

Ahmed, Mr. M.
Ali, Mr. A. F. jM. Abdul
Bagchi, Dr. P, C.
Bannerjee, Mr. A. 0.

Bannerjee, Mr. M. N.
Barii^ell, Lt.-Col. N. F.

Beoker, Mr. J. N.
Bery, Mr. A. R.
J3ery, Mr.
Bhandarkar, Dr. D. R.
Bhaskaraiya, Mr. C.
Biswas, Mr. Kalipada
Bose, Mr. M. M.
Brahmachari, Dr. U. N.
Brown, Mr. Percy
Chakladhar, Mr. H. C.

Chakravarti, Mr. N.
Chatterji, Dr. S. K.
Chaudhuri, Dr. B. L.

Ohokhani, Mr. J. N.
Chopra, Mr. B. N.
Christie, Dr. W. A. K.
Collet, Mr. A. L.
De»-6upta, Mr. H. C.

Datta, Mr. H. N.
De, Mr. B.
De, Mr. K. C.

Deb, Raja Kshitindra
Deb, Kumar H. K.
Dikkers, Mr. F. G.
Dikshit, Mr. K. N.
Dozey, Mr. F.
Fermor, Dr. L« L.

Fleming, Mr. Andrew
Ghose, Mr. T. P.

Ghuznavi, Hon*ble Mr. A. K.
' Ghuznavi, Mr. A. H.

Ghose, Hon’ble .Mr, C. C.,
Kt.

Gnha, Dr, B. S.

Gupta, Mr »S. N.

Hobbs, Mr. H.
Hora, Dr. S. L.

Hosain, Dr. M. Hidayat
Hubert, Mr. Otto
Huq, Prof. M. Mahfuzul
InBch, Mr. Jas.

Iyer, Rao Bahadur L.K.A.
Jain, Mr. C'hhotelal

Jameson, Mr. T. B.

Knowles, Major R.
Law, Dr. S. C.

Lindsay, Mr. J. H.
Manen, Mr. Johan van
Mehta, Mr. H. D.
Miles, .Mr. W. H.
Mitra, Mr. A. C.

Mitra, Mr. 8. K. *

Mitter, Mr. B. L.

Mitter, Mr. B. P. i>.

Mitter, Hon’ble Mr. Justice Uwarka-
nath

Mitter, Mr. K. N.
Mookerjee, .Mr. J N.

Mookerjee, Mr. P. K.
Mookerjee, Sir R. N.

Mookerjee, Mr. S. C.

Mukherjee, Mr. J. N.
Mukherjee, Mr. Saradindoo

Nag, Dr. Kalidas
Pascoe, Dr. K. H.
Pilgrim, Dr. G. E.

Raman, Dr. C. V.

Rao, Mr. H. 8 ’

Ray, Mr. B. B. ,

Ray, Mr. H. C.

Roy-Choudhuri, Mr. M. ,
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8arbadhikai-i, Sir D. P. Sewell, Major R. B. S.
Sarkar, Mr. Ganapati Shastri, MM. H. P.
Seth, Mr. Mesrovb Jacob Sondhi, Mr. Gautam

and several others.

Vinitora

Allart, Mrs. D.
Bake, Mr. A. A.
Bannerjee, Mr. A. 0.

Bery, Mr. A. K. D.
Bhattacharya, Bhabatosh
Bonner]ee, Mrs. Amia
Bose, Mr. S. P.

Brinkman, Mr. F. L.
Brinkman, Mrs. F. L.
Chakravarti, Hon’ble Mr. B.
Chakravarti, Mr. C.

Cowan, Mr. J. M.
Das-Gupta, Mr. S. C.

Dutt, Mr. G. S.

Ghose, Mr. N. C.

Ghosh, Mr. P. N.
Ghosal, Mr. U. N.
Jenkins, Mr. W. L.

Knight, Mr. P.

Kyles, Mr. D.
Leser, Mrs.
Lindsay, Mrs. J. H.
Miles, Mrs. W. H.

Miller, Mr. W. H.
Mohammed, Mr. G.
Nag, Mrs. K.
Xeogy, Mr K. M.
Paul, Mr. K. S.

Pennel, Mr. G. D.
Rasmuss, Mr. C. R.
Kasmiiss, Mrs. C. R.
Ray Chaudhuri, Mr. K. C.

Sarma, Sir B. N.
Sen, Mr. P. G.

Singh, Mr. H. R.
Sinha Sarma, Mr. S. C.

Siriwardene, Mr. P. P.

Shah, Mr. P. G.
Sheldon, Mrs.
Squire, Mr. F.
Staargaard, Mr.
Staargaard, Mrs.
Urquhart, Dr. W. S.

Walsh, Rt. Rev. H. Paokeiiham
Walisingha, Mr. Deva Priya.

Wiggitt, Mr. J. H.

and many others,

The President ordered the distribution (rf the voting papers

tor the election of Officers and Members of Council for 1927, as

well as the voting papers for the election of Ordinary Fellows

proposed by Council, and appointed Dr. L. L. Fermor and Mr.

E. N. Chopra to be scrutineers.

The President also ordered the distribution of copies of the

Annual Report for 1926 and called on the General Secretary to

make a few remarks upon it.

The Annual Report was then presented. (See page xxii.)

At 5-66 p.m , the President vacated the Chair and invited

Mr. B. De to occupy it during his absence from the room.
The President, the Treasurer and the General Secretary

then left the meeting room to receive His Excellency, the Earl

of Lytton, Governor of Bengal, Patron of the Society, at the

(Hitrance of the building.

On the arrival of the Patron at 6 p.m., the President intro-

duced the Council to him and thereupon addressed to him the

following words of welcome

:

“In the name of the Society, I bid your Excellency
welcome and would ask you to take charge of our proceedings.'’

After thus welcoming the Patron, the President invited him
to occupy the Chair.
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• The Patron called upon the retiring President «to read his

Annual Address. (See page v.)

The retiring President called upon the scrutineers h)
report and announced the results of the election of Council.
(See page xiv.)

The retiring President gave place to the President for 1927,
who thanked the Society briefly as follows :

—

“On behalf of the new bouncil, I thank the Members
for electing us, and on my own behalf, I thank the out-going
Council for the honour they have done me in nominating me* as
President.”

He then invited the Patron to address tlie Soi iety.

The Patron then addressed the meeting. (Set* pagi* x.)

After the reading of the Patron’s address, the Pr(*sid(*nt for

1927, on behalf of the Society, thanked the Patron for his

intf3resting address. He regretted his inability to give an extem-
pore appreciation of it as he suffered from a wi‘ll-kno\vn attri-

bute of the elephant which was not includt'd in His Excellency’s
enumeration, a certain lack of nimbleness. would, howiwer,
thank his Excellency for the handsome ap)>rc‘(*iation of the

Society’s work and of the devotion and energy of its General
Secretary to whom so much of its proH])erity was due. His
Excellency's endorsement of the Society’s poli(;y of iii(n*easing

endowments to meet maintenance charges was very wehjonu*

;

Homing as it did from an administrator accustomed to meet all

expenditure from current revenue it carri(*d all the more
weight.

He had much [Measure in pro|)osing a vote of thanks t<» His

Excellency for the entertaining and eloquent address.

The vote of thanks having been adopted by acclamation,

the President for 1927 made the following annouiurements :

Papers from four candidates had been received in (;omp(*ti-

tion for the Elliott Prize for Scientific Research for the year

1926 and the Trustees had judged the papers of one* candidat<*

deserving of the award.

The Elliott Prize for the year had accordingly been award-

ed to Dr. Bidhubhusan Ray, for meritorious publications on the

subject of Physics and the President requested the Patron

to bestow the medal on the recipient.

The Patron then handed over the medal to Dr. Bidhubhu-

san Bay.
On report of the Scrutineers, the following candidates were*

declared duly elected Ordinary Fehows of the Asiatic Society of

Bengal.
1. Major R. Knowles.
2. Mr. Johan van Manen.
3. Dr. B. Sabni.

4. Mr. A. C. Woolner.
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After these announcements, the President for 1927,

declared the Annual Meeting to be dissolved, but invited the

guests to examine a collection of exhibits. The retiring Presi-

dent and the incoming President conducted the Patron to

examine the exhibits. (For the descriptive list of the exhibits,

see page xv.)

At 7 p.m., the Patron left the meeting conducted by the

President for 1927, after which an Ordinary Monthly Meeting
was called for the transaction of business by Members, whilst

the visitors inspected the exhibits.
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Youe Excellency, Ladies, and Gentlemen,
It is customary for your President at the Anniversary

Meeting to bring before you those matters of importance whicii
have happened to the Society during the past year.

I may perhaps preface my remarks by saying that 1 hav,e
for the greater part of the year been an absentee.. Reasons of
health made it imperative for me to leave India last May ai;d
since my return in November the exigencies of the service to
which I belong have necessitated ray absence from Cafcutta
since December. *

In this country of officiating appointments the lejogon that
no man is indispensable is early learnt, and the \v^,rk of the
Society has been efficiently carried on by the senio; Vice-Presi-
dents and the Council yon elected last year.

His Excellency the Viceroy and Governor-fieneral paid a
visit to the Society on the 22nd December jast and ho has
graciously consented to become Patron of the Society, thus
continuing the long line, from Warren Haiitings to the present
day, of Governors-General who have held office as Patrons.

It is a matter of personal satisfactir^n that I am able to an-
nounce that the number of members hjts increased to 662 and is

now greater than at any other perio<j of the Society’s history.

The previous highest number was in 1912, when I had the
privilege of being Honorary General Secretary. I am aware
that these are mere coincidence;^fout it is pleasant to have been
the victim of them. I am not Convinced that number« merely,

gratifying as these may be, hjrm the best criterion for jissessing

the prosperity of the Society. The result may l)e due to

enthusiastic propaganda by a few members. Our turnover of

members is too great, rj[any names remaining on our lists for

short periods only. seems to indicate that our activities

are not always of t|2e right character. Another and perhaps

better way of judaiig our prosperity is by the number and

quality of the p^rs submitted for publication. During the

year the number has increased and I think the quality has been

fully maintainej^. While I am speaking of papers, I may be per-

mitted to poiiit out that the condition in which papers are sent

in often leases a great deal to be desired. This throws a great

burden o:i the General Secretary and Sectional Secretaries.

Papers i^iould be prepared so that they may be sent at once

to the ^printers and authors should remember that corr^tions

and Editions made in the proofs are a source of additional

®^^ense to the Society. If an author considers his pa^r

^»rthy of publication, it is surely worth a little extra trouble

yyL preparing it for the press.
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So long as the Society exists, the memory of our illus-

trious founder is hardly likely to be forgotten, but his name
has never been perpetuated by the foundation of any prize in

his honour until this year, when in July, Dr. Brahmachari made
over to the Society investments of the face value of Rupees
three thousand, the accumulated interest of which should be

used every few years for the presentation of a gold medal,

to be called the “Sir William Jones Gold Medal/’ for

njeritorious work in literature and in science (including medi-

mcine) alternately. As the generous donor has suggested that the

unaedal shall be awarded for work done in Asia, the conditions

NeedV->!r which the award is made require careful consideration.

Councii\css to say this gift has been graterfully accepted by the

At V on behalf of the Society.

ought to 1 he last Annual Meeting I remarked that our Library
new and k* ^e one of the great assets of the Society in attracting

brought to til «ie|)ing old members. This question was forcibly

of our Honorai e attention of the Council by the generous action

mately three thc-y Treasurer, Dr. Horn, and a sum of approxi-

Council for library msand rupees was subscribed by members of

to the general body ]^urposes and an appeal has also been made
by Dr. Hora and ay of members. The idea brought forward
this money should forn^jpealing to me very strongly, was that

allowed to accumulate, ' \ the nucleus of a fund which should be
to it from time to timi with such additions as may be made
figure of |)iactical value t^y until the interest amounts to a
am fully aware that this is ' be used for library ])urpose8. I

Society is to-day 143 years ok building for posterity. Yet the

why it should not last for ano^ojud there is no apparent reason

may think that it would be beti ner 140 years. Some of you
scribed on the immediate needs of v er to spend the monej^’ sub-

issued by the Council is still open . lur Library. As the appeal
preferably coupled with tangible rb.^or sympathetic reception,

before you a few ideas on the diffic. nilts, I propose to lay
expenses incurred by a library of a leaultiea experienced and
choosing this subject I know that I am rned institution. In
ence of librarians, but a private library is o. addressing an audi-

footing. A wise man of old, apparently a li^n quite a different

“Much study is a weariness to the flesh and tc 'rarian, once said

books there is no end.” What would have been u the making of

the present I am unable to say. ^•‘is remarks at

The Library of this Society consists at the pres

approximately 100,000 volumes and grows at the rai ent day of

volumes a year. It is therefore obvious that a consk c of 600
area of the Society’s building must be allotted to the liMerable

and also provision made for future expansion. When^^rary
building was renovated, the floors of the side rooms
specially strengthened. The wise policy of installing steVjp

,
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shelving has provided extra space and provision has^thus been
made for library expansion for some years to come.

The yearly increase of books is due roughly to three causes,
donations from members and others interested in our work,
acquisitions made from the library fund, varying from year to
year, and exchange with other learned societies. The last
are usually serials, a serial being defined as a publication
appearing at intervals to which there is no apparent end in
sight. Our own Journal is a serial.

These books are of all sizes, from duodecimo
folio

; of all kinds of paper, and in all kinds
paper to morocco. Some are illustrated by plates.

are of all classes and conditions. Before these hooks ca/*'

placed on our shelves, they must be stamped and slips pir'
for the card index. Serials must be checked to

numbers are consecutive. Many of them require to

and the binding of the serials must conform with*
viously used.

It seems to be a general assumption that
placed on the shelves there is no further need

y won \

.

I ms

is quite mistaken. It is after the books ar
^ on the

shelves that the troubles of the librarian
^

countrv there are three menaces to booT''
e and insects.

cimo to elephant/
of binding

es. In fact, tl/f

stantly to be contended with, dust, cliin%

I need not enlarge on the action ^ !x

that books should be kept clean. Dus/ '^"“‘“‘8

and between the leaves. It is nnple^"
with a nice thick layer of dust on

Vsant also to handle a book
It is fairly obvious

vvivia cu vui\>jcv icayv^i v/i vaaaov vai* y i
~ i i* i* i • _

that the mechanical handling of A
matter of expense and of conW fy

'ncreas'ng expense

The cliniatc of Calcutta is/
«°* “

'/J£ -1. • u-l'i. r Extremes of drvness to extremes ol
aware of its variability, from/ « .i i . *4. t

. . rnu- . A. •• nne ehicl causcs oT (Ictorio-

STn crtlTX" l.e.;a,y

doctored papers. bole>ioration.e««““* be ’’

but It OM bo delayed by expo.uig book, to

51^
It

»

t|^>»f:rnu

^Et re^*?frf:t5V‘>.e ,«»«ll.r

bv the average “duftri” when dusting.

‘
All in this room must be well wjquaintcd with the aepre

dations cTuSd by insects among books tbe

the borer i.>sects, the fanciful pattern eaten out oi a cer am o^
of bindings by young cockroaches and ties

_

Luckib »n tn,

library 'vve have almost entirely got o
reixisitorv for dust

case w’lth its glass doors that never fi
. ’

. „o„id lurk with
and with cracks arid crannies in which *“®®®t8

i„tiec<8

imvunity. Steel ebelel^ d». not I-vde »

,
yid the books are open to the air. i he atiacas
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can be combated by the use of a poisoned paste during bindihg,
keeping books clean and by volatile insecticides. Our predeces-
sors used ‘‘nim” leaves and various powders. It may be
asked whether, with these means at our disposal, it is not
possible to rid our books entirely of insects. It ought to be
possible in time but we possess many old books and our building
is an old one. Vigilance should never be relaxed.

Let us assume that our books are properly bound, clean,

< and free from insects. It is a good collection but it lacks the
^^sential factor which will bring it into touch with our mem-
l^rs and particularly those away from Calcutta, an up-to-date

ca^logue. I do not wii^h to infer that the collection is entirely

uncat^alogued. There is a catalogue issued some years ago but

it is an author’s catalogue only and it suffers from incomplete-

ness. in these days of specialisation no catalogue can be too

complete,' either as regards author or subject. A complete
catalogue would not be confined to printed books only and
should include serials. Such work is of a special character and
requires a mor^ than nodding acquaintance with most European
and Eastern languages. A supplement should also be published

at the end of every five years. It represents an ideal to be
sought after, so that all our members may be fully aquainted
with, and kept informed of, the contents of the Society’s library.

No sermon can be counted complete without a moral.

The moral is that the appeal on behalf of the Library is and
always will be open to response by substantial donations.

Some of you may say that it is the duty of the Council to allot

funds from the Society’s income to put o|ir Library into good
order. The Society certainljkis financially sound, thanks to

the foresight of our predeces^s who founded the Permanent
Reserve, but the income of the Society is barely sufficient for

its needs. It is one of the few Societies I know which has not

raised its entrance so." ^tion since the war, and I
' ipaitilj^ we meet with a sense o.

is ttie last occasion on which we shait^ impending loss. This

hearing His Excellency, the Governor of Bi have the privilege of

Meetings. During the period he has been engal, at our Annual
great Province, he has shown his whole-heoat the head of this

of every scientific, literary and artistic effort. \ted appreciation

our Annual Meetings and the addresses he has cHis presence at

been a source of encouragement, and have, I adelivered have
contributed materially to our prosperity. We ho|^ convinced,

will remember the Asiatic Society and take an interne that he
future. In order that the links forged during the p^t in our

may not be entirely severed, I would ask him to consenst years

one of our Honorary Fellows. ''

^

% to be

No presidential address would be complete without a .

erence to our Secretary, Mr. Johan van Manen. His whoiref-
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hedrted devotion to the interests of the Society n«5 words of

mine can adequately describe.

To-night I resign my office. I have very greatly appre-

ciated the honour you conferred upon me a year ago. I hope to

hand over my responsibilities to a personal friend, an old member
of the Society, who has served it in many capacities, a member
of the service to which 1 belong, a distinguished chemist and
mineralogist, and one who will work for the interests of the

Society, Dr. Christie.

G. H. Tipper.

7th Febrmry^ 1927.
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Speech by His Excellency Lord Lytton, Governor of
Bengal, at the Annual Meeting of the Asiatic
Society of Bengal on the 7th February, 1927.

Dr. Christie, Ladies and Gentlemen,
I am afraid that all my speeches from now onwards

until I finally disappear from among you must be variations of

the one note of farewell. This is the fourth occasion on which
you have honoured me with an invitation to your annual
meeting and it is also the last time that I shall have this privi-

lege. This is not my final leave taking with the members of

your So(;iety as you have kindly invited me to attend an “At
Home” on an afternoon in March. But there will be no
speeches on that occasion and this must, therefore, be my
farewell speech to you. I fear I am becoming like an actor

who continues to appear on the stage after announcing his

retirement until his friends begin to wonder when they will

really see the last of him. I might almost borrow the words of

Charles II, to whom the editor of an Influential Calcutta news-
paper recently compared me, and say “ I am sorry Gentlemen,
that I am so unconscionable a long time a’dying.”

My first object must be to thank you for the honour
you have done me in electing me an Honorary Fellow. This has
given me great pleasure and enables me to feel that even after

1 have returned to England there will be one little root which
will still bind Die to Bengal. Your Fellows are all men of such
learning and distinction that I feel it a proud privilege to be
included among their number.

Mr. Tipper has spoken very kindly of my sympathy with,

and personal interest in, the work of this Society. 1 can assure

you that I have gained more than I have given by my associa-

tion with it. Here 1 have encountered patient study and true

scholarship, learning pursued for its own sake and an honourable
rivalry in giving rather than getting. The atmosphere of this

learned Society is a pleasant change from that in which I have
had to work. It has been a privilege to me to make the

acquaintance of your scholars and 1 have counted your annual

meetings as one of my yearly pleasures.

Mr. Tipper has referred with satisfaction to the fact that

the Society created two records in point of numbers in the

years when he -Was its General Secretary and its President,

respectively. May I also express satisfaction at a similar fact

which like’ Mr. Tipper I mention as no more than a coincidence,

though a happy one. When I addressed the Society for the
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first time its membership was the lowest on record for»20 years •

now that I am addressing it for the last time the meinbershii)
has reached its highest point. This is gratifying evidence of
the growing interest taken by the public in the Society’s work.
At the same time I share Mr. Tipper's view that niiinbers in
themselves are not an unfailing index of the prosperity of a
Society. As he says, the need is for members who will remain
members and identify themselves permaiUMitly witli tlu* inten\sts
and activities of the Society. But quite apart from numbers
there is evidence of progress and vitality. When we con.sider*

the output of work during the past year, the completion of
the catalogues and |)rice lists of the Bibliotheca Indica, the
new books acquired, the progress made with the catalogue o*f

Sanskrit manuscripts and with the i)rcparation of that of the
Arabic and Persian manuscripts as well as the general arrange-
ment and classification of the Society's treasures, I think you
have good reason to be satisfied with your achievements. All

this proves that the vitality of the Society is still strong and
instinct with the ideals with which its illustrious founder
established it. The President has again referred to the whole-
hearted devotion of the General Secretory, Mr. van Manen, to

whoso initiative, scholarship and untiring energy the Society

owes so much, I desire to associate myself with his tribute.

I know how much the present prosperity of the Society is due
to Mr. van Manen, but I feel sure he will agree with me that all

his efforts would be in vain without the wise direction and
enthusiastic inspiration of the President and Council, the whole-

hearted support of the general body of members and the loyal

co-operation of the staff.

The President has taken as the subject of his address this

year the question of the Library, which as he rightly says

should be one of Its most valuable assets. H(* has explained to

us the various problems with which a librarian has to deal and

it must be obvious to every one that apart from the neeiXsity

of adding to its books and keeping it up to date, tin* cost of

maintaining a lending library, such as this, liable as it is to the

ravages of climate and insects, must be very considerable*.

The fund, therefore, which has been started by Dr. Hora is

of the utmost value, and I should like to see enough money
raised in response to the appeal to defray the cost of maintaining

the existing library for all time, leaving it to posterity to do

the same by the acquisitions which they make. I put forward

last year a similar suggestion with reference to the Society as a

whole—namely, that each year's additions should be fully

endowed. I have lately seen one or two conspicuous examples

of this in other spheres -and I do not sec wl\y it should not

be possible here. Generous patrons of education have often

heen glad to endow a school. Libraries are the Schools of

grown-up men, and have an equal claim on such generosity, i
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trust that your Society may find its Maecenas—an enlightehed,

imaginative and generous patron, who by endowing your
library will earn for himself the praise of his own generation

and the gratitude of posterity.

Ladies and gentlemen, 1 was tempted by the antiquity

of this Society to recall in my first address the emotions of

Napoleon in the presence of the pyramids, and to-day in

speaking to you for the last time I am impelled to return to the
same thought. 1 do indeed feel proud to think that 1 have
'been made an Honorary Fellow of a Society which is as old

as the United States of America, which was established before

the French revolution, which has seen the downfall of many
ancient dynasties and the birth of many new nations, which
includes among its members past and present the best scholars

of their age, and embodied in whose books is to be found
the best intellectual thought for every country in the world.

Throughout its long history, undisturbed by political crises and
international upheavals, this Society has steadily pursued its

task of accumulating and publishing to the world knowledge of

all that is best and deepest and greatest in India, thus making
India known and honoured all over the world, and laying

the foundations of a solid understanding and mutual respect

between the Bast and the West.
To know an individual you must be able to see below

the surface of his mere external appearance, you must know
and understand the thoughts of his heart. So too with a
nation. Those who Judge by external evidence alone will be
misled. To know India you must know something of her soul,

and material for its study is to be found here.

In one of my farewell speeches recently I spoke of some
disappointment that I had experienced in the political sphere

during my term of office. I should be sorry if I w^ere to convey
the impression to any one by what I then said that disillusion-

ment and disappointment were all that I had found in India.

That is far from being the case. Perhaps it is those who come
to India with the belief that they have something to teach who
are most likely to be dissatisfied with the response they receive,

but those who come to learn will, I am confident, not be
disappointed. I am not ashamed to confess that it is only

in those matters where I thought my knowledge was greatest

and where I believed I had something to contribute that 1 have
found disillusionment. The India that I did not know and of

which I have come to knqw a little during the last five years

has given me rich and unexpected treasures of experience that I

shall value all my life. I have found the things which are

India’s own to* be so much greater than those she is seeking to

copy from others. That which is indigenous and genuine and
original has compelled my admiration whenever and wherever I

have met it. It ts onlj* the second-hand, imitations of the pro-
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duote and thoughts of my own country which fail to irApress me
When they are offered to me as Indian goods. How little should
we value the opinion of a man who came to India and
complained of her roads but said nothing of her rivers, who
criticized the monotony of her scenery and had never seen the
Himalayas, who judged of her architecture by the V-ictoria
Memorial, or her literature by the daily press ! Even so, he is

an unreliable interpreter of the thought of India who can only
hear her voice in the resolutions of Congress.

Ladies and gentlemen, for the last week I have been living'

in Camp and have had many opportunities of studying the
ways and habits of elephants and I could not help feeling

I watched these glorious animals that here was an embodiment
of the civilization of India. Their antiquity, their calm dignity,
their deliberation, their immense reserve of strength, their

complete self-confidence and their superb humility, are all

qualities that might well be held up as ideals of character by
those who are responsible for the training of youth. The
country that has produced and tamed the elephant has surely

as much to be proud of as a country that has produced the
steam engine, and a people that had acquired the ipjalitios

of the elephant would have no cause to fear or hate any other

people in the world.

You may think, perhaps, that I have wandered far from
the Asiatic Society of Bengal, but believe me that 1 liave

derived during the last five j^ears from my intercourse with

your Society the same thoughts, the same pleasure, the same
happy memories, the same inspiration as I derived from the

great beasts that bore me so safely and skilfully through

the jungle. If an elephant could speak I am sure it would

speak in Sanskrit. Its indifference to the fussiness of all lesser

creatures and the willing service which it renders to the

ignorant but kindly Mahout who sits upon his neck and whom
at any moment it could trample into dust, seemed to nlo a

symbol of the dignity of this Society and of the service which

its scholars wdllingly render to the public. Pundits and ele-

phants, then, are things which are associated in any mind, they

alike arouse my deepest resy)ect and I shall ever be grateful

to the country that has made me acquainted with them both.

In taking my leave of you I must again thank you for the

hospitality you have shown me during the years that T have

lived in Calcutta and for the honour you have conferred upon

me by admitting me to your fellow;8hip. I hope the Society

will long continue its valuable work and I wish it many years

of continued prosperity.
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EXHIBITION ANNUAL MEETING.

List of Exhibits shown after the Annual Mektinu
OF THE Asiatic Society op Bengal, on the 7th
February, 1927.

1

.

Exhibited by the Geological Survey of India.

(1) FourJragmcnts oj a Meteorite. Tho fall ocriirred iu tlir
noigliLoui hood of XIahra iii tho Nandvviii Pargaiia of
the Indore State on the 2(jth Juno, n)2().

(2) Ruby in Limeattone^ Mogok, Jiurina.

(3) Sapphire in Limestone, Mogok, Ihirnui.

(4) Turquoise in Kaynite Talc schist, Kakhii Minos. Sinuhhuin,
Bihar anti Orissa.

(5) Zinc Blende, Lower Dorabi, Anji Valley, Jaininn I’rovince,
Kashmir.

(0) SIVAPITHECUS, A Miocknk Jnoiam Aim-;

The Most Phobaui^p; An<m;stou ok Man
Skulls of u Oorilla and a inotlern Man, and the jaw of fossil

Heidelberg Man are exhibited for comparison with the
model of the jaw of Sivapiihoous.

Human CJutraclers oj SivapUhecti>)t.

A. Broad teeth.

B. Deep palate.

C. Steep inner border of jaw.
D. Absence of simian shelf.’’

Ape-like Characters of Sivapithrevs.

1. Largo canine and front preinolar.

2. Wisdom teeth .still fimclionary.

3. Alignment of canine with cheek teeth.

4. Absence of chin.
*

The ape-like characters wore probably lost late n human
development, in response to increase in size of brain which led

to changes in the feeding and social habits and the adoption ol

articulate speech. Therefore (1) and (2) becamu unneceHsary

and modifications in regard to (3) and (4) provided iiiorc room
for the movement of the tongue in framing words.

A table, indicating the probable ancestry of .Man and the

Anthropoid Apes, is exhibited.

2. Exhibited by Mr. J. A. Cuapmax.

Some Manuscripts and documents of interest,

(1) Mir’at-i-Jahan-Numft. ,

(2) Tffrikh-i-Firuzshahi.

(3) TBrikh-i-Shahanshahl.

(4) Autograph letter of Mahar&nl Bhawapi of Natoro.

(6)

Autograph letter of Maharaja Nanda Kumar.
,
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ifi) A Deed of a widow who sold herself during the Oveat
Famine of Bengal, 1770.

(7) Bolaqi Das—Muraqqa*-i-Jahan-Numa. Printed,

(8) Halhed (N.B.) : A Grammar of the Bengali Language 1778.
Printed,

3. Exhibited by Dr. S. L. Hora.

(1) Certain Volumes of Manuscript Drawings of animals in

the Library of the ,A8iatic Society of Bengal,

The manuscripts exhibited here are about a century old and
those that contain Hamilton's (once Buchanan) drawings of

fish have become classical in the history of Indian Ichthyology.
The other two volumes dealing with the ** Natural History of

Mysore *’ and the Zoology of the Indus ” have again been
brought to light after many years. It was once the intention of

the Society (1842-1846) to publish the “ Zoology of the Indus ”

under its auspices and a sum of about Rs. 7,000, was spent in

lithographing and colouring some of the plates. But this idea
was ultimately given up and in the succeeding years even the
name of the author was forgotten and our current library

catalogue contains a very insufficient entry about this volume.
It was the discovery of such valuable treasures in the Society's

Librar^’^ that led the Council to appeal to the members for

donations to establish a Permanent Endowment Fund for the
Library.
Some manuscripts in their old dilapidated condition are

exhibited, while along with them are placed those that we have
now properly preserved at considerable cost.

(2) An Albino Magur Glorias batrachus (Linn,),

The normal colouration of the Bengal ^Magur is dark above,
with the belly and the underside of the head light. Sometimes
transverse rows of spots are present along the sides of the body
and tail.' In the abnormal specimen, exhibited here, the whole
of the body is white with the exception of a few patches of the
original dark colour.

A normal specimen is exhibited alongside for the sake of

• comparison.

(3) Peculiar Fishi^ig Implement from the Kangra Valley,

The implement consists of three pieces of hemp twine knotted
together and a number of horse-hair nooses tied to the central

piece, the two end pieces of twine being knotted so as to form
running nooses. It is fixed in a rapid running stream and small
fish are caught in the horse-hair nooses.

A fishing noose used by the Serna Nagas js also exhibited.

4. Exhibited by Mr. *A. F. M. Abdul Au.

Miscellaneous Historical Documents,

(1) Letter from the President and Council off Fort St. George,
enplosing a copy of the verdict of the inquest held on the
death of Lord Pigot and a bill of indictment against the late

administration and others for wilful murder, and reporting that
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their sessions have had to be adjourned, pending the* detemiinu
*

tion of certwn points of law, on which they desire a referenc*e
to the Judges of the Supreme Court. (Home Dent. Pub
Dated 3rd November, 1777, No. 1.)

^

(2) Copy of the verdict of an inquest held at Fort St. Oet>rge
from the llth May, 1777, to the 7th August, 1777. on the bodv
of Lord Pigot. (Home Dept. Pub. Dateil :h'd November
1777, No. 2.)

(3) Bill of Indictment against Mr. George Stratton and other’s
for the murder of George Lord Pigot. (Home Dopt. Pul).
Dated 3rd November, 1777, No. 3.)

(4) Original notes and minutes on the promotion of Enropvar^
Literature among the natives of India by :

—

(i) Hon. A. Ross, dated 7th March, 1835.
(ii) Mr. H. Prinsep, and Hon. Lt.-Col. Morison, C.13. *

(iii) Mr. H. Prinsep’s minute, dated 15th February, 1835.

N.B,—^The remarks and notes in pencil at the foot fit

Mr. H. Prinsep's minute are apparently in the handwriting of
Hon. T. B, Macaulay but the signature and some words ar*<‘

defaced. (Homo Dept. Pub. Dated 7th March, 1835. No.
and K. Ws.)

(6)

Lord Auckland’s minute on the promotion of education
among the natives of India. (Homo Dept. Gov. GcnlV.
Dated 24th November, 1839, No. 10.)

(6) Incorporation of the University of Calcutta with adapta-
tions for the Presidencies of Madras and Bombay. (Home Dept.
Pub. Dated 12th December, 1850, Nos. 54-5.)

(7) Introduction of Stam2>s in suppression of the system of

money payments as postage. (Horne Dept. Pub. Dated
18th March, 1853, No. 1.)

(8) Postal Reforms. (Homo Dept. Pub. Dated 1st .lulv,

1863, N€>s. 1-3.)

(9) Postal Reforms. (Home Dopt. Pub. Dated 12th Ma\.
1854, Nos. 44-45.)

(10) Introduction of stamps in suppression of the systt^in

of money payments as postage. (Home Dept. PiiJf. Ilatcd

19th May, 1854, No. 64.)

(11) Proclamation by NanaDunde Punt, the celebrated “ Xana
Sahib” of Mutiny fame. (Home Dept. Pub. Dated 7th

August, 1857, No. 137.)

(12) BVomNana ITarnavis, minister of the Peshwa. (For. yept.

Pers. Dated 14th November, 1785, No. 94.)

(13) From the Peshw’a Baji Riio 11. (F*or. Deirt. l*er.s. Dateil

20th September, 1798, No. 361.)

(14) B'rom Haidar Beg Khan, a minister c»f Nawab Asafud-

Daulah. (For. Dept. Pern. Dated llth August, I78tr, No. 175.)

(16) Plan for establishing a Route fr>r mail from India to

England via Red Sea. (ITor. Dept. Pol. Dated llth September,

1812, Nos. 7-9.) u
*(16) Application of Samru Begam for a title to her heir

Mr. Dyce Samru with a forwarding letter from the former in

his own handwriting. (For. Dept. Pol. Dated 24th Bebruary,

1836, Nos. 77-80.)

5. Exhibited by Mr. H. C. Das-Gupta.

Reptilian Remains from the Lameta Beds of Jdbbalpur.

There are a few localities in India where reipains of dinosaiirian

reptiles are known to occur and Jabbalpur is one of them,
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Both the specimens were obtained from a hill within vthe
cantonment area of Jabbalpur. The bigger specimen is only a
part of the humerus of a fairly big-sized herbivorous dinosaur
and belongs to the genus Titanosaurus. The smaller specimen
is the tooth of a carnivorous dinosaurian reptile.

6. Exhibited by Mb. Vinayak Lal Khanna.

(1) Picture of Siva (water colour), about 80 years old, with the
whole of Mahimnastava inscribed in the figure.

(2) A Hindi manuscript about 300 years old : Ramchandrika of
' Keshavdas, who flourished during the reign of Akbar.

^
7. Exhibited by Ra.ja Kshitindra Deb.

A photographic reproduction of the original Sanad (with

translation) conferring the hereditary title of ** Raja Mahasai'’
by the Mogul Emperor Aurangazeb, dated 10 safar, 1090 Hijra
(1673 A.D.), on Raja Rameswar Rai Mahasai, ancestor of Rajah
Kshitindra Deb Rai Mahasai of Bansberia Raj, the present

holder of the title.

8. Exhibited by Mb. K. Biswas.

Algal Flora of the Chilka Lake.

Illustrations of some of the interesting brackish water plants

growing in the Chilka Lake. Some of these algae are food for

fishes; and Orcusilaria Confervoidea and Orateloupia filicina are

very fascinating for their beautiful colour and the graceful

festoons which they form on rocks along the margin of the lake.

Detailed descriptions are added to each plate.

9. Exhibited by Db. M. Hidayat Hosain.

Illustrated Islamic Manuscri'pts from the Society's Collections.

1. JSmi* ut-Tawarlkh (D.31).

A small portion of the great historical work of Rashidu’d-Din,
whose reid name was Fadlu’llfth b. *Imadi’d-Dawla (D.718-

* 1318) containing 21 Persian pictures.

2. A’ln-i-Akbarl (D.6).

The well-known work on India, containing a description

and a statistical account of the Mughal Empire under Akbar
the Great, by AbuT Fadl b. Mubarak «AllSmi (D.lOl 1/1602)

containing two full page pictures at the beginning and one
in the middle of the Manuscript.

3. AmTrnSma (D.30).

A biography of an Afek^n Chief, AmiruM-Dawla Muhammad
Amir Khan. Compq^d in 1240/1824 by BasSwan LSI, sur-

named Sh&dan of BilgrSm. Containing about 50 paintings
of modem Indian style.

4. 9uwaru*)-AqftlIm (D.228).

A compendium on general geography with special reference \
to* ** wonders of various kinds'* composed in 748/1347-1348

and dedicated to Muzaffaride prince MubSrizu'd-Dfn Muhammad •
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• (713-760/1313-1359) of F&rs and Kirman. The inanifscript was
transcribed in 1054 A.H. and contains 30 small miniature
paintings depicting the ** wonders/’

5. TafrThu’l-‘Imarat (D.119).

A description of the remarkable buildings of Agra. Composed
by Sn Chandy who dedicated his work to J. S. Liishiiigtoii,

Collector and Magistrate in Agra in 1825-1820. Containing
six drawings.

6. Qissa-i-Nu^ Afarm (D.4).

A story of the adventures of Princess Afarlii and her
lovers, containing 45 pictures of modern Persian Style.

7. ShahnSma (Na.70) ,

A poetical work of Abu’l-Qasim FirdawsT TdsI (D. 411 1020).

Illustrated with 8 curious miniature paintings in the Safawide
(Persian) style. The manuscript is written caligraphically with
two full-page ornamented frontispiece.

8. J&m.i-Jam (Na.24).

A Sniioe-didactic poem in Mathnawi verse by Kiiknird-Din
Auhadt Isfahan! (D.738/1338) and dedicated to Sultiln Abii

Sa*id (716-736/1316-1335) containing one pirlure of PerHiaii

style.

9. Timiirnama (Na.21),

A versified history of Timur by HatifI (0.727 '1520- 1 52 1

)

containing three paintings of Persian style.

10. Futiihu’l-Haramayn (Na.91).

A versified description of the places of pilgrimage at Mefc?B

and Medina by Muliy! Lari (D.933/1626-1527). Copied in 981

A.H. by Cliulam ‘Al! and contains numerous illustrations.

1 1 . The same (Na.89).

12. The same (Na. 90).

13. Diwan-i-Malchfi (Nb.l22).

The well-known collection of poems ascribed to Aurang:&ib s

eldest daughter Zibu’n-Nisa, who used the Takhalliw “ Ma*|lifi
’

(D. 1114/1703) containing four pictures in Indian style.

14. Zij-i-Ja<Hd-i-SultftnI (J.24).

The well-known edition of the astronomical tables of Ulugl?

Beg, the grand-son of TTmur, and was compiled by him wiUi

the assistance of ‘AH b. Muhammad Qushcbi (D.879/1474 -147*1)

and others. Containing some modem paintings illustrating

the various constellations.

15. Tarjuma-i-KRshi Khand (D.108).

A translation of a large work on the places of pilgrimage

and the legendary topographji of Benares, translated by

Anand Khan, with the Takhalluf Kliush, and dedicated to

Jonathan Duncan, containing one picture in the beginning

of the 4th vol.
»

16. Majma‘a (Oa. 51).

A collection of Persian translations of different Sanskrit works,

containing three miniature paintings. *
^
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17. cYusuf Zulaykhfi(Na. 179). •

A Mathnawl poem of Jami’s Yusuf ZulayUia, translated in
Pu^tu. Containing several pictures.

18. Farhang-i-*Aj5’ibu'l-Haqa*iq-i-Aurang8hahr (D. 254).

A rare voluminous encyclopsedia of India by Hidayatu'llah b.

Muhammad Muhsin al-Qurayshf al-Ha^imi al-Ja*farI, dedicated
to AurangzTb, containing the description of the animals, plants,
minerals, etc., of India, with many illustrations.

19. Tarjuma-i-Mahabhftrata (No. 161, 2nd List. Curzon Collec-

tion).

A Persian translation of the Mahabharata, containing more
than a dozen pictures in modem style.

10. Exhibited by Mr. Satya Churn Law.

Modds of five bird-traps used in parts of the Hughli District,

(1) Dughari Phand: A contrivance of varying sizes usuall\'

placed on ground near jhoels and marshes to catch birds like king-

fisher, heron and white-breasted water-hon. Made of two pieces

of split bamboos, both bent like bows with tw^o strings which are

smeared with bird-lime and in betw'een them are tied two insects

which servo as bait.

(2) Ata-kati : For catching smaller birds. Made of two very
fine pieces of split bamboos w'hich, while in use, are tied with
thread in one end (an insect is tied to the thread also), the latter

remaining fixed to the ground ; the other end of each is bent so

much as to be thrust into and thus firmly attached to the
ground,—the arches which are thus formed are besmeared with
bird-lime.

(3) TaUChoiich Phand : named after palm fibres of which it is

made; specifically used to snare heron aqd water-hen. No bird-

lime is used in this case.

(4) Ghorar-Bali Phand: so named from the horse-hairs of

which it is composed. It resembles (3) in many respects. Used
for snaring dove, myna, parrot.

(5) Satka-Kal: named after the mechanism of a fishing trap

called Satka, the fish-hook in the present instance being replaced

• , by a noose of thread. No bird-lime is used.

1 1 . Exhibited by Major H. B. Seymour Sewell.

Skulls from Mohenjo-Daro,

During the excavations that were carried out by the Archteo-
logical Survey of India at Mohenjo-Daro in Sind during the cold
weather of 1925-26, a number of human skeletons were discovered
and these have been sent to the Indian Museum for examina-
tion. In most cases the skull and a few of the smaller bones are
all that has been preserved intact. The skeletons appear to
have been found in two separate groups, of which by far the
larger was in a room, the smaller group being scattered along
what seems to have been a street. The skeletons found in the
room were lying iq any position and with a single exception show
no sign of ever having been buried, in the ceremonial sense of
the term. The collection includes representatives of three differ-

ent races. Of these, one is represented by a single skeleton,

that was exbavated at a higher level than the others and was
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obviously a true burial. The skeleton is quite recent.'* The other
two appear to be contemporaneous with Mohenjo-Daro civiliza-
tion and are probably between 4,000 and 5,000 years old.

12. Exhibited by Mr. Johan van Manen.

( 1 ) A collectioyi oj Lepcha Manuscripts,

In India there are a number of local dialects and languages
which are on the road to extinction. The number of speakers in
each group is small, the number of literate members of the groups
still smaller. Amongst these languages is the Sikhimose lungnagi\
called Kong or Lepcha. The script for this language was
invented about tw’o centuries ago. The extant literature
comprises aVmut 30 different works. Most of thorn are Ihiddhist
productioi:is, freely translated from the Tibetan. All MSS. are on
paper. The older ones on indigenous paper; the newer ones
written in English copy books. The collection exhibited is of the
two types. Of the newer MSS. in the possession of tlie exhibitor
(about 120 in number) half were due to only a few co[)yists. Of
these, the most jrroliiic one has recently died. Now inamis<*riptH

will become rarer and rarer*.

(2) A Tibetan Spirit-trap,

Tibet is a ccnrntiy i*idden by spirits, good and evil. The good
spirits need no attention : they do no harm. The evil ones have
to be guarded against. To do so the Tibetans have contrived an
ingenious spirit-trap. The spirits have a notorious liking for

bright colours. Acting on this knowledge, and on special inforiua-

lion about the likes and dislikes of each kind of spirit, the Tibetan
magician constructs a contrivance of bamboo and coloured thread.^

constituting a suitable bait for the spirit, and places it near the
habitation of the man who feels that he is being assailed Iry the
undesirable visitor. The latter sees the structure, is attracted by
it, taking it to be a fit * palace’ for himself, enters it, and is tlicsi

caught in it like a fly in a spider’s web. Those conf rivances are

called nvlos (pronounce do), and vary in form and froioui's

according to the various Buddhist sects, as well as accordiirg to

the kind of spirit that is to be enticed. The present sample is one
in the (jdugjKi manner, and is called * face rejer-ter '.

The central pole is the ‘palac.i’ for tlie chief spirit. The twelve

minor contrivances are the ‘ out-houses * for his attendants.
*

13. Exhibited by the General iSecretary.

(1) The Society's Publications of 1926.

() Bibliotheca Indica.

() Catalogues.
(c) Miscellaneous.
(d) Journal.
(e) Memoirs.

(/) Indian Science Congress.

{g) Price Lists. ,

(2) A photographic reproduction of an Ahom Chronicle, pre-

sented to the Society by the Government of Assam,



ANNUAL REPORT FOR 1926.

The Council of the Asiatic Society of Bengal has the
honour to submit the following report on the state of the
Society’s affairs during the year ending 31st December, 1926.

Ordinary Members.

^ The calculated total of Ordinary Members on the roll of
the Society at the close of 1926 was 552. as against 462 at the
close of 1925. This means a net increase of 90 during the year,

which constitutes a record far in advance of any previous net
increase for a single year. The number of new elections in this

year rose to 153, again surpassing the previous year’s record,

and maintaining itself above the hundred mark for three years in

succession. It is scarcely possible to expect that such a pheno-
menally high number of admissions could be permanently
maintained in the future.

Gains and losses during the year were as follows :

—

Gains, Losses,

Old elections carried forward 3
New elections . . . . 153
Resignations withdrawn . . 2

Applications withdrawn
Elections lapsed
Elections carried forward
Deaths
Resignations
Rule 38 •

Rule 40

Total .

.

168 Total ..

Initial total 462 ; net gain 90 ; final total 662.

2
17

18

11

17

0
3

68

'With the year’s gain the previous losses in Membership for

another six years in the history of the Society (1909-1914)
have been again wiped out and our previous record-total of 519
in 1911 has been amply surpassed. May we never again fall

below the present total. The number of elections that lapsed on
account of non-payment of the entrance fee was rather high,

namely 17. The remarks on this subject made in last year’s

report may be referred to. Our membership registers continue

to be kept very carefully and the various cross-checks gave
results which tallied. r

A strict and unwavering application of the prescriptions of

Rule 38 remains necessary. The margin of outstanding arrears

of subscriptions continued to be appreciable. Softness of heart

of the Council in this matter towards Members, is hardness of

heart towards the Treasurer and the administration.

Amongst those lost by death during the year there were
*
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several old especially respected members whosb memory

'

will be ohenshed m the annals of the Society and for whose
departure the Society is the poorer. Amongst them were

Khan Saheb Abdul Wali (1894).
Jatindra Nath Rai Chaudburi (1895).
Miss Flora Butcher (1900).
Maharaja Jagindranath Roy (1903).
Rao Bahadur D. B. Parasnis (1904).
Man Mohun Ganguli (1912).
Rai Bahadur I^alit Mohun Singh (1912).

Associate Members. *

During 1926 the following was elected an AKsooiate Mem-
ber :

—

Durga Das Mukherjee, M.8c.

The following Associate Member became an Ordinary Mem-
ber at the expiry of the period of five years for which ho had
been elected an Associate Member :

—
Dr. Sahay Ram Bose.

During the present year no Associate Members wore lost.

The present number stands at 12 ;
statutory maximum 15.

Special Honorary Centenary Members.

Our two Honorary Centenary Members have remained with
us.

Ordinary Fellows.

At the Annual Meeting held on the 1st February, 1926, tlie

following Member was elected an Ordinary Fellow :

—

Rev. P. O, Bodding.
^

The name of the following Ordinary Fellow, who had
ceased to be a member under Rule 40, at the end of 1921, has
now been omitted from the list of Ordinary Fellows :

—

Dr. M. W. Travers, F.R.S. (1910).

No Ordinary Fellows were lost by death or resignation

during the year.

At the end of 1926 the number of Ordinary Fellows was

34, statutory maximum 50. ,

Honorary Fellows.

During the year we lost through death thb undermentioned
Honorary Fellow :

—

Dr. Edward Granville Browne (191*1).
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No Honorary Fellows were elected during the year.
*

The number at the end of 1926 was 25, statutory maxi-
mum 30.

Obituary.

During the year the Society received, to its great regret,

news of the death of two of its former Presidents :

—

Sir Alfred Woodley Croft.

Lord Carmichael, first Baron of Skirling.

Office Bearers.
«

There were but few changes in the composition of the
Council during the year.

To the Councirs great regret the President, Mr. 6. H.
Tipper, had to leave India under peremptory medical orders
from April to November, during which time Dr. Brahmachari
acted as President under the rules. The Council expressed its

sympathies to the President. After his return Mr. Tipper had
again to be absent from Calcutta, in December, and Sir Rajendra
Nath Mookerjee, being back in India, acted for him during this

period.

Mr. H. E. Stapleton resigned his seat on the Council with
effect from 1-11-26, on account of his departure from India, and
the Rev. P. O. Bodding was co-opted in his place on the Coun-
cil as Anthropological Secretary.

Sir Rajendra Nath Mookerjee was absent from India from
February to September and Mr. Percy Brown from April to

October.
Mr. P. C. Mahalanobis was absent from India from the 16th

May and resigned his seat on the Council in September. The
place was left unoccupied.

Dr. Hora was absent from Calcutta from May 15th till the

enddf June during which period the General Secretary officiated

for him.
Lt.-Col. Barwell was absent from Calcutta during Septem-

ber, and the General Secretary officiated for him.

Office.

The General Secretary continued to perform the amalga-
mated duties of General Secretary and Assistant Secretary,

and, except for a single d/iy, was in office every day of the

year, all Sundays and holidays included. The phenomenal net
increase in membership of 216 within the last three years has also

vastly increased \he demands on the office and even the consider-

able additions to the staff during the last years have not kept
pace with* the growing volume of work. It has to be kept in

mind that the new*appointments on the clerical staff have main-
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ly heen m^e to undertake work hitherto neglected artd to clear
up confusion^ in past records and accumulations, requiring
urgent attention. One great improvement, however, was made
by the appointment, during the year, of a Head Clerk, on the
21st of May. Mr. P. O. Matthai, the incumbent, has proved a
reliable worker and has fully Justified the expectations regarding
his capabilities.

It is clear that the office of the Society can only be deemed
fully satisfactory if it is so well-staffed that all routine work
can be performed by it without undue strain and witli a modi-
cum of leisure at the end of the day, avoiding the enervation
of continually hectic activity. At present there is still too mucih
over-time work required to regard the position as satisfnetorv.

It is the well-known unending chain of
:
greater activity pro-

ducing greater income
;
greater income permitting a larger staff

;

a larger staff performing more efficient work
;
and more efficient

work bringing greater prosperity and a larger membership. It

seems, however, entirely probable that vigorous vitality can lead

to the fulfilment of all requirements as to a t]|nalified, expert
and numerically sufficient staff, which at the same time is

self-supporting.

One of the special problems connected with the staff is the

difficulty of finding suitable men to perform work of the varied

and unstereotyped nature characteristic of our office, and at the

same time patient and modest enough in their demands
to gradually build up a position of responsibility with consequent

adequate remuneration. Promising young men often expect to

be placed within a few months on the same level with older

employees
;
and others who are content with simple beginnings

often prove insufficiently useful. During the year five clerks

were appointed on probation but left of their own accord with-

in three months of taking up their work. Two others, appointed

in September and November, have so far given satisfaction.

They are R. Ramalingam Iyer and C. li. Haider, at present

engaged on work connected with files and library.

In the subordinate staff the usual minor changes took

place, which do not call for detailed comment.
Correspondence continues to be a difficult element in tlic

administration. This year the number of out-going letters was

2,014 and that of in-coming letters 3,100. The number of

letters issued was fully 200 less than in the year before and

fully 550 less than in 1924. With constantly greater pressure

of work on the General Secretary and absence of a correspon-

dence clerk on the staff such a result is inevitable. The meaning

is, that a growing margin of correspondence is inadequately

attended to or left altogether un-attended. IJhe conclusion is,

that the appointment of a correspondence clerk would be a

splendid invastment. The file clerks appointed thi5 and last

year have done useful work. The report at fhe end of the yeqr
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was that *450 files have been finally put together and checked
after having been segregated and sorted out the year before.

Our six large almiras filled with miscellaneous old papers
still await examination.

Work in the stock room continued energetically. A
hundred completed works in the Bibliotheca Indica were com-
pletely bundled, as well as a few miscellaneous works and the
volumes of the New Series of the Journal and Proceedings and
Memoirs

y

representing a sale value of about 1,50,000 rupees.

The estimate is that this work is now about half-way and will

require another two or three years for its completion, provided
the speedier rate of progress attained to during the vear can be
maintained.

The exchange and distribution services still need to be
re-organised.

The purchase of a second typewriter and of a mechanical
duplicator machine was an important improvement during the
year. A quicker mode of despatch of publications and circulars

was devised during the year. By concentration of all available

hands on the work each despatch was made in a single day.
A trial was given to the system of using printed addresses

for the despatch of circulars and publications. It did not prove
entirely satisfactory on account of the large percentage of

changes in the addresses of Members. Some other system may
have to be devised.

During the year all office stationery* was segregated in

special almiras, and stocklists were drawn up. One clerk on
the staff was placed in charge of issues and ^heir bookings. The
question of replenisliing stocks is now arranged as a matter of

mechanical routine.

An alphabetical index to the outgoing letter files was
prepared and a complete index of all correspondence since the
introduction of a triplicate numerical letter file was completed.
It efubraces over 7,600 items from July 1924 to date.

A third block cabinet was acquired and all the blocks in the

possession of the Society, many thousands in number, were
finally arranged in the order of the publications in which they
were used.

Prints of these blocks were arranged in scrapbooks, in the

same order, and now old blocks are not only properly preserved

but can be found and identified at a moment’s notice.'

Some minor repairs to office furniture were effected and
some new items acquired. ,

On the whole, the staff showed zeal and interest in their

work during the year and the prevailing spirit was generally

satisfactory, especially amongst those who have been sufficiently

long in their posts to enable them to identify themselves with

the needs and aims of the Society.

Under this h'eading the final word, must bo that, on its
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material aide, the work of the Society depends on the’sUff of its
office. The Council can give the inspiration and direction

; the
Members can give the support. But only a well organised,
capable, contented and willing staff can enable direction and
support to have their full effect by proper execution.

Council.

The Council met 13 times during the year. The attendance
averaged 1 1 of the 20 component members.

In their February meeting the Council placed on record
their thanks to the retiring President, Sir Rajendra Nath
Mookerjee, for the way in which he has served the true interests
of the Society during the period of his Presidency.

Finance Committee.

The practice of convening the Finance Committee for a
date prior to that of the monthly Council Meeting was continued
during the year to great advantage It enabled the Finance
Committee to function as a body dealing with finance questions
not as mere matters of routine but to consider fundamental
problems and to initiate new measures. As a result some
important decisions were arrived at, leading to far-reaching

improvements in the accountancy of the Society, of which
details are given under the heading ‘ Finance.

’

Committees of Council.

The Council decided to reduce the number of its .standing

committees, and to appoint special committees ad hoc to deal

with any emergent problem whenever required.

The standing committees maintained are the Finance, the

Publication and the Library Committees. •

A constant problem is how to make committees meet where

the Council is composed of members who, without exception, are

men of a crowded business or professional life. The problem is

a universal one in our modern times from which all leisure is fast

disappearing, and is encountered in every public institution.

The inevitable compromise is* the adoption of a policy of go-

slowly and of not attempting too much in any single year.

Ultimately, this will prove most fruitful and satisfactory.

A great number of questions were reviewed by Council for

which special committees were appointed, for study and sub-

mission of recommendations.
They were the following ;— ,

A lease committee, to consider various lease-offers received

for vacant plots on the Society’s compound.^

Annandale Memorial Committee, to carry into effect the
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resolutions of Council with regard to this memorial and to frame
rules for the memorial award.

Sir Asutosh Memorial Committee, reconstituted to make
final recommendations.

Sir William Jones Gold Medal Committee, to frame rules,

Barclay Memorial Committee, to re-cast the existing rules

and bring them in line with those for other memorial awards.
Insurance Committee, to study, and if necessary revise, the

present insurance policies taken out by the Society.

Buies and Regulations.

No changes in the Rules and Regulations were made during
the year, though a general revision remains urgent. It may be
advisable to consider this matter piecemeal and to begin with
the rules regarding subscriptions of members, not so much
to introduce drastic changes as to make the terminology more
consistent and to embody certain habitual practices in definite

rules.

Modification of the Society’s Rules is a fairly cumbersome
process under the present rule 78 and, though it is advisable
to maintain a conservative and cautious guarantee against

light-hearted and unnecessary revisions, the latter rule, as it

stands, may iDerhaps be made somewhat easier without any
apprehension of consequent danger of unduly rash action.

Indian Science Congress.

The thirteenth annual meeting of the Indian Science

Congress was held at Bombay, from January 4th to 9th, 1926,

under the patronage of His Excellency the Rt. Hon’ble Sir Leslie

Wilson, P.C., G.C.I.B., C.M.G., D.S.O., Governor of Bombay.
Mr. A. Howard, C.I.E., M.A., was President. The Proceedings
of the Congress were published in November, a publication

of 430 printed pages, 52 in excess of last year’s issue.

During the latter months of the year, the usual administrative

work for the Congress in connection with the next Session

(Fourteenth Congress), to be held in Lahore, was performed
by the Society’s office. This preparatory work, with the

uninterrupted expansion of the .Congress, continues year by
year to grow more exacting, entailing a heavy burden on
the Society’s staff. As in previous years punctuality and fore-

sight in sending in papers or subscriptions left room for

considerable improvement on the part of the members. The
rush at the end of the year was exceedingly great.

As in the year before, the abstracts were sent by post to all

members who *hAd applied for membership before the 20th

December.
The Science C9ngress sanctioned the pay of a special clerk

oi> the Society’s staff in charge of the Congress work.
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• During the year the Congress finaiice.s wei;^ entirely'
separated from the Society’s finances, and an account “ Iiidiaii
Science Congress” no longer occurs in the Society’s books.
This was a very satisfactory improvement.

The Society contributed this year the substantial grant of
Rs. 1,200 towards the Congress funds.

The General Secretaries during the year were Dr. K. \’.

Norris and Dr. S. P. Agharkar.
The General administration of the Congress when not in

session, continued, as hitherto, to l)e attended to V>y the office

of the Society.

The Council resolved to support an invitation to the
Science Congress to hold its next Session in Calcutta and fo
offer such hospitality to the meeting as it will Ijc in the
Society’s power to give.

In view of their growing bulk and costs the Council ie.solved

to restrict the right of Members of the Society to receive a
gratis copy of the Congress Proceedings to such members as

make an application for receipt of the ct>py prior to its public

cation.

The Council also resolved to impress on the Congress the

necessity for the Society to decrease gradually its financial

contributions to the Congress funds.

Indian Museum.

The Society’s representative on the Board of ’rruHtees

of the Indian Museum, under the Indian Museum Act, X, of

1910, remained the same, MM. Haraprasad Shastri.

Kamala Lectureship.

The Council’s nominee to serve on the Election Comittee of

the Kamala Lectureship, administered by the Calcutta 'Uni-

versity, remained the same, MM. Haraprasad Shastri.

Deputations.

During the year the Society rcceiv'ed invitations to be

represented at various functions of the following public

bodies :

—

Chemical Congrens, BruHsels.

Ornithological Congress, Copenhageiy

All India Ahmadia Conference, Qudian.

Seventh Congress, Industrial Chemistry, Paris, 192 i.

Laying of the Foundation stone, at Bydgoszcz, of the first riionn-

ment erected in Poland in honour of H. Sienlyewicz.

Opening of the Eckley Brinton Coxe, Jr. Memorial Wing, Museum,

University of Pennsylvania. •

International Congress of Librarians, PragiiCit
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For tl}e first meeting Dr. Christie was invited to represent
the Society.

For the second meeting Mr. Tipper and Dr. Baini Prashad
were invited to arrange for representation.

The third meeting was deemed not to be of a character to

justify the Society in being officially represented.

A decision regarding the fourth meeting was held over for

the current year.

The dates of the last three meetings were so close on those

of receipt of the invitations that there was no time for reply by
post, and arrangement for actual representation was entirely

impossible.

Under this heading it needs observation that the Asiatic

Society of Bengal, being the oldest Institution of its kind in

India, with wide international relations and a high repute

throughout the scientific world, receives every year flattering

proof of the esteem in which it is held internationally through
a great number of invitations as here recorded. It is well

that the social aspect of the Society’s work should be cultivated

as much as is possible. The justification of all ceremonial

action, however, is its perfection, and ceremonial requires time
for due preparation. The social and complimentary side of the

activities of a great institution has its importance, but is

exacting. It is a problem of consequence, but of difficulty,

how to give satisfactorily the required response to the recurring

many proofs of international good-will and scientific solidarity.

Special consideration of the problem may well be taken up
some time in the future.

Congratulations.

The Council addressed an official letter of congratulations

to its Member, Dr. Suniti Kumar Chatterji, at the occasion

of the publication of his monumental work on “ The Origin

and ^Development of the Bengali Language ” of which he
presented a copy to the Society’s library.

H.B. the Viceroy.

The long convention, ' inaugurated at the time of

Warren Hastings, of inviting the Governor-General of India
to accept the Office of Patron of the Society was observed
once more on the arrival in India of the present Viceroy,
Lord Irwin. The Council decided to give the occasion "a

fitting ceremonial form by requesting His Excellency to
visit the Society during his first winter sojourn in Calcutta,

to be formally installed as Patron. His Excellency graciously
accepted the invitation and visited the Society on December the
22nd, being received by the Council Members present in Calcutta.

A small exhibition was arranged to demonstrate in a brief
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confpass the long record and the manifold activities of th<^

Society. His Excellency showed great interest and made
the function a thoroughly pleasant one. Our thanks are due
to His Excellency for having so freely given of his over-

crowded time in Calcutta and for the interest displayed in tlie

Society’s affairs.

At this occasion a “Golden Book” was inaugurated

with His Excellency’s signature as its first entry.

H.M. the King of the Belgians.

A letter of thanks was addressed to His Majesty for

the proof of interest given by the visit paid to the Society

in September 1925. A very cordial reply was graciously

sent on behalf of His Majesty.

It further pleased His Majesty to confer on the (leiieral

Secretary the distinction of Officer in the Ordei* of the

Belgian Crown.

Elliott Prize for Scientiflo Besearch.
m

Two subjects were selected for the Elliott Prize for

Scientific Research for the year 1026, namely (a) Physics,

and (b) Geology and Biology, including Pathology and

Physiology. A notification regarding the prize appeared in

the CdlcuUa Gazette, under date of 16th January, 1026. Paiiers

were received from four competitors and the Trustees deeid(*d

that only one of them had submitted essays of sufficient merit

to deserve a prize. Consequently this prize, for Physics,

was awarded to Dr. Bidhu Bhusan Ray, University Ixjcturcr

in Physics, University College of Science, Calcutta. The

prize for next year will be for re.search in Geology and Biology,

including Pathology, and Physiology, and the official announce-

ment regarding it has been published in the CalcuUa Oteelle

in January of this year.

Sir Asutosh Mukherjee Memorial.

/ The committee constituted in 1926 to submit proposals

with a view to perpetuate the memory of the late Sir Asutosh

MukheHee, was re constituted in 1926, and m^e its recom-

mendations to Council, which accept^ them. It was reso'^wl

that the form of the memorial should be a bronze bust of Sir

Asutosh to be placed in the Society’s rooms, and that the

execution should be entrusted to Mr. Harold J. oungman,

of London, an exhibitor at the Royal AcademJ^ Mr.

Youngman accepted the commireion

graphs of a clay model towards the end of the year. These

were approvedV committee, the Council concurring,
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and it is expected that the bust will be received during 1927
for definite installation.

/

Sir William Jones Medal.

At the occasion of his acting as President of the Society
during Mr. Tipper’s absence in Europe, Dr. U. N. Brahmachdri
offered to the Society Government Securities to a face value ot

Rs. 3,000 for the award of a Sir William Jones Medal
\n gold to be bestowed by the Society at intervals to be
determined for conspicuous contributions to knowledge regard-

ing Asia, alternately in the fields of the moral and physical

sciences in the widest sense.

The offer was gratefully accepted and a committee was
instituted to frame rules for the award. It is hoped that

during 1927 the final recommendation will be placed before

the Council.

Society’s Premises and Property.

Greater attention was paid to the garden. A number of

new flower pots and some implements were acquired. A large

number of plants were transplanted and multiplied by division.

These are used in the ceremonial full-dress meetings of the

Society. The drive was re-gravelled. Tlie general appearance
of the Society’s grounds has much improved.

The Finance Committee recommended to Council the in-

clusion in the budget of a recurring hea.d for upkeep and
repairs, and estimated the amount annually needed at Rs. 2,000

.

The recommendation was adopted and the head has been in-

cluded in the new year’s budget.
Two of the desiderata mentioned in last year’s report

were obtained : a Roneo duplicator, and a photographic
instrument for the mechanical copying of MSS. They are

mentioned under the headings Presentations and Office.

Desiderata carried over are : a pigeon-hole journal cabinet

for display of current numbers, additional card cabinets, and a

file installation for the archives.

The questions of a permanent care-taker for the building,

and of arrangements for its periodical inspection, also remain to

be dealt with.

Aocommddation.

Old problems to be carried over as still needing attention

are ; the provision of a set of small work-rooms for various

uses, and the shelving of tike stock-rooms.

Artistic and Historic Possessions.

During the* year the work of renovating our paintings

was continued as far as the budget grant allowed. Two large

canvases and one smaller one were cleaned.
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Photographic negatives of 8 additional paintings were
prepared, with prints, and now in all 25 paintings have
been dealt with. Another 20 remain to be seen to.

Curtain rods and curtains were fixed to a further dozen
paintings. The total expenditure was slightly above Us. 900.

During the year a cabinet was acquired, specially built
for the purpose, to hold the Society’s collection of copper-
plates.

Descriptive catalogues of our artistic and historical
possessions still remain desiderata.

During the year a number of photographs of distinguished
personalities connected with the Society in previous yeal^s

were found amongst old documents. ’ These have been
framed and hung in the retiring room.

Presentations, Donations, and Logaoies.

During the year the vSociety has received several important
gifts of a varying nature.

Financially the following donations were made, also men-
tioned elsewhere.

From some Members of Council, a sum of Rs. 2,050/- (to-

gether with promises of an additional amount) as a beginning of

a permanent endowment fund for the Library.

From Count Ohtani, a sum of Rs. 1,000 - for the purchase of

a mechanical manuscript copying machine.

From Dr. Brahmachari, Government Securities to the

value of Rs. 3,000 - for the institution of a Sir William Jones

Memorial.
From Mr. A. F. M. Abdul Ali, copies of 9 important and

exceedingly interesting documents in the; Imperial archives

relating to the early history of the Society.

From the Staff of the Zoological Survey of India, a por-

trait in oils of the late Dr. N. Annandalc, a former President

of the Society.

Donations of books are mentioned under the heading

Library.

The Society’s grateful thanks are due to all the generous

donors. ^

Library.

During th4 year great attention was paid to the needs of

the 'Library. The Library Secretary placed a minute before

the Library Committee which led to recommendations to Coun-

cil which were accepted. It was resolved to adopt a vigorous

and forward policy with regard to both extensibn and mainte-

nance of the Society's collections. The grants for purchase

,
and binding for 1926 were substantially increased and in the

budget Rs. 3,000 for purchase and Rs. 2,000 for binding were*
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made aveCilable for the year. In consequence of further repre-
sentations of the Library Secretary the book-buying grant was
increased during the year, for the acquisition of certain costly
works of special utility, and in all over Rs. 6,200 were ex-
pended on purchase and binding as against Rs. 1,840 in 1921.
A few of the more important items acquired by purchase are
detailed below :

—

(1) P. Brown : Indian Painting under the Mughals.
(2) F. Sarre : Islamic Book-bindings.

(3) C. H. Wenyon : Protozoology, 2 vols.

(4) W. W. Kockhill : The Land of the Lamas.
(6) H. M. Kyle : The Biology of Fishes.

• (6) R. C. Thompson : The Assyrian Herbal.

(7) Benn : Year-Book of Oriental Art, .2 vols.

(8) William Rothenstein : Ancient India.

(9) Kiihnel and Goetz : Indian Book Painting.

(10) EncycIopaBdia Britannica, 11th Edition Vols. 1-28, and new
12th and 1.3th Editions.

(11) Chinese Tripitaka, New Jaimnese Edition, Vols, 1 -37.

(12) Australian Encyclopaedia, 2 Vols.

(13) Basil Stewart: Subjects portrayed in Japanese colour-prints.

(14) Sir C. Eliot: Hinduism and Buddhism.
(15) R. Bell: Origin of Islam in its Christian Environment.
(16) H. G. Farmer : Arabic Musical Manuscripts in the Bodlian

Library.

(17) H. O. Fleischer: Catalogus Codicum Manuscriptorum Orien-
talium.

(18) H. Cousens; Architectural Antiquities of Western India.

(19) F. Schnurrer : Bibliotheca Arabica.

(20) S. Sorensen: Index to the names in tho. Mahabharata.

1492 volumes were bound during the year. In the last

three years about 5000 volumes have been bound as against

approximately the same number during the previous ten years.

In the Library itself systematic work on the preservation

of the collection was undertaken by the insertion in all the

volumes of tobacco leaves and insecticide powder. Work on
the arrangement of the volumes on the shelves was continued

an(f a number of books were transferred from the ground-floor

to the new steel shelving upstairs.

The greater attention given to the condition and needs of

the Library led to a review of its problems by the Councii

during the year. The conclusion was that the Library with

its hundred thousand printed vqlumes and twenty-five thousand
manuscripts must needs incur expenditure for maintenance
which, being recurrent and not subject to diminution, cannot
well be met out of current income. Dr. Hora, the Treasurer,

following up a hint in this matter by Mr. Tipper given when
taking up the Presidentship, gave a lead in the matter, and
the Council resolved to initiate a permanent Library Endow-
ment Fund 6f» which alone the income should be m^e avail-

able for library maintenance. Mr. 6. H. Tipper, Sir Rajendra

Nath Mookerjee jand Dr. U. N. Brahmachari led off with sub-^

.stantial donations, other Members of. Council made further
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pitDiuises and an initial amount of neailv Rs. 3,090 waj< eol-^
lected or promised with which to start the Fund. It was also
decided to issue an appeal on the subject to the body of
Members, which was sent out shortly after the close of the
year. Our President is devoting part of liis Annual Address
to the same problem. Its importance for tlie future utility of
our Institution can scarcely be overrated.

The re-handling of our collections consequent on the in-
stallation of the new steel shelving permitted a careful examin-
ation of all large size volumes and led to the discovery amongst,
them of a number of valuable MSS. This find led the Council
to decide firstly to make provision in next year’s budget for a
number of steel cabinets for MSS. only

;
and secondly to

accept Dr. Hora’s welcome offer to examine certain remark-
able Zoological MSS. and to arrange for tlieir proper nuiovation
and binding. Last year Dr. Baini Piasliad rendered a similar
service with regard to a volume of MS drawings by Ifamilton
Buchanan. This year Dr. Hora did the same for the MS.
drawings of animals (Zoology of the Indus). P. H. I.ord’a J>aw-
ings in Sir A. Buriies’ collection; and MSS. drawings of

animals (Natural History of Mysore), Mackenzie collection.

The results were so eminently satisfactory that Dr. Hora has
been requested to extend his examination to other volume.s.

Dr. Hora’a full report on these MSS. will })e published in tlu^

Journal,

Another activity of the year was tlie complete rc-arrange-

ment of all elephant-size volumes on the new .shelves, st^gre-

gating prints, MSS. and photographs. Oui photographic collect

-

tion, which is a large one. still awaits examination and classi-

fication.

The accessions to the Library during the year, exedusive of

about 200 periodicals received in exchange or othcuavisc*. were

255 volumes acquired by purchase and 124 volumes by prpsemt-

ation. Amongst the more important presemtations thc^ follow-

ing may be mentioned :

—

(1) W. Filchnor : Expedition Filchner nach China und Tibet.

(Author.)

(2) Dr. S. K. Ciiatterji : Origin and Development of the Honguli

Language. 2 Vols. (Author.)

(3) Rev. R. Kilgour : The (io.spel in many years, etc. (Rev. A. W.
Young.)

(4) S. L6vi : Vijnaptimatratasiddhi, I’aris. (Author.)

<6) R. Goris: Bijdrage tot do Konnis der oud-Jaavanscho

Theologie. (Author.) .*

(6) E. T, Richmond: Moslem Architecture, London. (Author.)

(7) Sir G. F. Hompson ; Lepidoptera Phalaenae, Brit. Muh.,

London. (British Museum.)
<8) L. S. S. O’Malley: History of Bengal, BiAar and Orissa, oic.

(Government of Bengal
) ^

(9) M. S. Stanoyevich: Slavonic Nations. (Consulate General of

Czechoslovakia in Bombay.) *
^
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(10) iC. Best: The Maori Canoe. (Dominion Museum, New
Zealand.)

(11) Publications of the National Siamese Library in Bangkok. 88
items. (The Library authorities.)

(12) Minerva, Jahrbuch der Gelehrten Welt, 1026,3 Vols. (Consul
General for Germany in Calcutta.)

During the year information was received concerning an
important collection of Sanskrit MSS. for sale, at what seems
a reasonable price. It is doubtful, however, whether funds can
•be found for such a purchase when the offer is definitely made
to the Society.

,
Re-arrangements in the disposition of a number of Sans-

krit, Arabic and Persian MSS. as well as printed works in

Indian vernacular and classical languages, effected a marked
improvement in the various rooms concerned.

Finance.

Appendix III contains the usual statements showing our
accounts for 1926.

New statements are the following :

—

Statement No. 13, Sir William Jones Memorial Fund Ac-
count, details concerning which are given elsewhere in the

report.

Dr. N. Annandale Memorial Fund Account, No. 14, being

a permanent endowment for a periodical award for meritorious

work relating to Anthropology in Asia.

Statement No. 16, Permanent Library Fund Account, also

separately described elsewhere.

Savings Bank Deposit, No. 21, regarding deposits made for

the Society’s Staff Provident Fund.
A new and fuller form is given to the old Investment

Account, Nos. 19-22, now showing details of the various forms
and allocations of the investments.

Statements carried over without change from the previous

year pending final ascertainment of commitments and status

before liquidation, are :

—

Statement No. 9, Catalogue of Scientific Serial Publica-

tions, Calcutta.

Statement No. 10, International Catalogue of Scientific

Literature.

The other statements are presented as in previous years

and do not call for special \;omment.
All the fund accounts have, however, been made subject to

one general improvement. The Finance Committee decided

during the year* to allocate specific investments to each indivi-

dual fun(l, so as to make it j)ossible to show the depreciation

or appreciation of such investments for each fund separately,
,

as had hitherto been only shown for the investments in their
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totality. A possible source of confusion in the accounts
hereby been eliminated and the accounts have as a result

become more transparent. This measure has to be regarded

as one of considerable importance and constitutes a great

improvement.
Statements in the previous issue which no longer occur in

the i)resent one, regarding Funds closed during U)2i> as detailed

in the Annual Report for that year, are those relating to

the :

—

Anthropological Fund.
Bureau of Information Fund.
Dr. Annandale Fund.
Besides, the following Fund was closed as described under

the heading Indian Science Congress in the present report

Indian Science Congress Fund.
Statement No. 24 shows the balance sheet of the Society

and the different funds administered by and through it.

Statement No. 19. Investment Account (Government

Securities) presents an altogether new and more satisfactory

appearance as a result of the measure mentioned a few lines

earlier.

The funds belonging to or administered by the Society can

be classified as follows :

—

1. General Fund.

() Permanent Reserve.

() Working Balance.

2. Specific Funds belonging to the Society.

3. Funds administered by the Society.

At the end of the year the position of these funds as com-

pared with their position at the end of 1925 was as follows :

„ ,
.Market

Face value. value.

:n.si Df3cem- .‘Ust Decern- :nst*Doc.,

her, 1925. ber, 1925. 1925.

Rs. Rs. Its.

1. General Fund
(a) Permanent Reserve

(b) Working Balance
2. Special funds belonging to the

,

Society
3. Fund.s administered by the

Society

Total

2,1H,5.30

1.77,294

41,2.36

2,34,2W
1,86,7'M

47,4)10

1,92,74.0

1,46,5.30

46,159

(>9,028 02,702 .04,387

41,133 38,800 38,701

.3,28,691 3,36,'JOO 2,80,883

Dimne the year Rs. 3,744 were received through admission

fees, and three members compounded tor ‘h®”*

to a total amount of Rs. 300. The grand tot&l of Rs. 4,04^

together with the grand total of Rs. 3,878 received «nder th^
two heads last yeSr, making Rs. 7.922 in •all, was as usual
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transferred *to the Permanent Reserve. This was effected by a
conversion, at the market rates, according to a Council decision
of 1925, of investments belonging to the Temporary Reserve of

the Working Balance (Government Paper, 3|%, to a face value
of Rs. 9,600). The policy has been definitely adopted gradu-
ally to convert all investments belonging to the Temporary
Reserve in a similar way, and to replace them in the future by
fixed deposits, Savings Bank Deposits, and similar forms of

investment, not subject to fluctuation in market price.

The Society received the usual sanctioned grants from the
Government of Bengal as follows :

—

For

;

Ks. Statemen t,

Journals .

.

..* 2,000 1

O.P. Fund No. 1 ,

,

. . 9,000 2

O.P. Fund No. 2 ,

,

. . 3,000 3

Sanskrit MSS. Fund .

.

•• . . 6,800 4

Total .. 20,800

The Government of India annual grant of Rs. 5,000 for the

Arabic and Persian Manuscript and Cataloguing Fund, which
had expired on the 31st of March, 1924, and had not been
renewed, was rc-sanctioned during the year, wdth retrospective

effect from the 1st of April, 1924. Payment was accordingly

received during the financial vear of Rs. 15,000. for the years

1924 25,1925 26, 1926/27. (Statement No. 6.) The Society

expressed its thanks to Government.
The income derived from advertising during the xenr was

Rs. 5,778. ,

The temporary investments of Funds in War-bonds, Fixed
deposits, and Savings Banks are shown in statements Nos. 20,

21, 22. An amount set aside for ear-marked expenditure is

shown in statement No. 11.

Statement No. 17 gives the account of the amounts due to

and by the Society for members’ subscriptions, sales of publi-

cations, and contingent charges.

The Government securities shown in .statement No. 19 are

held in safe custody by the Imperial Bank, Park Street Branch.

The appreciation of Government securities, during the year,

on investments held, amounted to a total of Rs. 24,855. The
depreciation on the face value decreased from Rs. 74,111 to

Rs. 49,266.

The budget estimates for 1926 and the actuals for the j^ear

were as folloM S :— ^

Estimates

:

Receipts. Expenditure.

Rs. Rs.

Ordinary .*. .

.

48,000 48,000

Extraordinary 10,000 10,000

• Total 58,000 68,000
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*\ctual8

:

Receipts. ExiV^ndituro.

Hs. Hs.
Ordinary .10,847 4(i,43<i
Extraordinary 10,(H)0

Tota?. . . 00,847 4(;,43<»

Of the excess of receipts over expenditure 4,04 f, derive<i
from entrance fees and compounding fees, is not available
for expenditure, having to be transferred to the Permanent
Reserve. The extra income made available for woik in com
nection with arrears in the publication of the Society’s .fournals,
has still to be expended. The result is a net smail surplus of
about Rs. 373 on the year’s working.

The income was within Rs. 1,200 of the estimates, (he
difference being accounted for by a re-allotment, during the
year, of interest on the »Society’s investments to various funds,
to which specific papers were allocated, to a total of about
Rs. 1,365.

Expenditure kept closely to the budget estimates, with tlie

exception of an excess of Rs. 654 h)r furnituie, Hs. 1,162 for

hooks, Rs. 185 for postage, Rs. 150 for insurance, all subse-

quently sanctioned during the year, whilst on the other hand,
small savings were effected under various heads, and a siibstan-

tial saving under the head of Journals. The latter saving

during the year has, however, to be expended in the jiear

future.

The Budget Estimates of probable expenditure have again

been framed to meet demands under various heads base.d on
vigorous activity in all departments of the Society’s work. The
receipts have been conservatively estimated.

No capital or extraordinary expenditure has been induded

in the Budget estimates. If any need for it arises during tlie

ensuing year, it will form a subject of scrutiny and deliberation

by Finance Committee and Council, and will l)e introduced* as a

special supplementary grant.

Bu DGpjT Estimate for 1627.

Receipts.

1027.

I'jStimatP. .ActiUils. Estimatt^.

R«. Rs. Hs.

Interest on Investments .

.

.. 11,500 0,510 I0,00f»

Advertising .

.

6,000 5,778

Annual grant from Government of

Bengal P.tXHt 2,00e

Miscellaneous.

.

1,000 .551

Carried over . . 20.500 I7,S3«
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1926. 1926. 1927,

Estimate. Actuals. Estimate

Rs. Rs. Rs.
Brought forward .

.

20,600 17,839 18,900
Members’ Subscriptions .

.

13,000 13,687 14,00(»

Compounding fees 300
Admission fees ,

.

3,744
To Publications by Publication Fund
To Publications by unspent amount

8,000 11,000*

on Publications
To Publications by book sales and

10,00(»

, subs, to Jl. and Pr. and Memoirs
To Proportionate share in general

9,000 6,877* 8,000

expenditure by various funds 7,600 7,.600 7,.600

Totat. .

.

58,000 60,847 58,400

Expenditure.

Salaries and Allowances . . 23,250 22,706 2.6,000

Commission .

.

600 512 .600

Stationery .

.

1,260 1,287 1 ,500
Fan, light, telephone 600 563 COO
Taxes 1,750 1,7.63 1,760
Postage 1,100 1,285 1,500
Freight 60 10 50
Contingencies 1,000 898 1,000
Petty repairs 1,000 343 2,60

Insurance .

.

360 500 500
Menials’ clothing 1.60 149 150
Office Furniture 1,000 1,654 1,000
Paintings 1,000 908 500
Building, repairs and upkeep
Provident Fund Share . .

800 2,000
500 i ki 500

Steel Shelving ,

,

1,.600

Audit Fee 260 250 250
Books, Library 3,000 4,163 3,000
Binding, Library 2,000 2,067 2.000
Journal and Proceedings and
Memoirs 16,000 5,087 12,000

Printing, Circulars 1,250 755 1,000
Contribution to I.S.C. ,

.

1,200 1,200 1,000

TOTAIi .

.

58,000 46,431 57,560

Publications.

Of the Journal and Proceedings^ VoJ. XXI (for 1925), two
numbers were published during the year, aggregating 324 pages
and two plates. A large amount of matter for the Journal is

in type. The title pages and index for Vol. XX, were also

published.

Of the Memoirs one number was published, Vol. VIII,

No. 5, containing 60 pages text and 8 plates. Three further

* Transfer of securities to a nominal value of Rs. 11,000, market
value Rs. 8,636, less Rs. 635 cash from proceeds of book sales.
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numbers of the Memoirs, aggregating about 450 pages, are u/
type.

The amount of print actually issued was below the annual
average, but the amount in preparation was up to the average

The Proceedings of the 13th Indian Science Congress u'ere
issued in November (430 pages).

The Sanskrit MSS. Catalogue and the publications of tlie

year in the Bibliotheca Indica are described elsewhere in the
report.

During the year the long awaited complete catalogues and
price-lists of the Bibliotheca. Indica were at last issued and
widely distributed. They describe the series in full detail in

two sections, relating to Hindu and to Islamic culture, aiid

contain 90 pages print.

The sales of our publications remained satisfactory during
the year. The amount of literature sold, including subscrip-

tions to our periodicals, came to nearly 10,000 rupees. Of this

sum, however, only Rs. 7,500 was realised. During the ensu-
ing year the methods of accountancy in the sales department
must be thoroughly investigated.

The prosperity of the Society in point of numlx^rs reacted

unfavourably on the amount of attention that could be given

by the office to its publishing activities. Our Journal is in

arrears, and instead of making up lost ground, new delays

occurred Punctuality in the publication of its ^erials is a

matter of vital importance to a Society like ours. It giv<is

satisfaction to the members, establishes a reputation, and
keeps old friends. Delays and arrears create Justified dissatis-

faction and irritation. With a view to making up old arrears

in the production of our Journal a very large item was entered

on the previous year’s budget under the head of pul)lications.

Though the money was available we have only been able to use

a small portion of it for lack of time to be devoted to press

work. At present the annual averages of the publication* work

to be performed by the office arc as follows :

—

Bibliotheca Indica .

.

Journal .

.

Memoirs.

.

ProcGeding.s, Science Congress .

Catalogues • . «

2500 ])agos.

000
250 pages.
4(K) pages.
CJOO pages.

Leaving out miscellaneous publications this means about

4650 pages of print to be produced annually, of which those

relating to the Journal are made up of matter belonging to the

most diverse branches of human learning consisting of small

items with technical difficulties of illustration and script.

All this work has to be performed by ^n over-burdened

office without the help of a special press expert or tech-

nical editor. Even the correspondence connected with it is in

itself enormous. The administrative routftie of placing the
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hiaterial before the Sectional Secretaries and the Publication
Committee, and of instructing the Press, and obtaining and
checking its estimates, constitutes already considerable labour.

In order to effect an improvement in the condition of things
and to speed up matters, extra help was engaged towards the
end of the year to assist in the technical part of the press

work. Tt is undesirable that it should remain impossible to

spend the money available for publications awaiting issue for

want of assistance [t is the intention to utilise again, during
the coming year, part of the publication grant for office help
in connection with this work, instead of restricting it exclu-

sively to the payment of the printer’s bills. To curtail such
expenditure would be false economy. Our publications must
be brought up-to-date, be freed from arrears, and kept regular

and punctual.

The Baptist Mission Press.

Under the capable superintendence of Mr. P. Kniglit the

Baptist Mission Press continued to act as our chief printers and
gave again invaluable assistance and the closest co-operation

throughout the year.

Agencies.

Our European and Indian Agents remained unchanged.
The book sales effected through them were considerable. The
question of overhauling our methods of .accountancy with
some of them becomes, however, more and more urgent.

The book-selling department is sufficiently important to be
treated as a self-contained branch of our administration.

It can and should be made not only self-supporting but
remunerative. Business can never thrive on a merely passive

response to enquiry.

Exchange of Publications.

During the year the following applications for an exchange
with the Society’s publications were considered by the Council.

To be exchanged with

:

1. University of St. Joseph, Beyrouth . . Journal.
2. Marine Biological Station* Woods Hole,

Mass., U.S.A. . . . . Journal.

A request from the Public Library and Beading Boom,
Delhi, to be placed on the complimentary distribution list of the

Society, was declined.

Meetings.

The Generali Meetings of the Society were held regularly

every month, with the exception of the recess months of

September and October.
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’The time of meeting remained fixed at 5-30 p.in •

The attendance remained almost stationar^N’ as compared
with the previous year, averaging slightly under 20
members and over 3 visitors. The maximum attendance
was in December, with 28 members and 10 visitors.

It may interest members to know that the total miiuber of
General Meetings on record as having been held by the
Society since its inception, is 1334, of wliich 260 in the
present century. There is a gap in tlio records for the^
the year 1789.

Six Meetings of the Medical Section were held during
the year. The attendance was on a level with that of the
year before.

Exhibits.

In the General Meetings a number of exhibits wore
shown and commented upon bj^^ the exhibitors, 'fhe following

may be mentioned :

—

H. B. Soymour Sewell : A natural pearl in nifu in an oyster.

R. B. Seymour Sowell : An example of a sacred or i(«ft-bunded

chank shell.

R. B. Seymour Sewell: Specimen.s taken from the raised coral

reef of Southern India.
The General Secretary : A photograph ir: reproduction of m unique
copy of an old Ahoin chronicle ; some recent pid^lications

of interest.

Johnn van Manen : A Tihetnii mandala; and a Til»otan sin-hurner,

khadaka-deka, or za-byed mkhahdigro.

In the General Meeting for April the Western Electric

Company gave an interesting and highly successful demonstra-

tion of the working of their .sound-amplifier apparatus for use

in meeting rooms.

The bad accoustics of our lecture hall helped to rnttke the

demonstration a very convincing one.
•

General Lectures.

The remaining three General Lectures during the winter

season 25/26 were successfully held before fairly numerous

audiences of members and invited guests.

The details are as follows :

—

G. T. Labey*^ : Life aboard an^Ea.st India Man towards

the latter end of the seventh century. Illustrated with

lantern slides. January 7th.

Johan van Manen ; Some living problemp of Buddhism

April 22nd.

R. B. Seymour Sewell : The Coral Atoljs of Incfian Seas.

Illustrated with lantern-.slides. June 16th.
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Rotary Club.

At the invitation of the Directors of the Rotary Club of

Calcutta, the General Secretary addressed them at a luncheon
meeting in June, on the subject of the Asiatic Society of Ben-
gal and its history. Two local dailies devoted leaders to the
lecture, showing a most gratifying interest in and appreciation

of the Society and all it stands for.

Philology.

The philological activities of the year, in so far as not
described under other headings, were the papers published in

Journal or Memoirs, or read in the meetings.

There was an increase in the number of papers submitted.
As in other branches of study there was great literary activity

Of the Journal two philological numbers were published,

stggi'egating 324 images and containing 22 articles. The contents

have been described in this and previous reports, as having
been read in the meetings.

The following papers were both read and published during
the year :

—

P. O. Bodcling: A plea for a standardized system of writing the
Muiida or Kolarian languages.

W. Ivanow : Rustic poetry in the dialect of Khorasan.
Harit Krishna Deb : When Kurus fought Piindavas.
Harit Krishna Deb : The five-yearly yuga and the Saptarshi* cycle.

Braja Lai Mukerjee : Atharva Veda, Kftnda XV.

Tlie following communications, not to ^e published subse-

quently, were made in the meetings :

—

MM. Haraprasad Shastri, on Bhadra Yana.
MM. Haraprasad Shastri, on General considerations concerning the
Kamaya^a.

MM. Haraprasad Shastri, on The Vishnupur Malla era.

Johan van Manen, on The ^ali Text Society’s Pali-English Dic-
“ tionary.

Papers read in the General Meetings of the Society but not

yet published were :

—

M. Hidayat Hosain : The auto-bibliography of Mawlana *Abd A1
Hal^lj: Ad-Dehlavf.

Mohd. Abdul Aziz : The Deccan in the loth century.
H. E. Stapleton: Tlie late R.*F. Azo, and M. Hidayat Hosain.
Chemistry in * Ir&q and Persia in the Tenth Century, A.D.

A. S. Ramanatha Ayyar: The martyrdom of St. Thomas, the
Apostle.

Sukumar Sen: The language of Advaghosa’s Saundarananda-
KSvya.

Bibhutibhusan Datta : Hindue values of tr,

Braja LaJ Mnkherjee : Atharva Veda ; Kanda XVI.
Mohammad fiamid : Remarks on Khan Saheb Abdul VVali’s notes

on archacKilogical remains in Bengal.

H. Kosten, S.J. : Fr. N. Pimenta's Annual Letter, Qoa, Decem-
ber 21st, 1599.
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H. Hosten, S.J. : Fr, Pimenta, S.J., on Mogor, Goa, Mat Docer«^
ber, 1600.

H. Hosten, S.J. : r. N. Pimenta s Annual of Alarjja*.), Docembei*
Ist, 1601.

H. Hosten, S.J. : Three letters of Fr. Joseph do Castro, S.J. and
the last year of Jahangir. August 24, 1026.

H. Hosten, S.J. : Eulogy of Father Jerome Xavier, S.J., a Mission-
ary in Mogor, 1549-1617.

H. Hosten, S.J. : Some letters of Fr. Jerome Xavier, S.J. to his
family, 1593-1612.

’ ' ’

H. Hosten, S.J. : Some notes on Bro. Bento de does, S .1
•

1607.

Mohini Alohan Chatterji. Brahmanism in Bengal.

Natural Science : Biology.
'

The output of biological papers submitted during the year
was large. Unhappily, publication of them ha.s been slow." In
the nature of the case several of such papers require illustra-

tions and if these are not satisfactorily prepared, delay is apt to
be caused. This happened. As the time available iii the olHee
for editorial correspondence is very limited indeed, the imme-
diate consequence was a retardation of progress. This is all

the more to be regretted as the good suffer with the bad. The
Journal is a bottle-neck through which everything has to pass
in proper succession with pages and plates duly numbered. A
plate once prepared with a definite sequence numlH‘r holds up
progress if the article belonging to it is for any reason to be

kept back.

No biological number of the Journal was published during
the year though there is ample material in hand to make up a
substantial issue.

One substantial number (60 pages text, 8 > full page plates)

of the Memoirs, issued during the year, was devoted to a biolo-

gical subject, by Paul Briilil and Kalipada Biswas, on the Algae

of the Loktak Lake. ,

The following papers were read at the Monthly Meetings of

the Society but have not yet been published :

—

C. K. Krishnaswamy Pillai and V. 8. Swaminathan : A note on the

rockslides of the Western Ghat section, South India

Harbans Lall Chhibber ; The extinct iron industry of the neighbour-

hood of Mount Popa, Upper Burma, with notes on tho microM-

copic study of the slags. •

Harbans Lall Chhibber: The origin and mineral constitution of

the late tertiary fossil wood of Burma.
S. L. Hora: A short note on tho distribution and habits of Bat-

wantia Soleniformia (Benson).

R. B. Seymour Sewell : Maritime Xletoorology in Indian Seas.

S. L. Hora : Note on a hermaphrodite loach.

R. B. Seymour Sewell ; A brief account of investigations into a

case of sudden mortality among the fauna of|the Indian Museum
tank. ...

S. Ribeiro : A note on a simuUd larva found associated with a

may-fly nj»mph. •

S. L. Hora : On the manuscript drawings of fish in tho library of
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tliu ABiatic Society o£ Bengal. I, Fish drawings in the Macktnzie
collection

.

S. K. Bose : Artificial cultures of wood-rotting fungi common in

forest areas.

T. V. Ramakrishna Aiyer : Notes on some Indian lepidoptera with
abnormal habits.

Natural History: Physical Science.

No papers on physical science were published during the

year or submitted for reading.

’ Anthropology.

During 1026 a great variety of Anthropological papers were
newly contributed, to wit :

—

P. C. Mahalanobis : Analysis of Race-Mixture in Bengal.
P. O. Bedding : A note on the ‘ Wild-people ’ of the Santals.
Johan van Manon : Some further notes on the ‘Wild men’ of

Tibet and elsewhere.

C. de Beauvoir Stocks : Folk-lore and Customs of the Lap-chas of

Sikhim.

J. H. Hutton : Diaries of two tours in the unadministered area east
of the Naga Hills.

D. N. Majumdar: Marriage and betrothal amongst the Hos of

Kolhan.
D. N. Majumdar : The Bigonial breadth of some Hos of Kolhan.
D. N. Majumdar : Death and connected ceremonies of the Hos of

Kolhan and Singbhum.
Hem Chandra Das-Gupta : A few types of sedentary gam^s preva-

lent in the Punjab.
Upendra Nath Brahmachari and Shyama Charan Brahmachari

:

Note on two pre-historio Neolithic stone implements found in a

tank in Jamalpur (Monghyr).
Mohini Mo' m Chatterji : Some Marriage Customs in Bengal.
Mohini Mohan Chatterji; A study of some Bengali Customs. J.

Survivals ot group-marriage. TT, Mock-marriage.

•They were presented in the monthly meetings. In the

Journal no anthropological papers w^ere published during the

year.

The Rev. Bedding’s second paper in the Memoirs on

“Studies in Santal Medicine and connected Folk-lore ” pro-

gressed well, 230 pages being printed off. The number will be

ready for issue during the course of 1927, and will be a bulky

publication of about 300 pages.

«Medicine.

During the year six special meetings of the Medical Section

were held, as detailed below :

—

February. ^Speaker, Major R. N. Chopra, Subject, The
Problem ^)f the supply of medical relief in the rural ai*eas in

India. Followed*by a general discussion. *
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• April. Speaker, Major H. W. Acton. Sul)jeot, On t.v/
principles to bo applied in tests for a euro.

May. Speaker, Major K. K. Chatterji, Subject. The Study
of cancer in India.

June. Speaker, Major V. B. Green-Armytage, Subject.
Obstetrics and gynaecology in the days of the patriarchs.

September. Speaker, Major j. A. Shorten, Subject.
Radium and the cure of cancer, including an account of a visit

to the Curie Foundation, Paris.

November. Speaker, Major H. W. Acton, Subject, Neura-
sthenia in the tropics : its aetiology, causation, and treatment.

As usual the issue of those papers intended for publication
will be or has been arranged for in the various Medical
Journals.

Bibliotheca Indies.

Satisfactory progress is to be recorded for 1926.
Actually published were only two issues Nos. 1485 14sr».

They w'ere of a bulk of 9 fascicle-units of 06 ])ages.

One was the final (double) fasci(*Ie of Prof. Jacof)i’.s edition

of Haribhadra’s Samaraicca Kaha (Prakrit), and the other
Mr. Ivanow’s concise Descriptive catalogue of the Persian MSS.
in the Curzon collection, 28 and 582 pages.

In the Islamic series five other works were continued as

follows, with the progress during the year as noted against th(^

titles :

—

Ma’athir-i-Rahinii, editor Dr. liidayab Hosain, tliird and
final volume, 400 pages printed.

Haft'lqlim, editors Kh«n Bahadur ‘Abdul Muqtadir and
A. H. Harley, 144 pages printed.

‘Amal-i-Salih, or ^ah Jahan nama. secoi d volume, editor

G. Yazdani, 144 pages printed.

Tabaqat-i-Akbari, first volume, editor B. I)e, 120 page.^

printed. •

Tabaqat-i-Akbarl, first volume, translator B. De, 160

pages printed.

In addition work on Prof. Mahfuzul Haq's translation and

edition of Dfira Shikuh’s Majmiia’ul Bahrain was begun and the

work was completely set up in type.

In the Sanskritic series six works were in hand during the

year, with details and progress as follows :
-

Kui Grammar, by the Rev. W. W. Winfield, 144 pages

printed.

Sri Krsnavatara-llla, Kashmiri text and translation, b\

Sir George Grierson, 112 pages printed.

Vaikhanasa-grhya-sutra, editor Prof. W. Caland, 145 page>*

printed, completing the text.

Nityacara-pradlpa, editor MM. SadaSiva MiSra, *208 page.s

printed.
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Vidhtoa-parijata, editor Pandit I§vara Chandra Shastri,

192 pages printed.

Satapatha-Brahmana, kanda IX, 120 pages printed, com-
pleting the text of the volume, and of kSnda XI, newly begun,
16 pages printed.

Three new works were taken up, being sanctioned during
the year :

—

Grhastha-ratnakara, editor MM. Kamala-krsna Smrti-
tlrtha.

PariSistaparvan or Sthaviravall-carita, revised edition,

editor Prof. H. Jacobi.

,
First supplement to the concise catalogue of Persian

Manuscripts in the Curzon collection, by .Mr. Ivanow.
Actually printed, but not issued, during the year were 1906

pages, aggregating in bulk about 20 fascicle-units of 96 pages.
The work in the department remains overwhelming. Last

year’s remarks still apply, and will continue to apply for a long
time to come.

The new policy of attempting wherever practicable to issue

the numbers in complete volumes or at least in bulky issues of

multiples of 96 pages, naturally led to a reduction in the number
of issues actually published. The new method will ultimately
simplify stock -keeping and accountancy to a very large extent

;

prevent loss, damage and waste
;

will be welcomed by libra-

rians
;
and be helpful to students. Once it is applied to the

majority of the works in hand the number of units annually
issued will settle down to a new and reduced average.

It is interesting to note that in the 75^ j^ears of its exist-

ence the Bibliotheca Indica has progressed with an average
production of about 3 works annually, of a bulk of about 25
fascicle-units of 96 pages, i.e., about 2400 pages print each
year.

The work of sorting out and bundling the old publications

in thb stock room is described under the heading ‘ office ’.

A proper descriptive list of the Bibliotheca Indica was
at last published during the year, in two sections, of works
relating to Hindu and to Islamic culture. It was liberally

distributed to the Members, the book-trade and libraries. Sub-
sequent issues will permit the introduction in it of improve-
ments, and the elimination of some errors. In a few years’

time we may expect to have a reliable and thoroughly satisfac-

tory description of the Bibliotheca Indica for the use of book-
sellers, students, libraries qnd bibliographers, a matter of con-

siderable importance. The list as issued has already met with

a very warm approval.

^Catalogue of Sanskrit MSS.

MM. * Haraprasad Shastri’s great undertaking continued

again to advance rapidly during the year.
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. The printing of the whole body of volume V,* describi#^
the Parana Manuscripts, including the indexes, was finished.
It is a volume of 896 pages, describing 1080 numbers. Issue
was delayed by work on an elaborate preface whiclj is now half
finished, and the volume should be ready for issue during 1927^

Vol. VI, describing the Vyakarana Manuscripts was mean-
while taken in hand. By the end of 1926 already 80 pages had
been printed off, 56 further pages were in proof, as also 95 gal-
leys, covering the description of about 560 numbers.

Work in this department has now been unremittingiy
speeded up for three years in succession, but as the whole cata-
logue should describe about 12,000 items (in 12 or more voluimjs)
of which hitherto 4,500 items have been disposed of, the end of
the gigantic undertaking is not yet by any means in sight.

The Resident Pandit Aghornath Bhattacluirya was at tlie

end of the year confirmed in his post as the Sliastri’s assistant

in the work on the catalogue.

During the year a rearrangement was made in the disposi-

tion of some of the MSS. and printed works in the Sanskrit
department. A collection of over 2,000 Manuscripts was
transferred from elsewhere to the Sanskrit room, place having
been found for them by the transfer of an equal number of

vernacular and Sanskrit prints to the general library sliolves.

A number of paper MSS. were suitablv repaired and re-

bound during the year.

Arabic and Persian Manuscripts, Search and
Catalogue.

In this department the year’s activities were of considerable

importance. The >vork of foliating the collection of MSS. was
completed. A second examination of the volumes had brought

to light a number of volumes which had been overlooked before.

This year over 85,000 additional leaves, making alnait 3,55,000

ill all, have been foliated. Next, the systematic stampiifg of

the volumes was taken up, and nearly 6,000 volumes w'ere

stamped with identification stamps in fixed places. In Decem-
ber this second manipulation was completed. Bimling was

continued. During the year 276 volumes were bound, making

a total of 780 manuscript volumes bound since this activity was

taken up on a regular basis •towards the end of 1924. At

least a thousand volumes are still in need of binding, and the

rate of progress can scarcely be expected to be greater than

about 300 annually, if proper attention and supervision are to

be given to the work.

The work of repairing and pasting old, worm-eaten, or

damaged MSS. proceeded altogether quicker and more skilfully

than in previous years, and each volume botind, if in need

of such attention, was thoroughly repaired before issue to the

binder.
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The «next work to be taken in hand ia the segregai^ion

of printed works, both in type and lithographed, which are still

mixed up with the earlier parts of the collection of MSS.
A re-arrangement of the MSS. on the shelves, and a consequent
re-numbering are also contemplated.

During the year a goodly number of new Arabic and
Persian MSS. and a few Hindustani ones were acquired by
purchase, in all 84 volumes, at a total purchase price of about
Rs. 400. Several of the volumes, were again of more than
'common value and interest.

In November, Mr. Ivanow was sent on deputation to

l^ucknow for a brief period, to endeavour to collect Manuscripts
locally. His visit was entirely successful and for an outlay of

Rs. 1,200, all incidental expenses included, he acquired 160
volumes. These will be booked, incorporated and catalogued in

1927.

The second volume of the Concise Catalogue of Persian

Manuscripts in the Society’s Collections, by Mr. Ivanow, was
published during the year. It is devoted to the Curzon Col-

lection,” definitely so named, in supersession of the old informal
designation of “Government Collection”, in honour of Lord
Curzon of Kedleston, under whose Viceroyalty and with whose
support the .collection was created. The volume describes 756
items, in 610 pages print, and was as warmly welcomed by
experts as its predecessor. It was dedicated by the Council

to Sir Denison Ross, in recognition of his former great services

to the department. Mr. Ivanow also completed the copy
of a first supplement to this second catalogue, describing

all purchases and acquisitions accumulated till the end of 1926
since the closing of the text of his main catalogue. This

supplement also contains residuals which have been found
during a re-examination of the whole collection. It will describe

about 150 items, and it is expected that it will be published

during 1927, completing the description of all the Persian MSS.
belonging to the Society, acquired and in its possession before

the end of 1926.

In the meantime the Council has charged Mr. Tvanow with

the preparation of a similar concise catalogue of the Society’s

Arabic MSS., and substantial progress has already been made
with its preparation. This work will demand several years for

its completion.

Several published catalogues of Persian and Arabic MS.
collections were added to the set already in the possession of

the Society as reference material for its own cataloguing

activities. It is the intention to make and maintain this set as

complete as practicable.

The staff of the department remained unchanged during

the year.
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* Numismatics.

With great regret news was received of the death of the
Honorary Numismatist to the Society, Mr. R. O. Douglas,
I.C.S. Arrangements for a successor have not yet been made

*

The vacancy raises anew the question of the relations of
the Society with the Numismatic Society of India, which are
not well defined. During the year the whole position of the
Society with regard to its Numismatic activities was reviewed.
There are various points claiming attention : the relation of
the A.S.B. with the Numismatic Society of India

; the status
of the coin collection lent sme die by the A.S.B. to the
Indian Museum ; the rights of the Society to receipt of Trea-
sure Trove Coins ; the method of dealing with the coin collec-

tion still held by the Society on its premises
;
the advisability

of resuscitating the Society’s independent Numismatic acti-

vities.

A sub-committee was appointed during the year to investi-

gate these questions and to report.

Competent temporary outside lielp was secured and an
extract w»as made, for the guidance of the Council, of the
Numismatic records of the last twenty -five years in the

archives, which was submitted to Council late in the year.

This digest made the position much clearer but an important
gap in the records was encountered. The missing documents
wei'e, however, re-traced just after the close of the year.

It was, nevertheless, already felt that independent Numismatic
activity by the Society should be revived. Definite action

will probably be taken during 1927.

One Numismatic Supplement, No. 39 (for 1925), was pre-

pared, but has not yet been is.sued. The arrangement of the

plates made for some delay.

The whole question of the Society’s Numismatic work is a

very complicated one demanding great care and the closest

attention for its satisfactory solution.
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Membership Statistics.

(As caloulated for December 31st, of each year.)
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1901 123 133 13 269 37 '22 69 328 4 12 16 344 26
1902 120 126 14 266 47 ! n 67 333 4 13 17 3511 26 _ 1

1903 127 126 16 268 46 21 67 336 4 13 17 362 24
1904 132 130 14 276 46 21 67 343 4 13 17 360 30
1906 144 133 12 288 48 20 68 350 4 13 17 373 29 . .

!

1906 173 147 16 335 62 20 72 407 4 12 16 423 30 . • 1

1907 174 175 20 369 31120 61 420 4 12 16 436 28 1

1908 ..
1

181 1»3 17 391 38119 57 448 4 13 17 466 30
1909 183 217 13 413 40- 20 60 473 4 14 18 491 28
1910 209 217 16 442 43

;
23 66 508 4^ 14 18 526 27 17

!

1911 200 226 19 444 63 1
22 75 519 3 14 17 636 28 19

1912 203 229 19 461 43 23 66 617 3 13 16 633 27 24
1913 200 211 19 430 46 23 69 499 3 14 17 616 27 28
1914 191 187 19 397 50 i 26 76 473 3 14 17 490 24 27
1916 171 188 21 380 40

;

26 65 445 3 16 18 463 29 31
i

1916 145 169 18 322 60 26 86 407 3 16 18 426 26 33 :

1917 160 144 15 309 45124 69 378 2 12 14 392 22 35
1918 163 145 17 316 43

;
24 67 382 2 10 12 394 22 39

1919 141 128 16 284 64 26 89 373 2 11 13 386 18 36
1920 161 134 16 310 32 26 68 368 2 11 13 381 28 38 ;

1921 160 132 16 308 26126 61 359 2 12 14 373 28 40
1922 160 141 16 317 26 '26 62 369 2 13 15 384 30 39
1923 147 120; 13 280 30l27 67 337 2 11 13 360 28 37

:

1924 209 134 12 366 29 :'28 67 412 2 12 14 426 27 37 !

1926 263 137 12 412 23 i 27 60 462 2 12 14 476 26 34
;

1926 319 162 20 601 23 28 61 662 2 12 14 666 26 34|

N.B,—^Honorary Fellows were styled Honorary Members before 1911.

The olosing total for 1923 has been adjusted to an initial total of 345
for 1924.
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List of Fublioations issued by the Asiatic Society of •

Bengal during 1926.

(a) Bibliotheca Indica (New Series): *

Prict*.

Kh. a. P.

No. 1485: Saimu'Aioca Kahii, VoL J, Fuse. U(‘J\iiiits) '2 0 o

No. 1480 : Oescriptive Catalogue of Porsinii MSS.
(Curzon CnIle<?tion) Pp. XX \' 111. 58- 15 0 0

(b) Memoirs

:

Vol. VI 1 1, No. 5: Algae oi the Loktak Lake .. 7 i)

Title page aiul Index for \%)l. \'M. (Pree t«» .\leiul)ers and Suh.s»n-

bera on application.)

(c) Journal and Proceedings (New Series)

:

Vol. XXL
No. I ; Philological . . . . . . o r* o

No. :i; Philological •• . . l' I 0

Title page and Iinlox ha* Vol. \X. (Preo to MornherH auii SuljHiTi-

bers on application.)

(d) Miscellaneous

:

Proceeclinga, 'rhirtccnth lialian S«:icn«:c t^»ngro.+s .. I J »» 0

Price Lists for Free Distrihution.

Catalogue of Works published in the /iiblwlhevM Indica rclatin-

Hindu Culture. •
r .

Catalogue of VVorka pnbliHlnvl in the /Jibhotlteca Indica relHtiiig to

Islamic Culture.
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VTATEMPNT No. 1.

1926. Asiatic Society

Dr.
To Ksa'ABT.ISHMKNT.

Us. A.S. P. Rs. A.<s. P.

Salaries and Allowances .. .. 22,700 4 1)

C6nimi88ion . . . . . . 5110 5
23,217 14 2

*

'I’O CONTINaKNOJKS.

1,286 0 0
361 9 0
201 I 5

1,753 4 0
1 ,285. 4 2

897 15 1

250 0 0
343 2 n

500 0 0

149 0 0
\ ,654 2 0
908 0 9

10 0 0

314 7 0
9,04 1 0 11

IV) LiBHAKY ANI> C^OI.I.KOTIONS.

4,162' U 8

2,006 12 0
0,229 10 8

To POBLIU VTJON.S, I5T(',

Journt^i and Procoediiig.s and Memoirs .. 5,086 14 3

Printing Circnlars, ofro. .. 754 13 0
Contribution to T.S.C. .. .. 1,200 0 0

7,041 11 3

Bad Debts written off .. .. .. 274 10 9

Less depreciation on Investments revalued
on 31-12-1926 :—

Carried over from 1925 .. *
62,894 13 10

Les-s appreciation on 31-12-26 .. 21,356 0 0
41,538 13

Balance as per Balance Sheet . . . . . . 1 ,92,745 14

Books
Binding .

.

Stationery
Fan and Light
Telephone
Tax
Postage .

.

Contingencies
Audit Fee
Petty Repairs
Insurance
Menials* Clothing
Furniture and Fitting.s

Upkeep of Paintings
Freight .

,

Provident Kund Share

Totat. 2,80,990 2 4
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SPATEMENT No. 1.

of Benial. W26.

Cr.

Rs. As. P. Rs. As. P.

By Balance from last Account . . .. .. 2,18,630 3 o

By Cash Rrobipts.

Interest on Investments . . 9,610 4 0
Miscellaneous .. .. 410 3 9

*

Government Allowance . . 2,090 0 0
Advertising .. .. 6,778 5 0

17,704 12 9

By Peusonai. Account.

Members’ Subscriptions .. .. 14,618 0 0
Compounding Subscriptions . . . . 300 0 0
Admission Fees .. .. 3, <44 0 0
Miscellaneous . . . . 1 34 5 0

18,090 .'> 0

By Transfjbh from Funds, ktc.

Proportionate Share in Goneral Expen-
diture by various Funds .. .. 7,600 0 0

Publication Fund from Book Sales and Sub-
scription to Journal and Proceedings .. 6,877 0 3

Publication Fund Reserve for Publiciitions 11,000 0 0
Refund Salary, Science (’ongress Clerk . , 200 0 0
Proceeds on War Bond by Appreciation 481 7 4

26,068 13 7

2,80,990 2 4Tot\i.
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VtATEMENT No. 2.

1926. Oriental Pablieation
From a monthly grant made by the Government of Bengal for the publi-

(Rb. 600), and for the publication of Sanskrit

Dr.

, To Cash Expbnditurb.

Rs. As. P. Rs. As. P.

Prmting . . . . . . 5,599 .3 2

Editing .. .. .. .. 1,424 9 0
: 7,023 12 2

Proportionate Share in General Expendi-
ture . . . . . . . - . . 3,000 0 0

Balance as per Baleuice Sheet . . 1,001 4 1

Total .. 11,025 0 3

STATEMENT No. 3.

1926. Oriental Publication
From a monthly grant made by the Government of Bengal of

Historical Interest

Dr!

Rs. As. P. Rs. As. P.

To Balance as per Balance Sheet .. . . 17,530 14 6

Total 17,530 14 6



Receipts and Disbursements, lix

STATEMENT No. 2.

FuTld^ eA^O. i, in Account with A.S,B,

cation of Oriental Works and Works of Instruction in Eastern LaiiRuaffos
Works hitherto unpublished (Rs. 250).

Cr.

By Balance from last Account

Rs. As. P. Rs. As. P,.

2,0LV> i)

/
By Cash Rkobipts.

Annual Grant 0,000 0 0

Total .. 11,025 o :i

STATEMENT No. 3.

J^O, in Account with A.S.li. 1026-

Rs. 250 for the publication of Arabic and Persian Works of

(without remuneration).

Cr.

Rs. As. P. Rs. As. P.

By Balance from last Account «. .. 14,530 14 0

By Cash Rjsobipts.

3,000 0 0Annual Grant, 1925-27

Total lt.530 14 6
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VtATEMSNT No. 4.

1926. Sanskrit Manuscripts Fund
From an annual granli of Rs. 3,200 made by the Government of Bengal

by the Society for Government; and Rs. 3,600

Dr.
, To Cash ExPKNDrrORR

Ra. As. P. R«. As. P.

Pension . . . . . . . . 120 0 0
Printing .. .. .. .. 1,276 11 0
Allowance . . . . . . .3,600 0 0

4,996 II 0
Proportionate Share in General Expendi-
ture . . . . . . . . . . 2,000 0 0

To Balance aa per Balance Sheet .. .. 14,834 10 3

Totai. .. 21,831 6 3

STATEMENT No. 5.

1926. .Irahic a,rid Persia,n .Mn,a a,scripts

From an annual grant of Rs. 6,000 made by the Qovornnient of India for

by the Society for Government; for the purchase of further

Persian Manuscripts found

Dp.
Rs. As. P. Rs. As. P.

To Balance from last Account . . ... .. 12,963 13 7

To Cash Expienditurr.

Manuscripts Purchase .. .. 1,038 8 0
Binding .. .. .. ,, 466 0 0
Cataloguing . . . . . . 3,000 0 0
Books .. .. .. 104 6 2

Contingencies .. .. .. 12 0 0
6,220 13 2

Proportionate Shar^ id General- Expenditure .. 2,600 0 0

Total .. 20,684 10 9



Receipts and Disbursements. Ixi

ST>\TEM£NT No. 4.

jioCOU/Tlt, in Account with A.S.B.

for tho publication of tho Catalogue of Sanskrit Maiiiiscripts acquired
from the same Government for research work.

Cp.

Ks. As. P. Ks. As. P,.

By Balance from last Acoouiit .. .. .. 15,031 r> 3

By Cash Uucbipts. ,

Annual Grant for cataloguing^ 1926-27 .. 3,600 O 0
Annual Grant for preservation of Sans-

krit Manuscripts, 1926-27 . . 3.200 0 0

Total .. 21,831 5 3

STATEMENT No. 5.

Fund Account, in Account with A.S.B.

the cataloguing and binding of Arabic and Persian Manuseript.s, acquired

Manuscripts, and for the preparation of notices of Arabic and
in various Libraries in India.

Cr.

By Cash Receipts.

Rs. As. P. Ra. As. P.

Annual Grant from the Government of

India 1924-25 and 1926-26 .. .. 10,000 0 0

Annual Grant from the Government of

India 1926-27 .. .. .. 5.000 0 0
16,000 0 0

Balance as per Balance Sheet . • • 6,684 10 9

I'OTAL 20,684 10 9
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'^STATEMENT No. 6.

1926. Barclay Memorial
From a sum of Rs. 600 odd given in 1896 by the Surgeon

encouragement of Medical

Dr.

To Cash Expenditure.

Cost of two Memorial Medals .

.

P^urohase of Rs. 100 F.V. of 31 G. P. Note.

.

To Depreciation on Investments on
31-12-26

Balance as per Balance Sheet .

.

Rs. As. P. Rs. As. P.

34 3 0
79 5 2

113 8 2

107 8 0
545 2 8

Total ... 765 2 10

STATEMENT No. 7.

«

1926. Servants’ Pension Fund
Founded in 1876 as the Piddington Pension Fund

Dr.
Rs. As. P. Rs. As. P.

To Depreciation, Investments revalued on
31-12-26 .. .. .. .. 300 6 0

Balance as per Balance Sheet , « .

.

Rs. 2,000, 31% G. P. Notes .. 1,670 0 0
Accumulated Interest . . 36 5 10

1,606 6 10

1,906 11 10Total



Receipts and DisbursemeMs, Ixiii

STATEMENT No. 6. .

Fztthd •A.CCOli/Jlt
j
in Account with A,S,B,

General, I.M.S., for the foundation of a medal for the
and Biological Science.

Cr.

Rs. As. P. Rs. As. p.

By Balance from last Account

—

Rs. 400, 3i% Q.P. Notes, 1854 .55 at face
value .. .. .. 400 0 0

Rs. 100, 3i% G.P. Notes, 1900-01 at face
value . . . . 100 0 0

Accumulated Interest 151 0 10

051 0 10

By Cash Rbobipts.

Interest realized for the year . . . . 14 12 0
Rs. 100, 3J% G.P. Notes, at face value.. 100 0 0

Total .. 760 2 10

STATEMENT No. 7.

Account, in Account with A.S.B. 1V20,

with Rs. 600 odd from the Fiddingtob Fund.

Cr.

Rs. As. P. Rs. As. P.

By Balance from last Account— 1 *867 II 10

Bt Cash Rbobipts.

Interest realized for the year . . • • . . 49 0 0

Total • • 1,906 11 10
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N^vTATEMENT No. 8.

1926. Building Fund
From a sum of Rs. 40,000 given by the Government of India

proceeds of a portion

Dr.
Rs. As. P.

To Depreciation, Investments revalued on
31-12-26 .. .. .. .. 2,795 0 0

To Balance as per Balance Sheet . . 11 ,262 6 6
.(Rs. 10,205-0-0+ 1,067-6-6)

'roTAL . . 14,057 6 6

STATEMENT No. 9.

1926. Catalogue of Scientific Serial Pub-

Dr.

Ks. As. P.

To Balance as per Balance Sheet .. .. 415 0 0

Total .. 415 0 0

STATEMENT No. 10.
f

1926. International Catalogue of Scien-

• Dr.
Rs. As. P

To Balance as per Balance Sheet . • . . 4,424 7 8

Total 4,424 7 8



Receipts and Disbursements, Ixv

STATEMENT No. 8,

Account, in Account toilh A.S.B.

towards the rebuilding of the Society’s premiHcs, and from the aslo
of the Society’s land.

Cr.

By Bnlance from Inst Account (Rs. 13,000,

3i% G.P.N. and Rs. 602-6-6)

By Cash Rkckipts.

Interest realized during the year ..

'roTAT.

Rs. P.

6 6

166 0 n

14,067 6 0

STATEMENT No. 9.

lications, Calcutta, in Acet. with a.s.b. Ii)2(l.

Cr.

By Balance from last Account .

.

I’OTAI.

Ks. A.s. P.

416 0 0

416 0 0

STATEMENT No. 10.

tific Litei'ature, in Account with A.B.B. 1020-

Cr.
Rs. As. P.

4,424 7 8By Balance from last Account • •

’roTAf- 4,424 7 8
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"NcTATEMENT No. 11.

1926. Akharnama Reprint
From a 8um set apart in 1923 for

Dr.
Rs. As. P.

To Balance as per Balance Sheet . . . . 7,764 10 8

Total .. 7,764 10 S

STATEMENT No. 12.

1926. Providejit Fund Ac-
From contributions by the

Dr.

To Cash Expanditubb. Rs. As. P.

Withdrawal of Contributions . . • • . . 213 0
Balance as per Balance Sheet . . . . . * 2,642 1 0

Total . . 2,663 4 0

STATEMENT No. 13.

1926, Sir William Jones Memorial
k

From a sum gifted for the purpose

Dr.
Rs. As. P.

To depreciation on Investments revalued
on 31-12-26 .. .. .. .. 646 0 0

Balance as per Balance Sheet . . . . 2,449 12 0

(Rs. 2,366-0-0-»-94-12-0)

Total 3.004 12 0



Receipts and Disbursement's. Ixvii

STATEMENT No. 11.

^^CCOUTlt^ i7i Account with A.8,B. 1020*
the reprint of the Akbarnania in England.

Cr.
Rs. As. V.

By Balance from last Account .. .. 7,7lU 10 .K

I’OTAL .. 7,704 S

STATEMENT No. 12,

GOlitht^ in Account with A.S.B. I0£().

Staff and the Society.

Cr.
Hs. Aa P. Ita. Aa. P.

By Balance from last Account , , . . 1 ,S80 0 0

By Cash Hbobipts.

Staff Contribution for tho year .. .. 341 7 0
A.S. 6. Contribution for tlie vear .. .. 341 7 0

082 14 0

4’ot.\l , . 2.r>G3 4 . 0

STATEMENT No, 13.

Fund Accounif in Account wUh a.S.H.

by Dr. U. N. Brahmachari.

%

Cr.
Rs. Aa. P. Rs. As. P.

By Endowment 3J% G.P. Notes Rs. 3,000

face value.. .. .. .. 3,000 0 0
Interest realized . . . . . . 04 1 2 0

3,004 12 0

Total 3,004 12 0
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‘WaTEMBNT No. 14.

1926. Dr. Annandale Memorial
From donations

Dr.

Tq, depreciation on Investments revalued
on 3M2-26

Balance as per Balance Sheet .

.

(Rs. 2,365*0-0+ 627-12-0)
• Totai.

Rs. As. P.

645 0 0
2,882 12 0

3,627 12 0

STATEMENT No. 15,

1926. Permanent Library Fund
From gifts

Dr.
o Rb. As.

To Balanoe as per Balance Sheet . . . . 2,050 0 0

Total 2,050 0 0



Reeeipla and Dishurstmeidt.

STATEMENT No. 14.

Fund Account, in Account with A.ft.B.

by subscription.

Cr.
Kg. Ag. H.

By Cash received .. .. .. 627 12 (

By .3^% O.P. Notes Rs. 3,000 at face value . . 3,000 0 (

Total

STATEMENT No. 15.

Aocount, in Account unth A.S.B.

received. »

Cr.
ft

By Cash Reobifts.

Donations realized during the year

Ixix

lib. .Vs. P.

3,527 12 0

3,527 12
*0

IV2G.

Ks. As. P.

2,060 o 0

2;06O 0 0Total
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STATEMfeNT No. 16 .

19^6. Fiiblicatioji Fund
From sale proceeds

Dr.
To Cash Exfenditvhjs,

»

Rs. As. P. Rb. As. P.

Postage .. .. .. .. 575 5 G
Printing . . . . . . . . 2,828 13 8

—^ 3,404 3 2

Hooks returned . . . . . . . . 10.3 S 0

To Transfer.

From Hook Sales and Subscriptions to

Journal and Proceedings during the
year . . . . . . . . 6,877 G 3

From Reserve .. .. .. 11,000 0 0
17,877 G 3

To depreciation on Investments revalued
on31-12-2G .. .. .. 3,225 0 0

To Exchange difference on Fixed
Deposit .. .. .. 125 14 8

3,350 14 8
By Halatiee

Rs. 15,000, 3J% G.P. Notes @ Rs. 78/8 .. 11,776 0 0
Accumulated Cash Balance . . 12,067* 1 1 5

23,832 11 5

Totai. .\ 48,668 11 6



Receipts and Disbursements. Ixxi

STATEMENT No. 16.

Account, in Account with A.S.H. 0)26.
of publications.

Cr.
Rb. As. l>. r<8. As. P.

By Balance from last Account. . .. .. 3i),()8;i 13 J*

By Cash Keobipts.

Cash Salo of Publications . . . . (>3o 14

Interest realized on Fixed Deposit
(London)

,
.. .. 410 11 7

Interest on Investments .. .. 010 0 0

1.071 10 4

By Personal Account.

Credit Sale of Publications ... . . 0.049 3 i)

Subscriptions to Journal and Pro<

ceedings . . . . . . 1 ,404 0 0
7.r>13 3 9

Total 1 1 6
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STATEMENT No. 17.

1926. Personal

Dr.
Rs. As. P. Kb. As. P.

To Balance from last Account . . .. .. 4,147 7 0
Advances for postadfe, etc. .. .. .. 959 14

Asiatic Society’s Subscriptions^ etc. . . 18,696 5 0
Subscriptions to Journal and Proceedings
and from Book Sales, etc., from Pub.
Fiinda/c .. .. .. 7,513 3 9
' 26,209 S 9

Total .. 31,316 14 0

Fixed Deposit
From a sum set aside to pay for the

Dr.-

To Balance from last Account
Interest accrued on Fixed Deposit

To Difference in Exchange rate

Rs. As. P.

12,469 10 0
410 11 7

12,870 6 7
79 16 0

STATEMENT No. 18.

1926,

Total 12,790 6 7



Receipts and Disbursements, Ixxiii

STATEMENT No. 17.

Account. i<)2C

Cr

By Casii Receipts during the year
Bad Debts written-otf, A.S.B. a/c

Books Returned, Pub. Fund a/c

Us. As. I’.

27.r,i(; 11 ;i

274 10 0

lo:i R j)

Ry
.

OutstiiudinKS.

! Aiiiouiit duo Aiiiount ilue

1

to
i

b.v

1 flio Sooiety.
j

the Sofioty.

Ks. i
As. 1*. Us. .V. 1».

Moiubta's 51,8:^)
J
n 0 271 0 o

SubsL'Tibors 120 b 0
Rill C!olloctoi'\s
Deposit

:

... ! l(kt u 0
AliKCM'HjMlOnils ... 1.2-iH :l !» i.Lm u !l

1

.1,(178 11 •I
'

I,7."|U It il

Total :n,3ir. 14 0

STATEMENT No. 18.

Account, London.
printing of the Kashmiri Dictionary.

Cr.

To Cash Expenditurk.
Hs. As. P.

Printing Charges .. .. . .. 2,828 Kl 8

Balance as per Balance Sheet .. .. •• 0,901 8 11

Totai. •*e 12,790 6 7
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SfrATEMfiNT No. 19.

1920. (1) Investment

To Balance from Inst Account
To Receipts by Endowments

' Total

Rs. As. P. Rs. As. P.

.. 2.74.700 0 0 2.63,606 3 1 0
6,000 0 0 6,000 0 0

- . ^80JOO" 0 6 2769,606 3 10

FUNDS. Bate (ft'

Bs. o/o

31st
Decein bor.
1926, Valua.-

tion.

Valuation
as i)or

Tinlivldnal
Aoooiint.

:
!

ASI.VTK’ SOOIF/PY OF :

!

j

Bs. >. i*.|

1

1
.

1

Bs. *A. 0.1

Loss
Doproc ia-
hioiL oil iUst
Detjciii bor,

19-j;.

I
PkKMANKN'I' liKSKItVi:.

j

lb,7(j() 51VVo (1. Loan No. I.TilJO, !

... ... 78;H;-
l,0(),<XH) ;3.io/o (L Loan No.

... ... 78/8'-

r>3,7(K) 3.i% (J. Loan No. 2lf)8.l2,

lK>4-r>.n ... 78,8;-

53.i?4 C 5 . f.oaii No. 021174-1, 1879 78/8'-

I ,tXXJ l{.io/o ( J . Loan No. 02!)r48. 1879 78.8/-
rxK) jl«/o <L Loan No. (X)3735,

18JKi-97 ... ... 07/8'.
9,8(XJ y.^o/o (i. Loan Pait- of No.

a*i7'128, iWio ...
..

I

7S;8;-

Ti:Mi*ouAitv JLcskkvk.

t),rxx) y.i®/o (*. Loan I'arf of No.
S1.-V7428, t8(ir> ... 78.8-

2ti,(XK) yi®/o <L Loan No. 2J38810,

IJXXLOl ... ... 788;-
25.(XXI 3^0/0 (L l.oHii No. 2;38y(Ji),

!
1!.KX).()1 ... ... 78/8-

, j

PuilMOATION bVNI».

15/XX)
i n.i<'/o (L Loan Pari of No.
i

;137428, 18135 ... ... 78,8;-

l,-l(5,r»54>’ H 01 1.75,mxay lO; 2}»,017' 5 10

.4.M;37 ,
8 01

; 57 .(i29 0 * ol 1 2.491

1

Hj O

11,775 9 oj 1 .5,IXX) 0 0 8 ,‘225 oj O

18AXX)
1
3.i°/o Loan Part o! No.

1 337428, 18135 ... ...

|

I
Pension Kund.

2.000 1 3.^0/0 (). Loan Part of No.

j

029546, 1879 ...

Bakclav Mumokiai. P'uno.

300 3.io/o (J. Loan No, 170971.
1854-55 ...

100

IIK) 3.J0/0 (L Loan So. SK4677,
I9(XU)1 ... ...

j

I SiK WjnMAM <1om:s Mkmo-
KlAl. Pl'Nl).

liiOO 3Ao/o (L I-oan No. 1854-55 ...

1,500 3{o/o(LLoan NC. mXM)! ....

Dk. Annanualk Mkmokiai.
4 Finp.

3.000 34% tL Loan Noi 1842-43 ...

2,Ji),7lX>

10,205: 9 9i 13,000 9| O'

1570^ 0 0

2/3.55 0 3,UIX)j Oj Oj 0 0

2,20,349 8^ ^09,606; lijlOj 49,256 11 10



Receipts and Dkbursements, Ixxv

S1*ATEMENT No. 19.

t^CCOUTlt (Oovernment Securities,) lO/iO,

Cr.
Rs. As. I*. Hs. As. P,

Balance as per Balance Sheet . . 2,80,700 0 0 S 0
Lew Depreciation on 31-12-26 .. .. 49.256 11 10

Total .. 2^8(^700 “()~0 2,69.606 3 M>
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STATEMENT No. 20.

19^6. (2) Investment

Dr.
Rs. As. P.

To Balance from last Account • • . . 35,000 0 0
To Appreciation W.B. revalued on 3 let

* December, 1926 .

.

To Sale proceeds realized

Total 36,000 0 0

Ks. As. P.

35,572 0 10

1,023 1 10
481 7 4

37,076 10 0

'rEMI'OUAUy JIkseuve,

3Iut
Docombor,
I92*i, Valua-

tion.

Valuation as
j
Appreciation

por War liond’ on 31st Do-
.\ccouut. ; f.eniber, 192f».

1(X{/J2/-

5.io/o W. Bonds <if J928 Us.
«/(»

Ttri'AL Its.

Kh. A. p. 11s. |A. I'.j Its. A., V.

0 0 •2UjJ26 -U 2| 1,023

21350 '(i ' 0 I'l*! 1,023 J H)

STATEMENT No. 21.

1920
• (S) Investment Account

For Staff

Dr.
Ks. As. P.

To deposits during the year . . 2,563 4 0

STATEMENT No. 22.

1920. {Jf) Investment Account

• Dr.

To deposit during the year, (Imperial Bank
of India, Park St^t Branch, Calcutta)

Rs. As. P.

20,000 0 0

Totai. 20,000 0 0



Receipts and Disbursements. Ixxvii

STATEMENT No. 20.

A.CGOUblvt (War Bonds),

Cr.
Face Value. Market Price.

Rfl. Ab. P. Rs. a«. P.
By Sale of W. Bonds Rs. 15,000 face

value 3J of G.P.N. .. .. IS.OOo 0 0 15.720 10
By Balance as per Balance Sheet .. 20,000 0 0 21. 350 o 0

Totai .. 36,000 0 0 37,070 10 0

STATEMENT No. 21,

{Savings Bank Deposit, Imperial Bank of India), nj/iO.

Provident Fund.

Cr.
K«. Ail. P.

By Balance as per Balance Sheet .. .. 2,503 4 0

STATEMENT No. 22.

(Fixed Deposit, Imperial Bank (If India), W£(i.

Cr. •

Rs. As. P.

By Balance as per Balance Sheet 20,000 0 0

Total 20jm 0 0
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STATEMENT No. 23.

mo. Cash

Dr.
Hs. As. P. Rs. As. P.

Asiatic Society of Bengal .. .. 17,704 12 9
Oriental Publication Fund No. 1 . . 9,000 0 0
Oriental Publication Fund No. 2 . . 3,000 0 0
Sanskrit Manuscripts Fund Account . . 6,800 0 0
Arabic and Persian Manuscripts Fund
Account . . . . . . 15,000 0 0

Barclay Memorial Fund Account .. 114 12 0
Servants* Pension Fund Account . • 49 0 0
Publication Fund Account .. .. l;971 10 4
Provident Fund Account . . . . 682 14 0
Sir William Jones Memorial Fund Account 3,094 12 0
Dr. N. Annandale Memorial Fund Account 3,527 12 0
Permanent Library Fund Account . . 2,050 0 0
Personal Account .. .. .. 27,616 11 3
Building Fund Account . . . . 455 0 0
Fixed Deposit (London) Account . . 2,828 13 8

War Bond Account . . . . . . 15,726 10 0
Indian Science Congress Account . . 4,309 3 0

1,13,931 15 0

Total .. 1,13,931 15 0

STATEMENT No. 24.

Balance

LIABILITIES.
‘ Rb. As, P, Rs. As. P.

Asiatic Society of Bengal .. .. 1,02,746 14 9
Oriental Publication Fund No. 1 •• 1,001 4 1

Po. do. No.2 .. 17,530 14 6

Sanskrit MSS. Fund Account .. .. 14,834 10 3
Barclay Memorial Fund . . . . 645 2 8
Servants* Pension Fund .. .. 1,606 5 10

Building Fund .. .. .. 11,262 6 6

Catalogue of Scientific Serial Publication,

Calcutta .. .. .. 415 0 0
International Catalogue of Scientific Litera-

ture .. .. .. 4,424 7 8

Akbarnaina Reprint .. .. 7,764 10 8
Provident Fund Account .. .. 2,542 1 0
Sir William Jones Memorial Fund .. 2,449 12 0
Dr. N. Annandale Memorial Fund .. 2,882 12 0
Permanent Library Fund . . 2,050 0 0
Publication Fund Account .. .. 23,832 11 5

2,86,888 1 4

War Bond Appreciation Account •• .. 1,023 1 10

Total 2,86,911 3 2



Receipts and DisbuTssmenls.

S’^’ATEMENT No, 23 .

Account.

Ixxix

Cr.

By Balfinco from last Account
Asiatic Society of Bengal
Oriental Publication Fund No. 1

Sanskrit Manuscripts Fund Account
Arabic and Persian Manuscripts Fund Ac
count .

.

Barclay Memorial Fund Account
Publication Fund Account
Provident Fund Account
Personal Account .

.

Fixed Deposit (London) Account
Investment Account
Savings Bank Deposit Account
Fixed Deposit (Calcutta)
Indian Science Congress Account
Balance . . , , ,

,

Ra. As. P.

46,430 11 0
7.023 12 2
4,006 II I)

Bs. As. P.
4,330 10 I

5,220 13 2
113 S 2

3 404 3 2

21 3 0
050 14 3

410 II 7

6,000 0 0
2,f)63 4 0

20,000 0 0
8,767 5 1

1

3.6SO 3 6

1,00,602 4 11

Total .. 1,13,031 16 0

STATEMENT No. 24.

Sheet. l!)£0.

Investments
War Bonds
Savings Bank Deposit
Fixed Deposit (Calcutta)
Fixed Deposit (London)
Arabic and Persian MSS.
Personal Account .

.

Cash Account

ASSETS.

Fund Account .

Rs. As. P. \i^. Ah.

2,20,349 H 0
21,350 0 0

2,563 4 U
20,000 0 0
0,961 8 11

5,684 10 9

3,322 0 0
3,680 3 6

2,86,911 3

P.

2

Total .. 2,86,911 3 2

Wo havo o.vaijiirioO tho above Balaiico Shoot
and tho ajincMKlod dotailod aoooiiiits with the
Books and \ onehors i)rescnted to vm and oertif.y
that, they aro in ai;oordaiif*e MiurewiMi. and net.

forth oorrootly tho noKitioii of the Soriety as at
31st beoemhor, ItWi.

Pnii.'E, W.» rKiniofSE, Pkat Sc Co.,

Caleutta, AwlHors,
January, ZHth, Vt'47, ('hartered Arroiudants.

ScNOBR LAL HoRA,

Honorary Treasurer.
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Abstract Proceedings Council, 1926.

(Rule 48 f.)

Annum. Meeting

—

Aimual Report. Approved:
No. 16. 26-1-26.

Annual Meeting. AiTangemonts apnroviul.
No. 16. 25-1 -26.»

Annual Meeting in the local press. Record.
No. 6. 22-2-26.

Associate Members

—

Correspondence with Prof. S. K. Bose eonci'nnng his rc'-eleetiori as an
Associate Member. Order ; Rccoi-d.

No. 4. 26-1.2li.

Proposal of Dr. S. L. Hura to recommend Mr. Durgadas Mnkherjt'o
for election as an Associate Member. Accepted.
No. 7. 316-26.

Letter from Mr. Durgadas Mukherjoe thanking for his (‘lection us an
Associate Member of the Society. Record.
No. I.

"
28-6-26.

Bibliotheca Indkja—

Suggestions of Mr. B. L. Mukherjee to take in hand the publication of
translations into Persian of Sanskrit litcraturo made under Akbar
and his successors. Resolved that the Councirs sympathy with the
principle of Mr. Mukhorjee’s proposals be expi'c.ssed to him but. that no
action bo taken until a specially qualified scholar is formally proposed,
willing to undertake work in connection with the proposals.

No. 6. 26-3.26.

Eioport issue of Bibliotheca Indica sale catalogues. Record. •

No. 6. 31-6-20.

Letfer from Sir Denison Ross, thanking for the dedir;alion t o him of

the Catalogue of Persian MSS. in the ('urzon Collection.'' Record.
No. 1. 26 7 *26.

Proposal from Prof. H. Jacobi with reforcncti to the publication of a

new edition of Hemachandra's Parisista Parva in the Bibliotheca Indica.

Accepted.
*

No. 2 (a). 30-8-26.

Proposal from MM. Kamalakrspa Sinrliththa regaining the publi-

cation of the text of the Gfhastha-ratnkkara in the Bibliotheca Indica,

Accepted.
No. 2 (b). 30-8-20.

Proposal from Mr. H. K. Stapleton for the publication of an Arabic

chemical treatise in the Bibliotheca Indica, Order: 'Accept for publi«

cation on receipt of final and complete copy in press-ready condition.

•No, 6, '4-10-26.
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Building

—

SuggcBtions Lt.*Col. N. F. Harwell in connection with the retiring

room. Accepted.
No. 4. 4-10-26.

Recommendation Finance Committee No. 4 of 17-12-26. Informal
consideration of next year’s budget. Resolved to recommend to
Council the inclusion of an annually recurrent item for upkeep of and
repairs to building, with the suggestion that Rs. 2,000 annually may
prove sufficient. Confirmed by Council.

. No. 0. 20-12-26.

Committees

—

« Suggestion Mr. Q. H. Tipper for the re-constitution of the Sir Ashutosh
Mukherjee Memorial Committee. Order : The Committee to be re-consti-

tuted and to consist of Messrs. G. H. Tipper,* H. E. Stapleton, U. N.
Brahmachari and the General Secretary.

No. 6. 25-1-26.

Committees for 1926. Resolved that the standing Committees for

1926 bo constituted as follows :

Finance Committee ;

President.
Treasurer. > Ez-officio.

General Secretary. )
Sir R. N. Mookorjee.
MM. Haraprasad Shastri.

P. C. Mahalanobis, Esq.
J. C. Mitra, Esq,
A. R. Bery^ Esq.

Library Committee :

President.
Treasurer.
General Secretary.
Philological \

Jt. Philological .1

Natural Science I

Physical Science NSecretaries.

Anthropological
|

Medical
|

Library /

Sir C. C. Ghose.
Percy Brown, Esq.

f Ex-officio.

Publication Committee :

President.
Treasurer.
General Secretary.
Philological \
Jt. Philological 1

Natural Science I

Physical Science^
Anthropological
Medical
Library

No 12.

Secretaries.!

/Ez-officio.

29-3-26.

Re-constitution of the Lease Committee preliminarily to deal with and
scrutinise all matters regarding leases. Order: Committee to consist*
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25-4 -2ti.

accept jucinboi'islup on

4.10.2(k

Mr Jiisti<'c 0. r. (Jhosc,

31 520

sub'Coininittoe

of the Treasurer, Sir C. C. (those, Mr. A. K. H.«rv tiiKl’die (Joiierul
Secretary.
No, 10 (d).

Resolved to invite Sir H. N. Mookerjcc to
the Lease Committee.
'No. 11 (a).

Constitution of the Publication Committee.
Kt., to bo co-0})ted as a member
No. 12 (a).

Constitution of the Insurance Committee. A
consider, report and place definite proposals beh)re the Council on the
question of Fire Insurance of the Society’s properly. The Commit tec
to consist of the President, Treasurer and tJeiieral Secrotary (ca-

officio), Messrs. N. F. Harwell, N. Ottens and Thornton Jones.' ^Wic
Committe to be requested to einloavour to obtain advice from Captain
B. A. Westbrook.
No. 1. ;i().S-20.

Com CLIM liNTARY—
Letter conveying the good wishes on behalf of H. M. the King *if the.

Belgians. Order: Record.
No. 2. 22-2 2H.

Cot: NciL —
On motion by Mr. G. H. J’ipper, unanimously rc'solved that ilio

Council, ill their last meeting before the Annual Meeting of the Society,

put on record their thanks to the ProsirlcMit, Sir Hajoiidra Nath
Mookerjee, for the way in which ho has sorv6‘d the true interests of the
Society during the perio<l of his Preshlency.
No. 17. 25-1-20.

Signature.s signifying formal ncceptaiiee of election of Council Members
for 1926. Order : Record.

No. 1. 22-2.26.

Order: Council meeting lea. Present arraiigenitait s to ccmlimas
charges to bo debited to contingeneie.s.

No. 13. 22-2 26. •

Letter from the Honorary Treasurer, intimating his impending
absence from Calcutta for four or five weeks from about th»^ lUfh

of May, 1926. N*>led t

No. 10(c). 25-4 26.

Letter of thanks to Council from the President. Beem'd.

No. 1. 26-4-26.

Letter from the Acting President, regretting abseiiet* fnnn the C(Mineil

meeting on account of his being in inourniiig ov»5r the death of his

mother. The Council’s condolences to lay conveyed to Dr. U. N.

Brahinachari. «
31-6 26.

Recommendation Finance Committee No. 4 of 28-5-26. Ofiiciatijig

arrangements for Treasurer. Order • The Genf^ral Secretary t<j (ifilciato

for the Treasurer during his absence., Ro.solved that the General

Secretary (Mr. Johan van Manen) l>o autliorised to officiate as Honorary

Treasurer to the Society during the absence of Dr. S. L. Horn until

the latter resumes his functions on return.

No. 8(d). • 31-5-26.

Report of return of Dr. 8. L. Hora to Calcutta and his resumption

oi the duties of Honorary Treasurer. Record.

No. 16(a).
• 28-8-26..
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Notice of absence from Calcutta of the Library Secretary. Order r

Oeneral Secretary to officiate for Librar^’^ Secretary during his absence.
No. 1. 4-10-26.

B«8ignation an Member of Council of Mr. P. C. Mahalanobis.
Accepted.

No. 11 (c).

Notice of absence from Calcutta Treasurer. Resolved : That in case
and from date of notice of absence of Dr. S. L. Hora from Calcutta
the General Secretary (Mr. Johan vanManen) be authorised to officiate
as Honorary Treasurer to the Society until Dr. Hora resumes his
functions on return.

No. 2. 4-10-26.

Resignation of the Anthropological Secretary. Resolved : That the
Rev. P. O. Bodding be co-opted to the Council as Anthropological
Secretary in the place of Mr. H. E. Stapleton, resigned.
No. 3.

'
4-10-26.

Letter from the Rev. P. O. Bodding thanking for his appointment as
Anthropological Secretary. Record.
No. 1. 29.11-26.

Fixing date December Committee and Council Meetings. The 20th
December, 1926.

No. 6. 29-11-26.

Informal consideration Cornpositiou of Council for 1927-28.

After discussion the following list of Candidates for nomination
for next year’s Council was placed before the meeting for considera-
tion :

President ;— Dr. W. A. K. Christie.

Vice-President :— Sir R. N. Mookorjee.

,, Dr. U. N. Brahmachari.

„ Sir Devaprasad Sarvadhiknry. •

,, Dr. E. H. Pascoe.
General Secretary :— Mr. Johan van Manen.
Treasurer :—Dr. S. L. Hora.
Phil. Secretary ;—MM. H. P. Shastri.

Jt. Phil. Secretary ;—Dr. M. Hidayat Hosain.
Nat. Hist. Secretary (Biology);—Major R. B. S. Sewell.

Nat. Hist. Secretary (Phys. Science) ;—Dr. C. V. Raman.
Anthropological Secretary ;—Rev. P. O. Bodding.
.Medical Secretary ;—Major R. Knowles.
Library Secretary :—Lt.-Col. N. F. Barwell.

Member of Council :—Mr. Justice Sir C. C. Ghose.
,, Mr. Percy Brown.

Mr. B. L. Mitter.

,, Dr. S. K. Chatterji.

„ Mr. J. H. Lindsay.

,, Mr. B. De.

Resolved : That the General Secretary do print and circulate to the
Members of the Council the list of the Council as at present constituted,

together with the new list placed before the Meeting, and provided
with a blank column for additional names; that these lists shall be
returned to the General Soc/etary within a week of date of issue, that a
list be compiled of the candidates finally proposed and be placed before

next Council Meeting to be voted upon.
No. 10.

,

• . 29-11-26.

Council Nomination for 1927-28.

The General Secretary reported that 14 Council Members had
returned the list cf candidates circulated, duly signed and unanimously-

•
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({^proved without any altemativo auggestimm. Rof OlveiP: That IlJe
proposed candidates be the CuuiiciPs nominees ft/r elect ioi) to nc^t
year’s Council. ^ -

No. 10. ' 20 12-26.

Doiiattons

—

Donation from Count K. Olitnni of a sum /of Hs. l.oot) to prociiiy
a mechanical apparatus for the Society for tl/e reproduction of iinuir
scripts,

donor.
Nf). 4.

Resolve*! that the thanks «»f the CiMincil be. oonvoyotl

29-11-2!

Exchanges—
Proposal from Mr. H. E. Stapleton to exchange publicatioiv^ v,Sv tlie

University of St. Joseph, Beynnith. Order: Acoe]>t. .lournailnd
No. 5. 2ii-;-26.

Request for Exchange of Publications with the Marini' Biological
Laboratory, Woods Hole. GranliHl. .hmrnal

;
to airrange for such

exchange of back sets as can be effected.

No. 2. 31 -5-26.

Fellows

—

Letter from Dr. D. Hooper concerning his stafus ms an Ordinary
Follow. Record.
No. .3. 25.1-26.

Report of Mooting of Follows, .laiiiiary 6th, suVanitting tho iiaiiiH

of the Rev. P. O. Bodding to the Council fi>r reci>mm('ndation to

the Society for election to Fellowship. Accepted.
No. 9.

‘ 25 1-20.

Letter of thanks from the Rev. P, O. Hodili)»g for I'lartion as mm
Ordinarv' Fellow. Order : Record.
No. s'. 22-2-26.

Corrospondonce with Dr. D. Hooper concerning his Ordinary Fellow-
ship. Record.

No. 3. 29-3-26.

Fellowship questions. Item Ni». 14 of Council dated 2M-0-2ti.

Rcsolveil that the complete file of papers connected with the matter
be circulated with the ininutes to the Members of (Council «i

No. 14. 28-6-26.

Note in connection with the niiiiutoK of tho Moisting of Fidlows hold

on June 25th, 1926.

Resolved : That the Council has no jurisdiction to take any
action in the matter.
No. 1. 9-7-26.

Note and couiiieriioteB appeniJeil to tho minutes of the inoeting

of the Council held on June 28th, 1926.

Resolved that the notes having been withdrawn by ngi cement,
no furt.her action be taken in the matter.

No. 2. • 9*7 -26.

Finance

—

Recommendation Fini\nce Committee; No. 4(d) of«22-l-26. Members
in arrears with su>>8cription8. Order: Apply rules. Accepteil hy
Uouncil.

No. 10. 25-1-26.
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» Recommenda\ jon Finance Committee No. 4 (c) of 22-1-26. Bad deHts
^yritten off during' tlie year 1926 on account of deaths, Rule 38, resigna-
tions, etc. ~ Sanctioned. Accepted bv Council.
No. 10. " 26-1-26.

Recommendation ^Finance Committee No. 4 (ii) of 23-4-26. List of
Members in arrears with subscriptions. Order : The General Secrefary
first to attempt to riecover the arrears through personal letters; if

not effective, rules to b^e applied. Council Order : Amfirm.
No. 6. 26-4-26.

List of members in arrel^ars with subscriptions.
Resolved : That coniA'a of the list be supplied to members of Council

fc*i. friendly assisA^ance and 'hat the Treasurer be empowered to use his
(l^cretion in. -'tlie application of the Rules.

y '
26-7-26.

L>idget for 1926. Order: Approved.
No. 14. 25-1-26.

Auditor’s report on balance sheet for 1926. Record.
No. 8. 22-2-26.

Recommendation Finance Comirittee No. 4 (2a) of 19-2-26.

Investment of accumulated balance in the Provident Fund. Order :

Deposit in the Imperial Bank’s Savings Bank. Confirmed by Council.

No. 14. 22-2-26.

Recommendation Finance Committee No. 4 (2-b) of 19-2-26.

Method of deposit of the monthly staff contribution. Order:
Deposit in the Imperial Bank’s Savings Bank immediately on receipt.

Confirmed by Council.

No. 14. 22-2-26.

Recommendation Finance Committee No. 4 (3) of 19-2-26. The
question of apportioning the depreciation of investments to various
fimds. Order : Recommend to Council that depreciation calculated

for each fund be adjusted in the accounts and shown in the
ITinancinl Statements regarding each fund. Confirmed by Council.

No. 14. 22-2-26.

Recommendation Finance Committee No. 4 (iv) of 19-2-26. The
question of opening a separate account for the Permanent Reserve
Fund. Order: Recommend to Council the opening of separate ac-

counts for all major funds. Confirmed by Council.
No. 14. 22-2-26.

Recommendation Finance Committee No. 4 (v) of 19-2-26. The
question of purchase of investments for the Permanent Reserve Fund.
Order: Purchase from the temporary reserve at market value to
the amount required. Confirmed bv Council.

No. 14. 22-2-26.

Recommendation Finance Comn^ittee No. 6 of 23-4-26. Suggestion

from the General Secretary for the adoption of additional Rules
providing for the automatic composition for the payment of

Kiture subscriptions after 16 years, by additional quarterly subscrip-

tion of Rs. 5 for the Resident’ and Rs. 3 for the Non-Resident
and Foreign Members. Order : Approved ; and after careful drafting

of the proposed new Rules to be recommended to Council. Council

Order ; Hold over.

No. 0 (c). .
* 26-4-26.

Recommendation Finance Committee No. 4 (i-3) of 23-4-26. and
No. 6 of 28-5-26. The question of allocation of securities to various

funds. Order : Three securities to the face value of Rs. 52,000 to
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Ijp allocated to the Building and the Publication FuiuU. Confirmed
by Council. *

No. 8 <a). 31-5-28.

Rocommendation Finance Committee No. 4 of 23-4-28 an<l No. 6
of 28-5-26. The question of apportioning the depreciation of inv^t-
iMnts of the Society. Order

: (i) That the Govemment Funds
administered by the Society be not deiirociated

; (ii) Other funds ad-
ministered by the Society to be depreciated. Confirmed by (\)uncil.
No. 8(a). ‘

3l -5.2(i.

Recommendation Finance Coinmittoe No. S of 28-5-28. Mr. J. C.
Mitra placed before the meeting and desired it be recorded in the
minutes that in his opinion, apart from other reasons, there was
strong case for accepting recommendation No. 4 (i) of 2:1-4-20 that
the Government Funds administered by the Society should not be
depreciated on the ground that the interest accrued on those invest-
ments had been cr^lited to the general fund of the Society and not
to those funds, which was a fair compensation for not depreciating
them. Unanimously resolved to accept this view. Coidirined by
Council.
No. 4 (a). 31-.5-28.

Recommendation Finance Committee No. 4 (b) of 27-S-28. Knhanced
rates for maintenance of fans by the Hussa Kngineoring Works, Ld.,
from Rs. 5 to Rs. 7 per fan utinually. Order : Ask for reduction
to Rs. 6, and if not granted accept enhanced rates. CoiifiriiuHl by
Council.
No. 3. 27-K-28.

Recommendation Finance Committee No. 4 (i) of 22-lO*2<\ Receipt

3i% G. P. Notes for Rs. 3,000 from the Treasurer of the Annandalo
Memorial Fund. Resolved to recommend to Council to authorise

the Treasurer to endorse 3J% G. P. Notes (Nos. 195807, 195892 and
195893) aggregating Rs. 3,()00 to the Impi^rial Bank of India, Park
Street Branch, for purposes of safe custody.
Also resolved to recommend to Council to place on record by a formal

resolution that the Treasurer of the Asiatic Society of Bengal is

ex-officio Treasurer of the Annandulc Memorial and Sir Asutosh
Memorial Funds.

Accepted by Council with the following modification : that in t^e

opinion of the Council, under the terms of Rule 52, the 'treasurer

of the Asiatic Society of Bengal is ex-officio Treasurer of the Aniiandale

Memorial and Sir Asutosh Memorial Funds. Dissenting note reconled.

No. 1. 25-1(26.

Recommendation Finance Committee No. 4 (a) of 26-11-28. Supple-

mentary grants for postage and insurance : (ircler : Recommend to

Council the sanction of additional grants of Rs. 200 for postage and

Rs. 150 for insurance. Accepted by Council.

No. 6. 29-11-26.

Furniture— ^

Report by the General Secretary of the purchase of a cabinet for pre-

serving the Society’s copper plates. Order : Recjoril.

No. 12 (b).
31-5-26.

Installation additional Fan. Onler
: ,

Approved.

No 8.
28-6-26.

Recommendation Finance Committee No. 4 (a) of 27-8-26. The

question of purchase of a second typewriting machine. Order

:

Purchase a good machine meeting costs directly or My re-appropnation

from Budget heads. Confirmed by Council.
* 3^

80-8-26.
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Resolve that the General Secretary be authorised to purchase for the
office an up-to-date duplicating machine.
No. 6. 4-10-26.

Recommendation Finance Committee No. 4 (c) of 26-11-26. Purchase
of a Manuscript case. Order : To be purchas^ at a cost preliminarily
estimated not to exceed Rs. 1,500. ConOrmed by Council. *

No. 6. 26-11-26.

Grants

—

Letter from the Department of Education, Health and Lands,
« intimating sanction of the annual grant of Rs. 6,000 fur the Arabic; and
Persian MSS. Department, for 1926-27. Order : Record. The Council’s

thanks to be conveyed to the Government.

,
No. 10 (b). 25-4-26.

Renewal of the Arabic and Persian Annual .Grant from the Govern-
ment of India for 1926-27 to 1928-29. Order : Record. The Society’s
thanks to be conveyed to the Government.
No. 4. .31-6-26.

Letters to and from tlie Government of India concerning the Arabic
and Persian MSS. Grant. Order : Record.
No. 2. 2H-6-26.

Indian Scibngb Congress

—

Letter of thanks from the Indian Science Congress. Order : Hecorfl.
No. I. 26-1-26.

Letter from the General Secretary, Indian Science Congress, sanction-
ing the appointment of a clerk at the expense of the Congress. Order

:

Record.
No. 2. 26-1-26.

Session next Indian Science Congress. Suitable* letter to be written
offering welcome to and support of the (/ongress if next meeting in

Calcutta. ;

No. 2.
’ 20-12-26.

Proceedings of the Indian Science Congress. The privilege to receive
• a gratis copy of the Proceedings by Members of the Asiatic Society
of Bengal to be restricted to those who apply for a copy before the
date of publication.

]^o. 3. 20-12-26.

Insurance

—

Fire Insurance of Society’s property. Circulate documents to

the Council and request Mr. H. E. Stapleton to submit a memorandum
on relative merits of fire protection appliances.

No. 9(a). 26-7-26.

Invitations— *

Invitation to All-India Ahmadia Conference. Order : Record.
No. 2. - 29-3-26.

Invitations to the Chemical Congress at Brussels, and to Ornitholo-

gical Congress at Copenhagen. Dr. W. A. K. Christie to be invited for

the Chemical Congress and Mr. G. H. Tipper and Dr. Baini Prashad to

be requested to arrange for representation at Copenhagen, either by one
of themselves or' by a third party as proving most suitable.

No. 1. 29-3-26.

Invit&tion to the Society to send representatives to the Seventh
Congress of InduEltrial Chemistry, and Centenary of Marcelin Berthelot
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*to be held at Paris in October, 1927. Dr. W. A. K. Thristie to be
written to.

No. 10 (a). 2.5.4-26.

Invitation from the 7th Coiigiet5s, Industrial Chemist ly, Paris, 1927.
Order : Record.
*

2. 31-5-26.

Invitation to the Oeneral Secretary to lecture to the Rotary Club on
the Society. Onter : Record.
No. 6. :R.5.26.

Press reports and comments mi lecture \o the Rotary Club.
Order : Record. *

No. 4. 28-6.2tl.

Invitation to the Society to participate in the Inteniatioiial Congress
of Librarians at Prague, Czecho.siovakia. Suitable action to be twWn.
No. 5. 28-6.26.

Kamai^a Lbctuhbshjp—

Representation on the special Selection Committee, Kaniiila Lecture-
ship, Calcutta University. MM. Raraprasad Sha.st ri to be tlio Councirs
Nominee.
No. 3. 2!l-3.26.

Leotuhes—

Report next General Lecture. Date for next lecture, the 22nd .April.

Invitation to Major R. B. S. Sewell for the fourth lecture approvc^d.
Sometime in June or July.
No. 11. 29.3-26.

Visit of Sir Ronald Ross to India. The Medical Secretary to attempt
to arrange for a visit and an address to the Society by Sir Ronald
Ross.
No. 11 (e). 4-10-26.

Genera] Lectures during the Winter season, 1926-27. Committee
coiLsisting of Messrs. G. H. Tipper, R. B. S. Sowell and Johan van

' Manen to make the necessary arrangements.
No. 11 (a). 29-11-26.

IdBRAUV

—

Library Committee No. 1 of 29-3-26. Progress rep*irt work,

by the Library Secretary. Recomniendation : Approve. Confirmed by
Council.
No. 14. 29-3-26.

Regulations—
Library Committee No. 4 of 29-3-26. »

On a proposal by the QerJbral Secretary, resolved to recoiimieiid

to the Council to change Regulation No. 22 of the present Library

Regulations, as follows :

—

“A Meeting of the Library Committee, which shall include the

Seoticmal Secretaries and ex-officio members, shall be held at least once

a quarter. Books shall generally be purchased with the approval

of the Library Committee obtained in meeting. The Library Secretary

is, however, empowered to spend on his own responsibility up to

Rs. 160 per mensem on books recommended which he considers should

be obtained at once."
* Confirmed by Council.

No. 14, 29-3-26.
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Library Qommittee No. 1 of 26-4-26. 4
Progress report of work by the Library Secretary. Recommenda-

tion ; Approve. Confirmed by Council.
No. 7. 26-4-26.

Library Committee No. 2 of 29-3-26. General statement and pro-
posals by the Library Secretary. Recommendation : Approve.
Confirmed by Council.

No. 14. 29-3-26.

Library Committee, No. 4 of 29-3-26.

On proposal by the General Secretary, the adoption of the following
conventions with regard to the manner of new purchases for the Library
were recommended.

1. The Library Secretary shall receive either direct or through
the Society’s office all recommendations for the purchase of books.

*2. The Library Secretary shall, after such consultation with the
Sectional Secretaries and other experts as ho judges advisable, amal-
gamate each month the title of books into two lists, one containing
those which ho recommends for purchase, and the other those of which
he considers purchase inadvisable.

3. These lists shall be circulated to the Library Committee and
considered in Committee.

4. The Office shall communicate to the Library Secretary each
requisition received for the loan of a book not in the Library, and the
Library Secretary shall enter their titles in one of the two lists men-
tioned under item No. 2.

6. Notwithstanding the prescription of item No. 2, the Library
Secretary shall have a free hand in purchasing books not exceeding
Rs. 15 in price within his spending power, subject to subsequent report
to the Committee.
Confirmed by Council.

No. 14. 29-3-26.

Library Committee No. 2 of 30-8-26. Recomraenclation : Short list

of new acquisitions to the Library to be sent to the Members about
once a quarter. Confirmed by Council.

No. 4. 30-8-26.

.Library Committee No. 3 of 29-11-26. Library Secretary’s purchase
recommendation of latest edition Encyclopasdia Britannica, with
supplements complete, thick paper edition, cost approximately £30-0-0,

if possible good second-hand copy. Order; Accept. Confirmed by
Council.

No. 7. 29-11-26.

Report Dr. S. L. Hora’s binding of Zoological MSS. Order : Dr. Hora
to bo requested to continue his work on re-binding certain old MS.
volumes.
No. 6. 20-12-26.

Library Committee No. 2 (a) of 20-1,2-26. Library Secretary’s recom-
mendation to subscribe anew to the “Journal des Savants.” Order:
Accept. Confirmed by Council.

No. 7. 20-12-26.

Libbaby Endowment Fund— ^

Letter from Dr. S. L. Hora suggesting the inauguration of a
“ Permanent Library Endowment Fimd.” Accept donations with

thuiks to the donors; Mr.. Justice C. C. Ghose, Kt., and Lt.-CoL

N. F. Barwell to dVaft an appeal to be circulated to the general body of

members for further donations.

No. 3.
• 29-11 26.
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I Recommendation Finance Committee No. 4 (b) tif 26-Ll-^O. Opening
of a new Permanent Library Endowment Fund. Resolved to accept
the donations received for the institution of a Permanent Library
Endowment Fund. Confirmed by Council.

No. 6. 20. 11-20.

,
Library Committee No. 2 (b) of 20-12"2(). Statement by Mr. Justice

C. C. Ghose, Kt., regarding the appeal for a Permanent Library Endow-
ment Fund framed by Lt.-Col. N. F. Harwell. Recommended that the

appeal bo printed and sent out to all the Members of the Asiatic

Society of Bengal. Confirmed bv Council.

No. ’7.
‘ 20-12.20.

Manuscripts

—

The question of naming the Society's so*call<*tl Government C<>lIee.tion

of Persian and Arabic MSS. Rosolvetl to name ns the *» Curziin Ci»llec-

tion ” the collection of Arabic and Persian MSS. hitherto informally re-

ferred to as the Gtwernment Collection, in eoimnenmration of the fact

that Lord Curzon as Viceroy first .sanctifnied the seheine ami grants

in connection with the collection.

Further resolved that the first volume to Ix' piiblishc'd of the Catii*

logiie of the Persian MSS. in the collection, now in the press, hi^

dedicated by Council to Sir Denison Ross in commemoration of the fact

that he originated the scheme for this collection.

No. 11.

jMbmortals—

Report of the Annandale Memorial Committee. Order : Reconl.

No. 9.
29-3-2(1.

Hccommcndation Honorary 'rreasurer to pass a resolnli«»n anthoris-

ing him to proceed to the investment of the a.sscts of the Annandale

Memorial Fund. Resolved that the Htniorary Tr(‘asiina* he authorised

to proceed to the investment of part of the amount available in the

Annandale Memorial Fund in Govern inont paper to the faee value

of Rs. 3,000. '
. . I

Further resolved that tJie Treasurer lie niithorisixl to endorse to the

Imperial Bank of India, Park Street Branch 3J% (hivernment paper to

an aggregate face value of Rs. 3,0(K) as per iletails I.) Ih' furnished

bv the Treasurer after purchase. *

No. 2.
20-7 -2t).

Recommendation Dr. S. L. Hora for tin* re-coustitiition of the

Annandale Memorial Committee. Rc-constitnti*(l Committee liiconsiHt

of the three ex-officio Memlicrs, Presiilent, Treasurer, ami General

Secretary, and in addition Major R. B. S. Sewell.
^

No. 3.
20-< --0.

Report of Sir Asutosh Memorial Committee. Order : Ac(rept.

Instructions as to size of bust and information as to its pr(»posed

placement to be conveyed to the sculptor tog»*thrT with the cornrnis*

sinning letter.
. .

No. 8.

Mr. Harold J. Youngmnn’s clay mislel bust of Sir Asutosh

Mukherjee. Order: Approved.
201‘>-‘>fi

No. 4.
* ‘

Recommendation Finance CommittiV 4 (4) of

of 28.5-26. Purchase of new security for the Barclay Memorial Medal

Fund. Resolved that a new Government paper to thc^

of Rs. 100 be purchased and that the Treiisurej of th.*

authorised to sign the necessary documents for this purpose on behalf

of the Society. . 3, ...26.

No. 8 (c). •
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Sugge8tic>ns from Dr. S. L. Hora regarding the Barclay Memorial
Medal Committee regulations. To be considered by the Annandale
Memorial Medal Committee.
No. 9 (b). 28.0.26.

Letter from Dr. U. N. Brahmachari offering Government 3i% Paper,
to a face value of Rs. .3,000, to the Society for the institution of /ho
periodical award of a medal to be named after Sir William Jones, with
suggestions as to details of the award and rules to be framed regarding;
it. Resolved : to accept the offer with thanks and to constitute,
as suggested by Dr: Brahmachari, a committee to frame rules and work
out details, to consist of Sir Ewart Greaves, Sir C. C. Ghose, Major
•R. B. S. Sewell, the General Secretary, and in addition Major H. W.
Acton, instead of Dr. W. A. K. Christie who is at present absimt from
India. Resolved also to report the gift to the next Ordinary Monthly
HJeeting of the Society.

No. 10 (e). ‘

.
25-4.26.

Recommendation Finance Ct^mmittee No. 4 of 25-6.20. Resolved :

To recommend to Council to authorise the Treasurer to endorse^ 3J%
Government Paper (Nos. 292707, 285807 and 188719) aggregating
Rs. 3,000 to the Imperial Bank of India, Park Street Branch. Con-
firmed by Coimcil.

No. 10. 28-6-26.

Miscellaneous

—

Letter of thanks from the Mining and Geological Institute of India
for the use of the Hall on January 22nd. Order : Record.
No. 4. 22-2-26.

Report on sale offer of two copper grants.

The General Secretary reported that recently two interesting copper-
plates had been offered for sale to the Society which in consequence of

delay in formal consultation with various officers of the Council,
had been sold to others ponding negotiations, and requested the Council
for an expression of opinion for his future guidance in similar circum-
stances. -

Council expressed their opinion that a certain kmount of discretion

should be allowed to the General Secretary to take immediate action,

after consultation with the President, the action to lw> reported to

Council for confirmation.

No. 6. 22-2-26.

Report on Membership : Number of Ordinary Members having

• pas»4cHl 600 during the month. Order : Record.
No. 7. 29-3 26.

CorrespoiKlence with Mr. Whitehead. Order : Record.

No. 3. 28-6-26.

Elections during recess months. In future, elections by Council in

ihe recess month of August to take effect from the first Monday in

September so as to permit the operation of the clause in Rule 18

regarding elections in the last montn of any quarter.

No. 6 (a). 30-8-26.

General Secretary’s Report on a find amongst the archives of the

Society of photographs of old and distinguished members, vrhich have

been suitably framed for hanging in the retiring room. Order

:

Record.
No. 15 (b). 28-8-26.

Proposal from Mr. Justice C. C. Gliose, Kt., to invite the Hon’ble

Justice Sir George C. Rankin, Chief Justice of Bengal, to join the

Society. . Order : Accept. •

No. 11 (ii). .
20-12-26.
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M18MAT1CS—
The General Secretary to arrange for the putting in onler of, *iigest

«)f, and report on, the dooumenta and materials reganiing the historv
and position of the Society in the matter of Treasure Trove Coins,
relations with the Numismatic Society of India, ainl generally all
l^uestions regarding its numismatic activities, rights and i)oases8ion8.
Special outside help to be engaged for the purpose at a tt)tnl cost not
exceeding Rs. 300. The greatest expedition to be exercised to obtain a
final report at the earliest dato possible.

No. 7. 30-8-20.

Report regarding the position of the Society in the mat ter .of
Treasure Trove Coins, its relation with the Nuinisinutic Society of
India, and generally its numismatic activities, rights, i^ossossions, etc.
The report to be placed before the special Niiinisinatic Coininitioe for
opinion and report to Council on or l>efore Jantiarv. 1927.

•

No. 0. * 4-10-20.

OutTUAKY

—

Obituary notice of M. W. T. Brigham. Order : Record.
No. 2. 20-4-26.

Patrons

—

His Excolleiicy the Viceroy’s acceptance of Patronship of. and visit

to, the Society. Order; Record. Reception to be without formalities,

no acoilemical costumes nor ofUcial robes.

No, 1. 2l».l2.26.

P R I3.SBNTATIONS—
Presentation by Mr. A. F. M. Abdul Ali of copies of historical

documents connected with the A.S.B. Order: Record with thanks
to Mr. Abdul Ali.

No. 4. 29-3-26.

Presentation of a book on “The Bengali Language” by its author
i)r. Suniti Kumar Chatterji. Congralulalory letti*r tn Iw sent to Dr.

Chatterji.

No. 11 (b). 4- 10-20.

Presentation to the Society by the Assam Govornim*nt of a c»»py of

a photographic reproduction of a rare Ahoin Manuscript . Specifil letU;r

of thanks of the Council to be addressed to the Assam Government.
No. 2. 29-11-20.

Presentation by the Director and »Staff of the Zoological Survey
of ‘India, Indian Museuin, Calcutta, of a portrait in oils of the late

Dr. N. Annandale. Accepted with thunks.
No. 16 (c). 28-8-20.

»

PlJBLICATlON

—

Publication Committee No. 1 of 26-1-20.

Letter from Mr. B. P. D. Mittor, requesting the Society to untlcrtake

the publication of a reprint of his* pamphlet on the genealogy *>f

the Mitters. Order ; Decline. Confirmed by Council.

No. 12. 25-1.26.

Regarding a new edition of Mahavyutpatti. Mr. Johan van Manen
to undertake completion with necessary lo-edition and re-arrarigoinent

• of Csoma do Koros’ Mahavyutpatti in the Memoirs, Vol. W.
No. 2 (c). • 30-8.20.
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Requests—
Request from the Rotary Club for the use of the Hall on February

8th. Order : Action approved.
No. 6. 22-2-26.

Request for loan of Hall to Rotary Club on May 26th. Ordei*

:

Action approved.
No. 3. 31-6-26.

Request from Mr. S. M. Arthur, to be enrolled as an Honorary
Member of the Society. Standard reply to be sent.

, No. 7. 22-2-26.

Request from the President, Sarasvat Sanmilan Mandir, Uttarpara,
for loan of books and pictures belonging to the Society. Order

:

Recline.
No. 3. 26-4-26.

Request from Mr. Nelson Wright for permission to utilise, for reprint,

matter published by him in the Society’s Journal. Order : Grant
permission.

No. 6. 28-6-26.

Request from Public Library, Delhi, to supply gratis the Sf)ciety's

publications. Order : Decline.
No. 7. 28-6-26.

Request from the Calcutta School of Music for the use of thv
Society’s Hall for their .summer concerts of classical music. Order :

Decline.

No. 16 (d). 28-8-26.

Request from the Director, Zoological Survey of India, to be allowed
to make copies of certain illustrations from Vol. I of Hamilton-
Buchanan's zoological drawings. To be granted, pending circulation

of request in writing.

No. 6 (b). 26-10-26.

Request from Mr. J. N. Becker for the use ^f Society’s Hall for

a constituting meeting of the Rationalist Society. ’ Declined.

No. 11 (d). 4-10-26.

c Request from Dr. S. L. Hora to be allowed to incur expenditure on
measures to clear up certain questions regarding old zoological drawings
in the possession of the Society. Granted. Remuneration not to

exceed expenditure granted for .similar research with regard to Numis-
matics.
No. 11 (b). 29-11-26.

Staff—

Recommendation Finance Committee No. 4 (b) of 22-1-26. Incre-

ment, Staff Salaries. Order : Scale increment to be sanctioned as

recommended by the General Secretary. Confirmed by Council.

No. 10. . 22-1-26.

Leave to Mr. Ivanow. Order : Three months’ leave granted on full

pay.
No. 10. 22-2-26.

The question of the appoin/^ment of a Head Clerk. A Committee
consisting of the President, Treasurer and General Secretary to make
recommendations to next Council meeting.
No. 12. 22-2-26.

Report applications for the post of Head Clerk. Order : Noted.

No. 10. 29 3-26^

Recommendation appointment Head Clerk. Order : Adopted.
. No. 6.

' 26-4-26.
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* The question of Pujah holidays and advance to Staff. To he
arranged by the General Secretary and Ti’easuror.

No. 11(f). 4-10-26.

Recommendation Finance Coinmitteo No. 4 (ii) of 22-10-26. .Applica-

tion from Pandit Aghornath Bhattacharyya. Ordt'r: That Pandit
Aghornath Bhattacharyya, who had la*cn performing on pro1)ation the
duties of cataloguing Pandit since the beginning of tlu‘ yt»ar to the
entire satisfaction of MM. Haraprasail Shastri, V>e confirmed in his

appointment from January 1st, 1927, in the grade 75-r).125. Confirmed
by Council.

No. 1. 22-10.26,

Visits—

The Chairman in opening the Council Mt^eiing. re^^orted on his visit

to the Royal Hungarian Aeailcmy, and outlined a scheme for recei’fring

a liaison Member from that Jn.stitution. H(*solve<l to await furthi'i*

correspondence.
29.1126.
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PATRONS OF THE ASIATIC SOCIETY OF BENGAL

1926

1927

1916^1921

1917-1922

1921

-

1926

1922

-

1927

H. E. Baron Irwin, of Kirby-under-
Dale» G.M.S.I., G.M.I.E., Viceroy
and Governor-General of India.

H. E. Colonel Sir Francis Stanley
Jackson, P.C., G.C.I.E., Governor
of Bengal.

.. Lord Chelmsford, P.C., K.C.M.G.,
G.C.M.G., G.M.S.I., G.M.LE., G.B.E.

.. Earl of Ronaldsbay, P.C., Q.C.S.I.,

G.C.I.E. s

. . Earl of Reading, G.C.B., P.C., G.C.V.O.,
K.C.V.O., G.B.E.

. . Earl of Lytton, P.C., 6.C.I.E.



OFFICERS AND MEMBERS OF COUNCIL OF THE
ASIATIC SOCIETY OF BENGAL

• DURING THE YEAR 1926.

Elections Annual Meeting.

President

G. ri. Tipper, Esq., M.A., F.G.S., M.Inst.M.M., F.A.S.B.

Vice-Presidents .

Sir R. N. Mockerjee, K.C.I.E., K.O.V.O.
Sir Devaprasad Sarvadhikary, Kt., C.I.E., C.B.E., M.A., L.L.D..
Rai Upendra Nath Brahmachari. Bahadur, M.D., M.A., Ph.D.,

F.A.S.B.
Major H. W. Acton, M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P.. I.M.S.

Secretaries and Treasurer.

General Secretary :—Johan van Manen, Esq.
Treasurer:—Sunder Lai Hora, Esq., D.Sc.
Philological Secretary :—Mahamahopadliyaya Haraprasad

Shastrl, C.I.E., M.A., F.A.S.B.
Joint Philological Secretary :—Sb^^msii’l ’Ulama Mawlawl

Hid^lyat Hosain, Khan Bahadur, Ph.D., F.A.S.B.

r Biology:—Major R. B. S. Sewell, M.A,,

M.R.C.S., L R.C.P., F.L S., F.Z.S., I.M.S..

P.A.S B.
Physical Science : — C. V. Raman, Esq., M.A.,

D.Sc,, F.R.S., F.A.S.B.
Anthropological Secretary :—Rev. P. O. Bodding, M.A. (Christ.),

F.A.S.B,
Medical Secretary:—Major R. Knowles, B.A., M.R.C.S.,

L.R.C. P.. I.M.S!

Library Secretary:—Lt.-Col. N. F. BarwelJ, M.C., M.A.,

Barrister-at-Law

.

Natural History
Secretaries.

Other Members of Council,

Hon’ble Mr. Justice C. C. Ghosc, Kt., Barrister-at-Law.

Percy Brown, Esq., A.R.C.A.
B. L. Mitter, Esq., M.A , B.L., Barrister-at-Law.

Suniti Kumar Chatterji, Esq., M.A., D.Lit. (London).

Pramatha Nath Banerjee, Esq., M.A., B.L.

APPOfNTMBNTS AND TBANE|^BBS DTTRINO THE YEAR.

Dr. U. N. Brahmachari (Acting President) from 8-4-20 to O-11-20 vice .^Ir.

G. H. Tipper, absent.
. , u

Sir R. N. Mookerjee (Acting President) for December vice Mr. G. H.

Tipper, absent. .

Rev. P. O. Bodding (Anthropological Secretary) from 1-11 -20 vice Mr.

H. E. Stapleton, resigned.

Mr. P. C. Mahalanobis, resigned in Septeml>er. ^ ^
Mp. Johan van Manen (Acting TrcAsnrer) from 16-5-26 t«7*30-6--0 vice Dr.

8. L. Hora, absent. ^ •

Mr. Johan van Manen (Acting Library Stjcretary) for September, vice

,
Lit. -Col. Barwell, absent.



OFFICERS AND MEMBERS OF COUNCIL OF THE
ASIATIC SOCIETY OF BENGAL
ELECTED FOR THE YEAR 1927.

President.

' W. A. K. Christie, Esq., B.Sc., Ph.D., M.Inst.M.M., P.A S.B.

• Vice-Presidents.

Sir R. N. Mookerjee, K.C.T.E., K.C.V.O.
Rai Upendra Nath Brahmachari, Bahadnr, M.D., M.A., Ph.D.,

F.A.S.B.

Sir Devaprasad Sarvadhikary, Kt., C.I.E., C.B.E., M.A., L.L.D.

E. H. Paacoe, Esq., M.A., Sc.D., D.Sc., F.G.S., F.A.S.B.

Secretaries and Treasurer.

General Secretary :—Johan van Manen, Esq.

Treasurer ;—Sunder Lai Hora, Esq., D.Sc.

Philological Secretary :—MahamahopadhySya Haraprasad

Shastrt, O.I.E., M.A., D.Litt., F.A.S.B.

Joint Philological Secretary :—Shamsu’l ‘UlamS Mawlawl
Hidayat Hosain, Khan Bahadur, Ph.D., F.A.S.B.

f Biology:—Major R. B. S. Sewell, M.A.,

'•‘‘C '’
- “S., F,Z.S.,

.
Secretaries,

i physical Science :—C. V. Raman, Esq., M.A.,

L D.Sc., F.R.S., F.A.S.B.

Anthropological Secretary :—Rev. P. O. Bodding, M.A. (Christ.),

S’.A.S.B.

Medical Secretary :—Major R. Knowles, B.A., M.R.C.S.,

L.R.C.P., I.M.S.

Library Secretary:—Lt.-Col. N. F. Bnrwell, M.C., M.A.,

Barrister-at-law.

Other Members of Council.

Hon’ble Mr. Justice C. C. Ghose, Kt., Barrister-at*Law.

B. L. Mitter, Esq., M.A., B.L., Barrister-at-Law.

Percy Brown, Esq., A.B.C.A.
Suniti Kumar Chatterji, Esq., M.A., D.Lit. (London).

J. H. Lindsay, Esq., I.C.S., M.A., J.P.

B. De., Esq.,*M.A., l.C.S., (retired).



ORDINARY MEMBERS.

R=Residont. N=Xon-Resident. A=Absmit. L= Life Member.F=Foreign Member.

An Asterisk is prefixed to tiie names of Uie Ordinary Follows of the
Society.

Date of
Election.

6-5-25 N

0-4-22 R

3-3-09 H

2-11-25 N

2-3-21 R

7.12-25
j

N

2-.3-2I H

5-11-24 R

6-6-17 N

6-12-26 N
•

1

7-1-20 N

4-4-23

7-6-26
!

N

3-7-12
ji

^

5-11-24 ! R

1-2-26 N

.1-5-11 R

6-7-04 N

I

I

i
Abbasi, Moham.mao A.min, Sprcinf Arnhir Lerturef,

!
(Jhillagomj Madrasah. (*hitlag»>ng.

i Abdul All, Abul Fatz Mdiiammad, .m.a,, m.k.a.s., f.h.s.i..,
i F.B.O.S., F.it.ii.s. 3, Turner Street. Oiileiitta.

Abdul Latif, Sykd, Khan Baiiaj)i.;k, u..\., ji.i,., Asst. Sevrc-
tary to the Government oj Bengal, Revenue Dept., irnVc/*.s’

Buildings. 32/1, Upper Circiilnr lb>n<I. (Calcutta.
Acharya, Paua.mananda, b.sc.. Atehtvlogieal Srholnr
Mayurbhanj State. Daripada.

Acton, Huoii Wttxiam, m.k.c.s., ,ma.hmi, i.m.s.

School of Tropical Medicine and Hygiene, Central
Avenue, Calcutta.

Afzal, SvKD Mohamao, Khan Bahadi h, OJfg, aivU Bur-
geon, Bihar and Orissa Medical Service. 1*.0. Mabondru,
Patna.

Agharkar, Shankar Pi:ri shottam, m.a., ch.j)..

Professor of Botany, University (Udlege. uf Science. 35,

Ballygunge Circular lload, Calcutta.
Ahmed, Hafjz Nazir, ^iamsij’i. * ui.am \, Khan Sahifi.

212/1, Linton Street, Kntally, Calcutta.
Alyangar, K. V. li.ANUA.su'AMr. Kao B,\iiAin;R, PrincijHil,

H. H. The. .Maharaja's College of Arts. 'i'rivaiidrutn

,

Travancore.
Alyangar, S. Krishnaswami, m.a., i'jmi., .m.r.a..s.* f.r.

HiST.s., Professor, University of Madras. “ Srijayava-

sain,” 1, Fast Mada Street, Mylaj)orc, .Madnis, S.

Alyer, S. rARAMn-SVARA, .M.\, H.T.., .\f.R.S.L., M.F.L..S.,

M.K.T.A., Kavitilaka, Secretary to the Government of
Travancore. Trivandrum, Travancore.

Alker, A., Merchant. 4, Bankshall Street, C.-aloutta.

*Anblan, A. John, b,a., m.imc s.. Manager and (Jorrespon-

dent. Principal, The Cambridge Institution. Nagore.

Andrews, Fobert Arthur, h.a. Tocklai i*'xperimental

Station, Cinnamara, Jorhat, Assam.
Asaduzzaman, Khan Bahadur, Assistant Secretary to the

Government of Bengal. 42; Beiiiapukur Hoad, Calcutta.

; Asana, Jbhanoir Jamasji, .m.a. (bombay), b.a. (cantab.),

Lecturer in Zoology, t Jujerat College, Ahinedabaxi.

• Atkinson, Albert Charle.s. La Mar^niere, 11, Loudon
I Street, Calcutta.
i Aulad Hasan, Sayid, Khan Bahadur. R%jar Deon,

Dacca.
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Austin, J. Mein, Merchant. Messrs. Jardine, Skiniier A
Co.. Calcutta.

' Awatl, P. R., M. A., Medical Entomologist. Central Research
Institute, Kasauli. *

: Kacot, J. 31, Quai d'Orsay, Paris.
Bagchi, Probodh Chandra, dr. -es-ijsttbes (paris).
Member of the A, S, of Paris ; Lecturer, Calcutta Univer-

' aity. P-399, Russa Roarl, Calcutta.
Bagnall, John Frederick, Consulting Engineer. Messrs.
Macneill & Co., 2, Fairlie Place, Calcutta.

Bahl, K. N., Professor of Zoology, Lucknow University.
Badshabagh, Lucknow.

Baidil, A. Mannan, Assistant Superintendent, Dormitory.
Patna College, Bankipur.

Bal, SuRENDRA Nath, m.hc;., f.l.s.. Curator,. Indus^
trial Section, Indian Museum. 1, Sudder Street,
Calcutta.

Ballardle, J. H. de Caynoth, a.r.i.b.a. 7, Old Court
House Street, Calcutta.

Banerjee, Abhaya Charan, m.a.. Deputy Chief Engineer,
Telegraphs. 27A, Ballygunge Circular Road, Calcutta.

Banerjee, Abinash Chandra, Rat Bahadur, m.a., m.l.c.,

.Coal Merchant and Colliery Proprietor. 8B, Lall Bazar,
Calcutta.

Banerjee, M. N., c.i.k., b.a., m.r.i’.s., l.s.a., Ex-Prin-
cipal, Carmichael Medical College ; Member of the Syndi-
cate, Calcutta University, 32, Theatre Road, Calcutta.

Banerjee, Narendra Nath, m.i.p.o.b.e., a.m.i.e., Divi-
sional Engineer, Telegraphs. Mandalay, Burma.

Banerjee, Sahadhar, b.a., b.ecI., Head Master, Qait H, E.
School. Aurangabad, Caya.

Banerjee, Woomesh Chandra, OolHery Proprietor and
Merchant. 7, Swallow Lane, Calcutta.

Banerjl, S. K., ph. d.. Lecturer in Indian History, Univer-
sity of Lucknow. Lucknow.

1-

3-06 R Banerjl, Mubaeidhar. Sanskrit College, Calcutta.

2-

7-19 R Banerjl, Pbamatiianath, m.a., b.e.. Vakil, High Court.

9, Mullick Lane, Bhowunipur, Calcutta.
2-7-%7 R Banerjl, Rakhal Das, m.a. 66, Simla Street, Calcutta.

5-

3-24 R Bannerjee, P. N., m.a. (cantab.), a.m.i.e., p.o.u., * Civil

Engineer. (5 and 7, Clive Street, Calcutta.
1-2-26 R Baptist, A. E., m.b.s.. Major, i.m.d., AssistaM Director.

School of Tropical Medicine, Central Avenue, Calcutta.

6-

6-26 R Baral, Gokul Chandra, Zemindar, Municipal Councillor

and Honorary Presidency Magistrate. 3, Hidaram Baner-
jee’s Lane, Calcutta. #»

'

7-

2-23 R Barber, CtiCiLTuo^iA'Si, Assistant Superintendent, Geological
' Survey of India. Indian Museum, Calcutta.

1-

11-26 N Barhut, Thakub Kishobesinohji, State Historiati of

Patiala Oovt. History ivnd Research Department, Patiala.

4-6-21 R Barnardo, F. A. F., c.b.e,. c.z.e.. m.d.. f.r.o.s., f.b.c.e.,

Lt.-Col., I.M.S., Principal, Medical College. Calcutta.

2-

3-98 N Barnes, Hebbert Chabdes, c. I.E., m.a. (oxoN.) Gauhati.

Afsain.
7-12-21 R Barua, B. M., m.a., d.i.itt.. Lecturer, Calcutta University.

Chandemagore. E. I. Ry.
R Barwsll, N. F.. Lt.-Col. (retd.), m.c., m.a., Bar.-at-Law.

r

6-3-24 R

4-4-17 N

3-3-14 L
1-11-26 R

' 1-3-26 R

2-4-24 N

5-11-24 N

2-4-19 R

3-3-20 R

1-4-26 R
4-3-26 R

7-1-26 R

6-2-18 N

6-4-22 N

1-3-26 R

6-7-26 R

3-12-23
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"TSsireor
Election.

3-7-18

5-

3-24
j

3-

12-24

1-3-20
!

4-

6-20

4-1-26

1 -2.20

b-5-25

7-7-09

3-

7-95

4-

1-26

7-4-15

4-

3-25
7-4-09

6-

5-25
3-526

18-17

6-

6-23

3-

5-26

5-

4-26

4-

3-25

7-

7-09
'

4-11-08 .

1 -2-22

7-7-24

9-6-22 R

j

Bishop^s House, 51, Chowringhee, Calcutta {and) Aylmer<
I

ton House. Aylmerton. Norfolk, England.
R I

B&SUf Charu Chandra, u.a., m b., Professor of PcUhology,
; Carmichael Medical College. 52/2. Mirzapiir Street,

Calcutta.

R Basu, D. N., Bar. -at-Law. 14, Baloram (lliose Street,
Calcutta.

R Basu, JatindraNath, m.a., m.l.c., Solicitor. 14. Balonini
Ghose Street, Calcutta.

R Basu, Narbndka Kumaii, Advocate, High Court. f2,

Pataldanga Street, Calcutta.

N Bathgate, Jean Bertram (Mrs.). Jealgoni, Dist Man-
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& Co., c. 440, Strand, London, W.C. 2.

Government

52, Cai*diiigton Road,

2, Short

I.M..S.,
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! R4-2-26

6-12-26

1

R

1-2-26 N

1-3-26
1

N

6-6-17 A

7-3-23 R

5-3-19 N
5-4-26 R

3-6-25 R

5-8-16 N

4-1-26 R

6-5-25 N

6-3-01 N

6-6-92
1

F

7-8-07 F

2-11-26 N

6-1-16 N
2-11-21

1
N

5-6-20
i

A
1-5-12

1

^

2-6-23
!
R

1-2-26 R

1-4-08
i
A

5-11-19 •N
3-12-24 B

7-6-11 I!
R

I

4-2-20 N
1 2-26 K

2-4-24 N

1-4-26 '• R

18, Kam Molun. UuU R.^.u!.

Gupta, Duikendra Nam. Majok, (Ro,,,, )

"" «'•«->>. S«d«r

“s&'‘"“,';;rAr„:'
‘ '

Gupta, N., HAitwsTiSB-AT-LA«. Cal. iii(,i Club, 241,
Circular Road, Calcutta.

GuptB, SivAiMiASAi). Seva Cpasaua. Boiuiros City,
Gupta, SuKENDUA Xath. Insiintucc liroker. lUl/1. Oivo
Street/, Calcutta.

'

2S 2/1. Ak)iil.Mi»trvLmm.
Calcutta.

Gurner, Ciril VV alter, i.c.s. I)isiri(‘t .Maaistrate, Mv*
monsingh.

i
Habib, iMoilAMAlAll, JJ.A. (oXU.N.), M.R.A.S., BAUltlaTKU.AT.

I Law, I'rojessor of Uiatonj, Mualim Vnivcmltj. Aligarli.
Hablbullah, Sir Mj»., kt., Kuan Rajiaddh, Member for
Edumtiou^ Health and Land^i. Simla and Delhi,

i Hablbur Harman Kuan. Haia, Hhikanpiir, District Ali-
:

garh.

Haig, Sir 'L\ VVolselky, kt., c-.m.i;., Lt. Col. :m, til,Ml.

Htanes Jtoad, \V<'Ht KouHingtoii, Loudon, W. 14.

,*Haines, Hknhy Harkll'oot, c.i.k., i'.c.ii., i’.L..y., f.a.s.r.
i Glon Ashton, Wiiuborno, Dorset, iOngtand.

j

Haniid, Mohammao, Asst. Superintendetti
, ArchitO’

I

logical Purvey, Ventral Circle. Patna.
: Hamilton, C. J. Patna University, J'atna.

Haq, Shah Kmdadil, Bhowksar, Mndaiargar,
Dist. Tippera.

I
Harcourt, E. S., Major. United Service Club, Caicultu.

;
Harley, Alexander Ha.milton, m.a., Cnncipaf. Islatnia

College. Calcutta. •

Harnett, W. L.. Lt.-Col., i.m.s.. m.il, K.R.r.H., Principal^

Medical College. Calcutta.

;
Harris, H. (I, Director, Messrs. Martin ct- Harris, Ltd.

8, VVutorloo Street, Calcutta.

Harrison, Edward Philip, jmi.d., r.ii.s.i:. The Oba(?r-

Vtttory, Alipur, Calrnittn.
' HemraJ, Ra.i Q^jru. Dhokatol, Nopal. •

Hendry, C. A. John, t.r.o.s., m.i.s.b., a.m.i.m.e., m.i.k.,

M.MlN.i., Consulting Mechanical Engineer^ Messrs. Martin

Go. (J <k 7, Clive Street, Calcutta.

*Hidayat Hosain, Muha.mmap, »^fAMs-uL-‘Ui:.AMA, Khan
Bahadur, ph.d., r.A.^.B. 96/2c, Collin Street, Calcutta.

Hill, Harold Brian Cunninouam. Bhabua, Assam.

Kingston, H., Major, i.m.s., m.d., tSurgeon to U. E. th»

Governor of Bengal. Government JHlouite, Calcutta.

Kingston, R. W. G., Major, i.m.s. cjo Lloyds Bank,

Hobb8,^HBNRY, Merchant. 4, Esplanade feast, Calcutta.
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7-6-26 N Hodge, E. H. Verb, Major, m.b., b.c. (Cantab.),
M.B.C.S., L.R.G.P., GivU Surgeon. Chittagong.

6-12-26 N Hora, Gobindsahai, Gommiaaion Agent and Penaioner,
Kasur Mandi, Lahore, Punjab. •

2-11-21 R Hora, Sunder Lal, d.sc. Zoological Survey of India,
Indian Museum, Calcutta.

4-3-26 R Hossain, Muhammad Bashber, m.a , b.t., Head Maater,
Government Woodhurn M.E, School, 24, M.ussalmanpara
Lane, Calcutta.

2-i-73 L Houstoun, George L., f.o.s. Johnstone Castle, Renfrew-
shire, Scotland.

6-6-23

t.

N Howard, A , g.i.e., m.a., Director, Inatitute of Plant Indiia-
try, and Agricultural Adviaor to Statea in Central India
Indore, C. I.

4-1-26 R Hubert, Otto, Chancellor to the German Consulate General.

2, Store Road, Ballygungo, Calcutta.
1-2-26 N Husain, Mohammad Afzad, m.sc., m.a., Offg. Imperial

Entomologist, Agricultural Research Inatitule. Pusa,
Bohar.

N Husain, Mohammad Muinuddin, lat Tnlukdar, Club
View. Secunderabad, Deccan.

2-4-24 R Huq, Mahfuzul, m.a.. Lecturer, Presidency College. 13/1,
Collin Lane, Calcutta.

6-6-23 N Hutton, J. H., G.I.E., i.G.s., M.A., D.sc., Hon, Director of
Ethnography. Kohima, Naga Hills, Assam.

6-6-26 N Inamdar, R. S., Professor of Botany, Bermrea Hindu Uni^
veraity. Benares.

1-2-11 R Insch, James, c/o Messrs. Duncan Bros. & Co., 101,

Clive Street, Calcutta.

1-4-26 R Ismail, Abdullah Moiiombd, Merchant. ‘21, Atnratolla

Lane, Calcutta.

2-7-24 N Iyengar, M. O. Parthasarathy, Professor of Botany,

Presidency College. Madras.

6-12.23 R cfackson, P. S., Engineer, General Manager for India, The
English Electric Go., Ltd. D/4, Clive Buildings, Calcutta.

2-2-21 R Jain, Chhote Lal, m.r.a.s. 26, Central Avetiue North,

Calcutta.

2-8-26 ' R James, John Langford, Barrister. 2, Short Street, Cal-

cutta.

2-11-26 N James, Righard Congdon, Tea Planter. Dhoolie T. E.,

Rangajan, Assam,
1-11-26 R Jameson, Thomas Blandford, Major, m.c., m.a. (Can-

tab.), 1.0. s. 2, Baker Road, Alipur, Calcutta.

6-6-26
c

R Jatia, Sir Onkab Mull, kt., o.b.b.. Merchant. 2. Rup-
chand Roy Street, Calcutta.

'

1-4-26

L

R Jennaway, James Henry, Merchant and Coal Manager.
6 & 7, Clive Street, Calcutta.

7-2-23 N Jinavijayaji, Muni, Principal, Gujerat Puratattva Mandir.
Ellisbridge, Ahmedabad.

3-6-08 R Jones, Hubert Cecil, a.b.s.m., a.b.c.s., f.o.s., Super-
intendent, Geological Survey of India. Indian Museum,
Calcutta.

6-4-26 R Jones, THORNTON,
,
Solicitor, c/o Messrs. Morgan & Co.

4, Hadtinga Street, Calcutta.
2-4-24 R Judah, N. J., M.B., ch.b., f.b.c.s. 2, Hungerford Street^,

* Calcutta.
a
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5-2-19 N
1-U-ll L

5-3-24 R
•

5-11-24 R

7-7-20 R
1-2-26 N

4-2-20 R

5-5-10 F

3-2-15 N

1-2-20 R

1-2-22
i

^

6..5-26 R

2-8-26 R

3-3-20 R

7-4-09 N

2-11-25 R

2-3-10 A
3-5-26 R

7-7-20 R

6-5-25 R

6-5-25 R

5-3-23 N

1-3-26 R

7-12-21
j

N

2-11-25
1

N

2-11-25

j

!

N

7-3-23 R
1

Kader, Sheikh Abdul. Deccan College, Poona.
Mniuiuouin, ahmad, I^ams-ul-‘Ul.\ma, M.A.. Prhict -

pal, Calcutta Madrasah. Wellesley Square, Calcutta.
Kanjilal, M. N., Babrister-at-Law. m.a. (Cal.) ll h
(Cantab.). 17, Loudon Street, Ciilcuttti.

Kapur, Shamlal, ImpoH am/ Baukinq . 84 , Khencni-
patty, Calcutta.

Kar, Sites Chandra. 47, Corporation Street, Calciitto.
Kashyap, Smv Ram, Professor of Jiotany^ (tovernmeht
College. Lahore.

Keir, W. I., Asst. Architect to the Oovt. of Bengal. Writers'
Buildings, Calcutta.

^Kemp, Stanley W., b.a., d.sc., k.a.s.u. 8, Krskine Bill,
Goldcrs Green, London, N.W. 11. •

Khan, Hafiz Ahmed Ali, Controller of Household and Offi-
cer^in-ch/trge. SUite-Librarg. Rampur Stalt\ U.P,

;

Khaltan, D. P., m.l.c.. Attorney-at-Law ; Solicitor and Mcr-
j

chant, 137, Canning Street, C'alciitta.

i
Khambata, R. B., m.r.<‘..s., i..R.tM*.. d.imi.. Director if

1
Public Henlth Laboratory and Professor of I.nboratory Prac-
tice, School of Tropical t Medicine and Hygiene. 2* B, Cm iniie

Street, (Calcutta.

Khanna, Vinaykk Lal, m.u.a.s., .Merchant. 12, Shili
Thakur Lane, Calcutta.

Khettry, Benimadho, Proprietor, Messrs. Qonri Shanker
Khettryi Landholders, Bankers d* Merchants. 16, Paggiyn*
patti, Barabaznr, Calcutta.

’"Khuda Bukhsh, S., m.a.. Barrister-at-Law, f.a.s.h.

6, Elliott Road, Calcutta.
Kilner, John Newport, m.b., m.r.os., uRi;.r. .Adra,

Chota Nagpur.
Kimura, H. (Ko-Slii), Lecturer, Calcutta University. 22,

Wellesley 2nd Lane, Calcutta.

Kirkpatrick, W. Cliartereil Bank Buildings, ('alcutta.

Kirwan, Ernest William ()'Gor.man. AIa.ior, i.m.s.

Sealdah House, 135, Lower Circular Hoad, (Ailciitta.

Knowles, Robert, m.r.o.h., l.u.c.p., m.a. (Cantau*.),

Lt.-Col., I.M.8., 63, Park Street, (.'aieiit ta.

Koester, Hans, Vive-Consul for Germany. 17/1, Stole

Road, Ballygunge, Calcutta. •

Kolah, K, S., Merchant. S, Dhurruiiitollali Street. Cal-

cutta.

Korke, Vishnu Tatyaji, Captain, k.r.o.p. (Edin.).

Central Research Institute, Kasauli.

Kramrisch, Stella, (Mis-s), ph.d.. Lecturer in Indian

History of Arts, Calcutta University. 36, Ballygunge

Circular Road, Calcutta.

Kumar, Kumah Anand. Fairfield, Firozepon* Hoad,

Lahore. •

Kuppaswamy, Valavanuh Subuamama, m.a., k.l.s.,

I.F.8., Assistant Conservator of Forests. Bellary, S. India.

Kureishy, R. A., b.a., ll.b.. Member, “Royal Asiatic

Society” (London), Member, “LBAorB of Nations

Union ” (London), Pleader, “ Noor Manzil,” Gurgaon,

Punjab.

Mjaboy, Gbobob Thomas, Bengcd Pilot Service.

Service Club, Calcutta. •

United
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1-4-26 N

3-3-20 R

3-0-25 N

4-D26 N

i

6-3-89 L

6-8-14 R

1-2-11 R

1-7-14 R

1-2-20 R

7-6-26 R

7-12-25 R

3-5-11 R
7-4-70 I.

5-7-26 N

2-8-05 R

5-11-24 R

1-3-26 H

11-1-93 L

6-3-24 R

7-6-16 N
3-3-20 R

6-12-06 R

1-3-11 R

6-2-24 R

7-8'-18 R

6-2-18 R
2-8-26 N

2-6-20 N

2-2-16 R
•

Laden La, Sonam Wanofjsl, Saiidar Bahadur, f.b.g.s.,
Hony. A,D.G. to H, E. the Governor of Bengal, Chief of
Police, Lhaaaa, Tibet. Darjeelinfz.

Lahiri, Jauadindhanath. S)1, Upper Circular Road,
Calcutta.

*

Lai, Budu Behart, Kai Sahrb, b.a., i'h.d.. Head Maater,
Government High School. Naini Tal.

j

Lamba, Gurdial Singh, b.sc. (Hons.), Provincial Foreat

j

Service {Dehra-Dun) , Extra -A aaiatant Conaervator of Forests.

I

Chanda, C. P.

|*La Touche, Thomas Henry Digues, m.a., f.g.s., f.a.s.b.

230, Hills Road, Cambridge, England.
Law, Bimala Charan, m.a., b.l., ph.d., f.r.hist.s. 24,
Sukea Street, Calcutta.

Law, Narendra Nath, m.a., B.Lt, p.n.s., th.d. 90,
Amherst Street, Calcutta.

Law, Satya Churn, m.a., b.l., f.z.s., m.b.o.V. 24,
Sukea St., Calcutta.

Lele, S. K., m.a., b.sc.. Lecturer in Zoology, Royal Insti-
tute of Scieuce. Bombay.
Lemmon, Rkhiard Dennis, Merchant. 8, Waterloo
Street, Calcutta.

Lindsay, James i.v.h.. Secretary to the Govern-
ment of Bengal {Edn. Dept.). Grand Hotel, Calcutta.

Lomax, C. E., m.a. La Martiniere, Calcutta.
Lyman, B. Smith. 708, Locust Street, Philadelphia,
U.S.A.

Lyne, Howard WiCiUiAM, i.c.s. Khulna, E.B.H.

JfIcGay, D.wid, Lt.-Col., i.m.s., m.d., b.cu., b.a.o.,

M.R.c.i’., f.a.s.b. 24, Park Street, Calcutta.
MacGregor, A. D., m.b.g., v.s., i.v.s,, Principal, Bengal
Veterinary College, Belgachia. Calcutta.

McKay, John WalIiAce, Delegate, ChUean Nitrate Cotn-

mitlee {Indian Delegation). 1, Hare Street, Calcutta.

Maclagan, Sir Edward Douglas, k.c.s.i., k.c.i.e. 188.

West Hill, Putney, London, S.W,. 16.

McPherson, James, c/o Messrs. Bcgg Dunlop So Co., Ltd.,

2, Hare Street, Calcutta.
Mahajan, Surya Prasad. Murarpur, Gaya.
Mahalanobis, P. C., m.a., b.sc.. Professor, Presidency

College. 10, Cornwallis Street, Calcutta.

Mahalanobis, Subodh Chandra, b.sc. (Edin.), p.b.s.e.,

I.E.S., Profeaao^, Presidency College. 210, Cornwallis Street,

Calcutta.
Mahatap, Siu Buoy Chand, k.c.s.i., Maharajadhiraj
OF Bubdwan. 6, Alipur Lane, Calcutta. ,

Mahindra, K. C., b.a» (Cantab.). Accounts Department,
Messrs. Martin So Co., 6 & 7, Clive Street, Calcutta.

Maitra, Jatindra Nath, Physician and Surgeon. 68/A,
Beadon St., Calcutta.

Maitra, Sisib KumAr. 36/6, Paddapukur Road, Calcutta.

Majumdar, Di^rendba Nath, m.a., Lecturer in Aruhro-

pology. University of Lucknow. Lucknow.
Majumdar, Nani Gofal, m.a. Archseologioal Department,
Gorton Castle, Simla.

Majumdar, Nabendba Kumar, m.a., Professor, Calcutta

University, 18, Jhamapukur, Mechuabazar, Calcutta.*
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0-

iS-OI N

10-10-19
I

N

4-8-20
!

R
6-3-24 A

4-0-19 ' N

1-

2-22 R

5-12-23 N

3-

J-86

4-

2-25

L I

Klcction.
I

’

4-6-13
I

N Majumdar. Ramesh Chandka. .m.a., ph,..,, ProfessorDacca UmversUy. Kainiia, Dacc-ii.

«-?-l8 L Manen, JoKAN VAN. 0, Templo ('hamluM-s Calcutta' " " ” Mann, Hahoi.ii Hart. .v.sc.. ki..-., Director
of Agriculture, Bombay. I’oona.

’ R«“'g ‘--’•"•istiaii ColU'g.',
.Allahabad, U.l’.

”

h4artin, Os\vali>. (> t, Olive Street. OaU-uttii.
Martin, T. Leslie, .m.a. (Cantau.). 6. Olivo si root, (^,d-
ciitta. ' •

Matthai, Geoiu;i:. m.a., ProfeAnor, (lovoninHMit Collfuo
Lah(»re. ^ '

Megaw, J. W. D., Lt.-Col.. i.m.s.. Director, School* of
Tropical Medicitie and Hygiene. 15, Kyd Street, Calcuftii.

Meggitt, F. J., Professor of liiology, I'niversity College,
Rangoon.

Mehta, RoostuaMjek Dhunjekuiiov. .i.i-., k.r.s.a.
9, Rainey Park, BuUygiinge, Calciitla.

N Menofi, K. Rami nni, Professor of Zoology, !*residency
College, Madras.

1-2-2B F
,
Meston, Loud, k.c.s.i., ll.d. Hurst. (’ooktMdiam Di'iie,
Berkshire, Kngland.

5-11-84 j*MiddIeml8s, Charles Stewart, c .i.u., kh.s., h.a.,
F.A.s.B. Srinagar, Kashmir.

3-9-84 R
j

Miles, William Henry, k.e.s. 7. King K(iwanl Court,
• Chuwringhoe, Calcutta.

1-2-26 N Mills, tjAMK.s Philu*, i.e.s. cm> Lloyds Bank (KingV
Brunch), Calcutta.

Mirza, M. B., Merchant. 18/2, Uilkusha Street, (Valenti a.

Mlshra, Deomitra, Public Prosecutor. Kotah, itajpiitana.
Misra, Chamrar.am, b.a., Dy. Director oj Industries, ('awn -

pore, U.P.
Misra, Pramatha Nath, m.k.a.s., Pleader, Maldu.
Mitra, J. C., m.a., u.l.. Uetired Accountant-Oeneral, Hengal.

J, Abiiiash Mitter Lane. Caleiitta.

R Mitra, Kd.mau Man.matiia Nath. 34, Slninipnkiir Stnft.
Calcutta.

2-4-10 R Mitra, Panchanan. Bangahasi Ciillege, Calcutta.

2-4-24 ' R Mitsukuri, R., ll.b.. Manager, Messrs. Asano Hussan f/o.,

Ltd. 2 & 3, Clive R»»\v, Calcutta.
*

0-

3-24
i

R
!

Mitter, Sir Binod Ciiandka, kt., Rarulstek-at-Law.
2/1, Loudon Stret?t, Calcutta.

5-3-24 R
:

Mitter, Siii 13. L., kt ,.m.a., h.l., Bahristeu-at-Law, Advo^

j

cate Oeneral, liengaL o, Owi rum HirovA, CidewMo. .

1-

4-25 R ;
Mitter, B. P. D., b.a., b.sc. 75, ChuckiThere R<*atl, Elgin

I Road, Calcutta.
Mitter, Dwabkanath, m.a., d.l.. Judge, High Court. 12.

"

Theatre Rr)a<l, Calcutta.
Mitter, Khagendra Nath, .m.a.. Professor, Presidency

College. 35, Beadon Row, Calcutta.

5-4-20 R i Mitter, Kumar Kri.shna, Merchant and Landlord, 14,

Ahiritolla Street, Calcutta*.

Mitter, The Hon’blc Sir Pbovash Chandra, kt., c.i.e.,

M.L.C. 34/1, Elgin Road, Calcutta.

Mitter, Pkofulla C'handra, m.a. (Cai«), i»h.d. (Berlin),

Sir Rash Behary Ghosh Professor of Chemistry, CaUulta

University. 22, Carpur Road, Calcutta. ,

Modi, Jal K. K., b.a. 4. Caniac Street, Calcutta.

2-11-26
, R*

7-6-26 N
5-0-12 : N

5-11-19 i N
2-4-24 R

0-6-00 K

24-10 R
2-4-24 R

0-3-24
i

R
1

5-3-24 R
:

1-4-25
1

R !

5-3-24
1

R

5-4-26 «

5-4-20 R !

5-3-24

4-3-25

1-11-26 R
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2^-23 R

6-8-24 N

1-3-26 R

6>ll-24 R

3-12-24 R
#

3-12-24 R

1*3-26 R

3-5-98 R

2-7-24 R

6-2-19 R

6-6-26 R

3-3-09 R

29-9-99 R

2-8-26

5-4-26 .R

2-2-21

i

j

R

5-7-22

6-3-24

•:

R
5-3-24 ' R

6-2-08 i.R'

6-7-26 R

2-2-21 R

4-1-26 R

6-3-24 R

3-6-25 N

T

MOller, H. P., Merchant, 18, Ballygunge Circular Rond,
Calcutta.

Moloney, William J., OenereU Manager oj Reuter's for the
East, c/o 26/7, Dalhousie Square, Calcutta. *

Mookerjee, Aditya Nath, PHncipal, Sansknt College.
10/B, Mohun Lai Street, Shambazar, Calcutta.

Mookerjee, B. N., b.a. (Cantab.), Engineer. Q & 1, Clive
Street, Calcutta.

Mookerjee, J. N., Civil Engineer. 6 & 7, Clive Street,
Calcutta.

Mookerjee, Pbiyanath, Rai Bahadur, m.a., i.s.o , Lute
Inspector-General of Registration, Bengal. 30, Harrison
Road, Calcutta.

Mookerjee, Satish Chandra, Barrister-at-Law. 7, Bally-
gunge Circular Road, Calcutta.

Mookerjee, Sir Rajendra Nath, k.c.le., k.c.v.o. 7,

Harington Street, Calcutta.
Mookerjee, Syama Prasad, m.a., b.l., Vakil, High Court,
Fellow of the University of Calcutta. 77, Russa Road
North, Calcutta.

Moreno, Henry Wii^iam Bunn, m.a., ph.d., m.r.a.s. 13,
Wellesley Street, Calcutta.

Mukerjea, Jooendra Nath, m.a., b.l.. Vakil, High Court;
Zemindar. Talla, Calcutta.

Mukerjee, Brajalal, m.a.. Solicitor. 12, Old Post Office
Street, Calcutta.

Mukerjee, Jatindra Nath, b.a., Solicitor, 4, Hastings
Street, Calcutta.

Mukerjee, Jnanendra Nath, d.sc. (London), f.c.s
(London), Fellow of the Indian Chemical Society; Qurn-
prasad Professor of Chemistry, University of Calcutta. lf2,

Ui>per Circular Road, Calcutta.
Mukerjee, Kshetrakalo, Contractor.^ 41, Hnldarpara
Road, Kalighat, Calcutta.

Mukerjee, Subodh Chandra, Shastri, m.a., Docteur-es-
Lettres (Paris). 3/1 A, Raja Rajballav Street, Bagh Bazar,
Calcutta.

Mukerjl, Radhakumud, Professor of Indian Histot'y, Uni-
versity of Lucknow. Lucknfiw.

Mukerjl, S., m.a., b.l.. Vakil and Zemindar. 7, Old Bally-
gunge Road, Calcutta.

Mukherjee, Narendra Nath, b.a. (Cal.), Publisher. 1,

Wellington Sq., Calcutta.
*Mukhopadhyaya, Girindra Nath, Bhisaoacharya, b.a.,
M.D., F.A.s.B. 166, Haris Mukerjee Road (North),
Bhowanipur, Calcutta.

Mukhopadhyaya, Prabihat Kumar, m.a.. Research Assist-
ant, Calcutta University. 27, Qovinda Qhosal Lane,
Bhawanipur, Calcutta.

Mukhopadhyaya, Ramaprasad, m.a., b.l. 77, Russa Road
North, Bhowanipore.

Murray, Howard, c.i.e., Lt.-Col., Indian Army, Deputy
Financial Advisor, Army Head-quarters. Cecil Hotel,
Simla.

Murray,' Sir Alexander R., c.b.e.. Merchant, Messrs.
Jardine Skinner db Co, 4, Clive Row, Calcutta.
Musa, Muhammad, Moulvi, Khan Bahadur, M.A., Princi-
pal, Chittagong Madrasah. Madrasah Hill, Chittagong.
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,

Blection.
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•

7-3-06 N Xahar^ Puran Chand, Solicitor. c/t> 48, Jmliun .Minm-
Street, Calcutta.

7-5-24 N Nait, Shri Ham, Rai Saheu, Late Diivan, liijuwar State.
, Hanpure Gate, Tikanigarh, Biindelkhand.

7-3-23 H Nandi, P., m.d. (Cal.), Professor of Plutrniacology^ ('or-
michael Meilical College. 34/1, Beadoii Street, Calcutta.

25-9-18 N Narayan, Victor Nityendha, lifaharaj Kumar of Cooch
Behar, Cooch Bchar.

7-12-26 K Narayanaswami, V., m.a. 45 B, Townsheud Hu.ui,
Bhowanipur, Calcutta.

,

1-

2-20 Narke, Qanesh Govind, Geologist and Mining Engineer.
Professor of Geology and Chemistry. College of Engineering .

Poona.

3-

12-24 X Newman, Chas F., f.k.cj.s.. m.c.c Bliopal, C.I.
29-8-8J) L Nimmo, John Duncan, c'o Messrs. Walter Duiieau

Co., 137, West George Street, Glasgow, .Scotland.

4-

1-26 X Nomani, Hamid H., Mawlavi, m.a.. Deputy ( Utlleetnr .

Hajshahi.

2-

7-13 X Norton, E. L., i.c.s., District Magistrate. GoraUli|)iir.

6-

8-24 X Nyss, Wm. 11. S., Superintendent. Excise and. Salt.

llurdwaii.
)

2-8-26 X Oak, Madhava Ramchavdua, m.a.. Professor of Philostt-

phy and English Literainre. Maharaja's (Udlege. jMipiir,

Hajputana.
1-4-25 A Oaten, Edward Farlbv, .m.a., ll.h. (Cantab.), i.k.s..

Director of Public Instructwn.. Bengal. LTiiite<l Scr\i<M.

Club, Calcutta.

7-

4-15 Y Ohtanl, Count Kozui. .Saii-ya-so, Kdomaelii, Kushiuii,

Kyoto, Japan.
2-11-25 H Ormond, Ernest Charles, llAiuiisTK»i-AT-r.iA\v. liar

Library, High Court, Caleiifta.

6-

0-23 R ! Ottens, Xtchol.as, b.sc. 15, Chve Row, Cahaitla.

7-

6-26 R Outhwaite, H. A., Statistical Officer. E.li. Ity. 1, Kvd
Street, Calcutta.

5-12-23 X Pande, .Shiva Masdhan, Tahsildar and /jvmindhr.

Raiiiaipat ti, Mirzapiir, I'. I*.

4-

8-20 X Panlkker, Padmanabha, m.a., k.l.s., Inspector of

Fisheries. Travancore. t

1-2-26 X
I

Parlja, Phan Krishna, b.sc. (Cal.', m.a. (Cantab.), i.k.s..

Fellow of the Royal Society of Arts ; Fellow of the Senate of

the Patna Vniversity: Professor aj Botany. Rnvenshatv

i
I

College. Cuttack.

5-

4-26 * N
i

Parker, Richard Henry, i.c.h., Utte SefuAurof St.. John's

College. Oxford ; Under Secretary to the A.G.G.. RajpuUma.

1 Mount Abu, Hajputana.

5-

11-19 R I
'Pascoe, Sir EdWin Hall, kt., m.a., sc.d. (Ca.ntam.),

! D.sc. (Lond.). r.o.H., f.a.s.b., Dtrecltjr. Geological Surrey

I of India. Indian Museum, Calcutta.

6-

6-88 ! L I
Pennell, Aubray Pbrcival, b.a., Harbihtkr-aT'Law.

! Rangoon.
,

1-4-25 R ! Pefler, Ferdinand, s.j., the Most Reverentl .^rchhishop of

j

Calcum. 32, Park Street. Calcutta.

6-11-89 L I
Phlllot, Douol.\s Craven, Lt.-Col., m.a., ph.d., m.k.a.s.,

I r.A.s.B.. Indian Army {Retired). Felsted. Essex, England.

1,-6 04 R
j

Pilgrim, Guy B., d.sc., f.o.s., f.a.s.b. Geological Sui v« y
'

I
oMndia, Indian Museum, Calcutta. •
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4-3-25 F

4-3-25 R

1-4-25
1

N
1

3-4-18 R

•3-8-25 H

1-11-26
1

1
1

H

3-12-24
1

R

2-4-24 R

7-4-80
i N

1-2-22 R

4-1-06 N
3-12-24 R

6-5-25 R

1-2-26 N

1-11-26 N

1 11-26 R

2-7-24 N
2-724 H

1-11-26 R

7-y-lb
!

^

5-1-21
1 N

2-4-24 R

5-3-90

5-3-24

i

i
R

3-3-20 R

3-8-25
1
N

2-4-24 F

3-6-25 R
t

Pochhammer, Wilbklm von, iieerttary to German Em-
bassy. I'okio, Japan.
Poddar, Hanumak Prasad, Banker and Commisditm
Agent. 10A, Central Avenue (South), Calcutta. •

Prasad, ^ri Durga Sadasivesvara. Raja Bahadur, Sri

Vasiredcli, Mannei Sultan, Garu, Zemindar of Jayantipu-
ram. Camp Nandigama, Dist. Kistna.

Prashad, Baini, d.sc., f.z.s., f.k.s.e. Zoological Survey
of India. Indian Museum, Calcutta.

Prythi, Hem Singh, Aaaiatant Superintendent, Zoological

Survey of India. Indian Museum, Calcutta.

Pudh, Lewis Pugh Evans, b.a. (Oxon.), Barrister-at-

Law. Temple Chambers, 6, Old Post Office Street,
Calcutta.

Pushong, E. S., M.D., U.S.A., Medical Practitioner. 1,

Wood Street, Calcutta.

Raha, S. K., Kai Bahadur. Deputy Commiaaioner oj

Excise and Salt. l.,ovelock Place, Ballygungc, Calcutta.
Rai, Beimn Chandra. (Jiridih, Chota Nagpur.
'Raman, Chandrasekhara Venkata, m.a., d.sc., f.b.s.,

F.A.S.H. 210. Bowbaznr Street, Calcutta.
Rankin, James Thomas, i.r.s., Commiaaioner. Dacca.
Rao, H. Srinivasa, Aaaiatant Superintendent, Zoological

Survey of India. Indian Museum, Calcutta.

Rao, M. Vinayak, K..ao Bahadur, b.a.. f.g.s., Aasislant

Superintendent, Geological Survey of India. Indian
Museum, Calcutta.

Rao, T. Ramachandua, Kao Sahib, Officiating Govern-

ment Entomologist. Lawley Road, (.’oimbatorc.

Rao, WiTi*i»ALA Lakshmana, m.a., B.st'.. 1)r-rer-Nat.
Digumarti House, Berhainpore, Ganjam.

Rau, S. SETHir Rama, Kao Bahadur, ^r.a., f.g.s. (Jeo-

logical Su^^'ey of India, Indian Museum, Calcutta.

Ray, Abinash Chandra, b.a. Cooch Behar.

Ray, Bhabendra Chandra, Zemindar. 6 , Short Street,

Calcutta.

Ray, Gyankndranath, i.u s.. Additional Judge, Alipnr.

5, Swiiihoe Street, Ballyguiigo. Calcutta.

Ray, Kumar Sarat Kumar, m.a., m.r.a.s. 52, Police

Hospital Hoad, Entally, Calcutta.

Ray, Jagadisnath, M.-%haraja, Maharaja of Dinujpore.

Dinaj
pore.

Ray, Janaki Nath, K.\ja, Zemindar and Banker. 102,

Sovabazar Street, Calcutta.

Ray, Sir Profudua Chandra, kt., c.i.e., d.sc., f.a.s.b.

University College of poience, 92, Upper Circular Road,.

Calcutta.
Ray-Ghowdhury, M. N., Raja, m.r.a.s., f.r.a.s., f.r.c.s..

Raja of Santoah. 1, Alipur Park Road East, Calcutta.

Raye, Narendra Nath, Principal, Ripon College.

Calcutta. *

Reuben, D.wid Ezra, i.c.s.. Collector. Balasore, B. N.

Ry.
Rlcharda, F. J.., i.c.s. 6, Lexham Gardens, London,.

W. 8.

Richardson, Richard Hawkins, Merchant. 6 & 7, CUve
Street, Calcutta.
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3-12-24 F
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3-7-18 R
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1

3-12-24 R
5-2-19

7-7-20
!

i

R

3-11-24
1 R

6-8-24 1 R

6-6- 1 .>
j

i

N.

1-2-26 X

1-4-26 R

5-4 16 X

6-11-24 X
1-4-25 X

2-11.26 i

i

R

7-6-26

j

R

3-12-24
; R-

1-11-22 X
;

1-4-25

3 3 -00 R

^4-26
!

i

— i .i.K., tLiiiuxtttoHat
aioiier with the (Jovermnenl of India. Simla

Robinson, Herbert O., Director of Muaeunia and FLsh^
eries. Federated Malay States. Kuala Liiin]nir.

Roerich, Georok Nu’HOl.vs, m.a., m.r.a.s.. Orientalist
310, Riverside Drive, Xew York, U.S.A.

Rogers, T. E., Tea Planter. Mariani Toa Kstato, Maiiaiii.
Assain.

Ronaldshay, The Earl of. England.
Rose, G. F., Merchant ; Director. Messrs. Andrew Yide S.‘

Co., lAd- 8, Clive Row, Calcutla.
*R08S, Sir Eoward Denison, kt.. o.i.e., imi.d., i’.a-s.ii..

Director, School of Oriental Studies. Finsbury Cirejis,
London, E.C.2.

Roy, Bidhan Chanora, h.a. (Cai-.). m.o.. k.h.i.s. .

(Lond.). 36, VVollington Sireot. Cahaitta.
Roy, Hem Chanora. 76 1A. Upper Circular Ib.ad,
CaKuitta.

Roy, V. L., Barrister-AT-Law. 16, Store Road, Calm ft a.

Roy, Sasaohar. 481, Chaulpatty Koad, Bhawaniptir,
Calcutta.

Roy-Ghaudhuri, Hem (*hanoka. .m.a., rii.o. 43 2.

Ainherst StrcHJt, Calcutta.
Roy-Ghoudhuri, Hiran Ki mak. 12, Nursing Lane.
Calcutta.

Roy-Ghowdhury, Buajenoka Kisuore, /zemindar,
My^nensingh. 63, Siikea iStroot, Calcutla.

Rushbrook-Williams, L. F., c.h.k., m..\., b.i.itt. (Oxon.),
M.R.A.S., K.R.HisT.s. Home Department, Government of

In<Ua, Delhi.

Ruthnaswamy, M., President. Legislative Council.

Madras.

^adiq, Syeo Mohammao, Ihiani Physician. II. Harin
Bari Ist Lane, Calcutta.

Saha, Raohika Nath, .m.r.a.s.. Medical Praefitionir.

16, Lachiiiikuiidu, Beiiaifis C3ty, U. I’.
|
Lucknow.

Sahni, B,, o.sc.. Professor of Hotany. The University,

Sales, Harolo Spk.m k, .m.i.e. (I no.), formerly Fellow,

Punjab University: liridge Engineer. E.B.K. No. 2,

Bungalow, Paksey.
Sanaullah, Mujia.mmao, m.a.. Professor^ of .Arabic and.

Persian, Presidency College. 16, Hyat Khan Lane, S«*al-

dah, Calcutta.

Sandstrom, Earl Russell, Banking, I nternational Bank^

ing Corporation. 4, Clivfj Stn*et. Calcutta.

Sarkar, C. K., c.b.. Engineer and Architerl. 10, Ha.stifigs

Street, Calcutta.
*

Sarkar, Sueesh Chanora, Dy. Magistrate and iJy. Coltet>

tor. Bargaiida, Giridili.

larraf, B. L., b.a., ll.ii.. Lawyer. Sarrafa Bazar,

Saugor, CM’. •

Sarvadhikary, Sir Dbva Pkasao, kt., o.i.k., o.h.k.,

C.n.K., M.A., B.L., F.C.IJ., LL.D. (ABERDEEN), L.L.O.

(St. Andrews), Suribatna, Vidyabatnakar, Jnana-

SINDHU. 20, Sun Lane, Eiitally, Calchtta.

Sen, Binov Chandra, m.a,. Professor of UisU^ry, City

College. 7, Bishwakosh Lane, Baghbazar, Cateutta.
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Sen, H. K., m a., d.sc. (London), d.i.c.. Professor of
Chemistry, University College of Science. 92, Upper
Circular Road, Calcutta.

Sen, Hbidaybanjan, m.a., b.l., Bengal Civil Sennce
(Executive Branch). Mymensingh.

Sen, JOOINDBANATH, M.A., ViDYABATNA, ViDYABHUSAN.
32, Prasanna Kumar Tagore Street, Calcutta.

Sen, Lakshman, H. H. Raja of Sttndaknaqar. Suket
State, Punjab.

Sen-Gupta, Naiiksh Chandra, m.a., d.l. Ramna,
Dacca.

Senior-White, Ronald, f.n.b., f.b.s.t.m. & h. Central
Malaria Bureau, Kasauli, Simla Hills.

Seth, Mksbovb Jacob, m.r.a.s., m.s.a., f.r.s.a.. Exami-
ner in Classical Armenian to the Calcutta. University. 10,

Lindsay Street, Calcutta.
Setna, S. B., m.sc.. Lecturer, The Royal Institute of
Science. Bombay.

*Sewell, Robkbt Bkrksford Seymofr, m.a., m.b.c.s.,

L.R.c.j\, F.Z.S., F.L.S., F.A.s.B., Lt.-Col., i.m.s. Tnciiaii

Museum, Calcutta.
Shanks, Ckorgk, Major., i.m.s., Professor of Pathology.
Medical College, Calcutta.

Sharif, Mohammad, m.sc., f.r.m.s. Zoological Survey of
India, Indian Museum, Calcutta.

Shaatri, Ashutosh. 23/1, Beniatola Lane, Calcutta.
*Sha8trI, Habafbasad, MahamahopadhyIya, c.i.e.,m.a.,

D.LiTT. F.A.S.B., HoN. Member, r.a.s. 20, Pataldanga
Street, Calcutta.

N
R
N

R

N

L

N

R

N

N

L

N

N
•

N

Shebbeare, E. O., Conservator of Forests. ^ Darjeeling.
Shipway, W. IHo/Qp, Grand Hotel, Calcutta.
ShirrefT, Alexander Gbierson, b.a., i.e.s. Sitapur,
U.P.

Shortt, H. £., Major, i.m.s., Directot, Kala-azar Com-
mission. Golaghat, Assam.

Siddiqi, A., m.a. (Allahabad), ph.u. (Gottingen), Profes-
sor of Arabic and Islamic Studies, Dacca University.

Ramna, Dacca.
*Simon8en, John Lionel, d..sc., f.i.c., f.a.s.b. Indian
Institute of Science, Bangalore.

Singh, Badakaji Marichi Man. 38, Khichapokhari,
Kathmandu, Nepal.

Singh, Bawa Ramnik, Rai Bahaj>ur, Civil Engineer,

E. B. By. 3, Koilaghat Street, Calcutta.

Singh, Sib Pbabhu Narain. H. H. The Maharaja Baha-
dur, G.C.I.E., O.C.S.I., Maharaja of Benares., Ramnagar
Fort, Benares. i

Singh, Pbithwipaii, Raja, f.r.g.s.. f.r.s.a., f.t.8.. Taluk-
dtir of Surajpur. Chaiidrahas Palace, Hathaunda, Bara-
banki, Oudh.

Singh, Sir Kambshwab, H. H. The Hon*ble Mahabaja-
DHIRAJA, G.C.I.E.* K.B.E., D.LITT., F.B.A.S., F.P.U. Dar-
bhanga.

Singh, Shyam Nabayan, Rai Bahadur, m.b.e., m.l.a.^

Bih\r AiSrD Orissa Civil Service. Patna, E.I.R.

Singh, VisHWA Nath, H. H. The Mahabaja Bahadur.
Chhatturpur, Bundelkhund. *

Singha,, Kumar Abun Chandra, m.a. Dacca.
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Election. *

3-6-25 K
;

Stoghania, Parshotamdas, Merchant. 3-1, Mnngoe Ltuie.
i

Calcutta.

3-

4-18 N Slnhai Bhcjpenora Narayan, Raja LIahadifu, r \
’

.
Nashipur Kajbati, Naahipiir.

1-

2-22 R :
Sinha, Kumar Oanoananua, m.a., Xemimiar. 7, Dodar-
baksh Lane, Calcutta.

4-

3-25 R Sinha, Purna Chandra, handhohler. 148. Baranuahi
Ohoah Sti-eet. Jorasanko. Calcutta.

2-

7-13 N Sinha, Rudra Datta. m.a.. m.r.a.s. Xazirabad
' Road, Lucknow.

,

6-9-12 X Slnghi, Bahadur Sinuh. Aziingunj, Mursbiclabad.

4-

1-26 N Sinton, J. A., o.b.e.. Major, i.m.s., v.r.. Officer- in -Chtrqv,,
Malaria Bureau, Centrfd Research Institute. Kaaauli.

5-

7-16 R Sircar, (Ianapati. Vidyaratna. 69. Beliaghatta Main
Road, Calcutta.

5-

3-24 R Sircar, N. N., m.a., b.i... Harristior-at-Law. 36 I. Elgin
Road. Calcutta.

6-

3-24 R I Sircar, Sir Nil Hata.n, kt.. m.a.. m.d.. Physician. 7,

! Short Street, Calcutta.

2-

6-20 A Skinner, S. A.. Engineer and Director. Messrs. Jessnjt «(•

Co., Ltd. 93, Clive Street. Calcutta.

1-

3-26 R, Snaith, John Frank, Managing DireHor. Messrs. Hamil-
ton di Co. 8, Old Court House Strt'et, Calcutta.

3-

5-26 X Sohan Lai, L.. B.A., b.T.. Lecturer in. Oeitgraphy and
History. Central Training College. Jaihon\

2-

8-26 R Sohoni, Vishvanath Vishnu, b.a., b.mc.. Meteorologist^

The Observatory. AHjiore. Calcutta.

6-

4 •2<i X ;

Sondhi, Gautam. 6, Kacheri Road, Lahon*.

7-

3-23 X
;

Stamp, L. Dudley, b.a., d.sc. L'niversity of London.
L<mdoii School of EconoinicH. Houghton Str(M4. London,

; W.C. 2.

4-

1-26 R
j

Stapleton, Grace, (Mias), m.d.. b.s. (I..ondon). Superin-
temlenf. Dufferin Hospital. (.*alcu1ta.

28-9-04 L ; Stapleton, Henry Ernest, m.a., ii.sc., i.e.s. Offg. Direc-

tor oj Pttblir Instruction, Bengal. 8. CJalHtanii Mansioim,

I

Calcutta. ,

7-12-25 R I Stark, Leonardus, Banker, c/o Nctherlanrls India (\»ni

inercial Bank, Dulhousie Square. Calcutta.

t»-5-25 R
j

Staub, Max, Consul for Swilzerland. UK), (live Street,

Calcutta. >

2-12-08 N Steen, Huuh Barkley, m.d., Lt.-Coi... i.m.s. Medical

Officer. Port Commissioners, (,’alcutta.

2-

11-25 X Stocks, C. DE Beauvoir, (.Mrs.), e '•» rostiiiaster. Kidiin-

pong.
1-8-23 N Stow, Alexander Mont-aoc. o.b.e.. ai.A. (Cantab.),

I.e.s. , Chief Commissioner. I)i*lhi.

1-11-22 ft Strickland-Anderson, (Mrs.). I, Alipiir Park. Cal-,

cutta.
*

5-

6-07 R *Suhrawardy, Abdullah Al-.Ma’mi.n. IrajcHARUL

MiLLAT. m.a., BaURISTER-AT-LaW, D.LITT., LL.D., F.A.S.Ii.

66, Mirzapur Street, Calcutta.

7-6-20 R Suhrawardy, Hassan, .Major, m.d., f.r.u.8., i.t.f.m.c..

Chief Medical Officer, K. B. By. 2. Belved<?re Park,

Alipur, Calcutta.
, .

3-

3-20 N SundararaJ, Bunoubu, m.a., ph.d., Director of f tshertes.

Maclras. •
. -

.4-1-26 R Sur, S. N.. M.B., n.p.H., d.t.m.. Assistant Director of

Public Health, WriUrs* Bniblings. CalcuttiR
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Tagore, Kshitindranatu, b.a., Tattwanidhi. 6/1/?,
Baranashi Ghoso 2nd Lane, Jorasanko, Calcutta.

Tagore, Sib Pradyot Coomar, kt., Maharaja Bahaui r.
Pathuriaghatta, Calcutta.

^

Talbot, Walter Stanley, c.t.e., t.c.s., {retired). Ulon-
liiirst Esher, Surrey, England.

Taraporewala, Jrach J. S., b.a., ph.u.. Barrister -at-
Law, Frojeanor of Comjxiraiive Philology ^ University of
Calcutta. 774), Dharaintola Stivot, Calcutta.

Tate, Georoe Passman. 50, Cantonment, Bareilly, U. P.

Telang, P. K., Professor of History., Hindu University.
Benares City.

Temple, Sir Hic^haro Caunac, Bart., c.b., im.e.

,

F.R.A., F..S.A., Formerly JAeutenant-Cfdonel, Indian Army.
c/o Lloyds Bank, Ltd., Cox’s and King’s Branch, (5, Ptdl
Mall, London. S. W.
Thompson, Sir John Perhonet, kt., c.s.t., m.a.. i.c.s..

Chief Secretary, Covt. of the Punjab. United ScTvice
Club, Simla.

Tipper, Georoe Howlbtt, m.a.,f.o.s., m.inst.m.m.,f.a.s.ii.

Geological Survey of India, Indian Museum, Calcutta.
Tomar, Udai V'ir Sinoh, b.a.. Superintendent and
Teficher, R. P. High School, Pnnna. Bundelkhand, C.l.

Tomb, John Walker, o.h.k.. >i a., m.i>., d.f.h.. Chief
Medical Officer, Asan.sol Mines' Board of Health.

Asansol.
Tripathi, llAMCRASAn, Reader in Modern Indian History.

The Univei*8ity, Allahabad.
Tyson, John Dawson, i.r.s. l".S. Club, Calcutta.

IJkil, .Xmolya (’hanT)RA, m.b. (Cal.), Professor of Bar-
teriology. National Medical Institute, and Assistant

Director, Clinical Research As.sociatifni. 6/1, Kanklia

I

Hoad. BalJygunge, Calcutta. ‘‘i

%'aile, Mai -RICK Arthi^r Stuart, Exchange Broker,

Messrs. Thomas Seth A pear ct* Co. 8, Clive Street

,

Calcutta.
Varma, Sohan Lal, Honorary Magistrate, Banking and
Zemindarl. Laharpur, Sitapur District.

Varugis, Gkorok, b..sc. (Wales), c/o IVof. K. Zneha-
riah, 33/1, Amherst Strt'et, Calcutta.

Vasu, Nagendra Nath. 20, Visva Kosh Lane, Baghbazar.
Calcutta.

Viswanath, B., Fellov\ Chemical Society of London :

Fellow, Chemical. Society of India ; Officiating Government
Agricultural Chemist. Law ley Hoad, Coimbatore.

Vogel, Jean Philippe, tjtt.o., f.a..s.b. The Univereiiy,

Lieden, Holland.
Vost, William, Lt.-Col., i.m.s. 26, Crystal Palace Part
Road, Sydenham, London, S.E. 26.

^Vttdhwana, M. M., Demonstrator in Oeolagy and Geo-

graphy, University College. Rangoon.
Wadia, D. N., m.a., b.sc., f.r.o.s., f.o.s.. Geological Survey

of India,
'

Indian Museum, Calcutta.

Walton, Eric Bell, Chartered Civil Engineer. 93, Park
Street, Calcutta.

*
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jSato of
Flection.

1-12-09
' N

Ml -26 : R

$
^

19-9-06
i

L

6-l-l.’>
I

N

7-5-19 i A
7-3-00 A

1-4-OS R

5-2-19 N
0-0-00 N

4-1-20 N

I

Webster, J. E., r.c.s. Sylhet. Assam.

I

Westcott, Foss, Thk Most Hkvbrknd, i».d. ((’antah.),

I
Honorary n.n. (Oxon.). l.ord Hhhop nf Calcutta and
Metrop<}litan oj India, Burma ami Ceyltut. Bishop’s Hn\ise,

51, (^howringhee, Calcutta.
Whitehead, liiOHAun BERTitAM, i.t'.s. Bupnr. Ainbola,
Punjab.

, Whitehouse, KumARU H.. n.sc., i.n.s. Central Tnntiinj::

College, Lahore.
! Wills, Cecit. Upton, u.a., i.c.s. Nagpur. *

Woolner, Alfred Cooper. r.T.i:., m.a. Punjah rniversitv,
Lahore.

: Wordsworth, William Christopher, m.a., i.k.s. (Beto.).
f -o The ‘‘Statesman,** 0, C'howringhtM*. ('alciitla.

,

Vazdani, Ghitlam, m.a. Hyderabad, Deccan.
Young, Mansel (*harlr.s Gamrier. Khagaul, Dinapore,

j

EI.H.

I

Younus, Muhammad, Assistant Dirertar-flencml Colire,

I

H,E,H, the Nizam's Government, Saifahad. Hyderabad

I
(Deccan).



ORDINARY MEMBERS.

(ChronologicaL)

1870

April 7. LyinHn, B. Smith
1873.

Jan. 2. Houstoun, G. L.

1878.

June 5. Temple, Sir Camac
1880
April 7. Rai, B. C.

1884.

5 Sept. 3. Miles, W. H.
Nov. 6. Middlemiss, C. S.

» 1886.

Feb. 4. Shastri, Haraprasad
1886.

Mar. 3. Mehta, K. D.

1887.

Aug. 26. Griper, W. li.

1888.

10 June 6. Pennell, A. P.

1889.

Mar. 6. La Touche, T. R. D.

Aug. 29. Nimino, J. D.
Nov. 6. Phillott, I). C.

1890.

Mar. 6. Ray, Sir Prafulla, C.

1892.

15 Jan. 6. Haig, Sir T. Wolse-
ley

„ 11. Maclagan, Sir Edward
' D,

Feb. 1. Bodding, P. O.

1893.

Aug. 31. Tate, G. Passman
Sept. * 28. Ghaudhuri, 6. L.

1894.

Feb. 7. Singh, Maharaja

20 Vishwa Nath
Sept. 27. Bose, N. N.

„ Vost, W.
1895.

^ Mar. 6. Bose, Sir Jasadis C.

July 3. Beatson-Bell, Sir
‘ Nicholas D.

25 Sept. 19. De, K. C.

1896.
' Jan. 8. Bum, Sir Richard
1897.

Dec. 1. Seth, M. J.,

1898* c
*

'

Jan. 5. Dods, W. K.
Feb. 2. .Bose, A. L.

30 Mar. 2. Barnes, If. C.

April 6. Tagore, Sir Prad3'’ot
C.

May 4. Mookerjee, Sir R. N.
1899.

Aug. 29. Singh, Sir Prabhu
Narain

Sept. 29. Mukerjee, J. N.
Nov. 6. Singh, Sir Ramesh-

wara 36
1900.

Dec. 6. Grieve, J. W. A.

1901.

Mar. 6. Khan, U. R.

„ „ Vogel, J.P.
June 5. Mann, H. H.
Dec. 4. Ross, Sir Edward D. 40

1902.

Feb. 6. Shyam Lai.

May. 7. Sen, J. N.

July 2. Doxey, F.

1904.

June 1. Pilgrim, G. E.

»!* >» Tipper, G. H. 45

July 6. Aulad Hasan.

99 $9 Talbot, W. S.

Aug.

»

3. Ferhior, L. L.

»» Stapleton, H. E.

1906.

Jan. 4. Rankin, J. T. 50

Mar. 1. Banerji, M.
May 3. Graves, H. G.

July 6. Ghosh, A. C.

Aug. 2. McCay, D.

1906.

Jan. 3. Chapman, J. A. 65

Mar. 7. Nahar, P. C.

„ „ Woolner, A. C.^

June 6. Mitra, K. M. N.

„ „ Young, M. C. G.

• Sept. 19. Whitehead, R B. 60

Oct. 31. Finlow, R. S.

Dec. 5. Mahalanobis, S. C.

„ „ Tek Chand.

Jan. 2. Banerji, R. D.

June 5. Suhrawardy, A. A. 65

July 3. Brown, J. C.

„ „ Christie, W. A. K.

Aug. 7. Haines, H. H. ^

1908.
*

Jan. 1. Brahmachari, U. N.
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70 Feb. 6. Mukliopadbyaya, G. 1914.

N. Feb. 4. Xnwah Ali Chau-
April 1. Harrison. E. P. dhii ry.
>
June

»» Wordsworth, W. C. Mar. 4. Bacot, J.
3. Jones. H. 0. April 1. Chaiidhuri. G. 1). 126-

IJov. 4. Bhattacliarji. B. ,, Sen -Gupta, N. C.
76 Dec. 2. Steen. H. B. July 1. I-aw, S. C.

1909. Aug. 6. I..a>v. B. (\
Jan. 6. Shirreff, A. G. 1916.

94 Tagore, K. Jan. 6. Whitohouse, R. H.
Mar. 3. .Abdul Latif. Feb. 3. .Miinad Ali Khan. H. 130

»« Chakra varti. N. .April 7. Belvalkar, 8. K. .

80 >• »• Mukerjee. B. [P. ,, Ohtani. Count K.

,, Sarvadhikary, Sir D. May 6. Riishbrook-Williams,
April 7. Bentlev, C. A. L. F.

,, « Kilner, J. N. Aug. 4. Guriier. C. W. ’

94 Singh. P. Sept. 1. Cleghorn. M. L. W. 136

86 July 7. Bazaz, H. K. Das-Giipta. H. C.

,, Bhattacliarji. S. N. Oct 27. Chatterjee, Sir A. C.

Aup. 4. Thompson, Sir J. P. 1910.

Oct. 6. Brown, P. Jan. 6. Chatterjee. K. N.
*

,, Briihl, P. Hamilton, C. J.

00 7. Gangoli, 0. C. Feb. 2, Majumdar. N. K. 140^

Nov. 3. Christophers. S. R. ,, ,, .Mohammad Yusuf.
Dec. 1. Webster, J. E. April 6. Saha. R. N.

1910. June 7. Mahajaii, S. C.

Mar. 2. Greig, E, D. W. July n. Xasecr Mo.sein. K.

99 Kirkpatrick. W. ,, Sarkar. G. 14.6

96 May 4. Dhavie, S. 6. 1917.

,, Kemp. 8. W. April 4. Awati. 1’. R.

July 6. Botham, A. W. ,, Datta, R. L.

Sept. 7. Gravely, F. H. June 0. Deb, H. K.

*» Ray, S. K. 44 ,, Gupta, K.
II ,, .Aiyaiigar, K. V. R. 160

1911. Aug. 1. Bhandarkar, l>. R.

100 Feb. 1. Insch, .T. Oct. 3. Bow. S. X.

,, Law, N. N. Dec. 6. Tripalhi. R.

Mar. 1. Mahatap. Sir Bijoy 1918.

Chand Feb. 0. Banerji, X. X.
'

May 3. Atkinson, A. C. ,, ( Jhosh, E. X. 166

Lomax. C. E. .Maitra. S. K.

106 June 7. Chatterjee, K. K. ,, .Maneii, Johay van

Hosain M. H. ,, Singh, B. M.
July 5. Sewell, R. B. S.

\

,, Singha, A. C.

Nov. 1. .Ahmed K. April 3. I)a.s. J. R. IW
Ecsh. V. J. Prashad, B.

1912. Robinson, H. (*.

110 Jan. 10. Kazim Shirazi, A. M. ,, Sinha, B. N.

May l.» Harley, .A. H. July 3. Roy B.C.

June 5. Misra.C. *
9 # ,, Basil, C.C.^ 166

July 3. Andrews, E. .A. Aug. 7. Maitra, J. N.

99

Sept.
94 Botnford. T. L. Sept. 26. Xarayan. V. 5i.

116 4. Ghosh, T. 1919.

99 Singhi, B. S.
,
Feb. 6. AIkIiiI Kader.

1913. Moreno, H. W. B.

Mar. 6. Simonseri, J. L. 94 ,, Ray, 8. 179

April 2. Calder. C. C. ,, Yazdani. G,

June 4. Majumdar, K. C. Mar. 6. •Gupta, 8. P.

120 July 2. Norton, E. L. April 2. Hal, S. N.
i ^

f • Sinha, R. 99 Friel, R.

> Nov. 6. Fox, C. 8. 99 Mitra. P. ns
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May 7. Willa, C. U.
1

Fell. 1. Megaw, J. VV. D.
^

June 4. ^latthai, 0.
1 .. „ Raman, C. V.

July 2. Banerji, P.
\

tt ., Sinha, Kumar G.
Oct. 10. Manry, J. C. April 5. Abdul Ali, A. F. M.

180 Nov. 5. Oambhir, J. S. t; „ Banerjee, S. 235

!•» ,, Heinraj, R. ,. Bose, J. C.

„ Misra, P. N. »» „ F'iilep, E. G. i
•

»» .» Pascoe, Sir E. H. June. 7. Bhattacharya, S. V.

,, Singh. S. N. July. 5. Mookerjee, R. K.

1920. Sept. fi. Das-Gupta, S. N. 240
I8r) Jan. 5. Aiyar S. P. Nov. 1. .Anderson, Mrs. S.

,, »» Sulirawardy, H.
! tt „ Sarkar, S. C.

Feb. 4. Hill, H. B. C. Dec. 0. Black('tt, Sir Basil P.

Keir. W. 1. i 1923.

„ Brij Narayan. Feb. 7. Barber, C. T.

190 M«r.
3*

liallardie, J. H. de 1 „ Jinavijayaji, Muni 24r>

Oaynoth. 99 „ Shanks, G.

>1 Oanguli, P. Mar. 7. Gupta, N.

*1 M Khiuta Biikhsh, S. tt „ Labey, G. T.

S J Ltihiri, J. tt „ Nandi, P.

1 »» Mahalaiiobis, P. C. tt „ Stamp, L. J). 2.50

195 a „ Suiidara Raj, B. April 4. Alker, .A. [R. von

ft „ Raye.N.N. [Earl of May 2. (.'ollenberg, Baron H.

it Ronaldshuy, The >) „ Harnett, \V. L.

April 7. Dutt, K. K. ,. Moller. H. P.

May 5. OhoKh, S. N. ,, „ Slu'blH^jire, E. 0. 255

200 „ Harcourt, E. S. June 0. Das, K.

June 2, Majuindar, N. (1. »» „ Howard, A.

tt Skinner, S. A. „ „ Hutton, J. H.

July 7. Kar, S. C. „ Otti'iis, N.

it Knowles, R. Aug. 1. Biswas, K. 200

205 it ,, Roy-Ohaudhuri, H. C. 99 „ Stow, A. M.

Aug. 4. Uikahit, K. N. Dec. 5. Cliopra«, B. N.

»l » Martin, 0. tt „ Meggit, K. J.

it •> Panikker, N. P, tt „ Shastri, A.

Sept. 1. Chakladar, H. C. tt ,, Barwi'iji, N. F. 205

210
9 9 99 Chanda, R. ,, „ .lacksdn, P. S.

99 Chatterjee, N C. tt „ Korke, V. T.

Dfc. 1. (bnnor, Sir F. P. „ „ Sen, H. H. bakshman

it 99 .Akbar Khan, M. »» „ Pande, S. B.

1

1924.

1921. Feb. 6. Mahindra, K. C. 270

Jan. • 5. Ray, J. Mar. 5. .Austin, J. M.

215 Feb. 2. Jain, Chhote Lall tt „ Banerjee, P. N.

99 *> Mukerjee, R. tt „ Basu.D. N.

99 11 ^Mookerjee, S. C.
i

„ Bose, S.
*

Mar. 2. Acton, H. W. tt „ Browne, H. 276

,, .Agharkar, S. P.
1

i

** ,. Das, S. R.

220 May 4. Baniardo, F. A. F.
i

** „ Ray Chowdhury, M. N .

f June 1. Muzamilullah Khan
I . - „ Fitzjiatrict, H.

Mohammad i

„ Kanjilal M. N.

Sept.i 7. Deb. P. K. f» ,, Mukerji, S. 280

if Roy. H C. tt ,, Murray, Sir Alexander

Nov. 2. Hora, S. L.
i

” „ Martin, T. L.

^26 i» ?* Huq, S. E. »
II „ Mitter, P. C.

Dec. 7. Kumar, A. K. II „ Mitter, Sir B. C.

tt tt Barua, B. M.
1

„ Mitter, Sir B. L. 285

it tt Telang,^P. R.
i

ft „ Mitter, D. N.

1922. II „ Mukherjee, N. N.

Feb. 1. Bhattacharya, V. S. ' tt „ McPherson, J. «

230 it 1. Vhopra, R. N. II „ Gi-eaves, Sir Ewart
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290 ^lar. 5 Chatterji, M. M.
>» » Sircar, N. N.
»» »* Sircar, Sir N. H.

April 2. Bahl, K. N.
if Das, B. M.

295 »? Qhose, K.
* i

»> '1 Hington, K. W. G.

>» *» Judah, N. J.

»> »• Ray, J. N.
Raha, S. K.

300 »» De, F. L.

»» Ji Richards, F. J.

l» »» Huq, M.
»f >»

»* j'

Mitra, J. C.

Ghose, Sir C. C.

305 i» »• Mitsukiiri, R.

May 7.

»>

»» '*

Rose, G. F.

Nait, S. R.

Bhattacharyii, B.
Juiu^ 4. Cooper, H.

310 July 2. Ray, A. C.

Ghose, B. B.

»» '« Browne, L. 1^].

Iyengar, M. 0. P.

>» •» Mookerjee, S. P.

315 »> »» Ray, B. C.

Aug. (i. Chatterji, S. K.

»>

»» ••

Nyss, Will. B. iS.

Moloney, Win. J.

Boy-Chowdhury, B . K.

320
> Davies, L. M.

» 27 . Chattopudhyay, K. 1'.

». 1. Roy Chaudhuri, H. K.

>> •» Baidil, A. M.
f» tf MacGregoi’, .A. D.

326 Sept. 24.

»» »•

Sahni, B.

.Katon, Miss W. A,

ff •» Mookerji, B. N.

»» '» A.saduzzainHii.

Nov. 5. Vaile, M. A. S.

330 99 99 Ka}nir, S.

99 ^9 Nazir Ahmad, H.

Dec. 3. Siddiqi, A.

»i jf Das, S. N.

»> »» Roy, P. L.

336 »» »j Mookc'rjee, J. N.

»» f» Newman, Chas. F.

»> »» Gilljcrt, W. G. L.

»> .* Rao, H. S.

340
>» » Pushong, E. S. •

ft tt Rogers, T. E.

»» »? Shipway, F. W.

»» »» Basu, J. N.

ff M Ghose, S. C.

» »f Sarkar, C. K.

345
»• f»

»» ‘f

Chatterjee, S. N.

Hendry, C. A.

ft Mukherjee, P. N.

»» ff Roerich, G. N.

»* ff Sen, H. K.

1926.

Jan. 7. Banerjet', M. N.
Chaudluiri. 11. ('.

Cliaudhuri. S. M.

350

FiA>. 4. Bhor, S. C.

>• ••

99 m^

Bishoj), T. H.
I3(»se, 1). N. 365

99 •«

99

Dutt, K. C.

Ganguly, J. X.
Guha, B. S.

Menon, K. R.
Mur. 4. BaiKM jee. A. C.

Rentliall. E.
* 300

99 ••

• • 9*

Bhatnagar, J. L.

Buyers. W. A.

Chaudhuri. J.
•

99 9%

Das. A. N.
Del). Kshitiiidra

Posket. R. C.

Ghosh, G. C.

Hussain, .M. R.

366

0

99 9%

f • ••

Milter. P. C.

Po(‘hliainiuer. \V. von
Po«ldar H. P.

Sinha. P. ('.

370

April 1.’
Banerj(‘e, A. C.

PeriiM-, P.

Hobhs. M
Isiniiil, A. M.

376

ff •• Jennaway, .1. H.
Laden La. 8. W.
Mitter, B. P. I).

Oaten, K. P.

:m

ff »

t»

Saditp U. fS. .VI.

fSali's. H. S.

Sarraf, B. L.

ff Sen, B. C.

Prasad, S.

\m

ff •' Tarapiaewala. 1. ,1. Vl.

May (i. Ahhasi, .M. A.

Baral, J. ( ‘.

Batra, H. L. ^

Bery, A. R.

Bose. H. M.

3>.H)t, ff

ff ff

f f f *

Hahih Ullah, .Md.

Inairidar, R. 8.

Jatia, Sir 0. .M. 306

•f ff

Khanna, V. L.

Koostor, Hans.
$

ff »• Kolah, K. S.

ff ff

ff ft

Mukerjee, J. N.
,

Rao, M. V. 4IK>

ff ff Staub, Max.

ff ff Ukil. A. C.
0

ft ff Wwlia, D. X.

June 3. Datta, S. K.

ff ff Gupta, T. P. .
406

ft ff LaK B. B.

ff ff Musa, M. M.

ft ff Richard.son, R. H.

If ff ^inghania, P.
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410 June 3. \yalton, E. B. Feb. 1. Viswanath, B.
July 6. Bose, M. M. If If Bose, S. R.

Varma, S. L. If 11 (jroswami, M. N. 470
Aug. 3. Chhibber, H. L. 1* ff Narko, G. 0.

tf ft Coyajee, Sir J. 0. 11 11 Chaudhuri, H.
415 *t tt Pruthi, H. S. ff If Kashyap, S. R.

tf Reuben, D. S. ff If Parija, P. K.
»» »» Tomar, U. V. S. If 11 Batia, B. L. 476

Nov. 2. Acharya, P. fi If Ghuznavi, Sir A. K.
>» »» Bradshaw, E. J. 11 fi Khaitan, D. P.

420 »» »• Chattop&dhyaya, 11 11 Sen, H.

0 K.'C. If 11 Hingston, H.
( 'rookshank, H. 11 11 Harris, H. G. 480

»l ? Gee, E. R. If 11 Ghuznavi, A. H.
»* »» Hamid, M. If 11 Khambata, R. B.
0

0» )» James, R. G. If ft Chand, Lai.
425 11 11 Kimura, R. 11 11 Baptist, A. E.

11 11 Kuppaswamy, V. S. Mar. 1. Bannerjee, W. C. 485
11 1» Kuroishy, R. A. 99 99 McKay, J. W.
If 11 Mirza, M. B. 99 9 ^ Mookerjee, S. C.

*

11 11 Ormond, E. C. 99 99 Snaith, J. F.

430 1* 11 Sanaullah, M. 99 99 Gupta, D. N.

•1 ff Sharif, M. 99 99 Miikhcrjee, A. N. 400
>1 11 Stocks, Mrs. C. do 99 99 Datta, H. N.

Beauvoir 99 9 * Basil, N. K.
Dec. 7. Afzal, S. M. 99 99 Kramrisch, Stella

If 11 Carritt, S. E. (Miss)
435 If *1 Derviche-Jonos, A. 99 99 Bagnall, J, F.

11 If Lindsay, J. H. April 5. Sondhi, G. 495

11 If Narayanaswami, V. 1* 11 Chokhany, R. D.

ff 11 Stark, L. 11 11 Gupta, S. N.

11 11 Varugis, G, 11 11 Bose, G. S.

1926. If 11 Senior-White, R.
440 Jan. 4. Bathgate, Mrs. J. B. If 11 (jrhoso, B. C. 500

11 11 Bathgate, R. G. M. 11 11 Parker; R. H.
•

11 11 Becker, J, N. If 11 Bhatie^ M. L.

«i 11 Brahmacliari, .1. B. If 11 Mi tier, K. N.

»• Chatter] i, K. C. 11 11 Jones, T.
445 f

11 11 Cunningham, J. '1 11 Mukherjee, K. 505

11 11 Fleming, Andrew 11 If Mitter, K. K.

If 11 Gaflar, Abdul May 3. Sohan Lai, L.

11 r 11 Habib, Mohammad 11 11 Bhagwant Rai.

*1 11 Hubert, Otto. 1' 11 Bhaskaraiya, C.

460
11 11 Larnba, G. S. fi 11 Kirwan, E. W. O’G. 510

11 11 Murray, H. June 7. Outhwaite, H. A.

If ff Nomani, H. H. ff If Mishra, D.

If If Shortt, H. E. ff 7. Hodge, B. H. V.

If ff Sinton, J»A. If If De, P. N.
465^ If If Stapleton, G. (Miss) f» If Anbian, A. J. 615

If If Sur, 8. N. ' If If Lemmon, R. D.

11. •
If Tomb, J. W. 11 If Sandstrom, E. R

ff If Youiius, Muhammad If If Hay,G.
Feb.. 1. Edwards, C. A. H. ff If Fyfe, D. A.

460
11 If Ruthnaswamy, M.

^ |

July 6. Husain, M. M. 520

11 11 Meston, Lord. 11 11 Richey, J. A.

11 11 Rao, T. R. 1* fi Banerji, S. K.

11 If Husain, M. A. If If Mukhopadhyaya, P. K.

If If Qulati, A. N. 1 If T3Won, J. D.
465

ff 11 Setna, S. B. If ff Lyne, H. W. 525

11 11 Lele, S. H. Aug. 2. Calder, N. D.

11 If Asana, J. J. If 11 Oak, M. R. «
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Sohoni, V. V.
Majiinidar, D. N.
Mukherjee, J. N.
Khettry, B.

James, J. L.

De, B.

Jamoson, T. B.

Collet, A. L.

Modi, Jal R. K.
Rau, S. S. R.
Westcott, F.

Barhut, T. K.
Pugh, L. P. E.

I

Nov. 1. Wadhwana, M. M.
1

.. Mills. J.P.

j

.. .. Rao. W. L.

.. Calstaun, S.

! .. Chokhani, S.
1 .> ,, Bagchi, P. C,

j

Dec. (). Brahinachari, 11. B.
Aiyaiigar, S. K.

.. >, Singh, B. R.

.. Hora, G.
M .. Dutt

, J. C.

,, Giihn, S.



LIFE MEMBERS.

(Chronological,

)

7- 4-70 H. Sniitli Lyman
(70 N.).

2- 1-73 Q. L. Houston
(73 N.).

4-2-85 H. I*. Shastri

(12 N.).

3- 3-86 R. I). Mehta (89 K.).

6- 6-88 A. P. Pennell (88 F.). !

6- 3-89 T. H. T). La Touche

.
(ION.).

29 -8-89 j. 1-). Nimmo
(89 N.).

6-11-89 1). C. Phillott(lOF.).
,

11-1-93 Sir Edward D.
|

Maclagaii (94 K.).
j

1- 2-93 P. O. Bodding !

(14 N.). I

31- 7-93 G. I*. Tate (23 N.). ;

27- 9-94 W. Vest (94 F.).

3-

7-95 Sir Nicholas D.
|

Beatson-Bell
j

.
(95 N.).

19- 9-95 K. C. De. (26 U.). |

6-11-99 Sir Rameshwar Singh I

(14 N.). !

5-

12-00 J. W. A. (Jrieve

(00 F.).

6- 2-01 J. Ph. Vogel (25 F.).

28- 9-04 H. E. Stapleton
(26 R.).

19- 7-06 R. B. Whitehead
(26 N.).

4- 5-10 S. B. Dhavle 20
(10 N.).

l-ll-ll Kamaluddin Ahmad
(24 N.).

5- 3-13 J. L. Simonson
(19 N.)..

4- 3-14 J. Bacot (14 F.)'.

6-

2-18 E. N. Ghosh (25 R.).

6- 2-18 Johan Manen 25

(25 R.).

5-

12-23 Lakshman Sen
(24 N.).

7- 5-24 B. Bhattacharva
(24 N.).

6- 8-24 L. M. Davies

(24 N.).



ASSOCIATE MEMBERS.
TSabS^T]
Klooiiou.

2.12.86

4.6.02

I-7.O8

7.9.10

7.12-10

6-3-16

3-10-10

1 -2-22

1 -2-22

6-2-24

6» DoroMbaohalrassd
,

Doto*

A. FOhrer, Professor of Sanskrit.
Biniiingen, Basel. Switzerland.

Univorsitots Bibliothok,
theenstr. 81, Berlin, N.VV. 7.

I*
Dinesh Chandra Sen, Rai Bahadur, b.a., d.uit. 10. Viava-
kosh Lane, Bagbazar, Calcutta.
L. K. .4nantha ICrishna Iykr, Hao Bahadur, u.a., A.t.
F.R.A.I., Lecturer in Anthropologjf, Calcutta University. 2/3!
Promchand Boral Street, Bowbazar, CaJciitta.

I*
H. IIOSTEN, Hkv.. S.J. St. Jo.sopirs College, Darjcoling.
R. Bkunetti. 27. Cliownngheo, Calcutta.

I* H. Bruoe Hannah. Bengal Club, Calcutta.
PiEHRE Johann. Rev.. S.J., h.litt. [Oxoh.), Professor of Philo-
sophy^ St. XaviePs College. Calcutta.
Anantakrishna Sastri, Mahamahopadhyaya. fi7/l, Sreo-
gopal Mullick Lane, Cnlcuttu.

W. Ivanow. c/o Aaiatic Society of Bengal, 1, l»ark Street.
Calcutta.

6-2-24
j

Kamalakrishna Smrititiiitiia, Mahamahopadhyaya. Bhat-
I

para, 24.Pargana8.
1 -2-26

j

Duroadas Mukherjise, m.a.. Professor. 35, Ballygunge
! Circular Road, Calcutta.

* Re-elected for a further period of five years on 6-3-1024 under
Rule 2c.

ORDINARY FELLOWS.

UHUi 01
Kluciioii,

2 -2-10

2 -2-10
2.2-10

2-2-10

2-2-10
7-2-12

7-2-12

7-2-12
7-2-12

0-2-13

6-

2-13
3-2-16

3-2-16
3-2-16

2-2-16

^-2-16

7-

2-17
6-2.18

Haraprasad Shastri, o.i e., m.a., d.litt.

T. H. D. La Touche, b a., v o.h.

D. C Phillott, M.A., FH.D., M.U.A.8.

Sir Prafulla Chandra Ray, kt., c.i.e., m.a..

Sir E. D. Ross, kt., c.i.e., ph.d.

Sir J. C. Bose, kt., c.s.i^, c.i.k., m.a., d.sc.

P. J. Bruhl, I.S.O., F.O.S., ph.d.. f.c.s.

8. R. Christophers, c.i.e., o.b.e., i.m.s.

C. S. Middlemiss, c.i.e., b.a., f.o.s., f.r.b.

J. Ph. Vogel, PH.D., Dn-u.D.

8. W. Kemp, b.a., d.sc. **

£. D. W. Gieig, c.i.e.. m.b., i.m.s.

G. H. Tipper, m.a., f.c.s., m.in.st.m.m.

H. H. Haines, c.i.e., f.c.h.,

Sir Richard Burn, kt , c.i.e., i.c.s.

L. L. Fermor, A.K.S.M., D.sc., f.c.s.

F. H. Gravely, d.sc.

J. L. Simonsen, d.sc., f.i.o.

d.sc.

, F.R.8.
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Election.

6-2-18

6-2-18
5-2-19
5-2-19
5-2-19
5-2-19

2 -2-21

2-2-21

1 -2-22
1 -2-22
7-2-23
7-2-23

4^2-26
4-2-25

4-2-25
1-2-26

D. xMcCay, m.d., m.r.c.p.,

A. A. Suhrawardy, m.a., ph.d., d.litt.,
«!• Coggin Brown, o.b.b., f.g.s.
W. A. K. Christie, b.sc., ph.p., m. inst. m.m.
D. R. Bhandarkar, m.a., ph.d.
K. B. Seymour Sewell, m.a., m.r.c.s., l..ii.c.p., f.z.s., i.m.s.
U. N. Brahinachari, m.a., ph.d., m.d.
B. L. Chaiidhuri,‘B.A., d.sc., f.i<.s., F.B.s.it:.

Sir Edwin H. Pascoe, kt., m.a., d.sc., sc.d.. f.ci..s.

Ramaprasad Chanda, b.a.

S. Khuda Bukhsh, m.a., b.c.i..

G. N. Mukhopadhyaya, b.a.. m.d.
M. Hidayat Hosain, ph.d.
Guy E. Pilgrim, d.sc., f.o.s.

C. V. Raman, m.a., n..sc., p.r..s.

P. O. Boddinp:, m.a.

SPECIAL HONORARY CENTENARY MEMBERS.

bate of
Election.

15-1-S4

15-1-84

A. H. Sayge, Professor of Assyriologyy Queen's College. Oxford,
England.

Emibe Senart. 18. Rue B’ran^ois lor, Paris. France.

Date of
Election.

6-12-99
<

2-3-04

j

6-9-11

6-9-11

5-8-15

6-12-16

2-5-17

5-2-20

4-2-20

4-220

4-2-20

HONORARY FELLOWS.

Charles Rookvvbll Lanman. 9, Farrar Street, Cambridge,
Massachusetts, XJ.S.A.

Sir Edwin Ray Lankestke, k.o.b., m.a., ll.d., f.r.s. British

Museum (Nat. Hist.), Cromwell Road, London, S.W.
Sir George Abraham Grierson, k.o.i.b., o.m., fh.d., o.lii.t.,

iiL.D., F.B.A., i.c.s. (Retired). Rathfarnham, Camberley,
Surrey, England.
Alfred William Aloook, o.i.e., m.b., ll.d., f.r.s. Heatli-

lands. Belvedere, Kent, England.
Kamakhyanath Tarkavagisa, Mahamahopadhyaya. 111/4,

Shambazar Street, Calcutta.

Sir Joseph John Thomson, kT., o.m., m.a., sc.d., d.sc., ll.d..

FH.D. Trinity College, Cambridge, England.

G. A. Boulbnger, F.R.S., LL.D. British Museum (Nat. Hist.),

Cromwell Road, London, S.W.
Herbert Allen Giles, Professor. 10, Selwyn Gardens. Cam-
bridge, England.

Sir Charles Eliot, k.c.m.g., o.b., m.a., ll.d.. d.c.l. Beech

Hill, Carleton, Skipton-in-Craven, England.
Sylyain Levi. College de France, Paris.

Sir Aurbl Stein, k.c.i.e., ph.d., d.litt., d.sc., d.o.l.. k.b^.a.

Srinagar, Kashmir.
A Fouohbr,' d.litt. Univeraity of Paris.



Changes in Membershij>, cxxxi

'Rleotioii.

4-2-20 SiE Arthur Keith» m.d., f.r.c.s., UL.n.. i-.r.s. Royal Oollego of
Surgeons of England, Lincoln’s Inn Fields. London, W.C^ 2.

4-2-20 R. D. Oldham, k.r.s., f.g.s.. f.r.g.s. l, Hroomflold Roa<i,
Kew, Surrey, England.

4-2-20 Sir David Prain, kt., c.M.t;.. c.r.K., m.a., m.u.. ll.u., f.m.s.b.,
F.L.S., F.R.S., F.Z.S.. M.R.T.A. Koyal Hotauic Gardens. Kow,

:
Surrey, England.

4-2-20 i Sir Joseph Labmor. kt.. m.i*., m.a.. o.sc., ll.d., da w... f.r.s.

j

F.R.A.s. St. J<diu’.s College, Cambridge. England. ,

4-2-:;0 ! Sir James Frazer, kt., d.c.l., ll.d.. litt.d. J, Brick Court,

I
Temple, London, E.C. 4. ,

4-2-20
!

J. Takakusu. Imperial University of Tokio, Japan.
2-3-21 ' F. W. Thomas, g.i.r., bi.a., hon. pfuj).. Librarian. India OlHco

!
Library, Whitehall, London, S.W. I.

7-H-22 ! W. H. Perkin, lut.n., .sr.D., lu.d., f.r.s. o, Charlbury Road,
Oxforrl.

7-6-22 Sir Thomas Holl.xnd, K.G.S.I., k.im.l:.. d.sc., f.r.s. Imporiai
College of Science and Technology. South Kensington, London,
S.W. 7.

7-6-22 Sir Leonard LIooers, kt., cm.e., m.d., h.s.. F.ii.r.i*.. f.u..s.,

l.M.s. 24, Cttvendiali Square. London, 4.

1-11-22 Arthur ANTii-ONV Macdonelu, M.A,, PH. p., D.O.L., lUnleh

jessor oj Sannkrit, UulversUf/ of 0.tfoyd. Oxford, Englaiul.
7-1-25 Sten Konow, Ethnographi.sk Musomn. ( 'hri.stiaiiiu, Norway.

3-11-25 H. Bevkripcje, i.c.s. (Retired). Pit fold, Shottonnill, Surrey,

England.

CHANGES IN MEMBERSHIP.
List of .Members who have ree.v vuse.vt from India three

YEARS AND rPWARD.S.*

*Rule 40.—After ihc lapse of three years fnm) the dale of a nipiii’

ber leaving India, if ihj intimation of his wishes shall, in the int(»rval.

have been recoiv'ed bj' the Society, his natno, shall bo- removed from the

List of Members.
The following members will be removed from tln^ next MeiriM*r JJsi

of the Society under the operation of t h<* above ni!r ;

1. K. P. Harrison. (1908.)

2. (\ J. Hamilton. (1916.)

Ix>s.s OF Members Dubixo l!)26.

By R*ETiRBMBNT.

Ordinary JHembers.

1. 'iWalc Nath Mukhorjec. (1919.)

2. Kesari Singh Pancholy. (1926.)

3. J. A. Shorten. (1913.)

4. A. D. Stewart. (1932.)

5. R. M. A. Bhukhanwala. (1923.)
• 6. K. J. Purobit. (1924.)

7. O. C. Sturroek. (1921.)
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8. Sir Willoughby Caroy, Kt. (1924.)
9. Hafiz Nazir Ahmed. (1924) (withdrawn.)

10. Suresh Oliandra Ray. (1924.)
11. H. R. Nevill. (1901.)
12. P. Bosworth>Smith. (1920.)
13. Probhat Kumar Mukherjee. (1016.)
14. R. McCarriaon. (1926.)
15. H. Suhrawardy. (1920) (withdrawn.)
16. B. C. Mazumdar. (1920^)
17. R. 8. V. Aiyer. (1926.)

By Death.

^ Ordinary Members^

1. Jagadindranath Roy. (1903.)
2. Manmohan Ganguli. (1912.)

3. Rai Lalit Mohan Singha. (1912.)
4. Jatindranath Rai-Chaudhuri. (1895.)

6.

D. B. Parasnis. (1904.)
6. Jamini Bhusaii Roy. (1916.)
7. Amin-ul -Islam. (1919.)
8. 8. N. Hoon. (1926.)
9. Abdul Wall. (1894.)

10. Flora Butcher. (1900.)

11. W. B. Kirwood. (1926.)

Honorary Fellows.

1.

Edward Granville Browne. (1911.)

Under Rude 40-

1. J. J. Campos. (1918.)

2. Q. S. Ranking. (1021.)

3. V. M. Galoostian. (1919.)



MEDALLISTS.

ELLIOTT GOLD MEDAL AND CASH.

Recipients.

1893 Chandra Kanta Basil

1895 Yati Bhusana Bhaduri.
1896 Jnan Saran Chakravarti.
1897 Sarasi Lai Sarkar.
1901 Sarasi Lai Sarkar.

lonj. i
Sarasi Lai Sarkar.

( Surendra Nath Maitni.
1907 Akshoy Kumar Mazumchvr.

IQII \
Nath Rakshit.

^
( Jatindra Mohan Datta.

^
Rasik Lai Datta.

iQi» j Saradakanta Ganguly.
V Nagendra Chandra Nag
vNilratan Dhar.

1918 Bibhutibbushan Dutta.
1919 Jnanendra Chandra Ghosh.
1922 Abani Bhusan Datta.
1923 Bhailal M. Amin.
1926 Bidhu Bhusan Ray.

BARCLAY MEMORIAL MEDAL.

Recipients.

1901 £. Ernest Green.
1903 Sir Ronald Ross, kt., k.o.b., u.i.e. k.o.m.o.,

M.R.O.S., F.B.C.S.,. D.P.H. LL.f)., D.80., M.P.,

F.R.S.

1905 D. D. Cunningham, c.i.B., f.r.s.

1907 A. W. Alcook, c.i.R., m.b., ll.d., r.R.fl
^

1909 Sir David Yrain, kt., o.i.b., c.m.q., m.a., m.b.,

Li:«.D., F.R.S.B., F.B.8., F.Z.S., M.R.I.A., F,R.8.

1911 Karl Diener.

1013 William Glen Liston, o.i.b., m.u., d.p.h.

1015 J. S. Gamble, o.f.B., m.a., f.r.s.

1017 H. H. Godwin-Austen, f.r.s ,
F.z.s., f.r.o.s.

1019 N. Annandale, o.i.b., d.sOj, o.m.z.s., f.l.8.,

B.R S., F.A.S.B.

Sir Leonard Rogers, KT., B.8.^

F.B.O.P., F.R.O.S., F.R.S. •

1021
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1923
1926

S. R. Christophers, c.i.k., o.b.£., m.b., i.m.s.
**

J. Stephenson, c.t.e., b.sc.,m.b., ch.b., f.r.c.s.,

F.R.S.E., I.M.S.



PROCEEDINGS OF THE ORDINARY MONTHLY
MEETINO& 1926.

JANUARY. 1926.

All Ordinary Monthly Meeting of the Asiatic Society* of

Bengal was held on Monday, the 4th, at /)-30 p.m.

Present.

Sir Rajendra Nath Mookeiukk, K.C.I.K.. K.C.V.O.,

President, in the Chair.

Members

:

Abdul Wali, ManJax i

Aoharyu, Mr. P.

Hhuttacharya, Mr. H.

Bose, Mr. M. M.
Chaudhuri, Dr. B. J...

Chaudhviri, Mr. J.

Chopra, Dr. B. N.

(*hristie. Dr. W. A. K.

Hobbs, Mr. H.
Kimura. Prof. R.
Mahalaiiobis. Prof. P. (*.

Miineii. Air. Julinii van
Mirza, Mr. Al. B.

Mitt CM*. Mr. B. L.

Mitter. Mr. B. I*. D.

Otteiw, Mr. N.
Uaman. Dr. C. \ .

Sewell, Major B. B. S.

Stapleton, Mr. H. K.

Stoclcs, Mrs. (\ do Be auvoir

'npjKjr, Mr. O. H.
Walton. Mr. K. P».

and another.

Tlie minutes of the last meeting were read and conlirmed.

The General Secretary reported receipt of twenty-two pre-

sentations of books, etc., which hn(\ been placed on the table

for inspection.

The following candidates were balloted for as Ordinary

Members :

(1) Lamba^ (SurdvU Singh, B.S<*. (licais.),

(DehraDun); Extra-Assistant (‘onsorvafor of

Provinces).
Proposer : S. L. Hora.

Seconder: B. N. Chopra.

ProviiK-ial Poiost Seiviro

Forests. Chanda. (Centnil

(2) Oaffar. Abdul. Khan SaBeh. I'oliw MaaiHlraia. Ali|«.in;

iier Lane, Calcutta.

Proposer : S. Khuda Bukhsh.

Seconder : Johan van Manon.

i»H. (inrd-

(3) Womom, flamW fl., Muulavi. Xl.A., IX-p.iiy Collector, Kiijahahi-

Proposer : M. Hidayat Hosoin.

Seconder : M. Mahfuzul Huq.

(4) Hubert, Otto, ChaDoellor to the ftein.an ‘cooMilHle tioiieral, 2,

«tore Koad, Ballygange, Calcutta.

Propoaer : W. vtm Pochhammer.
Seconder; Ci. H. Tipper.
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(6)

Younus, Mohamtnad^ Asst. Director-General of Police,
The Nizam's Government, Saifabad, Hyderabad, (Deccan).

Proposer : M. Hidayat Hosain.
Seconder : G. H. Tipper.

(6) Murray, Howard, C.I.E., Lt.-Co1., Indian Army, Deputy FinaJti-

oial Advisor, Army Headquarters, Cecil Hotel, Simla.
Proposer: W. A. K. Christie.

Seconder : G. H. Tipper.

(7) Stapleton, Grace, (Miss), M.D., *B.8. (London), Superintendent,
Dufferin Hospital, Calcutta.

Proposer : H. E. Stapleton.
Seconder: R. B. S. Sewell.

(8) Fleming, Andrew, General Manager for the lj]ast. Minimax, i^d.,

81 -8, Bentinck Street ; Park Street, Calcutta.
Proposer: W. A. K. Christie.
Seconder: Haraprasad Shastri.

(9) Habib, Mohammad, B.A. (Oxon.), M.R.A.S., Bar. -at-Law, Pro-
fessor of History, Muslim University, Aligarh.

Proposer : Mohiimmad Sharif.

Seconder : S. L. Hora.

(10) Becker, John Neill, Becker Gray & Co. (Calcutta), Ld.. Hon^
kong House, Calcutta.

Proposer : Haraprasad Shastri,

Seconder : M. Hidayat Hosain.

(11) Chatterji, Kahitish Chandra, M.A., Lecturer in Comparative I'hi-

lology, Calcutta University ; 99, Shambazar Street, Calcutta.
Proposer: S. K. Chatterji.

Seconder : Haraprasad Shastri.

(12) Tomb, John Walkier, O.B.E., M.A., M.D., D.P,H., Chief Medi
oal Officer, Asansol Mines' Board of Health, Asansol.

Proposer: U. N. Brahmachari.
Seconder : R. N. Chopra.

(13) Shorn, H. E., Major, T.M.S., Director, Kala-azar Commissioii.
Golaghat, Assam.

Proposer: U. N. Brahmachari.
Seconder : S. R. Christophers.

(14) Hodgaon, E, C., Lt.-Col., I.M.S., Director, Pasteur Institute, Shil- •

long.
Proposer: U. N. Brahmachari.
Seconder : R. Knowles.

(16) Simon, J, A., O.B.E., V.C., Major, I.M.S., OffioeWn-Charge.

Malaria Bureau, Central Research Institdte, Kasauli.

Proposer: U. N. Brahmachari.
Seconder: S. Jl. Christophers.

(16) McCarriaon, R., C.I.E.^ Lt.-Col., I.M.S., Officer-in-Charge.

Deficiency Diseases Enquiry, Pasteur Institute, Coonoor, S.I.

Proposer : U. N. Brahmachari.
Seconder : S. R. Christophers.

(17) Cunningham, J„ C.I.E., O.B.E.. Lt.-Col., I.M.S., Direotor, Pas-

tear Institute# Kasauli.
Proposer: U. N. Brahmachari.
Seconder: 8. R. Christophers.
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(18) 5wr, iS. N,, M B., D.P.H.,
Health, Writers’ Buildings, OaloutU.

Proposer : U. N. Brahmachari.
Seconder : R. N. Chopra.

D.T.M., Assi. Director of Public

^ (19) Brahmachari, Indu Hhusan, IJnivorsitv Lectumr
kuria Road, Kalighat, Calcutta.

Proposer : U. N. Brahmachari.
Seconder: H. N. Chopra.

MO/2. Dha

(20) Bathgate, Richard O. Muir, M.I.M.K.. F.f J.N.. (Joneral ATanauor
hast India Coal Co., Ld., Jealgora P.O.. Manbhum.

,

*

Proposer : Sir R. N. Mookerjee.
Seconder : Johan van Maneii.

(21) Bathgate, Jean Bertram .Jealgora P.O.. Manbhum •

Proposer : Sir R. N. Mookerjee.
Seconder: Johan van Manen.

The General Secretary reported the death of the following
relations of the Society :

Sir Paul VinogradofI (An Honorary Fellow, 101.5).

Sir Alfred Woodley Cr<jft (rresidont. 1802-9.3).

The General Secretary reported the following loss of mem-
bership during the previous month by resignation of :

—

B. J. Morris (An Ordinary Member, 192i).

A. B. Fry (An Ordinary Member, 1023).

E. Marsden (An Ordinary Member, 190.5).

Anandji Haridas (An Ordinary Member, 1024).

Jyotis Chandra Qhatak (An Ordinary Member, 1021).

G. de P. Cotter (An Ordinary Member, 1907).

The General Secretary reported that the Hon'ble Mr. S. K
Das, whose resignation Avas announced in the previous meet

ing, had withdrawn his resignation.

The General Secretary reported that the election of

Himmat Singh Mehta (Elected on 1 •0-1925),

Mohan Singh (Elected on 26-10-1925},
^

had become null and void, under Rule 9.

The following papers were read :

1. P. C. MaiialaNOBIS.— of Hace-mixtun in

Bengal.

2. H. P. Shastri.

—

Bhadra Yana.

3. Johan van Manen.

—

The Pali Text Society^ Patt-

English Dictionary.

The following exhibits were shown by R. B. 8. Sewell

;

1. A Natural Pearl in situ in an Oyster.

2. An Example of a sacred or left-handed Chank-shell.

The following communications were maefe :

—

*
1. Mrs. C. DB Beauvoir Stocks. -Researches amongst the l-ejM'lias

of Sikkim. •

2. C. V. Raman.—

T

he total Reflexion of Lillet. .
^
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«

The Pi^sideiit announced the result of the ballot for the
election of Ordinary Members and declared all candidates duly
elected.

The President announced that the second General Lecture
of the season had been fixed for Thursday, January Ttfc. at
6-15 P.M.

Speaker : G. T. Labey.
Subject ; Life aboard an East India Man towards the latter end of

the 17th century
•

The President invited the members present to communi-
cate to the Society’s Office the names and addresses of non-
members to whom they wished invitations to be issued.

The President announced that the room on the ground
floor set apart as a retiring room for Members, was ready for

use.

The President announced that H.E. the Governor of Ben-
gal, Patron of the Society, had consented to be present at the
Annual Meeting to be held on Monday, Februar^^ Ist, at 5-30
P.M., and invited the Members to communicate to the General
Secretary the names of guests to be invited to the meeting.

FEBRUARY, 1926.

All Ordinary Monthly Meeting of the Asiatic Society of

Bengal was held on Monday, the 1st, immedi|ttely after the

termination of the Annual Meeting.

Present.

G. H. Tipper, Esq., M.A., F.G.S., M.In.st.M.M., F.A.S.B.,

President, in the Chair.

Members

:

Aoton, Major H. W.
Aiyer, Mr. R. S. V.
Harwell, Lt.-Col. N. F.

,
BrOhl, Dr. P. J.

Carritt. Mr. S. E.
Chopra, Major K. N.
Christie, Dr. W. A. K.
Das-Gupta, Mr. H. ('*.

Insch, Mr. Jas.

Knowles. Major R.

Huq, Mr. M. Mahfuzul
Manen, Mr. Johan van
Mirza, Mr. M. B.
Mitter, Mr. B. L.

Raman, Dr. C. V.
Sanaullah, Mr. M.
Sewell, Major R. B. S.

Shastri, MM. H.P.
Stapleton, Mr. H. E.

Walton. Mr. E. B.

and others.

The minutes 61 the last meeting were read and confirmed.

The fallowing candidates were balloted for as Ordinary

Members :— f
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• (22) Edivarduy C, A, Hendry, l.)y. Chiel* KiiLriiieer

vedere Park, Alipore, Calcutta.

Proposer ; T. H. Bishop.
Seconder : Johan van Manen.

10. B. Tl\

.

S. Hel-

. (23) Ruthmm-amy. The Honble Mr. il.. IVesidoiit. Lwislaiiv.. r..iin-
cil, Madras.

Proposer : Sir U. N. Mookerjce.
Seconder : .Fohaii van Mnnen.

. .

hL.D.. Hnist. (ni^konluun Done. B<‘rlx
shire, lOnglaiul.

Proposer: Sir P. N. Mookerjce.
*

•Seconder: P. »S. Jackson.

(25) Rao, T. Ramte/utudm, Ua«> Sahib, Onifiatin^Mkixernniem Krtto-
inolugist, P.O. Lawley Uoud, Coimbatore.

l*roposer : S. L. Hora.
Seconder : K. B. S. Sewell.

(2«) Huaahf, Mohammad AJzai, M.Sc., M.A.. Ollieiatinvr hnpennl
Entomologist, Agricultural Research Institute. Pusa (Behur).

Proposer: S. L. Hora.
Seconder: 1t. H. S. Sewell.

(27)

Mat/mr, L. /^, Professor of Zo«»logy. St. I'lnunas’ College. .Agra.

Proposer : S. L. Hora.
Seconder : H. B. S. Sewell.

(28) (Julati^ Anwr Nath, M.Sc.. c o. 'I’la* liupcriHl Insiitvite of

Veterinary Research, Muktesar. IT.P.

Proposer: S. L. Hora.
Seconder : B. N. Chopra.

(29) Sioyh, Liawa Balwanl, M.Sc,. E.H.iM.S.. University Dcmoftntm
tor, Zoological Department, Punjab Univorsil y, Lahore.

Proposer : S. L. Hora.

Seconder : B. N. (Miopra.

(30) Sctiat, (S. R.y M.St*., Lecturer, Koval hisliliiUM>f S«'ionec. Koim-

bay.
Proposer : S. L. Hora.
Seconder : B. N, Chopra.

(31) LeUy H., M.A., H.Sc., Lecturer in Zoology. Koyal fnsiitnte <»f

Science, Bombay.
Proposer : S. L. H<»ru,

Seconder : R. B. S. Sewell.

(32) Amna, Jehangir Jamusji, M.A. (Boinbiiy). K.A. (Cantab.),

Lecturer in Zoology, Gujarat (bllege, Ahmedabail.

Proposer : S. L. Hora. •

Seconder: S. Srinivasa Ra<». ,

133) Visivanathy //., F.I.C., Fellow »»£ the Chemical Society (l-oiuion).

Fellow of the Chemical Society (India), Officiating fioverriment Agricul-

tural Chemist, P.O. Lawley Road, Coinfbatore.

Proposer : S. L. Hora.

Seconder : R. B. S. Sewell.

(34) Bose, 6'oAoy Ram, U.Sc., F.K.S.E., f'rofe.-nor of B-.tuny,

Carmichael Medical College, Calcutta. ,

Proposer : S. L. Hora.
.Seconder : H. C. Das-Gupta.
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(35) Qoacvami, MahendraNath,U.A, (Cal.), D. So. (Tolouse), Asst. Pro-
fessor of Applifd Chemistry, University College of Science, 92, Upper Cir-
cular Road, Calcutta.

Proposer: S. L. Hora.
Seconder : H. C. Oas-Qupta.

r

(30) Narke, Oanesh Govindi Geologist and Mining Engineer, Profes-
sor of Geology and Chemistry, College of Engineering, Poona.

Proposer: M. Viiiayak Rao.
Seconder : S. L. Hora.

(37) Chaudhuri, Harapraaad, Header in Hottiny, Punjab University.
lAdiore.

Proposer: 8. L. Horn.
Seconder : H. C. Das-Oupta.

«

(38) Kashyap, Shiv Ram^ Professor of Botany.* (jovernroent ( 'ollege.

Lahore.
Proposer: S. L. Hora.
Seconder : H. C. Das-Gupta.

(39) Mehra, H. /?., M.Sc. (Punjab), Ph.D. (Cantab.), Reader in Zo<i-

l^^gy* University of Allahabad, 12, Bank Road, Allahabad.
Proposer: S. L. Hora.
Seconder: H. C. Das-Gupta.

(40) Parljat Pran Krishna^ B.Sc. (Cal.), M.A. (Cantab.), Fellow of

the Royal Society of Arts, Fellow of the Senate of the Patna University,

I.E.S., Professor of Botany, Ravenshaw College, Cuttack.
Proposer: H. C. Das*Gupta.
Seconder: S. L. Hora.

(41) B. L., M.Sc., P.Z.S., F.R.M.S.. Lecturer in Zuolog.\

.

Government College, Laliore.

Proposer: S. L. Bora.
Seconder: R. B. S. Sewell.

s

(42) BaM, Har Kiahen LaU Assistant, Imperial Bonk of fndia.

Bombay.

^
Proposer: 8. L. Hora.
Seconder: A. R. Bcry.

(43) Ohuznavi, A. K., Zemindar of Dilduar, late Minister, Government
of Bengal, M.L.C., Calcutta Club; and North House, P. O. Dilduar,

MyrnensinKh.
Proposer: Sir R. N. Mookerjee.
Seconder: Sir W. E. Greaves.

(44) Khaitan, D. P., M.LiC., Attorney-at-Law, Solicitor and Mer-

chant,* 137, Canning Street, Calcutta.
Proposer : Sir R. N. Mookerjee. <

Seconder: Sir W. E. Greaves. „

(4^) Sen, Hridayranjan, M.A., B.L., Bengal Civil Service (Executive

Branch), Mymensingh.
Proposer : A. F. M. Abdul Ali.

Seconder : Johan van Manen,

(46) Hingaton, H., M.D., Major, I.M.S.. Officiating Professor of Clini-

cal Medicine, Medical Qollege, Calcutta.
Proposer : U. N^. Brahmachari.
Seconder : S. L. Hora.

,

<47) HaMe, H, Q., Director, Messrs. Martin and Harris, Ld., s,

Waterloo Street, Caloutta.
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» Proposer: U. N. Brahmachari.
Seconder : R. N. Chopra.

A, H.. Merchant and Zemindar, 18, Canal Street.

Proposer : U. N. Brahmachari.
' Seconder : S. L. Hora.

(40) Khambata.R. B., M.R.C.S., L..R.C.P., D.P.H.. Director of Ben-
gal Public Health Laboratory and Professor of LaboriUory Practice,
School of Tropical Medicine and Hygiene. Central Avenue, Calcutta:
2-B, Camao Street, Calcutta.

Proposer: U. N. Brahmachari. ,

Seconder : 8. L. Hora.

(60) Nair^ J, K., Chemist and Metallurgist, E.I. Ry., Jatnalpur.
Proposer: U. N. Brahmachari. *

Seconder : S. L. Hora.

(.^1) Chand, Lai, Printer. 70. Lower Circular Koad, Calcutta.
Proposer : S. L. Hora.
Seconder : A. H. Bery.

(62) Hoon, iS. N,, District TralHc Siiperiiitenclont, l*J.B. Ky., Calcutta.
Proposer : S. L. Hora.
Seconder: B. N. Chopra.

(63) A. JH,, M.B.K., Major, I.M. I)., Asst. J.)iro(;t(>r, School
of 'Propical Medicine and Hygiene, Central Avenue, Calcutta.

Proposer: U. N. Brahmachari.
Seconder : R. Knowles.

The General Secretary reported, in conformity with Kulo
48A, that the Council, since the la.st Ordiiinry Monthly Meet-
ing, had passed certain modifications of the Regulations regard-

ing the Election of Fellows as follows :

—

Regulation!. Read ** Secretary and Convener." instead of
** ex-officio Seoretary.^' Dolote the final sentence “The Ccnoriil Secre-

tary shall " in Regulation 13.

Change the numbering of Regulation (2) to (3).

Change the numbering of Regulation (3) to (6).

Change the numbering of Regulation (4) to (2).

Regulation 4. Read “Juno" instead of “the snoond week," and
delete the words ** by the General Secretury " from the first sentence.

Change the numbering of Regulation (6) to (4).

Regulation 8. Dolote the words “by the Genoral Secretary" from

the first sentence. '

Hegula,tion 13. Delete the words “ by the General Secretary " from

the first sentence. . ... *

Regulation 18(6). Read “Each member shall deliver his votiiijj

paper unsigned together with a certificate that he has recorded hi^i vote.’

Regulation 18(c). Read “The scrutineers shall examine the voting

papers " instead of “ The scrutineers after counting the voting papers. . .

.

to proceed to examine the voting papers."

Regulation 18(d). Delete.

Change the numbering of Regulation 18(c) to 18(o).

The President announced the result ofHhe ballot for the

election of Ordinary Members and declared all candidates duly

elected. »
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The President announced that a meeting of the Medical St?c-

tion would be held during the month.

MARCH, 1926.

An Ordinary Monthly Meeting of the Asiatic Society o
Bengal was held on Monday, the 1st, at 5-30 p.m.

Present.

G. H. Tipper, Esq., M.A., F.G.S., M.B^jst.M M., F.A S B.,

President, in the Chair.

Members

:

Abdul Wali, Maulavi
Barwell, Lt.>Ool. N.F.
Biswas, Mr. Kalipada
Ohatterji, Dr. ,S. K.
Chaudhuri, Mr. .7.

Dutt, Mr. K. C.

Fleming, Mr, Andrew
Hora, Dr. S. L.
Hosain, Dr. M. Hidayat

Visitor

:

Natlv Pundit Shunker

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

The General Secretary reported receipt during the past

two months of 37 presentations of books, etc., which had been

placed on the table for inspection.

The following candidates were balloted forelection a.s Ordi-

nary Members

:

(54) Banerjee, \VoomCith ChctHdrit, CoUiery Proprietor and Merehant.
7, Swallow Lane, Calcutta.

Proposer : M. Hidayat Hosain.
Seconder : M. Mahfuzul Huq. *

(68) McKay, John WaUacc, Delegate, Chilean Nitrate Coimnittoo

(Indian Delegation), 7, Hare Street, Calcutta.

Proposer: James Insch.

Seconder: Johan van Manen.

(50) Mookerjee, Satish Chandra, • Barrister-at-baw, 7, Ballygunge

Circular Road, Calcutta.
Proposer : R. B. S. Sewell.

Seconder : Johan van Manon.

(57) •JSnaith, John Frank, Managing Director, Messrs. Hamilton A: (

0. Old Court House Street, Calcutta.
Proposer : N. F. Barwell.
Seconder : Johan van Manen.

Jain, Mr. ChhoLelal
Manen, Mr. Johan van
Miles, Mr. W. H.
Mirza, Mr. M. B.

Mitter, Mr. B. P. I).

Mukherjee, Mr. B. L.

Mukherjee, Dr. G. N.
Sewell, Major R. B. S.

Shastri, MM. H. P.

Stapleton, Mr. H. 1^.
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^ (58) Gupta f Dhlreudra Nath,
Orissa ^ledioal Service, Medical
Arrah.

Pi*oposer: U. H. Tipper.

Secomler ; H. P. Sha-stri.

Major. (Bombay)
Sadai' Asst. Surgeon. Sad

, Biimr and
nr Hospital.

• (59) Mukherjee, Adilya Nath, Principal. Sanskrit
Mohiin I- il Street, Shnmbaznr, Cnlcntta.

Prepe >er ; H. P. Shastri.

Seco nder : G. H. Tipper.

tollo^^e. hM{,

(60) Dat*u, flirendra Nath. M.A., B.L.. Solicit..! . • I tn
Cornwallis Street, Calcutta.

Proposer: H. i' Shastri.

Seconder: Jol n van Mancn.

(61) Baan, Narendra Kumar, Advocate. Calcutta Hi^h Court;*
Pataldanga Street, Calcutta.

Proposer : H. 1*. Shastri.

. Sccoinler ; G. H. 'Pipper.

(62) Kramrlach, Stelta, {Mias), Ph.D.. Lcctuna iti Indian Hi'.tor.N of
Arts; .‘15, Hallygunge Circular Hoad, Calcutta.

Proposer : P. J. Hriihl.

Seconder: Johan van Manen.

(63) Bagnall, John Frederick, Consulting Kiigima.M*. Messrs. Mc.Neill
& Co., Clive Ghat Street, Calcutta.

Proposer: H. Hobbs.
Seconder : (b H. Tipper.

The General Secretary reported the deaths of :

—

Maharaja Jaga<lindra Nath Uav Hahadur (A bife .MoinbcM. IlHKC

1909).

Man Mohan (languly (An Ordinary Member, 1912). •

Kdward Granville lirowno (An Honorary Fellow, 191 h.

La lit Mohan Singh (.An Ordinary MemlKu-. HM2).

The General Secretary reported the following loss of im in-

bership during the previoun month by resignation of :

—

'rarakiiatli Mukhorjeo (An Ordinary Mcnihor, 1919).

Kesari Singh Pancholy (An Ordinary AJotnbor, 1925).

.1. A. Shorten (An Ordinary Alomber, I91.'l}.
'

The General Secretary reported that the election of

Malik Ram Bhasin (elected on 7-12-25),

had become null and void, under Rule 9. '

The General Secretary reported receipt of news of the

death of the following relations of the Society :

—

Lord Carmichael, First Baron of Skirling, a former Probidont of tlic

Society.

Robert Sowell, a former Ordinary Member of the Society.

Mr. B. L. Mitter read an obituary notice of Maharaja Jaga-

dindra Nath Roy Bahadur. {See page clxiv.),

MM. Haraprasad Shastri read an obituary notice of Maiio-

mohan Oanguli. {See page clxiv.)
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Dr. M. Hidayat Hosain read an obituary notice of Edwarxi
Granville Browne. {8ee page clxv.)

MM. Harapraaad Shastri read an obituary notice of Sir
Alfred Woodley Croft. (See page clxxi.)

Major R. B. S. Sewell read an obituary notice of Lord
Carmichael. (See page clxxii.)

Major B. B. S. Sewell read an obituary notice of Robert
Soivell. (See pojge clxxiv.)

i The following papers were read :

—

1. C. K. Kbtshnaswamy Pillai and V. S. SwAmi-
NATHAN.—A note on the Rockslides of the Western Ohat Section^

South India.

2. H. L. Chhibbkr.

—

The Extinct Iron Industry of the

Neighbourhood of Mount Popa, Upper Burma^ with Notes on the

microscopic Study of the Slags.

3. H. L. Chuibbeb.— Origin and mineral Constitution

of the late tertiary fossil Wood of Burma.

4. P. O. Boddino.—A Plea for a standardized System of

Writing the Munda or Kolarian Languages.

6. P. O. Boddino.—A Note on the ‘ Wild People ’ of the

Sanials.

The President announced the results of the ballots for the
election of Ordinary Members and declared all the candidates
duly elected.

APRIL, 1926.

An Ordinary Monthly Meeting of the Asiatic Society o:

Bengal was held on Monday, the 5tb, at 5-30 p.m.

Present.

Mahamahofadhyaya Habafrasad Shastbi, O.I.E., M.A.,

F.A.S.B.y in the Chair.

Members

:

Abdul Wali, Maulavi
Chaudhuri, Dr. B. L.
Bery, Mr. A. R.
Chopra, Mr. B. N.

Visitors

:

Jennings, Mr. B. H. 8.

Hora, Dr. 8. L.
Mnnen, Mr. Johan van
Ray, Kumar Sarat Kumar
Sewell, Major H. B. 8.

MeVie, Mr. Allan
Wardiah, Mr. O. G.
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The minutes of the last meeting were read and bonfinned.

The General Secretary reported the receipt of twenty-three
presentations of books, etc., which had been placed on the table
for inspection.

The following candidates were balloted for as Ordinary
Members

:

(64) Sondhi. Oautam, Lecturer in Zoology, 35. Hallygunge Circular
Road, Calcutta.

Proposer: R. 13. 8. Sewell.

Seconder: S. L. Hora.

(65) Chokhnny^ Ram Dev, Rai Saheb, MemlxM*, Calcutta ImprovenuMit
'Frust, 135, Harrison Road, Calcutta.

Proposer: H. Hobbs.
Seconder: Q. H. Tipper.

(66) Oupta, Surendra Nath, Insurance Uroker. lOI/l, Clive Street,
( liiloutta.

Pro{)OSGr : G. H. Tipper.
Secionder : 8. L. Hora.

(67) Boae, Qirindra Shekhar, D.Sc., M.I3., Medical Practitioner and
Cnivorsity Lecturer, 14, Parsi Uagan, Calcutta.

Proposer : B. L. Mukherjeo.
Seconder : G. II. Tipper.

(68) Senior^While, Ronald, F.E.8., F.R.S.T.M. and H., Malariologist.

lo the Bengal Nagpur Railway, c/o. tho Chief Medical Oflloer,

IV N. Ry., Kidderporo, Calcutta.
Proposer: R. B. 8. Sewell.

Seconder : S. L. Hora.

(60) Ohoae, Bimal Chandra, J3arrister-at-Law, 27/1, Haris Mukherjor)
Hoad, Calcutta.

IVoposer: B. L. Mukherjoe.
Seconder : R. B. S. Sowell.

(70) Parker, Richard Henry, I.C.S., Late Scholar of St. •iohn's Col-

lege, Oxford, Under-Secretary to the A.G.G., Hajputana, Mount Abu,
Rajputana.

Proposer : N. F. Harwell. ,

Seconder : Johan van Maiien.

(71) Bhatia, M. L., M.Sc.. Lecturer in Zoology, Tho Uiiivofaity,

I .uoknow.
Proposer : B. N. Chopra.
Seconder : S. L. Hora.

(72) Miner, Khrigendra Nath, M.A., Professor, Presidency College;

35, Beadon Row, Calcutta. •

Proposer: H. £ Stapleton. •

Seconder : H. O. Das-Gupta.

(73) Jonea, Thornton, Solicitor, Calcutta Club, Lower Circular Hoad,

1 Calcutta

Proposer: N. F. Barwell.

Seconder : Johan van Manen.

(74) Mukhefjee, Kahetrakalo, 41, Haldarpara H6ad, Kalighat, CaJ-

cnitta.

Proposer : B. L. Mukherjee.
Seconder: 8. L. Hora. ^
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(75) Mitfer, Kumar Krishna, 14, Ahiritollah Street, Calcutta.
Proposer : J. C. Mitra.
Seconder : H. P. Shastri.

The General Secretary reported the loss of membersliip
during the previous month by resignation of :

A. D. Stewart (An Ordinary Member, 1922).

The General Secretary reported, in conformity with Rule
48A, that the Council, since the last Ordinary Monthly Meeting,
hfid revised No. 22 of the Library Regulations, to be read as
follows :

“A Meeting of the Library Committee, which shall iiicJiiclo the
Sectional Secretaries as ex-officio Members, shall be held at least once a
quarter. Books shall generally bo purchased with 4^he approval of the
Library Committee obtained in meeting. The Library Secretary is. how-
ever, empowered to spend on his own responsibility up to lls. 150 per
mensem on books recommended which he considers shall be obtained at
once.”

The General Secretary reported the composition of the
various standing Committees of the Society for the ensuing
year.

Publication Conimitlee .

.

Library Committee

Finance Committee

No other Committees to be constituted for the year.

The General Secretary rex>orted that during the previous

month the number of Ordinary Members of the Society had
once more risen above 500, a total only surpassed before during

the years 1910-12.

The General Secretary reported that the Council had
nominated MM. Haraprasad Shastri to serve on the Selection

Committee, Kamala Lectureship, Calcutta University, 1926.

The Chairman drew attention to the working of the sound-
amplifier apparatus exhibited by the Standard Telephone and
Cable Co., Ld., and requested authors of papers to use the

apparatus when reading their communications.

rresideut.
General Secretary,
'rreasurer.

Sectional Secretaries.

President,
General Secretary.
Treasurer.
Sectional Secretaries.

Sir C. (I Ghose.
Percy Brown.

I’resident.

<^'eiieral Secretary.
Treasui-er.

Sir R. N. Mookerjee.
H. V. Shastri.

V. C, Mahalanobis.
J. C. Mitra.
A, R. Bory.

y

Ex-offiicio,

Ex-officio.

Ex-officio.
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• The following papers were read : ^

1. Mrs. C. DK Beauvoir Stocks.

-

77ie Folk-lore and
Customs of the Lap Chas of Sikkim.

* , 2. S. L. Hora. x4 Si ole on the Dislribiition (tf Bah> aiitia
Soleniformis.

3. J. H. Hutton.— //ittriets o/ two Tours in the unad-
ministered Area, east of the Xnga Hills.

4. D. N. Majumdar.—Marriage and Betrothal ainoiXgst

the Hos of Kolhan.

5. W. IvANOW.—Bustic Foetry in the Dialect of Khorasan.

G. H. C. Das-(4ui*ta.—A few Types of sedentary Oanies
prevalent in the Punjab.

The General Secretary reported receipt of copies of a series,

of letters relating to the history of tlie early years of the
Society, presented by Mr. A. F. M. Abdul Ali. which were ex-

hibited at the meeting.

The Chairman called upon the representative of the Stan-
dard Telephone and Cable Co., Ld., to demonstrate in detail,

and explain, the working system of their sound-ampliGer. A
number of Members present addressed the meeting in turn in

various languages with tlie help of the apparatus.

The Chairman expressed the thanks of the meeting to tlie

Standard Telephone and Cable (-ompany and tlieir represen-

tative for tbeir useful demonstration.

The Chairman announced the results of the ballot for tiu;

election of Ordinary .Members and declared all candidates duly

elected.

The Chairman announced that a meeting of the Medical

Section would be held on the 12th, at (>-15 p.m. •

The Chairman made a reference to the President's im]>cnd-

•ing absence from India under medical orders, and on his

proposal the meeting resolved by acclamation to give expres-

sion to its sympathy with the President, and its regreti at bis

enforced p*bseace caused by ill-health, and to convey to him its^

best wishes for a speedy and complete recovery and subsequent

return to the Chair.

<>•

MAY, 1926.

» An Ordinary Monthly Meeting of the Asiatic Society of

Bengal was held on Monday, the 3rd, at 5-30 p.m.
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Pbbsidbnt.

Rai Upbndba Nath Bbahhaohabi, Bahadck. M.A.,
M.D., Ph.D., F.A.S.B., Acting President, in the Chair.

Members

;

Agharkar» Dr. S. P.

Barwell, Lt.>Col. N P.

Bose, Mr. M. M.
Chaudhuri, Dr. B. L.

Cl\ppra, Dr. B. N.
Cleghom, Miss M. L.
Das-Gupta, Mr. H. C.

Deb, Kumar H. K.
Fleihing, Mr. Andrew
Ghose, Mr. Justice G. (^. Kt
Ghose, Mr. T. V.

Hora, Dr. S. L.

Insch, Mr. Jas.

Visitors

:

Cleghorn, Miss O. Sinha, Mr. Sulirid C.
Shastri-Chaudhuri, Mr. Al. K. Shyam Shankar, Mr.
Sinha, Mr. Sudhindra C. and others.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and ooufirmed.

The General Secretary announced receipt of twenty-four
presentations of books, etc., which had been placed on the table
for inspection.

The following candidates were balloted for as Ordinary
Members

:

V

(76) half L. Sohan, B.A., B.T., Lecturer in Geography and History,
( -entral Training College, Lahore.

Proposer: R, H. Whitehouso.
Seconder : U. N. Brahmachari.

(77) Rai, Bhagwant Rai, Sardar Muushi, M.P.H.S., Retired District
.fudge; Proprietor, “ Rais-i-Hind,” Bhagwant Ashram, Patiala.

Proposer; U. N. Brahmachari.
Seconder: P. C. Mahalanobis.

(78) Bhaakaraiya, C., M.A., Indian Audit and Accounts Service,
Audit Officer, Treasury Buildings, Calcutta.

Proposer : H. Srinivasa Rao.
Seconder : S. L. Hora.

^

(79) Kirwan, Brnest William O'QoYman, Major, I.M.S., Oilioiating

Professor of Ophthalmology, 6, Little Russell Street, Calcutta.
Proposer; H. W. Acton.
Seconder: R. Knowles.

The General Secretary reported the death of

:

Jatindra Nath Rai-Chaiidhuri (An Ordinary Member, 1895).

The General Secretary reported the loss of membership
during the previous month by resignation of

:

R. M. A. Bhukhanwala (An Ordinary Member, 1923).

Koester, Dr. Hans
Manen, Mr. Johan van
Mitter, Mr. B. P. D.
Mookerjee, Air. S. C.

Ottens, Mr. N.
Raman, Dr. C. V.
Ray, Kumar Sarat Kumar
Sen, Mr. B. C.

Sewell, Major R..B. S.

Senior-Whito, Mr. R.
Shastri, MM. H. P.

Rao. Mr. H. Srinivasa
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reported the com]Hmuo\i of a l^ase
Committee of the Society for the year to he as follows ;

I'rosidem.

l^iTusiirer.
* • < Umenil Secretary,

Sir O. O. Cli.iso

Mr. A. H. Berv.

The General Secrelarv repined the reeeipi of a trift i.. the
Society from the Aotins President, Dr. U. N. BrnhinachAii. of
Government 3^% securities to the hice value of Hs. ri.OOO. for
the institution of a iieriodieal award of a luedal to he iiainod
after Sir William Jones.

The Gift had been accepted by the Coinicil. who hiol con-
veyed its thanks to the donor. A Coinniillee to drall nihvs
and^ work out details for the award had hecn consl.iinttMl con-
sisting of Sir Ewart Oieaves, Sir (\ C. (;hos(‘. Major H. H. S
Sewell, Major H. W. Action and the (iencral Sf coi tarv

The following papers were read :

1. H. K. DKn.---iy//(// Kvnts fought Pumhmis,

2. H. K. Dkb.

—

Thf fhu'-yf'orh/ Y mnt ami lln Sft iitar.shi

Cycle.

3. K. B. S. Sewfll.

—

Maritiau' MtfrtooffKfu In Indian
Seas.

4. S. L. Xote on a hernriph rod it(' Loach.

The following exhibit was shown and conimenicd upon :

K. B. S. SlSWETiL. -SpcciiniMis inkiMi from ih<* rai-o<l t’oril Uf* I' <»l

Southern India.

The Chairman announced the r(‘sults of tin* halltit lor tlu^

election of Ordinary Members and fleclared all I'anrlida^os duly

elected.

The Chairman announced that a inci ting of tin* .Medical

Section would be held on the lOth, at 545 p.m.

JUNE, 1926.

An Ordinary Monthly Meeting of the Asiatic Society of

Bengal was held on Monday, the 7th, at 5-30 p.m.

Present.
,

» Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad Shastri, C.I.E.. M.A.,

P A.S.B., in the Chair.
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Members

:

'

Abdul Wali, Maulavi
Agharkar, Dr. S. P.

Barwoll, Lt.-Col. N. F.

Beckor, Mr. J. N.
Brabmachari, Dr. IJ. N.
Das-(:{iipta, Mr. H.
Ghosc.*, Mr. Justice C. C., Kt.
Ghost*, Mr. T. P.

Visitors

:

Hosaiu, Dr. M. Hidaynt
Tiiscli, Mr. Jas.
Majumdar, Mr. N. G.
Manen, Mr. Johau van
Mookerjee, Mr. S. C.
Moreno, Dr. H. W. B.
Mukherjoe. Mr. B. L.

Ray, Kumar Sarat Kumar
Sewell, Major R. B. S.

Grifliths, Mr. C.^ias. and others,
c

‘ The nihiutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

The General Secretary reported receipt of twenty presen-
tations of books, etc., which had been placed on the table for

' inspection.

The following candidates were balloted for as Ordinary
Members :

(80)

ranee, Wajkl AH Khan, Zemindar, P.O. Karotia, Dist. Mj^men-
singh.

Proposer : A. F. M. Abdul Ali.

Seconder : N. Ottciis.

(81) Outhwaite, H. A., Statistical Officer, 13. B. By., 20, Chowringhee,
Calcutta.

Proposer : U. N. Brahmachari.
Seconder: H. P. Shastri.

(82) Mishra, Deomitra, Public Prosecutor, Kotah, Rajputana.
Proposer : H. P. Shastri.

Seconder : M. Hidayat Hosain.

(83) Hodye, E. H. Vere, Major, l.IM.S., M.B., B.C. (Cantab ),

M.H.C.S., Ij.R'.C.P., Professor of Clinical Medicine, Medical (’ollege,

Calcutta ;
0-4, Middleton Row, Calcutta.

Proposer : U. N. Brahinachari,
SocoVider : N. Ottens.

(84) Maitra, Dwijendra Nath, M.B., Medical Practitioner. 70,

.

Amherst Street, Calcutta.

Proposer : B. L. Chaudhuri.
Seconder : Gopal Das Chaudhuri.

n (85) Dey, Phanindranath, M.A., B.L., Vakil High Courts 4. Patua-

tola Bane. Calcutta. «-

Proposer : B. L. Chaudhuri.
Seconder : Taraprasanna Gupta.

(80) Anbian, A. John, B.A., M.P.E.S., Manager and Correspondent,

Principal. Cambridge Institution, Nagore.
Proposer : N. Ottens.
Seconder: H. P. Shastri.

(87) Lemmon, Richard Dennis, Merchant, 8, Waterloo Street, Cal-

cutta.
j

"

Proposer ; H. G. Harris.

Seconder : U. N. Brkhmachari.
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(88) Achftrjett, Karuna PaHu. P .i
Vill. H«iiduar«li, Dt. Manbhuin.

< 0 . HligluuuUhinir.

Proposer : H. P. Shastri.
Seconder : Af. Hidayat Hosain.

. m Sarkar, Ak.ha}, Kumar, L.M.S. (CalcuUa). MVhcImm* of Medical.Inris^rudonce and Hygiene. I )acca Medical School. I )nccn
Proposer: P. P. (Jangiili,

Seconder: H. Knowles.

(1)0) Sainlslrom, Karl Riisse/l, Bniikinir.
tion, 4, Clive Street, (‘alcutta.

Proposer: N. Ottens.
Seconder : H. P. Shastri.

Internal ional Banking ( 'i>rpt>rii.

(91) Rat/, Oifaneudranath. l.C.S.,
hoe Street. Ballygunge, Ca lent la.

Proposer: H. P. Sha.'^Jtri.

Seconder : M. Kidayat Hosain.

Additional Judge. Alipore; r>. Sw ill

(92) Ft/Je, Darid Allan, .Assist an!.
Bankshall Street. Calcutta.

Proposer: N. F. Barwell.
Seconder : .Johan van Manen.

Messrs. Shaw Wallace tV Co.. 4,

The General Secretary reported that the Council proposed
Mr. Durgadas Mukherji, M.Sc., Lecturer in Zoology, Calcutta,
for election as an Associate* McEnber of the Society. Voting
papers for the election wei’e then distributed. Mr. Durgadas
Mukherji was duly elected.

The General Secretary reported the loss of inombership
during the previous month, by resignation, of ;

—
K. J. Puiohti (.All Ordinary Moinber, 1924).
C. C. StuiTock (An Ordinai'y Member, 1921).

The General Secretary reported that the elections of

:

Bawa Balwant Singh (elected on 1-2 20),

Har KiMheii Lai Bald (elected on 1 2 36),
J. K. Xair (elected on 1 2-20) and
K. C. Hodg.son (elected on 4 1 26).

had become null and void, under Kule 1).

The General Secretary reported that

H. K. .Mehra (elected on 1 2 -26)

had withdrawn his application for membership.

Tlie General Secretary' reported that the council hacl

appointed Sir C. C. Ghose, as an additional meml)er the

Publication Committee.

The following papers were read :

1. N. G. Ma.tumdar.—Some ATo/e/) o/i BttddAw/ Iconogra*

,

. 2. M. Hidayat Hosain.—The Auto-bibliography of

Mntolana “ Abd al-Hakk ad-DehlaviV •
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3. B. »L. Mukherjee. - Veda, Kanda XV.
4- Johan van Manen.

—

Some further Notes on the “ Wild
Men *’ of Tibet and elsewhere.

The Chairman announced the results of the ballot for the
election of Ordinary Members and declared all candidates duly
elected.

The General Secretary reported that the fourth and last

general lecture of the season would be delivered by Major R. B.
,S, Sewell, I.M.S., on Wednesday, the 16th, at 6-16 p.m., and
asked the members present to communicate to him the names
of sucli non-Members as they might wish to be invited to the
lecture.

The General Secretary reported that a meeting of the
Medical section would be held on Monday, the 14tli, at 6-45 p.m.

The General Secretary reported the installation of a copper
plate cabinet, and drew attention to the newly published sale

catalogues of publications in the Bibliotheca Tndica.

The General Secretary made a statement regarding the
membership total, and reported that during the month the total

had touched the previous record of 619.

JULY, 1926.

An Ordinary Monthly Meeting of the Asiatic Society of

Bengal Avas held on Monday, the 6th. at 5-30 P.M.

Present.

Rai Upendra Nath Brahmachari, Bahadur, M.A.,

M.I)., ph.D., F.A.S.B.. Acting President, in the Chair.

Members

:

Agharkar, Dr. 8. P.

Biswas, Mr. Kalipada
Bhaskaraiya, Mr. C.

Chapman, Mr. J. A.
• Ohaudhury, Mr. J.

Das-Gupta, Mr. H. C.

Ohose.iMr. T. V.

Visitors

:

Dutt, T. " Honk, M.

The minutes of ..the last meeting were read and conhrmed.

The GeneraJ Secretary reported receipt of twenty-five

presentations of books, etc., which had been placed on the

table for inspection,!

Hora, Dr. 8. L.

Manen, Mr. Johan van
Mitter, Mr. B. P. D.
Moreno, Mr. H. W. B.

Sewell, Major R. B. 8.

Shastri, MM. H. P.

and others.
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• following c'andidates were ballote«i tor Ordinary
Menobers

:

(93) Hussain, Mohammed Moinuddin. IstTnhiktiM
vid Ahmed Nagpur, P.O. Murshidpiir.

Proposer: M. Hiilayat Husain.
• ^et^onder : U. N. Hratiinachari.

. liii* Nizam’s Stale,

Richey, James Alexander^ P. I.K., Kdnmtjuiial ( 'uinmiMsioiu'i' with
the Govormnenl of Tudia, Simla.

Proposer : R. B. S. Stwell.
Seconder : Julian van Manen.

(95) Miikeiiee, P., H.l. . Ploader. .langiinn f.airi. t hiii^adda,
Dhanapatgunj , Mursh idaluit I

.

Proposer: U. N. Jhahmachnii.
Seconder: H. (*. Das-Hupta.

(90) Shahidullah. Muhammad, M. A.. H I... i
,
Harra I'nivei .

sity, Rainiia, Dacca.
Proposer ; S. K. Cliatterji.

Seconder : U. N. Brahtnai'hari.

(97) Mukerjea, Torah Nath, iVSc.. ' Haicudra
Bhaban.” P.O. Utlarapara, Dt. llooghly. Kl. Ry.

Proposer : O. (\ (tangnl.v.

Seconder: J. .N. Hasii.

(98) JJanerji, tS. K., I*h.l>.. Ijortiirer in Indian IliHioix'. Lni’Uiiow
University, fAicknow.

Proposer: B. Salmi.

Seconder: H. (\ Dasdlupta.

(99) Mukhopadhynya, t*rahh'U Kumar. .\l,,\.. Ho'.oaoh .VsHistaul

Calcutta University : 27, Govinda (ihosal fain**, Blaiwanipiir ( ‘alciftf a.

Proposer : U. N. Bralirnachari.

Sec^onder : Sir D. P. Sarvadhiknry.

(100) Tyson, John JJawson

.

I.<'.S . I’.S. I’hih. (’aii iitt:i

Proposer: M. K. Stapleton.

Seconder : J. H. Liiid.‘<ny.

{10 1 )
Lyne, Hotvard Wiltiam. AiMitional .liidc*-, Ihovrali

;

United Service Club, Calcutta.

Proposer: H. E. Stapleton.

,
Seconder : J. H. f.iind»ay.

Tlie General Secretary reportcjd the death of ;

D. B. Parasiiis (An Ordinary .Member, IfKM).

ThelEollowing papers w^ere read :

1. Md. Abdul Aziz. — 2>eccan iv the loth (Jenlury,.

2. U. N. Brahmachari and S. C. Brahmachari.— 7’ux)

Neolithic Stone Im^ements found in a Tank at Jamalpur,

3. R. B. S. Sbwbll .—A brief Account of vidden Morto-

lUy among the Fauna of a Tank.

The President announced the results ot the ballot for the

"election of Ordinary Members and declared all candidates duly

elected. •
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The General Secretary reported the receipt of a portrait iii

oils of the late Dr. N. Annandale presented by the Director
and Staff of the Zoological Survey of India, Indian Museum,
Calcutta.

The General Secretary reported that during the month *the

previous record of Ordinary membership (519 in the year 1912)
had been passed.

—O

AUGUST, 1926.
!•

An Ordinary Monthly Meeting of the Asiatic Society of
Bengal was held on Monday, the 2nd, at 6-30 p.m.

Present.

Rai Upbndba Nath Bbahmachabi, Bahadub, M.A.,
M.D., Ph.D., F.A.S.B., Acting President, in the Chair.

Mentbers

:

Agharlcar, Dr. S. IV

Bory, Mr. A. K.
Bhaskarniya, ^tr. (V

Cliapman, Mr. J. A.

Chandra, Rao Bahadur. R.I*.

('liaudhiiri, Dr. B. L.

Deb, Raja Ksliitiiidni

Hora, Dr. »S. L.

Tnarli, Mr. J.

Mahfuziil Huq, Afr. M.
McKay, Mr. J. W.
Manon, ^Ir. Johan van
Mitier, Mr. K. N.
Sanaullah, Mr. Aid.

Sewell, Major R. B. S.

Shastri, MM. H. TV

Stapleton, Mr. H.
Wndia, Dr. 1). X.

Visitors

:

Basu, Mr. D. N. F,vf©, Miss.

Boso, Mr. S, C. Mnjumdar, Mr. D. X.

I Wood, Dr. ( 'asey.

The Minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

The General Secretary reported receipt of fifteen presenta-

tions of books, etc., which had been placed on the table for

inspection.
f

The following candidates were balloted for as Ordinary

Members :

—

(102) Colder. Norman Douglas, Deputy Traffic Manager. E.B. Ry.

;

3, Belvedere Park, Alipore, Calcuttfi.

Proposer : H. E. Stapleton.

Seconder : J. H. Lindsay.

(103) Oaky Madhaem Ramchandm, M.A., Professor of Philosophy and

English Literature. Maharajah’s College, Jaipur (Rajputana). ,

Proposer :» S. P. Agharkar.
Seconder : S. L. Ho^a.
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• (l<M) Kirkwood. William Uoyd, A>»t. Coinniisgioiicr ot'a liicoiiio Tax
Bengal ; United Service Club, Calcutta.

Proposei- : H. B. S. Sewell.
Seconder : Johan van ]\Tanen.

(105) Sohonl, Vifthmmath Vt.<ihnu, H.A.. B.St-., Motct»rt»lomsi, I'lie
Observatory, Alipore, Calcutta.

Proposer; S. P. Agharkar.
Seconder ; U. X. lii'ahinaehari.

(lOG) Majunidai\ Dhireitdra Xath, 'SI. A.. Landholder. 4 l’. Harrison
Road, t-alcutta.

Propo.ser : Haraprasad Sha-stri. •

Seconder : U. N. Brahinacdiari.

(107) Mukherjec, Jnauendra Xat/i, D.Sc. (la>nd.). P.C.S. (Luiid.),
Fellow of tlie Indian Chemical Society, Gimiprasad Professor of Cheinis-
try, University of Calcutta; 02, Upper ('ircular Road, Calciilhi.

Propo.'^er : P. C. Mitter.

Seconder ; II. K. S<‘n.

(108) Khettry, lienimadhtt, Pro])rietor. Messrs. Conri SlianUer Kludlrv,
Landliolders, Banker.s and Merchants, 15. Paggiyapatti, Rarabazar,
Calcutta.

Proposer : Vina\ ak Lai Khanna.
Seconder: M. Hidayat Ho.sain.

(109) (iiat'hefiif Baroness NeUiv. 211S-A. Lower Circular Road,
< ’alcutta.

Proposer; U. N. Brahinacliari.

Seconder : ifohan van Manen.

(110) James, Joh)* Laityford, Barri.slcr, 2, Shorl Street, Calcnlta.

Proposer : U. X. Brahinacliari.

Seconder : Johan van ^fanon. •

(111)

l>e, Brnjendra xYfd/t. M.A.. I.C.S. (retd.). II, Lower Rawdon
Street, Calcutta.

Proposer; U. X. Bralunachari.
Seconder; M. Hidayat Hosaiii. ,

The General Secretary reported that tlierc had been no

loss of membership during the previous month by deatli^

The General Secretary reported the loss of membership

during the previous month, by resignation, of :

—

Shain.s-ul-Ulama Hafiz Xazir Ahintd (An Ordinary Momher, 1024).

The following papers were read :— •

1. H*. E. Stapleton, Hidayat Hosain and R. Azoo.

—

Chemistry in Iraq and Persia,

2. R. Ramanatha Ayyae.—rAe Martyrdom of Si.

Thomas, the Apostle.

3. S. Ribeiro.

—

A Note on a Simidid Larva.

The President announced the results of the ballot for the

election of Ordinary Members and declared all candidates duly

elected.

The General Secretary reported that during the recess
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months of September and October no Ordinary Monthly
Meeting of the Society would be held unless specially an-
nounced.

NOVEMBER, 1926.

An Ordinary Monthly Meeting of the Asiatic Society of

Bengal was held on Monday, the 1st. at 5-30 p.m.

Present.

^ Rai Upendra Nath Brahmachaki, . Bahadur, M.A.,
M.D., Ph.D., F.A.S.B.. Acting President, in the Chair

Members

:

Bha8k»traiya, Mr. (

Bose, Mr. M. M.
Briihl, Dr. P. J.

Chakladhar, Mr. H.
Cliatterji, Mr. M. M.
Chaudhuri, Dr. B. L.
Chaadhuri, Mr. J.

Colleiiberg. Baron Rudt v<»ii

Drts-Gupta, Mr. H. C.

DikBhit, Mr. K. N.
Diitt, Knmar M. M.
aho.se. Dr. K. N.

a hose, Mr. T. I*.

Hora, Dr. S. L.

Kocsior, Dr. Hans
Lindsay, Mr. J. H.
Maiira, Mr. S. K.
Manen, Mr. Johan van
Milea, Mr. W. H.
Milter, Mr. B. P. 1).

Mookerjoo, Sir R. N.
Sarvadhikary, Sir 1). V.

Shastri, MM. H. P.

Sewell, Majo)' R. B.. S.

Walton, Mr. K B.

Visitors .

Bery, Mr. J. N. Giiha, Mi*. S.

Ghosh. Mr. B. K. Keid, Rev. John

The President in opening the meeting offered a few words
of welcome to Sir K. N. Mookerjee, congratulating him on his

safe return to India after the termination of his arduous labours

on the Indian Currency Commission in England.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed

The General Secretary reported receipt of fifty-two presenta-

tions *of books, etc., which had been placed on the table for

inspection. «

The General Secretary repor^d that the following fifteen

candidates had been elected Ordinary Members during the

recess months, September and October, under Rule 7.

(112) Ja^neson, Thomas Blandford, M.C'., M..A. (Cantab.).

United Servioo Club, Calcutta.
Proposer : J. H. Lindsay.
Seconder : H. Et' Stapleton.

(113) Arthur Lowe. Solicitor. Messrs. Leslie and Hind^, V5,

Haating8 Street. Caloutta.
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civil

• Proposer : fS. L. Hora.
Seconder: Johan van Maneii.

(114) Bhatia, Bankey Behari Lai, S.L.C., f.T., M.N.Q.H., aeoffiaphy
Teaoher, Government High School, Ajmer.

^
Proposer : S. L. llora.

Seconder: N. Ottens.

(115) Modi, Jal R, K,, B.A., 4, Cainoo Street . (*alciittH.
Proposer : D. N. Wadia.
Seconder : Johan van Manen.

(116) iS\ iiao Bahadur, B.A.. P.G.S.. Oeologifcal
Survey of India, Iiulinn Museum, 27. Chowringhe€\ Calcutta.

Proposer : E. H. Paacoe.
Seconder: D. N. Wadia.

(117) WeatcoU, Fans, The Moat Keverend. 14.1). (Cantab.), Honorary
D.D. (Oxon.), Lord Bishop of Calcutta, and Metropolitan of India,
Burmuh and Ceylon, Bishop's House, 61, Chowriiighoe. Calcutta.

Fhopossr: N. F. Harwell.
Seconder: U. N^. Hrabmachari.

(118) Barhut, Thakur Kiahoresinghji, State Historian of Piitiiila

Covornmont, History and Kesearch Uepartinont. Patiala.

l.^ropoeer : N. Ottena.
Seconder : H. P. Shastri.

(119) Fugh, Lewia Pugh Emus, B.A. (Oxon.), of Linooln's Inn
Barrister-at-Law. Ttnnple Chambers, 6, Old Post Ofhee Street, Calcutta.

Proposer; N. F. Harwell.
Seconder : Johan van Manen.

(120) Wadhwaim, M, M,, in Geology and (xoography,

l^niversity College^ liangoon. •

Proposer ; H. L. Chhibber.
Seconder : S. L. Hora.

(121) Nayar, B. R., M.A., Assistant Collector of (.’iiHtoins, Imperial

(Uistonis Service, Custoni.s Houses Calcutta.

Proposer : S. L. Horn.
Seconder : A. 11 Hory.

(122) d^mad, NrtiyccJ, B. Sc- (Alig.), HeudrnaHtor, OsniHiiia Ik^chnical

Institute, H.E.H. The Nizam's Government; 6737. Now Kaoliiguda,

,Near Mecca- Hnuli, Hyderabad, Deccan.
Proposer: M. Hidayat Hosnin.
Seconder: S. L. Hora.

(123) MiU*, Jamea PhUip, f.C.S., o/o. Messrs Lloyds Bank, (King’s

Branch), Calcutta.

Proposer : H. E. Stuxdeton. •

Seconder : J. D. Tyson. •

(124) Rao, Wuppala Lakahnmna, M.A., B.Sc , Dr. rer. Nat,. Research

Scholar, Bose Institute ; 62, Ripon Street, Calcutta.

Proposer : G. Varugis.
*

8o4K>nder t S. L. Horu.

(126) Agrawal, Krishna MuraH, B.So.. C.E.. ^Assistant Engineer,

MirchiaTola, Bareilly (U.P.).
*

Proposer : XJ. N. Brahmachari.
Seconder : S. L. Hora.
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(12^$) Gaistauiif Shanazan GaLstaim, M.A., D.M.R.E. (Cantab^),
M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P. (Honoraiy, London), Medical Practitioner, Radio-
logist, Medical College Hospitals ; Calsataun Park, Lower Circular Road
and 119, Theatre Road, Calcutta.

Proposer : Sir Frank Connor.
Seconder : Johan van Manon.

The following candidates were balloted for election as Ordi-
nary Members

:

(127) tSVee/iam^aa, Secretary, Shree Hanuinan Pustakalaya,
Public Library, 8, New Ghoosery Road, Salkea, Howrah.

Proposer : Haraprasad Shastri.

Seconder : U. N. Brahinachari.

* (128) Khan, Namth Ahmad, B..A., LL.B. (Alig.), Miin.sirf and .Division-

al Magistrate, Lingsugur Cantonment, Raichur, Deccan.
Pi’oposer ; U. N. Braliinachari.

Seconder : S. L. Hora,

(129) Ramaiiujuawnmi, P. F.. M.A.. Vice- Principal, Maharaja’s
Sanskrit College, Viziaiiagrain.

Proposer : Haraprasad Shastri.

Seconder : U. N. Brahinachari.

(1:10) Bagchi, Prahodh Chandra, Dr.-es-Lettres (Paris), Member of tlie

A.S. of Paris, Lecturer, Calcutta University; 15, Wellington Street,

Calcutta.
Proposin’ : S. C. Miikorji,

Seconder : H. K. Deb.

The General Secretary reported the death of

:

Jatnini Bhusan Roy {An Ordinary Member, 1915).

Nawabzada Amin-uMslam (An Ordinary Member, 1910).

S. N. Hooii (An Ordinary Member, 1920). -

The General Secretary reported loss of membership during

the recess months, by resignation, of

:

Suresh Chandra Hay (An Ordinary Member, 1924).

H. R. Nevill (An Ordinary Meml.»er, 1901).

P. Boaworth-Smith (.An Ordinary Member, 1920).

PrSbhat Kumar Mukherjee (An Onlinary Member, 1910).

The General Secretary reported news received of the death

of Mr. R. O. Douglas, I.C.S
,
(Honorary Numismatist of the

Socie^ty since July 1924).

The General Secretary reported the withdrawal of the

resignation of Shams-ul-Ulama Hafiz Nazir Ahmad.

The General Secretary reported that, in accordance with

Rule 45, the Council submitted for confirmation the following

change in the constitution of the Council made in one of the

Council meetings held since the last Ordinary Monthly
Meeting

:

AntliropologiaiU Secretary :~The Rev. P. O. Bodding, vice Mr. H.

£. StafIiBTON, resigned.

The appointme^it was confirmed.
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The following papers were read

:

1. Habaprasad Shastri.

—

General QonsUlerations concern-

ing the Ramayana.

2. S. L. Hora.—On the Manuscript Drawings of Fish in

the ^Library of the Asiatic Society of Bengal

:

— I. Fish Drawings

in the Mackenzie collection
^

3. SuKlJMAR 8BN.—T//e Language of Asraghm's Saunder-

ananda Kavya,

4. Bibhutibhusan Datta —Hindu Values of n,

5. S. R. Bose.—Artificial Cultures of wood-rotting Fungi

common in Forest Areas.
*

<). Braja Lal Mukherjee.—Atharrn Veda^Kanda XVI

.

7. Mohini Mohan Ohatteh.ii.—Some Marriage Customs

in Bengal.

8. Mohammad Hamid .—Remarks on Khan Saheb ^ .Abdul

Wali*s Notes on Archaeological Remains in Bengal.

Tlie President announced the result of the ballot lor the

election of Ordinary Members and declared all candidates duly

elected.

DECEMBER, 1926.

An Ordinary Monthly Meeting of the Asiatic Soci(*ty of

Bengal was held on Monday, the Gth, at 5-30 p.m.

Present.

Mahamahopadhyaya Harapbasad Shastri, C.LE., M.A.,

K.A S.B., ill the Chair.

Members

:

. Harwell, Li. -Col. X . F.

Bhaskaraiyu, Mr. C.

Bose, Mr. M. M.

Brown, Mr. Percy

Chatterji, Mr. M. M.

Chaudhuri, Dr. B. L.

Chaudhuri, Mr. J.

Deb, Raja Kshitindra

Fleming Mr. Andrew
Ghosh, Dr. E. N.

Ghosh, Mr. T. P.

Gupta, Mr. S. N.

Hobbs, Mr. H.
Hora, Dr. S. L.

liiBcli, Mr. .1.

Jain, Mr. C,'. L.

McKuy, Mr. J. W.
Manen, Mr. Johan van

Milter, Mr. B. J-

Mitter, Mr. B. P. D.

Mookerjee, Mr. 1*. N.

Mukherji, Mr. J. N.

Pascoe, Dr. E. H.

Pruthi, Mr. H. S.

Hoy, Mr. 8.

Sewell, Major K. B. S.

Taraporewala, Mr. J. J. S.

Westcott, Most^Rev. F.

Visitor:

Chatterji, Mr. T.
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The minutes of the last meeting were read and oon6rmed/

The General Secretary reported receipt of seventeen pre-

sentations of books, etc., which had been placed on the table

for inspection.
,

The following candidates were balloted for as Ordinary
Members.

(131) Singhf Rain, Executive Engineer, E.B. Ry.. X Koilaghat
Sti;0ot, Calcutta.

Proposer : U. N. Brahiu«chari.
Seconder : S. L. Hora.

*(132) iSen, Kanai Lai, Oiticiating Secretary, Bengal Health Associa*
tion, ,56/2-A, Badridus Temple Street. Calcutta.

Pi’oposer : U. N. Brahmachart.
Seconder : N. Otteris.

(1.33) Bohidar, Narayan, i:)eputy Inspector of Schoola. Kalapandir
State, P.O. Bhawani, Patna, via Snmbalpore, B.N. Ry.

Proposer : U. N. Brahmachari.
Seconder : H. C. Dos-Gupia.

(134) Brahmachari, Bepin Behari, D.P.H., Assistant Director of

Public Health. Bengal; 18, Mohun Lai Street. Calcutta.
Proposer ; U. N. Brahmachari.
Seconder: Johan van Manon.

(136)

Qlumh, Bireadra Nath, K.R.F.P.S. (Glas.), L.M. (Dublin),

Medical Practitioner, 11, Taltollah Lane, Calcutta.
Proposer : U. N. Brahmachari.
Sjpeonder : S. L. Horn.

(136) Aiyangar, S. Krishnasioami, M.A., Ph.D.,; M.R.A.S., F.R.
Hist. S., Professor, University of Madras ;

** Srijayavasam,** 1, East Mada
Street, Mylapore, Madras.

Proposer ; U. N. Brahmachari.
' Seconder: S. L. Horn.

(137) Bancf'jif Nalmjihan, M.B. (Cal.), Medical Practitioner, 24/3-6,

Ramanath Kabiraj Lane, Calcutta.
Proposer : A, C. Ukil.

Seconder : C. C. Bose.

(138) Ram, A, ^^vbba. Medical College, Bangalore.
i^roposor : F. H. Graveley.
Seconder : M. .Hidayat Hosain.

(139) Singh, Bawa Ram7\ik, Rai Bahadur, Civil En^nber (Indian

State Railways), Deputy Chief Engineer, E.B.Ry., 3, Koilaghat Street,

Calcutta.
Proposer ; S. L. Hora.
Seconder : R. B. S. Sewell.

(140) Quha, Surendranath, Vakil, High Court, Government Pleader,

18, Ram Mohan Dutt Road, Bhowanipur, Calcutta.

Proposer : M. M. Chatterji.
.

Seconder : Johati van Manen.

(141) OoHnd Sakai, Commission Agent and Pensioner, Kasifr

Mandi, Lahore (Punjabi.
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, Proi)osei- : S. L. Hora.
Seconder : K. 13. S. Sewell.

(142) Bery, Paramanarul, Partner, Messrs. 15
ncers, 43, Ripon Street, Calcutta.

I’roposer : S. L. Flora.
• Seconder : 11. S. Pruthi.

13. Mery tV: Co , Kiigi-

(143) SV//d, Qazl Mohamed, B. \., H.P., Second Master,
Nchool, Chichawalin (Punjab),

Proposer ; U. N. Bralinuichari.
Seconder : R. 13. S. Sewell.

N..V.C. High

(^4) lawyer, Arthur Manuel, Forcstt'r atnl Botanist. Rcsearcli Assist-
ant, Botanical Section ; Assistant Director of Agiicnlturo (Rotanv);
College of Agriculture, Mandalav (Burma).

Proi)oser . U N. Brahmacliari. •

Seconder : Johan van Manen.

(145) Nag, Kalidas, M.A. (Cal.). D.Litt. (Paris). I..ect iircr in Ancient
ItidiatL History and Culture, (-alcutta Lrnivcrsit\ ; hi. Upper Cirevdar
Road, Calcutta

Pro])08er : H. P. Shastri.
Seconder; Johan van Manen.

(146) Roy, Auiarcndra Narayan. Kumar, B..\., Zemindar, Jomo Raj-
bati, Jemo, P O. Kandi, Dt. Mur.shidabad.

Proposer ; IJ. N. Brahmachari.
Secon<ler : M. Hidayat Hosain.

(147) Ghosh, B. K», Barrister-at-Luw, 10, Rawdon Str(*ot» (^dcutta.
Proposer : Sir C, 0. Ohose.
Seconder: (J. H. Tijiper.

(148) lianerjee, S, A*., Barristor-at-Law, P-307, New ('ircular,! load,
Calcutta.

Proposer : Sir C, V. Gho.so.

Seconde r : C. H. Tit)per.

(140) Roy, A. K,, Barixster-at-Law, 0, Nandaii Lane, Bhowanijpiir,

Calcutta.
Propose I- : Sir C. C. Ghoso.
Seconder : G. H. Tipper.

(150; Rahman, Syed Mobinur, B..\., LL.B., M.L.t'., \’ir*e- President
Municipality, Vakil, Akola (Berar).

Proi)OS«*r : C. S. Fo.<.

Seconder : (5. H. Tipper.

(151)

Dull. Jugen Chander, M.A., B.L., .Attorney-at-Law, 17, HIaiii<*k-

t ollah Strept. Calcutta.
Propo.ser : M. M. Chatterji.

^
Seconder: O. C. Gangoly.

(152) Chuuder, Nirmal Chundm, Solicitor, 23, Wellington Street,

Calcutta.
Proposer : O. C. Gangoly. »

Seconder : M. M. Chatterji.

(153) Winfield, Walter Warren, B.A , B.D., Misaionary, c/o. Baptist

Missionary Society, 19, Fumival Street, London, E.A'. 4.

, Proposer : Johan van Manen.
Seconder : G. H. Tipper,
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The Oen^ral Secretary reported the death of

:

Abdul Wali (An Ordinary, Life Member, 1894/1011).
Miss Flora Butcher (An Ordinary Member, 1900).

The General Secretary reported that

Baroness N. Giachetti (elected on 2-8-26),

had withdrawn her application

The following papers were read :

® 1. T. V. Bamakbishna Aiybr.

—

Notes on scynie Indian
Lepidoptera with abnormal Habits.

2. D. N. Majumdab.—The higonial Breadth of some Has
of Kolhan.

3. D. N. Majumdab.

—

Death and connected Ceremonies of

the Hos of Kolhan in Singhbhum.

4. H. Hostbn.

—

Fr, N. Pimenta^s Annual Letter
,
Goa^

December 21st, 1699.

6. H. Hosten.

—

Fr. N. Pimenta, S.J., on Mogor^ Qoa^

December 1st, 1600.

6. H. Hosten.

—

Fr, N. Pimento's Annual of Margno,
December 1^^, 1601.

7. H. Hosten.

—

Three Letters of Fr, Joseph de Castro,

SJ.,and the last year of Jahangir, August 24, August 15,

1627.

g. H. Hosten.—Eulogy of Fr, Jerome Xavier, S.J,^ a
Missionary in Mogor, 1649—1617.

9. H. Hosten.

—

Some Letters of Fr. Jerome Xavier, 8. J.,

to his Family, 1699—1612.

10. H. Hosten.

—

Some Notes on Bro. Bento de Goes,

S.J., 1683—d. 1607.

11.

*' M. M. Chattkrji.

—

Brahmanism in Bengal.

12. M. M. Chatterji.

—

A. Study of Bengali Customs :

—

I. Survivals of Group Marriaye. II. Mock Marriage.

M,M. Haraprasad Shastri made a communication concern-

ing the Visnupur Malla Era, equating its beginning with 616 of
‘ the Saka Era, or 694 A.D.

The General Secretary reported presentation to the Society

by the Assam Government of a copy of a photographic repro-

duction of a unique Ahom Chronicle.

The General Secretary (trew attention of the members to

some works of special interest presented to the Society during
the last 'month.

The Chairman announced the result of the ballot and
declared airthe candidates duly elected.
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The General Secretary reported that H.E. the Goreruor
of Bengal had consented to be present at the Aiinual Meeting
of the Society to be held in February, 1927.
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Maharaja Jagadinhra Nath Roy.

^
Maharaja Jagadindra Nath Roy of Natore was the

Hcioii of an old and wealthy family in Bengal, being a descend-
ant of Rani Bhowani of pious memory. He was a man of

culture and refinement. Endowed with many qualities of head
'and heart, he was, above all, a gentleman. Music and Bengali
literature claimed him as a votary. He was particularly

efficient with the musical instrument

—

Pakhwaj, Among his

'literary activities may be mentioned his editorship of a Bengali
magazine ^'Manashi and Marmabani ” and authorship of two
books “ Dadar Duradrista ” and “Nur Jahan.” He was
President of the Bengal Literary Conference held at Munshigan],
two years ago. A patron of Bengali literature, he was a

constant though unobtrusive friend of many indigent writers

who will miss his cheery encouragement and material help.

B. L. Mittbr.

{Read in the Ordinary Monthly Meeting^ Ist March, 1926.)

Manomohan Ganguli.

(1880—1926.)

Babu Manomohan Ganguli, M.A., B.E., died at the early

age of 46. His death is deeply mourned by all who knew him
or his work. He was an enthusiastic worker and an accurate
and a deep-read scholar. Having passed his Engineering
examination in the Sibpur College, Manomohan joined the

service^ of Messrs. Martin & Co. But his taste for archaeo-

,logy and ancient Indian history made him long for an
appointment in the Archaeological D3partment. Failing that, he
joined rthe Calcutta Corporation where he did some very good
work. He was a voluminous writer both in Bengali and
English in the various periodicals and magazines. But the

great work for which he w'as known in the learned world is

** Orissa Ancient and Mediaeval.” Many distinguished men have
written on the ar|;s^ and sculptures of that little country, but
Manomohan Babu took comprehensive view of these, and
classified and arranged them in historical and chronological

order. His other work is a Handbook of Sculptures in the
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%

* museum of the Bangiya Sahitya Parishad, which isidistinguished
from other works of this nature by a fullness in the description
and the accuracy of details rarely excelled. When writing this
Handbook he conceived the idea of housing these valuable
sculptures in a proper house and joined the inovenient for
er&ting a Museum Hall for the Parishad. The hall will be an

.

ornament to the northern quarter of the city when finished, but
it is unfortunate that Mr. Ganguli fell ill while working hard to

complete it and died leaving it unfinished. He had a hai\d in

the erection of the Buddhist temple at No. 4, College Squ'are,

East. Mr. Ganguli was a very good man, his services were
always at the command of the public and his energ;y’ and
enthusiasm for work brought him to a premature grave. ,

HaRAPRASAU SllASTUI.

{Read In the Ordinary Monthly Merfiny. Isl March.

Edward Granville Brown k.

(1862—1926.)

The death of Professor Edward Granville Browne, the dis-

tinguished Persian and Arabic scholar, and an Honorary Fellow

of this Society, will be deeply mounied by the world of scholar

.ship and more particularly by the literati and the people of Persia.

Born on 7th February 1862, at Uley nearDursley, he was given

his elementary and secondary education at Glcnalmond, Eton.

It was the original plan of his father, Sir Benjamin C. Browne,
(of the engineering firm of Hawthorn, Leslie & Co.), (o

see this eldest son succeed him in the profession of an engineer ;

but the Crimean War of 1877-78 brought about a sudden
change in young Browne. He watched the progress of the war
with unabated interest and was so much impressea* by the

bravery and suffering of the Turks that, as he states in his A Year

Amongst the Persians ^ “ ere the close of the War I would have
died to save Turkey, and I mourned the fall of Plevna as though

it had been a disaster inflicted on my own country. And
gradually pity turned to admiration, and admiration to en-^

thusiasm until the Turks became in my eyes veritable heroes

and the desire to identify myself with their cause, make my
dwelling amongst them, and unite with them, in the defence

of their land, possessed me heart and soul."* His ambition

was to Join the Turkish army as fcn officer and, for the purpose,

he proposed to enter the British army and after having

attained the rank of a Captain,** as^ stated by him,

then to resign my commission and enter the service of the

1 pp. 7. 8.
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Ottoman Government, which, as 1 understood, gave a promotion
of two grades.” So he began the study of the Turkish language
in which he received much help and encouragement from an
Irish Clergyman, as also from Sir James (then Mr.) Bedhouse.
But his father did not like him to enter the army and pro*

posed medicine as an alternative for engineering,” which sugges-

tion young Browne readily accepted, as this would also give

him the chance of entering the Turkish army as a Medical
Officer.

• In October 1879, be went to Pembroke College, Cambridge,
where he began the study of medicine, but his interest in the

Near East remained undiminished. As, however, he could not

,get tuition in Turkish, he started the study of Arabic under
Professor Palmer, and later, in the Long Vacation of 1880,

began learning Persian with an Under-graduate of Indian

^

nationality, who, though the son of Hindoo parents converted
' to Christianity, had an excellent knowledge not only of Persian

and Sanskrit but of Arabic.” In 1882, Professor Browne took

his Tripos in Natural Sciences, and in June 1882 succeeded in

passing his second M.B. Examination, on the result of which he
was permitted by his father to spend two months of the Long
Vacation in Constantinople. On his return, he studied for the

Indian Languages Tripos, which he succeeded in obtaining

in 1884. It was during this time that he came in contact with

a remarkably learned but eccentric Persian Scholar Mirza

Muhammad Mkir with whom he passed his leisure hours, and
learned from him, as he says, ”much that was of value to

mo besides the correct Persian pronunciation.”^ After leaving

Cambridge towards the end of 1884, Browne Joined the St.

Bartholomew’s Hospital where, it would appear, he remained
till the beginning of 1887. After passing the final examinations
of the College of Surgeons and the College of Physicians, he was,

in May, 1887, elected a Fellow of Pembroke College.

Aftf6r completing his career at the University, Edward
Browne started for Persia, in September 1887, which was,

perhaps, the most momentous event in his life and which, as

a matter of fact, made him an ardent admirer of Persia and the

Persians. He has given a graphic account of the impressions

^as to the life, character, and thought of the people ef Persia,

received during twelve months’ residence in that country in the

years 1887-88,” in his excellent ** A Year Amongst the Persians,**

(1893), a careful perusal of which gives a true insight into

the life and character of the^ people of that country. Imme-
diately on his return. Prof. Browne was appointed a lecturer in

Persian to the Cambridge University, which post he held till the

year 1902, when ,he was appoint^ Sir Adams* Professor of

Arabic, in which, capacity he served up to the time of his death.^

Among other distinctions of which Professor Browne was the

recipient, there was < his election as a Fellow of the British
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Academy in 1903 and also his election to the Fellowship of the
Royal College of Physicians in 1911, and to the Honorary
Fellowship of the Asiatic Society of Bengal in 1911.

Daring his travels through Persia, Prof. Browne had the
unique experience of coming in direct contact with the then much
persecuted Babis, viz,^ the followers of ‘Ali Muhammad Bab, and
gaining first-hand knowledge as to their religious tenets and
practices. He placed the whole store of his wonderful informa-
tion regarding them at the disposal of the English-knowing
public in his “ A Year Amongst the Persians'" and in other bobks
which he published on the subject. In 1891 he published the
Persian text and translation of “ A Traveller's Narrative, wrjtten

to illustrate the episode of the Bab and two years later the
English translation of Tdrlkh-i-Jadld or the New History of

MlrzH ^ All Muhammad Bab. In 1910 he brought out an
edition of Haji Mlrza Jani Kash^lni’s Nnktat-ul-Kdf, (or the
earliest history of the Babis composed before 1862) which
he edited with an extremely' valuable introduction from the
unique Paris MS. (Suppl. Persan, 1071). His last. work on the
Babis was “ Materials for the Study of Bdbi Religion" which he
published in 1908. In addition to the above books, he contri-

buted four valuable articles to the Journal of the Royal Asiatics

Society on the Bnbis of Persia (1889, pp. 485,881) \^Bdh\ texts

edited by Rosen (1892. p. 259) ;
Catalogue and Description of

Bdbt MSS, (1892, pp. 433,637) ;
Personal Reminiscenses of the

Baht insurrection at Zanjdn in isho (1897, p. 761).

Besides making important original contributions t5 (he

History of Babism, Professor Browne has laid the students of

Muhammadan literature, and more especially of Persian, under
a deep debt of gratitude by publishing a number of valuable

catalogues of Persian and Arabic MSS. In 1896 he published

the Catalogue of Persian MSS, in the Cambridge (Iniversity

Library giving a description of n large number of MS^S. He
also published a Hand-list of Muhammadan MSS, preserved in

the Library of the above University (1900) and brought out a

Supplement to the same in 1922. In 1902 he prepared, in

collaboration with Dr. (now Sir) K. Denison Ross, A Catalogue

of Two collections of Persian and Araltic manuscripts presefved in

the India Office Library. He also contributed an article to the

Journal of the Asiatic Society describing the Persian MSS. of Sir

A, Houlum-Schindler (1917, p. 657).
•

In 1901 Professor Browne started the Persian Historical

Texts Series, in which he publishfid well edited texts of Dawl-

atghAh’s well-known Tadjikirat-ush-shu^ard"

,

(1901), and Muham-
mad ‘Awfl’s Lubab-ul-Albab (in two parts) which is perhaps

the oldest extant biography of Persian Poets (1903). He*decided

to close this Series in 1906 as the foundation of the E. J. W.
6ibb Memorial Trust in 1904 was, as Prof. BrowVic remarks
in his editorial preface to the Tadbkiral-1U*au)liyd\ (Part JI),
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** catholic e/iough to include in its scope, and wealthy enough
to clothe in print, any work which could appropriately be
included in this Series.’’ For the new series, Professor Browne
edited Ibn IsfandiyaPs History of Tabarisidn (1906) and in

collaboration with Dr. R. A. Nicholson and A. Rogers^ Sir

J. Redhouse’s translation of Al-KhazrajVs History of the Rasult
Dynasty of Yaman (1906-1908). He also published Shams-
i-Kays^ valuable work on Rhetoric and Prosody, viz

,
Al-Mu^jam

fi-Ma"d*iri-A^'arVU^Ajam in Joint editorship with Mirza
Muhammad of Kazwin, a Persian Scholar of extraordinary
erudition and remarkable abilities. In 1910 he published the

Tdr^1^-i-Ouzida of Hamdullah Mustawfl, reproduced in facsimile

from an old MS. with introduction and indexes together with a

summary of the same in English (1914) ;
and in 1921 brought

out, in the same series, a revised English translation (with

notes, etc.) of the (Jhahdr Makdla of Nidami ‘AriizI, which had
previously been edited at his suggestion by his friend, Mirza
Muhammad of Kazwin.

Of the publications dealing with the politics of Persia,

there are two of remarkable value and interest, viz,^ (1) The
Persian Revolution {1906-09) which contains the history of the

constitutional movement in Persia, and (2) The Press and
Poetry of Persia, 1914, which besides containing an account
of the Persian Press, contains some very fine poems written by
modern, nationalist poets of Persia. Professor Browne w'.armly

expoused the cause of the constitutionalists of Persia and
w'anied his countrymen against their Anti-Persian policy.

For this purpose, he published certain pamphlets three of

which I mention here :

—

A brief Narrative of recent events in Persia (1909) : The
Pemian Crisis of December 1911 ; how it arose and whither it may
lead us (1912) : The Reign of Terror in Tabriz : England's Res-

ponsibility, (1912).

His contribution to the subject of the languages and sects

of Persia is primarily confined to his articles published in,

the J.R.A.S. which in their chronological order, are as follow^s :

Some notes on the poetry of the Persian dialects (1895, p 773.);

A specimen of the Gabrt dialect of Persia (1897 p. 103.); Some
notes on the literature and doctrines of the Hurufl s'tct (1898,

61.); Further notes on the UteratfXre of the Hurufls and their

connection with the Biktashl order of the derveshes (1907, p. 633).

In addition to the above works his Arabian Medicine (1921)

containing Fitzpatrick lecturers delivered at the Royal College

of Physicians, is a valuable addition to our knowledge of the

history of the medicine of the Arabs. He has also placed the

students of Turkith literature under a deep obligation by editing

the late E. J. W. Gibb’s monumental History of the Ottoman
poetry (Vols. I-VII).

• He also contributed a number of other articles to the Journal
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the Royal Asiatic Society describing certain* little-known
MSS. and bringing to light the materials of a luiinber of
valuable works. They are as follows :

—

Description of an old
Persian commentary on the Kur'dn (1894, p. 417); Dawlatshdh^^
Li^es of the Persian Poets (1897, 942) ;

^ Umar Khayyam (1899,
jj, 409); The Chahdr Makdld of Nizami \Arudi Samarkandi
(1899, pp. 613, 757). The Sources of Dawlatshdh (lS[)dy p. 37)

;

Some account of the NihdyatH4rab fl Akhbarh-Furs wa'l- Arab
(1900, p. 195) ; Biographies of Persian poets contained in Ch.
F, Sec. 6 of the Tartkh-i Guzida (1900-1901, pp 721, •!)

;

Account of a manuscript History of Isfahan, (1901, pp, 411,
661); Account of a manuscript History of the Satifiks in the

Schefer collection of the MSS. in the Bib. Nationale of Paris,
(1902, pp. 567,849) ;

Notes on the contents of the Tdrlkh-i-
Jahdn Gushd of "Ala"Malik Juwainl (1904, pp. 11, 27) ;

Xasir-i-
Khusrau, Poet^ Traveller and Propagandist (1905 p. 313);^
An English Translation of Mirzd AMuhammad ibn 'Abdul*
Wahhdb of Kazwln's article on Mas'nd SaUl-i-Sahndn (1905,

p._^693; 1906, p. 11); Suggestions for a complete edition of the

Jdmi^-ut-Tawdrlf^ of Rasjkld-uddtn Fazlulldh (1908, p. 17) ;

An apparently unique MS. history of the Safaioi dynasty of Persia

(1921, p. 395). The two following lectures which he delivered
before the Persia Society have also come out in print

: (1)

The literature of Persia (a lecture delivered on April 26, 1012),
and (2) The Persian Press and Persian dournalism (a lecture

delivered on May 23, 1913). And the lecture which lie delivered

before the Central Asian Society on the Persian Constitutionalists

was published in 1909. It is also probably certain that

Professor Browne must have contributed certain articles to the

French Journals but, I am afraid, I am not just at present in a

position to give a full list of such contributions. 1 may, how-
ever, mention one such article on the Mujmal of Ahmad bin

Muhammad surnamed Faslh al-Kfiawafl which he contributed

to Le Museon (Ser, III., Tom 1., No. 1.).
*

Lastly we come to his monumental Literary History of

Persia which has rightly been described as his magnum opus.

It contains a complete survey of the literature of Persia from
the earliest times down to the year 1924, which he published in

four big•volumes between the years 1902 and 1924. The first,

two volumes of the series (rl literary History of Persia, from the

earliest times until FirdawsI, 1902, and a continuation* of the

same upto Sa‘dl, 1906) appeared in the Library of Literary

History Series started by T. Fisher Unwin and the last two
volumes, although appearing under separate titles and published

by the Cambridge University Press.

—

Persian Literature under

the Tartar Dominion A.D. 1265-1502, (1920\and Persian liiera^

lure in Modem Times 1600-1924,—are, as a matter of fact, a

continuation of the work which the author began in 1902. It

is needless to say that these four volutftes are a monuipent
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of paiiistakiag research, wide and varied reading and untiring
labour and bear the stamp of high scholarship and deelp

sympathy for the people, whose vast literature and marvellous
civilisation, he undertook to describe and discuss.

Professor Browne was held in high esteem by Orientalists
all over the world, which is testified to by the fact that on the
occasion of his 60th birthday in 1922, oriental scholars of the
whole world presented him with a Memorial Volume, containing
their original articles on various subjects. These were collected

and edited by Sir T. W. Arnold and Dr. R. A. Nicholson and en-
titled ^Ajab Ndmah as after the initial letters (E. Q. B.)
of Professor Browne’s name. The Persians also showed their

gratitude to their friend and well-wisher, and -took the opportu-
nity of presenting him with an Address which was signed,

among others, by the then Prime Minister of Persia and two of

his predecessors. The following translation of the address will

serve to show the esteem in which he was held by the people,

whose literature and civilisation he made the special study
of his life, and for supporting whose cause he alienated the
sympathy of a large section of his countrymen :

—

“ On this occasion, when the sixtieth year of the honoured
Master reaches its conclusion, we, the undersigned, not only on
our own part but on behalf of our appreciative countrymen,
offer you our sincere congratulations and heartfelt greetings and
pray God Most High to grant health and length of life to that
true friend of Persia. Your services to learning generally, and
to the Persian language and literature particularly, are such as

tongue cannot declare nor pen describe. We now profit by this

opportunity to express our gratitude for the labours which you
have undertaken for us and for our country whereby you have
made the Persian nation your eternal debtor. We are sending
a Kdshdn carpet as a gift to your honoured presence, and
we hope that you will add to our gratitude and indebtedness by
acceptiilg it.”

And now on his death (which took place on the 6tii

January, 1926.) the intelligentsia of Persia is in mourning.
It appears from the Sitdra’i-Irdn of 17th January (a Persian
daily published at Tehran) that a condolence meeting attended
^by a large number of scholars, poets and politicians of Persia

\vas held in the Hall of the Minittry of Education and was
addressed, amongst others, by the Minister of Education and
Akd Takl Zada, a well-known Persian scholar of high attain-

ments. At that meeting it was declared that Professor Browne
had undone the mischievous work of the author of Hdji Baba
and rehabilitated Persia in the estimation of the world. The
Radical party of ^6rsia also was not slow in paying its debt
of gratitude to the late lamented Professor and organised a^

meeting at the Grand Hotel of Tehran which was presided over

by AkS Daw ar, the Minister of Public Works, the leader of the
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{>arty, and was largely attended by the Hadicaljs, n»n of letters,
European and American Consuls and the representatives of
various nations. There is also a proposal that a fitting inemo-
rial to the deceased Professor should be set up, and the Sitara-

has suggested that, for the time being, one of the impor-
tant parks of Tehran, as for instance Shiyabau^i^Xnsitiya mav
be named after him. But a man like the late Professor
Browne, in point of fact, needs no memorial truer and more
lasting than his own monumental work, which the march of
culture will not antiquate and the vandal hand of time will

reverently spare. Hidayat Hosain.

(Read in the Ordimtn/ Monthly Mertiny. tst March,
'

Sir Alfred Woodley (‘rofi’.

( 1841— 1925 .)

Sir Alfred Croft came to Calcutta in the sixties of the last

century as Professor of Philosophy in the Presidency College.

His qualities as a clear-headed quick-witted scholar, aiul an
able administrator were perceived very early in his career and
he became a centre of attraction of scholars and administrators.

Sir Ashley Eden’s discriminating power selected Kim as the
Director of Public Instruction from amongst a large number of

very esteemable men who shed a lustre in the Dc^partment of

Education. Sir Alfred held the appointment for 10 years

and was the earthly Providence of the men in his department.
Sir Alfred’s advice was sought b;\ all officers of the? Govern-
ments of Bengal and India and his social qualities as a jovial

young bachelor made him the darling of the European coinniii-

nity of Calcutta. He took great interest in all research work,

literary and scientific. He encouraged 8arat Chandra Das to

undertake the difficult task of a Tibetan expedition and i^^search

in Buddhism and was Sarat Chandra’s supporter throughout

his career in India and thereafter.

He entered the Asiatic Society early and rose to be its

President for two years. All through his care<'r in India he

was the Jife and soul of the Calcutta University, and he

was the first Director of Public Instructions who rose to be its

Vice-Chancellor. The work of his department, to say in the

terms of a Sanskrit metaphor, was in the Mirror of his nail,”

.so he had time to help others and even the Government in

other department. He used to 6ali himself the Etcetera
”

department of Government. He knew his men very w'ell and
could requisition their services in their special line quickly and
effectively. He retired in proper time but ne kept constant

correspondence, loving and affectionate to his old friends in India.

His correspondence was a source of inspiration to all of them.
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In England he lived in retirement but actively helped his

neighbours in their local affairs. He lost his eyesight in

extreme old age. He died last year lamented and regretted by
a large number of friends, both in India and in England.

HaBAPRASAD SHASTBir

(Read in the Ordinary Montidy Meeting, Ist March, 1920.)

Lord Carmichael.

(1869—1926.)

Thomas David Gibson-Carmichael, the first Baron of

Skirling, was the eldest son of the 13th Baronet. He was born
at Edinburgh on the 18th March, 1869 and was educated at St.

John’s College, Cambridge. His first connection with India
dates from 1911 when he came to Madras as Governor of that
province. A year later he was transferred to Bengal, being
appointed the first Governor of this province. From the very
commencement of his tenure of office he took a keen interest in

both scientific and artistic matters and one of the first visits

that he paid in his capacity as Governor was to the Indian
Museum. ' It was during his term of office in 1914 that

two events of very great importance to the scientific world
of India took place, namely the celebration of the centenary
of the Indian Museum, with which Lord Carmichael was
connected as President of the Centenary Committee, and
the inauguration meeting of the Indian Science Congress,

of which he was the first Patron. During the whole period

of "his office as Governor of this province Lord Carmichael
took a keen interest in the affairs of the Asiatic Society

of Bengal and during the years 1913 and 1914 he was
our Pi'esident. At the conclusion of his first year of office

he delivered the presidential address to the Society at its

Annual Meeting in February 1914. Lord Carmichael was proud
of his election and in his presidential address he remarks
** I should like to thank the members for the honour they have
done me in electing me to the proud position of the President of

the premier scientific Society in 'India.” His interest in re-

search work was by no means confined to Calcutta and its old

established institutions and be did his best to stimulate research

work in a number of other and younger centres throughout the

whole province of Bengal, such as Dacca, Rajshahi and Rangpur.
Ho was himself keenly interested in zoology and more parti-

cularly in the gi>)ups of spiders and insects. Throughout his

Governorship he not only made collections himself, but he al^o

employed eollectors to work for him, and in this w^ay he got

together a large collection, which he sent to the Indian Museum
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i^v identification. Many of the specimens collected proved to
be new and his name has been perpetuated in a gigantic
Tipnlid, Tipula Carmichaeli, which he himself ea])tiired in his
bath. With great generosity His Excellency arranged to distri-
bukte, the specimens thus obtained to Museums in India.
Australia and Great Britain. He engaged the services of
Mr. 0. A. Paiva, Special Entomological Assistant in the Zoolo-
gical Section of the Indian Museum, whose post had be(?n

abolished by the Government of India, as his i)nvate assistant
in order to arrange for the naming and the distribution of the
specimens of the Carmichael collection and he paid many
informal visits to the Zoological Section of the Indian Musc^^iiii

in order to examine his collections and to sec that the work was
being properly carried out. He had planned to establisli in

Darjeeling a Museum that was to be under the control of tin*

Zoological Survey of India. The scheme, however, never came
to complete fruition owing to the necessary funds not being
available. In no sphere of activity were Lord (^armichaers
interest more marked than in that of art. From his first

arrival in Madras he began to study the artistic efforts of the
Indian people and to collect choice specimens of their handi-
work. Metal-work, especially Jewellery, and textiles were his

special delight and he not only gathered around him, examples
of these crafts but made himself acquainted with all tlie ancient^

lore connected with their manufacture and use. His collection

soon became so large that they were lent to the Art Section

of the Indian Museum where thc}^ form a special exhibit ‘in a

separate room arranged for this i>urpo.so. Hardly a week passed

without Lord Garmichael visiting his collection and either adding
to it or contributing useful notes with regard to some of his

specimens. His artistic taste was exceptional, and his criticisihs.

delivered often with a quaint touch of humour, were of great

value. On his retirement from the Governorship of ^Bengal

it became pcjssible for the Indian Museum to acquire the

collection as a whole, and it now forms one of the most
interesting exhibits in the Art Section. Since his retirement

from India Lord Carmichael continued to take a keen interest in

the affairs of the Indian Museum and for many years maintained

a correspondence with the late Dr. N. Annandalc. Lord
Carmichaers activities in cotinection with the advancement of

knowledge can best be summed up in the words of tlie late

Sir Asutosh Mookerjee in his presidential address to the first

Indian Seience Congress, in which he remarked that Lorcl

Carmichael’s “devotion to the cause of scientific research is

equalled only by his fame as a Just and sympathetic statesman,”

Lord Carmichael died in London on the 16th January, 1D26.

« R. B. Seymour^Sewell.^

{Read in the Ordinary Monthly Meeting, lePMarch, 1926.)
^
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Robert Sewell.

(1846—1925.)

Robert Sowell was the second son of Robert Burleigh

Sewell, Solicitor of Newpost, Isle of Wight. He was a nephew
of Miss Elizabeth Sewell, one of the pioneers in the movement
for Education for Women of Dr. J. Edwards Sewell, for man}’'

years the Warden of New College, Oxford, and Dr. William
Sewell, who was one of the Founders of Radley College. It was
at this school that Sewell received his education. After leaving

school he was for a short time at a crammers and in the year
186'6 was successful in passing into the Indian Civil Service, his

special subject being Mathematics. On his arrival in India

he was posted to the Madras Presidency. From the very com-
mencement of his career he took a keen interest in the study of

the archaeology of this country, and he has been the Author of

numerous papers and books on different aspects of Indian

History. He first became connected with the Asiatic Society of

Bengal in the year 1879, when he joined as a non-resident

member, and he continued to be a member of this society until

his retirement in 1894. After his retirement to England he
became a Member of our daughter Society, the Royed Asiatic

Society, and for some years served on its Council ; but he still

continued to take a keen interest in the mother Society. For the

last few years he had been engaged on the preparation of

genealogical tables of the South Indian Dynasties for the

Government of India, which work he had completed a few weeks
prior to his death, after an operation, at his residence in

Jjondon on December 30th, 1926, at the age of 80.

R. B. Seymour Seweli..

JlRend In fh4‘. Ordinary Monthly Meeting, Ist March, 19/^6.)

Khan Sahib Maulvi Abdul Wali Sahkb.

(1866—1926.)

•I

Tho late Khan Sahib Maulvi Abdul Wali was, at the time
of his death on the 24th of November, 1926, one of the senior

members of the Society, having joined in the year 1894, 32
years before, as a mofussil' member. In 1911 he came to

Calcutta where he resided until his death. He belonged to

a zemindar family of tlie Khulna district, whose ancestors came
to India in the times of Emperor Shah Jahan and held import-
ant posts in, the army department, many of them being the re-

cipients of the title ,pf Mullah. Abdul Wall was bom in 1866,
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studied in the Calcutta Madrasah, then in the 8t. Xavier’s and
Presidency Colleges, in the same city. He served in the Regis-
tration Department, in Bengal for more than 30 years in vari
ous capacities. First as rural Sub-Registrar, then as Sale-Re-
gistrar, Sub-Registrar, Special Registrar, District Sub-Re-
gistrar, Inspector of Registration Offices in Bengal, and InstJv
as Registrar of Assurances. Calcuttsi. From early youth ho
was fond of study and he was especially interested in anti-

quarian research and Indian history. During the last 25 years
he contributed about 20 papers to the Society’s Joama/. his hist

contributions dating from shortly before his death at the age of

71. He also published a number of pamphlets and booklets, on
Islamic subjects at his own cost. Persian was Ids chief love*

and he prepared a number of translations from Persian iiit<»

English and from English into Persian. A few contributions in

English and Continental Oriental Journals brought his name
more prominently before western scholars and he (Jorresponded

with a number of European Orientalists.

After his retirement from Government service he used
to spend the greater part of his time in the rooms of tlu?

Society where he was the most constant visitor. Literary
tastes and temperament made him a somewhat lonely man.
He had outlived many of his contemporaries and felt,somewhat
out of touch with the younger generation. His intellectual and
social life was mainly centred in the surroundings and company
which the Society furnished, and during the latter part of

his life he was the most assiduous assistant at the Monthl.x'

General Meetings. The Khan Sahib represented an older gene-

ration amongst our membership and by his death a link

with the past is broken. The Society is the poorer for his

departure, which leaves a gap which cannot be entirely filled 'by

any other. We salute the memory of an old friend and
valued member, and pay our affectionate homage to him,^

Johan van Manrn.

Rao Bahadur Datoatebya Badwant Parasni.s. •

. (1870—1926.)
•

Rao Bahadur D. B. Parasnis, whose death, which occuired

on the 31st March, 1926, robs India of one of its distinguished

men, was a member of the Asiatic Society for nearly a quartcu*

of a century, from 1904 to the timb of his death.

He never took any active part in the Society’s work,

but was a scholar whose presence in the Society’s ranks

was highly appreciated. His valuable orientaustic and oivic ac-

Hvities were directed in various channels mainly connected with

his motherland. MabftrSstra.
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Born in^l870, he began his literary career by founding and
conducting a vernacular m«‘igazine, the Maharasira Kokil, which
continued for a few years. The period of 1898 to 1902
produced a number of books from his pen on historical sub-

jects. In the former year he started a second magazine, the

Bharat Varsa which also had a fairly short life. After a visit to

England he started his third journal in 1909, the Itihds Sahgraha.
The last twelve years of his life were also fruitful from

a literary point of view as they produced another half a

doS^en useful historical works, all on subjects connected with

his province. The deceased scholar was a great collector

of IBooks, documents, paintings and coins. He accumulated
a collection of considerable value. It was his intention to make
this public property by the foundation of a museum at Satara,

near Bombay, where he resided. The Bombay Government
built a suitable l)uilding for it, but as far as we are aware
the definite transfer of the collection had not yet been effected

at the time of his regretted death.

Johan van Manbn.



PROCEEDINGS OF THE MEDICAL SECTION
MEETINGS, 1926.

FEBRUARY, 1926.

A meeting of the Medical Section was held on Monday, the
15th, at 6-46 p.m.

Present.

Major H. W. Acton, I.M.S., in the chair.

Members

:

Hoso, Dr. S. II.

(Iiatlorji, Major .K. K.
(Jhopra, Major R. N.
Cooper, Mr. H.
Doxcy, Mr. F.
Harnett, Major W. L.

Knowli'.s, Mnjor |{.

Megiiw, Lf.'Col. J. W. I).

Mittor. Dr. li. V. D.
Mukorjoe, Dr. D. N.
Stapleton, Miss Dr. tJ.

Visitors: 16.

The minutes of the previous meeting having been confirmed
and signed, Major R. N. Chopra, M.D., read a paper on
“The problem of the supply of medical relief in the rural areas
of India.*’

The author discussed fully the very difficult problem of

how to supply relief to the rural areas of India, and the growth
of the various official medical services under Government. TJie

tendency of the qualified Indian medical profession to congre-

gate in the large towns was commented on
;
thus in Calcutta it

is estimated that there is one qualified medical practitioner

resident per 1,550 persons, whereas in the mofiuisil outside Cal-

cutta the proportion is 1 medical practitioner per 38,000 of the

population. Perhaps some 90 per cent, of the rural population

to-day seek medical relief at the hands of followers of the

ancient indigenous systems of medicine or from quacks. t>'olk-

lore plays 'a prominent part in medical relief in the mofussil

areas, and even the banians sHop and the travelling pansari and
itinerant kabiraj or hakim play a large part in treating the’ rural

population.

The author next proceeded .to give an account of the

growth in India of the different * systems ’ of medicine and of

the present position. The chief cause of the present inadequacy

of medical relief in the rural areas is the general poverty of the

people; whereas the average annual income per head in the

United States is about £70 per head, and £50 in tbe United

Kingdom, it is only £3 in India. The old hospital assistant

,
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class, which 'was especially created to meet this problem, has
now been converted into a class of Sub-Assistant Surgeons, whose
training is equal to that of the Assistant Surgeon class, and who
are now tending to gather into the large cities.

To lower the standard of training of medical graduates wiSl

not solve the problem, but perhaps something can be done to

improve the training of the practitioners of the ancient indi-

genous systems. The subsidising of independent medical practi-

tiopera to settle in the mofussil is a measure which is being tried

in some provinces. Finally, there is to-day a divorce between
the Medical Belief and Public Health Departments

;
the two

should work together hand in hand.
' At the conclusion of Major Chopra’s paper a lively discus-

sion took place, and a reporter—who was present—was asked to

withdraw in order that the subject might be discussed in camera
* among the medical men present. Major Acton refused to recog-

nise any ‘ system ’ of medicine
; there could only be one, modern

scientific medicine. Col. Mogaw insisted that the true solution

to the problem lay in the awakening of a * sanitary conscience
’

in the masses of India liy ceaseless public health propaganda.
Dr. U. P. Basu opposed any suggestion to lower the standard of

medical education. Mr. J. G. Bhandari, speaking from the

point of view of finances, commented that the indigenous

systems were cheaper. A visitor who was apparently a habiraj

advocated an increase of cheaper medical schools in the mofussil,

. and State subsidy for the indigenous systems, with teaching in

the vernaculars. Major Knowles emphasised that the growth
of medical relief in India during the last fifty y&ars was almost
incredible; in no other country in the world had the rate of

progress been more amazing
;
he considered that time and the

growth of medical institutions would solve the problem.

Travelling dispensaries had proved too costly and too inefficient.

What ohould be aimed at was an Indian system of medicine
with its own Pharmacopoeia based upon indigenous and cheap
sources of supply, but incorporated in and part of the general

worldwide system of scientific modern medicine.

In reply Major Ohopra commented on the possibilities of re-

creating the old * hospital assistant ’ class. The meeting termi-
' nated at 8-10 p.m.

APRIL, 1926.

A meeting of the Medical Section was held on Monday, the
12th, at 6-46 p.mi

. Present.

Major fi. W. Acton, I.M.S., in the chair.
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Members

:

Bhattacharjee, Dr. S. P.

Chatterji, Major K. K.
Harnett, Major W. L.

Visitors: 11.

Knowles, Major K.
Mitter, Dr. 13. P. 1).

Ottona, Mr. N.
Stapleton, Mias Dr. G.

The minutes of the last meeting having been confirmed and
signed, Major H. W. Acton, I.M.S., then read a paper “On the
principles in testing a cure.*'

The author commented on the fi'equency with which a
given drug was ' tested ’ in two or three cases, and the results

claimed to be a * cure ’ in the medical journals. A disease which
had many ‘cures’ was really a disease for which at present
there was no true cure. Drugs could be classified as specific

—

such as the use of quinine in malaria—or empiric. Cure might
be brought about by Nature, and then attributed to the drug
employed. It might also be either permanent or temporary.
The author then discussed the mechanism of spontaneous cures
and the fallacies underlying the use of small statistics. Bias in

favour of a remedy, the error of random sampling in a small
population under treatment, and other factors all contributed to

give supposed ‘ cures ’ a fictitious value. To take three cardinal

instances; it could not be claimed that the introduction of

antirabic treatment had appreciably lowered the yearly mortal-

ity from hydrophobia in India, for the total figures remained at

about the same low level year in, year out. This was an instance

of partial correlation, and the value of the ‘ euro ’ was ’very

doubtful. In the case of snake bite, the natural chances of

escape and of spontaneous recovery were so very great that any
‘remedy’ at all had every chance of establishing a reputation

as a * cure.’ In the treatment of amoebic abscess of the liver*by

emetine, however, we had an example of a true cure. It had
reduced the annual mortality from this disease among the British

and Indian armies from a considerable figure to nca1*]y nil.

The author then commented on the statistical criteria which

'are necessary in truly adjudging the value of any cure.

An interesting discussion followed. Major li. Knowles
commented on the fallacy of Ehrlich’s grand idea of the ihtrapia

sterilisans, magna. In theory a drug which, on the injection of

a single dose, should kill all the bacteria or parasites in a

patient’s body was an ideal to be admired ;
in actual fact most

drugs which were real cures only reduced the infection to such

a level that the patient’s natural ^wers of resistance were able

to overcome the residual infection. Dr. C. L. Sansom, C.M.6.,

F.B.C.S., speaking as a medical administrator with many years

of experience in the F.M.S., said that the erregrs of medical and
vital statistics had been the bane of the whole of bis official

career. Major K. K. Chatterji said that nowhere* were there

more fallacious and vaunted * cures ’ than in connection wjtb
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venereal diseases. Dr. G. Panja commented on the possibilities

of re-infeotion with the same disease when the cured patient
returned to his home and to conditions under which he originally
became infected.

After Major Acton had replied, the meeting terminated &t
7-46 p.M.

MAY, 1926.

A meeting of the Medical Section was held on Monday, the
loth, at 5-46 p.M.

Pkesbnt.

Ma.jor H. W. Acton, I.M.S., in the chair.

Members

:

Hoso, l)r. S. H.
(’hiittorji, Major K. K.
(luiudri, J)i‘. a. L.

(Illinois Sir Frank.
Mitter, Dr, B. V. D.

Knovvios, Major B.
Biio, Dr. (;. \i.

Otteiis, Mr. N.
Shanks, Capt. (h
Stapleton, Miss Dr. G

Visitors: 16.

After the minutes of the previous meeting bad been con-

6rmed and signed, Major K. K. Chatterji, F.R.C.S.I., read a

paper on “ The study of cancer in India/' the paper being illus-

trated by lantern slides. \

This paper was abstracted in the Statesman of the following

day. It dealt largely with the author’s experiences and observa-

tions during a tour in Europe, with the experimental production

of cancer in^ animals, and with the types of cancerous lesions

met with in^India—the last point being very well illustrated in

the sefof lantern slides. The author then considered the special

Indian aspects of the cancer question, the frequency of different

types of cancer among Indians, and the different views held with

regard to the aetiology of cancer.

The paper was discussed first by Major Acton. He said

that a notable feature of medical work in India was that despite

the fact that chronic ulcers and 'granulomatous growths were
exceedingly common in India, a cancerous change in such

growths was very rare. Capt. Shanks gave a valuable table of

information of the incidence^of different types of cancer among
Indians as observed in the post-mortem room of the Calcutta

Medical College. Sir Frank Connor noted the extreme rarity of

cancerous degeneration of elephantoid growths, and Dr. Muir
remarked that he had never seen cancer supervene on leprosy.

After* Major Chatterji had replied, the meeting terminated

at; 7-16 p.m. *
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JUNE, 1926.

A moeting of the Medical Section was held on Monday, the
14th, at 5-45 p.m.

»
,

Present.

Major H. W. Acton, I.M.S., in the chair.

Members

:

Bose, Dr. S. H. Milter, Dr. B. J’. 1).

Cooper, Mr. A. Ottens, Mr. N.
Kiiowle.s, Major U.

Visitors: 6.

After confirmation of the minutes of the previous nieeting*

Major V. B. Green-Armytage, M.D, M R.C.P., I.M.S., read a
paper on '' Obstetrics and gynaecology in the days of the patri

archs.*’
*

'

This paper presented an analysis and commentary on the
obstetrical and gynaecological incidents rccordiul in the Bible.

It was subsequently published in both the Brilish Empire Jour-
mil of Obstetrics and the Indian Medical Gazette. The author
also commented on the endocrine aspect of the scriptures,

instancing Nimrod as a case of hyper-adrenalistn, Goliath as one
of hyper-pituitarism, and Jezebel as one of hypef-thyroidisrn.

The birth stool which is referred to in the Book of Exodus can

still be seen in rural parts of France and Germany to-day. The
paper was discussed by Major Acton, who commented»on the

fact that the passages with regard ti» Esau being a hairy man
probably indicated that he had a large hairy mole rather than •

that he was a case of hyper-thyroidism. He also discussed the

relationship of sunlight to vitamines and rickets. In summing
up the discussion, Major Green-Armytage contrasted the very

great rarity of cancer of the cervix uteri among* Jews, as com-
pared with its frequency among the Hindus, and conti'Usted the

caste rules with regard to sex matters among the two races.

SEPTEMBER, 1926.

A meeting of the Medfical Section was held on Monday, the

20th, at 5 P.M.

Present.

Major H. W. Acton’ I.M.S. ,
in the chair.

Members

:

Bose, Dr. S. K.
Brahmachari, Dr. U. X.

Chaudri, Dr. B. N.

Connor, SirVrnnk.
Knowlos, Major B.

,

Mitter, Dr. B. P. D.
StBpl(3tot?, MisH Dr. G.
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Viaitara: 6. •

After the minutes of the previous meeting had been con-
firmed, Major J. A. Shorten read a paper entitled ** Radium and
the cure of cancer ; including an account of the visit to the
Fondation Curie, Paris.” •

*

The author discussed the principles of the treatment of

cancer by radium and dwelt upon the bad results which some-
times unexpectedly happen. He then gave a most interesting

account of a visit paid to the Fondation Curie in Paris. The
tecHnique employed at that institute in dealing with cancer of

different organs was described, and the dosage employed. The
results are amazingly good, and are steadily improving with
each year. He was shown for instance 15 cases of cancer of the
tongue ranging in duration from 3 to 6 years, all of which had
been apparently completely cured. The reason why radium so

•often fails to cure cancer lies in the action of the law of inverse

squares ; that the greater the distance of the radium from the

cancerous tissue, the weaker its action. Hence at the Fondation
Curie attempts are being made to obtain enormous doses of

radium, and in one apparatus exposures of 60 to 70 hours to a
mass of no less than 4 gms. of radium is possible.

The paper was discussed by Dr. Subodh Mitter, M.D., who
had been using radium in Calcutta for four years, and gave an
account of his results. Sir Frank Connor pleaded for the estab-

lishment of a Radium Institute in Calcutta, where it was very
badly ,wanted. Major Shorten then replied, and the meeting
terminated.

•i—O

—

NOVEMBER, 1926.

A meeting of the Medical Section wixs held on Monday, tlie

22nd, atvO f.m.

Peesbmt.

Major H. W. Actor, I.M.S., in the chaii'.

Membere

:

^hattackaryyU', Ur. 8. P. Mitter, Dr. B. P. D. <

Cooper, Mr. H. Otlens, Mr. N.
Harnett, Lt.-CoI. W. L. Proctor, Lt.-Col. A. H.
Knowlesr Major R.

Viaitors: 18.

After the minutes of the previous meeting had been con-
firmed, Ijlajor H. W. Acton, J.M.S., read a paper on “ Neuras-
thenia in the tropics ; its aetiology, causation, and treatment.’*

This paper was subsequently published in the Indian-

Medical Oazette, and has been reviewed by many Journals. The
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author condemned the practice of treating neurasthenic patients
as if there was nothing wrong with them. Such patients were
in real ill-health, and it behoved the doctor to try and analyse
the causes which underlay that ill-health.

‘
. The exciting cause of tropical neurasthenia was essentially

a depression in the function of certain endocrine glands. The
functions of these glands might be depressed either by the
action of the toxins of many of the acute diseases of the tropics,
or by absorption of poisonous pressor bases from the intestine.

A hot and humid climate, unsuitable clothing, a lack of venti-
lation from shutting up the house, the want of sufficiently

nutritious food and lack of vitamines, were all predisposing
causes in Calcutta. The patient passed first into a state of
hypothyroidism, and later the adrenal function, and then that
of the gonads became depressed. The sympathetic—and later

the central nervous—systems then became depressed, and the*

patient passed into a listless and letliargic state. Having
become conscious that he is really ill, but not knowing what the
ill-health is due to, the patient passes into a state of introspec-

tion and worry. This still further depresses the endocrine
system, and finally a condition of confirmed neurasthenia deve-
lops. Morbid anxiety, nervousness, excitability, and even the
actual phobias next develop, and this class of patient makes tlie

fortune of the seller of patent medicines.

In dealing with such patients, the first thing was to gain
their complete confidence ; to agree with them that they are ill

;

and to promise a systematic investigation. This should be very
thorough. Exciting causes should be sought for and removed

—

it might be amoebic or bacillary ulceration of the Intestine, or

even a septic tooth. The predisposing causes should be re-

moved. The diet must’ be especially enquired into, and a
sufficiency of fresh vegetables and vitamines secured. The
anaemia must be combated ; whilst endocrine therapy i^ usually

indicated to tone up the general depression. If only the doctor

was to make a thorough enough examination of the case and
deal one by one with all the exciting and contributory causes of

the condition the result of treatment was often surprisingly

good.
An Interesting discussion followed Major Acton’s paper.^

Major Knowles spoke of thb frequency of what one might term
* visceral neurasthenia ’ among the European population of Cal-

cutta. Major Green-Armytage dealt with sex aspects of neuras-

thenia; fear of child-bearing he considered to be a frequent

cause of neurasthenia among European women in the tropics.

Col. Harnett spoke of the importance of septic foci in inducing

the condition, and of chronic prostatitis as cp frequent contribu-

•tory cause in the male. Dr. Panja noted the special frequency

of chronic neurasthenia among Indian widows. Col. Proctor

emphasised the importance of trauma and injuries-—it might be,
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sustained several years previously—as a contributory cause.'

The discusssion was finally summed up by Major Acton, and
what had been a most interesting meeting terminated at

7-50 P.M.
*

,
«

Whilst, in general, the Medical Section was w^ell attended
in 1926, the difficulties commented on in former reports still

persist. There are too few members and too many visitors, and
it would be as well to restrict the admission of visitors to those

only who are invited to attend by a member. It is not easy to

get the medical profession in Calcutta to attend medical meetings,

^hilslb very few practising physicians or surgeons will take the

trouble to write up a subject or prepare a paper for discussion.

There is no end of interesting and important medical material

^for study in this country which is never properly studied or

‘reported on for want of leisure or of inclination. The opportuni-

ties for interesting medical work in India are far greater than
is the case in Great Britain^ but the output of medical papers
of merit in India is still deplorably low.

R. Knowles,
Lieut.-Col., I.M.S.,

Medical Secretary.

f

^•ATic soctmr or MNMk'
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265. Coins exhibited at the Annual Meeting op tub
Numismatic Society of India held at Agra, on
January 2, 1927. •

(1) Ml Rupee of Sher Shah

Wt. S. Date Mint. Provenance.
43. *62 948 Agra. Jhalrapatan.

Obverse,

In a circle.

The Kalima.

Reverse.

In a circle.

There are a few known half rupees of Shor Shah. A
quarter rupee was so far unknown ;

so this coin is unique and
will be of great help in studying the metrology of the time.

(2) M I Rupee of Jhalawar State.

Wt. S. Date Mint. Provenance.

83 *93 R.Y. Jhalawar. Jhalrapatan.

30

Obverse. Reverse.

aCJLc

jx JSlit

JhalrSpatan Mint marks, fonr-leaved branch on ‘Sanah’
'and Phalli on ' Julus’ as usual.

It may be noted that :— .
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(1) The coin reads JhSlfiwfir” Mint whereas Prinseps

andWebb mention ' Jhftlrfipatan ’ as the Mint town.
Webb does give Jhalfiwir as his reading on Coina
but none of the coins illustrated in his ‘‘Currenciea

of Bajputana” shows the mint name clearly.

(2) The Nazri Bupee not mentioned by Webb, but in

my Cabinet, has not the clear lettering of this Coin.

(3) Ordinary Coins of Jhalawgr are smaller and thicker.

.(3) M ^ Bupee of Jaipur State.

Wt. S. Date. Mint. Provenance.
82 *95 B.Y. Saw&i. JliSlrSpatan.

29 (MSdhopur).

Obverse. Reverse.

i y r 9

SXm

(S^J^

Col. H. B. Nevill assigns the coin to Sawai Madhopur
mint. The Nazri Bupee exhibited by him has the ‘‘triple

bow, with the central loop pointed ” as symbol, similar to that

on this coin.

(4)

M with traces of Silver coating to pass it for a rupee
of the Jodhpur State.

Wt. S. Date. Mint. Provenance.
160 *8 B.Y. Sawai. Jhalrapatan.

6 Jodhpur.

» Obverse, Reverse.

6

u «u

I

The hoDorific epithet for Jodhpur is Dfir>ul>Matisur. Of the
Bajpatana States, Jaipur and Bundi (?) are known to have
U8(^ “ Sawfii ” as prefoed to their mint names. So far this

coin is a solitary instance of Jodhpur or any other place
having been stylM^“ Sawfii/.’ The Nftgari letters ^ On the
obverse are also noteworthy.

BATiniL M. AntIki.
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266. Rare Muqsal Coins aoquibbd fob thu Provincial
Museum, Lucknow.

In the year 1924-25 a find of 101 silver coins discovered at
^asai, Police station Mehdawal, Dist. Basti, brought to light two
raVe coins described below :

—

1. Farrukbsiyar, mint Bijapur, and,
2. Muhammad Shah, mint Mu'azzamabad, 113X-9.

Both specimens are in perfect preservation and have a
clear inscription {see Plate 1, Nos. 1 and 2).

The first United Provinces Treasure Trove report for the
year 1925-26 deals with a find of 71 silver coins found at
Bidaoli, Tahsil Chhata, District Muttra. With the exceptioil
of a single coin of Muhammad Shah, mint Shahjahftnabad, the
entire lot represents the coinage of ShSh ‘Alam II, from the
mints of AkbarAbad, Bareli, Brijendrapur, FarrukbAbAd^
Ahmadnagar, OwAliar, Hathras, Itawa, Jaipur Sawai, Mahindra-
pur, Benares—MuhammadAbad and ShahjahanAbad. A single
coin bears the mint name ^Alinagar’^ dated 21 r.y.,

119XHiJri (PI. 1, No. 3). There is absolutely no doubt about
the reading of the mint name. I have shown the specimen to
the best numismatists of the U.P. The question is of the
identification of the mint. There is a place of the name in
BenAres district, but I don’t find any other reasons to show
that the place flourished as a mint town within such a short
distance of MuhammadabAd—Benares. •

PrayAo DayAl.

267. Coins of Husain Baiqaba of Khurasan (873-913 H).

In the year 1924-25, a find of ten silver coins found
at Mauza Ghuripur, Tahsil Biswan, district Sitapur, revealed
two coins of a descendant of Timur, Husain B^aiqara of
IChurAsAn.

These are flat thin pieces resembling the issues of BAbur
and HumAyun along with which they were discovered.

No. 1 is of mint Herat and is described on page 47
(No. 123), Vol. VII, of the British Museum Catalogue of
Oriental coins. >

No. 2 is of mint AflftarAbAd and is mentioned on page
158, Vol. X, of the British Museum Catalogue of* Oriental
coins. This bears date 896 H (PI. 1, Nos. 4 and 5).

Mr. Nevill remarks that this resembles in composition the
great BAwalpindi find of 1920, while Sir Richard Burn says

1 (T'Alinagar, in the Bissuli Tahsil of the BadAyun District, formerly
held by *AU Muhammad Rohilla.)
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that this is t^ie first time that coins of the series have been
noticed in a treasure trove in the U.P.

PbayXg DaySl.
268.

Nabwab Coins.

In the year 1925-26, a hoard of 926 copper coins was
found at Lalitpur in Jh&nsi district. The coins were badly
covered with verdigris and had to be cleaned very carefully.

On close examination they appeared to be issues of Asalladeva

of Narwar. Of the whole number, 25 bore clear dates and 12

incomplete dates in the Samvat era. The dates furnished by
the find are Samvats 1320, 1328, 1329, 1340, 1344, 1345, 1346,

1348, cand 1349 (Pi. 1, No 6-14).
^ According to a table on page 90 of Cunningham’s * Coins of

Mediaeval India’, Asalladeva ascended the throne in Samvat
1312, GopAla in Samvat 1335, and Ganapati in Samvat 1347.

This assumption was based on the fact that only two dates of

Asalladeva, viz., 1327 and 1330, were then known from
inscriptions and coins. The present find has fortunately

brought to light several new dates which extend the reign of

Asalladeva to Samvat 1349. Consequently the dates of

accession, viz., Samvat 1335 and 1347 assigned hitherto to

Gopala and Ganapati, respectively, can no longer stand.

‘ PbayAo DaySl.

269.

Odd Notes.

Mr. Douglas, N.S., XXXVII^ 237^ on some Maldva Coins.

One of the derivations of ihe word Malava is ^om Mftlaya.

,
Malai is a Dravidian word for mountain. There is no objection

to a Dravidian derivation of the word, as up to the 9th

century A.D., Kanarese was spoken as far as the Godavari
(Nripatunga’s Kavirajamargga, ed. Pathak I. 36) and we still

have traces of Dravidian in Br&hui, a Baluchistan tribe. And
the Malloi date from B.C. 323 while the Mallas were an
important tribe with two capitals in Buddhistic times (Cam-
bridge Ancient History, Vol. I, 175). The presumption that

M&laya (or rather Malaya) is the old form of the tribal name is

therefore quite tenable. The Dravidian connection may help

to solve the inscriptions. For instance * Mala’ is anoljher (the

Kanarese) form of * malai.’ Vincept Smith, Vol. I, p. 163,

writes ‘*^Very odd the names of chiefs are, and evidently of

foreign origin.” These names may be of Dravidian origin or

Sanskritised forms of Dravidian names.
* A. Mastbb.

270.

Sultans of GujabIt.

/• Laqabs.

Dr. Taylor has given the titles of most of the SultSns on
'

p. 49 of his Coins of the Gujarftt Sultfins. They are confirmed
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I from inscriptions in Ahmadabfid. In describing the titles I
shall omit the words ‘ ud-dunya v’uddfn * so that Shams will
stand for shams*ud-dunya v'uddin.

T^tar KhUn became king as Muhammad I with the title

, (according to the Mir’at i-Sikandarl)
‘

of Nftsir. Firishta on
the other hand states that he was called Ghiyag. Zafar KhftUi
the father of Tatar, was appointed governor of Gujarat by
Muhammad Tughlaq.^ This Muhammad (IV in I.M.C.) ap-
parently took no laqab. At least there is none on his coins, and
TStar could hardly have derived his title from a laqab of his.

But Va]lh-ul-mulk, Zafar’s father, became a Musalmau in the
reign of the famous Muhammad Tughlaq, who died in A.y. 752
and presumably Zafar had him in mind, when ho named his

son. Muhammad Tughlaq III also used no laqab on his coins
(I.M.C., p. 50 foil.) and the last user of the laqab appears to
have been Ghiyag ud-din Tughlaq. The balance of probability
therefore leans to Firishta^s version (though he is usually not
very trustworthy), especially as the succeeding Muhammad has
the laqab Ghiyag.

When he came to the throne Zafar Khan could not take his

son’s laqab and there were none to imitate in the Tughlaq
dynasty. He was founding a dynasty and the founder of

the first dynasty of Dehli SultSns was Shams-ud-dln Altamsh,
if Muhammad bin Sam, who had no son and Aibak, whose
.son reigned less than a year be excluded. Altamsh reigned in

A.H. 607-633 and his laqab Shams* wa.s the most obvious

perhaps' to assume. All the succeeding MuzafTars assu^ne the

same laqab. Ahmad I assumed the laqab of Nasir. This is

attested by his coins and an inscription.* Ahmad is not a

name found among the Dehli SultSns. Its equivalents

Mahmud, the son of Altamsh, the Turki.Hh slave and Muham-
mad Khilji, better known as ‘Ala’uddin, supply the laqabs

of nasir and ‘ala. Ahmad like his grandfather appears to have
preferred to follow the Turkish slave dynasty. Qutb-ud-din

Ahmad chose a laqab which became a personal name like that

of 'Alauddin. He is known in the histories as (^iltbuddln

in preference to any other name, although in inscriptions ^ and
coins his full name and title are given as qu(b-abu’u] Muzaffar

Ahmad.,Shah. His laqab Qutb has an obvious connection

with Qujfb-ul-aqtab, the holy Bukhfira Saiyid, the patron of

Va]lh-ul-mulk.* The history of Qutb-ud-din shows that until

his quarrel ® with Shdh ‘Alam, which ended in his death, the

1 Bayley's GujRrat, p. 74. .

* Bayley, p. 84 note. Hodivala, Unpublishec/ Coins of the Gujarat

Sultans, p. 21.

* Arehaeol. Surv. Ind., Vol. XVIII, p. 310. * A\SJ.t p. 202.

5 Bayley, p. 70. • /did., p. 155.
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Sultan was mi:ch under the influence of the Bukhara Saiyids.

He was the first to adopt the title of amlrulmuminln and
abu*lmuzaffar, both of which Altamsh used. The former of

these is emphatically a religious title. The great Mahmud 1

used the title Shamsulmuluk va’l-haq nasir ab'ul fath in

A.H. 897,^ but his usual laqab was nasir. In this and in the
use of abu’lfath he . appears to have followed Ahmad I. But
as his name was Fath Khan and his regnal name Mahmud he
had a much better reason for adopting those titles than Ahmad.
Mahmud HI follows him in all his titles. Bahadur on the

other hand strikes out a new line, and adopts the laqab of

qutb. Ahmad III announces the laqab of ghiyas like his

predecessors the Muhammads. It may be, of .course, that all

these laqabs were arbitrarily assumed, but it does seem possible

to trace a method, which considering the importance attached

to laqabs, is a priori probable.

II, Inscriptions on coins,

() Dr. Taylor (C.G.S. Nos. 8 a and 6) has given the legend

on the large copper coin of Muhammad II correctly, but the

translation, which has been repeated by Codrington—Musulman
Numismatics and Brown-Coins of India, should be “ May the
coin of Muhammad Shah the Sultan, the Aid of the Faith
remain so long as in the Mint of Heaven the discs of the Sun
and Moon remain.** “Gardun** which Dr. Taylor translates

by “sphere** is commonly used for the celestial sphere. The
reference is to gold and silver coinage (mihr va mah) and is

prompted by the common phrase of copper plate grants—“ to

endure so long as sun and moon endure.** By the irony of fate,

no gold or silver coins of Muhammad II are now to be "found.

() Coin 68 of Taylor’s C.G.S. (p. 69) has always been
a puzzle. The word there read “Ahd** was later read “umr**
by Dr. Taylor and this word which means “age** and not
“ year** does not give a satisfactory meaning. In the Gujarfit

inscriptions we And two words which may be clues (I) a‘sr, in

an inscription ‘ of Muzaffar II in the phrase fl *asar, in the
times ot, and (2) a‘mm in an inscription of Ahmad III himself ^

in the phrase ibn-i-a*mm i-Mahmud Shah, the son of the

paternal uncle of Mahmiid III. This curious expression is

paralleled by that used by Mahmud I, akb-i-Qutb-Shah or

brother of Qutb Shah to show the connection with the previous

king. The statement in the chapter title of the Mir’at-i-Sik-

andari^ that he was the son of Latif Khgn, grandson of

Lashkar jor Shukar) Khan seems to be an error. It is

1 p. 289. * p. 290.
* A,8,l,t p. 298. ^ Brown Letter Ed., p. 313.
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' something, however, to know that he was the son of a brother
of Latlf Khan, who never succeeded to the throne.

DhIrwIr, a. Master.

. ,April, 1927.

271. The ArthaHstra on Coins and Minting.

The Arthasastra of Kautilya, or Kantalya as he should more
properly be called, was written at some time between the^ 4th
century B.C. and the third century A.D. It is a book dealing
with the science of administration and includes therefore the
monetary side of State finance. It has been carefully translated
by Dr. Sham^astry and the second edition of his translation is

made use of in this article (Tr.). But it has been necessary to
refer frequently to the text in order to see whether a particular
rendering is inferred or a literal translation. A literal rendering
often gives better sense and is more consistent than the meaning
as it appears to the translator, suggested very often by a com-
mentator, who interprets an expression by the practice of his

times.

II. Terms.

It is important to get the terms as clear as possible because
our author uses sometimes one term with several different

meanings. Suvarpa (the ordinary Skt. word for gold) has at
least two meanings. It has its etymological meaning of * with
a good colour ’ and is used both of gold and silver. It may be
translated, perhaps, as pure bullion. Suvarna manufactured
from gold or silver is referred to ^ and elsewhere impure silver

alloyed with sUvarna is said to give a good white colour.^ *The
word also means a weight of gold, and is also called a kar^a.

The translator also considers that suvarna means a gold coin,

but there is no evidence that 1 can find for this asshmption.
Suvarna is also used specifically as pure gold, as distinct from
pure silver and as gold generally. *When the streak of pure
(gold) is of the colour of turmeric, it is termed suvarna.’ * In the

sense of gold generally, it is used in the phrase rupyasuvarna,
gold and silver.*

Other terms are also u^d for gold according to the method
of preparation and its intended use, but need not be m/?ntioned

here.

Silver is rupya, and the term tSra is also used in a special

sense. Bupa is us^ in the seilse of a shaped piece of metal
which may be a coin or an ingot. The term laksaha is used

specifically for *coin.’ It means of cou^e, etymologically.

1 Tr. Bk. II, ch. XIV, para. S.

3 Tr. Bk. II, ch. XIII, p. 99.

3 Ihid., ch. XIII, p. 102.

4 Ibid., ch. XIV, first para. •
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nothing but a distinctive mark and might only indicate a marked
ingot. But the context, as will shortly appear, indicates its use

in the sense of coin.

III. Organisation.

There were three important officials, the State goldsmith,

who received gold and silver for manufacture into ornaments
from the public

;
^ (the translator indicates that he also minted

coins for the public, but the text does not bear this out), the

supefintendent of coins (laksana) and the examiner of rupa
coins.®

The superintendent manufactured silver and copper coins

(rupyarupa and tamrarupa). Tamra is translated as copper,

but there is another word for copper, sulba and tamra may
possibly denote bronze. No gold coins are mentioned. The
silver coins are one pana, a half pana, a quarter and an eighth.

They were alloyed with four parts of copper (tamra), and one
masa (1/16) of a base metal. This apparently means (if we
follow the analogy of the explanation of the Commentator
ill the parallel case of copper coins) 4/16 of tamra, 1/16 of base

metal and the remainder of silver. The copper (tamra) coins

are one masaka or ma^a, half a mftsa, one kakani or a quarter of

a ma4a, and .half a kakani. The copper coin was alloyed with

four parts of a metal (according to the Commentator, silver),

one part base metal and the remainder tamra.®

The examiner of coins or rupadarsaka regulated the use of

coins (panayStrftm) for commerce and for being received into

the treasury. A discount of 8% called rupika wasi: levied on all

coins paid in the course of business transactions, and in addition

a sum of 5% as vyaji and 1/8 pana % as pariksika or testing

charge. The Commentator limits these payments to cases

in which money was paid to the government and this is probably
correct, i{.lthough the text does not specifically state this. The
rupika was probably a discount consisting partly of a seignior-

age for coins issued at their metallic value and partly of

compensation for depreciation. There is, of course, always a

tendency for worn coins to find their way to the treasury. The
vyaji whs apparently the king’s privilege. There was a differ-

ence of five per cent, between the royal and the commercial

measures ® and vyaji—we have the Commentator’s authority for

this—represented the difference between the two.* Vyaji is

defined in the account of the treasury for things received in

kind, as ' the amount or quantity of compensation which is

claimed for making use of a different balance or for any error in

taking hanktuls.’ ® -

1 /bid., ch. XIV. 8 im., ch. XII, p. 96.
3 Bk. II, oh. XIX, p. 125.
4 XII, p. 97, n. I 3 Bk. XV, p. no.
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It has been stated above that suvarna m<)ans inter alia

a weight. The suvarna or karaa consisted of 16 suvarna inAsa

and each mSsa of five gunja seeds (i.e. the rati) or ten m&sa
seeds.^ It is possible that the m&sa took its name from a full

«masa pod. It is possible that gold made up into weights of

a* suvarna was stamped and used as currenc}^ but this is no-,

where stated. The Commentator, however, calls suvarna in a

certain sense ' the coin known as the riipyakarsa^ and the pana
may have been of the karsa weight or there may have been

another pana of silver of that weight. It will have been noticed

that there was no copper pana as we find in later writers, e.g.

Sukracarya. If the value of the rati has not changed appre-

ciably in the course of years, the 80 rati (16 masa) unit of oiv

author may be compared vyith the 80 rati (10 masa) unit of the

dirham of the Dehli Sultans and its predecessors.* The suvarna

is divided into weights diminishing by a half until half a mfisa

is reached and in the other direction is multiplied by two until

eight suvarnas are reached. Then there are weights of 10, 20,

30, 40 and 100 suvarnas.^ This scale is of some interest to

numismatics as it shows that in the higher denominations

the decimal system took the place of doubling or halving

and coins and weights move on closely parallel lines.

The silver unit was the Dharana, divided into 16 silver

masas or 20 saibya seeds. The silver* mSsa weighed 88 seeds of

white mustard. It must have been several times as heavy as

the gold masa and was used also as an avoirdupois weight.*^

Its subdivisions and multiples were the same as those* of the

suvarna. Afterwards the dharana appears to have become

a coin.

What the pana was worth in terms of modern coinage can-

not easily be ascertained. But we find that menial servants

and workmen get 60 panas per annum, while village servants or

officials, as they may be called, get 600. The difference is

rather greater than to-day, when a labourer, who is »unskilled

may earn (in the more remote parts of the Bombay Presidency)

100 rupees a year and the village officer (e g. a village accoun-

tant) 300 or 400. But the pana may be taken to have had

a pure silver content of a little more than half the rupee of to-

d&y an(J have been roughly equivalent to it in value. If we

wish to equate prices, it ^ust be remembered that the silver

content of the modern rupee is worth only about a shilling and

that the value of the rupee is one shilling and six pence

I Bk.. XIX, p. 123. • ^ .a

* Ibid., XIII, p. 102, D. 3. Rflpyakarfa means silver kai4a and may

be equivalent to kaitfSpaoa, a coin referred to in other Sffstras.

» The change of the value of the ma«a from 6 to 8 ratis appears to be

due to the introduction of a decimal division of the suvarna or dharapa

followed by a return to the division into six^n.
^

* Ch. XIX. p. 124. • IM., l^p. 124, 126.
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Prices of the time of Kautalya might then bo expected to be one-
third of those ruling to-day. This estimate is, 1 fear, of no
value whatever, as it is based upon one fact only. The
materials, however, are in the Arthasfistra, to be worked out.

Dharwar, 1927. A Master^

272. Copper Dams of JAiiXLU-D-DiN Akbar

II. (Same as I.)

Coins 1 and 2 are dams of Mint Daru-l-Khilafat Agra,
dated 082, of the dotted line Ahmadabad type described and
published by Mr. Whitehead under No. 71, Num. Chronicle,

5th series, vol. Ill, 1923. Mr. Whitehead further says: “the
curious thing about them is the fact that the date is expressed
no less than three times, once in words and twice dn figures.”

I and II. Obverse. Reverse.

3
ŜAr

Obv. A. Obv. A. Rev.

Last j=Bof the^mintislike co and the monog. 3 is tfbove it
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3

B Obv. B Obv. , B Sev.

IV.

Last ;=R of the mint town is like / with the moiiog. *

below it, also on the Reverse. •

Note.—The Mint Town of Nos. Ill and IV is not published
and is not known to me. Mr. Whitehead’s coin is not |iguml
in the Num. Chronicle. Dftms Nos. 3 and 4 are also of the

dotted line Ahmadabad type and bear date 997 H. They
appear to be of an unpublished mint.

Obverse. Reverse.

^ L3

Date in words and figures. .
•

The mint appears to be MfRPiJR but the 3rd or the middle
letter has a Nuqta over it like If this is the

mint would be Mi^npOr, MainpOr. It also looks like =
’A/npCr.

Bombay, C. E. K9TwXrx.

24fA December, 1026.

Editor's Note

:

I

»

These coins are nob new but they are undoubtedly rare

and interesting. Nos. I and 2 are freaks. Nos. 3 and 4 bear

a mint name which has not yet been satisfactorily read. It

has been deciphered as Khai^pur, but this reading is open to

challenge on historical grounds (P.M.C. 655 and I.M.C. 462).

The question has been discussed in N.S., XXXIV, pp. 222-3 by
the present writer. The mint may bo U^inpur, or more pro-

bably still Chainpur, as the supposed initial alif of Ujainpur

cannot he descried on any of the known specimens. S.H.H.
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273. A Gold Coin of BIppI Bawal.

The gold coin of Bappa Bawal, described in this article,

is the first of its kind to be discovered. No other gold coin

of aD(7 ruler of the various dynasties that held sway over
Bajputana from the sixth to the eleventh century of Christ

has been found.

Some five years ago, I got this coin from a Shroff in AJmere.
On making enquiries, I learnt from him that a merchant of

Bhilwara (Mewar) had sold him this coin with some old gold

and silver ornaments. When it came into the possession of the

Shroff, it had a small gold ringlet attached to it, which he
separated . The coin at present forms part of the collection of His
Highness the Darbar of Sirohi State for whom it was purchased.

As it now stands, it weighs 115 grains and bears the

following marks :

—

On the Obverse

:

(1) Beginning from the top and running to the left over
more than half of the coin is a circle of dots,

which is called wnirT (mala) in Rajputana.

(2) In the upper part below the circle of dots are
• written the words ^ ” (Shri Voppa) in the

writing of the 8th centur}^ A.D. These words
denote the name of the king in whose honour or

* by whose orders, this coin was struck.

(3) Below this inscription, to the left near the ring of

dots is a standing trident.

(4) To the right of the trident, there is a Shiva
t Lingam on a platform of two steps.

(5) To the right of the Shiva Lingam, is the sacred bull

of Shiva, in a sitting ppsture. The bull has his

• mouth near the Shiva Lingam; his tail and some
part of his body have disappeared owing to the
wearing away of the coin at that place.

(6) Below the Shiva Lingam and the sacred bull is

seen a man lying on his stomach. Both his ears

are pierced. They look bigger than an ordinary
man’s*ears, as the holes made in piercing are

comparatively larger. His face too appears to be
longer than usual.
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On the Reverse :

(1) Barring some part of the coin to .the right, the
circle of dots is to be found near the edge running
for more than three-fourths of the circumference
of the coin.

(2) In the upper part below the circle of dots, in a line-

are found three signs. Beginning from the left

the first appears to be a folded (chowri).

(3) The second is 0.
(4) The upper portion of the third sign is difficult to

decipher, as it has been rubbed off by the wearing
away of the coin. Its lower portion however
is in the form of a curved line, which may weU
be the handle of an umbrella. The upper part,

which is not clearly distinguishable also looks like

an umbrella.

(5) Below these three signs, with its face to the right

is a cow, which is standing. Some part of its

mouth is not clearly discernible owing to the
wearing away of the coin.

(6) Near the hind legs of the cow, with its face to

the left is the young calf sucking the milk of its

mother. A bell is seen suspended from its neck
and its tail is high.

(7) A little above the tail of the calf is a pot, the right

side of which has worn off.

(8) Below the cow and the calf there are two parallel

, lines with a little space between them.

(9) To the right of these lines is a fish in a slanting '

position, the lower part of its body is seen Just

touching the line.

(10)

Below these two lines and above the ring of dots,

appears something like a flower, made up of

four dots.

On the Obverse

:

(1) The circle of dots does not call for any remarks as it

is very common on old coins.

(2) The inscription on the coin bears the name of the

king as (Shri Voppa). This is one of

the many old variations of the name of “ww”
(Vappa). In the old Sanskrit books and inscrip-

tions, the king has been variously called

wwnr, irw, WWW, wwrw, wiw, wtw and wtwt.

Both ww and ww are old Prakrit words meaning
‘ father.’ *

(3) The trident is one of the chief weapons of Shiva and
in a coin of a ruler like^ Bappa, * who was a
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devout worshipper of Shiva, the occurrence of

*the trident and Shiva Lingam is but natural.

(4) The Shiva Lingam may well be taken to denote
Eklingji,^ the family god of Bappa.

(6)

The sacred bull is the vehicle of Shiva and as such
its presence near the Shiva Lingam is quite propbr.*

(6) A man is seen in a reclining position below the Shiva
Lingam j

nothing definite can be said about him.
But it is quite possible that he may be Bappa
himself, who is seen here prostrating himself before

the family god. Three explanations are possible in

regard to the pierced condition of his ears and his

long face : (a) It is possible that tl^e man who cast

the dies did not execute the figure properly. (6)

Kings in old times used to put on large kundals in

their ears; the pierced ears with these heavy
ornaments naturally looked larger and w^ere

represented as such, (c) Bappa was considered to

be the incarnation of Nandi, one of the ganas of

Shiva, hence his face might have been executed
in the coin long like a monkey’s. Or if the man
is not Bappa, he may be the Guru of Bappa,
Hareet-Rashi, who was also considered to be an

• incarnation of (Chanda), another gana of

Shiva.

On the Reverse,

(1) The circle of dots. An explanation ha^ already been
given elsewhere. •

(2) and (4) The (chowri) and the umbrella are the

,
emblems of Royalty.

(3) 0 This sign denotes the Sun, and is found in

various similar shapes in the grants engraved
on stones discovered in Rajputana. The sign

shows that Bappa belonged to the Solar race, as

stated in the Eklingji Inscription of Samvat 1028
( VikramaEra), A.D. 971.

^5 and 6) The cow is the famous Kama Dhenu of Hareet-
Rashi, the Guru of Bappa. Tradition has it that

Bappa tended this cow for many a day.

(7) The pot already described may be there to hold
* the milk.

(8) The two parallel lines indicate the banks of a river,

which is suggested by the presence of the fish,

^ The temple of Ekliiigji is situated 13 miles to the north of Udaipiir.

Not only is Eklingji ^he family god of the Sesodias, but he has been
consider^ as the ruler of Mew&r, the MaharinS in power acting only as

^

his viceroy. Sence the MahSrSna is called his * DiwSnji * in Rajputana.
%e the author's History ^ Rajputana, Vol. I, page 336.
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* which cannot live without water. If this surmise
is correct, then the lines indicate tne small river

Kutila, which flows past the temple of Eklingji.

(9) The flower ,—The existence of flowers near a river

. ^
is but natural. It may be a ‘ lotus.’

The word Bappa, as written elsewhere, means father. It*

is only a title. It remains to be seen which of the Mewar rulers

was known by this title. 1 feel no hesitation in identifying

Bappa with Kala Bhoja. In the chronicle of the Badwas,^ the
great poem called Raj Prashasti ^ engraved on 26 slabs on the
banks of the Raj Samudra Lake about 40 tniles from Udaipur,
and the chronicle of Nainsi,^ the name of the son of Bappa is

given as Khuman and in the Atpfir inscription, Khuman is

called the son of Kala Bhoja, hence the title Bappa applies to

Kala Bhoja. Professor Devdatta R/imkrishna Bhandnrkar
identifles Bappa with Khuman and Colonel James Tod with*

Shiladitya. Both these identiflcations are untenable. (See the
History of Rajputana by the author, V^ol. I, pages 408, 409.)

It may be urged that if Kala Bhoja is Bappa. his name
Kala Bhoja should appear on the coin and not his title Bappa.
But we have instances of a king bearing several titles in

addition to his name and of his coins bearing either his original

name or one of his titles by which he was well known. Por
instance, on a coin of Bhojadeva, thePratihara ruler of Kanauj,
we find inscribed the title “ Adivarah ” and not tlie name
Bhojadeva.” (See Smith’s Catalogue of the Coin.s in the.Indian

Museum, I, page 241.)

Kala Bhoja or Bappa as he is generally called, was eighth in

descent from Guhil, the first amongst the ruler.s of Mewar about
whom something definite is known. From the data availp.ble,

it is surmised that Bappa ruled from 734 to 753 A. 1). (or from
791 to 810 Vikrama Era). His capital was at Nngda and near

it lay the temple of his family god Eklingji. As a devgut
worshipper of Eklingji, Bappa held the chief priest—the saintly

Hareet Rashi—in great esteem. This feeling of reverence

for his religious Guru has probably given rise to the many
stories of Bappa with which all readers of Tod are familiar.

There are other stories in which Bappa is represented as cutting

off the ’heads of two buffaloes with one stroke of his sword

at the sacrificial altar oi* the goddess, as maintaining an

army of 1,272,000 men, as requiring four goats daily forhis food,

as putting on a dhoti 35 cubits in length and a turban 16

oubits long and as wearing a., sword weighing 32 maiinds.*

Other accounts would make one believe that he went to

Khurasan in his old age, conquered that province and ruled

8 and 3 See VIr Vinod, Part I, pages 234, 250, and 2<52.

* Chronicle of Muhnot Nainsi, Part 1, page,2.
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there for the rest of his life. Most of these stories, if not all of
them, are pur6 myths and have no foundation in history. Bappa
died at Nagda and his sepulchral monument is still to be
seen at a distance of about a mile from Eklingji, where his

standing image, about three feet in height is represented as
pouring water on the Lingam of Shiva.

In reality we know very little about Bappa. All that is

definitely known is that he captured the fort of Chitor from
the Mauryas. The fact of his issuing a gold coin and the royal

marks of the chowri and the umbrella clearly show that he
was' an independent and powerful ruler.

Colonel Tod following Abul Fazl is of the opinion that the
Mewar rulers are descended from Naushirwan, the ruler of Iran.

Professor Devdatta Bamkrishna Bhandarkar thinks that they
are Nagar Brahmins. As against these theories, the mark of

the sun on the coin supports our view that Bappa belonged
to the Solar race and this*view is further confirmed by the
above-mentioned Eklingji Inscription of 971 A.D. as also by
many other inscriptions of the mediaeval period.

Ajmere. Gaxjrishankab H. Ojha.

274. A FIND OF Indo-Gbebk Hemidrachms in Bajaur.

Towards the close of 1926 a large find of Indo-Greek
Hemidrachms wais made near Gang, a small village in Bajaur,
an area in the Dir, Swat and Chitral Agency of the North-
West Frontier Province.

Most of the coins were brought into Peshawar and divided

among a syndicate of silversmiths, so it is difficult to ascertain

the numbers actually found.

The writer has seen over 1,000 but has only had the oppor-
tunity of examining 1 didrachm and 969 hemidrachms in detail.

He has heard of other lots and believes that a minimum of 1,200
cpins found their way to Peshawar. The hoard consequently
appears to have been about the size of the famous find brought
to light in 1871 atSonipat.

Unlike this latter hoard, the coins found in Bajaur show
very little signs of circulation, and, as only four princes are

represented, it must be assumed that they were almost con-

temporary Rulers.

Of the 969 Hemidrachms examined, 96 were Square
Hemidrachms of Apollodotos, 162 of the usual type of

Antimachos Nikephoros and 721 of Menander. There was
also a solitary hemidrachm of .Zoilos of the type with standing

Herakles on the reverse.

This latter coin was naturally totally unexpected and its

appearance in the hoard indicates that we must revise our

ideas as to the period at which this king reigned.

The common Athene Promachos coins of 2k>ilo8 are
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oontemporary with the latest debased coins of^Strato I and
perhaps 60 years later than the last issues of Meiiander.
This present hoard seems to indicate that there was another
Zoilos contemporary with Menander, about as early as
160 B.C.

My reasons for giving this comparatively early date to the
find are as follows :

—

(1) All the Menander coins show a comparatively youth-
ful portrait of the king, and this is not altogether
due to sentimental idealism as I have seen
several of his coins showing a far older portrait.

(2) The large number of coins of Apollodotos seem to
indicate that he was still ruling in the neighbour-,

hood of the Kabul Valley and had not yet lost

his northern provinces to Eukratidos. The
latter prince was deprived of part of his conquests

,

by Mithridates, it is believed about 157 B.C.

(3) The Antimachos coins also appear to indicate the

same date, assuming that the titles Theos and
Nikephoros were applied to the same king.

The earlier coins of this king were Tetradrachms,
and these must have been striK^k in the Barapomi-
sadae about 180 B.C. prior to the extension of the

power of Eukratides. If he had a reign of more
than 20 years his coins would occur in greater

variety than they do.

I should imagine that this* king was of tiie house of

Demetrios and gave up his kingdom to his relative Menander in

a family alliance to withstand the aggression of Eukratides.

Certainly all four of the monograms on his hernidrachms are of

frequent occurrence on the coinage of Menander.
In view of the renewed interest taken in monogram.s since

the publication of Mr. Whitehead’s important article in the

Numismatic Chronicle of 1923 the writer attaches as an annex-

ure a short note on the Monograms found in this hoard.

A list of the coins found is also attached.

Attention is drawn to the Zoilos coin referred to above

(No. 53), to the owl hemidrachm of Menander (No. 48), to the

two varieties of the helmeted Javelin-thruster (Nos. 46 and 47)

and to a previously unchrohicled variety of Menander (No. 45).

JR Hemidrachm.

Obverse. Javelin-thruster. Greek legend running con-

tinuously round the coin.

Rexisrse. Pallas to left, Kharo.shthi legend arranged in the

usual way with “ Menadrasa” at the bottom
of the coin.

In right field
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The opportunity is also taken of describing a hitherta

unchronioled didrachm of Artemidoros which the writer haa
recently obtained from Shinkiari in the Mansehra Tehsil of

Hazara District, N.W.F.P.
The coin was found by a villager together with two hemir

drachms of Menander and two square hemidrachms of Polyxenos.

ARTEMIDOROS.
M Didrachm—148*6 grains

Obverse. Diademed bust to right. Greek legend

BASIAEQE ANIKHTOY APTEMIAQPOY.
Reverse. Nike to right with wreath and palm. In right

field ^ .

Kh. legend Maharajasa apadihatasa Atimidarasa.

ANNEXURE A.

A NOTE ON THE MoNOGRAMS ON THE COINS OF THE Ba.TAUR
Hoard.

Of the five monograms attributed by Mr. Whitehead

(Num. Chron., 1923) to the Kabul Kingdom only one pT or ^
(K. 6) is represented. Twenty-two coins show this monogram
alone and 23 others show it in combination with other mono-
gram^.

The Gandhara group is copiously represented : no less than

348 coins show (G. 1), 77 show (G. 2), 56 show ^
(G. 3), 141 show-^(G. 4), 34 show I9| (G. 6) and 64 show

(G^ 6). The Punjab group is very meagrely represented

by two types of the Euthydemia monogram ^ and ^
which are shown on 14 and 12 coins respectively.

'File enormous number of coins showing (G. 1) and

’'the fact that they were nearly all in mint condition shows that
this must represent the nearest mint city to the site of the find.

This is startling corroboration of General Cunningham’a
.
interpretation of AHMHT, short for Demetrios which he identi-

fied as Chftrsadda near the junction of the Swat and Kabul
rivers.

This has alw^y^ been an important city and stands on the
direct route to Bajaur up the Swat and Pan]kora rivers.

,
The only other^ monogram that is at all common is
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'which occurs on 92 coins, and one may presume that it also is^

a Gandhara Monogram, unless we assume, from the fact that
it has only been chronicled on coins of Menander, * that it is-

merely a mintmaster’s monogram.
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ANNEXURE B.

Catalogue of coins in the Bajaur Find.

Size and
Obverse. Reverse. 1 •

‘s

Index King.

3
PS

No. Type.
Mono-
grams.

Type.
Mono-
grams.

0
o'

Didra-
*

chm
1 Menander. Javelin- Nil. Pallas 1. r-^ 1 Wei^t
t thruster. 1491

Total 1

grs.

Hemidra-
• (Jhm

Square 1 Apollodotos. Elephant. rh Bull
ftl 34

2 PI pp
S on 32

hump.

3 *1 11 F pp
c 11

4 11 PP A 11

5 pp
01

1

6 pp
Nil

1

7 •

tP pp A
s

ij

Total 95 7 Mono-
grams.

*8 Menander. Diademed Nil. Pallas 1. i.Z'/i)' 6
bust.

9 pp l|9|.E 1

10 pp pp PP ' E 12

11 pp pp PP i-lA) 92

12 < PP PP 1. 6

13 11 PP PP 1

14 11 Pf

#

PP PP 6

15 11 PP PP

•

PP 47

16 11 PP pp PP 1

17
. 11

«
$9 PP 20

18 IS
*

PP pp

1

102
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Size and
index
No.

King.

OliVEIlSE.

Type. ^

‘ ^
:
grams.

Hemidra-
chm.

19

. 20

Menander. Diademed
bust.

Nil.

21 " ** "

22

2.3

Menander. Helmeted ^

bust.

Nil.

24 M

25 ..

20

1

»»

27 i

”
1

M • •

28 M -

29 1 9 ..

30
I

9 9
•»

31 MenandiM’,
j

Javelin

-

thmater. 1

1

Nil.

32 ,, "
;

33

1

”

i

34 :

!

Menander. .Tavelin-

thriister.

Vii.

£r. 2%

—

grains.

1. r. 1^ 5

r K ' '

r.H< '

'

I
j

Total 301
I

i.)4^ a
I

^ JO

!

r. gr 12

E 8

|
9

|
5

MS
I

-lei '1*

'j .

Total i! 0 » i^MoiiO'

j

grams.

lYI
1

2'*

Total i 79 ! 3 Mono-
grains.
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Size and
index King.
No.

Obverse. Reverse.

Hemidra-
chm.

36 Menander. Javelin- Nil. Pallas left r. [Vl
|

^

thruster. with hori-

zontal
I

i 1If 11 If 1.

38 Menander.

25 4 Mono-
grams.

Javelin- Nil. Pallas 1.

thruster. right.

41 Menander. Javelin-

thruster.

Legend
Icontinuous

40 3 Mono-
grams.

Nil. Pallas

right.
I

„ Legend
|

continuous

45 Menander.

46 Menander.

Javelin

-

thruster.

Legend
continuous

Javelin-

thruster.

Helmeted.

Nil. Pallas

left.

Normal
legend.

Nil. Pallas

left.

26 4 Mono-
grams.

1 Unchro-
nicled.

1

2 2 Mono-
grams.

48 Menander. Bust of

Pallas.

Nil. Owl.

1 1 Mono-
gram.
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Size and
index
No.

King.

Obverse.
j

Reversp?. *3
o s

Type.
;

'
1
grams.

Type.
Mono-
grams.

o

6 1

Hemidra-
chm.

49 Antimachos. Victory.
1.

Horseman Nil. 84
'

i

j

50
•• ;''M >• 41

•

51
\

- 12
!

i

52 .. ••

;

M
!

Id 1

' »

'162
j

4 Mono-

I

Total

j

grams.

53 ZOILOS. Diademed' Nil

bust.
1

Herakles
crowned
by Nike.

1

'
»

j

1

Total 1 1
1 Mono-
gram.

^

SUMMARY.

Kings. Types.
•

:
Monograms. Coins.

Hemidrachm Apollodotos 1 i
7

“• " r

95

* • Menander 9 41 721

1

Antimachos .
. j

1 4 152

:
Zoilos .. I 1

I
1 1

Didrachm -•
11

Menander j 1
1

1

Total
•

4 !

1

13
1

64 970.

M. F. C. Martin.
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275. A i:oTE on Mb. S. R. Ayyanoar’s article on
‘ Some Mughal Gold Coins.’

The find of sixteen specimens of “ the diminutive gold
•coinage resembling that of Southern India (B.M.C. Introd.
Iviii) which is the subject of the above contribution (Num.
Supp. XXXIX, No. 259) is of considerable interest as the known
examples of this class of Mughal mintages do not probably
exceed twenty in number.

‘ Mr. Ayyangar informs us that the total number of coins

acquired under the Treasure Trove Act for the Madras Museum
was sixteen, that they all weighed about 41*7 grs., that eight of

them which bore the name of Muhammad Shah were all struck
at Guti, that of the other eight which were stamped in the
reign of Farrukh-Siyar three were issues of Guti, three of

Tadpatri and two of an atelier the name of which it is impos-
sible, in his opinion, to read in any other way than ‘ Gajjikota,’

and of which the identification is involved in doubt and un-
certainty “ as there is no place by the name of Gajjikota ” in

any of the ‘ Taluqs ’ in the neighbourhood of Anantapilr the
district in which they were found. Lastly, Mr. Ayyangar declares

that “ by the discovery of these coins, two new mints have now
been brought to light, and it is now known that Farrukh Siyar
and Muhammad Shah minted these gold coins which are

entirely different from any known coins issued by them!^

I am afraid that neither of these claims can be sustained

in its entirety. There are no less than eleven Imtyazgarh
coins of the ' Vijayanagar pagoda ’ type in thd British and
Indian Museums. The same great collections contain Guti
Coins of Farrukh-Siyar and Muhammad Shah (B.M.C. No. 901
and I.M.C. Nos. 1854-5). A gold piece bearing very great

resemblance to Mr. Ayyangar’s Tadpatri coin in legend as well

as date ?nd differing only in weight (22 grs.) was described and
figured in the British Museum Catalogue so long ago as 1892.

It is true that the mint name could not be deciphered with
certainty, as the initial letters had been cut off and our thanks
are certainly due to Mr. Ayyangar for drawing the attention of

numismatists to this find, as it contains the three less imperfect

ispecimens which have enabled him to decipher the hitherto

doubtful mint-name.

A coin of the type of Mr. Ayyangar’s ‘ Gajjikota ’ piece

of Fa rrukj)-Siyar also is described and figured in the

B.M.C. (No. 902). Moreover* the Indian Museum contains

another issue of the identical * mint bearing the name of ' Ali

Gohar (Old I.M.C. .No. 109.08; Wright, I.M.C. No. 2281-a).

The reading suggested by Mr. Liane Poole was ‘ Gangpur,’ and
it was accepted, perhaps only for the want of a better, by^
Mr. Rodgers. Mr. Nelson Wright thought it should be read
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‘ Kanchankot.’ The present writer ventured propose in

(Num. Sup. XXXI. Art. 196, iv) that the name was * Ganjikot *

and adduced a series of passages which left, in his humble
opinion, little or no room for doubting its identity with the
Ganjikottah, Gunjeotta, Gunjicoitah and Gandicottah of
Firishta and other historians and locating the mint itself in

the old fortress of Gandikot (Lat. 14® 47' N., Long. 78® 16' E.
Imp. Gaz. sub voce). Mr. A3'yangar says that the name can be
read only as * Gajjikota ’ and declares that it is impossible, for

that reason, to identify the place definitely^. I am afraid- the
difficulty is an imaginary one and most probably due only to
the effacement or invisibility of the ‘ Nuqtah * of the ‘ ]jiun

’

in the specimen in the Thakkalapalli hoard. An examination
the illustrations in both the Catalogues is sufficient to show that
the second letter docs possess the dot and the fact that all the
three numismatists of eminence who Jiad handled the coins,

themselves, were agreed, (notwithstanding their differences in

regard to the entire name), in reading the second letter as a
‘ Nun ’ seems to me to clinch the matter and prove that the true

reading is ‘ Oanjikoi ’ and not ^ Gajjikota.’

As regards the second claim, it is liardly necessary to point

out that the fact of gold coins on the pattern of the South
Indian Hun having been struck in the names not only of

Farrukb-Siyar and Muhammad Shah but of ^Alamgir II and

‘Ali Gohar (or Shah ‘Alarn II) has been familiar to numismatists

for more than thirty years and has certainly not become known
to them only now.

As the metrology of these pieces is not without interest,

a few remarks in that connection may perliaps be permissible.

The maximum weights registered in the Catalogues indicate the

existence of four denominations or classes turning the scale at

about 63, 25, 44, and 22 grs. The first two fall into line with

and seem intended to take the place of or oust froni circula-

tion the pagoda and its half. The metrological model or

exemplar of the pieces which weigh about 44 grs. was not, as

Mr. Ayyangar thinks, the ‘ Vijayanagar pagoda ’ or any kind

of South Indian Hun, but the Mugjial qnarter-muhr. ’ As the

weight of the pieces described by Mr. Ayyangar is said to be

41-7 grs., they must all be classed with this third class and

distinguished metrologically from the pagoda-type. Indeed, it

is worthy of note that of the four mints noted, the pagoda-

weight types were uttered only ^rom the atelier of ImtyazgarlA

which showed no favour to the other. On the other hand,

those of Guti, Tadpatri and Ganjikot a;lopted with equal

uniformity and persistence the 44 grs. or quarter-muhr
standard to the utter exclusion of its rival. It is scarcely
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necessary to ttdd that the 22 gr. pieces represent the moiety of

this quarter-muhr type.^

Deolali, S. H. Hodivala.
^th Septemher^ 1927.

276. The ‘ Shah-i-Hind ’ Coins.

The attention of numismatists was first drawn to these

curious monetary issues by the late Dr. G. P. Taylor. That
untiring collector and enthusiastic student thus wrote about
them in Nura. Siip., XXXJII § 200 :

—

..
“ For now some fifteen years I have had-in my possession

eleven insignificant-looking coins, which are yet of interest

because of the puzzling questions which they raise. Where were

, they struck and by whom ? Seven of the eleven are of a larger

denomination, and four of a smaller. * * The average
weight of the larger is 127 grs. and of the smaller 64 grs.

The dates are as follows :

Large—937 H. (two), 938 (bronze), 939 (two) and 940 (two).

Small—934 H., 938, 938 (bronze), 939.” (Loc. ciL, p. 77.)

It will be seen that Dr. Taylor had specimens of only
two denominations and that the years 935 and 936 H. were
no t»represented. But he says that he had seen in the collec-

tion of the late Mr. Framji Jamaspji Thanawalla a larger

and heavier coin which turned the scale at about 260 grs.

and aiso a piece of the smaller denomination which exhibited

the date 935 H. 1 must, during twenty-five years of coin-

hunting in the Junagadh bazars, have seen at least two
hundred of these mintages and possess about sixty of them,
including five which clearly show the missing date 936 H
(PL 2, Nos. 1 and 2) and one of a fourth and still lower

denomination weighing only about 30 grs.

The dates appearing on the coins (934 to 940 A.H.) and
the high-sounding title of ‘ Shdh-i-Hind * which is claimed for the

ruler who issued them led Dr. Taylor to express the opinion that
“ this coinage must have been first uttered by Babur after the

defeat of RanS Sanga in 933 A.H. at some mint in Mughal

I The attached list of known coins will make the point clear.

B.M.C. SK)0-a ImtySzgarh
976 »»

»> 977 »*

18.39-41 if

»> 2179-81 a if

»> 2182 if

B.M.C. 900 [X*idpatri]

»> 902 Ganjikot
I.M.C. 2281 -r **

B.M.C. 001 Guti
tM.C. 1854-6 if

Farru^-Siyar R 3 .53 grs.

Muhammad Sh5h 1161 52 grs.

„ . . 51 grs.

R3, 12--62, 61*6,52gr8.
*ii:lamgir II 21 ? 51*6, 51*3, 51 grs.

,

tt • • 2o grs.

Farrukh-Siyar 1125 22 grs.

„ 1128-5 22 grs.

‘Aligohar . . 43 grs.

Farru^-siyar 1128-5 44 grs.

Muhammad ShSh 1168 ? 42*5, 42 grs.
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territory not far remote from the borders of th^ province of
Oujarat and continued after bis death by Humayiin.”

It is permissible to argue that the observed dates and
surrounding circumstances are at least equally in favour of
their ascription to Bahadur Shah. These coins have never been
found anywhere except in Gujarat and Kattyawar and no
coin-collector has ever come across them either before or
since the publication of Dr. Taylor’s article (1020), in any of

those territories over which the two first Mughal Emperors held
real and permanent sway. Dr. Taylor’s specimens were all

obtained in Ahmadabad itself or its vicinity and my own in

the town of Junagadh. Neither Babur nor his son ever struck
copper coins of the first and fourth denominations (wts^. 26()

and 30 grs.), whereas Bahadur Shah and indeed, most of

the Gujarat Sulftiiiis are known to have done so. (Taylor,

J.B.B.R.A.S., 1904, p. 324 ; Wright, T.M.C., 11 (Gujar.it) Nos. 66,

66.) Lastly, neither the conqueror nor his son ever cared to’

put a metrical legend on their issues in silver or even gold and
it is exceedingly unlikely that they should have gone out of

their way to besto\v that honour on the humble and despi.sed

Falus, On the other hand, a benedictory legend in verso is

the most remarkable feature of the copper issues of Sultan
Ghiyasu-d-din Muhammad Shah of Gujarat and it is possible

that Bahadur Shah may have followed the exampre set by hi.s

great-grandfather.

But the provenance of coins is, not unfrequently, a very
treacherous guide and the other a prior /arguments are, a»t best,

inconclusive. The decisive solution of the (|uestion must
depend, as Dr. Taylor himself has pointed out, on the discovery

of the place in which the coins were struck. “ They lio not
themselves,” ho says, “ reconi the mint name, unless, indeed,

it be registered in one or more of the reverse margins formed

by the sides of the square and the rim. But in none of the

specimens hitherto obtained, are these margins legifde^” (TjOc.

cit, 78.)

I am happy to say that this difficulty has been overcome
and that the name of the mint-town can be now read with a

reasonable degree of certainty by piecing together the* letters

visible qn the margin of about fifteen of rny specimens. The
margins are to be re^ from left to right and from below upwards!

And probably with a view to indicate this fact anfj give a

hint to the reader, the die-cutter has deliberately engraved

the word in the bottom margin which is ‘ Shahr ’ upside down

thus : on all the threeJ pieces on which it appears^.

(Plate 2^ Nos. 7-9). It is clear trom five or six other coins that

the right margin reads which is written in the same

peculiar style of oaligraphy, the ‘kfif’ being formed exactly

as in the on the obverse and the ‘ re ’ being joined on
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to the exactly as in the coins of Mahmud Begada.-
(Taylor, Coins of the Gujarat Salj^anat, 1904,
Nos. 31, 33, 34 ; Plate 2, Nos. 10-14). It is even more easy

to see that the top margin contains the word (Plate 2,

Nos. 15-18). It is true that the inscription in the left margin is

cut off, but this is hardly material. If the three words above
mentioned have been correctly deciphered, the honorific

epithet * Shahr-i-Mukarram ’ makes it all but certain that the
fou|^th vocable is ' abad ’ and that the entire legend is

[
.sbT ]

twsw) ^ In that case, there can be little doubt that

the i^oins were struck neither by the heroic Babur nor the
reckless Humayun, but by the impetuous *aud unfortunate
Bahadur Shah in his great stronghold of MuhammadSbad'
Champaner.

It may be permissible to make a few observations on
the true meaning of the ‘ Bait ’ inscribed on these coins.

Dr. Taylor has said that it “ perhaps admits of being
rendered as follows ” and confessed that the rendering appeared
to himself to be ‘‘doubtful.’’ ‘Whoever on the surface

of the earth has fame and face, upon his forehead bears the

King of India’s stamp of grace.’ Most people will agree

that this is. too literal to carry any clear meaning to the mind.

It is difficult to understand what is meant by the person of
‘ fame and face ’ bearing “ the King of India’s stamp of grace,”

unless it be that he owes those possessions to‘ the grace or

favour of that ruler. But ‘Iqbal’ never means ‘grace’ or
‘ favour ’ and to render it in that way is to sabrifice sense to

the exigencies of rhyme and do a violence to the genius and
idiom of the language. In these circumstances, I beg to

submit another version below

:

‘ Whoever on the surface of the earth possesses honour and
prestige,lays [keeps or places upon] his forehead the Fortunate

Coin [or the Coin of the Good Fortune] of the Sovereign Lord
.>f Hind.’

It seems to me that the signification of the phrase * Sikka-i-

Iqbal ’ is very similar to that of the ‘ Sikka-i-Mubarak ’ of the

mintages of Aurangzeb and his successors.^ It is the ‘ Sikka ’

i Whatever the literal meaning of ' liibal ’ and of * Sikka-i-Iqbal ’ may
be, its rbal significance or idiomatic sense is * King’s Coin,’ * King’s
Money,’ i.e., * Coinage made current by Royal or Imperial authority.’

Abul Fazl and other Persian writers repeatedly use the collocation with
'Jqbal in this way. Cf. * Mu*<uka\-i^Iqbalf* Camp of Good Fortune, Aih
1. 27 (Bibl. Ind. Text) and other passages quoted in Num. Sup. XXXIV,
pp. 167-170).

Mauqob^i’IqbSl. Jietinue of Good Fortune. AlA. Nam. Text, III, 47.

RSyat-i'IqbaU Standards of Good Fortune. 76fd., Ill, 7, 33,38.

Asi&ndi^iJqhSl. Threshold of Good Fortune. Ibid., HI, 10,232,234.'

^
La8hiuir»i‘Iqbtd. Army of Good Fortune. Ibid., Ill, 37.
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or coin struck for marking the culmination of the.Good Fortune
or as a memento of the auspicious accession of the Emperor
or claimant. When the poet says that every person of name
and fame places this ‘ Sikka * on his forehead, he is very
•probably referring to the Oriental or Pan-Asiatio custom of
signifying respect and submission or assent by placing the
hand upon the forehead. It is common knowledge that it

was the duty of Governors and Viceroj^s of provinces and
even of Ruling Chiefs and Princes to go long distances for
escorting (‘ Istaqbal *) the Royal Parmans and to place them,
after they were delivered by the bearer, on the forehead with
profound respect in token of their readiness to obey the
Sovereign’s wishes and commands. Coins are, as Thomas has
justly said. Rescripts or Manifestoes inscribed on metal, of
which the object is *'to make clear to the comprehension”
of the multitude—to the classes as well as the masses—the
supremacy de jure or de facto of the person issuing them. '

(Chronicles, p. 1). So, the poet hopes and trusts that every
person of any position in the country will signify his loyalty
to and acknowledgment of the paramount power of Bahadur
Shah by cheerfully accepting as the ‘current coin of the
Realm’ these mintages of his in spite of their novelty and
unconventional style.

This is how I understand the lines but the fact of the
matter is that ‘ Sikka ’ means ‘ stamp ’ or ‘ die ’ as well as
‘ coin’ or ‘ money.’ If the word is taken in the first of these

senses and Iqbal given its correct or dictionary meaning, the
idea intended to be conveyed may bo that every person of

any consequence is the vassal or bond slave of the Shalb

of Hind and carries on his forehead the mark, sign or stamp
of his condition, as slaves often used to do in ancient times.

If ‘Sikka’ signifies ‘coin,’ the purport is as I have first

suggested.

But a distich having a double meaning is lobked upon
as a thing of great beauty by all writers on Persian Poetics .

and it is possible that the composer meant ‘Sikka’ to be
understood in both senses and the legend to be’ interpreted

in either of the two ways indicated. In that case, it may
be left to the reader to choose for himself that which appears

to him to yield a more rational meaning.
S. H. HonivALi.

Deolali,
2\8t October^ 1927 .

A ^
•AsSkir~i-Iqbm. Armies of Good Fortune. Akbamama Text, III,

163.

He even frequently speaks of the ^Akbahiffma* as

this Book or History of Good Fortune, i.e., this Histogr of the Emperor.

(Text, III, 19.)
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Gold coins,’ N. t6. !

‘ Shah-i-Hind * coiHs, N. 28.
^ j

Honorary Follows, xxiii.'
*

.

List of, exxx. I

Hora, S. h, Gunther-Day contro-
versy regarding Hamilton--
Buchanan’s Cyprinus chagu-
niot 415.

Lunar periodicit^lfTthe^^ro-i
' duction of insects, 339. \ {

Manuscript drawings of fish in
the Mackenzie collection, 345.

Hos of Kolhan, death ceremonies
amongst, 37.

Worship festivalslof, 277.
Hosteii, Rev, H. Eulogy of Fr. J.

Xavier, 109.

Fr. N. Pimenta on Mogor (Goa,
1600), 67.

Fr. N. Pimenta’s annual letter

on Mogor (Goa, 1599), 57.

Fr. N. Pimenta’s annual of
MargAo, 1601, 83.

-Some letters of Fr. J. Xaviol
to his family, 131.

Some notes on Bro. Bento de

,

Goes, 137.
‘ Three letters of^ Fr. J. de

Castro, and the last year oi

JahfingTr, 141.

Husain Baiqara of Khurasan, coine

of, N. 5.

I

Indian affinities of Ainu pottery^

269. .
^

In an Museum, xxix.

Science Congress, xxviii.

Inrlo-Greek hemitlre'^piB, in

Bajaur, N. 18. »

Injection experiments with re*

ference to production of al>

kaloids and metabolism in

plants, 335.

Insects, reproduction of lunar perio-

dicity of, 339.
*

Irwin, Lord, visit by, xxx.^ •
ishwarchandra Vidyasagar, |>romoi

ter of female ediscation ir.

^ Bengal, 381.

services of, to Bethiirie School,
I 391.

Ivanow, W. Jargon of Persian
niendicant darwishes, 243.

Kborasani Kurdish| 167.

Persian^larwi8h songs, 237.










